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TO THE READER.

As a publisher^ I feel great satisfaction in placing these volumes,

which complete the great work of Professor Heeren on the Politics,

Tiade, and Intercourse of the principal states of antiquity, in the

hands of the English reader. I tiust I shall at least deserve his

thanks for opening to him a new and interesting source ofinstruction

and pleasure ; and that he will bestow the same indulgence upon

the tianslation of this portion of the work, which he has shown

to the volumes on the nations of Africa.

I am emboldened to claim this indulgence with somewhat more

confidence in the present instance, as I have not personally so

much to dread from consul e. Of the two volumes just referred

to, it is now very generally known that I am the translator, and

I cannot but feel grateful for the gentleness with which their de-

fects have been passed ovei. As the greater part of the present

portion of the work has been done by t^vo gentlemen in every respect

much better qualified for the task, the same degree of forbearance,

I trust, wdll not be required
;
praise could scarcely be more liber-

ally bestowed. My own sense of the imperfection of the perform-

ance, naturally induces me to asciibe this to the value of the

original 'work ;
still there is some satisfaction in having given

such a version as should cause that to be readily appreciated, and

with that I am content.

Of the volumes now presented to the public, part of the first,

containing the Persians, has been translated by a gentleman

eminently qualified for the undertaking, and %vho has spared no

pains to give the sense of the German with accuracy. He has

besides referred to almost all the original authorities, and from

his attainments in classical literature, I feel no doubt that the

reader will find much of the spirit of Heeren’s original work pre-

served in the English versiom The same may be said of the
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gentleman into whose hands the remainder of the work, contain-

ing the Babylonians, the Scythians, the Indians, and Appendixes,

has fallen. Btit, in addition to his othei attainments, an intimacy

with the languages and learning of the East have peculiarly qua-

lified him to do justice to this portion of the work, as will be ap-

parent from the notes with which he has enriched it. For the

portion of the work devoted to the Phoenicians, and the first

chapter of the Babylonians, I have to solicit for myself the in-

dulgence of the reader. I feel it proper to mention this, lest

others should be censured for what I may have done amiss.

In this portion of his rvork Piofessor Heereii has thrpwn con-

siderable light upon the commercial relations of the ancient Jews,

as well as upon the writings of the prophets in geneial. Many
of his views being based upon the conjectures and laboiious re-

searches of the learned Michaelis and Gesenius, tw’o men who
have attained the highest lank as biblical ciitics, it has been ne-

cessary to follow their tianslation and interpretations, which in

ngiany places differ fiom the generally leceived versions both of

Germany and England. As, however, the Divine authority of the

inspired writeis is left wholly unimpaired, and no point of doc-

trine is at all involved in these investigations, they have been
given as found in the Geiman ; and must be considered, in their

true character, as illustrations of those highly inteiesting parts of

sacred history which have reference to the life and manners of the

early Asiatic nations.*

With regaid to the present translation it remains to be added,

that it has been made from the last and best edition of the ori-

ginal German, and fiom a copy supplied for that purpose by the

author himself, who has likewise favoured the publisher with
the following papers, never before published, expressly for this

edition.

1. A paper on the Navigation of the Phoenicians and Cartha-
ginians to Britain, and their Settlements on the Coast, forming
Appendix VIII.

* It seems to mo, froin a casiitii glance at the intcipictatioiis ,uid commentaries
of Michachs and GctjCiiuis, that by a judicioub selection Iroiri liiein, a liiglily inten'st-

mg volume might be formed, full of mstrur tioii and mjvelty for the English biblical
reader
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2. A paper read before the Royal Society at Goettingen, on the

commerce of the city of Palmyra, forming Appendix III.

S. A papei containing a brief sketch of the works connected

with Sanscrit literature, which have appeared since the last Ger-

man edition of these Researches,” together with a confirmed

statement of the author’s method of determining the several ages

of Sansciit classical compositions, forming Appendix X.

4. A paper on the ancient commerce of the island of Ceylon,

forming Appendix XI.

Valuable as are the works of Professor Heeren, it is hoped that

this additional matter, together with the pains which have been

taken with the work in general, will enhance the merits of this

translation to the English readers, and insure it that success

which the publisher anticipates.





PREFACE

TO THE FOURTH EDITION*

If the practical direction, which in modern times has been given

to knowledge and science, is a general advantage, it is more

especially so in the study of antiquity. During a long peiiod this

%\as confined merely to ancient languages, or to such tiifling in-

vestigations as degraded the pursuit. But the spirit of the age,

which has reformed so much, has also pievailed here, and given

a new direction to this branch of learning.

Besides words^
tlnn^s have been found worthy of actention

;

and it is only by an application to these that the study of antiquity

has pieserved and augmented its credit.

The present work, it is hoped, will further contribute to raise

the character of this pursuit. The subjects on wliich it treats, as

set forth in the title, are, The Politics, Intercourse, and Trade

of the States of Antiquity and as I can have no apprehensions

respecting their lack of importance, I have only to hope that my
labours may be found worthy of them.

It has not, however, been my design to write a history of the

nations of the ancient world ; for I have no desire to 2 epeat what
has already been, in some instances, very ably related by others.

Neither have I attempted, as the title page might seem to suggest,

a general history of politics and commerce ; nor do I even in any

way pledge myself to discuss all that relates to these interesting

topics. The way has been too little travelled for any single man
to enter fully upon it. A clearer light must also be first thrown

on the natural history of the ancients, and more accurate informa-

tion bo collected respecting their wares and merchandise, than

we yet ]>ossess.

My plan lias no greater scope, if I except the general preliminary

^5c\vs, thdii the delineation of paiticular nations, principally with
n to the iwo express objects which I have already men-
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tioned. But the choice of these nations^—as I have limited my-

self to uo quarter of the worlds to no particular climate, hut selected

such as appeared most remarkable for their government, or trade,

or both,—not only extends our horizon to the most distant bound-

aries of history and geography, but affords such a variety of ob-

jects, as must necessarily give a high degree of interest to these

researches.

All here, however, depends upon the principles according to

Which, and the spirit in which, these delineations are drawn.

Pure love of truth, the first virtue of the historian, will not I trust

be found wanting. In no part of my work have I any hypothesis

to establish, any darling proposition to support, or any opponent

to refute. Upon every occasion I have stated that which I have

fouud, and stated it just as I have found it ; the certain as certain,

the probable as merely probable. To do this, however, a judi-

cious selection and critical examina,tion of the sources whence ma-

terials were to be drawn was necessary. I have, therefore, made it"

my first rule to take, not merely credible, but, as far as possible,

contemporary writers for my authority ; and have only made use

of later writers, in cases where it appeared that their information

was drawn from the times under consideration- The sources

from which these drew I have always endeavoured to point out,

and the citations have been subjected to an accurate revision. An
unnecessary assemblage of quotations I have carefully avoided

;

still, I hold it to be the sacred duty of an historian to add them

where required ; for he by no means has a right to expect that

the reader should believe him upon his mere word.

It was of course necessary that learning and research should

form the foundation of my labour ; but I have endeavoured to re-

strain them merely to the groundwork. It has already been a

frequent subject of complaint, that our literature boasts but few

historical works distinguished for more than simple research.

But although my performance is not a history, in the strict sense

of the word, yet it belongs to that class ; and I trust that a series

of pictures of nations, drawn with spirit and fidelity, will help to

supply the deficiency complained of. It has then been my wish to

write a work which might interest and instruct every reader not

entirely uninformed, and especially the young admirers of histori-
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ml scionro To attain this onil 1 have felt the essential import-

niu'o of th<^ greatest possible eleaincss and prodsioii in the descrip-

tions ^Uiieli I have I have therefore laboured hard to

obtain this object ; and have entirely Raeilftced to it all those

onmnnaits v,Uh '\^bieb so many dis%ure, “while they seek to

emhellish histoiy.

How far I may hn\e attained niy object it is not for me to de-

termine ; but I think I may faiily venture to refer to the favour-

able reec'ption which (his attempt has met with since its first

appearance, both from th<' wcdl-infonned of Germany and of

foreign countries, as a proof that £ have not altogether failed. I

may venture to do this so nuich the more, as I fortunately know
sufBoiently well that the good opinion entertained of my work

has been formed by the well-informed and independent, and not

by the Aristan'hs of our literature. This approbation, together

with the light, which modern geographical discoveries have thrown

upon these' subjects, imparted to me as it has been by the noble

liberality of a govcn iiineiit, long known in Germany and Europe

as the constant protc'c.tor of every useful science, has encouraged

me to use the greatest exertions to render my second edition, pub-

lished in 1805, and again, the third in 1815, as complete as my
abilities would allow. But it lies in the nature of these investiga-

tions that they never can be complete. Every advance made in

the knowledge of countries and nations, and the sciences con-

necjted with and depending upon it, throws a new light upon
them. And how great has been this advance during the ten

years that has elapsed since the third edition! How many of the

countries of Central Asia, Persia, and Judsea—^how completely

those of Northern Africa, JEgypt, -Ethiopia, even as far as the

distant Meroe—^have been rescued from obscurity!

That I have lost no opportunity of improving this, the fourth

edition, which forms the second half of my historical works, will

be better seen from an inspection of it than from any assertions I

can make. All that could be gathered respecting Asia, from the

works of Kinneir, Ker Porter, Pottinger, Stamford RajQBles, and
others; as well as from the learned investigations of Rhode,
Gesenius, and Brehmer,has been diligently made use of. Scarcely
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a page will be found without addition and improvement ;
some

chapters, as those upon Persepolis, Babylon, and so forth, have

been wholly or in great part re-written. In some particulars in

which I have become better informed, I have altered my text ; in

general, however, I have had the satisfaction to find, that pro-

gressive discovery has not contradicted my earlier views, but

rather, firequently in a surprising manner, confirmed them. If,

then, the reader, after consulting this edition, wdll take a retro*

spective glance at the state |>f our knowledge of antiquity thirty

years ago, when these Researches first appeared, I may confi-

dently expect from his impartial judgment the opinion that I

have not written in vain.

Accoiding to the original plan of this work, the reasons for

which are stated in the Introduction, it comprises the period pre-

vious to Alexander the Great, so that the principal nations ol

three quarters of the globe will be treated of in the same num-
ber of parts, each of two or three volumes.* A fourth, containing

the Macedonian-Roman period, might very well be added to

them, which would complete the whole of antiquity.

The Introduction placed at the beginning is confined entirely

to general views of politics and commerce, and will give the

reader some previous acquaintance with the ground which he has

to wander over.f In the Asiatic Nations I have treated of the

Persians, the Babylonians, the Phoenicians, and the Scythians

;

to these were first added in the thii’d edition, the Indians. The
investigations respecting the Persians present the picture of a

vast despotic empire, such as Asia has in all times contained. It

will, therefore, serve as an introduction to the greatest part of the

history of this portion of the globe. The explanations which I

have inserted respecting Persepolis would necessarily belong to

my plan, from the monuments there being so very important in

the study of Persian antiquity and government, even if they were
not in themselves of the highest interest.

^ These three parts are aow all translated into English, and may be had com-
plete,

f This Introduction "wnU be found in some copies prefixed to the first volu]tne of
the Afhcan Nations.
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The second volume, devoted to the Phoenicians, Babylonians,

and Scythians, contains on the other hand, more especially a key

to the earliest commerce and intercom se of the ancient world

;

and of the great highways through Asia, upon which it was

carried on. All that I have to premise respecting the Indians,

will be found in the preface to the volume devoted to that people.

The maps of Asia and Africa, which accompany the work, re-

present these two parts of the world in the time of Alexander

;

and possess some value from their having, for the first time, the

great trading routes accurately marked upon them. I have only

to add, that these maps have been constructed principally for the

illustration of this work alone, according to which they must be

judged.

I owe especial acknowledgments, and the public as well as my-

self, to my learned friends the Aulic councillor M. Tychsen, and

M. Grotefciid, formerly of Frankfort, and now director of the

Gymnasium at Hanover, for the ^aluable information they have

furnished me with ;
which will he found in the Appendixes, and

which make no trilling addition to the worth and importance of

this part of xny work. To th(^ extensive ac'cpiaintance of the first

with the languages of the East, the reader is indebted for the in-

terpretation of the Indian words adopted by ancient writers from

the Persian ;
whereby an additional light has been thrown upon

the ancient languages of Asia. But the kindness of M. Grotefend

has led him to furnish the reader at my request with an essay

upon the arrow-headed character, -with an attempt to decipher

the inscriptions at Persepolis.” To these there is now added a

second upon Pasargadee and the tomb of Cyrus.” These will

enable the reader to form his own judgment upon these interesting

discoveries. I have also added two plates containing the recent

deciphering of the Zend alphabet, together with other apparatus

for reading it, and the interpretation, as far as the discovery at

present reaches.

There can be no greater enjoyment to the inquisitive spirit,

than to find liglit where he has hitherto found nothing but dark-

ness ! More than once I have experienced this agreeable sensa-

tion in the progress of the present investigations. And I may
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venture with the more c*onfidennj to d(^Hvor this now edition,

probably the last that will pass from xny haiids^ to the rc’ador, be-

cause happily I can safely asseit, that much whirdi foinuTly I

could present to him only in doubtful and obscure gloom, will

now be seen in the full and edear light of day.
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ASIA.

Of the three divisions of the ancient world there is none
which more attracts and rewards the attention of the philo-

sophical historian, engaged in the investigation not of in-

dividual nations but of the human race, than Asia. It was
I n Asia that the first dawn of history broke

;
and during

I icceeding ages, when Africa was involved in almost total

obscurity, from which Europe herself was slowly disengaged,

tl ere rested upon Asia a degree of light which, if it did not

illuminate equally all the great events of which that conti-

nent was the theatre, served at least to illustrate their general

course, and to fiimish important data towards the history of

the human species. The further we advance in such in-

quiries—the more that we compare the various traditions of

different nations respecting their several origins and ancient

histoiy, and the better we are enabled to contrast the diversi-

ties of their external characters, the more do we find ourselves

constantly directed to Asia as the central point—the more are

we impressed with the conviction that in.that great continent

was the cradle of mankind, whatever may have been the in-

fluence ofremote climates and favourable or unfavourable cir-

cumstances to ennoble or degrade the original stock. Even
when we trace the progress of the arts and sciences, not-

withstanding the pains which the nations of the West have

bestowed in cultivating such pursuits, and conferring upon
thtm, as it were, an impress of their own, we find ourselves

uniformly recalled to the East as the place of their origin
;

and it is there that we discover the native seat, not only of

our own religion, but of all other modes of belief which have

become at any time predominant in the world.

Even in respect of her geographical position, Asia has

VOL. I. B
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been favoured beyond either of the other portions of the

old continent. Its territory begins in a degree of N. lat.

beyond which the globe ceases to be habitable to men, and,

filling the whole extent of the temperate zone, stretches her

vast peninsulas alone far into the space between the tropics,

and one of them, the easternmost, nearly to the equator.

Her richest and most fruitful provinces occupy the degrees

of latitude which, in the case of Europe, are lost in the Me-
diterranean

;
and it is only the extremities of her territory

which suflFer from an excess of heat or cold. Europe, on
the other hand, appears on the map of the world only as a

sort of' appendage to the north-western portion of Asia;

and Africa, whose widest extent lies beneath the equator,

and whose regions are principally situated within the torrid

zone, can boast very few parts which, in temperature of

climate, can vie with the advantages possessed by the

greater part of Asia.

The vast extent of this last continent, whose area is four

times as large as that of Europe, and nearly a fourth greater

than that of Africa, presents the noblest theatre for display-

ing, in their utmost perfection and greatest variety, the in-

animate as well as the animated wonders of creation. Eu-
rope has no production which Asia has not

;
and most of

those which she possesses in common with the latter are in-

ferior, except as far as they may have been improved by the

skill of Europeans. Africa indeed has some which belong

to her peculiar position and climate
; the race of negroes,

for instance, is confined to that continent, as well as some
plants and animals which flourish no where but under the

equator : but however striking and foreign the appearance

of nature may be in Africa to Europeans, it is nevertheless

for the most part invariable
;
and the inhabitant of Cafi'raria

might believe himself at home on the coasts of Barbary,

where he would find nearlj the same races of animals, the

same vegetable productions, and the same climate. On
the other hand, how vast a variety reigns in Asia ! How
different is the face of nature in the wide steppes of the

Mongols—in the flowery vales of Cashmere, and the sul-

try flats of Bengal !—or again, in the perfumed groves of
Ceylon, the snowy mountains of Siberia, and the shores of
the Arctic Ocean

!
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But, independently of her geographical position, Asia pos-

sesses other marked advantages over Africa. The means of

access from without, and of internal communication, are as

difficult in the case of the latter, as they are easy and unen-

cumbered in that of the former. The seas by which Asia

is surrounded, form on every side, but especially on her

southern coast, (the original seat of civilization,) vast gulfs,

which stretch far into the interior, and terminate in the em-
bouchures of mighty rivers

;
facilitating the safe exchange

of articles of commerce.
The structure of the continent, and the equal distribution,

throughout its extent, of considerable rivers, is probably a

principal reason why the interior of Asia is not found to

contain any deserts of sand of like magnitude with those

which in Africa present such formidable impediments to

commerce. An exception must be made in the case of

Arabia
;
a peninsula which in its natural features, as well as

in its position, appears almost to belong to the adjoining

continent of Africa. It is true that Asia abounds in vast

pathless steppes, but these are by no means beset with the

same dangers which menace the traveller m the deserts of

Africa. On the contrary. Central Asia contains only one

waste to be compared for extent and desolation with those

of the other continent, that of Gobi in Little Bucharia;

which, however, only obstructs the way to the most remote

country of the East, China Proper, of which it is the

boundary to the west and the north
;
opposing no obstacle

to the free intercourse of the other Asiatic nations.

To enable us to form an adequate notion of the natural

features of the different parts of Asia, and the intercourse

of its inhabitants, which is dependent on the former, it is

necessaiy in the first place to become acquainted with the

great mountain-ranges which stretch across this portion of

the globe, and determine in a great measure the nature of

the soil, and the modes of life of its occupants. Two of

these vast chains of mountains extend across the continent

from west to east, forming by their ramifications to the north

and south, by which they are connected together, a species

of gigantic network
;

or, as it were, the skeleton, on which

the surface of the whole country is disposed, and to which

it is attached. The first of these, which was probably in

n
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a great measure unknown to the Greeks, extends through
the southern part of Siberia, and, with many changes of

appellation, is styled in general the Altaic range. Begin-

ning just above the Caspian, it sends oif a branch to the

north, which, under the name of the Ural, stretches as far

as the Arctic Ocean. It then, with a mean elevation of not

more than six or seven thousand feet, traverses the southern

part of Siberia, becoming wider as it approaches the east,

till, not far from the Pacific Ocean, after having united to

itself a considerable branch of the great southern range, it

fills the whole territory of the Tungusians and the shores of

Siberia. For an accurate account of this great chain of

mountains we are indebted to the recent researches of some
scientific Russian travellers, before whose expedition our in-

formation respecting it was very defective
;
and in the time

of the ancients its very existence was almost unknown.^
Much, however, still remains to be explored, particularly in

the eastern portion of the chain.

The other great range of mountains, which, under the

name of Taurus, in like manner stretches transversely

through the whole of the continent from west to east, was
much better known to the ancients. It commences in the

peninsula of 4sia Minor, of which it occupies the southern

provinces, Pisidia, Licia, and Cilicia.’^ Thence it stretches,

with a very considerable elevation, through Armenia, send-

ing off a branch which, with a northerly direction, fills up
the country between the Caspian and Euxine^ and bestows

upon it the appellation of Caucasia.^ From Armenia the

main branch extends through the countries to the south and
south-east of the Caspian, through the northern part of

Media, and the districts, once so celebrated, of Hyrcania,

Parthia, and Bactriana, till it reaches the eastern boundaries

of Great Bucharia, or the ancient Sogdiana. Here it di-

vides into two principal branches, one of which takes a

north-easterly, the other a south-easterly direction. Con-

* Desguignes, Hist des Hum, tom. i. part ii. p. Ill
j Abulgazi-Khan,

Hist Geneahg. des Tm'tares, p. 30 ; et ibi not.
^ Arrian. JSx^ed. Alex. v. 5.
* The name of Caucasus was used by the ancient geographers properly to

designate the mountains lying between the two seas above mentioned
;
but

has been also improperly applied to other parts of the Tauric chain, parti-
cularly the mountains of northern India. Cf. Arrian. 1. c.
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jointly, they form, as it were, the shores of a huge sea of

sand, mentioned by Herodotus under the general name of

the Sandy Desert, but called in modern times the Desert of

Gobi. The part which takes a northerly direction, a portion

of the ancient Imaus, Belur-tag, or mountains of Cash-gar,

forms the northern boundary of this huge waste, and pass-

ing through the countries of Eygur, Mongolia, and Sun-
garia, becomes united to the Altaic chain on the confines of

Siberia. The south-eastern branch of the same range

forms the boundary of Hindustan to the north, passes

through Great and Little Thibet, and loses itself in Central

China, on the borders of tlie Pacific. Its appellations vary

with the countries through which it passes : the part which

skirts Little Bucharia, bearing the name of the Mus-tag or

Snowy-mountain, being another branch of the ancient

Imaus
; while the mountains of Cabul and Candahar, which

form the boundaries of Hindustan, were comprehended by

the ancients under the name of Paropamisus. Their

easterly continuation, beginning from the lofty peak near

Cabul, swell to the snowy heights of the Himalaya,^ whose

summit, as has been ascertained by the adventurous re-

searches of the English, is elevated to the enormous height

of twenty-five thousand feet above the level of the sea;®

taking from the Cordilleras of South America the reputation

they enjoyed as the highest mountains of the globe. From
this point two ranges of hills descend southward, and ter-

minate in the capes of Comorin and Malacca ;
forming as

it were the spinal ridges on which hang the two great

Indian peninsulas.

The courses of these great chains of mountains determine

also those of the rivers which spring from their sides, and

intersect in eveiy direction this quarter of the globe. From

the northern range, the Altaic and its dependencies, flow

the mighty rivers of Siberia, surpassing in magnitude any

of the old world ;
which following the inclination of Siberia

towards the north, empty their waters into the Arctic Ocean.

These are the Irtish, the Yenesci, and the still more con-

siderable Lena: all unknown to the ancients, and for an

acquaintance with which we are indebted to recent geogra-

* Elphinstone’s Account of Cabid, p. 85.

* According to the measurements of Webb, Asiat Has. voL xi.
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phers. The four great rivers, however, of Southern Asia,

the Euphrates, the Tigris, the Indus, and the Ganges, were
even then well known, rising in the range of Mount Taurus,

and taking a southerly course till they lost themselves in the

Indian and Persian Oceans. From the lofty ranges of Mus-
tag and Imaus, which unite on the borders of Little Bu-
charia, the two great mountain-chains before described,

spring, to the west, the Jihoon, or Oxus, and the Sirr, or

Jaxartes, which take a westerly direction through Great
Bucharia towards the Caspian, and lose themselves in the

sea of Aral
;
though it is probable that both, or at all events

the Oxus, may formerly have reached the greater of those

two inland seas. On the eastern side of the same ridge rise

the great rivers ofChina, the Hoang-ho and Yang-tse-Kiang,
which severally traversing the northern and southern parts

of that empire, fall into the Eastern Ocean. If to these we
add the Volga, or Rha, (the latter of which names it has

received from none but Ptolemy,^ we shall have enumerated
all the chief rivers of Asia, or at least all that come within

the compass of the present treatise. An acquaintance with
these is of the highest importance, not only for the purposes
of general geography, but especially for the object before

us. They not only serve as the great landmarks of the
political divisions of Asia, but also as the principal means
of communication and commerce; and it was on their

banks that the capitals ofthe East, the seats of civilization, of
splendour, and luxury, were first established.

The mountain-ranges which we have described divide
Asia into three parts, essentially distinct fi^om each other
with respect to climate and the properties of their soils

; and
presenting differences no less striking in the modes of life

and manners of their inhabitants. The northernmost por-
tion, known at present by the name of Siberia, and extend-
ing from the back of the Altaic ridge to the Arctic Ocean,
will be seldom mentioned in the present treatise, having
continued unknown to the ancients, with the exception of
some loose traditionary legends, to be noticed in their proper
place. More thinly-peopled regions, inhabited only by
hunters and fishermen, offer indeed a curious field of ob-

Probably the same with Araxes, an appellation applied to several rivers.
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servation to the philosopher, showing how the human race

can subsist in the neighbourhood of the very pole
;
where

even the savage himself is compelled to acknowledge the

inclemency of the climate, and to hope, as a recompence
for his sufferings, an inexhaustible hunting-ground of rein-

deer beyond the grave/ The historian, however, will find

in these desolate regions little worthy his remark, at least till

the philologist shall have prepared the way for his researches,

since the few traditions extant among these tribes, which
their manners and exterior seem to confirm, tend to show
that they are offshoots, at least in part, of the great original

stocks of Central Asia, driven by wars, or other contin-

gencies, into those remote countries, whose snowy fields were
not likely to invite any voluntary settlers. Yet even these

regions must not be altogether forgotten, as the sequel of the

present inquiries will prove that they have been peopled

from times of the most remote antiquity, and possibly more
thickly inhabited at that period than at present.

On the other hand, the vast regions of Central Asia, which
form the area enclosed between the Altaic and Tauric ranges,

and partly filled up by those mountains, present a rich field

of speculation to the antiquary and historian. These vast

tracts of level steppes extend, under the names of Mongolia
and Tartary,® from the Caspian to the Pacific. They em-
brace the abodes of the Mongol tribes, the Kalmucs, and
Sungarians, and others apparently produced by a mixture of

these; and are divided by several considerable streams,

flowing, for the most part, towards the Caspian, but which
do not sufficiently irrigate these immeasurable plains, as to

make them capable of tillage. Besides, these districts are

among the most elevated I'egions of the globe, and on that

’ See Georgi JBeschreibuTig der Volker des Russischen Reichs^ p. 383. In
the almost universal belief, among the Siberian tribes, of a kind of continu-

ance after death, it is found, according to this writer, that it is precisely the
inhabitants of the unldest and most savage regions that form the most pleasing
pictures of a future state

j
while, therefore, others hold it to be sorrowful, and

regard death on that account as a misfortune, these meet it with joy. Cer-
tainly a very interesting fact.

® The perpetual confusion between the names of Tartars and Mongols, (of

which Desguignes is especially guilty,) has been the source of serious errors

in the history of nations as well as in geography. The Mongols and Tartars
are distinct races

;
the principal territory of the former lies to the north, that

of the latter to the south of the Sirr-Darja, or Jaxartes of the ancients, the

proper hmit of the two races.
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account, though lying between 40® and 50° N. lat., and
consequently in the same parallel with Italy and the south

of Germany, are far from enjoying the same degree of tem-

perature with those countries. They do not, however, pre-

sent many spots altogether arid and unproductive
;

but, on
the contrary, are for the most part covered with herbage,

which occasionally attains such a luxuriant growth as to

equal the height of the cattle which feed there.®

This natural condition of the soil, added to another pecu-

liarity, the almost total absence of woods or forests, has had
great influence in determining the manner of life of the in-

habitants of those regions. In their native country they

could never occupy fixed abodes, nor apply themselves to

the pursuits of agriculture
;
and while history presents many

examples of nomad tribes having adopted the settled habits

of the nations they subdued, it affords none of a similar

change effected in their native country
; where, on the con-

trary, they appear destined to lead the wandering life of

shepherds and herdsmen. These vast and level plains are

accordingly studded, instead of with cities and houses, with

tents and encampments, the ordinary abodes of these migra-

tory tribes, often surrounded for leagues by their innumer-

able flocks and herds of sheep and cattle, of horses and
camels, which constitute their riches, and supply all, or

nearly all, their limited wants. The milk and flesh of their

cows or their mares form their principal food
;
and they

learned at an early period the art of extracting from the

former an intoxicating drink.'® The skins of the same ani-

mals, with the hair of their camels, furnish them with a

coarse clothing for themselves, and with coverings for their

tents
;
and the canes growing on the banks of their inland

seas and rivers are readily fashioned into bows and arrows.

The soil of their interminable territory is the common pro-

perty of all; and they migrate without difficulty, accom-
panied by their numerous herds, from an exhausted to a
fresh pasturage, or from a poorer to a richer district.

Their social relations have, as might be expected, been
greatly influenced by these peculiarities of their situation.

It is impossible that they should adopt those civil constitu-

® Mist;* Geneal* des Tartares^ p. 126, et ibi not.
Pallas, Gesch, der Mongol Volk. i. 133.
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tions to which we have been accustomed from our youth, and
which are the consequences of settled habitations, domestic

tranquillity, and established possessions. The place of these

was supplied by the natural bond of consanguinity
;
which

became proportionably stronger than among Europeans, in-

asmuch as It embraced not only individual families but whole
tribes and nations. Each race was subdivided into many
tribes, which often swelled into mighty nations, which were

split, according to circumstances, into a greater or lesser

number of hordes, each comprehending a larger or smaller

proportion of individual families. The heads of families and
tribes take the place held by the civil magistrate in more pol-

ished nations, and exercise at the same time the offices of

judges during peace, and leaders in war, with an authority

which has often degenerated into unlimited despotism.^^ It

also not unfrequently happens, that the chief of a tribe be-

comes by the preponderance of his power, or by free choice,

the head of the whole nation, and ends in being a monarch,

and perhaps a conqueror, like Cyrus, Attila, and Timur,

spreading death and desolation over flourishing countries,

and inundating more than one portion of the globe with his

innumerable armies. The sequel of these treatises will show
how important it is to a correct knowledge, not only of Asi-

atic history, but also of the human race at large, to possess

clear views respecting the manners and institutions of the

nomad tribes. It was among them that the greatest revolu-

tions in the history of mankind, which not only determined

the fate ofAsia, but shook Europe and Afi’ica to their centre,

had their origin. It would almost appear to have been the

design of Providence to continue these nations in a state

more true to nature, and nearer by some degrees to their

original condition, in order to renovate by their means (as

history proves to have been often the case) the more civilized

mces of the world, which had prepared, by degeneracy and

luxury, the way for their own destruction.

The third, or southern division of Asia, is partly filled up

by the ramifications of Mount Taurus, before described, and

partly lies to the southward of these, comprehending also the

peninsula of Asia Minor, where that range of hills com-

Pallas, i. 185.
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mences. Beginning at 40® N. lat., this division extends in

the form of a vast continent, as far south as the tropic ol

Cancer, beyond which the three great peninsulas of Arabia,

Hindustan, and Malacca, extend far into the torrid zone. It

comprises, therefore, the richest and most fruitful regions of

the globe—Asia Minor, all the provinces of modern Persia,

from the Tigris to the Indus, the northern part of Hindustan,

as well as the two peninsulas on either side of the Ganges,

and lastly Thibet, and the whole ofChina Proper. With the

exception of a few arid tracts or mountainous regions, the

whole of this vast extent of country has been blessed with the

choicest gifts of nature
;
enjoying not only a temperate cli-

mate, but fertilized by a multitude of rivers of all sizes. The
treasures of the vegetable kingdom are there found in the

utmost profusion and variety; and the animal creation,

whether quadrupeds, birds, or insects, there attain the high-

est perfection
;
the cotton-plant and the silk-worm are na-

tives of the soil
;
the most precious spices and aromatics are

peculiar to this region
; and even those commodities which

have acquired a fictitious value from the caprice or wants of
mankind, gold, precious stones, and pearls, abound there.

It is no wonder that the inhabitants of such a region, sur-

rounded by such natural advantages, should cease to be the
same with those who wander over the wild steppes of Cen-
tral Asia. Providence appears to have designed that they
should here cease to lead a pastoral life, and to have pointed
the way to a more dignified and cultivated mode of exist-

ence
;
and history proves how early and how constantly they

availed themselves of the privilege. The earliest records of
the human race ascribe to this region the first origin of till-

age, of the cultivation of the vine, and the establishment of
cities and political combinations. It is true that a con-
siderable number of nomad tribes still continue to wander
there, particularly where the pasturage is rich, as is the case
between the Euphrates and Tigris

;
and the encampment of

a pastoral horde may be often seen close beside the walls of
a city. But these are either wanderers from Arabia or the
northern parts of Central Asia, or mountain-tribes, possess-
ing a country incapable ofbeing reduced to tillage. On the
other hand, it is a remark which the lyhole course of history
tends to verify, that not only have the original inhabitants of
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these countries adopted settled abodes, and the relations of

social life, biit that even the nomad tribes settled among
them as sojourners, or as conquerors, have voluntarily ex-

changed their restless habits for those ofa more tranquil and
peaceful irode of existence. The parallel of 40° N. lat. ac-

cordingly forms, as it were, the invariable boundary of the

agricultural and pastoral districts
;
though it is not neces-

sary to remark, that this distinction must only be received

as generally true, and that the transition from the one mode
of life to the other is gTadual. With this limitation the

observation will be found to hold true in every period of

Asiatic history. This parallel divides Caucasia from Ar-
menia, Sogdiana, or Great Bucharia, from Bactriana or

Balk, and China from Chinese Tartary. The countries to

the north of 40° have at all times been principally the

abode of wandering tribes of shepherds and herdsmen
;
and

those to the south, of a settled population.

Multiplied and extensive as have been the revolutions of

Central Asia, there reigns throughout the history of that

continent a uniformity which is strongly contrasted with

what we observe in Europe. Kingdoms and monarchies

have arisen and decayed, and yet the same character has

been constantly transmitted from the former to the succeed-

ing dynasty, a peculiarity which the general tenor of Asiatic

history will itself best explain.

The mighty empires which arose in iksia were not found-

ed in the same manner with the kingdoms of Europe. They
were generally erected by mighty conquering nations, and

these, for the most part, nomad nations. This important

consideration we must never lose sight of, when engaged in

the study of their history and institutions.

We have already observed, that the whole of Northern

and Central Asia is full of such wandering tribes
;
but in

Southern Asia also, many portions of the Tauric range,

and the whole of Arabia, (with the exception of its southern

extremity, or Arabia Felix,) are occupied by people of the

same habits
;
the dreary deserts of sand in the latter country

being even less adapted for cultivation or fixed abodes than

the steppes of Northern Asia.

The few observations which we have already made on

these nations may convince us that they were formed to
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become nations of conquerors. Their mode of life fits

them to endure the hardships of war
;
their limited wants

enable them to dispense with much of the baggage which

encumber the marches of our regular armies
;
their count-

less herds afford an inexhaustible stock of horses for their

cavalry, in which their principal strength has always con-

sisted
;
for even in peace they are so continually moving

about, that they ai*e scarcely ever out of the saddle. These

predatory habits are a‘ sort of preparation for actual warfare,

and inspire them, if not with the firm hardihood and cool

course of Europeans, yet with an audacity and impetuosity

in attack, which spring from the habit of encountering

danger, and the lust of spoil. The same fierce passions

have -called forth the locust-swarms of Mongols and Ara-

bians from their steppes and deserts, and attracted from

their mountains the Parthians and Persians, to sweep over

and desolate the fruitful regions of Southern Asia. Having
subdued the civilized nations established there, they extend-

ed their dominion as far as their predatory hordes could

range, and became the founders of potent empires, ex-

changing without reluctance their sterile native country for

more fortunate situations. An acquaintance, however, with

the refinements and luxuries of the conquered kingdoms,

and the influence of a milder climate, soon effected a re-

markable change in the habits of these conquerors, and
they adopted the manners of those whom they had van-
quished, with the less difficulty, because a wandering herds-

man is attached to no native spot, and knows no home.
The consequence was a species of refinement, not of moral
taste, but of mere sensual luxury

;
and the degree to which

this was carried was proportionate to the fierceness of the
desires by which it was prompted, and the suddenness of
the transition from a savage state to one of ease and indul-
gence. In this manner the conquerors subdued themselves,
and resigned their dominion, sooner or later, according to
circumstances

; while fresh tribes of conquerors, uncor-
rupted by success, sallied from their ancient haunts, or from
other districts, to erect a new dynasty on the ruins of the
former, and subsequently to undergo the same vicissitude
of degeneracy and subjugation.

Such may be pronounced to be a summary of the whole
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of Asiatic history, with the single exception of the Mace-
donian conquest ; the only time when the Europeans have
been masters of the interior of Asia. In this manner, of
old, the monarchies of the Assyrians, the Chaldeans, the

Persians, and the Parthians were founded, and fell
;
such,

in the middle ages, was tlie history of tlie Arabian conquest;

and such, up to the present day, lias been tnat of tlie Tar-
tarian and Mongol empires, which still subsist, though in

ruins.

This review of the origin of the great Asiatic monarchies
suggests of itself the following observations.

I. Instead of a progressive establishment and aggrandize-

ment, these empires appear to have attained at once, or

within a very short period, a gigantic stature. The cause

is contained in the manner in which nomad tribes effect

their conquests, and in which alone they can effect them, if

destined to be durable. Extensive tracts of land are neces-

sary for their very subsistence, and as long as they continue

victorious, they have no inducement to set any bounds to

their conquests. On the contrary, the plunder ofone coun-
tiy is an inducement to seek that of another

;
and this love

of pillage, combined with an utter ignorance of geography,

has often inspired them with the notion of making them-
selves masters of all the world (a title they frequently arro-

gated)
;
an imagination which, though never fulfilled in its

full extent, they have so far achieved as to astonish historians.

The Saracen dominion extended at one period from Mo-
rocco and Spain to Hindustan; and the Mongol armies,

under the successors of Giiighis-Klian, fought at the same
time in Silesia, and under the wall of China

!

II. Nations of this character cannot readily give to their

dominions a settled civil constitution. How can they give

that which they do not possess themselves? It is much
more consistent with the natural course of events that their

form of government should be at the first purely military.

The administration of the conquered provinces is committed

to generals at the head of numerous armies, supported by
the vanquished, either as garrisons in their cities, or as

wandering hordes. The original office of such a governor
was to collect, either arbitrarily or according to fixed pro-

portions, the tribute or donatives imposed on the con-
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quered
;
and for this purpose, to keep them in the most

complete subjection. This arrang’ement frequently dege-

nerates in a short time into another, by which the pro-

vinces are delivered over to their governors at the price of

a certain yearly sum paid into the royal treasury, which the

governor is at liberty to collect, as well as his own exor-

bitant interest, by any means he can. Consequently it is

often the case, that the internal government of such pro-

vinces is left untouched
;
and even the conquered princes,

or their successors, are sometimes allowed to retain their

offices, unless removed on account of insubordination, or

the personal hostility of their conquerors. Such was the

custom of the Persians as well as the Mongols; but it

would be a great error to attribute this to the clemency or

leniency of the conquerors : it was much more the conse-

quence of their ignorance and rudeness, which made them
incapable of apprehending at once subjects foreign to all

their former habits, and indisposed them to take the pains

of learning.

III. At the same time it is natural that from this sort of

military government should be gradually formed a civil

administration
; as the conquerors became by long inter-

course with the conquered milder in their habits, and con-

sequently more sensible of the advantages, and better ac-

quainted with the forms of civil institutions
; and exchanged

by degrees their roving habits for a settled residence in

cities. It is true that the genius of Timur, and a few other

conquerors, may have so far anticipated the order of time,

as to have conceived at once the idea of a more regular

. form of government
;
but, in general, it must be borne in

mind, that the change was slow and gradual. Those mili-

tary chiefs, whose authority was circumscribed by no law,

as they gradually became better acquainted with civil

affairs, took an increased interest in them, and from being

mere leaders of armies, assumed the characters of satraps or

viceroys; while the jealousy of oriental despotism often

purposely placed the latter as spies upon the conduct of the

former. In this manner the great Asiatic monarchies

generally form a whole, which, uncemented by civil rights

and relations, is held together only by the universal pressure

ofa superipr
;
containing, however, in its subordinate parts,
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the most heterogeneous constitutions. The most despotic

empires have thus tolerated not only petty kings and princes

with limited authority, but even republics, of which the

Phoenician and Grecian states, subject to the king of Persia,

are instances.

The above observations furnish an answer to a question

which naturally suggests itself to the student of Asiatic his-

tory, and which is of the highest interest with reference to

the general history of mankind, namely, how it came to

pass that the system of absolute despotism, which has always

characterized the Asiatic governments, should have been so

constantly maintained, and, under every political revolu-

tion, uniformly renewed ?

When the right of conquest and the power of the sword
were the foundation of all authority, it necessarily followed

that the administration, in its civil department, should bear

a despotic character
;
especially when the unlimited sway

of their patriarchal chiefs had already prepared the con-

querors for such a system. Strange as it may appear, there

were many nations among them, which, while they appeared

to enjoy savage freedom, were subject to a rooted and rigid

despotism
;
and among whom the head of the tribe was ab-

solute lord of all his race.^^ This apparent contradiction is

readily solved, when we recollect that the paternal authority

is the foundation of the patriarchal
;
and that the former,

among uncivilized nations, is at all times strong in exact

proportion to their rudeness.

The gigantic extent also of these empires favoured the

growth of despotism. That many nations should be subject

to one is contrary to the course of nature, since it is obvious

then that each people ought to administer its own affairs,

although peculiar circumstances may prevail to break

through this general rule. The disadvantages, however, of

a contrary system, are apparent only when any great devia-

tion has taken place from the natural course of things. A
multitude of all nations and languages, differing in manners

and religion, are incapable of being governed by the same

laws
;
and the consequence is, that arbitrary power usurps

their place. The method of governing by satraps becomes

For instance, among the Mongols; Pallas, Geschichte der Mongol.

Volk^rschaft. vol, i. p. 185.
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the only one by which these discordant elements can be

ruled and kept together
;
and thus a system of despotism is

established from one end of the empire to the other, and

from the monarch to the lowest subject ;
the most potent

despot not being sufficiently powerful to restrain his vice-

roys by the steady authority of law, though he may bow
them beneath the yoke of force.

In the last place, the inseparable connexion, which we
have had occasion to remark, between religion and legisla-

tion, must greatly embarrass, if not altogether obstruct, the

development of a constitution. A new system of laws would
have been equivalent to a change of religion

;
and even a

partial modification of the former would have been looked

upon as an innovation on the latter. The difficulties attend-

ing such innovations are obvious, but they must have been

considerably increased when (as was often the case) not only

the ceremonies of religion but those of the court were in the

custody of a separate caste, whose interest it was to dis-

courage any attempt to change.

These obser\'ations, however, are not sufficient to account

for the most gloomy phenomenon in the history of the hu-

man race—the fact that the fairest and richest portion of

the globe, where the mind of man might have been expected

to attain its greatest maturity, has, in all ages, been con-

demned to perpetual slavery. . Admitting that the chains of

the Asiatic nations were forged in their very infancy, and
that the spirit of conquest only riveted them more firmly,

still we may ask, how their strength came to be so impaired,

that, in the periods of their greatest prosperity, they were
unable to shake off a yoke which, to European nations, ap-
pears intolerable ?

To answer this question we must go back a step, and
seek the cause of the phenomenon in the defective consti-

tution and condition, not of their civil institutions, but their

domestic relations. For reasons, the discussion of which
lies beyond the limits of the present researches, these arc
very dilferent among the great nations of Central Asia from
the manners of civilized Europe. Polygamy has at all

times prevailed there
;
and polygamy, according to all the

principles of our nature, has a tendency to promote un-
limited despotism.
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No one, who is aware how closely they are connected,

can deny the influence which the better or worse condition

of the domestic relations has on those of the society at large.

The popular saying, that a republic to be permanent must
be founded on virtue, appears to be only a consequence of

the more general principle, that civil freedom is closely con-

nected with morality
;
and that the one inevitably perishes

with the other. Now there is no one custom more adverse

to virtue in general, especially the domestic virtues, the

chief sources of all true patriotism, than that of polygamy

:

by this many explain the phenomenon that no nation prac-

tising polygamy has ever attained to a true republican

constitution, nor even that of a free monarchy. Nay, it

may be confidently asserted, that it would be unable to

maintain a government of this kind even if presented with it.

Polygamy at once produces domestic tyranny, by making
woman a slave and man a tyrant; and society at large

thus becomes a combination, not of fathers of families, but

of household tyrants, who by the practice of tyranny have

been fitted to endure it. He who is tyrannical m authority

will be abject in submission.

A plurality of wives also, as it diminishes conjugal tender-

ness, saps the foundations of parental attachment
;

and

thereby impairs the interest which every member of the

state should feel in its preservation and prosperity. The
ideas of country and family, which among the Asiatics ap-

pear to have been always separated, if the first of them be

not altogether wanting, have been ever closely associated in

the minds of the nobler nations of Europe. Attachment to

the one has always produced devotion to the other : the best

father of a family has always proved the best citizen
;
and

from this source has flowed, not only a respect for the au-

thority of law and the magistrates, but that heroic courage

and contempt of death which fired the rude inhabitant

of ancient Germany, when fighting for his wife, his chil-

That is, a nation in which polygamy is not only tolerated but estab-

lished. Among the Greeks it was permitted,-but never customary. I must

content myself with merely indicating in this place, for the researches of

others, another field of extensive interest, namely, the question how far

polygamy and monogamy have influenced private law. If I am not mis-

taken, this might be made the foundation of an entirely new classification

of legal enactments, which might lead to highly important conclusions.

VOL. I. C
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dren, and his country, to rush upon the pikes of the Roman
legions.

But the evil effects of polygamy have always been prin-

cipally manifest in the higher classes, among whom the

intrigues and jealousies of their wives are augmented m
proportion to their number, and their common tyrant ends

by becoming the slave of his wives and their eunuchs.

The government of a haram has always been the same,

modified only by the casual influence of personal character

;

and we shall see in the course of the present inquiries, how
minutely the interior of the courts of Susa and Persepolis

corresponded with those of Ispahan and Constantinople,

and how m every case the same causes were followed by the

same consequences.

When a system of despotism was based on the general

practice of polygamy, it is evident that the nations of the

East could never hope to shake off the former, so long as

their domestic relations continued unaltered. At tlie same

time, they occasionally experienced the milder moments of

despotism, whenever a prince of just and gentle character

happened to ascend the throne.^^ The nature of their

government, however, continued the same
;
and sucli as no

single monarch, however excellent, could alter
; because he

must first have metamorphosed the entire nation, and

rooted out ancient habits and manners, which it w’-as out of

his power to effect. If the above remarks appear to mili-

tate against the hypothesis of those who confidently expect

a progressive improvement of the whole human race, they

may at least confirm us in the agreeable assurance that

Europe is secured by a more perfect state of morals from a

despotism like those of the East. It is true that Europe has

had her Neros
;

but not only was their tyranny of tem-

porary duration, but the most tyi-annical of her princes

never dared to set all the forms of government at defiance.

The characteristic feature of Asiatic despotism is this, that

the monarch is taught to look upon his subjects, not as his

people, but as his property, whom he is at liberty to dis-

The ijresent Shah of Persia undoubtedly belongs to this class of kings,
and yet it is remarkable that the English ambassadors have never been able
to make him comprehend the limited nature of the royal authority in Great
Britain. Morier’s TravelSi vol. i. p. 215.
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pose of according to his pleasure, except where ' religion

may interpose some restraint. On the other hand, admit-

ting that the tribunals of some of the most despotic rulers

of modern Europe, (such, for example, as those of the

Tudors and Stuarts,) as well as the revolutionaiy tribunals,

(such as that of France,) were nothing more than legal

forms; yet as such they were of some value, because they

evinced the tacit acknowledgment on the part of the tyrant,

that he was subject to the laws, instead of being elevated

above them.

The same uniformity which we have already had occasion

to remark in the constitutions of the Asiatic nations, is ob-

servable also in their commercial intercourse. Although

travelling in Asia is less obstructed than in Africa, the cha-

racter of internal commerce is much the same in both.

In Asia, as in Afi-ica, it is scarcely possible for a traveller

to journey in safety alone, and the consequence is, the form-

ation of companies of merchants or caravans, such as we
have already described. The length of the journey, extend-

ing frequently across desert steppes, and the lawless hordes

which sometimes penetrate into more civilized districts

and continually infest their borders, and whose rapacious

dispositions can only be satisfied by forced and expensive

contributions, make it necessary to travel in numbers suf-

ficiently large to protect the travellers and their merchandise.

The whole of Southern and Central Asia possesses, however,

the invaluable gift of a beast of burden, without which these

long and perilous journeys would be impracticable. The

camel is found not only in the deserts of Arabia, but among

the steppes of the Kirgees and Kalmucs, to the north of the

Caspian.

The great rivers of Asia have, it is true, been also used

as channels of commerce, but mnnmg principally through

level tracts of pasture or steppes, their banks are unsupplied

wdth wood fit for the purposes of ship-building
;
many dis-

tricts also wanting iron
;
and these are probably the reasons

why the river navigation of Asia has never attained a like

importance with that of Europe.

The internal traffic of Asia has, m consequence, like that

of Afi’ica, been at all times principally carried on by land,

and in the same manner. vStill, as the general commerce
c 2
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of Asia is vastly more considerable than that of the other

continent, and the greater part of the countries engaged

in it less uncivilized and inhospitable, vre cannot be sur-

prised at finding, that, in the former country, the arrange-

ments for the convenience and furtherance of trade are

much more numerous. Such are the public roads, and the

caravanserais, or buildings for the reception of caravans.

In great monarchies, erected like those of Asia by force of

arms, the necessity for lines of military communication is

soon sensibly felt, for the purpose of maintaining distant

possessions, and insuring conquests already made, which
can only be effected by keeping open the communications
for the victorious armies. Accordingly, in the times of the

Persians, no less than in those of the Mongols, we find that

royal highways were established through the whole extent

of conquered Asia
;
constructed with an amount of cost and

labour which can only be commanded by despotic govern-

ments, having the power of concentrating on a single point

all the energies and resources of their subjects.’® It is true

that such military highways are not to be always followed

by the caravans, which naturally prefer short roads though

more desert or difficult, but it is obvious that the internal

commerce and communication of the empire at large must
have been greatly facilitated by their establishment.

The institution of caravanserais may also be traced to

times of remote antiquity ;
though it has been greatly pro-

moted by the religion of Mohammed, which recommends
the establishment of such edifices as a good work.’® They
are usually large quadrangular structures, enclosing an open
court, on every side of which is disposed a single or double

row of empty chambers, where the traveller is at liberty to

take up his quarters for the night, being left to provide for

his further accommodation as well as his food.’^ Even if

the Asiatics had inns like those of Europe, these would not

be sufficient to receive companies consisting of hundreds,

nay, thousands, of travellers with their beasts of burden.

It was a necessary consequence of the fact, that the com-

See Herod, v. 52, for a description of the royal roads of Persia; and
compare Marco Polo’s account of those of the Mongols, in Ramusio Hac-
colta di Viaggi, vol. ii. p. 30.

Herodotus styles them KaraXvtniQ^ loc. cit.

Voyages de Tavernier^ vol. i. p. 96.
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nierce of Asia was principally carried on by land, that it

should be materially influenced by the political changes and
revolutions which took place there. When new tribes of
conquerors emerged from their deserts, and overthrew by
their countless hordes an established empire, a revolution

so complete could not but affect its commerce also. Never-
theless, it is a remark which the whole tenor of Asiatic his-

tory confirms, that, though often interrupted and modified,

the commerce of the country was never entirely destroyed.

On the contrary, it appears always to have resumed its ori-

ginal position with greater facility than could have been

expected
;
nor are the causes difficult to discover. The

victorious nation soon perceived the advantages to be de-

rived from a continuance of the former state of things
;
the

wants of the conquered soon became theirs also
;
the customs

or presents extorted from the caravans which traversed their

country enriched them or their chiefs
;
and it may be added,

that a sort of taste for commerce and trade prevails even

among the ruder tribes of Asia. Less injury was inflicted

on commerce by these changes of dynasty and wars of vic-

torious nations, than by the anarchy into which despotic

governments are apt to be dissolved. On such occasions

innumerable hordes of banditti are presently formed, which

destroy all internal security— the restraint of a superior

power having been removed. The anarchy and confusion

which so long prevailed in the state of Persia, caused an

almost absolute interraption of her commerce.

In this manner, with some partial modifications and oc-

casional interruptions, the internal commerce of Asia con-

tinued on the whole the same, through all the mighty poli-

tical revolutions which affected the interior, from the days of

Cyrus and Nebuchadnezzar to those of Ginghis-Khan and

Timur. As the more recent dynasties were built on the

same foundations with their predecessors, so their commerce

also retained the same general character. Its principal seats

remained unchanged ;
and the countries in which these were

situated were at all times adorned with rich and flourishing

cities
;
which, after the most cruel devastation, rose unim-

paired from their ashes. The wants of men, whether natural

or fictitious, are too mighty and pressing to be lastingly af-

fected, far less annihilated, even by war or despotism. One
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event, however, has made a sensible epoch m the history of

Asiatic commerce, and will, it is probable, always continue

to influence it—the discovery of a passage to the East Indies

round the Cape of Good Hope. It is true, as we have al-

ready had occasion to remark, and shall prove more at length

hereafter, that even at a very ancient period there existed a

communication by sea between the shores of Arabia and
Hindustan

;
and it is well known that this intercourse sub-

sisted, although with some vicissitudes, during the Macedo-
nian and Roman periods, as well as the Arabian and Vene-
tian. But, even at the period of its greatest prosperit}^ this

trafiic bore no proportion to the vast land commerce of Asia,

through which by far the greater part of the productions of

the East, consumed in Europe, was conveyed to this quarter

of the world by the ports of the Euxine and Mediterranean
Seas.

A total change ensued when the Europeans had discovered

a way to the East Indies round Africa. Europe no longer

received the commodities required through the accustomed
channel of Central Asia, but obtained them direct from the
southern coasts of that continent, (particularly those of Hin-
dustan,) which from that time necessarily became the prin-

cipal seats of commerce. In consequence, a large proportion
of the internal commerce of the country became attracted to

the situations frequented by the European fleets, which
were thus rendered the marts for the productions required
in the West. Nevertheless, the commerce of the interior

continued to maintain itself, as long as the throne of the
Persians and Mongols was occupied by princes wdio, with
the love of conquest, possessed some relish for the arts of
peace, and sufficient power to assure the safety of individuals
within their empire. The iron despotism of the Turks, the
anarchy of Persia, and the lawless inroads of the Afghans
and Mahrattas on the north of Hindustan, first caused the
almost utter ruin of the commerce of Central Asia, and con-
verted into deserts the flourishing countries on the banks of
the Euphrates and Indus

;
where the ruins of what were

once royal cities are the only records of their former mag-
nificence.

Of all the divisions of Asia, the Southern, containing the
territory of Hindustan, is distinguished by the richness and
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diversity of its productions. Here we not only find (with

very few exceptions) all the products of other parts of civil-

ized Asia, but so great a variety peculiar to its own climate,

that it would appear as if a new and more beautifiil creation

had sprung up under the hand of nature. Nearly all the

spices, which become necessary to mankind in exact propor-

tion to the progress of luxury and refinement, have at all

times been peculiar to this region
;
while two of the most

important articles used in clothing, viz. cotton and silk, were

first produced here, and continue to be so in an especial de-

gree, though their cultivation has been gradually"extended

to other countries. These natural advantages have rendered

this quarter the principal seat of Asiatic commerce
; its pro-

ductions have flowed from the east to the west in a con-

tinual stream
;
and notwithstanding some occasional de-

viations in its branches, the main current has never been

dried up. The influence which an intercourse with India

may have had on the civilization of mankind, is a question

worthy the close attention of the philosophical student of

history; and one which, notwithstanding the important

illustrations it has of late received, has been by no means
sufficiently elucidated. It is of the greatest consequence to

ascertain the channels through which, at various periods, it

found its way, or into which it was conducted; and the

whole course of history tends to prove, that the countries

which became the staples or the depots of this commerce,

uniformly attained a high degree of opulence and refine-

ment ; which, however, gradually changed the habits and

ct.rrupted the manners of their inhabitants; at the same

15 that these were softened, sowing among them the seeds

ih luxury, and consequently of decline and ruin. The result

of this dispensation of Providence (by which the parts of

the earth most remote with respect to Europe have been

enriched with the most costly and highly valued, though

not the most necessary productions) has been, the mutual

intercourse and civilization of nations
;
which, if they had

continued unconnected, would have remained still in their

infancy, as must be the case with all isolated nations, even
if by some strong instinctive effort they succeed in emerging
from their original barbarism.

These general observations may enable us to follow with
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confidence the light which they throw on the course of an-

cient commerce, as carried on through the interior of Asia,

previous to the discovery of the passage by the Cape of

Good Hope. We have already remarked, that the nature

of caravan communication requires the establishment of

certain staples, or marts for intennediate commerce, from

which articles of trade may be fonvarded to other countries.

Without such resting-places, how was it possible for the

laden camel to journey from the banks of the Ganges to the

shores of the Mediterranean?- Or liow otherwise could the

inhabitant of the interior receive his allotment of the produc-

tions of more fruitful countries to supply his necessities ?

Staples of this kind appear to have been marked out, as

it were, by the hand of Nature herself, and therefore re-

mained the same, as long as Asiatic commerce continued

to flourish. Of this kind were the countries between the

Tigris and Euphrates, particularly Babylonia, as well as

those upon the Oxus, Bactra and Samarcand
;
and, lastly,

the shores of the Euxine and Mediterranean.

Babylonia was the emporium for the whole of Western
Asia, and consequently for the nations of Europe and Asia
Minor. We shall have occasion, in another place, to describe

at length the admirable situation and peculiar advantages of
this district. A considerable portion of the raw produce of

India w'as manufactured here, to which were added the pro-

ductions of Babylonia itself, the fertility of whose soil, in

ancient times, almost surpasses belief.

The territories of Bactra and Maracanda, comprised
under the modern appellation of Great Bucharia, are no
less important in the history of ancient commerce. They
were the depots of the wares of Northern Asia, as well of

those imported from China and Tangut, across the desert

of Gobi, as of those brought through the mountains from
Great Thibet, and those which were conveyed from India

to the Caspian. These were the first resting-places for the
caravans arriving from those various countries

;
and conse-

quently these districts, and others lying under the same
latitude, to the west of the Caspian, became the natural
markets of the various tribes of Central and Northern Asia

;

which being more or less acquainted with the productions of
the south, have at all times resorted hither to supply their
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wants. We must not be surprised therefore at discovering

on this frontier of the nomad districts, (an expression which
may be explained by what we have already remarked,) a

great extent of internal commerce, and a no less astonishing

variety in its inhabitants.

Lastly, the sea co.ists of the Mediterranean, particularly

the countries of Phoenicia and Asia Minor, were the natural

marts for all the oriental merchandise destined for the ports

of Europe and Africa. The inhabitants, whether Greeks or

Asiatics, were disposed by the situation of their country to

a seafaring life
;
and their harbours became the places of

exchange for the three quarters of the globe, where the sil-

ver of Spain, and the amber of Prussia, were bartered for

the spices of Hindustan, and the frankincense of Arabia.

Their territories consequently became the richest in the

world
;
and, previous to the erection of the Persian mon-

archy, were adorned by a multitude of flourishing commer-
cial cities, which formed an almost unbroken line from the

straits of Byzantium to the confines of Egypt
;
presenting a

picture of prosperity, only to be paralleled at the present

day by the cities of North America.

If the above remarks may have the effect of throwing

some light on the general course and character of Asiatic

commerce, this will be increased by considering what were

the principal objects of that traffic in ancient times, com-
pared with the present. We too often find ourselves with-

out the information necessary to follow the course of trade

into the most remote regions
;
but when we meet with the

mention of articles which are unquestionably peculiar to

certain countries, we are warranted in concluding that a

communication then existed with those countries, though

we may be unable to define its nature and extent. . A piece

of sugar, or a morsel of pepper, in a neglected corner of a

village inn, would be a certain proof of the trade with either

Indies, even if we possessed no other evidence of the com-

merce of the Dutch and English -with those countries.

Notwithstanding the multiplicities of the natural produc-

tions of Asia, I hope to be able to illustrate the principal

articles of her commerce under the following heads.

I. Precious commodities, including gold and silver, as

well as precious stones and pearls.
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II. Articles used in clothing : woolfcotton, silk, and furs.

III. Spices and aromatics.

I. We cannot avoid being struck by the prodigious
abundance in Central Asia of the precious metals, particu-

larly gold, whether in ancient or modern times
;
and the

proofs of this fact, under the dynasty of the ancient Persians,

no less than that of Arabians and Mongols, are too authentic

to leave room for any reasonable doubt. It has been the
constant taste of the Asiatics to employ their gold, not so

much in coinage, as in ornaments of every sort, and em-
broidery. The thrones of their princes, the furniture of
their palaces, and especially all that belongs to the service

of the royal table, from the time of Solomon to the present

day, have been fashioned of massive gold ; their weapons
have been always thus decorated, and dresses, or carpets,

embroidered with gold, have been at all times among the
most valued commodities of the East.’® This splendour was
not a pi’erogative confined to the Persian monarch’s alone,

as if they had bought up the gold in every part of their do-
minions to dazzle the eyes of their subjects. The same
practice prevailed through all the gradations of that system
of despotism. The satraps were comparatively as wealthy
as their master, and their inferior officers again in the like

proportion. We meet also with occasional instances of
private individuals possessed of immense wealth

; and, ac-
cording to Herodotus, even a pastoral nation of Eastern Asia
had most of its utensils of gold.-’ We are naturally tempted
to inquire vvhere the mines were situated from winch this
mighty continent was so abundantly supplied with that pre-
cious metal ?

Gold^ and silver, as far as we know, are exclusively the
productions of mountainous regions, from which they are
sometimes carried doivn by the torrents which rise there,
and finally collected or washed from the sands in which they
are deposited. Flat countries, however much they may be
favoured by nature in other respects, produce no gold

j
of

t,
«• P- 370, with Xenoph. Cvrop. Op.

The Massagetre, Herod, i. 215.
* ‘
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which the rich alluvial tract of Bengal is an instance, though

the contrary opinion has been entertained by many. On
the other hand, if we follow the great mountain ranges of

Asia, and compare the evidence they afford with the express

testimony of antiquity, we shall be led to the following con-

clusions :

The mountains of Asia appear to become more abundant

in this metal the nearer they approach the east. The west-

ern parts of the continent are sparingly endowed with it

;

while it appears to be accumulated in the eastern.

Asia Minor, it is true, contains the mountain of Tmolus,

the gold of which is carried down by the streams of the

Pactolus and Mseander
;
but we have no proof that mines

were ever worked there. The produce, however, of the

gold sand collected there by the process of washing, (and

which appears to have mainly contributed to fill the treasury

of the Lydian kings,-) seems to have been considerable

;

though small in comparison with the wealth of other Asiatic

monarchies. The heights of Caucasus, between the Euxine

and the Caspian, contain, it is true, a portion of the precious

metals
;

but, as far as we know, more silver than gold.**^

The former was obtained there by mining, even in times of

remote antiquity : the latter is not mentioned as having

been found there
;
unless we choose (with some of the an>

cients) to explain, in this sense, the traditional expedition

of Jason in search of the golden fleece.

The continuation of the chain of Taurus, through Ar-

menia, Media, Hyrcania, and Persia Proper, as far as the

borders of Bactnana, or Great Bucharia, although not alto-

gether devoid of this metal, is by no means rich in it. At
all events we have no evidence from history that mines were

ever worked there with tolerable success.^-

The first chain of Asiatic mountains abounding in gold,

appears to commence on the eastern borders of Great Bu-
charia, where the range of Taurus divides into two branches,

encompassing Little Bucharia and the desert of Cobi. The
streams which, on their descent from these mountains, take

a westerly direction, or, flowing to the east, lose themselves

Herod, 125. Cf. Strabo, p. 928.
^ Strabo, p. 826. Muller, Sa77imlung Russ, Geschickten^ ii. 14.

Chardin, vol. ii. p. 28.
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in the sands of the desert, all carry down gold
;
a proof that

rich veins of that metal exist in the bosom ofthe mountains

;

accordingly these mountains, as well as the adjacent dis-

tricts of Great Bucharia on one side, and the desert to the

east, have, at all times, been renowned for their productive-

ness in gold
;
but especially, as we shall have occasion to

show, during the dynasty of the Persians, the gold of this

country was collected by their tributaries, the inhabitants of
Northern India.*^

The more easterly portions of the Tauric range also

abound in gold, as we know to be the case with the moun-
tains of Great Thibet, of China, Siam, Cochin-China, and
Malacca.-® The fact, however, is all that we know

;
these

countries continuing to be for the most part very imperfectly

explored by Europeans. During the Persian era they were
altogether unknown

;
the geography of Herodotus termin-

ating with the desert of Cobi and the adjacent mountains.

We must conclude, therefore, that the only territories of

the southern half of Asia known to the ancients as abound-

ing in gold, were Lydia, and the mountains which form the

boundaries of Great and Little Bucharia ; and with respect

to the latter of these two districts, we have the express evi-

dence of Herodotus, that the gold was not only collected by
washing, but by the process of minmg.-’^ Yet it is evident

that the produce of these gold countries, however consider-

able, (and the amount may in some degree be estimated by
the tribute paid by the Indians,) bore no proportion to the

quantity of gold then existing in. Asia. Whence then were
these treasures derived ? Did they come from the south-

easterly parts of the continent already referred to? Or
were the mines of Siberia worked at that early period ? Let

us first examine this last supposition.

The discoveries of the Russians have proved that the

range of hills which, under the name of Altai, divide

Siberia fi-om Great Tartary, are not without gold. In this

case also we find a confirmation of the remark already

made, that the eastern branch of these mountains, the high-

“ Herod, iii. 102. Cf. Abdegazi, Sist des Tartares, p. 388 ibi not.);
Mitleer, Sammlung Utm. GescMchten, iv, p. 183

; Bruce, iifdmow-e, p. 123, etc.
“ Rouhon, Voyage d Madagascar et aux Indes, p, 29?.
" Herod. lii. 106.
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est and most extensive, is also the most abundant in gold.

The Russian gold mines begin on the other side of the sea

of Baikal, and are situated principally in the province of

Nertchinsk, along the river Orion, which empties itself into

the Amoor
;
being worked by the inhabitants of those dis-

tricts, the Daourians and Tungnisians.®® The Tungusian
country, which lies to the east, and is subject to China,

contains a continuation of the same chain of mountains,

and has at all times been celebrated for its productiveness

in gold.*^®

We have already remarked that the Altaic range, with

the adjacent regions, particularly towards the east, was, in

ancient times, beyond the limits of certain and ascertained

geographical knowledge. We must be content, therefore,

with a probable instead of a positive reply as to the question

whether these mines were anciently worked or not : some
traces, however, of such operations appear as early as the

dynasty of the Persians.

As the first proof, it may be observed that we find many
of the nomad tribes of Northern Asia to have possessed an

abundance of gold, such as the Massagetse to the north-east

of the Caspian, whose utensils were made of this metal ; and
still further to the north, the Arimaspians, of whom the

fable was, that they obtained their gold by stealth fi’om the

grifiins.

Secondly, Herodotus describes the north of Europe as

being very rich in gold. “ In the north of Europe” (he

says) “ there appears to be by far the greatest abundance of

gold : where it is found I cannot say, except that the Arimas-

pians, a race of men having only one eye, are said to pur-

loin it from the griffins. I do not, however, believe that

there exists any race of men born with only one eye.”®“ It

® See Georgi, Beschreibung aller JSfationen des Mussischen Iteichs, s. 204. By
recent statements we have been furnished with the means of ascertaining the

revenue of the Russian mines, in gold and silver. The former is estimated

at IGOOlbs. (40 poods), the latter at 50,0001bs. (1250 poods). See the tables

of the classical work of M. Von Hermann, On the Importance of the Rmsian
Mines. As the revenue of these mines is not more than this, even at the

I

)resent day, notwithstanding they are worked scientifically, both in the Ura-

ian and Altaic chain, it is probable that anciently it was still less con-

siderable.
® MirLLER*s Sammlung Muss. Geschichten^ ii. 200, etc.

" Herod, lii. 116.
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must be remembered that Herodotus considered the Euxine,

the Caspian, and tlie inver Phasis, as the boundaries of

Europe and Asia, and consequently by the north of Europe,
we must understand, in this place, the whole of whai we de-

nominate Siberia
; the vast extent of winch continued un-

known to Herodotus, but concernino^ which he believed in

general that it stretched eastward to the centre of Asia, and
consequently exceeded in size that quarter of the globe.

His expression, therefore, “ the north of Europe,” may be
applied also to the north of Asia. If, however, we confine

his meaning to Europe, properly so called, we must believe

him to refer to the Carpathian mountains, which even at the

present day exceed all the other mountainous parts of
Europe in their productiveness of gold, and the Agathyrsi,

a nation situated m their vicinity, are described by him as

having abundance of this metal. ” This last interpretation,

however, appears to be contradicted by the fact, tliat He-
rodotus is contrasting the north witli the west of Europe,
and is, therefore, much more probably speaking of Asia,

than of a part of Europe which, relatively to tlrcece, might
be considered as lying to the north-west. It must be added,
that another passage of the historian evidently fixes the

country of the Arimaspians in the north-east of Asia.^'^

Thirdly, we know from recent authority, that in the

Siberian mountains are found a multitude of ancient mines,

where the operations of mining appear to have been carried

on at a veiy remote period m the same manner as at present.

These ancient mines, however, are no%v nothing more than
mere excavations, like the Daounan mines in the province
of Nertchmsk.^* Supposing, however, that our hypothesis
be correct, and that the mines of Siberia were worked at a
very remote period, this fact proves nothing in favour of
those who maintain that the north of Asia was anciently in-

habited by a highly civilized people. On the contrary, it

is easy to perceive that mining operations of the kind m
question may have been carried on by a rude, and even by
a nomad nation : no sort of scientific knowledge being re-

quired, nor any thing more than a few simple instruments,
and a determined spirit of gain.

Herod, ir. I(W. » Ibid. iy. 27.

” Georgi, Beschreihung, 204.
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At all everxts, it is evident from the quantity of gold of
which we have proofs under the dynasty of the Persians,

that the intercourse which then subsisted with the gold

countries (whether m Southern or Northern Asia, or in

both) was much more considerable than the express testi-

mony of history would lead us to conclude. If it should be
thought that Asia, after all, was insufficient to produce so

large a quantity of this metal, the observations which we
shall have occasion to make on its commerce with the gold

countries of Africa will tend to remove this difficulty. But
when we consider the flourishing condition of the coun-

tries between the Ganges and the Indus during the Persian

period
;
when we remember that Persia bordered on Hin-

dustan, and that the communication between them was
open and unimpeded

;
it becomes at least no improbable

supposition, that the utmost regions of the East may even

then have contributed their supplies of gold for the general

commerce of the world.

Those who are acquainted with Asia must be still more
surprised with the prodigious quantity of silver which ex-

isted there, as early as the times of the Persian monarchy.

The tribute was collected in silver, except in the cases of

the Ethiopians and Indians
;

and silver used, though not

so abundantly as gold, for purposes of decoration. At the

same time, silver mines are of much rarer occurrence in

Asia than those of gold, and the mountain district where
this metal is found in the greatest abundance is the western

portion of Caucasus, or the country of the Chalybes, which
is celebrated on this account by the author of the Iliad :

** From Alybe remote, ’whence comes the silver ore.”

The inhabitants of this district have been at all times en-

gaged in mining; and many ages afterwards, when the

Genoese were masters of the Black Sea, they also opened

some mines, of which the traces still continue.^ Besides this

” Herod, iii. 95.
“ Homer, IL li. 856.

^ Muller’s Sammlimg Muss, Geschichten^ ii. 14. Also on the northern
coast of Asia Minor, near the site of the ancient Amisus (Hodie Samsoon).
See Porter^b Travels, vol. li. p. 696. Attempts have been made to work these

mines afresh.
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district, we know that Bactriana anciently possessed silver

mines of very considerable depth.

Silver IS also found in the mines of Siberia, in China, or

Southern Asia
;
but the large annual importations of this

metal from Europe, made in consequence of the high price

it bears in the East, sufficiently prove that it is found th('re m
very small quantities. We may, therefore, conclude ivith

certainty, that the greater portion of the silver possessed of

old by the Asiatic nations was imported
;
nor can there be

much question respecting the channel of its importation.

The richest land in silver then known wms the south of

Spain, at that time possessed by the Phoenicians. The latter

derived no less an abundance of this metal from their Span-
ish colonies, than the Spaniards have clone from their South
American possessions

;
and by means of their traffic in the

interior of Asia it was disseminated through all that conti-

nent. The extent of their land-traffic would therefore be

sufficiently proved by the vast abundance of this precious

metal in the Persian empire
;
even if there were no express

testimony to the fact.

With respect to the less precious metals, it is sufficient m
this place to remark, that the nomad tribes to the east of
the Caspian possessed, even in the time of the Persians, the

use of brass or iron, as is proved by the description Herodotus
has given of their military accoutrements.'”* Does not this

circumstance give countenance to the supposition, that even
at that period the country between the Arctic mountains
and the Altaic range was not altogether unexplored ?

The taste for precious stones w^as no less universal in

Asia than that for the precious metals
;
and may be traced,

as appears by the decorations of the Jewish hierarchy, to a

Ctesias, Indica, c. ii.
;
who asserts that they are deeper than those of

India. Traces of such mines, of great depth, fiom which gold and silver ores
had been extracted, are to be found in the mountain of Waish-Kara, in the
territory of Chiwa, near the river Oxus or Jihoon. See Ally, Geoyr, Ephern.
August, 1804, p. 447. Morier assuies us that they are still worked, Travels,
vol. i. p. 238. The same author informs us that the greater part of the silver
met with in Persia comes from the mines of Bucharia and Aderbijan.
^ Of the Massagetse Herodotus relates, that they have no iron, but are

acquainted with the use of brass, which is very abundant in their country.
As for the other nations of this q^uarter of Asia, w hich formed part of the army
of Xerxes, he mentions their pikes, swords, daggers, etc., but does not say of
what metal they were made.
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period anterior to the Persian monarchy. They were em-
ployed not only as ornaments, and to embellish furniture,

but still more to be engraved as signets. This usage ap-

pears especially to have prevailed among the Babylonians
;

"

every one of v^hom, according to Herodotus, possessed an
ornament of this description.^® It is probable that the Medes
and Persians borrowed this practice from the Babylonians

;

which they carried so far as to ornament the hilts of their

poignards and cimeters, their armlets and chains, their

cloths, and even the accoutrements of their horses, with

precious stones.'*® We frequently find the sardine stone,

the onyx, the sardonyx, the emerald, and the sapphire, to

have been employed in this manner
;
but the labours of the

learned have shown the extreme difficulty there is in ascer-

taining the true application of these terms.** Mineralogists

admit that the sapphire can be no other than the lapis lazu-

li,'*® but the question is more difficult as respects the smarag-

dus, or emerald, which appears to be frequently confounded

with a species of fluor-spar.*® The name of sardine stone

appears to be a generic one, comprehending all the finer

species of hornstones or agates, of various colours, according

to which they appear, in part at least, to have been classed.

The red were denominated cornelians
;
the W'hite, from re-

sembling the colour of the nail, onyxes
;
and those com-

pounded of both, sardonyxes.** To the same class belonged

the chalcedony, etc.

The further discussion of such questions I must leave to

mineralogists, and content myself with endeavouring to

point out the quarters from which these precious minerals

were derived. My observations respecting the Carthaginian

commerce may have proved that a great proportion of them,

particularly those denominated chalcedonies, were obtained

Herod, i. 195. ‘‘® Arrian, voi vi 29.

” Considerable progress has, however, been made in this respect since the

appearance of the first edition of this work, by the edition of 3Iarhodm de

Oemmis, by Beckmann. The researches of the Count von Yeltheim, in

his rennischte Schrtfien, and the controversy between MM von Kohler and
Bruckm^nn, have brought the question to nearly as complete a settlement

as appears possible.

Beckmann, Gesek. der Eyjind. in. 182, sqq.

Ibid, ill 297} sqq. M. von Yeltheim, TJ^er die Siatue des Meinnons^

tmd JSfvros Sniaragd.
** Brlckmann, Ueher den Sarder^ Onyx tind Sardonyx^ p. 3.

VOL. I. r>
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from the interior of Africa, by means of the caravan-trade of

that nation. It is no less certain that the emerald has been
discovered in the mountains of Upper Egypt, and upon an

island in the Arabian Gulf; and the finest description of

emerald is called by the Persians, the Egyptian. At present

we are only concerned with Asia, which also abounded in

these precious stones
;
but, as we have had occasion to re-

mark with respect to her gold mines, the eastern parts of

the continent were more plentifully endowed with these

treasures than the western.

According to Tavernier, who has been the first modera
traveller to describe them with accuracy, diamond mines
(properly so called) are first met with on the eastern coast

of Hindustan, in the kingdom of Golconda.^® The antiquity

of these mines is very doubtful
;
and, as far as I know, dia-

monds, properly so called, are no where mentioned by the

Grecian authors contemporary with the dynasty of the Per-

^ Tavernier, vol. ii. p. 267, sqq. Tavernier mentions only three diamond
mines

;
that at Raolconda near Visiapoor

;
that of Coloor, in Circars, at pre-

sent forming part of the British dominion, about fifteen miles from Masidi-
patam, where about sixty thousand men, according to that traveller, were
then employed {Travels, vol. li. p. 278) j and lastly, that at Sumelpoor or
Guel, on the south-west boundary of Bengal. These are marked upon a map
of Bennel, communicated to me by Blumenbach, together with the following:
One at Gandicotta in the terntory of Tippoo Saib, about one hundred and
forty miles north-west of Madras, between Gooti and Cuddapah. Another at
Beiragoor, seventy miles south of Sumelpoor or Sumbelpoor, also set down in
Rennell’s map; and a third, at the upper portion of the peninsula near a
place called Pannah, about seventy miles south-west of Allahabad on the
Ganges. We are indebted for the best information respecting the present
state of the diamond mines of the peninsula to the lamented Benj. Heyne,
in his Tracts Historical and Statistical on India, London, 1814; see treatise
II. Account of the Diamond Mines in India. The author speaks only of the
mines which he himself visited

;
in number four or five. The first lies in

Circars, near the village of Mallevilly, sixteen miles in a direction W. S. W.
from Ellora in Circars. This still belongs to the Nizam. Another near
Cuddaza on the river Pannar, which has been worked for centuries. It is

still worked, but appears almost exhausted. Then comes, at no great dis-
tance, the chain of mils of Gandicotta, where the mines are little more than
deep pits, the (^eration of mining being very clumsily carried on, and more
as a matter olf chance than science. Respecting the mine of Pannah in
Bengal, the best account is contained in Walter Hamilton's Description of
Hindustan, vol. ii. p. 325. The diamonds are there separated from the earth
by the process of washing. Though this mine lies within the immediate
possessions of the English, the right of obtaining the diamonds is conceded
to the Rajah. This last mine is the most important to the student of antiquity,
as proving that a diamond mine existed in the parts of India then known to
the ancients. The district of Pannah belonged to the territory of the Prasii,
the most powerful of all the Indian tribes, whose chief tow n Palibothra, near
Patna, has been looked upon as the capital of all India.
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sians
;
but among the inhabitants of Hindustan they were

ust^cl from the most remote period, as I shall have an oppor-

tunity of showing in the portion of my work relative to that

country. As for the other precious stones already enumer-
ated ; a passage among the fragments of a contemporary
V r'ter, Ctesias, throws considerable light on the question of

their origin. “ Ctesias,” (says Photius in his Excerpta,) “in

his description of India, speaks of the gigantic dogs of that

country, as well as of the great mountain where the mines

are situated from which the sardine, the onyx, and other

precious stones, are procured, which are used as signet rings.

They occur on the boundaries of the Great Desert, in which,

at the distance of ten days’journey, is a temple of the Sun.”*®

It IS probable that the mountains here meant are those

on the confines of Little Bucharia.*^ Ctesias, as well as

Herodotus, describes only the northern part of India, the

part with which the Persians were acquainted, lying east

of Bactriana
;
that is, the mountainous range of Mus-tag,

or Imaus, which, as we have already remarked, was fruitful

in gold. The observations of modern travellers have proved

that these mountains abound also m other precious minerals,

particularly the lapis lazuli, which is no where else found in

such perfection. Of this we find evidence as early as the

writings of Marco Polo, and the trade in this mineral, and

its high price, have at all times attracted attention.*® The
missionary Goez, who travelled from India to China through

Little Bucharia, in the year 1605, has given us still more

ample information respecting the same. Precious stones,

particularly the jasper and lapis lazuli, form the principal

articles of commerce of this country,*® and so profitable is

Ctesus, l7idica, ca-p. 5.

On the other hand, the Count von Veltheim, in his Treatise On the

Onyx-mountains of Ctesias, {Sam77ilunff vermischt Sehnften, ii. p. 237>) en-

deavours to prove that by these are meant the Bala-Ghaut, not far from Be-

rodh in ihe Deccan. In my observations on the commerce of the Babylonians,

I shall have occasion to return to this subject. I do not mean to deny that

onyxes may have been obtained from this quarter, but I do not believe it to

be the mountain to which Ctesias must be understood to refer.

Mauco Polo, apud Ramus, ii. 10: compare Abulgazi-Khan, Hist des

Tm'tares, 388, 416, and Beckmann, 1. c.

AMgemeine historie der Jteisen zu Wasser und zu Lande, B. vii. p. 544,

549. According to Goez this must be the celebrated stone Yu or Yu-she,

(thus it ought to be written, instead of Tu-she, as is observed in a note,) of

which, according to a recent author, (Hager, Pantheon Chinots, p. ^,) the

Fasa Mxirrhina are made. But the name of Yu appears to be as indeter-

D 2
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this trade as speedily to enrich those who prosecute it. We
gain by this a proof, that as early as the Persian monarchy
Little Bucharia was the seat of an active commerce

; and

the mention of a temple of the Sun in the midst of the de-

sert of Gobi, (by which, agreeably to oriental usag-es, we
must understand a caravanserai, erected under the protection

of a neighbouring temple,) affords us perhaps the earliest

indication of a trade with China.

Lastly, pearls have been at all times esteemed one of the

most valued commodities of the East. Their modest splen-

dour and simple beauty appear to have captivated the ori-

entals, even more than the dazzling brilliancy of the diamond,

and have made them (probably in consequence of some se-

cret sympathy) at all times the favourite ornament of despotic

princes. In the West, the passion for this elegant luxury

was at its height about the period of the extinction of Ro-
man freedom ; and they were valued, in Rome and Alex-

andria, as highly as precious stones. In Asia this taste was

of more ancient date, and may be traced to a period anterior

to the Persian dynasty
;
nor has it ever declined. A string

of pearls of the largest size, is an indispensable part of the

decorations of an eastern despot : it was thus that Tippoo

was adorned when he fell before the gates of his capital

;

and it is thus that the present ruler of the Persians is usual-

ly decorated. It is well known that at present pearls are

fished up principally in the Persian Gulf, and along the

shores of Ceylon, and of the peninsula of Hindustan
;
and

these also appear to have been the quarters from which they

were derived of old. Nearchus, the commander of Alexan-

der’s fleet, makes mention of a pearl-fishery off the islands

in the Persian Gulf, observing, “ that pearls were fished up

here as well as in the Indian Ocean C®" by which last ex-

pression we must, beyond question, understand the strait

between Taprobana or Ceylon, and the southernmost point

of the mainland of India, Cape Comorin
;
whence Eu-

ropeans, at present even, derive their principal supplies of

these costly natural productions.

It is a much more difficult, but at the same time more
minate among the Chinese as that of several precious stones among ourselves.

See Mhnoires concernant les Chimis, voL vi. p. 259 : from which it is evident
that stones of all colours were thus denominated by the Chinese-

Arriani Indwa^^. 194, ed. Steph.
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important point, to ascertain tlie various materials for

clothing which were tlien known to the East
;
not that there

IS any lack of passages in ancient authors referring to this

topic, but because the expressions employed are not so

technically accurate as to enable us to determine with cer-

tainty the article meant. At the same time, some of the

most important questions respecting Asiatic commerce de-

pend upon our interpretation of these passages. Materials

for clothing, either raw or manufactured, have at all times

been one of the most important articles of exportation pro-

duced by the East, to which we are indebted for the most

costly of these commodities. Besides cotton and silk, at

one time peculiar to her, the East produces the finest wool,

camels hair, and that of the Angora goat, and hemp, at least

equal to any kno'wn m Europe. The value of these ma-

terials has been at all times greatly enhanced by the beauty

of the dyes, in which the East always surpassed the rest of

the world
;
possessing a variety of the materials for dyeing

such as no other region can boast.

The above subjects would require each of them a separate

treatise to enable us to do them justice : in a general work

like the present, nothing more than the general results of

such inquiries can be looked for.

There is no doubt that the use of cotton, as early as the

Persian monarchy, w^as not only known in Asia, but very

extensively adopted
;
of which Herodotus himself furnishes

proofs. He was aware that it came from India, where it

formed the habitual dress of the inhabitants and mentions

it in several parts of his work, as being worn by the Egyp-

tians and Persians, as well as the Indians, Ihe sbidones

hyssincE of the Persians, were ceitainly cotton garments, as

appears from a passage of Theophrastus presently to be

cited
;

and Herodotus informs us that the Egyptians

wrapped their mummies in cerements made of the same

stuff which assertion is best illustrated by recent ob-

servations made on existing mummies, proving these cere-

ments to be of cotton.^

Herod, iii. 106. “The trees in their woods bear a species of wool, whkh
for beauty and goodness surpasses that of the sheep. The Indians use this

for clothing.” ^ .

“ Herod, vii. 181. “ Herod, ii. SQ. {tnvSovog l3v<T<Thrjc riXafxuxn.)

Bltjmenbach, Ohsermtmis on soim Egyptian Mummies, 12.
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If we add, that Herodotus appears, particularly when
describing- the dress of the Egyptian priests,-'''^ to have used

the term linen to express cotton^ we may conclude that the

use of dresses of this material was very generally adopted

even beyond the confines of India. To these proofs must
be added the decisive testimony of an excellent writer and
naturalist, Theophrastus

;
belonging indeed to a later epoch,

but contemporary with Aristotle and Alexander, and who
probably derived his information from more direct sources,

perhaps fi"om the testimony of Nearchus.^^ He tells us,

That in the island of Tylos, situated in the Persian Gulf,

are large plantations of the cotton tree, (Gossypium arbo-

reum^ Linn.,) from which arc manufactured clothes called

sindones^ of very different degrees of value, some being
costly, others less expensive. The use of these is not con-

fined to India, but extends to Arabia” (meaning, it is pro-

bable, Babylonia, or Irak-Arabi). After these express testi-

monies, no further evidence appears necessary to prove the

universal use of cotton at that period. It is true that

Herodotus tells us that India was its native soil, but it ap-

pears to have been also cultivated in the islands of the Per-
sian Gulf, in Arabia, and probably in Egypt

;
and that the

manufacture of it formed a considerable branch of ancient

commerce.^^

It is much more difficult to determine whether the use of

silk as an article of dress w-as then known to the East
;
and

to what extent it prevailed. Neither Herodotus, nor any
other wnter contemporary with the Persian empire, men-
tions by name either the silk-worm or the stuffs manufac-
tured from its thread. The term of Serica, the name of the

Seres, afterwards so familiar, were then unknown, and Strabo
is the first Grecian geographer, of those whose works have
come down to us, by whom they are alluded to. Yet we
are not without evidence which makes it highly probable
that an extensive use of silks may have existed in Asia from
a very remote period.

" Heeod. ii. 37. The express testimony of other authors would prove
that the dress of the Egyptian priests was not of linen but of cotton. Of.
Foster, Be Bysso^ p. 85.
“ Theoph. Hist Plant iv. 9.
^ An excellent account of the different species of cotton trees known to

the ancients may be found in Foster, Be Bysso Antiqaarum^ p, 38, sqq.
Compare Beckmann’s Beitrage zur Waar^-hundey i.
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If it were certain that the Hebrew words translated “ silk
”

in the Old Testament, really had this signification, we should

need no further proof of this fact. Who does not remem-
ber, from Luther’s version, “the silken curtains of the temple,

the silken cords of the tabernacle, and the silken garments of

the men of Tyre ?” But as the true rendering of the original

in these cases cannot be determined with certainty, and as

most interpreters deny the possibility of silk being meant,

we are compelled to seek for other evidence. Let the fol-

lowing observation be premised.

It is incorrect to suppose that the silk-worm with which
we are familiar is the only animal of the species whose la-

bours are capable of being converted into an article of dress,

and actually are so employed. Asia produces a variety, of

insects of the same class, and there is no doubt that the web
of many of them was used, even in ancient times, as a ma-
terial for clothing.®® But when we consider that the descrip-

tions of the insect in question are seldom scientifically exact,

and incapable of being so, we may clearly perceive the difii-

culty of defining whether, by the term Bombjrx, is meant
the insect with which we are acquainted, or another. How-
ever interesting, therefore, this question may be to the natu-

ralist, it is of less importance to the historian of ancient

commerce, who may well be content with more general

conclusions.

The first Grecian author who has made mention of the

silk-worm, and described its metamorphosis, is Aristotle in

his Natural History.® His account, however, does not tally

with the silk-worm known in Europe, and it is probable that

he had another species in view, though his commentators

are by no means agreed on this point. He tells us that the

web of this insect was wound off by women, and afterwards

woven, and names a certain Pamphyle, of Cos, as the in-

ventress of this art. Whence then was the raw material

derived ? The Grecian philosopher does not expressly in-

form us, but Pliny,® who has translated his words, and per-

haps had a more accurate copy before him than we possess,

speaks of Assyrian, that is,, Asiatic silk, and interprets in

“ Walter Hamilton, De§c7 of Hindustan^ p. 29, relates the same in

his account of Bengal, in the present day.
AuisTor. Hist. Nat. v. 19. ** Pliny, xi. c. ?2, 23,
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tins manner the obscure expressions of Aristotle. The
Grecian women,” he say>, ‘•'unravel the silken stiitfs iinport('d

from Asia, and then weave them anew
;
whence that fine

tissue, of which frequent mention is made by the Roman
poets under the name of Coan vestsT A celebrated scholar

understands this passage as implying that all the Asiatic

garments, described as silken, were in fact only half com-
posed of silk, and supposes that the Grecian women sepa-

rated the two materials of which they consisted, and that,

the cotton woof having been withdrawn, the texture was
filled up with silk alone : an interpretation which, though

favoured by the passage of Pliny, is inconsistent with the

expressions of Aristotle, as they have come down to us.^'-

However this may be, and whether the silk was derived

from the insect with which we are acquainted, or anotluu’,

it is certain that a trade with Asia m silk existed as (^arly as

the days of Aristotle
;

as stuffs of that material were to be

found even in Greece, though perhaps in small quantities.

As for the extent and magnitude of tJiis commerce in the

interior of Asia, it will be sufficiently illustrated by what I

have occasion to say respecting certain dresses, which I

consider to have been of silk, namely, those denominated
Median. These dresses were not worn by the Medes alone,

but adopted from them by the Persians, and again the cus-

tom was borrowed from them by several neighbouring na-

tions, whose costume Herodotus has described. If we w'ere

only sure that these dresses, so often alluded to, were really

of silk, the antiquity and extent of the Asiatic trade m that

article would be at once manifest : and if we suppose that,

instead of being entirely of silk, they were only half silk, (as

is the case in many countries of the East,) still these particu-

lars would remain equally certain.

On these points, however, we must not expect more
than a certain degree of probability. In the absence of any
express contemporaneous authority, we are left to conclude,

Foster, De Bysso Antiq, p. 16.

“Salmasius {ad Sohnum, p. 101) has shown that Pliny misunderstood
Anstotle, and put a construction of his o\\ n upon his words. The Greek,
“ Td ^ii^VKia dvaXvova-i at yvvaiKiQ dvciTrriviCofjLkvai Kqmira vfpdivovfji” means
nothing more than, “females wind off the web of the «‘ilk-worm, and th^-n
weave the threads;” not, as Phny would interpret it, ‘*unra\el the texture
of the dress, and then w’eave it over again.”
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from a comparison of various circumstances, that the dresses

in question were ot silk. It is clear, from the testimony of

contemporary authors, that tliese Medish dresses forimkl a

peculiar description of clothing-, distinouished above all

other articles of dress with whicli the Greeks were acquaint-

ed, by the beauty, the variety, and, as it were, the play and
splendour of their coloiirs.^'^ The use of them w^as confined

to the rich and great, and accounted an article of luxury.

A Medish robe and cimeter, a chain of gold, and a richly

caparisoned horse, were the customary marks of distinction

bestowed on their favourites by the kings of Persia
;
just

as at present is the caftan, which also is always of silk.^^ It

may also be observed, that the same dresses which were
denominated by the Greeks Median^ were styled by Roman
poets AssijrianS'^ Now it is unquestionable, that by the

latter were meant silken dresses, Assyria, like Media, being

the term employed by writers imperfectly acquainted with

its geography, to denote the whole of Central Asia, whence

silken stufts were derived
;
these writers neither knowing

nor suspecting that they came from a distance so immense

as Senca, properly so called, on the confines of China, or

even from China itself. To these arguments must be added

the express testimony of a credible, though more recent

author. Procopius, speaking of the introduction of silk

into Europe, says, “ From this web are manufactured the

dresses which the Greeks denominated Median, and which

are now called Seric (or silken).” To myself these proofs

appear conclusive, but I leave the point for others to decide

;

abstaining in this, as in every other part of my work, from

maintaining as a certainty what, after all, may be hypothe-

tical. I hope to recur once more to this question.

The finest description of wool, manufactured principally

in Babylonia and the Phoenician states, was the production

of many parts of Asia. Herodotus himself has given us

a description of the Arabian sheep, distinguishing the two

sorts of which the breed is composed, that with a long, and

^
^ ZenoPH. Cyrop. Opp, p. 213.
Xenoph. Anah. i, p. 249. Compare the accurate description of the

Persian Khilai in Morier, Travels, vol. ii. p. 93; and the immutability of

Asiatic customs will very strikingly appear.
^ See the quotations apud Foster, loc. cit.

pROCOP. Pet'sic. i, 18.
^ Herod, iii. 113
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that with a broad tail. In the mountains also of Northern
India, the district of Belur, or the vicinity of Cashrnire,

were found then, as at present, large flocks of sheep, which
constituted the wealth of the inhabitants;®® and no one

acquainted with ancient history needs to be reminded of

the rich fleeces of the sheep of Asia Minor, particularly

those in the territory of Miletus. The Milesian wool was
accounted by the Greeks the finest of all

;
probably because

they confounded with the native fleeces of Miletus the wool

of Arabia and Central Asia exported fi*om that city.

There are also abundant proofs that another branch of

trade, now of great importance, that of furs, not only ex-

isted in the times of which we are speaking, but had at-

tained considerable importance. Supposing it to have been

less important than it is at present, the cause was not so

much from want of acquaintance with the fur countries, as

that the temperate climates enjoyed by the then civilized

nations of the world rendered this article of dress unneces-

sary. The Grecian colonies to the north of the Euxine
formed, however, an exception to this rule. They drew
supplies of peltry, the skins of the otter and beaver, from

the very interior of Russia,®® and possibly even from the

shores of the Baltic, and easily disposed of them in the

neighbouring country of Thmce, the inhabitants of which
were principally clothed in fiirs. It'may be observed, that

the Amazons are also occasionally represented in sculpture

as thus habited, or rather (which is observable) loosely

arrayed in furs. The use of. them would appear to be in

general a matter of luxury as well as necessity, even in

warm climates, as it continues to be at present among the
Turks. In his account of the army of Xerxes, Herodotus
enumerates several nations habited in the skins of animals,

as, for instance, various tribes fi*om the east and north-east
of the Caspian Sea, and adjoining the Sea of Aral

;
such as

the Caspii, the Utii, etc.
; as well as the inhabitants of the

rugged mountainous tract on the south-east boundary of
Great Bucharia, the Pactyes of Belur-Land, and others.’®

The third grand division of Asiatic merchandise is that of
spices and aromatics. These commodities belong not to

® Ctesias, xiii. 22. Herod, iv. 109. ™ Ibid. vii. 67 sqq.
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Europe, and yet were used there in enormous quantities as

early as the Persian dynasty. Not only among the Greeks,

but in every other country not in a state of barbarism, it

was the established opinion that no sacrifice could be offered

without frankincense
;
and if we form to ourselves only a

general idea of the vast quantities of this aromatic which
must in consequence have been daily consumed on the altars

of so many cities and nations, we may easily perceive that

this commerce must have been one of the most extensive and
most lucrative of ancient times.

Arabia, especially towards the south, was the native

country of frankincense and the other most valuable aro-

matics
;
but the opposite coasts of Africa also abounded in

the same. We are indebted to the father of history for an
exact description of the different species of these produc-

tions, as well as for pointing out the channels through which
they were conveyed to the states of the West. We shall find

in the sequel that the great maritime cities of Phoenicia

were the principal points of exportation, but it is probable

that a still larger quantity was conveyed across the Persian

Gulf into the interior of Asia. The rites and sacrifices of

the disciples of Zoroaster gave a prodigious stimulus to this

traffic
;
and we have instances on record of an almost in-

credible expense incurred, on the occasion of solemn festi-

vals or funerals, in the article of aromatics.

Of the spices used by the ancients, cinnamon was the

most esteemed. At the present day it is found only in the

East Indies, but it is difficult to say whether the same was

the case anciently. Some very credible authors assert that

it was then found in Arabia also : but a comparison of the

evidence of others, particularly of the admirable Herodotus,

makes it probable that it only passed through Arabia, in

consequence of the commercial relations between India and

that country, which we shall have occasion more fiilly to

develop in the sequel.

The object of the present general observations has been

to throw some light on the principal articles of the ancient

commerce of Asia, preparatory to the more accurate in-

quiries which are to follow. In proportion as our ideas on

See the section on the commerce of the Phoenicians.
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the subject are apt to be too narrow, it is incumbent on the

historian to extend them gradually
;
that conclusions which

are, in fact, the results of careful investigation, may not as-

sume the appearance of striking but unfounded assei'tions.

The great influence which diversity or similarity of lan-

guage has on the mutual intercourse of nations, makes it

necessary to advert to this subject with reference to the

Persian period. This influence must have been greater of

old than it is at present
;
no languages at that time being so

universally disseminated as to form the media of communi-

cation abroad as well as at home
;

at a time also when the

separation between different races was much more absolute

and complete, and a stranger was not unfrequently at once

looked upon and treated as an enemy. The data winch tlie

Grecian historians have supplied on this subject are, it is

true, more scanty than might have been desired ;
but we

cannot wonder at this when we consider the contemptuous

manner in which the Greeks were accustomed to speak ot

the barbaric languages.

The topography (as it may be termed) of the different

languages of Asia, must be viewed in connexion with the

diversities of the natural character of the continent. In

certain districts of no very large extent occurred a varic^ty

of languages completely dissimilar
;
and, on the other hand,

extensive regions might be traversed throughout which the

same language prevailed, with occasional variations in its

dialects. The first was the case in nearly all the mountain-
ous districts, where a number of independent tribes were
established

;
and also on the sea-coasts, which were naturally

the first places to be occupied by foreign settlers of various

origin. On the other hand, the more widely-prevalent lan-

guages were disseminated through the vast plains which form
the interior of Asia. Here also we may remark that the

same great ranges of mountains or mighty streams which
formed the boundaries of different kingdoms, became also

the limits of different languages. One speech prevailed

from the ^Egean to the Halys
; another from the Halys to

the Tigris
;
and again, another from the Tigris to the Indus

and the Oxus.^-

The proofs on which the following conclusions are grounded are to be
found in treatise, De Lmguarum Asuihcariwi in JPersarum Imj^erio Cof/'-
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III the interior of Asia Minor, as far as the Halys, the

prevailing speech was the ancient Plirygian, which even in

the tune of the Greeks was looked upon as one of the oldest

of known languages, the Plirygians themselves being con-

sidered one of the most ancient races of that part of the

world. It appears, according to the best information we
possess, to have been a branch of the Armenian, which, in

the time of the Persian monarchy, it nearly resembled.

Agreeably to the usual progress of population, it would ap-

pear that the Armenians descended from their mountains

and spread over the subjacent plains of Asia Minor The
coasts, however, of that peninsula were occupied by settlers

of more recent origin. In the rich commercial cities, which

lined the shores of Asia Minor, the Grecian language was

as habitually spoken as English now is in the states of

North America. The original speech of the country ap-

pears, however, to have been the Carian, and its dialects

;

the Lydians, Mysians, and inhabitants of Caria, properly so

called, all speaking dialects of the same general language.

The northern half of the peninsula was occupied by colonies

of Thracians, who settled m Bithynia and carried with

them their native language
;
their territory extending as far

as the river Partlienius, which separated them from the

Paphlagonians, who spoke a language of their own ;
if it

were not rather a dialect of the Phrygian. A still greater

variety of languages appears to have prevailed in the moun-

tainous region on the south of the peninsula, in Pisidia,

Pamphylia, and Cilicia : but with respect to these we pos-

sess no accurate information.

This perpetual change of language ceases as soon as we

cross the river Halys and enter upon Cappadocia, compre-

hending the country afterwards called Pontus. On the

eastern bank of this river began the empire oi‘ a mighty

language, which was spoken from the Halys eastward as far

as the Tigris, and from the heights of Caucasus to the

naiL07ie et Vanetafe, which appeared in vol. xii. of the Coinmeut, (Ur (xoit.

*Sof irf , an abstract of which may be fpund in my Ibhtot ical TFor^ts, vol. m.

]) 327, s/{q I consider this the proper place to indicate several learned re-

w .IK li( of which I can only state the results in the piesent work.

Ill ROD. vii. 73- He makes, however, the Aimcmans a colony ot the

and represents the bitter as one of the most ancient of nations,

.iM<l as lavin;' iHifrratcd from Thi.ice.
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southern coast of Arabia ; and which, with some variations,

preserves every where a distinctive and original character,

being usually styled the Semitic. Its dialects were the Cappa-
docian, in the western countries on the banks of the Halys

;

the Syrian, between the Mediterranean and the Euphrates
;

and the Assyrian, on the farther side of the Tigris, m
Kurdistan, or the ancient Adiabene

;
the Chaldsean, in

Babylonia
;
the Hebrew and Samaritan, in Palestine

;
the

Phoenician, in the maritime cities of Phoenicia and their

extensive colonies; and lastly, the Arabic, extending not

only over the whole of the Arabian peninsula, but also over

the steppes of Mesopotamia, which have at all times been
frequented by wandering hordes of Arabs. Several of these

dialects still survive
; with others we are acquainted only

through their literary fragments
;
and it cannot be doubted

that at some remote period, antecedent to the commence-
ment of historical records, one mighty race possessed these

vast plains, varying in character according to the nature of

the country which they inhabited
;
in the deserts of Arabia

pursuing a nomad life
;

in Syria applying themselves to

agriculture, and taking up settled abodes; in Babylonia
erecting the most magnificent cities of ancient times

;
and in

Phoenicia opening the earliest ports, and constructing fleets

which secured to them the commerce of the known world.

The boundary of these Semitic dialects was the Tigris, if

we except another language of the same origin which ap-

pears to have prevailed in Assyria, properly so called. On
the farther side of that river began the Persian dialects, so

far differing from the Semitic, not only in their vocabulary
and phraseology, but also in their elements and construction,

that it is impossible to consider them as belonging to the

same race. Notwithstanding the long-continued and various

relations in which the Greeks stood to the Persians, the in-

formation they have preserved for us respecting these par-

ticulars IS so scanty as to be of no essential service to the

historian. We are indebted for more important information
to the recovered Zendavesta, and the fortunate researches
of Anquetil Duperron.’* By means of these, we are made

Compare (till chance shall have fumi'shed us with a more complete
vocabulary of the Zend, the Pehlvi, and the Parsi) the dissertations of
Kleuker, appended to the ZenfMie^fo
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acquainted, not only with the names of several dialects of

tlie ancient Persian, but also with some of their literary re-

mains, and vocabularies; for instance, the Zend, or language

of ancient Blodia, m which the books of Zoroaster were

oritj-inally composed ;
the Pehlvi, spoken in the southern

districts, bordering on Assyria and Babylonia; and the

Parsi, or ancient Persian, wdnch appears to have acquired

extended influence under the dominion of the Persians,

and to have swallowed up, as it w^ere, the other dialects. A
comparison of these various modes of speech proves them

to have been distinguished by many shades of difference,

yet displaying such a resemblance in their construction as

well as tiieir phraseology, as to show the dialects them-

selves, as ivell as the nations which used them, to have been

derived from the same origin.

Herodotus liiraself has remarked a striking variety in the

languages of the nomad tribes of Central and Northern Asia.

The Grecian merchants wlio travelled from the commercial

cities on the Black Sea, through what is now called the

Kipchak, to the countries north of the Caspian, and so on to

Great Bucharia, were obliged to take with them seven in-

terpreters, having occasion to pass through as many nations

speaking different languages.’®

Notwithstanding this diversity, it cannot be doubted that

some languages were very widely disseminated over these

mighty plains, when w'e consider the vast extension of cer-

tain races, the Scythian, for instance, and Sarmatian, which

wandered in these regions, and retained, amidst all the

variety of their dialects, a mode of speeclx which charac-

terized and distinguished the whole race
;
especially when

we reflect that the hordes belonging to each race undoubt-

edly descended from a common origin.

The greatest diversity appears to have prevailed, then as

now, in the mountainous region of Caucasus. The great

number of small and large tribes who inhabited these dis-

tricts, to which they had been drawn partly by war, but

more generally by the active commerce which prevailed

there, brought with them a variety of dialects.'® Strabo

assures us that in the single city of Dioscurias, on the

eastern borders of the Euxine, on occasion of the great

Herod, i. 203.Herod iv. 24.
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market held there, no less than seventy different dialects

might be heard. Xenophon confirms this statement by

some particulars incidentally mentioned in his account of

the Retreat of the Ten Thousand. In Armenia, he was still

able to make himself understood by means of his Persian

interpreter
;
but as he approached the shores of the Euxine

he fell in with as many different dialects as there were tribes

settled there.^®

The Semitic and the Persian were, therefore, the princi-

pal languages of Asia
;
the latter being spoken as far as the

Indus. Our knowledge of the languages prevalent on the

other side of that river is, as yet, too defective to enable us

to speak with any thing like certainty. Possibly it may be

reserved for our own age to arrive at important conclusions

on this subject, if the affinity between the Zend and the

Sanscrit, the sacred languages of Persia and Hindustan,

should be established— if the spirit of discovery which

characterizes the British nation, should succeed m rescuing

from oblivion some more remains of ancient Indian litera-

ture, and a second Anquetil Duperron present the public

with the sacred books of the Brahmans, with the same suc-

cess that his predecessor has illustrated those of the Paisees.

Another fact, suggested by the languages of Asia and the

ancient dialects of Persia, is too important to be passed over

in silence. Not only in the Persian territory, but m other

parts of Eastern Asia, particularly the two Indian penin-

sulas, we find languages which still subsist, mixed up with

others which are preserved to us only in a few written re-

mains. To this class belong, in Persia, the Zend and Pehlvi,

already mentioned
;
in Hindustan, the celebrated Sanscrit,

as well as the Pali in the Burman peninsula. It is not,

however, our present business to discuss the mutual rela-

tions of these languages, nor their degrees of affinity, but
only their general characters and origin.

Languages can, of course, be formed and extended only

by means of oral use, though their subsequent cultivation

may be the effect of writing and literature. The dead
languages also of Asia must, tlierefore, at one time have
been spoken

;
even if this were not fully attested by the

circumstance, that several living languages appear to have
” Strabo, p. 761. Xf.\opii. .Inoh. iv. Op p. 340.
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been derived from them. Many reasons may be assigned

why they ceased to be spoken. The modifications neces-

sarily ingrafted on a widely-diffused language, communica-
tion with foreigners, and still more, subjugation to a foreign

yoke, all these, and the like causes, may so corrupt a lan-

guage, as to give birth to new dialects, capable of even a

still higher degree of cultivation. To enable the old lan-

guage in any degree to maintain its ground, it is necessary

that it should derive support from the institutions of religion,

which are usually preserved in the more ancient speech.

Consequently it assumes in the eyes of the multitude a still

higher character, as being a sacred language ;
and this is

especially the case, when there exist in that language cer-

tain sacred books, on which the religion is founded. These

frequently contain not only the doctrines but the prayers

peculiar to that mode of worship, and thus prove the prin-

cipal means of preserving from complete decay a language

which has ceased to be spoken. When we consider that in

some countries the priests formed a separate caste, we per-

ceive the necessity these were under of making themselves

acquainted with the language of their sacred records
;
such

knowledge becoming among them a learned study. It is

well known that this is true of the dead languages of Asia

;

and even when, as is apt to be the case, the great body of the

priesthood shun the labour of learning, and content them-

selves with reciting formularieswhich they do not understand,

yet the sacred writings are no less certainly preserved, and

it can scarcely fail to happen, that some individuals at least

will take the pains to become acquainted with their contents.

Strange as it may appear, we have narrowly escaped wit-

nessing a renewal of the same phenomenon in the west of

Europe ;
most of the living languages of which are evident-

ly the offspring of the same deceased mother, the Latin.

They sprang from the corruption of the parent stock, be-

came independent, and were cultivated by means of the

literature of the nations which spoke them. The Latin,

however, still kept its ground, as the organ of public prayer

;

and even the Scriptures continued to be read in that lan-

guage. None but ecclesiastics understood it, or rather pro-

fessed to understand it, consequently it appears to have been

on the point of becoming a sacred language, like those of

VOL. I. E
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the East already mentioned. Two circumstances interfered

to preveirt this : the revival of classical literature in Italy, in

the fourteenth century, and its extensive cultivation, so as

to furnish a sort of universal language to all the upper
classes ;

and secondly, the Reformaticn, which by encou-

raging the practice of preaching and translating the Scrip-

tures in the vulgar tongue, gradually did away with the use

of Latin among protestants, and, out of the church, among
catholics also.

Our present object has been merely to notice this fact

with regard to certain Asiatic languages. We shall have

occasion to attend to them more in detail when we come to

survey each nation individually.

Though we are indebted to modern discoveries for an ac-

quaintance with the whole of Asia, yet a much larger por-

tion than >ve are apt to suppose, was known to the Greeks as

early as the dynasty of the Persians. They were acquaint-

ed with the whole extent of the Persian empire, from the

Mdditerrane^in Sea to the Indus, and as far as the desert

bordering Little Bucharia. We find in Herodotus traces

of a no less extensive knowledge of the plains of Central

Asia, the steppes of the Mongols and Tartars, and of the

hordes by which they were traversed, especially those in

the vicinity of the Caspian. The northern and eastern parts

of the continent alone continued to be involved in obscurity,

illumined by some scattered rays of light, which afford

grounds for hoping a more complete elucidation of the sub-

ject. Of the various tribes of Asia, those alone can attract

our attention, which have been distinguished not merely as

savage conquerors, but as civilized and commercial nations.

The Persians, as the ruling people, justly deserve our first

regard, and a knowledge of their empire and its institutions

will afford a standard by which to measure those of the

other great monarchies established in ancient or modern
times in Asia. The Indians still continue in a sort of re-

mote obscurity. The Phoenicians and Babylonians, as the

great commercial and manufacturing nations of this part oi

the world, next demand our observation. Under the head
of the Scythians, we shall endeavour to collect all the inform-

ation we possess respecting the nomad tribes of Central Asia,

and the caravan commerce carried on through their country.
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The Persians have taken more pains than almost any other

nation to preserve their records m writing
;
yet it has been

their fate, in common with most other nations of antiquity,

to be indebted for the stability of their fame to foreign his-

torians, Notwithstanding the pains they took to register

the acts of their government, the original documents of their

history, with a few accidental exceptions,^ have altogether

perished
;
and the inscriptions of Persepolis, like the hiero-

glyphics of the Egyptians, will m a manner have outlived

themselves, unless a complete key be discovered to the al-

phabet in which they are composed. The relations, how-
ever, of the Persians with foreign nations, procured them
contemporary historians out of other countries, some of

whom were at the pains and expense of making researches

in Asia itself, in order to be adequately informed on every

poult. Some of these were Jews, others Greeks : of the

former, the sacred annalists Ezra and Nehemiah,- with some

of the later prophets: of the latter, Herodotus, Ctesias,

Xenophon, and Arrian. The latter borrowed his materials

almost word for word from the accounts of two of Alexan-

der’s generals, Aristobulus and Ptolemy Lagus,^ and in this

respect may be considered as entitled to the rank of a con-

temporary writer and eye-witness of the downfal of the

Persian monarchy. The value of this history is enhanced

* See the edicts of the Persian kings, in the books of Ezra and Nehemiah.
® To these must be added the book of Esther, which contains a true pic-

ture of the manners of the Persian court.

® That is, in his principal work, Be Expeditione Alexandri Magni. In his

Lidica he followed Nearclius, the commander of Alexander’s fleet, the journal

of v\ hose voyage from the mouths of the Indus to the Euphrates he has given.

The Peripliis Maris Erythrcei is the work of another Arnan ;
the composition

(it is probable) of some merchant and traveller of the second century, and
consequently inapplicable to the purposes of the present work.
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by the critical judgment by which it is distinguished, mak-
ing it one of the most valuable sources of information to the

student in ancient Persian history. The celebrated account

of the Retreat of the Ten Thousand, by Xenophon, is full

of valuable details respecting the interior of the Persian

empire, though the main design of the work was to record

military events
;
nor is the Cyropaedia less instructive ; the

only composition of the Greeks which breathes an oriental

spirit ! The Cyrus of Xenophon is a characteristic portrait,

sketched after the imaginary features of a Jemsheed, a

Gushtasp, and other heroes of the East, clothed in a romantic

dress, which could only have been borrowed from that re-

gion. Though occasionally the Socratic philosopher and
the Grecian commander may be at times too plainly discern-

ible in the historian of Cyrus, yet his work continues to be
a masterpiece, no less valuable to the historian, who is pre-

pared to hse It with judgment, than to the man of taste.

Ctesias-^feved as a physician at the court of Artaxerxes,

the same prince against whom Xenophon was engaged in

the army of his younger brother. His confidence gained

him access even to the archives of the Persians, from which,

with the Assistance of some oral information, he gathered

materials foi* his Persian History, in twenty-three books.

Of this work we unfortunately possess only a few fragments,*

together ft-ith some jejune extracts, for which we are indebt-

ed to the industry of the patriarch Photius. Had his work
coihe down to us entire, Ctesias would have ranked with

Hetodotus, who at present holds the highest place.

Herodotus, it is true, visited Asia rather as an observant

traveller than an historian
;
but his love of knowledge and

unwearied curiosity—his sound judgment, his candour and
simplicity, so conspicuous in every part of his work, (quali-

ties which are the readiest and surest introductions a travel-

ler can have,)—procured him access to the same authorities

from which Ctesias derived his information. He has indeed
no where expressly informed us that he drew his knowledge
of Asiatic history from written records, but the attentive

observer cannot fail to remark a multitude of particulars

which could scarcely be derived from any other source.

* Usually annexed to the editions of Herodotus.
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It is obvious that the credibility of these authors (except

as far as they may speak from their own observation, or re-

peat the oral testimony of others) must be dependent on
the character and value of such written documents. In

what then did these consist ? and what was the nature of

the Persian archives, of which we often hear, without re-

ceiving any accurate account of their origin and character ?

Oriental histoiy should of course commence with this ques-

tion, the solution of which is indispensable to all critical

examination of past events
;
and the historian is bound to

take care that his readers should not, from European asso-

ciations, receive impressions inapplicable to the state of

things in Asia.

The Persians had not, as far as \?e know, any historical

poet
;

far less any historian, properly so called
;

a want

common to all the East. The sort of history they did pos-

sess was closely connected with their polity, and a fruit of

their despotic government, and of the almost idolatrous re-

spect in which their kings were held. Whatever their

monarchs said or did was ofcourse worthy ofbeing recorded;

and to this intent his person was usuallysurfounded by scribes

or secretaries, whose office it was to register all his words and

actions. They were in almost constant attendance on the

sovereign, and especially when he appeared in public.

They are repeatedly mentioned, on very dissimilar occasions,

by Jewish as well as Grecian writers. They attended the

monarch on occasion of festivals,® of public reviews,® and

even in the midst of the tumult of battle,’^ and noted down the

words which fell from him on such occasions. To them

also was committed the task of reducing to writing ihe

commands and ordinances of the king, which, according to

the custom of the East, were recorded from the mouth of

the monarch, and being sealed with his signet, were imme-

diately despatched according to their destination.

This institution was not peculiar to the Persians, but

prevailed among all the principal nations of Asia. The

king’s scribes are mentioned in the earliest records of the

Mongol conquerors,® and it is well known that Hyder Ah

‘ Esther, hi. 12; vhi. 9: of. Ezra, vi. 1.

‘ Herod, vii. 100. ’ II>i<i- '''iii-

“ Abi-lfasi, Ifist. des Tartares, p. 323. The present shah of Persia has
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usually appeared in public surrounded by forty such secre-

taries.^

Such was the origin of the Chronicles, or Diaries of the

Persians/^ which being deposited in the principal cities of

the empire, Susa, Babylon, and Ecbatana,^^ formed what
were called the Archives of the kingdom. A history com-
piled from such materials would necessarily be a history of

the court rather than of the empire, and the fragments of

Ctesias serve to confirm this idea.^" Many circumstances

also, in the history of Herodotus, assume a new character

when viewed with reference to this fact. We perceive

how he was enabled to record so many conversations of the

Persian kings, and even anecdotes of their private life
;
and

we are enabled to assign a much greater degree of credi-

bility to some of the most important facts of ancient history

which he has preserved to us. Among these may be reck-

oned that celebrated catalogue of the army of Xerxes, with a

description of the dress and arms of the different nations,

and the names of their leaders. It is inconceivable that

the historian of Halicarnassus should otherwise have been
able to detail, forty years after, all these particulars with

the exactness of a diplomatist. He himself makes nuaitiou

of written records which the Persian king commanded Ins

secretaries to draw up of the muster of Ins army,^^ of which
(unless all historical probability be an illusion) he has pre-

served a copy.

But it may be objected : ^^liat use could Herodotus or

Ctesias make of such records ? Are w^e to suppose that

they understood Persian Why should they not ? Ct(\Mas,

who lived so many years at the Persian court, certainly

must
;
and the same is at least highly probable with r('sj)('ct

to Herodotus, who translates Persian words, when he has

occasion to cite them, and who was so great and curious a

traveller.^^ Besides, the dignity and even the duties of the

his scribe or annalist, who is destined to write his history. Morier, Ti aveh^
voL i. p. 200.

^ Sprengl. Hist Taschenhuchfur 1786, p 247, 24^.
Styled by Ctesias Ai^Bspai BacrtXtJcai; apparently they were written on

leather or parchment.
" E2R4>, VI. 1.

Comppe the account in Esther, vi. 1, 2; where the king conimands
the Chronicles to be brought, and the part relating to Mordccai is read.

** Herod, vii. 100. ** Ibid, vi,
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from his fathel", Khondemir
;
both belonging to the foijr-

tehnlh cehtury. They derived their infiprmation respecting

the fortunes of their race partly from written records, partly

from tradition, which, in the East, has beep continued from
the earliest ages to the present.*® Such records are not

without their importance, as acquainting us with the opinions

entertained by existing nations, respecting the history of

their forefatjiers, and placing it in the point of view in

tvhich it is contemplated by the Orientals: we cannot,

however, admit them to possess any high degree of histori-

cal authority, wheh we reflect on the shortness of the time

since they have appeared, and consider the extent to which
every traditionary account must necessarily be distorted in

a long succession of ages. They cannot therefore be put
on a footing with the accounts of contemporary historians,

and in the following inquiries, we shall place our depend-
ence entirely on the latter.

in account of Persian history as drawn from these sources may be found
in the Allg. Welthistorie^ (Universal HistoryJ vol. iv. p. 318, sqq. The judg-
ment passed in the text on these records applies of course only to the early

periods of Persian history • as respects later stages of the same history, for

instance, the reigns of the Sassanian princes, (of which Silvestre de Sacy,
in his Mommens de l<i Perse, has presented us with a translation,) these
records cannot be denied considerable historical importance.
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CHAPTER 1.

A Geographical and Statistical Survey of the Persian Empire,
according to Satrapies.

The Persian empire owed its 'origin to one of those great

political revolutions which are of such frequent occurrence

in Asia, and the rise and progress of which we have already

considered in general. A rude mountain tribe, of nomad
habits, rushed with impetuous rapidity from its fastnesses,

and overwhelmed all the nations of Southern Asia, (the

Arabians excepted,) from the Mediterranean to the Indus

and Jaxartes. Even the nearest parts of Europe and Africa

were shaken by their onset, and to a certain extent sub-

dued ;
and in spite of frequent insurrections which broke

out in these and other portions of their empire, and were

not always completely repressed, the Persians continued to

maintain their general supremacy for a period of hill two

centuries.^

Their conquests were effected with the headlong rapidity

which characterizes the wars of barbarous and nomad tribes.

Their first great monarch, Cyrus, Cores, or Khoosroo, con-

quered all the provinces which formed the Asiatic part of

the Persian empire
;
and although his early history is wrap-

ped in the same obscurity in which the history of extraordi-

nary men, who emei^e unexpectedly from humble fortunes,

is necessarily involved, yet sufficient is known respecting

him to enable us to follow the general course of his achieve-

ments. There existed at that time in Asia three principal

nations which had compelled the rest to pay them tribute :

the Medes, nearly allied to the Persians
;
the Babylonians

' According to the best chronologies, Cyrus became the master of Asia 560

B. C., and Darius III. perished 330 B. C.
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or Chaldeeans (both in Central Asia)
;
and the Lydians, in

Asia Minor. The last, under their king Croesus, had al-

ready pushed their conquests as far as the river Halys,

(their territory up to that period having been extremely

limited,) and were consequently possessed of the greater

part of the peninsula of Asia Minor, a dominion pretty

nearly equal in extent to the states of Germany.* The em-
pires of the Medes and Babylonians were of older date, but
both, like that of Persia, owed their origin to conquest. The
Tigris bounded Media to the west, and had been fortified

by the erection of a line of strong places, of which Mespila
and Larissa have been mentioned by name

;
® at the same

time that it appears from the lamentations of contemporary
Jewish writers,^ and from a passage in Herodotus,® that they

occasionally advanced their conquering armies beyond the

western boundaries of their empire, and penetrated even to

the banks of the Halys. We cannot exactly define how far

their dominion may have extended eastward : apparently it

was of different extent at different epochs. From the books
of the Zendavesta it would appear certain that they anciently -

possessed Aria and Bactnana, as far as the Oxus and Indus;

but at the same time it seems certain, that independent
kingdoms were subsequently erected in those provinces.

One thing is clear, that a variety of nations were subject to

them, for Herodotus tells us that the several states were
ranked one above another according to their proximity to

the seat of empire. “ The Medes,” he tells us,® “ like the

Persians, looked upon themselves as the first people in the

world, and valued other nations in proportion as they were
situated near them ; esteeming those the least who are the

most remote. Under their dominion the different nations

were set over one another
;
the Medes being rulers over all,

and in a particular manner over those who were situated

next to them : these, again, had dominion over their neigh-

bours, and the latter over those that came next in locality.”

At the same time we learn from other passages, that the

government, like that of other Asiatic kingdoms, was one of

* Herod, i. 28. * Xenophon, Anab. Op. pp. 308, 309.
* Isaiah, xiii. 17, 18.
* Herod, i. 103, where the Halys is named as the boundary of the Persian

empire.
“ Herod, i. 134
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satrapies, each foreign satrapy being intrusted to a Mede

;

and the system being probably nothing more than a classi-

fication of the different nations, each satrap receiving the
tribute collected by his more remote neighbour, which was
passed from one to the other, till it was handed over to the
king’s treasury, by the satrap stationed nearest to Media,
properly so called. Previous to the empire of the Persians,

the Medes were the more wealthy and more civilized race

;

the Magian being their established religion. They had
become wealthy, not only by their conquests and the ac-

cumulation of a large tribute, but also in consequence of
the position of the country, situated on the great commer-
cial highways of Asia. Their government was completely
despotic the courts of their kings being guarded by a
rigid system of etiquette,® and distinguished by a taste for

magnificence, which could only be gratified by such a
system. The description of the Persian court, which was
founded on that of the Medes, will illustrate this.

The Babylonians, to‘whom we shall devote a separate

portion of this work, had attained a much higher degree of

civilization. As the Median empire embraced almost all

the provinces of the East from the Tigris to the Indus, so

the dominion of the Babylonians extended over the portion

of Asia westward of the Tigris, as far as the shores of Syria

and Phoenicia. They were masters of this territory for

nearly one hundred and twenty years
;
the interval between

the foundation of their empire % Nebuchadnezzar and the

conquest of Cyrus.

These three djmasties were all successively overthrown

by the arms of Cyrus, their fate being determined by a

single, or, at the most, by a second battle; the common
fortune of despotic governments, which are held together

solely by the force of the king’s troops, and fall to pieces

when these are vanquished. These nations, subject to an

unlimited despotism, were unacquainted with that internal

strength which a state may derive from the excellence of

its constitution, the source of all true patriotism, and which

renders its overthrow all but impossible in any equal

contest.

’ Xenoph. Op. p. 13. * Herod, i. 99.
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It could not be expected that a people so rude as the

Persians then were, should have given to an empire of

such vast extent, and composed of so many incongruous
elements, a uniform and harmonious constitution. We
shall have occasion to see in the sequel how they acquired

the forms of administration they possessed
;
but in the mean

time we must not suppose that even an accurate partition

of the empire into provinces, according to fixed geographi-

cal limits, the first step toward such a political system, could

have been the work of the first conquerors. Even if they

had felt its necessity, they were far from possessing a suffi-

cient knowledge of geography to enable them to execute

the plan : they were, however, in fact, so far from feeling

it, that, under the two first reigns, they do not appear to

have even laid the groundwork of such an undertaking.

The motive which eventually led to it appears to have
been the only one which could well have occasioned it,

namely, the necessity of providing for a regular collection

of the tribute payable by each nation. Even with respect

to the tribute itself, in the times of Cyrus and Cambyses,
no established and well-defined system appears to have pre-

vailed, but it was arbitrarily imposed, according to the

circumstances of the times, under the names of offerings

or presents, (after the custom of the East,) which were not

unfrequently the more oppressive because indefinite. The
institution of a regular system was first made in the reign

of Darius Hystaspis, the greatest of the Persian' kings, and
at the same time the first attempt was made to divide the

empire at large into provinces, or, to use the Persian word,

satrapies.

An account of these has been preserved to us by Hero-

dotus,® as taken from the Persian archives, and forms un-

® Herod, iii. 89—97. Others have already remarked that the Herodotean
account of the satrapies is not applicable to subsequent ages of the monarchy.
It is indeed generally alleged that the division recorded by Herodotus was a
financial division, and distinct from the territorial

;

bat this idea is unques-
tionably erroneous. No traces of any such distinction are observable in the
whole course of Persian history : on the contrary; the sequel will show that

it is contrary to the spirit of their institutions. The financial arrangements
of the Persians kept pace with their territorial divisions, and as the latter, in

the document referred to, appear extremely rude and imperfect, so the former
could not have remained uumtered to the end,

Rennell, in his Geography of Herodotus, has given us an excellent map,
accompanied by a leaned commentaiy, on this part of his author, at the
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questionably one of the inost interesting remains of antiquity.

A closer acquaintance with Persian history convinpes us
indeed that this first outline is inapplicable to the state of
the empire in succeeding ages; and the document itself

bears manifest traces of being a first essay
; a circumstance

Which rather increases than diminishes the interest attach-

ing to it. We are not to look in this document for a
geographical division of the different provinces, but merely
for a rude classification of the different subject nations, with
a stetement of the tribute imposed on each. Even these

nations are not always enumerated according to their

S
eographical position, but, for reasons which we cannot
ivine, remote tribes We, occasionally, as Herodotus him-

self remarks,^ been classed together.

It is obvious, therefore, that the Herodotean catalogue

of the satrapies can by no means be assumed as the ground-
work of a geographical and statistical account of the empire.

The historian ought rather to take his position at an epoch
when those provincial divisions had become better defined

and established ;
that is to say, about the latter half, or

towards the conclusion of the Persian monarchy
;
and

although we possess no enumeration of the satrapies as they

existed at that period, such a catalogue may be easily com-
piled out of the works of contemporary authors, especially

Xenophon and Arrian.^*

The Persian empire at that time embraced the countries

extending eastward as far as the Indus, in which direction

Darius Hystaspis had pushed an expedition. The Indus,

same time that he treats the division into satrapies as purely departmental,

that is to say, as if each satrapy were composed of adjacent districts. This
is contrary to the intention of the author, who expressly asserts that some-

times adjoining and sometimes distant tribes were thrown into the same
government (see Herod, iii. 89). The latter appears, however, to have
been the case in only two instances, and the utility of Rennell’s map is con-

sequently in no degree diminished.
* Herod, iii. 89. We may also observe that the catalogue referred to com-

prehends the nations then conquered, or such as were looked upon as con-

quered. Several of these, protected by their mountains or their steppes, pre-

sently made themselves independent, and ceased to pay tribute ;
of which

we shall find several instances in the sequel.
” In the book of Esther, i. 1, the number of provinces subject to the king

of Persia is stated as 12/. It does not, however, follow, that these were so

many satrapies, because each satrapy commonly embraced several tribes or

nations, as from chap. viii. verse 9, this would appear to be the case in the

above enumeration.
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however, formed at all times the eastern boundary of their

dominion, and is mentioned as such by Jewish as well as

Grecian authors.*" We may be inclined to wonder that

they never carried their conquests farther, in a country which

has at all times especially attracted the cupidity of con-

querors by its riches
;
but the Persians were too much oc-

cupied by wars in the West, especially with the Greeks, to

have leisure to extend their dominion in the opposite direc-

tion, even if the warlike and populous tribes of the interior

of India had not been able to oppose their progress.

The Caspian and the Euxine, with the intervening range of

Caucasus, (the lofty summits of which were never crossed

by any Asiatic conqueror before Gingliis-Khan,) formed

the natural boundaries of their empire to the north
;
*" the

nomad tribes which occupy the steppes of Astracan not

being their tributaries. To the east of the Caspian, their

territory was fenced against the incursions of the Mongul
and Tartar hordes by the mighty streams of the Jaxartes

and Oxus, and the country between these two rivers, Sog-
diana or Great Bucharia, was their farthest province in that

direction. To the south, their empire was bounded by the

Indian Ocean and the Arabian peninsula, the deserts of

which have defied the incursions of every conqueror
;

and,

to the west, it rested on the Mediterranean.*'*

This vast empire was cut, as it were, in two by the

Euphrates ;
a division which was recognised by the Per-

sians themselves, who distinguished their provinces as they

lay on this or the other side of that river. This natural

division greatly facilitates the survey of the whole, and

may be assumed with advantage in the present work. The
western or nearest portion of the empire, accordingly, com-

prehends the peninsula of Asia Minor, as well as Syria and

Phoenicia
;
while the farther or eastern half, embraces the

countries between the Tigris and Euphrates, with those

which extend from the latter river to the Indus. We shall

endeavour to illustrate these severally, according to their

political demarcations.

Esther, i. 1. Herod, iv. 44. Herod, iii. 97.
** The extent to which certain islands of the ^gean, and the districts of

Europe bordering on the Hellespont, were subject to Persia, depended on cir-

cumstances, and on the extremely variable relations in which the Persians

stood to the Greeks.



COUNTRIES ON THIS SIDE OF THE
EUPHRATES.

I. THE PENINSULA OF ASIA MINOR, OR NATOLIA.

There are few regions of the ancient world of greater his-

torical importance than that part of Asia usually denomi-

nated Asia Minor. Its position rendered it the theatre of

almost all the wars carried on between the nations of Europe
and of Asia

;
and it was here that the fate of several mighty

empires was decided. But this very circumstance rendered

it at all times the prize of the conqueror
;
nor has it, since

the overthrow of the Lydian empire by Cyrus, ever con-

tained any native kingdom of tolerable extent and duration.

It was, besides, possessed not by a single race, but by va-

rious tribes, some of them established there from time im-

memorial, while others had migrated from Europe, or the

interior of Asia; differing no less in civilization than in

origin. The luxurious lonians and Lydians, whose effemi-

nacy has become proverbial, lived in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the wild inhabitants of the Pontic provinces,

some of whom still tenanted their aboriginal forests, while

others lived a Scythian life in their wandering carts. He-

rodotus^ mentions thirty distinct tribes, which in his time

occupied the interior of this peninsula, and their number was

increased rather than diminished in after ages. This diver-

sity of origin would of itself have rendered it difficult for so

many nations to combine in one independent state, even if

the continual assaults from without, to which they were ex-

posed, had not rendered such a union impossible.

The Persians were the masters of the whole territory, but

their power was far from being the same throughout. A

VOL. I.

Herod, iv. 38.

F
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dominion established by force of arms may, at the first on-

set, make no distinction among the conquered
;
but differ-

ences will speedily arise as the power of the conquerors be-

comes modified by the local situation, the manner of life, or

the political constitution of the conquered. The Persians

soon discovered, to their cost, that free commei’cial states,

like the Grecian cities of Asia Minor, are not to be subjected

to a perpetual yoke, even when they may have been com-
pelled to yield to the first pressure of necessity ;

and it was
soon perceived that the numerous cavalry of the conquerors

were much more able to scour the level parts of each dis-

trict, than to maintain their authority among its mountainous

retreats. Accordingly, we often find in the heart of the

Persian empire tracts inhabited by free races of mountain-

eers, who retained their liberty, protected by their fast-

nesses, or by their poverty : while others, acknowledging

the general supremacy of the Persians, yielded a very

doubtful and imperfect obedience to their authority, which
varied according to circumstances. However imposing

may be the aspect of a despotic government, its internal

strength is by no means proportionate
;
and anarchy is in-

variably its companion, or its follower.

Asia Minor, at that time, contained ten provinces or sa-

trapies, resembling in extent the circles of the German em-
pire.® Of these the richest and most cultivated were the

three maritime districts to the ivest, Lydia, Mysia, and Ca-
iTa

;
which, as well as Phrygia and Cappadocia in the inte-

rior, were subject to the Persians, a kind of exception being

however made in favour of the Grecian cities within their

limits. The authority of the Persian king was less absolute

in the mountainous districts to the south, Lycia and Cilicia

;

as well as in the northern provinces of Bithynia, Paphlago-

nia, and Pontus, then styled Little Cappadocia.

® I shall refer to authorities under the head of each satrapy as it occurs.

When I speak of these different countries as so many satrapies, the expres-

sion may require an explanation. It is true that all these different countries

did not actually form so many satrapies, but they were destined to become
such, even although they had attained a greater or less degree of independ-

ence, Darius originally divided Asia Minor into four satrapies, (Rennell,
vol. i. p. 307,)-but in no part of the empire was it more likely that continual

changes should occur, not only in consequence of the Grecian wars, but the

remoteness of the capital.
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The satrapy of Lydia was the richest in Asia Minor,^ and
was always accounted by the Persians the most considerable,

because at the period of their conquest the Lydians were
masters of that part of the continent. Sardes, the ancient

capital of the Lydian kings, became the seat of the Persian

satrap,^ and the residence of the monarch, when he visited

Asia Minor.^ It was built in a plain upon the river Maean-
der, and would appear not to have been distinguished for

magnificence, the houses being constructed of, or at least

thatched with, reeds.^ It possessed, however, a citadel, pro-

tected by a triple w-all, and always occupied by a Persian

garrison.'^

The territory in which Sardes was situated abounded in

all the sources of wealth, possessing a rare fertility, an ex-

tensive commerce, and even the auriferous mountain of

Tmolus. The city was surrounded by spacious plains, re-

nowned in the time of Strabo for their fertility,® and through

wdiich serpentined the Maeander and Cayster. Lydia was
also formed to be one of the grand emporia for the export-

ation of Asiatic produce into Europe
;
and although the sea

commerce was principally in the hands of the Greek cities

of the coast, yet many passages of the ancients prove that a

large portion of the land traffic, as might be expected, was

carried on by the Lydians. Sardes itself is described as a

great commercial city, resorted to not only by Greeks and

Phrygians, but even by remote nomad tribes, for the ex-

change of their various commodities.^ In particular this was

a principal mart for slaves, and hence were derived eunuchs

to protect the harems of the Persian grandees
;

this trade

having been apparently carried on there on a large scale.

^ Lydia (’w^ith Ionia, the sea-coast) is mentioned as a satrapy by Arrian,

i. mrXENOPH. Op. p. 427, and elsewhere.
^ Herod, v. 1 00. Xenoph. Anah. Op. p. 245.
^ Xenoph. ix. 108.
® Herod, v. 101. These were all consumed by fire. The city is subse-

quently described as magnificent.
^ Arrian, i. 7. The ruins of this citadel may still be traced, seated on an

eminence, so steep as not to be approached without, difficulty, and even

danger. See the account of Dr. Seetzen, All<j. Geogr. JBpliem. Feb. 1803.

® Strabo, p. 929.
® Stephan, Be Urlib. v. Ao-ta. By Asia he undoubtedly means Sardes

as there was a tribe there called the 0uXj) Aaiac; and the Lydians pnded

themselves on having given a name to the whole continent.

Herod, viii. 105.
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The Lydians have also been celebrated as the inventors

of the art of coming money
;
an art not likely to have been

discovered by any but a commercial nation.^* They were
the first also to provide places of public entertainment for

the reception of foreigners
;
and even the custom prevalent

among them, that their young women should obtain a
marriage portion by the sacrifice of their modesty, proves
that their city was the resort of a great number of wealthy
strangers. The relations between the sexes are modified
and deteriorated in places of great commercial resort

;
and

this is especially true of the Asiatic towns. To attract

strangers is the great object, and the manner m which they
are allured sometimes takes a tincture from the prevailing

depravity of the times.

The industry of this people appears to have been exer-

cised chiefly in the manufacture of articles of luxury.’®

They were clothed in upper and under garments of purple,

and were skilled in the workmanship of the precious metals,

of which also they invented some new comfcnations. The
temples of the Greeks were crowded with the presents from
their kings

;
which appear, however, to have been generally

wrought by Grecian artists. They also exported their un-
wrought gold into Greece, where it was purchased for the
purpose of gilding the statues of the deities.” The imple-
ments used in various games of hazard, or otherwise, were
their inventions, and either exported by them into Greece,
or imported by the Grecians. Their commerce bore
throughout a passive rather than an active character

;
nor

did they, under the Persians, ever become a seafaring peo-
ple

; even the colonies which they are said, at a remote
period, to have sent out to Etruria, having been conveyed
in Grecian vessels.” Their gold was washed down from
Mount Tmolus by the river Pactolus, which ran through
their city, from the sands of which it was subsequently col-

lected by washing
;
” there being no proof that they ever

carried on the operation of mining. The treasury of their
kings, like that of the Persians, was filled with heaps of
this precious dust.’®

" Herod, i. 94 ; where may be also found the authorities for what follows.
Herod, i. 50, etc. “ Ibid. i. 69. « Ibid. i. 94.

“ Ibid. V. 101. Ibid. vi. 125.
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The sea-coast of this rich province was studded with
Grecian colonies of Ionian origin, and on that account

denominated Ionia
;

but in the catalogue of the Persian

provinces was not distinguished from the rest of Lydia.^^

Twelve of these towns, the most celebrated of which were
Phocsea, Ephesus, and Smyrna, formed, for the space of

about ninety miles, an almost uninterrupted series of various

establishments and edifices, and presented to the stranger,

as he arrived by sea, an imposing spectacle of civilization

and splendour.^® They contested with the Phoenicians the

advantage of possessing the grand exchange of Asia and
Europe

;
their harbours were crowded by vessels from every

port on the Mediterranean, and their fleets of merchantmen
and men-of-war covered the Mgean. They had all ex-

perienced a great number of political revolutions, by which
they had acquired, or maintained, their republican form of

government
;
and the spirit of independence and love of

freedom to which these circumstances gave birth, were so

effectually stamped upon the national character, that all the

force of the Persian empire, though it oppressed, was unable

to efface them. They opposed an heroic resistance to the

conquering Cyrus
;
and many of them, after an ineffectual

resistance, preferred exile to slavery. They revolted in

the reign of Darius Hystaspis, and, aided by the Athenians,

reduced Sardes to ashes. During the wars between the

Greeks and Persians which followed, they sometimes were
engaged, by compulsion, on the side of the latter, and some-

times fought against them ;
their condition with respect to

their masters varying with the events of war. The Eu-
ropean Greeks never lost sight of the idea of liberating their

Asiatic brethren
;
and this was at all times a pretext for a

war with Persia
;
and, as is apt to be the case with such

pretexts, survived the motive which prompted it. The
Persians, on the other hand, were at last convinced that

free commercial cities could not be reduced to absolute

servitude
;
and as the possession of these towns, which sup-

plied them with the greater part of their navy, was indis-

pensable, they adopted the middle course of bestowing

upon them an appearance of freedom. They were not

Arrian, i. 12. Herod, i. 142, etc. Ibid. i. 169.
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subjected to Persian satraps, but ruled by magistrates, who,

as well as the commanders of the mercenaries which formed

their garrisons, were chosen from a party favourable to the

cause of Persia. The consequence was, the formation in

some cities of an oligarchical constitution while in others

the power gradually fell into the hands of a single man, who,

in the Grecian phrase, was usually denominated a tyrant.

The chain of Greek colonies extended also along the

coast of the satrapy of Caria,^^ which adjoined that of Lydia

to the south. The northern portion of this province, like

the preceding, was occupied by lonians
;
but the southern

coast, with the adjacent island of Rhodes, was colonized by
people of Dorian origin, who conferred on all this region

the appellation of Doris, Miletus, the queen of all the

Grecian cities of Asia, w^as Ionian : the next to Tyre herself

in commercial opulence, and the fruitful mother of a hun-

dred colonies, many of which rivalled, and in the end sur-

passed their parent in liches and greatness. In the general

revolt under Aristagoras, Miletus alone equipped a squa-

dron of a hundred triremes
;

and fleets of equal size are

mentioned on other occasions. Her extensive commerce
was not confined to the Mediterranean, but sought to

monopolize the navigation of the Euxine and sea of Azof

:

the shores of both were crowded with Milesian colonies

:

settlements originally made for the benefit of the mother
city, but which, in consequence of their favourable situa-

tions, soon attained considerable consequence, enabling the

merchants of Greece to penetrate into the interior of Eu-
ropean and Asiatic Russia, and at a later period, if not

then, forming a channel for the introduction of Indian

merchandise into the ports of the West.^^

The Doric colonies, of which Halicarnassus, the native

town of the father of history, was the most considerable,

did not come up to those of Ionia in the fertility of their

“ Such appears to have been the case towards the close of the Persian
empire. See Arrian, i. 17, 18.

Caria is mentioned as a distinct satrapy" by Arrian, i. 20; and else-

where.
“ See the excellent probationary Essay of Professor Rambach, De Mi-

leto ejmque Colomis.^ W ould that more of our young scholars would in like
manner select certain specific subjects belonging to ancient history and geo-
graphy for illustration

!
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soil, or extent of their commerce
;

they were, however,

treated by the Persians on the same footing with the

others.

The Carians, the original inhabitants of the country,

were forced by these Grecian settlers farther back into the

interior : they had at one time been a powerful and war-

like nation, possessing the islands of the jTlgean, pursuing

maritime commerce, and practising piracy. They had
voluntarily submitted to the power of the Persians and

had been allowed to retain their native princes or kings, of

whom mention is made in the muster of the army of

Xerxes.-® Their territory was, however, in the end, treated

as a conquered province, and is described by later writers

as forming a distinct satrapy.

The satrapy of Mysia,®® or, as it was afterwards called, of

Phrygia on the Hellespont, bordered on Lydia to the north.

Even in ancient times it was difficult to define its limits,

as it never composed a single state, but consisted of a col-

lection of various tribes. Its shores were occupied by

Greeks of ^Eolian origin, continuing the series of Grecian

colonies as far as the Hellespont and Propontis, where

Cyzicus, a colony of Miletus, eclipsed all the rest. The

sod of Mysia surpassed even that of Ionia in fertility,'^

though the climate was not so good : agriculture appears

to have been the principal pursuit of its old inhabitants, the

Mysians,“® who were probably of the same origin with the

Lydians and Carians, and observed the same rehgious rites.®*

To the Persians, the possession of this territory was of pe-

culiar importance, as commanding the passage from Asia

to Europe
;
and the more so in proportion as they were led

to attach a still higher value to their European possessions

in consequence of their wars with Greece, and the appre-

hension they entertained of the inroads of Greeks or Mace-

donians.

We also learn from the testimony of Xenophon, that the

“ Herod, i. 142. i- 174.

“ The king of Calynda, a Carian city, is there mentioned.

Mysia IS mentioned as a separate satrapy by Arrian, i. 12, and Xeno-

phon, Hist, GrcBc, Op, p. 482 an<i-48d: in the first of which ^daces Phaii^-

bazus is styled the satrap of j^olis, and, in the second, of Phrygia on the

Hellespont.
^ Herod, i. 149. “ Ibid. i. 36. ^Ibid.i.i?l.
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western portion of the adjacent province of Bitliynia was

attached to that of Mysia, whose satraps took up their ha-

bitual residence in the Bithyman town of Dascylium,^^ This

fruitful country, thickly studded with villages and country

towns, was subject to the Persians
;
but, as we shall have

occasion to show, the relations between the conquered and

their conquerors were by no means the same m its eastern

division.

The interior of Asia Minor contained the two satrapies of

Great Phrygia and Great Cappadocia, between which flowed

the river Halys, the most considerable stream m the penin-

sula. Phrygia,"^ comprehending what was afterwards de-

nominated Galatia, would have formed one of the most
extensive provinces of the empire, had not the Persians, pro-

bably to prevent this, detached from it two of its limitary

districts, and added them to the adjoining governments.

These were, to the east, Lycaonia,^^ which they thnnv to

Cappadocia, and, to the west, the territory of the Milyu%

which was considered as a part of Lycia.^^ The Plirvginns

were not only one of the most ancient and conM(h‘ral)le

nations of Asia Minor, but also at one {leriod po.ss(‘ssed (ex-

tensive dominion, which appears to have embi'acc^d the

greater part of the peninsula. They w(n*o long cclebrat(‘d

as an agricultural people,"* and continued to maintain the

same reputation under the dynasty of the Pi'rsuins The
nature of their country, consisting for tlu^ most jiart of a
fertile plain, watered by several streams, favoured this mode
of life

;
at the same time that they paid great attrition to

the keeping of live stock, especially sheep. The slieep

reared in the vicinity of Celmnm, one of their cities, were
celebrated not only for the fineness of their fleeces, in which
respect they rivalled those of Miletus, but for their peculiar
blackness, which was so perfect as to be compared to that

of the raven’s wing.'^^ It appears to have been a general

Compare Xexoph. Op, p. 509.
Phrygia is mentioned as a distinct satrapy by Arriav, i. 25 , Xi-nopii.

Anal. Op. p, 527, et cthbL

Xenoph. loe. cit.
^

Arrian, i. 24.
They are thus described m the eaily trciditious of some of theii kings, h)r

instance, that of Lityeisas. See Btll, dcr (tJten Litt loul Kunst, st. \ii. Incd.
p. 9, etc,

^ SehoL Theocrit. ad Idyll x. 41
^ Herod, loc. cit. Strabo, p. b()7.
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property of the interior of Asia Minor, that, for some reason

with which w^e are unacquainted, the cattle reared there

had fleeces of a peculiarly soft and delicate texture. The
goats and rabbits of the country being no less distinguished

for this quality than the sheep
;

for it is in the territory of

the ancient Phrygia that the Angora goat ^ and rabbit are

found. The hair of the goat was woven into cloth in the

time of the Persians, for we find in Aristotle the remark
that the goats of this country were shorn like sheep else-

where
; and garments made of the fiar of the rabbit are

mentioned by ancient authors of a later period.^^

The capital of the satrapy was Celaense, a rich and splen*

did city, situated on the great commercial highway leading

from the interior of Asia to Ephesus and Miletus, and which
from this very circumstance became one of the most con-

siderable commercial marts of the interior. Merchants from
this place resorted to Carura, situated on the borders of Ca-
ria, Phrygia, and Lydia, and celebrated for its spacious

caravanserais.^^ Cel^nse numbered among its inhabitants,

at the time of the expedition of Xerxes, the richest private

individual of all Asia : wealthy enough to offer that mon-
arch, when he passed through the city, an enormous sum
of ready money as a contribution towards the expenses of

the expedition, considering himself abundantly rich in his

landed possessions and slaves.^^ At Celeenm was the usual

residence of the Persian satrap, which was adorned with a

® The modern Angora is the Ancyra of the ancients, situated in the north-
eastern part of Phrygia, called afterwards Galatia. It must not be con-
founded with another Ancyra on the borders of Mysia, where the celebrated
Marmor Ancyranum was found. The hills about Ancyra are at the present
day covered with herds of thousands of these goats. Porter, vol. li. 720.

Arist. HisL Anhn. viii. ; Op, i. p. 791.
" Consult on these points the learned dissertations of Beckmann on the

camel’s hair, or his Vorbereitwtm ziw Waare?i7cundet B. 466, sqq. To the

rich harvest there stored up, I take pleasure in addirig a few gleanings re-

specting the early manufacture of the Angora fur, to be found in the BxposiUo
totim mundi of an anonymous author, in the Geographici Antiqui of Jac.
Gkonovius. The composition belongs to the first half of the fourth century;
and the ori^nal appears to have been in Greek, of which we only possess a
translation in barbarous Latin, not however without its value.

UavSoxita. Strabo, p. 867- The Carura of Strabo is either the same
with, or in the immediate vicinity of, the Cydrara of Herodotus, (vii. 30, 31,)
where the road from the interior of Asia parted off to Caria and to Lydia, or
to the cities of Miletus and Sardes, and where Croesus fixed the limits of
Caria and Phrygia.
^ Herod, vn. 27.
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palace, probably erected by Xerxes, as well as with other

establishments, and a park of such extent as not only to af-

ford room for great hunts of wild animals, but to permit an

army oftwelve thousandmen to encamp within its precincts."

Other cities of the same satrapy were distinguished, un-

der the Persians, for their importance and wealth, such as

Coloss®, Sagalassus," and others of inferior note ; and
Phrygia at large is described by Herodotus as one of the

richest provinces of Asia Minor.

The district to the south-east, called Lycaonia, which, as

we have already remarked, was attached to the satrapy of

Cappadocia, was a steppe impregnated with salt, and con-

taining a salt lake, named Tatta. Almost the only occu-

pation of the inhabitants appears to have been the keeping

of sheep, but, although numerous, these did not equal those

of Cel®na’ in the fineness of their fleeces."

Cappadocia, under the Persians, was the common de-

signation ol' all the countries between the Halys and Eu-
plirates

;
the former separating it from Phrygia and Paph-

lagonia, the latter from Armenia. It comprehended not

only Cappadocia, properly so called, but all the districts

afterwards known under the general name of Pontus.

Writers contemporary with the Persians do not mark any
subdivisions of this extensjve'territory, but Strabo speaks

of two distinct satrapies as having existed in the time of

the Persians, that of Great Cappadocia, and Cappadocia on
the Pontus ; " from which, m after times, proceeded the

appellation of the kingdom of Pontus.

Supposing that such a division was in fact made by the

Persians, it would appear to have been veiy imperfectly

observed. The few records we possess of the history of the

territory at that period, tend to show that, upon its con-

quest, a prince of the royal family, the Ach®menid®, was
placed upon the throne, on which his posterity were con-
stantly maintained, with the title of kings. These were
generally tributary to the Persians, but occasionally, when
fevoured by circumstances, asserted their independence;
or were even put in possession of some of the adjacent
satrapies, without its being possible to define with accuracy

“ Xenoph. Anai. Op. p. 246. « Hbbod. vii. 30 ; Xenopk, loc. cit.
“ Strabo, p. 852, 853. « Ibid. p. 808,
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the limits of their territory At the time of the retreat of
the ten thousand, both divisions of Cappadocia appear to
have been subject to Mithridates, who, notwithstanding he
took part in the revolt of Cyrus, was allowed to retain his
dependent authority after the overthrow of that prince.^
His son Ariobarzanes was created during his father’s life-

time satrap of Phrygia, and after his death succeeded also
to the hereditary possessions of his family .'*9 His successors
the kings of Pontus, down to the celebrated Mithridates’
continued to trace their descent from the ancient royal race
of Persia, though many objections might have been started
to such a genealogy.

Great Cappadocia, or Cappadocia Proper,*® continued in
all ages to be an indifterently cultivated district, with few
natural advantages. Wheat was grown where the nature
of the soil permitted

;
but the greater part of the province

consisted of lofty downs, fit only for the pasturage of sheep

;

the climate also being raw and inclement. To these natural

disadvantages was added an almost total want of wood,
rendering the construction of buildings difficult and ex-
pensive. Consequently the greater part of the territoiy

was destitute of towns
; the inhabitants, though not migra-

tory, living in open villages, and even their principal city,

(as it was called,) Mazaca, resembling more an encampment
of shepherds and herdsmen than a regular town. There
existed, however, two cities in the more fruitful part of the

country, Comana and Morimena, which are remarkable for

having possessed, in common with some cities of Asia which
we shall have occasion to mention, the traces of a hierarchi-

cal constitution.*^

The fragments illustrative of the history of the kings of Pontus and Cap-
padocia have been collected with great industry by Vaillant, in his Historia
Achcememdanmi seu regnm Fonti Bospori et Bithynice. It is manifest from
this work that the early history of these princes, during the Persian monarchy,
can only be gathered by conjecture.
" Xenoph. Anab. Op, p. 427*

Biod. ii. p. 73. ed. Wessel.
Besides tne places of Strabo already referred to, Cappadocia is mentioned

by Xenophon as forming, wdth Lycaoma, a separate satrapy, Xenoph.
Op, p. 427.

t have taken the above particulars from Strabo, but they appear appli-
cable to the state of the country under the Persians. Writers of that age me-
quently mention Cappadocia, but are so poor in facts respecting it, that it is

easy to see they knew nothing about it. No nation of Asia Minor was more
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The Cappadocians are always styled by writers contem-

porary with the Persians, Leuco-Syri, or White Syrians

;

to distinguish them from the Syrians properly so called.

“ Their complexion,” says Strabo, “ was fairer than that

oftheir countrymen to the south.” It is probable, however,

that the Cappadocians had themselves assumed this appella-

tion, from motives of vanity. Most of the eastern nations

take a pride in bearing a name significant of fairness of

complexion. Hence the White Huns, the golden-horde,

(among the Kalmucs,) etc. Even the empress of Russia

was habitually styled by her oriental subjects, the White
Czarina.

Cappadocia on the Pontus, or, as it was afterwards styled,

Pontus, was also inhabited by the Leuco-Syri in its western
division bordering on the Halys.^^ Besides these, how-
ever, were settled there a mixed multitude of tribes, which
had probably migrated from the north, and in many respects

retained their original barbarism. It is possible that the

western division of their territory may have been subjugat-

ed, and formed, as Strabo leads us to conclude, a separate

satrapy but the inhabitants of its eastern half, safe in their

woods and mountains, paid little or no regard to the

authority of the Persian king, except when, for the sake
of plunder, they chose to accompany his armies. Many
traits respecting them have been preserved by Xenophon
and other contemporary authors, which possess all the
interest which attaches to the records of a semi-barbarous
people. In the most easterly corner of their territory

lived the Heniochi, whose name was significant of their
manner of life, and their Scythian origin. They migrated,
like other Tartar tribes, from place to place in their carts,

in which were their habitations. The vicinity of the sea
inclined them to maritime pursuits

;
and the rich trading

vessels of the Greeks allured them to practise piracy. The
Chalybians occupied a mountainous district in their neigh-
bourhood; a nation celebrated as early as the Homeric
poems for their silver mines, and who continued, in the time

rude or uncivilized than these Cappadocians : by the Romans they were only
on account of the breadth of their shoulders.

1 P- “ Strabo, p. 822.
Ibid. p. 5U5. 1 am not aware of any other place where this territory is

named as a distinct satrapy.
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of Xenophon, to work them, though then producing nothing
but iron.“ They were at that time subject to their more
powerful neighbours, the Mosynaeci

; one of the wildest and
most uncivilized nations of Asia, who Were governed by a

chief or king, maintained at the public expense in a. wooden
tower, which he was never permitted to quit. Their habit-

ations were pitched upon the summits of the moun tains^ at

certain intervals, so that the approach of an enemy might
be announced from one to the other by signals. Their

food consisted of dried fish and chestnuts
;
the latter sup-

plied in abundance by their extensive forests
;
and on this

diet the children of their principal men were so effectually

fattened, that, according to Xenophon, they were nearly as

broad as they were long. They practised piracy, in boats

containing only three persons, two combatants and one who
rowed

;
they dyed and tattooed their bodies with represent-

ations of flowers.

The Tibareni were of less barbarous manners, and in-

habited a less mountainous country, reaching to the spacious

and fruitful plain of Themiscyra
;
one of the most fertile spotsi

in Asia, and the ancient seat of the fabled Amazon^. This

plain, with the surrounding mountains, was covered by^ods
of fniit trees, many of the most valuable sorts flourishing

without cultivation. Corn and wine were no less abundsfet

there, and the vast woods abounded in game. On the coast

were the Milesian colonies of Amisus and Trapezus, found-

ed for the purpose of promoting the navigation of the Eux-

ine, and favouring a commercial intercourse with the natives.

In the centre of their territory was situated the city of

Comana, resembling one of the same name in Great Cappa-

docia, not only in its appellation, but its internal constitu-

tion. The government was in the hands of the priesthood:

the high priest of the deity worshipped in both cities exer-

cising a sort of authority over the town and the adjacent

district. Several thousand slaves of both sexes belonged to

the temple, as well as extensive landed possessions.

A spiritual supremacy of this kind prevailed in several

cities of Asia Minor
; as, for instance, at Pessinus in Phiy-

gia.“® The origin of such constitutions is uncertain
;
but,

“Xenoph. Op. p. 357. ^ Strabo, pp. 838, 851.
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according to tradition, was of very ancient date. The same
cities were also great resorts of commerce, lying on the high-

road from Armenia to Asia Minor. The bond between

commerce and religion was very intimate
;
the festivals of

their worship were also those of their great fairs, frequented

by a multitude of foreigners
;

all of whom, (certain classes

of females not excepted,) as well as every thing which had

a reference to trade, were considered as under the imme-
diate protection of the temple and the divinity. The same

fact may be remarked here which has obtained in several

states of -Central Africa; namely, that the union of com-

merce with some particular mode of worship gave occasion,

at a very early period, to certain political associations, and
introduced a sacerdotal government.

To the west of Pontus lay Paphlagonia, separated from
it by the Halys, here two stades in breadth, and only pass-

able by boats.^^ The eastern division of this country was
covered, like the former, with lofty hills, over which the road

lay from Amisus to Trapezus, but the western portion of the

country formed a noble plain watered by several rivers.

This district possessed an excellent breed of horses, from the

possession of which the Paphlagoman cavalry came to be
accounted the best m Asia. The Persians had taken pos-

session of the country, and the Paphlagonians are enumer-
ated by Herodotus among the tributary nations

;
but

they were too strong to be completely subdued. In the
time of Xenophon they appear to have been nearly inde-
pendent, under a ruler of their own, who, though frequently
siding with the Persians, did not hesitate, when inclined by
circumstances, to take part with the Greeks

;
and as the

Paphlagonians were able to bring into the field an army of
one hundred and twenty thousand men, they possessed the
means of making their alliances respectable.^^ Sinope, a
Milesian colony, the most opulent of all the Grecian towns
on the Euxine, was also situated on their coast. It w^as an
independent republic, possessing an extensive territory of
its own, but tributaiy to Persia, at least at certain periods.

One district alone of the northern coast of Asia Minor

Xenoph, Aiiah. Op, p. 358; whence also Ibe following particulars are

^ Herod, iii. 90. ^ Xenoph. loc. cit.
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remains to be considered, that of Bithynia, situated to the

west
;
a country no less fruitful, level, and rich in pastures,

than Paphlagonia, except at its western extremity, where
rose the lofty and woody region of Mount Olympus. Like

Pontus, it was inhabited by various tribes, all of European
origin, from the adjacent kingdom of "ihrace.^ They had

no towns, but lived in large open villages, with which the

interior of the country was filled in every direction. The
level parts abounded in all sorts of gram, as well as vege-

tables and vines
;
and fed large flocks of sheep. Their oil,

as in many other parts of Asia, was procured from sesamum.

The sea-coast was covered with extensive forests, supplying

good timber for ship-buildmg, of which the Grecian colon-

ists of Heraclea did not fail to make yse.^^

There is no territory of Asia Minor concerning which the

information we possess is more defective, nor one the rela-

tions of which to the Persian empire it is more difficult to

define. It is true that Herodotus specifies some of the tribes

inhabiting Bithynia, both in his catalogue of the satrapies,

and his account of the forces of Xerxes ;
but it is probable

that the different tribes were not treated by the Persians on
the same footing. The Bithyni were the principal race,

occupying the western division of the country. They were

subject to a Persian satrap, who was also governor of Little

Phrygia, and had his residence in the city of Dascylium,

situated between the two provinces, where every thing

which could minister to the unbounded luxury of a Persian

vice-regal court was found in abundance.^^ The other

Thracian tribes, however, which occupied the eastern part

of the country, were not subject to his dominion, but go-

verned by a chief of their own, who was an ally and tribut-

ary of the Persian monarch
;
in return for which his au-

thority was maintained, and his country defended by the

“ Hkrod. loc. eit.

See Xenoph. Anah, Op. pp. 376, 377*
•* Herod. iiL 90 ;

vii. 7^-
® Xenoph. Hellen. iv. Op. p. 509. “ Agesilaus marched to Dascylium,

where was the palace of the satrap Pharnabazus ;
surrounded by many large

villages, abounding m all the necessaries of life. There were also abundance
of animals of the chase; some in enclosed parks, others in the open country.

They were sui rounded by a stream full of all kinds of fish ; and there were
also in the neighbourhood a multitude of birds for such as were skilled in

fowling.”
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neighbouring satraps against the assaults of enemies, espe-

cially of the Greeks.

It remains to speak of the southern coast of Asia Minor,
comprehending the districts of Lycia, Pamphyliawith Pisidia,

and Cilicia. All these countries were extremely mountain-
ous

;
the range of Taurus commencing in the first, and ex-

tending through the others. The difficult nature of their

country always opposed obstacles to their conquest
;
and

though reckoned by the Persians among their conquered
provinces, they were in reality far from being always in

subjection to them.

Of all these, the Lycians, situated on the sea-coast, were
the most civilized. According to Strabo, their cities formed
at a very early period a federal league, bearing a close re-

semblance to that of the Achaeans. They held congresses

in which their common interests were discussed
;
and were

governed by a president styled Lyciarchus, with other sub-

ordinate magistrates.^ The date of this constitution's un-
certain, but the Lycians are always spoken of as a free

people up to the Persian invasion
; when they sank under

the attacks of the generals of Cyrus.^ Their subsequent

revolts prove that they had been reduced to the state of a
conquered province,^ although we do not find any satrap

of Lycia expressly mentioned. The same appears to have
been the case with Pamphylia

;
the sea-coast of which was

a frequent station for the fleets of the Persians. The rude
Pisidians, however, seated on their mountains, gave them-
selves so little concern about the authority of the Persians,

that it appears to have been, as it were, the constant duty
of the neighbouring satraps to wage war against them.^
The same was true of the much more extensive district of
Cilicia

;
which contained, between its lofty chains of moun-

tains, especially m those to the east, spreading plains and
valleys, adorned with the most luxuriant vegetation, and
producing abundance of every kind of corn, as well as of
fruit and vines. Through this elevated country ran the
high-road from Lycaonia to Tarsus, a large, opulent, and
splendid city on the Cydnus

; by which, also, Xenophon,
with the army of the younger Cyrus, entered into Upper

« vStrabo, p. 980. ® Herod. L 28, 176.
“ Diod. ii. p. 74. Xen'oph. L Oj?. 244.
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Asia.®* Cilicia was at that time governed by a prince of

its own, styled Syennesis, who, though tributary, retained

the title of king, and who was treated by Cyrus as an enemy,
till he had appeased him by presents. Not only were the

limits of his kingdom accurately defined, but Cilician and
Persian outposts were stationed over against each other,

and the boundary pass secured by gates. On other occa-

sions, however, we find Persian satraps mentioned as govern-

ing the country : the ships of the Cilicians always formed
a part of the Persian fleet, and Xenophon himself, who men-
tions the circumstances above referred to, speaks of the

country as forming part of the dominions of Persia,^® a cer-

tain proof that the conquerors at first permitted the Cilicians,

as they did so many other nations, to retain their former

rulers and their internal constitution
;
and that their do-

minion continued to be undefined, and was perpetually

modified by existing circumstances.

ri. SYRIA AND PHCENICIA.

The countries comprehended by the Greeks under the

general name of Syria, formed another principal portion of

the Persian territory on this side of the Euphrates
;
but the

term Syria was used by them in so loose and indefinite a

manner that a previous account of it is necessary.

The appellation of Syria answers, in its widest significa-

tion, to the oriental term Aram, and denotes all the countries

inhabited by the Aramaeans or Syrians; embracing not

only the countries on this side the Euphrates, but frequently,

also, Mesopotamia and Babylonia, and even Assyria pro-

perly so called, or Kurdistan, on the other side the Tigris

;

nothing being more common with the Greek and Roman
authors than to interchange the terms of Syria and Assyria.

In general, therefore, this name was applied to the exten-

sive plains which stretch from the Mediterranean to Arme-
nia, and the mountains of Persia, throughout which the

same language was spoken, differing only in its dialect
;

a

proof that the same race possessed that region.

“ Xenoph. loc. cit. p. 248. ^ Arrian, ii. 4. Xenoph. Oyj. p. 427.

VOL. I. G
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In the more restricted sense of tlie word, Syria was un-

derstood to mean the countries on this side the Euphrates,

and lying between that river and the Mediterranean
;
some-

times comprehending Phoenicia and Palestine, sometimes

without including these, especially the former, whose inha-

bitants, originally of the same stock, soon distinguished

themselves from those of the interior by their addiction to

maritime affairs. The latter preserved the peaceful habits

and dispositions which usually characterize the occupants

of extensive and fertile plains. They frequently became
the prey of foreign conquerors, without ever themselves be-

coming conspicuous in the histoiy of the world as such

;

although the rulers of some of the states into which their

country was subdivided, especially the princes of Damascus,

occasionally made successful efforts to enlarge their do-

minion. On the contrary, they devoted themselves to the

cultivation of their own territory, which in many parts

abounded in wine,^ corn,^ and the other necessaries of life

;

or, where the nature of the soil did not permit this, they

became herdsmen, or, more frequently, shepherds. These

fruitful situations were principally found in the northern

portion of the country, where th^ chain of mountains which

runs along the coast divides itself into tw^o branches, Liba-

nus and Anti-Libanus, whose woody eminences enclose

one of the richest vales on the surface of the globe ;
a dis-

trict which in consequence of its depressed situation was

denominated by the Greeks, the Hollow (or Ccele) Syria.

This was looked upon as the most important part of the

whole territory, and is frequently named when in fact the

whole of Syria is meant. The rest of the country consisted

of one uninterrupted plain, diminishing in fertility in pro-

portion as it receded from the mountains and approached

the confines of Arabia, and finally becoming, from the want
of water, a mere desert, where no further traces of cities or

settled habitations were to be found, occupied only by the

tents and herds of wandering Arabs.^ Yet even this sandy

waste contained some fertile spots, in one of which Palmyra, ^

^ Especially in the teratory of Chalybon, the %ine of which was held in

high estimation. Strabo, p' 1068.
' Particularly wheats which no where attained greater perfection than in

Palestine.
^ Strabo, j). 1093.
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SO celebrated for her magnificent remains, was seated
;

serv-

ing as a halting-place to the Indian caravans, on their way
to Tyre and the coast of the Mediterranean, Several other

cities were planted in the northern or mountainous region,

as Damascus, (at one time the mistress of the whole coun-
try,) Chalybon, (or Haleb,) and others ; or along the course
of the Euphrates, as was the case with Thapsacus, and Cir-

cesium, (or Karchemish,) wliere the Euphrates was usually

passed. Even the less fruitful districts were sprinkled here

and there with groves of palms ;
and the ridges of Libanus

and Anti-Libanus were crowned with forests of cedar and
other stately timber trees, affording an inexhaustible supply

of wood for the dock-yards and edifices of the commercial
cities of Phoenicia.

As the Persians were always able to sweep with their

cavalry the plains of Syria, they treated it altogether as a

conquered and subject country; the possession of which

was the more important, as it tended to secure that of

Egypt, which they w^ere anxious to maintain in subjection,

in the same degree that the Egyptians were on many occa-

sions eager to shake off their yoke. It would appear from

notices m the books of Ezra and Nehemiah, that nearly the

whole of Syria formed, at the period of which we are speak-

ing, the province of a single satrap, who bore the title of

governor of the country beyond the ifiver,”'* Palestine be-

ing, without doubt, comprehended in his jurisdiction, though

occasionally the Jews were governed by a ruler of their own
race. At other times we find allusion made to more satraps

than one.^ At a later period we have proof that Cosle-Sy-
ria, with Phoenicia, were detached from the rest of Syria,

^

and we may, therefore, conclade that the country was ge-

nerally, though not always, divided into two governments.

The usual residence of the Syrian satraps w^as near the

sources of the little river Dacadacus, about fifty miles to the

west of Thapsacus on the Euphrates, where they had a

palace and spacious pleasure-grounds, which were laid waste

by the younger Cyrus.^ The residence of the satrap of

Coele-Syria was probably Damascus
;
but of this we have

no positive proof.

^ Ezra, \i. 6, etc.

“ Diod. Sic. ii. p. 251.

G 2

* Nehemiah, ii. 7, 9.

’ Xe> qph. Op p. 254.
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The great maritime towns of Syria, to which we shall

subsequently devote a separate part of this work, though
annexed in the catalogue of Persian satrapies to that of
Coele-Syria, enjoyed many important privileges.® They
were of the highest importance to the Persians, not only as

being the richest in their empire, but as their fleets enabled
them to command the Mediterranean. Besides, these cities

had voluntarily submitted themselves to the first Persian
conqueror

;
® probably because they very properly consider-

ed the pa3nnent of a tribute would be less burdensome than
a siege and a possible sack of their town

; of which the in-

cursions of the Assyrian and Babylonian armies had left on
their minds a terrible recollection. In return for this sub-
mission, they were allowed to retain their internal constitu-

tion, and even their native line of princes
; their subjection

being confined to the payment of a tribute, for the collection

of which the neighbouring satraps were responsible, and to

the furnishing a certain contingent to the naval armaments
of the Persians. By such moderate concessions they se-

cured the undisturbed prosecution oftheir commerce through
the whole extent of the Persian empire, and requited their

masters with a fidelity and zeal which was proof against

almost every change of fortune.

COUNTRIES BEYOND THE EUPHRATES.

I. COUNTRIES BETWEEN THE TIGRIS AND EUPHRATES.

The vast plains enclosed by the above rivers formed, as it

were, an isosceles triangle, of which the rivers composed the
two sides, and the Tauric range, by which it was bounded •

to the north, the base. From its situation between the two
great streams, the Greeks gave it the name of Mesopotamia;

® See the chapter on the Phamicians below.
® Herod, iii 19.
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an appellation which appears, however, not to have been

known during the dynasty of the Persians. It was much
more usually considered a part of Syria, because inhabited

by a portion of the Syrian race ; or as belonging to Arabia,

because a number of Arab tribes were accustomed to wander
in the steppes it contains

;
and accordingly we find that the

names of Syria, or Assyria, and Arabia are applied to it in-

discriminately.^

The district thus called, in after-times, Mesopotamia, va-

ries greatly in its natural features. The greater part forms

a barren steppe of immense extent, without the smallest in-

equality of surface, and equally destitute of wood and water,

some desert streams excepted, which in dry seasons are to-

tally absorbed. A few plants, of small size, some of them
aromatic, and among others a species of absinthium, were

its sole vegetable productions. No inhabitants were found

there, with the exception of some nomad hordes, partly

wanderers from Arabia, partly from the mountainous region

to the north. Many districts were totally destitute of grass

and fodder : the animals, however, of the desert, wild asses

and ostriches, were found in abundance. The former, which

have now retired into the steppes of Mongolia and the de-

serts of Persia, then wandered over these plains, and were

chased by horsemen, and caught with the lasso.'^ The os-

trich also, which is still so abundant in the deserts of Africa

and Arabia, now rarely occurs in the ancient Mesopotamia.

The country improved in fertility as it verged towards

the banks of the Euphrates, or rose in the direction of the

chain of Taurus. In these parts were found a considerable

number of towns of some importance
;
such as Circesium,

Anthemusias, with others near on the Euphrates ;
and, in

the northern part of the country, Zoba or Nisibis. The

antiquity of these cities was very great : their inhabitants

* It is styled Syria, or Assyria, when understood to comprehend Babylonia.
Xenophon (from whose description in the first book of the Anab, the fol-

lowing account is taken) calls it Arabia. Neither he nor Herodotus ever
use the term Mesopotamia.

^ The animal described by Aristotle, Hist Aram, vi. 24 and 36, is un-
questionably the Dsiggetai of the Mongols, of which Pallas has given so
interesting an account, Heue Nordische Beitrage, li. p. 1, sqq. Porter met
with one in the deserts of Persia, which he w’as fortunate enough to kill, and
of which he has given a plate. Porter’s Travels^ vol, i. p. 459.
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were m a great measare Syrians, and thus the whole terri-

tory came to be annexed by the Persians to the satrapy of

Syria. The desert part of Mesopotamia appears to have

been in a great degree abandoned to itself.^

During the empire of the Persians, the southern part of

this country, forming the district of Babylonia, and a separ-

ate satrapy, was cut oiF by a wall of bricks, cemented with
bitumen, which ran

^
obliquely across the plain from the

Euphrates to the Tigris, and was commonly called the Me-
dian wall.^ Like many other structures of the same kind in

Asia,' it appears to have been designed to repress the incur-

sions of the barbarous hordes, which infested the deseii;

without.

Babylonia formed a satrapy by itself, and though one of

the smallest in extent, was in riches and resources the most
considerable of alL^ This important district demands a

separate portion of this work for its consideration.

The mountains which bounded Mesopotamia to the north
were in a great measure occupied by rude and warlike

tribes, which owned no allegiance to the Persian’ monarch.
Their country extended along the banks of the Tigris, from
the little river Centrites,^ (Khabour,) which formed the
boundary of Armenia, as far as Cappadocia on the Pontus

;

as we learn from the interesting recital of Xenophon, whose
retreat with the ten thousand lay directly through this ter-

ritory. The first that he fell m with were the Carduchi,
occupying the steep mountains and deep valleys which
contain the sources of the Tigris as well as the Euphrates.
They dwelt in open villages, situated in the valleys, and
enjoyed an abundant supply of corn and wine. Every at-
tempt to subdue them had proved fruitless, and they had
even annihilated mighty armies of invaders.’' The neigh-
bouring satraps could only secure a free intercourse with
them by means of previous treaties. They were a prosper-
ous people, possessing houses carefully constructed, and
jmovided with plenty of metal utensils, and so abundant was
their country in wine, that it was commonly kept in tanks

^ satrap of Arabia is mentioned, Cyrop. viii. 230.
Whether Mesopotamia, or Eastern Syria, or both, be meant by this term I do
not venture to decide.

! P* 282. 3 Herod, i. 192.
Xbnoph. Anal, Op, p 322. ^ Xenoph. loc. cit. p. 356.
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or cisterns.® To the north of these lived the Chaldaei,^ in-

habiting regular cities; a no less warlike race than the

Carduchi, accustomed to fight in linen corslets, with pikes

and short swords, with which they sought to cut off the

heads of their enemies. Next came the Phasiani and Tao-

chi, inhabiting the interior of the same moiintamous dis-

trict
;
and then the Macrones, clothed in dresses made of

hair
;
the Colchi, on the sea-coast of the Euxine

;
and the

Mosynseci, the wildest and rudest of all these tribes, situated

in the eastern division of Pontus;^® to whom adjoined the

Chalybes, subjects of the former, a nation celebrated in the

Homeric poems as possessing mines of silver, but m the

time of Xenophon working only iron mines, by which they

gained their livelihood.^^ All these tribes, though occa-

sionally enrolled as mercenaries in the Persian armies, paid

little regard to the authority of the great king, being suffi-

ciently protected by their mountains and strong holds

against the incursions of his troops.^®

On the other hand, these mountains enclosed an exten-

sive tract, Armenia, which was subject to the Persians, and

formed a separate satrapy. It was one of the most elevated

regions of Asia, surrounded on every side and intersected

by mountains, and of so cold a climate, that even in milder

seasons the snow frequently falls deep enough to make the

roads nearly impassable. The valleys, however, and the

southern parts of the country are not unfruitful. Corn,

wine, and pulse are produced there in abundance, though
the more constant occupation of the inhabitants has at all

times been the keeping of cattle.^® In the Persian period

they did not live in cities, but generally in great open
places

;
even the Persian satrap resided in one of these

;
or

else in under-ground habitations, in which also they kept

* Porter descnbes the great natural fertility of this country in his Travels,

vol. i. p. 130. The hills arc covered with noble woods: the grapes grow
wild, and may be pressed at once. Rice, wheat, and rye abound.

® Rennell, Illustnition of the Ex^yedition of Cijrus the Younger, p. 233, has
shown that Xenothon piobably meant Chaldeei, when he wTote (p. 356)
Chalybes. In the Cipo^) Oj). p. 70, the same country is assigned to them.

*• See above, p 77- Xenoph. p. 354.

Xenophon e\i)r(‘s'>ly disserts this of the Carduchi, the Taochi, and the

Ch<ilda3i, loc. cil p 35(1.

'*

Stkaho, p hoO, s(|fp Foi w’hat follows, consult the elegant account of

Xj Noi'iioN, .It/fih Op p 32/}
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their cattle. Every place had its own ruler, who was
treated with great respect, and allowed to take provisions

wherever he might think proper. It may be remarked,

that the nation appears to have been generally distinguished

by a singular simplicity of manners, and almost patriarchal

hospitality. They were not then infected with the spirit

of wandering and love of trade, which at the present day
make them so often strangers to their ow'n country

;
though

some traces of such a disposition may be discovered, even
under the Persians. They kept up a close commercial
communication with Babylon, (whither they exported their

wines by the Euphrates,*"*) as well as with Tyre and the

other maritime cities of Phoenicia, which took from them
their cattle, particularly their mules and horses.*® The
latter were so highly prized, that a yearly tribute of twenty
thousand were delivered for the service of the Pereian

monarch ;*® they were smaller, but more spirited, than those

of the Persians, and belonged to the Median breed
;
which

we shall have occasion to mention hereafter.

II. COUNTRIES OF UPPER ASIA, LYING BETWEEN THE
TIGRIS AND INDUS.

We are now arrived at the principal provinces of the Per-
sian monarchy, which contained the abodes of the conquer-
ors, and the capital of the empire. Even at the present

day they are comprised under the general name of Persia,

though Farsistan, the original country of the Persians, forms
a very small part of this territory. Anciently they were
called by the Orientals themselves by the common term of

Iran, (the Ariana of the Greeks,*) and the inhabitants, in-

Herod, i. 194. Ezekiel, xxvii . 14. Strabo, p. 797.
* We must carefully distinguish between the terms Ana and Ariana, as

used by the Greeks. The former was applied to a province which we shall

have occasion to describe in the sequel ; the latter is equivalent to Iran, and
appears to have been formed from the ancient term in the Zend language,
Enene. The whole of Iran composes a sort of oblong, the Tigris and Indus
forming its sides to the east and west, the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean
bounding it to the south

;
and the Caspian, with Mount Taurus and the river

Oxus, shutting it m to the north. These were also the limits of the ancient
Ariana, (see Strabo, p. 1048,) except that, towards the west, its boundary
was an imaginary line separating it from Persia Proper, Of this more ex-
tensive district, Aria (according to Strabo) formed only a part, distinguished
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asinuch as they possessed fixed habitations and laws, were
styled Iranians, in opposition to the Turanians, or wander-
ing hordes of Central Asia. The distinction between our

country^ and not oui^ country^ is that on which the geo-

graphy of all nations, especially oriental nations, is apt to be
grounded. Notwithstanding the great diversity which pre-

vails in these countries, which in superficial extent are at

least four times as large as Germany, they all enjoy a de-

licious climate, the mountainous tracts alone excepted
;

their fertility being generally proportionate to the supply

of water they possess. In some parts it is altogether watit=

ing
;
and to remedy this, it was usual of old, and continues

to be so at present, to irrigate such districts by drawing off

streams of water into a multitude of canals. In this manner
the Oxus, being divided into forty smaller currents, was
made to water an extensive plain f and for the same reason

Cyrus devoted a whole campaign to the task of leading off

the water of the Gyndes into a number of streamlets.^ By
such means the arid parts were irrigated

;
the inhabitants

either cutting tanks to receive it, or sinking wells
;

or, last-

ly, conducting the water of springs from place to place

through subterranean ducts.^ This fact, which the observ-

ations of the best informed modern travellers tend to con-

firm, may explain how it has come to pass that many dis-

tricts, anciently celebrated for their fertility, are at present

barren and unproductive. A single invasion, by destroying

the watercourses, is sufficient to reduce in a short time a

fertile and flourishing country to an arid desert
;
and to how

many such disastrous contingencies has Persia at all times

been exposed

!

Of all these districts, Persia, properly so called, (Pars or

Frrsistan,^) unquestionably demands our chief attention, as

by its superior fertility. Herodotus appears to have been unacquainted with
the term Ariana ;

he merely (vii. G2, 66) mentions the Arii, as a nation allied

to the Medes.
® Herod, iii. 117- The Aces of this author is probably the Oxus.
* Herod, i. 189.
* An accurate account of these canals will be found in Morier, Journey to

Persia^ p. 163. See also Polybius, x. 28, 3, for the manner in which they
were constructed by the ancient Persians.

* Para u the Persian, Fars the Arabic pronunciation of the word : the Per-
sian termination atufi denoting country. Almost all the modern names of the
part of Upper Asia sub)cct to the Peibians, end thus: Faraistan^ the country
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the chief coimtiy of the conquerors, and the seat of govern-

ment. It formed a satrapy by itself,® independent of the

adjacent Susiana, (Khuzistan,) though frequently associated

with the latter tsy ancient writers
;
forming a country of

moderate extent, not much larger than Hungary, but pre-

senting a great variety m its parts.’^ The southern portion,

bordering on the gulf to which it has given name, is a sandy

plain, rendered almost uninhabitable during the summer
months by heat, and by the pestilential winds which blow
over it from the deserts of Kerman. It is generally inac-

cessible on the side of the sea
;
the flat shore, unindented by

any inlet, offering only in one or two places the shelter of a

harbour. At a little distance from the sea the land rises as

it were in terraces
;
the surfaces of which form downs, whose

rich pastures are watered by a number of rivulets, and
covered with villages and numerous herds. Fruits of all

sorts are here found in abundance, and the excessive heat of

the sea-shore becomes mitigated. Towards the north these

agreeable districts pass into lofty and sterile mountains, a

continuation of the range of Taurus, enclosing some fruitful

valleys, but, for the most part, affording shelter only to a

few nomad tribes and their flocks, being generally inca-

pable of tillage. The soil is for the most part arid and un-
productive, and the mild climate of the country just de-

scribed becomes so inclement, that, even in the summer
season, the mountain tops are not unfrequently covered with
snow. This ungenial region was, nevertheless, the cradle

of the conquerors of Asia. Inured from their childhood to

a rugged climate, they conquered without difficulty the ef-

feminate inhabitants of the low-lands
;
but, although it was

the policy of their rulers to attach them as much as possible

to their barren country,® they were soon seduced by the

allurements of luxury, and themselves prepared the way for

the destruction of their empire.

Not only is Persia Proper memorable on account of its

historical associations, but also for the architectural remains

of the Persians: Hindustan, of the Hindus: Kurdistan, of the Kurds or
Koords, etc.

® Arrian, iii. 18.

’ Compare for the following particulars, Strabo, p. 1027, with Chardin,
i. p. 6, etc.

* Herod, ix. 122.
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which it continues to present. The rums of Persepolis are

the noblest monument of the most flourishing era of this

empire, which has survived the lapse of ages. As solitary

in their situation, as peculiar in their character, they rise

above the deluge of years which for centuries has over-

whelmed all the records of human grandeur around them or

near them, and buried all traces of Susa and of Babylon.

Their venerable antiquity and majestic proportions do not

more command our reverence, than the mystery which in-

volves their construction awakens the curiosity of the most

unobservant spectator. Pillars which belong to no known

order of architecture; inscriptions in an alphabet which

continues an enigma
;

fabulous animals which stand as

guards at the entrance
;

the multiplicity of allegorical

figures which decorate the walls—all conspire to carry us

back to ages of the most remote antiquity, over which the

traditions of the East shed a doubtful and wandering light.

Even the question. What Persepolis really was ? is not so

perfectly ascertained as to satisfy the critical historian. An
answer to this question may, however, be fairly expected,

when we consider the ample materials which the traveller

and the artist have already contributed.®

The common opinion is, that Persepolis was the capital

and residence of the Persian monarchs, but a closer ac-

quaintance with the records of antiquity must cause this

opinion to appear very doubtful. No contemporary author,

Greek or Hebrew, mentions Persepolis by name. It is first

alluded to at the period of the decline of the Persian mon-

archy, the moment of its destruction being that also of its

earliest mention. It is to be observed, that the ancient

authors referred to—Herodotus, Ctesias, and Xenophon, as

well as Nehemiah—^were perfectly well acquainted with

the other principal cities of the Persian empire, and make

® Of the early travellers who make mention of Persepolis I shall only refer

to the three best- Le Bruyn, Voyage au Levant, voL iv. p. 301, sqq. ;
Char-

din, ii. p. 140; and Niebuhr, Meise nacTi Arahen, etc. ii. 121, sqq. What-

ever may be the merit of each of these, they are all eclipsed by the des^iption,

and still more by the designs, of a recent English traveller. Sir Robert

Ker Porter, Travels, voL i. He not only enjoyed greater opportunities,

from a more abundant leisure and longer stay near the ruins, than or nis

predecessors ;
but as an artist he leaves them at an immeasurable mstance

behind him
;
not only by the beauty, but also by the accuracy of his designs.
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frequent mention of Susa, Babylon, and Ecbatana. Nor

can their silence respecting Persepolis be attributed to ac-

cident, for they mark the portions of the year which the

Persian monarchs used to spend at their several residences

in such a manner as to leave no portion of the year vacant

for Persepolis.^®

It is clear, therefore, that Persepolis must not be put on

the same footing with those other great cities, as one of the

proper and permanent residences of the king. Neverthe-

less it is styled by the most credible historians, the capital

of all the empire and the conduct of Alexander, who,

seeking to avenge himself on the Persians, laid waste Per-

sepolis, while he spared Babylon and Susa, confirms the

idea that this place possessed a more peculiar and exalted

character. The mystery which appears to hang over its

history confers additional interest on its ruins : a mystery

which nothing but the light of critical investigation can

dispel. Let us see whether it may not suffice to guide us

by an untried path, among ruins and sepulchres, to a more
elevated point of view, whence we may command a pros-

pect of this field of desolation above the mists by which it

is enveloped

!

The proper way of replying to the question, What Per-

sepohs was ? is by showing what it is
;
and to this end, I

shall endeavour to give a general sketch of its ruins, without

entering into a description of their details, which could not

be intelligible without the designs of Niebuhr, Chardin, or

Porter.^-

The ruins of Persepolis are situated in a plain encom-
passed by mountains, and named from a village it contains,

the plain of Merdasht, connected, to the north, with another

called that of Mourghaub, and together with this, extends

from SO"* to the 31° of N. Lat., a distance of about fifty-four

miles from south to north, not, however, without inflections.

It is watered by a considerable stream, the Bend-Emir, or

See the places quoted by Brisson, Be Itegyio Persico, p. 88.
It is stj^led Cajput Megni ; ’M.mrpoTroXtq rrjg rdv HepcrcDv ^acriXtiag—^Pegta

totiiis Orientis, etc. See Brisson, loc. cit. p. 96.
To assist the imagination of my reader, I have added a plan of the re-

mains of Persepolis or Chehl-Menar. I must beg my reader to consult the
designs of Chardin and Niebuhr, or rather those of Porter, on which my de-
scription is grounded.
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Araxes of the ancients, which receives a smaller river, the

Kur, (Cyrus,) and empties itself into a lake not far from
Shiraz. To this copious supply of water the fertility of this

district is to be ascribed
; over the whole extent of which

are scattered ancient ruins of very different dates
;
bearing

inscriptions in a variety of languages, and works of art in

very different tastes. In order to make the following ac-

count intelligible, it is absolutely necessaiy to describe the

different classes to which these various remains may be re-

ferred. These may be described as three.

I. The ancient Persian remains, belonging to the old

empire of Persia, and some perhaps to a still more remote

period. II. Those of the era of the Sassanian princes, the

second Persian empire, which arose out of the Parthian, in

the third century. III. The Arabic, Neo-Persic, and other,

inscriptions, belonging to the period of the Califate
;
copies

of which, with their explanations, are to be found in Nie-

buhr.^®

Those of the last class, containing nothing but some

moral observations on the perishable condition and muta-

bility of all human things, may be passed over in silence

;

nor does the second class demand more than a single ob-

servation or two, which I shall make in this place, that I

may not again recur to the subject.

The monuments of this date consist partly m relievos,

partly in inscriptions, hewn in the rocks, at the distance of

about five miles from Persepolis, or Chehl-Menar properly

so called.^* They are styled Neksh~i-Roostem (the Image

of Roostem)

;

from an idea that they represent the achieve-

ments of that fabulous hero of the Persians. The labours,

however, of a learned Frenchman'* have made us better

acquainted with their true meaning, by deciphering the in-

scriptions beneath, which are couched in Greek as well as

Persian characters.'® They refer to kings of the Sassanian

“ Niebuhr, p. 139, sqq.

Niebuhr, p. 154, pi. xxxii. See also Porter, pi. xi.—^xxxiv.

“ De Sacy, Mimoires sur diverses Antiquites de la Perse, Paris, 1793-4.

The inscriptions of the third class are also explained in an appendix.
“ Properly speaking, they are in the ancient Pehlvi language, (see above,

p. 47,) which nnder the Sassanides, though no longer a living language, was,

in a manner, the language of the learned, answering in some respects to the

Latin in Europe, as the most ancient translations of the Zend writings had

been composed in it. At present it is rare to meet with a Parsee priest who
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dynasty, as is proved by the style of the head-dress of the

figures, the same with that which invariably appears upon
their coins. As these princes chose to derive their descent

from the ancient kings of Persia, whose successors they

styled themselves, they endeavoured to perpetuate their

memory by monuments placed as near as possible to those

of the former race, and on this account the neighbourhood
of Persepolis, styled by them Istakhar, became as much
classical ground with them as it had been with the ancient

Persians ;
though their monuments were not confined to

its vicinity.

The remains of the first class, or the old Persian monu-
ments, with which alone we shall at present concern our-

selves, are of a totally different character, so different that,

fortunately, there is no danger of confounding them with

those of a later epoch. To this class belong the ruins of

the palace of Persepolis itself, called by the Arabs, Chehl-

Menar, or the Forty Pillars ; with two great sepulchral

monuments in their neighbourhood.

2dly. Four sepulchres, resembling the former, situated

about five miles farther towards the N. E., near Neksh-i-

Roostem, and dignified with the name of the Tombs of the

Kings
;
with the remains of some ancient edifices in their

neighbourhood. Besides these, there are other ruins lying

between Chehl-Menar and Neksh-i-Roostem, consisting in

columns, pillars, and tombs
;
some of which do not appear

to have been ever completed. In the next place, are

situated in the plains of Mourghaub the ruins of Pasargada

;

and, lastly, more to the north, those of Bisoutoun, on the

confines of Media
;

with others of inferior consequence

scattei’ed here and there. It is clear that our observations

ought not to be confined to a single spot, as anciently the

whole of this territory was classical ground. The principal

ruins are those of Chehl-Menar,*'^ and are evidently the re-

mains of a great and splendid edifice, arresting the attention

understands it, and Euiopeans aie acquainted with it only by means of the
little vocabularies which Avquetil du Perron has preserved for us. The
inscriptions of the ancient Peraian era, or the first class, which we shall pro-
ceed to consider, are totally distinct from the above.

See the plan annexed. The pillars aie not exactly forty, but the Per-
sians use the term to express any large number, and have applied it to other
great palaces j for instance, that at Ispahan. Chardin, li. p. 33.
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flat roof so as to form a great peristyle of the whole edi-

fice. These colonnades lead to several edifices still stand-

ing, of which the largest (r) is situated on the same level

;

the others (5, tv) stand higher up, and form, as it were,

a third terrace. They all contain a number of apartments

of various sizes, and appear to have been occupied as habit-

ations. The interior of these buildings is decorated with

numerous designs, which are doubly interesting to the anti-

quarian, as evidently referring to the destination of the

building to wdiich they are attached. We have already

mentioned the fabulous animals by which the entrances at

c and d appear to be guarded
;

in like manner the walls of

the staircase at g and i are adorned with a great number of

human figures, distinguished from one another by the variety

of their dresses and attributes, and apparently forming a pro-

cession. The walls and entrances of the buildings further

back are no less plentifully sculptured with representations,

either of persons of rank, with their attendants and insignia,

or the combats of wild or fabulous animals, sometimes with

one another, and sometimes with men. On the face of the

rock/^ from which the terrace projects on which the build-

ing stands, are two sepulchral monuments at d and e. A
facade has been formed in the surface of the cliff, at a epn-

siderable height from the ground, behind which is a square

apartment, at present to be approached only by an entrance

forcibly broken open ;
the true entrance having never been

discovered by the closest investigation. Beneath, the rock

has been cut away perpendicularly, so as to make all access

impracticable. The facades of the two sepulchres are nearly

similar, and the same singular arrangement prevails in four

other tombs, about nine miles from the first, at Neksh-i-

Roostem
;

in a mountain, called from that circumstance,

The Mountain of the Tombs of the Kings.^^

Such is the general aspect of these celebrated remains,

*• Porter (voL i. p. 635) has shown that this was probably the case ; and
commres very aptly the account of the palace of Solomon, 1 Kivos, viL 2, 3.

The mountain is now called Rachmed,
** Porter has delineated (plate xvi.) the mountain of Naksh-i-Roostem

;

and (plate xvii.) the lowermost of the two sepulchres, the intenor of which
he also esplorei Charbiv, on the other hand, has given engravings of the
two monuments near Persepohs. They differ only in some unimportant
particulars.
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which I shall now endeavour to illustrate. The first terrace

IS approached by a single ascent from the west, consisting

of a double staircase of blocks of marble, forming two ranges

of a hundred and three steps, of such proportions, as to pre-

pare the mind of the stranger for the colossal objects which
a^valt him

;
though, at tlie present day, a large part of the

lower half of the staircase is unquestionably covered with

earth.

On the first terrace, (A,) the fabulous animals which ap-

pear to guard the double portal at c and d, necessarily first

attract our attention. They are of colossal proportions

;

twenty feet in length, and eighteen high, and stand upon a

plinth five feet high
;
their heads and fore-quarters projecting

from the rest of the body, which is cut in relievo. Many
other monstrous figures are sculptured on the walls, as archi-

tectural ornaimmts, or as symbolical representations belong-

ing to a mythology altogether peculiar
;
from which the

ancient artist drew his ideas. They are all capable of being

explained
;
but their explanation uniformly tends to show

that this mythological system was of Oriental-Persian, or

rather, of Bactro-Indian origin. The native land of all

these chimeras is the range of mountains denominated that

of Badakshan or Cashgar, (the probable abode of the old

Medo-Persian race,) which separates Bactriana from Hin-

dustan and China, and is bordered to the east and north by

the desert of Gobi. It was long celebrated for its precious

productions of gold and gems, and also became the scene of

oriental fable, and the legendary abode of those traditionaiy

monsters which, besides being celebrated by the Asiatic

poets, have become familiar to the inhabitants of Europe.

That such was the case, we learn even from the frag-

ments of Ctesias, in which are preserved the traditions cur-

rent in Persia respecting India and the nations bordering

upon it
;
which, though mixed up with much that was fa-

bulous, must not be set down (as has often been done) as

pure inventions of the author. The countries in question

continued in his time to be the land of Persian romance ;

nor had any one better opportunities of collecting such le-

gends than Ctesias, who resided so long at the court of Per-

sia. Accordingly, he has given us a description of many

of these monstrous figures almost limb for limb, and possibly

VOL. I. H
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we might have found them ail depicted in his wruings, if

these had come down to us entire. Nearly the same de-

scriptions are repeated in the History of Animals of JElian^

and m his Various History ; most of the particulars being

taken from Ctesias. The elements of this mythological cre-

ation w^ere all real animals ;—the lion, the bull, the horse,

the onager or wild ass, the rhinoceros, the ostrich, the eagle,

and the scorpion, blended together in a variety of monstrous

combinations, to which the fancy of the poet or the artist

superadded a number of capricious ornaments. For this

very reason it would be too much to expect that his descrip-

tion should tally limb for limb with the sculptures
;

it binng

sufficient if we can trace the essential characteristics of the

same animal in both : the accordance in points of detail may
be sometimes more and sometimes less exact, provided the

figure, as a whole, belongs exclusively to the region of my-
thology.

The first pair of these monsters, which guards the en-

trance at c, and are turned like it towards the west, have

lost their heads
;
but as the same animal remains sculptured

in various parts of the interior (>f the palace fighting with a

lion,"^ ttfere is no doubt that they were meant for unicorns.

Ctesias has given us an account of the figure, as well as the

habitat of this niythological animal. He tells us, That
in the mountains India the wild ass is found, which is as

large and larger than a horse. His body is wdute, his head

red, and on his forehead he has a horn an ell long, whicli

towards the bottom is white, black in the middle, and red

towards the tip. He is one of the strongest of all creatures,

and so fleet that neither a horse nor any other animal is able

to overtake him. When first pursued he runs leisurely, but

by and by increases in speed.“^ He defends himself with his

^ Niebuhr, plate xx. A
;
Le Bruyn, table cxxii.

;
and Porter, plate xxxi.

The drawing given by Chardin is altogether incorrect. He has supplied the
heads, ivhich are wanting, according to his own fancy.

Niebuhr, plate xxiii. ; Porter, plate xxxv. Poiter has expressly re-
maiked (p. 598) that the drawing in plate xxxv. represents the same animal
with that in plate xxxi. The only difference is in the attitude, and some of
the ornaments

“ Ctesias, Ind. cap. 25.

The accuracy of this desciiption (\Mth the exception of the fabulous
horn) IS attested by the statement and di awing of Porter, (i. p. 459, plate
11 .,) who killed one of these animals in hunting. The Persian name is Goor.
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horn, with his teeth, and his hoofs, and often lays prostrate

many men and horses.” ^lian has also given us the Indian

name of the animal, Kartazonon, which Tychsen pro-

nounces to mean, the swift animal, or the swift rhinoceros.^®

jEhan’s description proves that various accounts were cur-

re.nt of the figure of this fabulous animal. He tells us that

the horn is not straight but tortuous and, accordingly,

many of the sculptures in the interior of the palace present

this variety. Other differences will also appear on compari-

son and examination. The body of the animal, however, is

represented not only by Chardin and Niebuhr, but by
Porter, as resembling the horse, or rather the wild ass, and
I cannot comprehend how the last-named traveller should

insist on maintaining that it is meant for that of a bull
;
to

which his own drawings as well as those of his predecessors

bear no sort of resemblance.®® At all events, to whatever

animal the body may belong, the figure is clearly meant for

a unicorn, and belongs to that fabulous class of animals

from which alone (as the next description will tend to show)

the figures guarding the entrances were taken. It is to be

observed, that we must not confound with the above another

one-horned animal with wings, occurring in the interior of

the palace, and which we shall by and by have occasion to

describe.

It is remarkable that the ass, which is the most tardy and most patient of all

tame animals, should in its uild state be the swiftest and the most untamable.

Compare the description of the chase of these animals in Morier, Journey^

etc. n. p. 201.
^ iEniAN, Hisf. Anhn, xvi. 20.
^ See Appendix to the following vumme.
^ Kipagov Xuov aW’ iXiyfJiovg Tivdg. See PoRTER, plate XXXV.

Compare the figure in plate xxxv. As Sir Robert Porter adds, (in op-

position to my view of the matter,) that he could not avoid recognising in

this animal the bull, (see vol. i. p. 587,) it may appear presumptuous to con-

trovert the testimony of such an eyewitness. I go, however, by his own design,

which any reader may compare. At the same time I have on my side two
other e

3
’-ewitnesses, Niebuhr, ii. 126, and Morier, i. 132 j

neither of whom
took the animal in question for a bull. The first sets it down as the unicorn

so often repiesented here
;
the last notices particularly its resemblance to a

horse. Neither, as far as I am aware, was the single horn ever, in the Per-

sian mythology, attributed to the bull, or even to the primal animal of that

species of the’ Zendavesta. If, with Porter, we consider the body and its

muscles are too powerful for those of the horse or the wild ass, I should be

inclined to pronounce it to be the rhinoceros rather than the bull
j
since I am

willing to admit that the former has contributed to furnish the elements of

the fribulous unicoin. Compare the statements of Tychsen in the Appendix

to the following volume.

H 2
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The second pair of monsters, placed at the eastern portal,

(d,) and turned towards the mountains in the same direction,

are of equally colossal stature, but of a totally diiferent form.

They are winged, have the body of lions, the feet of horses,

with human heads, crowned with the tiara, or diadem, and

with long beards artfully curled. This monster also was

borrowed from the same mountainous country, and we are

indebted for a description of it to the same author, Ctesias.

It appears to be the Martichoras, or Man-eater. “ There

is an animal,” he says, “ in India, of prodigious strength,

surpassing in size the largest lion, of a colour red as ver-

milion, with a thick coat of hair like a dog. The Indians

call it Martichoras, which signifies man-devourer. Its head

is unlike that of any other quadruped, and resembles the

human countenance. Its feet are like those of a lion, and

its tail has a sting like a scorpion’s.”

This description also tallies (a few points excepted) with

the figure of the animal delineated. The latter has not the

scorpion's tail, but this, as we shall have occasion to see

when treating of the griffin, was nevertheless a part of the

mythology in question. Again, the figure has the feet not

of a lion, but a horse
;

and has wings, of which Ctesias

says nothing. The essential characteristic, however, of this

monster, and that which at once stamps it as such, is its

human countenance, which, according to the testimony of

Porter, belongs to no other of the animals represented here.’^

This convinces me that the present figure was meant for

the Martichoras of Ctesias, notwithstanding some differences

m the other members
;
which are observable also m some

smaller representations of the same animal, where also it

appears with a human face.^' The name itself indicates the

symbolical meaning which the form of the animal appears

intended to express. Merdenkhor, or man-eater, is the

term now used by the Persians to denote a daring warrior.'”

The diadem denotes unquestionably the monarch, which is

confirmed by the artfully curled beard. The whole there-

fore appears to betoken the courage and wisdom of the

king ;
in like manner as the unicorn was, in the East, the

Porter, voL i p, 592.

See, for instance, Niebuhr, table xvin.

See tlie Appendix foi the opinion of Tychsen.
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symbol of strength and speed : the most appropriate decora-

tions for the portals of an imperial palace.

A !iiodern author, to whose works I shall frequently have

occasion to refer, thinks that he discovers m these chimeras

the heads of the clean animals, or of the creation of Or-

muzd, as opposed to that of Ahriman
;
and rejects my in-

terpretation, which refers it to the Martichoras
;
because,

as he alleges, the latter being the head or chief of the un-

clean animal creation, or that of Ahriman, could have no
place before the entrance of a palace. But it is not the

unicorn, but the bull, or the primal bull, whence come the

clean animals, which is mentioned in the Zendavesta as the

head of the clean creation
;
and the bull never is to be con-

founded with the unicorn. Neither, as far as I am aware,

is there any mention in the same authority of any chief or

head of the opposite order of animals, far less that the Mar-
tichoras was such

;
which indeed is never mentioned in the

Zendavesta. Without inquiring whether the figures of the

heads of the creation of Ormuzd were stationed at the en-

trance of the palace, and supposing it to have been so, it

remains to be proved that there were two heads of that

creation, because two pair of animals occur in the present

instance
;
and, as Rhode himself admits, the image of the

unclean race was inadmissible here.

In the space between the two portals, at e, formerly stood

four pillars, of which only two remain. They are fluted,

with capitals of a very peculiar form.^^ Whether they had

any further destination we must be content to be ignorant

;

but the first glance suffices to show that they are as little

allied to the architecture of Egypt as to that of Greece.

The remaining space of the first terrace presents nothing

more for our observation, than a square cistern at /*, hewn
out of the solid rock. Such a basin, often supplied with a

fountain, is of frequent occurrence in the courts of oriental

palaces at the present day. The more accurate researches

of Porter have proved that this cistern derived its water

from a spacious tank or pond to the east of the palace, of

which vestiges still remain, by means of subterraneous

channels, or ducts, extended in various directions : and this

Rhode, Beiliye Sage der Terser, p, 219,
sqq. ^ Porter, plate xlv. B.
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fact destroys the hypotheses which had been raised respect-

ing the destination of those ducts.®®

From the terrace A we ascend by the magnificent

stairs at g, h, i, k, to the second terrace at B
;
but before ex-

amining this second platform, the steps which lead to it,

and the sculptures with which the walls are decorated, de-

mand our attention. The staircase is double, extending to

the length of two hundred and twelve feet, each having a

landing-place in the middle, where it turns. These stairs

conduct fi-om the court to the apartments above
;
and are

no less worthy of admiration than the former for their

grandeur and commodious construction, although towards

the bottom they are encumbered with earth and rubbish.

The sculptures, however, with which the sides are adorned,

are their principal distinction.

On the wall which presents itself to the left of any one

entering by the portico, (see g m the plan,) are discovered

four rows of figures, one above the other, in a sort of natural

disorder, and most ofthem, apparently, engaged m discourse.

To any one acquainted with the habits of the ancient courts

of the East, the situation where these figures are found, as

well as their appearance, suggests at once their meaning.

They are meant to represent the “ Friends,” or, in the lan-

guage of the East, the “Kinsmen of the King,” “Those who
stood in the king’s gates

;

” or, as we should express it, the

courtiers and great officers of the king. According to the

customs of the Persians, the majesti’' of the king required

that a number of such courtiers should be at all times found

before the gates, or in the courts and antechambers of the

palace,®^ to be ready to attend the least signal of his pleasure.

The artist, therefore, has only given a faithful representation

of what really took place, when he has delineated them as-

sembled in numbers and engaged in conversation
;
of which

a nearer inspection of the individual figures -will aflbrd us

still better proof.

These figures are characterized by their dress, their orna-

ments, and their insignia. Their dress (as the first inspec-

“ Porter, vol. i. 594.
" A clear idea of these personages may be gathered from Cyrop. viii. p.

202, and several other places. They were commonly called li/n/ioi and ofi6-

Ti/iyt, or also Bvyyiytig, which latter teim did not always imply a real consaii-
gdinity with the king, but only a certain dignity. Compare Esther, hi. 2, 3.
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tioii IS sufficient to prove) is twofold
; some being habited

in a full and ample attire
;

others in a lighter and closer

dress. The former I suppose to be such as had received

from the king the distinction of the Median dress^ (a dis-

tinction represented by that of the caftan or khilat of the

modern Persians,) or possibly such as by their rank or office

were entitled to wear it
;
the others I presume to be such

as had not yet attained this honour, and are consequently

represented in the old Persian dress.

All that we know of the ancient Median dress tallies with

that worn by the first class of figures. It was a long and
loose attire, reaching to the feet, and so enveloping the

figure, as to conceal its defects.^ But it is an error to

imagine that all the Persians indiscriminately adopted the

garb of the vanquished. It continued, on the contrary, to

be the court-dress, worn by the king, and those to whom he

sent it as a mark of honour. Even after the use of it be-

came more general, it continued to be the customary mark
of distinction, and in such cases was marked by its superior

fineness and the beauty of its colours.

The other I consider to be the old Persian dress, which

was of leather, and fitted close. “ You are going to fight,”

says Sandanis to Croesus,^® against a people that wear

drawers, and all the rest of their dress of leather.” The
sculptor was, of course, unable to express the material of the

dress
;
but the fashion of it coincides with the above ac-

count. The dagger also is worn, according to the Persian

custom, on the right side.'^^

The head-dress differs as well as the garments. Those
appareled m the Median attire wear the head-dress belonging

to the same, which resembled that of the king, and, like the

garments, was bestowed by him.^^ The form, it is true, does

not answer to that of the Median tiara, which ended in a

point. I do not pretend to solve this difficulty, but it may
be observed that we have no reason for supposing the form

of the Medo-Persic tiara to have continued invariable.^^

^ See the places collected by Brisson, p. 544, etc.

See Xenoph. Cyrop, viii. p. 206, 213 ; and several other places.

Herod i. 71* Ibid. vii. 61. Esther, vi. 8.

Most of the places beanng on this point have been collected by Brisson,
p. 61, etc. If any one will compare these with one another, and not argue
from single passages, he will probably come to the same conclusion with
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The customs of the East, permanent in other respects, dis-

play considerable diversity in this. Even the vSassanian

princes, who usually wore a particular head-dress, did not

always retain the same, as may be seen by their coins
;
and

it may be added, that we are acquainted with the tiara of the

Medes only by description, and not from any other delinea-

tion. With respect to the ancient Persian head-dress, which

IS here represented as a cap, we have (as far as I am aware)

no information whatever.

The ornaments worn by these figures denote their high

rank, and answer exactly to those worn by Persians of dis-

tinction, consisting m necklaces, armlets, and earrings. They
are observed on those in Median as well as in Persian attire

;

and in both cases were presents from the king, and could

only be worn by his peimiission.'^*'

As for the mode of wearing the hair, wlion w’-e shall have

occasion to treat of the dress of the king, we shall see that

this was artificial, and, in fact, a sort of peruke, which was
as completely the costume of the old Persian monarchy, as

of the courts of Europe in the seventeenth century.

These figures are represented as supporting various im-

plements
;
some a sort of vessel, others a short staff with a

round head, others different things not easy to be distin-

guished. The vessel appears to be either a golden cup, and
as such to denote a personage privileged to sit at the king s

table (one of the highest distinctions among the Persians
;

or it is a vase containing perfumes, such as myrrh or the

like
;
and as perfumes, as also liquids, were employed in re-

ligious rites, it may denote the relation of the bearer to the

Magi, and his admission into their order
;
which appears the

more probable from the circumstance that the king himself

in other relievos is represented bearing such a vessel.

I do not believe that these vessels denoted the office of

cup-bearer
;
though that was of the highest dignity in the

Medo-Persian court.'^^ The others who bear short staves, I

myself, that the fashion of the most ancient kind of tiara was not invariable.
Even the Persian kings are not always represented on their darics with the
tiara recta. See Tychsen, Commentatio L, de Nummis Veterum ’Persanim^ in
Comment Heg. Soc, Gott. vol. i.

Xenoph. Cgrop. viii. p. 224. Anah. i. p. 257. A multitude of other
places may be found collected by Brisson, p. 204.
^ Ezra, lii. 3. Compare Xrnoph. Anah. i. Op. p. 269. Herod, hi. 132.
Xenoph. Cyiop, Op. p. 10.
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conceive to be the Melophon, a chosen body of the hand-

somest and most distinguished of the king’s body-guard, who
were in immediate attendance on his person, and carried,

instead of a lance, a stave with a golden head, shaped like an

apple.'^^

The circumstance that most of these figures are armed,

has given rise to the idea that they represent the body-

guard, which is contradicted by the diversity of their

dresses, and the natural irregularity of their attitudes. We
shall also find that the body-guard were represented in an-

other place. It was customary among the Persians to ap-

pear armed in the king’s presence as m our courts it is

necessary to wear a sword. Nor are these figures com-

pletely armed, their only weapons being a dagger, (which

in the East is rarely laid aside, and being often studded

with precious stones, forms a principal ornament,) or a bow,

enveloped in a sheath, in the same manner that Europeans

wear their swords in a scabbard. Niebuhr has already

shown that this sheath must not be mistaken for a shield.^®

A Persian seldom quitted his bow, as may be gathered from

several passages in history
j

particularly from the account

of the assassination of Smerdis.“

A difference of rank is also indicated by the different car-

riage of these figures towards one another. Those without

the caftan, when seen in conversation with others bearing

that distinction, hold their hands before their mouths, that

their breath may not reach the other. Others have their

hands covered by the sleeves of their robes, which also was

a sign of reverence among the Persians.®^

The wall on the right hand of the stairs at i, presents a

totally different scene. “ Here may be distinguished a long

procession of men variously attired, in several rows, one

above another, who apjpear to be ascending towards the

palace, and carry a variety of things in their hands. Five

or six figures, clothed alike, form a division, which is parted

from the succeeding one by a large leaf by way of separation.

" MTjXodopos (apple-hearers). They were selected from the guard of ten

thousand immortals, (as they ’were styled,) and appear to have resemhled, m
some degree, our chamberlains. See the places collected by Brisson, p.

Xenoph. Cyrop. Op. p. 202. Niebuhr, ii. p. 128.

^ Herod, in. 7B.

Xenoph. Op. pp. 214, 215; et Hist. Gr^ Op. p. 454.
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The first of the party bears nothing, and is led by the hand

by one of the officers of the court above meutioned.^*^

It IS true that we possess only half of this series of figures,

whicli unquestionably filled the upper portion of the wall

also, consisting of a projecting parapet, which has now dis-

appeared. What remains is, however, sufficient to give a

clue to the meaning of the sculpture which represents the

different nations of the empire, or their satraps, offering by
their ambassadors their presents to the king.

According to the maxims of the East, the monarch is not
,

only the ruler ofthe people, but the proprietor also ofthe land

;

and this title was anciently acknowledged, not only by the

payment of certain arbitrarily imposed tributes, but by pre-

sents of the most valuable productions of each country.^

^

These are made on certain solemn occasions, such as the

king’s birthday,^^ and, among the Persians, more especially

at the beginning of their new year, which commences with

the vernal equinox. The governors of the diflferent pro-

vinces then transmit their offerings
;
without which an in-

ferior cannot, in the East, present himself before a superior.

The description which a modern traveller has given us of

one of these feasts proves that the relievo in question has

reference to some festivity like that of the new year, the

origin of which is attributed by the Persians to the founder

of their monarchy, Jemsheed:^^

—

‘^The first ceremony of the festival of Norooz,” says

Morier, was the introduction of the presents from the dif-

ferent provinces. That from prince Hossein Ah Mirza,

governor of Shiraz, came first. The master of the cere-

monies walked up, having wdth him the conductor of the

present, and an attendant, who, when the name and titles

of the donor had been proclaimed, read aloud from a paper

the list of the articles. The present from prince Hossein

Ali Mirza consisted of a very long tram of large trays

placed on men’s heads, on which were shawds, stuffs of all

sorts, pearls, etc.
;
then many trays filled with sugar, and

sweetmeats
;

after that many mules laden wdth fmit, etc.

“ Chardin (table Iviii.) has given a fall delineation: Niebuhr (xxii.

xxiii.) has only represented a part. See, however, Porter, plates xxxvii.

—

xliu., for the best representation,
^ Cyrov. viii. Op. p. 230, Plato, Op. ii. p. 121, ed. Steph.
“ Morier, i. p, 20f. The Persian name of this fsast is Norooz.
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The next present was from Mahomed Ali Khan, prince of

Hamadan, the eldest born of the king’s sons, but who had

been deprived by his father of the succession, because the

Georgian slave who bore him was of an extraction less

noble than that of the mothers of the younger princes. His

present accorded with the character which is assigned to

him
;

it consisted of pistols and spears, a string of one hun-

dred camels, and as many mules. After this came the pre-

sent from the prince of Yezd, another of the king’s sons,

which consisted of shawls and the silken stuffs, the manu-
facture of his own town. Then followed that of the prince

of Mesched
;
and last of all, and the most valuable, was

that from Hajee Mohammed Hossein Khan, Ameen-ood-

Doulah. It consisted of fifty mules, each covered with a

fine Cashmire shawl, and each carrying a load of one thou-

sand tomauns.”

In like manner, it is probable that, in the relievo we are

considering, the persons offering the presents are not the

different nations themselves, but their governors or satraps,

who offer them in their name ;
which, as far as the repre-

sentation is concerned, amounts to the same, as the deputies

and their attendants are taken from the tribe or nation they

represent
;
and it is clear that different nations, and not dif-

ferent corporations, or the like, are indicated by these groups

of figures, because their dresses are distinct and peculiar.

Any one possessed of an accurate acquaintance with the

various garbs and head attires of the East, might be able, on

comparing these with the descriptions of Herodotus in hi§

catalogue of the army of Xerxes, to illustrate many particu-

lars, which it is hardly possible to explain without a thorough

acquaintance with both these sources of information. To

avoid, therefore, running into mere conjecture, I shall con-

tent myself (abstaining from too great details) with some

general observations, which may suffice to show the proba-

bility of the interpretation offered.

The diversity of their dresses proves these figures to be-

long to different nations, and those nations situated undpvery

different climates—^very hot and very cold. One individual

is wrapped in a dress of furs,*® while another is destitute of

Chaedin, table Iviii. fig. I, H.
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any clothing whatever, except a light apron about the lower

parts of his body.^’^ The greater number wear loose and

flowing garments
;
some on the contrary have dresses which

fit their persons closely. This is the case with their trowsers

also ;
most of which are the long and loose dpa^vp/Be^, such

as Herodotus describes as the customary dress of the

Medes and other nations.”® The greatest variety, however,

prevails in the head-dresses, in which the Orientals have at all

times principally delighted to show their taste of splendour
;

but our little acquaintance with the different modes which

anciently prevailed in this particular, makes it impossible to

define any thing with certainty
;
and even the accurate de-

signs of Porter only tend to teach us caution, proving that the

head attire of those in the highest row are no longer discerni-

ble : nor can we depend upon those given by Chardin of

the other rows of figures. It is true that Herodotus, in his

catalogue so often referred to, is very particular in his de-

scription of this part also of the dresses of the army, but we
must remember that in time of war some sort of helmet was

worn by almost every nation ;
a dress which is not be looked

for on the present occasion.

The offerings presented by the different nations may be

ranged under certain general classes, consisting either of

vessels of various forms and kinds, such as are now com-

monly used in the East
;
and were probably carried full of

spices and other precious commodities ;
or different articles

of dress, such as shawls, robes, or furs
;
or ornaments, for

instance, armlets (such I conceive to be the little snakes

carried by some figures and necklaces, or various imple-

ments, with the exception of weapons. Others, again, carry

” Chardin, same plate, fig F, S. It is worthy of remark, however, that

the ambassador of this tribe is com]iletely attiied, though in other instances

the deputy is habited like the people. It is probable that a sense of decorum
made this necessary. We may presume the Indians to be represented by
these figures

;
which appears to be confirmed by their presents, consisting of

vessels, probably filled with gold, and carried in a pair of scales
;
of orna-

ments
;
and of a wild ass, (an animal much sought for the royal game-

parks,) which is so faithfully delineated that Porter declares it to be impos-
sible to mistake it.

“ Niebuhr (p. 133) asserts that the upper row of figures, nearly eflTaced,

are habited in lions’ hides. These could hardly be others than the Ethiopians
situated above Egypt, or the wild inhabitants of Nubia, who are described
as thus habited as late as the catalogue of Herodotus (vii. 69).
“ See Chardin, M and N.
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esteemed fruits of different kinds, especially in the shape of
conserves

; as appears to be indicated by the form of the
vessels in which they are still commonly kept in the East

;

while others, again, are seen leading up different animals

—

horses, camels, bullocks, mules, sheep, and even wild asses,

tamed, and led by a halter. All these animals are repre-
sented in their natural proportions, without any monstrous
or fabulous addition. The horse is sometimes figured single,

sometimes yoked with another to a car. In the second row,
the Median charger may be easily recognised. Each animal
is evidently meant to denote a number of the same kind.

Niebuhr asserts®® that the remains of the highest row of
figures contain that of a lioness, which, as well as the rest,

is perfectly consistent with the manners and usages of the
Orientals, and especially of the Persians ;

among whom wild
animals, no less than tame, were customary presents to their

kings. The former were kept m their parks for the chase,

or even as curiosities : the latter were used to breed from,
as well as for show. In some satrapies, for instance that of
Cilicia, a certain number of horses made pai't of the yearly

tribute
; and that the other articles described are still pre-

sented as oflPerings, is shown by the passage of Morier giving
an account of the procession of the new year.

Again, that these presents were designed for the king, and
not (as Chardin and others have supposed) as offerings to

any deity, is apparent from the very order of the procession.

The first person in each compartment, who is obviously the

deputy, carries nothing, leaving the presents to be brought
up by others of his nation, who support them, according to

custom, with both hands. The custom continues to be the

same at Constantinople, and in all the other courts of the

East.®’ Every deputy, hovrever, is led by the hand by a

master of the ceremonies, who bears a staff. This again is

in accordance to the ceremonial of the Persian court, by
which no one could be admitted to the presence without be-

“ Niebuhr, Ioc. cil.

“ Ctbsias, ajj. JEl. iv. 21 ; Xenoph. Cyrop. Op. p. 14, etc. Compare the
description of a presentation to the court of modern Persia, in Kaempeer,
Amcemt. JExotic. p. 216, etc.
“ Herod, hi. 90.

“For a-drawing and description of this in the court of modem Persia, see
Chardin, volTrv. table xxxii.
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ing introduced by one of these ushers, who were distinguish-

ed by the rods or staves they carried, and thence termed by
the Greeks aKrfirtouxoi, stave or sceptre bearers.*'"* In other

respects their dress resembles that of the other courtiers, ex-

cept that they appear alternately in the Median and the

Persian attire, their badge of office being the sceptre or rod.

The number of the groups is made by Porter to amount
to twenty, if we include two not represented in the drawing.
This appears strictly confonnable to the twenty satrapies,

into w’hich Darius Hystaspis divided his empire
; at the same

time we cannot identify the satrapies represented, because
we are not entitled to suppose them to stand in the same
order in which they are described by Herodotus

;
but we at

least learn that the sculpture must be assigned to the reign

of that monarch. In this respect it is highly deserving of
remark, that not only are the Median and Persian dresses

worn by the courtiers indiscriminately, but the habits of the

masters ofthe ceremonies, or ushers, regularly alternate from
Median to Persian, and vice versa. Does not this confirm
the idea that the whole sculpture belongs to the age of the

Medo-Persian dynasty ?

I must close this account of the relievos, with the remark,
that the place assigned to each appears to have been chosen
designedly, so as to place the representation of the court on
the left hand (that is, the side of honour of any one en-

tering, and the images of those bearing presents on the right

hand, or the less honourable place : an arrangement which
can scarcely have been the effect of chance. And it may be
asked, what more appropriate subjects could have been se-

lected to decorate the w’alls of this palace ? what could have
been devised more simple, and at the same time more ex-

pressive ?

Along the steps of each staircase is disposed a line of

armed men
;
so that a man is assigned to each. Their po-

sition, as well as the circumstance of their being armed,
proves them to be the king’s body-guard

;
of whom those

stationed on the right, at k, where the procession is r^pre-

“ See the authorities cited by Brisson, p. 309, sqq. Cyrus had three hun-
dred of these court attendants. Xenoph. p. 1115.

® Agreeably to the customs of the East, Xenoph. Cyrop. Op. p. 220. The
custom (as Xenophon shows in the place quoted) arose from this, tiiat the
left is the unguarded side, and therefore that of confidence.
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sented, are in full costume, as if to do honour to the solem-

nity. They wear the Median accoutrements and head-dress,

but without necklaces or other ornaments borne by the

courtiers, and support with both hands a long lance, ground-

ed before them in the earth. Behind them are suspended

their quivers, and their bows, without a sheath, are passed

over at the left shoulder. The soldiers on the left hand, at

g h, are more simply attired and armed, bearing only the

lance, without any bow or quiver ; and their heads merely

bound about with a fillet. All this corresponds with the

usages of the Persian court, where the king’s body-guard

formed a privileged and numerous class of soldiers, styled

by the ‘Greeks doryphori, or lance-men. Some authors

have made them the same with the ten thousand immortals,

but this needs confirmation. It was their office to guard

all the approaches to the palace; and they probably re-

ceived from Cyims himself the right of wearing the Median

attire, in which they are represented, as they ranked above

all other classes of soldiers.

At the same time it is evident, from the descriptions of

the Greeks, that there existed also other troops, the aich-

f)iopho7'i, or pike-men, distinct from the former ;
but whe-

ther this distinction has been observed in the instance before

us, and the soldiers on the right hand, armed only with the

spear, be meant to represent this body of troops, is what I

do not pretend to determine.”'’

In the upper portion of the wall we observe four times

repeated the sculpture of a lion in the act of rending a

unicorn. Are we to suppose this a mere capricious decora-

tion, or as expressive of a symbolical meaning ? I should

lean to the former opinion, if it appeared that the conibats

of wild beasts were a favourite pastime among the Persians,

as they were with the Romans ;
but, notwithstanding the

devotion of their monarchs to the chase, we can discover no

traces of this pastime in their annals. It is probable, there-

fore, that these figures had a deeper meaning. We have

already had occasion to remark, that the unicorn seems to

have been adopted by the Persians as the emblem of speed

and strength. If, in like manner, we suppose the lion to

See the places quoted by Brisson, pp. 270, 280.
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be the symbol of sovereignty, as it appears to have bc'cn

both in the East and the West, with an especial rc'ti'reuce to

the Persian power, the whole device may be fairly inter-

preted to mean, that nothing, however strong, was capable of

resisting the might of the Pemian monarch and his empire.

If the unicorn had been meant to denote some particular

kingdom, (for instance, the Babylonian, as Porter supposes,)

what reason could be alleged for a fourfold repetition of the

same emblems, insfcad of the representation of other king-

doms also ? Still less can I imagine these figures designed

to typify the triumph of the good over the evil principle,

because we have no reason to suppose the unicorn was ever

assumed as the emblem of the latter.

The staircases referred to, lead to the second great ter-

race, (B,) which must once have presented a most magnifi-

cent spectacle, from the grandeur and splendour of the

edifices it supported. “ Nothing,” says Porter, “ cun be

more striking than the view of its rums
;
so vast and mag-

nificent, so fallen, mutilated, and silent : the court of Cynis,

and the scene of his bounties
;
the pavilion of Alc.\andor's

triumph, and, alas ! the awful memorial of the wantonness

of his power.”®^ The first object which anciently presented

itself to the observer was a columned hall of the largest size,

surrounded on both sides and in front by others of smaller

dimensions. Each of these subordinate apartments w'as

supported by twelve columns, and the great central one by
six and thirty. The columns of the inferior halls were sixty,

those of the principal fifty-five feet in height. They are

all fluted, and surmounted by capitals formed into the shape

of the heads of horses, or, according to Porter, of bulls,®®

placed neck to neck, but so as to leave a space or hollow

between them. The accurate researches of Porter have

proved that these crevices were meant to support beams,

and that the pillars upheld a roof, possibly of cedar, to serve

as a protection against the heat of the sun. The same was

^ According to Porter, this platform extends three hundred and hfty feet

from north to south, and three hundred and eighty feet from east to west
Porter, vol. i. p. 631.

® Porter, i. plate xlv. A, I cannot conceive how Sir Ker Porter could

discover m these heads also a resemblance to tliose of bulls. Not only have
they no horns, but the head, shoulders, and hoof, are clearly those of a horse,

and even the reins are marked.
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probably effected on the sides by means of veils or hangings,

as would appear from a passage in the book of Esther

;

Where were white, green, and blue hangings, fastened

with cords of fine linen and purple to silver rings and pil-

lars of marble : the beds were of gold and silver, upon a

pavement of red, and blue, and white, and black marble.”

Of these beds, or rather seats, no remains exist, but we
must not pass unobserved an interesting remark of Porter.

He noticed that the pedestals of the twelve central columns

of the great hall are higher by some feet than the rest, and

apjiear to prove that a sort of dais anciently stood there,

%thich was probably meant to support the throne of the king.'

Not only have we reason, from general custom, to conclude

that the throne was thus elevated, but we shall be convinced

that such was the case in the coui't of Persia in particular.

There can be no doubt as to the destination of this colon-

nade
; which is clearly proved not only by its position and

character, but by the very decorations of the staircases. It

was the hall of audience, the scene of great national solem-

nities; where the king, seated on his throne, was accustomed

to receive the offerings of his tributaries. The eyes of those

who approached were prepared by the appropriate emblems
on the walls for the scene which awaited them, and the

majesty of these stately columns must have filled every one

with awe, even before they were admitted to the presence

of the monarch in all his magnificence.

In like manner, in the other buildings of this as well as

of the third terrace, it is from the decorations on the walls

that we must principally form our notions of their destina-

tion
;
and, following the simple line of interpretation which

we have already found conhrmed, namely, that the orna-

ments have a reference to the destination of the building,

(which they appear, as it were, graphically to demonstrate,)

we shall be able to form a probable conjecture.*^®

,, The most spacious and splendid of the buildings which

remain to be described, is also situated on the second ter-

**
i. 6. A delineation ot such a colonnade in front of the palace of Ispa-

han, may be seen m Chardin, li. table xxxix.

The same custom still prevails in Persia, only that the art of painting

has taken the place of sculpture. The paintings in the halls of the great

palace at Ispahan represent sometimes the great festivals of the court

(.VlvHtini, 1 h).-))
;
sometimes the likenesses of the king (Porter, i. 304).^

VOL. I. I
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race, at r, between the colonnades and the mountain where

the two tombs are found. It forms a square, two hundred

and ten feet long and wide
;
having on each side two en-

tmnces, adorned with relievos. The northern entrances

(M. M.) being wider than the rest, appear to have been the

principal. Before each is placed, as a sentinel or guard, a

colossal monster, such as we have described, but exceed-

ingly mutilated. Both are turned towards the north. At
the distance of two hundred and seventy feet from these,

in the opposite direction, and only ten feet from each other,

are two others, (at z/,) forming the great portal by which

access was gamed into the court before the edifice. The
relievos above the principal entrances are the same, and

afford a clue to the destination of the edifice.^^ The king

is here represented in grand costume, m the act of giving

audience to an ambassador. He is seated on a throne, with

a footstool of gold at his feet, which was always borne after

him his golden sceptre m his right hand
;
and in his left

the sacred vase or cup Havan,^^ used in sacrifices, and be-

tokening a worshipper of Ormuzd. Close behind him
stands a eunuch, (recognised as such by the feminine cha-

racter of his dress and figure,) bearing a fan, and with his

mouth covered
;
and behind the latter the king s armour-

bearer, with his dagger and his bow in a sheath.'^^ Both
descriptions of body-guards are here represented in their

different costumes, the Persian and Median, with their full

accoutrements. They are disposed in five rows, one above
the other, each row consisting of ten men, standing, it is

probable, in the same order in which they were actually ar-

ranged.^^ Immediately before the king are placed two
costly vessels, probably for the purpose of burning incense

;

and behind these the deputy or ambassador to whom au-

See Niebuhr, table xxix. ; Chardiv, table Ixiii.

” Properly speaking this was not a throne, but a simple chair, or

high enough to admit of the use of a footstool, virono^tov. It was of gold,

and adorned with a costly carpet, and no one but the king might sit thereon
on pain of death. See the authorities collected by Brisso.v, p. 102, etc. It

is often represented among these sculptures, and always such as we have de->
scribed. See Esther, v. 1, 2.
” 2j€ndavesta, iii. 204. Xerxes made libations from it to the sun, and cast

it into the sea, as an expiatory offering. Herod. viL 54.

That the weapons are the kmgfs, is proved by the fact that the armoiav
hearer has also his own dagger.
” Porter, i. plate xlix. ; see also his description.
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dience is given. He is represented in converse, but in the
respectful attitude in which the monarch was always ap-
proached

;
his hand before his mouth, to prevent his breath

offending the king’s majesty. Behind him is another eu-
nuch, holding a vase. Every thing bespeaks grandeur and
magnificence. The mural decorations above the canopy
contain the emblems of a lion and unicorn

; the whole en-
closed within a border of roses, admirably carved.
The observations already made sufficiently prove, that

the seated figure can be no other than the king
;
but if this

were doubtful, it would be proved by a remark which I am
the more disposed to make, as it carries us back to the most
remote period of Persian antiquities.

As often as the person of the king occurs in these sculp-

tures, he is represented as of a stature considerably more
elevated than his subjects. As often as Cyrus appeared
in public,” says Xenophon, his chariot was driven by a
charioteer of lofty stature, but who was still inferior to the

king.” To assist this national prejudice, the kings of Persia

wore a peculiar sort of shoe, intended to give them additional

height.'^^ It may be added, that the monarch is here repre-

sented m full costume, his tiara and armlets even bearing
traces of having been once overlaid with gold, and we may
here particularly remark the artificial head of hair, and the

fashion of the beard.’*® We have already observed that the

hair appears to be a peruke, consisting of a multitude of curls :

as for the beard, the excessive attention which the modern
Persians pay to the gi’owth oftheirs, makes it doubtfulwhether
we must consider this natural or artificial, but it is evident that

the form, at least of those in the sculptures, has been modi-
fied by art. The representation of the king’s household and
hisbody-guard provethat all these particularswere prescribed

by court etiquette.

The figures referred to are placed above the principal

Xenoph. Cyrop, vin.
; 0/?. p. 215 ” Ibid. loc. cit. p. 206.

The most accurate delineation on a large scale of this style of weanng
the hair is to be found m Morier, ii plate i. The beard was sometimes eve a
worn in a case, Morier, li. p. 32. The Persians still evince the same devo-
tion to Their beards, but perukes are utterly unknown. The circumstance of

an Englishman taking off his, caused on one occasion considerable alarm,

Morier, i. p. 60. Artificial head-dresses, however, appear to have been at

one time extensively used in Southern Asia. Niebuhr describes them as

-found in the sculptures of the cave of Elephanta.

I 2
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entrance, by which the ambassador must have been intro-

duced as he came from the colonnades. At the postern

entrance, n 7i, is another relievo, which also is capable of

being very readily explained.'^^ We no longer discover

the ambassador, but only the king, seated, as before, on his

throne. This throne, however, appears to be supported by
three rows of human tigures, one above the other, with up-

lifted arms, m the attitude of caryatides. They all differ m
attire and head-dress, and were evide^ffly designed to repre-

sent so many distinct nations, and the whole to have been

meant as emblematical of the grandeur of the empire and

the majesty of the king. I do not attempt to identify the

different nations, fourteen in number, which appear to be
thus typified : their dresses, however, resemble «those of the

grand procession already described, and, possibly, if we
possessed both series entire, might be found to be identical.

Two remarks, however, I cannot forbear making. I. The
figure which comes first is habited in the full Median dress

;

a proof that the Medes were accounted the principal nation,

though, like all the rest, they were the servants of the king.

II. Niebuhr assures us that in one of the figures of the

lower row may be distinctly traced the peculiar profile and
the w^oolly hair of a negro.^^® It %vould appeal, as if for

the purpose of placing before the spectator a sensible proof
of the extent and magnitude of the monarch’s the

most distinguished and the most remote nations of this em-
pire had been selected

;
and at the same time we have a

proof that these sculptures could only have been desicrned

after that dominion had been extended beyond Egypt.
What an idea does this give us of the degree of com-

munication subsisting among the most ancient nations of
the old world, when we thus find, among the earliest monu-
ments of Eastern Asia, the representations of the tribes of
Central Afiica ^

Over the fi^re of the king hovers another, nearly resem-
bling him m its upper portions, but furnished with wings,
and having its lower members concealed by a garment not
unlike a farthingale. It is the feroer, or ferooher, the
archetype or spirit either of the king himself or Zoroaster,

” Niebuhr, table xxx.
5 Chardin, table Ixiv.

;
Porter, i. plate 1 .

“ NlEBUHR, li. 147. See Porter, li. 670.
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respecting which we shall have occasion to speak at greater

length when we come to tlie sepulchral nnnains. The cir-

cumstance of Its accompanying the king during his lifetime

proves that it does not denote a departed spirit
; and its ap-

pearance on the dwellings of the living as well as on the

abodes of the dead is important, as marking m both places

the prevalenc(^ of the religion of Zoroaster.

In the interior of the edifice are certain large and highly
finished niches

;
such as are seen at the present day, only of

smaller dimensions, in the pala<*es of Persia; being designed
to contain bouquets of difierent kinds of flovrers, particularly

roses, the favourite and as it were national flower of Persia.^^

The four side entrances, o o and pp, are adorned with

other sculptures, representing the king engaged in conflict

with a wild animal. The human character of the figure

proves that it is meant for the king, and not for a being of

a higher order, an Amshaspand for example
;
because the

Persian artists never represented superior beings without

some external indication, such as wings. The wild animals

are in the act of rearing themselves on their hind legs

against the king, who in each instance seizes them by tlie

horn with his left hand, while with his right he plunges a

dagger into their breast. The first is a griffin the second

and third resemble the first
;
the fourth appears to be a lion.

The fiction of the existence of griffins was not only com-

mon to all Asia, but even in ancient times extended to

Europe also. Here, however, the monster is represented in

his original form, and we are also enabled to trace his pro-

per country, which, like the other chimeras we have had oc-

casion to notice, was the Bactro-Indian mountains, and their

adjacent desert, where gold was found. Fortunately we
derive not only these particulars, but an exact description

of the creature, such as it is portrayed in the relievo before

us, from the remains of Ctesias. “ The griffin,” says Jilian,®^

Porter, i. 671. He describes a rose bush covered with innumerable
blossoms, and fouiteen feet high, p. 337- Can we be surprised to find this

flower introduced as an ornament m almost every relievo ^

Porter, i plates In liii. liv,

“ ^LiAN. IIi6t Amm IV. p. 26. Chardin gives a representation which
Niebuhr omits; but the more accurate one is that of Porter, plate Hi.

For the name griffin see Tychsen, in the Appendix, who proves that the

Greek ypi)}p w^as of Persian origin, which appears to be the case also with the

German r/reif.
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copying the author just mentioned, “is a quadruped of

India, having the claws of a lion, and wings upon his back.

His fore-parts are red, his wings white, his neck blue ; his

head and his beak i^semble those of the eagle
; he makes

his nest among the mountains, and haunts the deserts, where

he conceals his gold.” The description is so exact that it

is unnecessary to compare it in detail with the sculpture . it

would almost appear as* if he had seen the relievo, or as if

the artist had copied his description. The only addition

made by the latter is that of a horn, the symbol of strength.

The other animaP has not been described by any ancient

author
;

it is, however, so closely allied to the foregoing, as

to be evidently a creature of the same fiction. Its body

and claws, like those of the former, resemble a lion’s
;

like

the former, it has wings
;

its head and tail alone being dif-

ferent. The head and mouth are those of a lion, and its

tail that of a scorpion. It is evidently compounded of the

other fabulous animals, without the addition of any new
effort of the fancy. We have already shown that the scor-

pion tail formed a part of the attributes of the monstrous

creation of the Bactro-Indian mythology, as we learn from

Ctesias, who mentions it as belonging to the Martichoras,

contrary to what we observe in the sculptures of that ani-

mal at Persepolis either because the artist followed his

own fancy, or because the fables to which he adhered were
different from those which have reached us. The third

figure is a repetition of the same, but without wings
;
hav-

ing, however, feathers, but wanting the scorpion tail.^^ The
fourth, differing altogether from the preceding, has only

been figured by INTebuhr,®’^ (Porter not even mentioning it,)

and appears to be a young lion, which the king rather

presses to him than combats. I cannot (as Rhode does)

interpret it to be a hound or dog, which the king takes un-
der his protection, as a sacred animal

;
but as the delinea-

A representation of this creature is to be found in Niebuhr, loc. cit., as
well as in Le Brutn, Kampfer, and Porter, vol. i. plate liii. Chardin
has not given it.

On this account, Rhode, p. 225, thinks he discovers in this animal the
Martichoras. It wants, however, the essential characteristic, the human
countenance.

Porter, plate liv. w Njebuhr, table xxv. D.
“ Rhode, p. 226.
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tion is too imperfect to enable me to offer any thing certain,

I shall confine my observations to the three preceding.

What, then, is the design of these figures? were they

meant merely as ornaments, or do they contain a symbolical

meaning ? My first idea was that the artist meant only to

represent the king as a bold and successful hunter
;
and

certainly much might be said in favour of this interpretation.

It is m perfect accordance with the habits of the East, where
the chase and war are pursuits held in equal honour, and
where the former is looked upon as an image of and prepar-

ation for the latter, and not unfrequently, with oriental

princes, thought to demand no less preparations. This was
especially the case with the Persians, who appear, when at

the period of their highest civilization, never to have lost the

recollections of their earlier habits, but at all times to have

esteemed the chase one of their principal luxuries. For
proof of this it is only necessary to refer to the descriptions

of the Cyropsedia, or even to the inscription on the tomb of

Darius Hystaspis : Among the hunters I bore the palm :

what I would that I could.”

The simplicity of the delineation also favours this inter-

pretation, No trace is to be seen of artificial or difficult

positions : in every instance the animal rears himself on his

hind legs against the king, who seizes it by the ear or by the

horn, and drives a dagger into its chest. The dress too of

the king differs from the state attire which we have been
considering : he neither wears the tiara, nor the flowing

upper garment of the Medes
;
nor, on the other hand, is he

portrayed in armour, (as would surely have been the case

had it been the object to represent him as victorious over an
enemy,) but he appears in a tunic without sleeves, as would
of course be the case in hunting.

In renouncing, however, this opinion, I am principally

influenced by the circumstance, that the animals in question

are not real but fabulous monsters, which appear always to

have had an allegorical meaning. The sculpture also itself

contradicts the above interpretation : for it is a combat, not

a chase
;
and the animal is despatched with a dagger, not

attacked with weapons appropriate to hunting.

Strabo, p. 1062.
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Supposing, however, an allegory to be designed, we aiv*

still left to inquire whether its meaning was historical or re-

ligious. Those who incline to the former opinion, concen e

that the monsters in qiiestion denote conquered kingdoms,

in the same manner that the beasts described by tlie prophet

Daniel betokened the four monarchies. But we lia\(^ no
proof that the countries conquered by the Persian^ wen^ c\w
typified by such symbols; and, besides, we recognis(' m
these chimeras the essential characteristics of one and tli(‘

same, the griffin, modified only m some of its inferior mom-
bers

;
whereas if difterent kingdoms had been desigiu'd, they

would surely have been expressed by diflferent symbols.

^Ve are compelled, therefore, to have recourse to a mixed

interpretation, partly religious and partly political. Uni
king, as a servant of Ormuzd, was m duty bound to wagr*

war against the unclean creation of Aliriman.'^^^’ Among
these was numbered the griffin. These creatures were be-

lieved to infest the desert, to be the guardians of concealed

gold, (as Herodotus informs us,) and were formidable to

such as sought it. They w^ere also the symbolical emblems
of tlie deevs, or evil genii of the kingdom of Ahnman. The
king, therefore, as a servant of Ormuzd, is represented as

attacking in these creatures the powers of Ahnman, or of

darkness. It must be remarked, that these conflicts of the

king with the animals sacred to Ahnman, have nothing m
common wdth the conflicts between the lion and unicorn, so

often repeated on the stairs, and described above.

As the decorations on the walls prove that this great edi-

fice was destined for the reception of deputies and ambassa-

dors, so we cannot fail to observe how suitable it was m all

its arrangements and decorations for such a purpose. Every
thing was calculated to fill the mind wnth a feeling of aw^e,

and a sense of grandeur. This wus the impression excited

by the colossal animals which guarded the entrance : while

the interior of the edifice revealed the king as the master of

many nations, w'ho were representerl supporting his throne

;

at the same time that he was portraj ed as the serv^'ant of the

deity whose commands he ftilfilled. Thus even the subor-
dinate decorations harmonized with the general scope and

See in the follo\ving section the account of the tenets of Zoroaster.
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design of the edifice, which was intended to express by
sensible images the greatness and the piety of the monarch.

Next come the buildings which occupy the platform of

the third terrace, C
;
one of which being situated on higher

ground than the other, has led Porter to speak of a fourth

and fifth terrace. Not only their position, but their inter-

nal character and decorations tend to show that these were,

to take the word in its widest signification, the inhabited

apartments of the palace. They were approached through

the colonnades, and thus lay behind the piazzas, where the

ministers and grandees of the court were stationed. They
consist of four or five edifices, constructed without any uni-

form plan, and seemingly at different periods, as seems to

be especially proved by the style of building observable m
that at which appears considerably older than the rest.^^

As they are all more or less in ruins, it is impossible to give

a detailed account of them, though many particulars may
be asserted with confidence.

That this was the king’s own residence, and not designed

for the ministers of religion or the officers of the court, as

some have imagined, is proved by the perpetual occurrence

of the figure of the monarch in a variety of attitudes
;

to be

recognised not only by his insignia, but by his superior size

and stature. He is represented on many of the internal

doorways, not in a sitting but a walking attitude : behind

him are two attendants, both about a head shorter than

himself, one bearing a fen or fly-chaser, the other an um-
brella, signs, in Persia, of royal dignity.^- The style of

these figures is on the -whole the same, the only difference

being that which occasionally occurs in the implements

borne by the king, which, however, is almost always the sa-

cred vessel.^^ The form of this vessel continues always the

same, whether in the hands of the king or of his courtiers,

and so evidently resembles the lotus, a plant esteemed sa-

cred throughout all the East, that we cannot but conclude

• For this remark we are indebted to Niebuhr, p 142; with whom Por-

ter coincides.

See Xenoph. Cyrop, viii p. 241, for a proof that these luxuries of a w’arm

climate w^ere in use among the Persians. Porter, i. p. 657, shows that the

umbrella continues to be a ma-k of royal dignity in Persia.

Compare Chardin, table Ixii., and Niebuhr, table xxv. c, wdiere, at/<7 h,

the different implements are represented.
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its form to have been borrowed from that of the flower. It

IS probably the sacred cup Havan, of which mention is so

often made in the Zendavesta,*^’* and which was necessary to

the libations accompanying the daily prayers of the followers

of Zoroaster.®'^ When we reflect that the whole private life

of the Persian monarchs was regulated by a system of the

most rigid etiquette, we cannot perhaps form a nearer guess

as to the design of these sculptures than by supposing them
to contain a complete delineation of the same, agreeably to

the precepts of the Magi, the monarch being represented as

a servant of Ormuzd engaged in the various offices of his

civil and religious station. We shall have occasion to see

that each representation was in accordance with the design

of the building where it is found. At the entrances are

usually posted two of the body-guard, in Median attire

;

and combats of wild animals already described are not un-
frequently found there.

But before we arrive at the rest of the edifices, the way
lies over a space,®® at present destitute of any building, (see

Z in the plan,) but which is covered with heaps of what are

apparently the remains of former structures. And here we
must not omit to mention a very probable and ingenious

conjecture of the most recent traveller in Persia, whom we
so often have had occasion to cite. Porter surmises that
“ this was the site of the true palace of Persepolis destroyed

by Alexander.” By the term palace, must be understood
the building destined, according to the customs of the Per-
sians, for the entertainment of the grandees of the court, on
occasions of solemn festivals.*”^ That such was the custom
of the court of Persia, there is no question : “In the third

year of his reign the king Ahasuerus made a feast unto all

Ins princes and his servants
; the power of Persia and Me-

dia, the nobles and the princes of the provinces, being
before him : when he showed the riches of his glorious

kingdom and the honour of his excellent majesty many
days, even a hundred and fourscore days.”®® It would be
superfluous to cite other instances. Now, the existing re-

Zendavesta, i. 143, 221 ;
ii. 231, etc. “ See above, p. 114.

“ Porter, i. p. 646, states its length to amount to three hundred and fif-

teen feet.

“ Banquetmg-house as Porter terms it ^ Esther, i. 3, 4.
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mains prove that here once stood an edifice of great extent
and the situation of the surrounding miiis show that no
place more proper could have been selected for the purpose
we imagine. In front of it were the state apartments, and
behind it, as we shall see, the private residence of the king

;

from which he could conveniently pass to the one or the

other. What situation more appropriate could have been
selected ? Again, supposing that such was the destination

of the building, what place more fitting for the celebration

of the triumphal feast of Alexander ? And this will explain

the fact, that the edifice has ceased to exist
;

this being the

portion of the palace which Avas consumed by the flames of

that Bacchanal feast
;
and if the entablatures and roof, as

Curtius assures us, were of cedar, the flames Avould find

abundant materials^'* to feed on. The other edifices were
left standing, and we have no reason to be surprised that

they betray no marks of having been destroyed by fire.

It may be reasonably expected that hiture excavations

will tend to confirm this hypothesis, and Porter complains.

Avith reason, of the British residents at the court of Persia,

Avho Avith ample opportunities have neglected to promote

such researches. At present this
“ ruinous heap” is over-

spread Avith grass, Avhich covers the scene of the magnifi-

cence and pride of the conquerors and lords of the world,

whose name once filled all the regions of the East

!

By this scene of desolation Ave arrive at the largest of all

the buildings, that at Y, belonging to the third terrace. It

once formed a square peristyle or court, every side of which

Avas ninety feet in length
;

the roof being supported by

thirty-six pillars in six rows, and the entrances being two

antechambers to the east and west, surrounded by many
other apartments. It can scarcely be doubted that this

Avas the private residence of the king. His figure appears

repeatedly on the Avails, surrounded by his customary at-

tendants
;
and the sculptures on the windows of two of the

chambers appear to prove that they were banqueting apart-

ments. The figures of three court attendants are often re-

peated, the foremost of whom carries a skin of wine ; the

next a vessel in which victuals are even now commonly

^ Curtius, v, 7*
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served up m the East
;
and the third another vessel, or cup,

with a cover. Art has done all it could to record, even

on the rums of these structures, their former destination.

It would be a vain attempt to endeavour to ascertain the

design of all the other edihces, distinguished only by their

rums. That at S appears to resemble the others already

described m magnitude and arrangement. Was this the

harem, or, as it is called in the book of Esther,^ the queen’s

house This v/e must leave to conjecture. The smaller

square structure, however, at W affords proof of having

been designed for religious purposes. At all the four en-

trances the king is represented m a walking attitude, and

as of superior stature to those around him, cariying m his

left hand a staff with a golden head or knob, in his right

the sacred cup. Behind him come his attendants with the

umbrella and fan, or fly-chaser. These are the decorations

of the entrances. In the interior, he is represented seated

on his throne, attended only by the fan-bearer; the umbrella,

as no longer necessary under a roof, liaving disappeared.

At the entrance, however, as well as m the interior, the

monarch is accompanied by the ferooher or spirit, whicli

hovers above him and murks him as a servant of Ormuzd
No guards are to be s('en, being inappropriate to a place

of worship
;
but in tlu' (‘(‘litre of the (‘diflce are four d(^-

taolied columns, whicli can hardly have been im^ant tor any
otlier purpose tiuiii that of surrounding the altar of the

sacred lire. The eoujevture, tlic'ndbre, of Port(‘r,^ that

this was the sanctuary or place of \\orslnp, b(‘comes highly

probable, and ^vema\ (‘<>ncei\e that th{‘ king li(‘re presented,

according to the pn^cuqits of tlie Mairi, Ins daily prayers and
offerings; the position of the building, as w(‘ll as its struc-

ture, appearing to indicate tins
;

b(‘iiig only a few steps re-

moved from tlie apartments of the moiiuixdi.

The inscriptions on these ruins, no less than the sculp-

tures, have long attracted general attention, dliey are

scattered in various directions
; and, first of all, at the ex-

tremities of the staircase leading to the second terrac(% near

the figures of the monsters engaged in conflict. Secondly,
on the walls and wundows of the interior, generally accom-

PoRTER, 1. plate xUii. Estufr, 11 9, 14. - Porter, i. p f)G0
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panying the figure of the king
;
^ and making it pi’obable

(in conformity with the general disposition of the edifice)

that they relate to him. But the unknown languages in

which these inscriptions are couched, and the mysterious

character in which they are traced, have involved them in

an obscurity, which long appeared impenetrable. Accord-

ingly, when these essays first appeared nothing could be

advanced respecting them with any show of certainty
;
but

since that time the unwearied spirit of research, which cha-

racterizes the age, has so far pushed its inquiries, that we
are enabled at least to conjecture the general scope and de-

sign of these records, though much uncertainty must stiil

attach to them in detail. No commentator, for instance,

doubts that they are composed in three distinct sets of cha-

racters, all comprehended under the general term of the

arrow-headed or cuneiform characters
;
because all the let-

ters have been carved of a wedge-shaped form.^ The
simplest and most ancient style evidently is an alphabetical

mode of writing, and the second table of inscriptions of M.
Grotefend (see the Appendix) prove that the same is true of

the second, and even of the third
;
which had appeared the

most doubtful. These three alphabets prove the inscriptions

to have been originally composed in three different lan-

guages, which is rendered still more certain by the discovery

that the middle one contains a verbal repetition of the first.

^ Porter, i. p. 654.
^ As It is to a German that we are indebted for an authentic c<^py of these

inscriptions
;
a praise which belongs to Niebuhr, (though now to be shaied

w ith Porter,) notwithstanding all wdiich has been clone by Chardin, Le Briiyn,

and Kaexnpfei
;
so it is to another German that we owe the best attempt at

their interpretation. See Grotefend, in the Ootf, gel. Anz, 1802, pp. 149

—178 ;
and 1803, pp. CO—117. I do not mean to express my prefcience for

this interpi elation merely because it is in accordance with my own opinions

respecting tliese edifices, (my opinions resting on grounds independent of his

researches,) but because, apart fiom all philological reasons, he appeals best

to have seized the true spirit of the East, and apprehended the real design of

these structures. Niebuhr tells us that we must here only look for th: titles

and names of the kings
;
and are not these titles in peifect accordance with

the manners and religion of the Persians ^ We find the same occurring at

later period, in the inscription (respecting w'hich there is no question) of

their successors and imitators, the Sassanian princes, and, in like manner,

disposed above their images. I forbear to enlarge upon this subject at pre-

sent
;
reserving it for the Appendix to the second volume. Noi is it neces-

sary to refer to the Tenfmii&n Palceogi aphifs of the late M. Lichtenstein,

who has been convicted of the radical fault of reading these inscriptions in

the wTong direction.
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As tar as relates to the first,^ all interpreters are agreed that

it is composed in the old M(‘dian language, oi the Zend,
which continued to be at all times the sacred language of

the Magi. Those of the second class appear to be composed
in the Pehlvi dialect; and if the opinion be correct that

those of the third are in the Assyrian or Babylonian speech,

we shall have detected remains of the three principal lan-

guages of the Persian empire, winch were also the prevail-

ing dialects in the capitals, which at stated periods were the

successive residences of the monarchs
;

the Median being
spoken at Ecbatana

;
the Pehlvi at Susa

;
and the A ssyrian

(an Aramaic dialect) in Babylon. All the inscriptions

which have been hitherto explained are found to relate to

Darius and Xerxes * to the first those designated in Niebuhr
by the letters B,^ and I

,
to the latter those marked

A^ and G.^

So far we have endeavoured to become acquainted with
the palace of the Persian rulers

;
but close beside the abodes

of the living are the receptacles of the dead. The examina-
tion of the latter is rendered still more important by the

fact, that they may tend to fix the era to wdncli the former

monuments belong, if it should be proved that they relate to

the period of the ancient Persians, and contain the remains
of the successors of Cyrus. Fortunately we possess in the

fragments of Ctesias sufficient evidence to make such a con-
clusion extremely probable.

It is proved by the concurrent testimony of ancient au-

® See Niebuhr, table xxiv. A, B, G
;
table xxxi. H, I

;
foi the second, see

B, E, K : for the third, C, E, L. See the Appendix for the lemaiks of M.
Grotefend.

® Table xxiv. Accoiding to Grotefend they signify : “Baiius the valiant

king, the king of kings, the son of Hystaspis, the successor of the luler of
the woild, in the constellation of Moio” See Grotefend, GofLgel.Anz.
1802, p 149.

’ Table xxxi. According to Giotefend “ Daiiiis the monaich, the valiant

king, the king of kings, the king of all the zealous, (or believers,) the success-

or of the ruler of the woild, Jemsheed.” Gutt gel, Anz. 1803, p 117* The
intei pretation of I has not yet been given

® Table xxiv. According to Giotefend “ Xeixes the monarch, the valiant
king, the king of kings, the king of all pine nations, the king of the puie and
of the pious, the most potent assembly, the son of Daims the king, the de-
scendant of the lord of the universe, Jemsheed.” Gott. gel. Anz. 1803, p. 117.

® According to Grotefend • “ Xerxes the \ aliant king, the king of kings, the
son of Barms the king, the successor of the ruler of the world.” Gott. gel,

Anz. 1802, p. 149,
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thors that the remains of the old monarchs of Persia were
interred, not burnt,^'^ which would have been contrary to

the laws of Zoroaster, as tending to desecrate the sacred

element of fire ;
nor yet were tliey previously exposed to

ravenous animals, as was prescribed by the precepts of the

Magi.^^ The place, however, where the bodies of the de-

ceased monarchs were deposited was by no means a matter

of inditierence, but, wherever they might chance to die, it

was est(‘emed a religious duty to remove their remains for

interment to their native country, or Persis properly so

called. This is expressly recorded of most of the kings of

Persia, and must be concluded to have been the case with

the rest. The body of Cyrus was conveyed by the eunuch

Bagapates, according to the command of Cambyses, into

Persia, not however to Persepolis, but to Pasargada
;
where

Alexander saw his tomb still remaining.^- His successors,

how^ever, were interred at Persepolis and the neighbouring

Neksh-i-Roostem. The body of Cambyses was transported

thither by Ixetas.^^ Darius Hystaspis caused his own
monument to be erected there in his lifetime : respecting

Xerxes nothing is recorded, but the remains of his son Ar-

taxerxes were conveyed thither with those of his queen

and the body of his son, Xerxes II
,
who was slain after

five and forty days’ reign, overtook them while yet upon the

road.^^ Concerning Artaxerxes III., history tells us that

his body failed of being deposited here only m consequence

of a change. The custom continued to the end of the

Persian dynasty, as the same honour was paid, by the com-

mand of Alexander, to the remains of the last Darius.^^

It cannot be doubted, therefore, that the kings of Persia

were buried in Persis properly so called, and Diodorus

points out to us the very situation of their tombs. He tells

us, (after an admirable account of the palace of Persepo-

lis,^^) “ That eastward of the city, at the distance of four

hundred feet, is a mountain called the king’s mountain, in

which the graves of the kings are situated. The rock there

See the places collected by Brissov, loc. cit p. 320, etc.

Herod.!. 140; in. 16. See also Kleuker’s Anliamj zum Zendaiesta,

B. ii. Th. 111 . s 21.

Ctesias, Pers, cap. 9 Ibid. 13 Ibid. 15.

Ibid. 44. Ibid. 45. ^lian Van Hist. \i 8.

“ Arrian, iii. 22. Justin, xi, 15. Diodorus, li. 215.
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is hewn into a multitude of chambers, which are not to be
approached by any entrances made by art, but the coffins

are wound up and introduced into the receptacles by means
of machines.”

The description, both as regards the situation and the

character of these monuments, tallies so exactly with the

tombs of the kings situated near Chehl-Menar, that no
doubt can exist respecting their identity. The distance

from the ruins of the palace is pi’ecisely the same, and the

remarks already made prove that the character of the struc-

ture corresponds with the account given by the historian.

To this account of Diodorus must be added the testi-

mony of a contemporary author, which throws so much
light on the monuments of Persepolis, that I cannot forbear

giving it entire. Ctesias“ tells us, that “ Darius, the son

of Hystaspis, commanded a tomb to be prepared for himself

during his lifetime, in the double mountain,-^ which was
accordingly undertaken

;
but when he desired to see it

himself, he was prevented by the Chaldseans and by his

parents. His parents, however, having desired to ascend
to see it, the priests who drew' them up were seized with
alarm, and let go the ropes, and his parents fell down and
were killed. Darius w'as greatly afflicted at this, and cut
off the heads of those who had wound them up, being in

number forty persons.”"

The expression, “ in the double mountain,” is obscure

.

can it be meant to expi*ess the crescent-like shape of the
hill, branching out into tw'o arms, from between which pro-
ject the ruins of Chehl-Menar ? Or did Ctcsias write, the
inaccessible mountain?-* Whatever maybe the case, tlie

mountain is clearly that called by Diodorus the king’s

mountain, as is shown by his description which folloivs,

and which clearly refers to a monument of the same de-
scription with the tombs of Chehl-Menar.

In this mountain are discovered twn spacious facades of
sepulchral monuments, (D and E,) of which Chardin has

Ctesias, Pers, cap. 15. opu.
“ Sir R. Ker Porter also found it impossible to get at the opening made

in the face of the rock, at Nckslvi-Roostem, sixty feet above the suidace of
the plain, in any other manner; and was wound up to that height at some
danger to himself, voi. i. p. 520.
" That is, instead of dirT<p.
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given a drawing.^^ With the exception of some minor

points of detail, they are exactly alike, and as their plan and

construction, no less than their position, closely tallies with

the account of the historian, we may be satisfied that we
behold in one of these the tomb of Darius Hystaspis, erected

by his own command during his lifetime, and in which,

after death, his body was deposited. Which of the two

was the sepulchre of this king, must indeed remain un-

certain
;

but this is of the less consequence, as they so

closely resemble one another. Tradition ascribes the second

(according to Chardin) to Darab or Dardus
;

but this

tradition is the less to be regarded, as when the Orientals

speak of Darab, they usually mean the last Darius, who was

vanquished by Alexander, with whom we have nothing

whatever to do on the present occasion. If, however, any

one be inclined to rest satisfied with this authority, he has,

at all events, some slight grounds for deciding m favour of

one of these tombs.*^

Whatever may be the fate of this question, it is clear that

we have at least made a very considerable step towards a

more complete knowledge of the rums of Persepolis, by as-

certaining that in one or other of these tombs we have

before us a genuine monument of the ancient Persians, be-

longing to the age of the greatest of the kings of that coun-

try. I reserve for the sequel the general observations

deducible from this fact, and would first direct the attention

of my reader to the figures with which the facades of these

tombs are decorated. They so nearly resemble, in all their

essentials, those at Neksh-i-Roostem, that I shall make the

latter the subjects of my observations, because Chardin has

given the figures of the latter with the greatest accuracy,

even when compared with the designs of Porter.

The whole facade is that of a building of two stories
;
the

lower of which only presents the false entrance, marked by
two pilasters, which have the appearance of supporting the

upper story. The latter contains a stage, or scaffold, deco-

rated with various ornaments,* the following being the prin-

^ Chardin, table Ixvii, Ixviii. They are not represented in Niebuhr or in

P<yter; except only that at Nehsh-i-Roostem.
l^oRTi R eoneeivcs that the tomb examined by himself at Neksh-i-

Uoostem was that of Darius, for which I can sec no piobable reason. The
lomb at Clielil-Mcnar is cfpially inaccessible as the otner.

VOL. 1. K
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cipal subject. An elderly man, with a strong bow in his

hand, stands before an altar, on which a fire is burning.

Above the altar is suspended a globe, and above the human
figure another reseuiblmg it, except that, instead of a bow. he

holds a ring, and that the upper parts alone of his person are

visible, the lower being covered by a spreading garment.

The design (as might be expected in a sepulchral monu-
ment) is obviously of a religious character, and consequently

must be explained by a reference to the religion of the Per-

sian court and state, that of Zoroaster. A statement of the

tenets of this religion must be reserved for the s'^quel
;

all

that I shall advance in the present place may be understood

apart from the detail into winch I shall then enter.

The whole is meant as a representation of Tie king in the

character of a disciple of Zoroaster, and a worshipper of

Ormuzd, as will be still moi’e apparent on an exaniniation

of the figures considered separately.

The figure standing before the fire is the image of the

king, not (as Porter supposes) that of a priest. He may
be recognised bi’ the bow la his hand, with which the Per-

sian monarchs generally chose to be represented, as the

symbol of courage and dexterity in the chase and war.

The inscription which Strabo assures us was engraved upon
the tomb, and of which he has fortunately preserved a trans-

lation, proves this ;
“ I was a friend to my friends, the fivsi

of horsemen and of bowmen
;
among huntei’s I bore the

palm : what I would that I could.'^® Nor is the circum-

stance that the bow is represented as exceedingly powerful

to be passed over as immaterial, for to bend such a bow
was a proof of strength and manhood. When Darius ad-

vanced against the Scythian king Scytharces, the two mon-
archs sent their bows to one another by way of challenge

;

and when that of the Scythian proved the stronger, Darius

withdrew.^'^

The accompanying figures also prove the principal one

to be that of the king. On one side of the stage stand

three of the body-guard, in Median attire ; on the other

side, three courtiers, in a mourning attitude,*® being in-

tended to represent, as we shall see hereafter, those who

“ Strabo, p. 1062. ” Ctesias, Pers. cap. 17.
* See Porter, plate xvii.
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were appointed to attend the dead monarch, and to con-
tinue near his tomb. The circumstance of the king being
represented without +he tiam, is very i-eadily accounted for
by his having ceased to reign : his right hand is elevated m
an attitude of supplication. On the altar is represented
blazing the sfcred fire, the principal object of worship
among the ancient Persians, the S3rmbol of the primal fire

or creative energy of the godhead, from which emanated
Ormuzd himself, the author of all good.“® This symbol,
however, had a still more especial value as relating to the
king. The king, as tlie living image of Ormuzd, was also

the first of the worshippers of the sacred fire, which, there-
fore, inseparably accompanieil his person. It was carried

before him whenever he appe.ared in public
;

it was daily

the object of his adoration, and was extinguished when he
expired.^ We behold, therefore, the monarch in the atti-

tude in which he was every day seen by the Magi, and in

which they must have had peculiar pleasure in beholding
him, as a member of their religion.

The ball which is seen hovering over the flame is meant
to represent the sun, the second great national deity of the

Persians, whose whole mythology might be said to turn

upon the ideas of light and the sun, their establifhed syrn

bols of wisdom, goodness, and excellence. The sun they

always wu’-shipped with a countenance directed towards

that luminary, especially at his rising; and in such an atti-

tude the king is here represented
;
the sun also appearing

in tile sculpture to tite east of him.

Here then we see delineated both the principal divinities

of the Persians
;
the same to whom the kings of Persia, on

their arrival at Pasargada, (as we shall have occasion to see,)

were bound by the precepts of the Magi to offer sacrifice on
the neighbouring mountains.

The winged half-length figure, which hovers over the

king, and looks like a repetition of his, appears the most

difficult to explain, for we must not suppose it represents a

departed spirit, as we have already seen that the same figure

accorapanied the king in his lifetime. The image is, how-
ever, by so much the more valuable, as affording a distinct

^ Zendavesta oi Kleuker, voL i. p. 50, sqq.

® See ihe proofs alleged by Brissoi^, Ioc. ot. p.

K 2
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indication of the religion of Zoroaster
;
being, in the lan-

guage of the Zendavesta, the ferooher, either of the king

himself, or of Ormuzd.

According to the tenets of Zoroaster, not only all men,

but all other animals, have their archetype, the purest efflux

of the creative thought of Ormuzd, by which he called into

existence the various orders of created beings. The name

of these ideal essences was Ferooher.®^ They were con-

ceived to resemble the beings made after their model, only

purer, more glorious and immortal. As created beings differ

in their degrees of perfection, so also do their archetypes.

The ' feroohers of Zoroaster, Bahman, and others, were

esteemed the most excellent of all, and with them ranked

thosa of the kings. Collectively, these composed the pure

creation of Ormuzd, and the constant attendance of the

images of the ferooher on that of the king, denotes that the

monarch was a worshipper and favourite of Ormuzd, or, in

other words, a good king.

The idea that this is the ferooher of the king is confirmed,

at the first glance, by the resemblance between the two

figures ;
but on the other hand, it appears to be designated

as the spirit of Ormuzd, by those insignia, the tiara and ring,

which, as they were no longer appropriate to the dead mon-

arch, could not belong to his spirit. The latter of these

insignia is the symbol, not, as has been improperly imagined,

of eternity, but of dominion : the circular girdle being the

costi or cincture of the priests. That Ormuzd himself had
his spirit, or ferooher,®- is apparent from the Zendavesta,

where Zoroaster is exhorted by Ormuzd to adore it.®®

The principal design having been explained, the accesso-

ries cannot occasion much difficulty.

On both sides of the stage or scaffold are seen the fore-

parts of the fabulous animal, the unicorn, so often intro-

duced by way of ornament. The stage itself on which the

Por this fiction see the Zendavesta^ vol. i. p. 14, sqq. Feiooher and soul^

or spirit, may be considered as nearly equivalent terms.
^ This last idea, that the ferooher is that of Oimuzd, has been proposed by

Grotefend, Amalthea, ii. 73, where sufficient pioofs are given of the true
meaning of the symbolical ring, as denoting univeisal dominion. Whichever
interpretation may be adopted, the general conclusion remains the same, that
the king is repiesented as a worshipper of Ormuzd.

Vendidat, Quest, xix.
; Zendaiesta of Kleuker, ii. p. 377*
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were they constructed on this peculiar plan ? and what re-

lation had they to the neighbouring palace ?

The treatment of the dead is usually regulated by the

opinions each nation entertains of the state after death.

According to the religion of Zoroaster, there remained a fu-

ture resurrection of the departed, which would be accom-
panied by a universal restoiation of all things, the universal

triumph of the kingdom of Ormuzd, or of light, and the de-

struction of that of Ahriman, or the evil principle.^® It

was a natural consequence of this belief, that the bodies of

the dead should be carefully preserved, as being destined to

rise from their graves in renewed glory .•*' The intermedi-

ate state of the soul was looked upon as a prolongation of

the present life, and the grave of the monarch came to be

considered a sort of residence, which it was the duty of the

living to provide with all things v liich had been deemed
necessary or suitable to its occupant while alive. This idea

very naturally led to the practice of making the decorations

of their sepulchres correspond in magnificence with the

progress of luxury in the world without. The dead king

was allowed to retain not only his robes and personal pos-

sessions, but even his treasure. Each monarch, as it would
appear, having a sepulchral treasury of his own.^ In this

manner Persepolis became the depot of immense treasures,

which were protected by numerous bodies of guards and
sentinels, posted not only about the palace itself, but over

the neighbouring hills.^® It became also the office of the

most illustrious courtiers to follow the body of the monarch,

and abide near his tomb
;
and Bagoraxus, who had been

appointed to this by Secundianus, fell into disgrace because

he deserted the sepulchre of Ai’taxerxes.^® Bagapates, tin?

See the Zendavesta, i. p. 27» sq*

See the Appendix to the Zendamsta^ vol, i. p. 140.
^ Frequent mention is made of the treasure preserved near the tomb of

Cyrus. See Arrian, loc. cit. The historians Alexander, Diodorus, Arrian,

and Curtius, allude to the treasures of the other kings stored up at Per-

sepolis.

Diodorus, loc. cit. Eemains of ancient forts of this kind are to be
found on several of the adjoining heights. Chardin, ii. p. 141. The most
remarkable of these, the ruins of which Porter visited, stood immediately at

the entrance of the plain of Merdasht, which it overlooked. That traveller

found clear traces of a palace and a temple having anciently existed there.
^ Ctesias, Fers, cap. 46.
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governor of the harem of Darius Ifystaspis, accompanied

his master to the place of his interment, and continued to

reside near it for seven years, when he died and we are

wan anted to presume, from this circumstance, that the ha-

rem also of the deceased king must have been removed to

Persepolis, which appears to explain the circumstance, that

the soldiers of Alexander found there so many women of

rank, and costly articles of female apparel, when they sacked

the palace of the kings of Persia.'^^

That such rock tombs were completely Persian in their

character and design is proved also by those found in the

mountain close by Telmissus m Lycia. Choiseul Gouffier

recognised in the latter imitations of those of Chehl-Menar,*^^

and his remarks are confirmed by those of a more recent

traveller.^^ They prove that not only the monarchs, but

the grandees of Persia, caused sepulchral chambers to be

hewn out for themselves in such rocky situations, hoping (in

vain !) to secure their remains from disturbance or spoliation.

From what has been stated it is clear that such monu-

mental edifices not only form a considerable part of the re-

mains of Persepolis, but are intimately connected with the

rest, and we may hence conclude how it came to pass that

the place was looked upon as the metropolis, as Diodorus

terms it, and the true capital of all the empire ; being re-

garded as the home of the Persian monarchs, not only dur-

,

ing their lifetime, but after their death.

Before I quit the subject of Persepolis I must say a word

Ctesias, Pers, xiv. 19. Diodorus, li, p. 2i4.

Choiseul Gouffier, Voyage PiUo7*esque,\, p. HS analogie

frapporte entre !es tombeaux de Persepolis et ceux cie Telmissa!’ See tlie

drawing given by him, plate Ixvii.

Von Hammer, Topogi^apMscheansicMemn ihr Pevantb, pp* 19j, 110,

“ The mountain of Telmissus, where the tombs are situated, dcs nve hundreo.

paces from the walls of the ancient city, and may he called a ^iuuble moun-

tain, if the hill on which the castle stands and the hill of tombs be considered

as one. The graves had originally no entrance, and must ha', e hacii wrought

in the rock by the aid of scatfolding: the entrance which wa'- .eft to receive

the corpse was closed by means of a table of stone fittiiig in wR.j the pannels

of the tomb. After the stone had been cemented in its place and the scat-

folding removed, all entrance or accent became nearly imi^ssiole, ihe

whole ar.pears to prove that Telraiss”-, having been built by the Gmeks and

conquered by the Persians, bee ime the residence of the satraps of the latter,

who imitating as nearly as poissiblc the manners of the court, not qniy duiing

their lifetime, but with reference to their intermeal, copied in their own pro-

vince the m< .laments of Persepolis, and sought like tiieir princes to repose

in lofty sepulchral palaces hewn out of the rock.”
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or two about the name. Hoav comes it that the place was

thus designated by a (Grecian appellation, signilying- the “city

of the Persians'?” According to the general opinion, the

Persian appellation fur ihe ancient capital of the ena^.ire,

situated in the neighbourhood of Chehl-Menar and Aeksh-

i-Roostem, was Isttiivhar, or Estakhar. But, in vhe first

place, it is by no means clear that this is an ancient Persian

name, as recent oriental historians assert the Jewish

authors who make mention of Susa and Ecbatana never

once naming it; and e\en admitting it to be so, this will

not account for the Grecian appehation of Persepolis. The
Greeks were by no means in the habit of thus giving names
entirely new to foreign cities, and it is difficult to suppose

that Persepolis v/as the only example of such a practice.

I consider Persepolis to be a translation of Pasargada,

which, according to Grecian aurhorities, signifies “ the en-

campment of the Persians.”*® Supposing this to be its

meaning, we must read Parsagada insteral of Pasargada

and this, which is probably the more correct form, lias been

uniformly preserved by Q. Curtins.*® The Greek transla-

tion of the original name would thus be fully accounted for

;

but as Persepolis and Pasargada are represented the

authors of that nation as distinct places, it is necessary to

inquire further into the matter.

The followers of Alexander, the first Grecian authors

who make mention of Persepolis, when they express ihem-
seRes with precision, «peak of the “ royal palace of the

Persians,” without naming the city
;
and the description

they hai^e given leaves no room for doubt that.they were
speaking of the edifice at Chehl-Menar.*® When, howee or,

they express themselves with less accuracy, they use in-

difl’erej.tly the terms palace and city, and in this manner
the term Penoepolis has come to be applied to both.*® On

See Heebelot, Bihh Orient, s. v. Isfhakar,
^ Steph. s. V. UaiTffapyaSai ,—from an ancient author.
The Greeks have given the name with many variations. They wnte it

Pasagavdte, Passagarda, etc. For its etymology consult the explanation

f
iven by Prof. Tychsen in the Appendix. Ouseley also, n. 317, considers
'ersepolis to be a translation of Pasargada.

CURTIUS, V. 6.

See Arrian, iii. 18, vi. 30. For proof of the latter assertlv-n, see the
adiuirable description of the palace of Persepolis in Diod, ii. p. 215,
^ Sec Arrian, vii. 1, and others.
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the other hand, Pasargada is niejtjoiied by them as the place

where the tomb of Cyrus was situated, and where, accord-

ing to other authorities, there also existed a royal palace.'*'

The latter is never confounded -wnth the former, and It is so

far clear that the ancient palace of Chehl-Menar and the

buildings at Pasargada were tw’o distinct structures. Might
not, however, the term Persopohs, taken in a wider signifi-

cation, be understood to compreliend not onlj'- the palace at

Chehl-Menar, but also the city, or rather district, in which
this multitude of ancient Persian monuments is found, and
so be extended to the tomb of Cyrus itself? According to

Chardin, whose account is borne out by that of more recent

travellers, the ruins extend as far as ten leagues round.®®

Why might not such a circuit as this embrace ail fhe places

referred to ? Pasargada might, in that case, be said with

truth to lie at a considerable distance from the modern
Chehl-Menar, and j^^et be comprehended "within these limits.

The fertile and well-watered plain.^' of Merdasht and Mour-
ghaub were anciently the favourite stations of the Persians,

who encamped there at a period anterior to their conquests.

The whole district came in this manner to assume the name
of Pasargada, or the encampment of the Persians, which it

continued to retain even after the increased power of the

nation had caused cities and palaces to spring up in these

the former sites of their temporary encampments. The
Greeks, however, were in the habit of applying the term

only to the spot where the remains of Cyrus were de-

posited.

The situation of Pasargada, m this restricted sense of the

term, is so clearly marked as scarcely to admit a question,

and we are indebted for accurate information on this head

to the researches of Morier, and after him of Porter. Both

these travellers agree that Pasargada stood in the plain of

Mourghaub ;
so called from a village it contains, near which

are some highly interesting remains of Persian architecture.

We have already remarked that this plain is connected with

that of Merdasht, where the rums of Chehl-Menar are

Arrian, vi. ii9. Steph. loc. cit.

OusELEY, ii. p. 421. The road from Chehl-Mendr to Fesargada passes

through Sirvued, a village at the distance of five hours’ ride. On every side

are to be seen the remains of buildings, columns, portals, etc. constiucted in

the same style with those at Chehi-Mendr.
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situated and accurate measurements have proved that the

distance from Chehi-Menar amounts to nine and forty

English, or nearly eleven geographical G('rman miles.^ it

is to be regretted that no ancient author has given us the

exact distance from Persepolis to Pasargada, but that it can-

not have been very considerable is clear from the narrative

furnished by the followers of Alexander, upon whose ac-

count Arrian founded his history. Alexander marched
from the one to the otlior, and the capture of Pasargada

followed immediately upon that of Persepolis. A distance,

however, of about fifty miles does not appear so great, as to

contradict the solution offered
;

especially when we reflect

that the whole road appears to have been covered with an-

cient edifices, and that the name of Pasargada may be very

v/eil understood to hove comprehended the greater part of

the intervening space.^*' Although Morier has giv^en the

earliest account oi Mourghaub and its antiquities, it to

Porter that are indebted for more accurate information

respecting them. The plain of Mourghaub is watered by
the Khur-Aub the Cyrus of the ancients, which soon

empties itself into the Bend-emir, or Araxes, and has con-

sequently oeen often confounded with it. The plain is

extremely fertile, and, wdiei Porter saw it, was highly cul-

tivated. The ruins scattered over this district, by their

character and the form of tlieir arrow-headed inscriptions,

leave no doubt that they belong to the period of the ancient

Persians. Porter also disco vered here a platform, consist-

ing of hewn blocks of marble, skilfully joined together and

“ See above.; p. 92.

OusELET, if. 42i
;
Porter, i. 50^ (on an accurate measurement).

** The aigumcnts againsi the identity of IMourghaub and Pasargada have
been best detailed by tloFC k. Veteii' PersiG^ et Mcdm Monumenta, p. 58, etc.

They do not, however, np^ar satisfactory, since the publication of the more
accurate descriptions of Porter. In the first pla< e, the distance of about
foi*ty-tive miles bclween the two places does not seem great enough to occa-
sion any difficulty. Sccoadlj’, ft Is not certain that Pasargada lay dne east
iiom Persepolis, (instead of north-east, as is the fact,) for the pa- vige m
Phny (vi. 29) does not prove it. Tnirdly, The line of Alexander’s marcdi, on
his return from India, does not contradict the assertion of my text, for it is

to be observed that he did proceed w.:th his a?my to Pasargada, but left hii
troops to pursue their march along the direct road, under the command of
Hephaestion, (Arri^^v, ml 29,) while he himself proceeded thither e^o'^rred

by a light detachment, ARui\v,ibid )in order to regulate th* affairs of the
empire he had conquered, whuh could no) have been 'suitably effeetod amid
the ashes of the palace of Per'>epolis. Thi^ march, which ma-.t have bf on
nortlr^'ard, raiher favours than c«tntradict= the sup[>osition I have advanced
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projecting from the side of the rock. Its size, three hundred
feet in length by two hundred and ninety-eight in breadth,

makes it probable that this was the side of soine con-
siderable edifice,®^ and the place is at present called I'akhti-

Suleiman, or Solomon s Throne.

On the plain itself are discovered various detached pillars

bearing an inscription in arrow-headed characters, and la

one place four such columns, forming a square
; and the re-

searches of Porter have proved that the inscription is the

same in each instance.^^ Upon one of these solitary pil-

lars, however, near the side of an edifice, of which the only

remains are the pedestals of two rows of columns, is disco-

vered at the foot of the inscription a remarkable figure in

relievo, having the human shape and colossal proportions,

twelve feet in height, and habited in a long robe with a

peculiar head-dress
;
in addition to which it has four wings."^

This figure occurs no where else that I am aware of among
the Persian remains, though one resembling it may be

traced (wanting only the head-dress) on the cylindrical

fragments of the ruins of Babylon. It is certainly not the

king, being without the insignia by which he is distinguished,

particularly the artificial head of hair and beard
;
and evi-

dently is meant to represent one of a superior order of be-

ings, as is shown by the addition of wings, which the artists

of Persia, like those of other nations, were in the habit of

attributing exclusively to superior natures. The wings are

remarkable not only for their size but their number, being

four
;
and in that respect recalling to our recollection those

of the Cherubim, as Porter has already remarked.^ The
head-dress, however, is still more remarkable. Between two
horizontal rams’ horns are disposed three vessel-like figures,

on each of which is placed a white ball. Porter observed

exactly the same head-gear on the head of a female figure

among the ruins of Thebes in Upper Egypt, and the com

“ Porter, i. 484
Porter, i. 489, where the inscription is cojRed with diplomatical ac-

curacy. The words, with the exception of the names and titles of the hing,

are the same as at Chehl-Mendr. According to Grotefend they are to be

rendered, “ Cyrus, the lord, the king, the ruler of the world.” In the name
of the monarch, ho’wever, the third letter is dubious. See the obse wations

on Pasargada, in the Appendix.
Porter, i. plate xiii.

^ Porter, i. 495.
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position is too intricate for the resemblance to be thought

accidental. The rams’ horns were the invariable symbol

among the Egyptians of the worship of Ammon
; while a

bright ball was no less the established symbol among the

Persians of light, the sacred element of Ormuzd. We can-

not therefore fail to remark m the present instance a blend-

ing of the Egyptian and Persian superstitions, which is not

to be discovered on any other of the Persian architectural

remains. We miss, however, m the Persian example, the

four keys, as they are called, which in the Egyptian are

suspended from the horns of Ammon, and denote inaugura-

tion into the priesthood. A similar fignire, without the head-

dress, but with four wings, and each hand employed in

throttling an ostrich, may be seen on the cylindrical frag-

ment from Babylon, described by M. von Dorow, denoting,

according to Grotefend, Serosh, one of the Izeds, the supe-

rior genii, or most exalted servants of Ormuzd.'" Whether
it be meant to represent this divine personage, or Ormuzd
himself, it is evidently one of the superior essences of the

empire of Omuzd.
According to Strabo, Pasargada was founded by Cyrus,

and Morier *'* has informed us that the plain of Mourghaub
contains so great a multitude of architectural remains that

we cannot doubt it was once the site of a mighty city
;
and

the character of these rums sufficiently proves them to be

coeval with the old Persian dynasty.

The most remarkable, however, of them all, is the struc-

ture which IS supposed to have been the tomb of the founder

of the Persian monarchy, Cyrus.'’'^ That the tomb of Cyrus

was at Pasargada is proved by the concurrent testimony of

antiquity, and Arrian has given an accurate description of

it, taken from the account of an eye-witness, Aristobulus.®*

“ At Pasax^ada, in the royal park,” he tells us, “ was the

tomb of Cyrus, having about it a grove of all sorts of trees,

with abundance of water, and rich grass in the meadow.
The tomb itself had a foundation of square stones in a qua-

“ Amaltkea, ii. p, Above all Dorow, Morgenldndkche Altherthiimer,

p. i.

Morier, i. p. 146; Strabo, p, 1061, 1062.

See Porter’s Drawing^ i. plate xiv. ; and his detached description, p. 498,
etc. It is now commonly called the grade of the mother of Solomon,

*** Arriax, vi. 29.
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drangiilar form. On this was raised a stone edifice, with a

roof, and a door-way so narrow that even a man of moderate
height could with difficulty get in. Within was a golden
sarcophagus, in which the body of Cyrus was deposited

;

and near it a couch, the feet of which were covered with

wrought gold, and upon it were laid Babylonian carpets,

and on these again costly garments of Median and Babylo-

nian manufacture, of various colours
; with chains, ciineters,

and earrings of gold, and precious stones. Close by was a

small dwelling built for the residence of the Magi, to whom,
since the time of Cambyses, the care of the monument has

been committed, descending from father to son. The king

allowed them every day a sheep, and a measure of corn and

of wine, and every month a horse, to be sacrificed to Cyrus.

On the tomb was engraved in Persian an inscription to this

effect :
‘ 0 man ! I am Cyrus who gave the empire to the

Persians, and was lord of all Asia ; therefore grudge me not

my sepulchre !

’ ” Are then the remains, which at present

subsist, the tomb of this great king ? a question indifferent

to none possessing any taste for antiquity, and which can

only be answered by a comparison of facts.

if it should appear from what has been already advanced

that Pasargada was situated in the plain of Mourghaub, we
may expect with certainty to find there the tomb of Cynis.

Arrian informs us that it was situated in the royal park, in

a well-watered and grassy meadow, and such is the case

with the remains m question, the groves of trees alone hav-

ing disappeared.®'^ The basement consisted of quadrangular

stones forming a square. The foundation of the present

edifice is an oblong, composed of blocks of white marble of

prodigious size, placed one above another, so as to form

seven steps or degrees, or (counting those of the sacellum

itself) ten.®® The exterior of the edifice tallies exactly whth

the description of Arrian, the whole compass of it, the nar-

row entrance and the stone roof, corresponding precisely

with his account : we can even trace on the floor (consist-

ing of two huge squares of marble) the holes in which the

Porter, i. 503.
“ See the plate in Porter, loc. cit. This agrees with the description of

another eyewitness, one Sicntus in Strabo, p. 1062; who calls it Jtitoa-rtrcf,

and adds that the body reposed in the topmost stoiy.
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irons were probably fastened which served to secure the

suppoits of the sar?.ophagus.^ Internally the chamber is

only ten feet in length, seven in breadth, and eight in

height, and can scarcely have been intended for any other

purpose than as a pla^e of interment. The shape of the

structure, as has been observed, is an oblong
; but as the

longer sides are forty-four feet in length and the shorter

forty, the dispropoi’tion is not obvious to the eye. For-

merly the whole siirrounded by a square colonnade of

twenty-four pillars, of which seventeen remain standing, six

in each row" : this is undoubtedly the enclosure {irepi^SoXo^)

to which Arrian alludes. So hr there is all the agreement

which could have been expected wdien the author has omit-

ted to give an accurate measurement of the building in

question : one objection, however, remains to be noticed—
the absence of any inscription.^ it is to be observed, how-
ever, that a recent inscription in Arabic may be traced on
the interior of the edifice, w-hich may possibly have occu-
pied the place of the ancient one

;
or we may be allowed to

suppose that the latter cut upc'^n a marbfe tablet now
lost, but anciently affixed to sopic part of the building, or

perhaps upon one of the columns of the TrepefioXo^S^ It is also

objected that the edifice is not in the style of the architec-

tural remains of ancient Persia : but the account of Arrian
proves that the tomb of Cyrus was in this style, and conse-

quently that it was a style known to the old Persians. Be-
sides, there are in reality the remains of a ^^jmilar building
at Neksh-i-Roostem, over against -"he hills vhere the tombs
of the kings are situated.^ When the acpulchre of Cyrus
was built, the architecture cf Persia had not yet acquired
that peculiar character by w"Lich it \Yas allerwards distin-

guished • or rather, it was not at that time the established
practice to inter in excavations firmed ovi of the solid rock,
as was the case in later reigns. Extreme simplicity, com-
bined with dumbilily calculated to for ages, are pi’e-

Poki er, i. p. 500. from whom also what icllows has been taken.
The arguments against the supposition aJvanceci above, are lest stated

by Hoeok, Veieri^ Persia' Mbnumenf^!, p. 5S; bat if ^.ve the identity cf
Pas ^rgada and Mourghaub, thes’. objections can be allowed little weight.

Porter, loc. dt
® This IS the building described by ij. 159 : this traveller never

visited ^fourghaub.
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cisely the properties which we should expect to characterize

the sepulchre of this ancient monarch, and which in fact

distinguish the edifice in question. The balance of proba-

bilities appears therefore to incline to the opinion advanced

above
;
and to require certainty in questions like the pre-

sent, is to demand what the nature of the subject does not

admit of.

At all events, it is certain that Pasargada was one of the

earliest residences of the Persian monarchs, and the fre-

quent abode of Cyrus
;
and the circumstance to which this

is attributable is well known, It was at Pasargada that he

gained his decisive victory over the Medes. and founded the

empire of the Persians
;
the best authonaes assuring us that

in this spot Astyages 'was overthrown, and the fate of Asia

decided.*^^ It is therefore not surprising that the conqueror

should have selected this as his favourite seat, and the

destined place of his interment.

Even in after times, Pasargada Wa» regarded by the Per-

sians with a sort of re\’ereiioe, and associated with many of

their religious observances and institutions. It 'v^as here

that their kings were consecrated by the Magi upon ascend-

ing the throne. Here they were invested with the roi#es of

Cyrus, and partook of a consecrated banquet, with many
other mysterious ceremonies necessary to their inauguraiion

in the kingly oflfice.'^^ To this sacred spot also, from time

to time, they conveyed their offeri?igs. We read of Cyrus
that he performed this sort of holy pilgrimage seven times,

and the same is related of Darius Hystaspis;^^ aiid Porter

even attempts, with some plausibility, to point out spots

in the plain of Mourghaub devoted to these religions rites.

The platform, for instance, which we have already det ulbed,

would appear to have been an appropriate place for the

public investiture of the monarch in the robes of his great

predecessor. The building sm rounded by pillars bearing

the image of Ormuzd, may possibly have been the sam^tuaiy

where they were inaugurated Ly the Magi, as it undoubted-

Strabo, loc. cit. StEPHANCS, sub. V. iiaercrapya^ai.

We are indebted for these partieulars to Plutarch, in his Life Mu-
Op. i. p, 1012.

y Xenoph. Cyrop. viii. Op. p. 228, 233. Xenophon expressly states that

th practice continued in his own time,
” Ctesias, Pers. cap. 10.
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ly was designed for religious purposes of some kind or other.

The imagination delights to picture to itself the particulars

of those ceremonies of venerable antiquity, and m the pre-

sent case, this is justified by the fact that we have ascertain-

ed the very scene of their celebration.

It IS not the object of the present work to present a de-

tailed account of the various remains of ancient Persia, a

task which has also been performed by others.'^ They ex-

tend from the Persian Gulf as far as the confines of Media
it may be remarked, however, as Niebuhr has already done,

that many of the fragments of Chehl-Menar, such as pillars,

etc., have been carried from their original situation and em-
ployed in the construction of more recent edifices.'^^ I can-

not, however, avoid adding a few words respecting the rock

monuments of Bistoon, of which Porter has been the first

to afford us an accurate description and delineation.'^'^ They
are only a few hours’ journey distant from Kerman-Shah,
so celebrated for its remains of the age of the Sassanian

princes.^^ The rocky mountain of Bistoon rises to the

height of one thousand five hundred perpendicular feet, and
has at its feet a platform hewn out of the cliff, resembling

that of Chehl-Menar, on which a building anciently stood,

or was destined to stand. A gigantic figure is carved in

relievo on the wall of the rock, the character of which, as

well as the form of the letters composing the inscription by
which it is accompanied, prove it to belong to the times of

the ancient Persians. Porter assures us that it would take

two months to copy these figures and inscriptions, supposing

that any one were willing to expose himself to the danger

of being wound up to the necessary height. He has only

copied a series of twelve figures, which, however, ai'e suf-

ficient to give an idea of the design of the sculpture. The
principal one is that of the king, who is represented armed,

See especially the treatise of Hoegk, Veteris 3Iedi(B et Fersicc Monumentn,
Goett. 1818.

I consider the ruins mentioned by Morier, vol. i. p. 51, near the port of
Congun, on the Persian Gulf, as the farthest to the south (lat. 27" 12'" N.)
He informs us that he observed in that neighbourhood extensive rums, and
sculptures in the Persepolitan style.

Niebuhr, xi. 166.
” Porter, ii. p. 154, plate lx. The former delineations are altogether in-

correct
” On the confines of Media, lat. 34“ 20".
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and in the quiet attitude of a triumphant conqueror : before
him are a row of captives, while his foot is placed on a pros-

trate enemy : the monarch bears a bow in his hand, and is

distinguished by his superior stature
; his ferooher being

also seen to hover over him. His dress and hair are ar-

ranged in the Median fashion, as is the case also with two
of his body-guard, who are placed behind him, the one
armed with a bow, the other with a lance. The row of
captives before him are characterized not only by their de-
jected countenances, but by the manner m which their

hands are fastened behind their backs, and by the cords at-

tached to their necks. Their dresses vary, some being
longer than others

;
but none wear any head-dress, except

the last, and his consists of a sugai'-loaf-shaped cap. The
robes of the third in the line bear an inscription in the ar-

row-headed character
;
and Porter assures us that there is

also an inscription carved over the head of every individual.

The king is standing with his right hand elevated, in an at-

titude rather of exhortation than of menace
; as if he were

according pardon
;
and is obviously represented speaking.

He does not wear the tiara : his hair is curled, and his beard

enveloped in a bag or case. The whole character of his

dress bespeaks rather the camp than the court. It is also

to be remarked that the line of captives is represented con-

tinually increasing in height, and consequently the last,

with the conical cap, overtops them all. The prostrate

figure on which the king stands, and which is at present

scarcely discernible, extends his arms upwards in the atti-

tude of a suppliant, but it is evident that the king is not

addressing him, but the string of captives.

The explanation of a sculpture, as yet so imperfectly

known, must necessarily be imperfect, and all that can be

certainly pronounced respecting it is, that it undoubtedly

belongs to the period of the ancient Persian empire, and

that it represents a monarch of that dynasty in the attitude

of a conqueror, who appears to be granting pardon to a

long line of prisoners. We may also venture to assert, that

these figures refer to some particular transaction, and were

not merely intended to express generally the majesty and

power of the Persian empire, for the prisoners appear to

belong, not to a variety of nations, but to the same
;

or, at

VOL. I. L
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the most, to two
;

if the somewhat different length of their

dresses be undeMood to denote them. Who, then, is the

monarch thus delineated, and who are the prisoners? We
have nothing but probabilities to suggest in answer to these

questions, but these would lead us to conclude that the

relievo has reference to the earliest period of the Persian

empire, and the reign of Cyrus. Persian sculpture betrays

here all its original simplicity, without the finish and com-
pass which is displayed on the walls of Persepolis. Here
^re no fanciful nor allegorical monsters : the facts them-

selves are historically detailed. The very place would lead

us to the same conclusion. Under the reigns of the suc-

cessors of Cyrus, Darius Hystaspis and Xerxes, Persian

sculpture was in a manner concentrated in Persepolis and

the adjacent district; which consequently became the classic

ground of Persian art. The mountain of Bistoon lies, how-
ever, without this district, on the borders of Media. Now
if the Persian government had desired to commemorate any

victory obtained at a more recent period, it is probable that

they would have preferred for this purpose the rocks of the

plain of Merdasht. Even the circumstance of an inscrip-

tion occurring on the dress of one of the figures, (of which
no example is to be found elsewhere,) appears to argue a

remote era in the history of the art
;
and supposing this to

be the case, what monarch can be so properly supposed to

be meant as Cyrus himself? It cannot be Cambyses
;

for

the scene of his achievements was a difterent country, Egypt.

On the contrary, all the circumstances are perfectly corre-

spondent with the history of Cyrus
;
and as he overthrew

the Lydian and Phrygian kingdoms, may we not suppose

that the captive figures designate those nations ? and may
not the conical head-dress be meant to denote the Phrygian

cap, such as we see it on the busts of Paris and Atys ?

Again, may not this have been the habitual residence of

Cyrus, before the foundation of Persepolis, whence he re-

sorted to the sacrifices and solemnities at Pasargada ? All

this, It IS true, is conjecture, and advanced as such
;
but it

IS a conjecture which wears the appearance of considerable

probability, and if our representations of these sculptures

Sec the Essay of Guotffexd, Amalthmy ii. 98, sqq.
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were more complete, we might possibly be able to ti’ace in

them all the history of that memorable man, whose exploits

are no less celebrated m the Holy Scriptures than in the

annals of the Greeks.

To the above remarks respecting particular monuments
of ancient Persia I may, with some conhdence, subjoin

others relating to the general character of such remains in

that country.

I. The remains of Persepolis clearly belong to the most

ancient period of Persian history. This is apparent from a

multitude of concurring proofs. In the first place, it is as

certain as any matter of such high antiquity can be made
by historical evidence, that the ancient sepulchres we have

been considering are those of old Persian monarchs
; and

this being admitted, we are compelled to refer the ruins of

Chehl-Menar to the same period. Not only is tliere a close

analogy between the styles of architecture and the religious

or mythological decorations in both, but the sepulchres may
in some sense be said to belong to the edifices, with which

their very situation causes them in a manner to combine and

form a whole. In the next place, we discover nothing in

these remains which offends against what we know of Per-

sian usages or costume
;
but, on the contraiy, an appearance

of perfect conformity with them. The dress, as we might

expect, is Medo-Persian ;
the religion implied, that of Zo-

roaster
;
which is not only piwed by the adoration of fire

represented there, but by the undeniable evidence of the

attendant spirits, or feroohers. The arrangement of the

court also is exactly what, from the records we possess, we

have reason to believe obtained in that of Persia
;
and if any

doubt could still remain, it would be removed by the occur-

rence of the very names of the old Persian monarchs in the

inscriptions.

II. Though it appears certain that these structures were

raised in the time of the ancient Persians, it is very possible

that they may have employed people of another nation in

their erection : a fact in perfect accordance with the usages

of the East. Rude nations which suddenly pass to the con-

dition of conquerors from that of wandering shepherds and

herdsmen, are not capable of erecting for themselves cities

and palaces. For this purpose they are obliged to enlist
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the services of the conquered, among whom the arts of

architecture and sculpture may have already attained some
degree of perfection. This was the case with the Mongol
tribes in China, the Chaldseans in Babylon, as well as other

nations; and it is expressly related of Cambyses, that he

transported from Egypt a large number of builders to erect

his palaces at Susa and Persepolis.®® It is certain, however,

that we discover at the latter place no traces of Egyptian art,

either as regards the general character of the ruins, or their

details
;
nor can we reasonably suppose an Egyptian archi-

tect to have conceived the plan of structures so completely

different from any to be found in his native country, any
more than we can suppose that masons accustomed to what
we call the Gothic style, if transported into another country,

would at once be able to construct buildings in the Grecian

taste. The prevailing character of Persian architecture, a

fondness for terrace works, a style totally unknown to the

ancient Egyptians, was considerably more ancient than the

reign of Cambyses, and altogether of Asiatic origin, as is

proved by the hanging gardens of Babylon, constructed by
Semiramis. Allowing the utmost that in fairness we can

to the account of the Egyptian workmen imported by Cam-
byses, we cannot suppose them to have achieved more than

the mechanical parts of the structures erected. The archi-

tectural remains of Egypt prove that the Egyptians were
very capable of elevating and working large masses of stone,

and possibly also of carving relievos after a given design or

copy. The question, therefore, may be considered as still

unanswered : What was the original country whence this

style of architecture was derived ? Who were the masters

of the Persians in this art, and whence did they borrow their

models ?

The simple answer is undoubtedly this : From the same
quarter that they derived the other rudiments of their civil-

ization, in short, from Media.

From all that we know of the Medes, and the splendour

of the Median court and their principal city Ecbatana, (a

city which appears originally to have been constructed on
terraces elevated successively one above the other,®^) we

“ Diodokus, i. p. 55. *' See the description in Herod, i. 98.
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may conclude that the science of architecture had attained

among them a certain degree of perfection: a conjecture

which appears carried to certainty by the accounts of recent

travellers. The traces of the ancient royal seat Ecbatana,

of which we shall have occasion to speak hereafter, present-

ed, according to Morier and Porter, the same characteristic

style of architecture with which those travellers had become
familiar at Chehl-Menar

;
the fashion of the columns and

even the characters of the inscriptions being the same. We
cannot avoid inferring that it was from the Medes that the

Persians derived, with the rest of their civilization, the art

of architecture also. It must be added, that the sculptures

in these ruins are so obviously derived from the Magian re-

ligion, which prevailed among the Medes, that we can

hardly doubt that the buildings in question were erected

under the influence and according to the ideas of that caste;

since the figures in question must not be mistaken for mere
idle decorations, but had an intimate relation to the pur-

poses for which the buildings themselves were severally de-

signed. But the Magian religion and the Magian priest-

hood were not confined to Media, but extended over the

countries to the East, especially those upon the Oxus, as far

as the mountains bordering on India, the parent country of

those fabulous monsters, of which, as we have observed,

traces are to be seen. Here lay Bactriana, at all times one

of the richest countries of the world, m consequence of its

position between the Indus and Oxus, and its connexion

with India, as well as the fertility of its soil
;
forming an

important part of the empire of the Medes, whose monarchs

appear to have resided at Bactra long before they occupied

Ecbatana.®" This also was the country where the religion

of Zoroaster first took root and flourished,®^ and thus it be-

came the parent land of the civil institutions of the Medes.

When, therefore, the Persians are said to have derived their

architecture originally from thence, it must be understood

that they did so as the disciples of the Medes.

It is true that the ancients ascribe in part the erection of

I gather this from the Zendavesta, in which the residence of the king is

placed there. See below.
^ Not, however, as is generally supposed, under the reign of Darius Hys-

taspis, but long before the very commencement of the Persian dynasty ;
as I

shall show in the sequel.
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Pasargada and Persepolis to the two earliest monarchs of

the old Persian race—Cyrus and Cambyses but this is

easily reconcilable wdth the supposition that Darius and
Xerxes were their principal founders. Niebuhr has already

remarked, that the buildings of Persepolis do not appear all

to belong to the same period, nor to have been constructed

on one uniform plan, and this is especially true of those

situated on the third terrace. It is certain that most of the
considerable remains of remote antiquity (as was particularly

the case with Egyptian edifices) were much more slowly

erected than we might be inclined to suppose
;
and it is

extremely probable that successive kings of Persia may
have taken part in the erection of Persepolis, especially as

the undertaking assumed the character of a religious duty
;

not to mention that contiunal additions must, from time to

time, have been found necessary.

III. The destination of the buildings at Persepolis can
no longer be obscure or enigmatical. It was neither a tem-
ple, (in fact, the Persians never possessed any thing of the
kind,) nor, in the proper sense of the word, a palace, at least

during the flourishing period of the Persian monarchy.
Like many other capitals of Asia, it owed its aggrandize-
ment to the residence of the first Persian conquerors, who
made this their earliest place of abode. Subsequently this

ceased to be the case, but the ideas of the Father-land of
sovereignty, and of national worship, with which it con-
tinued to be associated, caused it to be considered at all

times the home and the appropriate burial-place of their

monarchs, till it became not indeed the temple but the

sanctuary of the nation, built upon the native soil of the

whole race, and the favourite seat of their tutelary deities.

Nay, in consequence of its arrangement and decorations, it

was a kind of image or panorama of the empire at large,

and presented a lively picture of the tranquillity it enjoyed
under a mild despotism, agreeably to the conceptions of the
East, displaying the duties as well as the privileges of all

classes of the state, from the king to the meanest of his

subjects, graphically delineated. The whole place, accord-
ingly, became (what the records of antiquity assure us it

*' Diodorus, li. p. 215, ed. Steph. v. Yiaaaa^yatai. jEl. Hist. Anim. i. 59.
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was) the head or capitol of the whole Persian empire, caput

regni, metropolis Persarum; and we can be at no loss to

perceive how “ Macedonia’s Madman” sought to glut his

vengeance by destroying these structures. The overthrow

of Persepolis was calculated to be a visible token to the

ivhole of Asia that the power of Persia was no more, and

tliat tlie star of a new dynasty had risen on the nations of

the East.

I may be allowed to sura up these observations on Per-

sepolis, by a few remarks on tlic state of the fine arts m the

East 111 ancient, times, as evidenced by these remains. On
this account, also, these ruins are higlily interesting, trans-

porting us, as they do, into an eiitiri'ly new region, and in-

troducing ns to a oonipleti'ly new set of ideas
; and we are

the better enabled to ajipreeiate them, since such an artist

and coiinoissc'iir as Porter has delineated them with exact-

ness, and (h'scribt'd them with .spirit. We may now pro-

nounce ivith ci'rtainty (wliat before must have been mere

conjecture) tliat tlic arts of architecture and sculpture must,

long before the dynasty of the Persians, have attained a

much higher degree of perfection than men have been ge-

nerally (iisposed to admit. If this be doubted, we must be

prepared to show that such efforts of art as the edifices of

Chehl-Menar could have started at once into existence, as

if by enchantment. In these structures we see proofs that

architecture must have attained, when they were erected,

a wondert’ul degree of excellence in its mechanical depart-

ment. No spot on the globe (Eg}’'pt perhaps excepted) dis-

plays such masonry as the walls of Persepolis. It was un-

questionably a prodigious advantage to the architect that

the neighbouring mountains afforded him materials on the

very spot ;
but no other nation has left examples of an

equally skilful combination of such enormous blocks of mar-

ble. The character and style of the building is, however,

perhaps still more remarkable, being directly opposed to

that of the Egyptians, with which it has been injudiciously

compared
;
and, if I am not mistaken, the original modes of

life of the tw'o races may be traced even in the several styles

of their architecture. The observer of Egyptian antiquities

can hardly fail to remark the grotto-style of building there

prevalent, bespeaking a nation long accustomed to a sort of
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Troglodyte life, in caverns and hollows of the rock. The
gigantic temples of Thebes and Philae are obviously imita-

tions of excavated rocks ; the short and massive pillars re-

presenting the props, left to uphold the roof of such excava-

tions, and the whole structure conveying the impression of

enormous incumbent weight, and proportionate resistance

:

on the other hand, the remains of Persepolis indicate a na-

tion not in the habit of occupying the bosoms of their hills,

but accustomed to wander free and unconstrained over their

heights and among their forests, and who, when they forsook

this nomad life, sought to retain in their new habitations

as much as possible of their original liberty. Those terrace-

foundations, which appear like a continuation of the moun-
tain, those groves of columns, those basins, once, no doubt,
spai-kling with refreshing fountains, those flights of steps,

which the loaded camel of the Arab ascends with the same
ease as his conductor, forming a sort of highway for the
nations whose images are sculptured there : all these parti-

culars are as much in unison with the character of that joy-
ous land which the industry of the Persians converted into
an earthly paradise, as the gigantic temples of Egypt are
appropriate memorials of their old grottos in the” rocks.
The columns of Persepolis shoot upwards with a slender yet
firm elevation, conveying a fit image of the stems of the lotus
and palm, from which they were probably copied. As in
Egypt every thing is closely covered, and, as it were, op-
pressed by a roof, so here is every thing free and uncon-
fined, m admirable harmony with the religion of the nation,
whose sole objects of worship were the sun, the elements,
and the open vault of heaven.

The art of design also preserves in the ruins of Persepolis
a character peculiar to itself, a character of sobriety and
dignity. Sculpture here appears formed on the habits of a
court, and of an oriental court. No female or naked figure
is to be traced

;
the seclusion of the harem being religiously

respected. Of the male figures, none are portrayed"in any
violent or constrained attitude, not even when the monarch
is represented destroying a monster

; and it is only in the
conflicts of animals with one another that the artist has dis-
played his power of expressing strong excitement. Where
every thing had reference to a court, no attitude was ad-
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missible which was not sanctioned by court etiquette. At
the same time, this air of composure and dignity does not

degenerate into stiffness : the design of the artist appears to

have been, not to excite an impression of the beautiful, but

a feeling of veneration
;
an end which has been fully attain-

ed. It IS to be observed that no statue, nor any vestige of

one, appears to have been discovered, and Persian sculpture

seems to have been confined to the carving of reliefs, more
or less prominent

;
and m the case of the monstrous figures

which guard the entrance, amounting to half-relievos. How
different are these historical relievos of Persia from those of

the Egyptians, the favourite themes of which are battles and

triumphal processions ! There the object of the artist has

been to exhibit the characters of action and energ}^ : here,

those of repose. In its subjects, also, the Persian sculpture

is distinguished from that of the Egyptians, as well as that

of the Indians. While it occasionally delineated super-

human beings, such as feroohers and izeds, it abstained

from the deities themselves. On the other hand, it is in

close and perfect harmony with the architecture it accom-

panies. As the latter was lofty and grand, but not colossal,

so was the former, and both characterized by a high degree

of simplicity. It was the mo.st obvious and natural idea

with which the ancient artist could set about his work, to

make the one the handmaid of the other, and the sculptor

may be said to have given animation to the labours of the

architect, by representing under emblematical figures the

design of his works. Accordingly, as the different parts of

the edifice combined to form a whole, so the various groups

of sculpture composed one general design, and all, down to

the most minute decorations, were in strict unison with one

leading idea, associated with the religious opinions of the

nation. With the exception of the fabulous animals, every

thing was copied from nature ;
and from the parts of these

monsters were borrowed nearly all the ornaments, consisting

for the most part of the heads of unicorns and claws of grif-

fins ; and chimerical as these fabulous creations may at first

sight appear, they are all capable of being reduced to four

or five elementary forms of real animals, the horse, the lion,

the onager or wild ass, the eagle, and the scorpion ;
to which

we may perhaps add the rhinoceros.
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In proportion, however, as the mythology at the com-
mand of the sculptor were limited, so his circle of observa-

tion, as applied to real nature, was extensive. He appears

to have been familiar with the nations of more than one
quarter of the globe, and to have distinguished with exact-

ness their features and profiles ; the thick lips and n oolly

hair of the negro being no less accurately marked than the

limbs of the half-naked Indian. The same mechanical ac-

curacy also and perfect finish, which distinguishes the archi-

tectural details, is observable in the labours of the sculptor.

We may still count the nails in the wheels of the chariot in

the great relievo
;
and the hair of the negro is so cari'fully

wrought, that it is impossible to confound it with that of the

Asiatics.”^ This sort of scrupulous care, winch marks also

the inscriptions, most of winch also occur twice, appears m
all countries to have distinguished tlu' infancy of the art. It

could hardly fail to appear in works pretending to nothing
more than a faithful imitation of nature, and u ould of course

disappear as soon as the artist caught a glimpse of ideal

beauty. The manual skill, however, which it has called

forth, is not the less remarkable.

We must now take our leave of the rums of Persepolis.

When an author is compelled to illurtrati' tin* scanty ren ains

of ancient cities by means of the still more imperfect frag-

ments of writers ucll nigh lort, he may not unfairly presume
on the favourable allowance of his reader : in such a ease

the most certain sign of having erred, would be to attempt
to explain every thing.

The province of Susiana adjoined that of Persis (Pars)
to the west, and separated it from Babylonia. Though fre-

quently treated as a part of Persis, it was made distinct from
it in the arrangement of the satrapies, and formed a govern-
ment by itself, nearly half as large as the chief district of
that of Persia.®® The way from the one to the other ran
over a range of lofty and steep mountains, inhabited by rude
and warlike tribes, of winch the most celebrated were the
Uxii. Such of this race as dwelt in the plain were subject
to the satraps of Persia

, but the mountaineers, a lawless
race, were so far from yielding any such submission, that

“ Niebuhr, ii. p. 130, 147.
It is mentioned as a separate satrapy by Arrian", ni. I7, and elsewhere.
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they even extorted a tribute from the great king himself, as

the price of his free passage across their heights from Susa

to Persepolis.®^ They were supported by their flocks, which

were so numerous, that Alexander the Great imposed upon
them, as an act of grace, a yearly tribute of thirty thousand

sheep, besides a large amount of cattle and horses.®^

Susiana was inhabited by the Cissii, a race not properly

Persian, but allied to the Persians, whom they resembled m
manners and dress.^^ They enjoyed nearly the same cli-

mate, but the multitude of streams by which their territory

was watered, (of which the most distinguished were the Eu-

leeus, or Ulai of the Chaldeeans, and the Choaspes,) confer-

red upon it a greater and more general fertility.^^ The

country forms a perfect level of the richest soil, which for-

merly produced in abundance cotton, rice, sugar, and wheat.

At present, a few spots excepted, a perfect wilderness,

rarely visited even by travellers. Kinneir and his com-

panion, Teignmouth, have been the first to afford us any

information respecting it Porter himself not having

visited it, but taking his information from the above travel-

lers.^- We cannot, therefore, be surprised that considerable

obscurity continues to involve this region. Nevertheless it

w’as one of the principal provinces of the Persian empire,

and renowned for its fertility, as well as for its still more

characteristic distinction, as the winter residence of the

monarch. In its centre was situated Susa
;
a name no less

familiar to the Greeks than to the Orientals
;
being cele-

brated by both as the usual residence of the Persian kings,

selected by them, as it would seem, on account of its vi-

Arrian, iii. 17; Strabo, p. 72S. Ibid. loc. cit.

^ Herod, v. 49 ;
vii. 62.

^ Great confusion prevails among the ancient geographers with respect

to the livers of Susiana, (see Strabo, p. 1060,) which it is impossible to

remove. Besides the Eiilaeus and Choaspes, Arrian (iii. 17) mentions also

the Pasitigris, which must not, however, be confounded with the more recent

Pasitigns, formed by the junction of the Tigris and Euphrates. Kinnier^s

map repiesents the Eulaeus as the Kairoon, into which the Abzal empties

itself; the Choaspes as the Kerah, and the Pasitigns as the Moras. The
Karoon and Keran unite, and aie both connected by canals with the Shat-

ul-Arab, their embouchures, however, being distinct At the same time it is

uncertain whether the Choaspes and Eulaeusywere the same river or not
,
and

It is equally doubtful which of them is the Karoon or Kerah.

Kinneir, Memoii of the Persian Emjnre, etc.

^ Porter, vol. ii. p. 411, etc.
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cinity to the gigantic Babylon.^^ Here were to be found

all the structures essential to the luxury of a Persian royal

residence, palaces, courts, and parks of prodigious extent

every trace of which appears to have been destroyed by
time. Wonderful as this may appear, after a survey of the

ruins of Persepolis, historians have assigned a cause which
appears an adequate one. The buildings of Susa were not,

like those of Persepolis, constructed of marble, but more
resembled those of Babylon, being built of bricks, hardened
in the sun, and consequently exposed to the same destruc-

tive accidents which have annihilated the latter. Even the

site of Susa is now a matter of dispute. It has been gener-
ally sought in the modern Shuster, a considerable city on
the Karoon

;
but more recent observations render it pro-

bable that the ancient Susa was situated forty-five miles

to the west, at Bus on the Kerah.^^ At Shuster no remains
occur indicating a high degree of antiquity, while those of

Sus unquestionably belong to the Persico-Babylonian
period. Hillocks of bricks are discovered, which corre-

spond, according to the account of Strabo, with those of

Babylon
;
the largest of these heaps having a circumference

of two, the other of one mile, making together an extent of

ten or twelve miles.^^ There can be no doubt, therefore,

that this was the site of some great city. Teignmouth also

observed here several sculptured blocks of marble, one, a
drawing of which he has given, bearing on one side the

figures of animals, and on the other an inscription in the

^ Herod, v. 49, and still more, Strabo, p 1058. Ezra, Nehemiah,
Paniel, and the author of the book of Esther, all mention Susa as a royal

residence.

Esther i. 2, etc. Steph. v. Souo-a. Strabo, p. 1059.

Kinneir, Memoir

f

p. 101, etc., has detailed the ar^ments adduced by
Rennel in favour of Sus, and by Vincent in favour of Shuster. Both these

authors are disposed to make the position of the ancient Susa depend on the

courses of the rivers of Susiana, which, according to the testimony of Kin-
neir, it IS impossible to reconcile with the accounts of the ancients. (See p.

104.) The most decisive argument in favour of Sus, appears to me to be tne
correspondence between the remains observable there, and the account given
by Strabo. Add to this its geographical position. Strabo, p. 1058, puts
the distance from Persepolis to Susa at four thousand two hundred stadia, or
four hundred and twenty geographical miles. The distance from Shuster,

however, only amounts to seventy miles; that from Sus to eighty, in a direct

line. According to Curtius, vol. iii., Alexander marched from Susa to the
Pasitigris in four days. The latter river would thus appear to he the Karoon,
which agrees with the hypothesis in favour of Sus.

Kinneir, p. 101.
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arrow-headed character, resembling those which occur at

Babylon.^ The adjacent district is now a mere waste,

echoing only to the roar of the lion or the yell of the

hysena, but celebrated for a sanctuary, reported to be the

tomb of Daniel
;
which, if it prove nothing more, is suffi-

cient evidence that the traditions of the East pointed to this

spot as the ancient Susa. The foundation of Susa has been

differently ascribed to Cyrus and to Darius Hystaspis;^^

but it is from the period of the accession of the last-named

king that it appears to have become the usual residence of

the Persian monarchs. This city also owed its gradual ag-

grandizement to the residence of the court ; but the poetic

traditions of the Greeks ascribed to it a more remote and

even heroic origin, attributing its foundation to Memnon, one

of the demi-gods of the East, in consequence of which it was
called Memnonmm.^^® The period, however, of its pros-

perity, or rather of its historical renown, commenced with

the dynasty of the Persians, and all that we know of its

architecture, resembling that of Babylon, tends to prove

that the Persians employed, in the erection of their build-

ings here, the natives of that conquered city, and borrowed

from them their architecture.

The country to the north of Persia, as far as the confiiies

of Media, was wild, and in part altogether deserted, filled

up in a great measure by mountains bordering on the Great

Salt Desert, of which we shall have occasion to speak here-

after. This mountainous tract was occupied by tribes of

robbers, among whom the most considerable were the Pa-

rsetaceni, a Median race,^ and' next to these the Cosssei,

who possessed the mountains bordering on Media. These

tribes continued to preserve their independence, notwith-

standing their vicinity to the capital, and the insecurity they

occasioned to travellers; compelling the king of Persia

himself to purchase by a present the liberty of crossing their

mountains, when ho removed with his court in the spring

See the drawing of Porter, ii. 415.

Strabo, p. 1059. Pliny, vi. 27.

Herod, v. 53, 54. Strabo, loc. cit. Jacobs ueher die Graber dee Mem-
non, has shown that Memnon was a fabulous hero, not an historical person-

age. The places in ancient authors, relative to Susa, have been collected hy
Brisson, p. 88, etc.

* Herod, i. 101.
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of the year to Ecbatana.® Even Alexander, who overcame

them in battle, and reduced their country to a satrapy,

experienced the difficulty with which they were kept under
the yoke.*^ His successors were unable to change the habits

of these lawless tribes, yet it was principally under them
that the Parmtaceni became somewhat civilized, and applied

themselves in a great degree to the cultivation of their

territory.*^

The road through the district of the Parsetaceni led to

another of the grand divisions of the empire, Media, one

of the most extensive as well as most fertile regions of

Asia. In extent it resembles Spain, lying also under pretty

nearly the same degrees of latitude. In the time of the

Persians- it was not only one of the most fertile countries in

the world, but one of the most highly cultivated
;

its inha-

bitants had long held the rank of a paramount nation.

A country so extensive, however, necessarily presented

many varieties of soil and situation ; and accordingly the

northern or mountainous part,'^ subsequently called Media
Minor or Atropatene,^ was much more wild and less fertile

than the southern, (Media Major or Irak-Ajami,) which

spreads into spacious plains, diversified by gentle eminences.

In this part, and particularly in the neighbourhood of the

city of Nysa, were wide tracts of pasture abounding in the

herba medica of the ancients, probably the same with our

clover, . Here also was found the finest race of horses then

known in Asia, called, from the name of the city, the Ni-
S‘aean, and distinguished no less for the beauty of their coats,

which were of a pure white, than for their remarkable size,

speed, and sureness of foot.’’ They were consequently in

great request among the grandees of Persia, and became
one of the principal objects of their lavish expense. The
stock appears to be not even yet extinct, and Porter de-

® See Strabo, p. 796, from Nearchus,
® Arrian, iii. 19. ^ Pjliny, vi. 26 ;

Mannert, v. 501.
* Herod.!. 110; Strabo, p. 796 ; fiom whom the following particulars

are taken.
® Called by the modems Azerbijan. The name appeals to have a lefer-

ence to the religion of Zoroaster, the worship of fire
; and has been explained

by Anquetii from the Zend or ancient language of the country. Zendavesfa,
ii. p. 49.

^Compare Herod, vii. 40; and a multitude of other places collected by
Brisson, p. 175 and 667.
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scribes the shah as mounted, on grand occasions, on a horse
whose natural colour was white.*' As it was the custom of
the Persian monarchs to exact from e\ ery province, under
the form of tribute, its most valuable productions

; so in this
country they kept up a most numerous stud of these valu-
able animals, and reserved for them spacious pastures, from
which a certain number were annually drafted for the king’s
use. In this manner Media contributed, m addition to her
yearly tax in money, not less than three thousand horses,
four thousand mules, and nearly one hundred thousand
sheep.3 Besides this astonishing supply of cattle, this coun-
try abounded also in some of the most valued fruits, not
only grapes, but every variety of the orange or citron being
natives of its soil.'® The silphium also was found here, a
vegetable anciently so highly prized that it was sold for ’its

weight in gold
;
though at the same time that of Africa was

thought much superior, and large plantations of it were
formed in the interior of the district of Cyrcne, on the bor-
ders of the Great Desert."

When we recollect that the dress of the Medes became
by the prevalence of fashion the habit of all the grandees of
the Persian empire, and was recommended also by the fine-

ness of the material and the brilliancy of the colours, we
shall readily perceive that the natural advantages of this fine

country were equalled by its manufactures.'® Again, if the

* Porter, i. p. 333. It appears to be the same race which we possess, by
importation, in Germany. The plains where these celebrated pastures were
^tuated a^ear to have lam between Casvin and Teheran (near the ancient
Ragse) Mannert, v. p, I70. Even Porter, though possessed with the
groundless notion that the Nissean plains lay near Kermanshah, (1 . 206,) was
struck with the beauty and fleetness of the horses of the plaims of Casvin,
when he rode across them in the suite of the ciown pnnce, Abbas Mirza ; 1 .

299. 300.
® Strabo, p. 797.
See the learned dissertation of Beckmann, Anleitung zur Waarenhunde^

1
. p. 527, sqq.
" Tlie silphium of the ancients is generally considered the same with as-

sgfcctula. Without entering into the question, which has been ably treated by
BudA* us ad Theoph,\i.3-, I would simply remark, that the followers of Alex-
ander found silphium m abundance on the lofty and cold mountains of Kan-
dahar, Arrian, iii. 28. The most recent travellers have furnished us with
the best information respecting it, and prove that assafoetida grows m Media,
as well as in Kerman and Cabul

;
and still forms a consideralue article of the

commerce with India, where it is esteemed an article of luxury. Kinneir’s
Orography, p. 225 ; PoTTiNGER, TraceU^ i. p. 226.

Sec above, p. 103.
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conjecture I have hazarded possess any weight, and these

dresses were either wholly or in part of silk, we obtain a

glimpse of a commerce carried on with the countries on the

further side of the desert, the illustration of which docs not

belong to the present place. Whatever may be the fate of

this question, it is certain, from modern authorities, that the

arts of weaving and dying were m a manner indigenous m
these countries, and the Persian colours in particular have

been always celebrated by contemporary writers, and only

surpassed, m public estimation, by those of India.”

The capital of this important province was Ecbatana, the

foundation of which, and its most ancient form, have been

described by Herodotus.” Originally it was rather a for-

tress than a city, but subsequently it became not only the

residence of the Median kings, but one of the places where
the sovereigns of Persia were in the habit, at fixed periods,

of taking up their abode. Thus it ranked among the first

cities of Asia, and its palace was scarcely inferior in wealth

and splendour to those of Susa and Babylon. "VPe are en-

abled to affirm this with the greater certainty because an

accurate description of it is contained in the writings of Po-
lybius

;
an author who has never been accused of exaggera-

tion ;
and whom, on this occasion, we have a double reason

for citing, as his words establish beyond dispute the fact of

the great abundance of the precious metals in Asia, even
before the Persian period.”

He tells us that the royal palace was situated below the

citadel, having a circumference of seven stades, and in all

its parts displaying a magnificence which attested the wealth

of its founders. Although all the wood-work was of cedar

or cypress, no part of it was suffered to remain uncovered

;

the rafters, roofs, and columns of the halls and courts being

overlaid with plates of gold and silver, and all the tiles being

of silver. These plates were taken off by Alexander, Anti-

ochus, and Seleucus Nicanor
; nevertheless Antiochus the

Great found there so much silver, that he was able to coin

therefrom nearly four thousand talents.

If after two successive spoliations so much still remained,
what riches must at one time have been accumtfiated here

!

Ctesias, lyidic. 21.
** PoLYB. X. 27 ;

Mannert, v. p, 160.

Herod, i. 98.
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and what an idea must we not form of the splendour and
magnificence of the ancient monarchs of Media ! Ecbatana
was situated either on the very site, or in the immediate
neighbourhood, of the modern Hamadan, near Mount
Orontes, now called Elwund.^^ But though its situation

was never doubtful, the merit of having visited and investi-

gated its precise position was reserved for Morier, and still

more for Porter. The ancient city was built on a steep

eminence, from which it descended on all sides to a fruitful

plain, abundantly watered by streams which poured down
from the lofty Orontes. Of the splendid palace of the Me-
dian and Persian kings nothing now remains, but the travel-

lers above mentioned recognised without difficulty the ter-

races on which it had been constructed, and Porter even

detected the holes in the rock, meant to receive the hinges

of the great gates which closed the entrance.^^ Though no
other vestige remained, an important relic was discovered by
the same traveller in the base and shaft of a pillar, bearing

evidently the Persepolitan character. The shaft was fluted,

and about four inches less in diameter than the great pillars

at Chehl-Menar, and the ornaments of the capital clearly

showed the form of the lotus leaf.^® Morier also discovered,

on a rock of the Orontes, two tablets or plane surfaces, witl

inscriptions in the arrow-headed character
;
each tablet be-

ing divided into three arese, and thus evidently resembling

those of Persepolis in the threefold repetition of the same
inscription. The high rank which Ecbatana held among
the cities of Asia was promoted by a concurrence of almost

every possible advantage : a fruitfol soil, a mild climate, the

residence of a splendid court, and the vicinity of the great

commercial high-road which traversed Asia from east to west,

all combining to invest it with a degree of splendour, ofwhich

scarcely any vestiges remain in the modern Hamadan.

Media formed, under the Persians, a separate satrapy,

but its limits are very difficult to be traced, as it was far

from being the case that all the parts of that great country

vv(irc given to the same government. Besides the Parmta-

c.cni mentioned above, (who, however, were Medes by de-

PoitTFR, ii. p. 103, etc.; Mother, ii, p. 267*

PoRTi R, ij. p 103, etc.; Morier, n. p- 267.

PoRu K, a. 115, see the clra\Mng in Morier, ii. 269.

VOL. I. M
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scent,) the inhabitants of the mountainous districts to the

south of the Caspian were not included in this satrapy.

Among these were the Tapyri and Mardi, whose names are

in part preserved in those of Taberistan and Mazanderan,

to which must probably be added the fertile region of

Ghilan. The Tapyri were subject to the Persians, and

formed a separate satrapy. On the other hand, the Mardi,

a Persian race, inhabiting a district ah lost inaccessible in

consequence of its mountains, and as poor as they were

warlike, had found for a long time no conqueror bold

enough to assail them, till they were subdued by Alexander,

who joined their country to the satrapy of Taberistan.'^*

They do not appear to have joined in the armament of

Xerxes
;

at least they are not enumerated among the na-

tions which composed it
;
both tribes, however, are men-

tioned as having fought on the side of Darius at Arbela, the

Mardi as bowmen;®® though it is very probable that they

served for pay, or with the hope of plunder.

Aria, also, lying to the east of Media, properly belonged

to that country, though distinguished from it in the cata-

logue of Persian satrapies. It derived its name „
from the

river Arius, the modern Heri, and the Arians and Medes
were originally the same race, the Medes, according to

Herodotus, having anciently borne the name of Arians.®'

Either the dynasty of the Modes had already dissolved this

union, or the Persians judged it expedient to weaken a race

once so powerful by subdividing it, and thus Aria came to

be formed into a distinct satrapy,®® and the Arians to rank

as a separate race.®® The passage from Media into this ter-

ritory was through the Caspian gates, (Caspise Pylm,) con-

sisting in a strong and narrow strait lying between the two
countries

;
a day’s journey from the modern Rey or Rages,

near Teheran.®* We learn from several instances that the

Arrian, iii. 23, 24. Ibid. iii. 11.
** Herod, vii. 62. It is apparent from the same place, that what were

called the Median habits were not confined to Media Pi^er, but extended
^0 the countries lying eastward j and as these touched on Bactra, we cannot

surprised at the conformity which prevailed.

Aria is mentioned as a sejparate satrapy by Arrian, iii. 25, and elsewhere.
loes not apply the term in the lestncted sense in which it is used by

but uses it to comprehend part of Media, as far as Arachotus.
'ROD. vii. 66.

he mountamoiis regions surrounding the Caspian were a multitude
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Persians were accustomed to fortify such positions with

walls and iron gates, to repress the incursions of predatory

tribes
;

a precaution especially necessary in the present

instance.

Ana differed essentially from Media, as it consisted of

an extensive steppe, partially marked by more fertile and
better cultivated districts. It is the more important to form

a correct idea of the characteristics of this great country,

(embracing the southern part of Khorassan, the northern

part of Kerman, and Sehestan towards the east,) because it

helps to determine-the^ course _ofrthe^grealcommercial high-

way from Eastern to Western Asia. The interior of the

steppe alluded to forms a desert connected with those of

Kerman or Carmania, in which it may be said to merge.

Its western extremity is so impregnated with salt, that the

earth appears to be covered with it, and the name of the

Salt Desert has been in consequence bestowed upon it.

It begins on the further side of the chain of mountains

formerly inhabited by the predatory tribes already men-
tioned, and presents nearly the appearance of a tract co-

vered with snow. The desert extends, however, beyond

the portion thus covered with salt, stretching (with partial

interruptions) about three hundred and twenty geographical

miles from east to west, and for the most part nearly as far

from north to south. To the north it is bounded by the

chain of Taurus,-^ at the foot of which, between the latitudes

of thirty-five and thirty-six degrees, run the great commer-

cial highways
;
the desert itself being scarcely passable even

in the winter months, and entirely so during those of sum-

mer. To the south, the waste is bounded by the moun-
tains of Kerman and Beloochistan, about the thirtieth degree

of latitude. We have recently obtained more accurate in-

formation respecting these districts, since two English offi-

.of snch naiToW strait^, which remved: the general appellation of Caspiae

p-'icB, inasmuch as th^y led-to- that sea. The pass,^ however, between Aria

an(f3f^di*a was pre-eminently so named. Strabo, p. 796. Authors are per-

fectly agre^ with respect to its position.
^ r

^ The lai Einneir, which I use, gives the best delineation of the

course of this c?ham of mountains, which stretches, with some moderate de-

viatioTis from thXdirect line, as far as the neighbourhood of Cal ul, from the

Caspide Pylae; fron’^ the fifty-first to the sixty-eighth degree cl‘ lonmtude.

At the Utter point diverges into minor branches extending north and

south, and filling up the bomvdanes of Hindustan.

M 2
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cers, named Pottinger and Christie, have had the hardihood

to traverse them nnder the characters of horse-dealers and

pilgrims. In their interior is situated a considerable lake,

called the lake of Zurra ;
unquestionably the Aria palus of

antiquity. A large river, anciently bearing the same name,

at present called the Ilmend, empties itself into this inland

sea, from the deserts to the south-east
;
and Christie fell in

with another stream, fiirther to the north, called the Herat,

near a town of the same name. The banks of this stream

are distinguished by a high degree of fertility, and verify all

that Strabo has recorded of Aria : but it must be observed

that this fertility is confined to the neighbourhood of the

river. The banks of the Ilmend, says Christie, are well

cultivated and fertile
;
the soil being of a dark colour and

^ell watered. The greatest breadth, however, of this fi”uitful

district is not above two miles, when the desert with high

again appears, and continues-.without water or-vegeta-

tion to the great trading highway from Herat to Candahar.

The vallgr also in which Herat is situated, even now a city

of nearly one hundred thousand inhabitants, is exceedingly

fertile. Maize, roggen, and fruit, e,re produced in abund-

ance. Numerous -villages are scattered round the city, which

is one of the first trading places of Asia, and celebrated for

breeding horses and camels.

I consider (with Kinneir) the city of Herat to be the

same with the ancient Aria, or, as it was also called, Artaco-

ana;“® a city at all times of importance, as lying on the

great commercial highway leading to Candahar, Cabul, and

the whole of northern India. By following this tract it was

possible to avoid the mountains of Hyrcania, at the foot of

which the roads in question ran, and consequently to avoid

the lawless tribes which occupied those heights.

“ Manneut, V. p. 98, has already shown that Aria and Artacoana are the

same. I am inclined to think that it was also the same with the more recent
Alexandria Anana. Arrian does not inform ns of the foundation hy Alex-
ander of any new city in this (somitry j nor does his rapid passage through it

countenance such a supposition. Several ancient cities received new names
from their Macedonian conquerors. We are told that Alexander, on. his

march to Bactriana, inclined to the south to visit Aria. This corresponds

with the site of Herat, which, according to Kinneir^s map, lies in lat. 347®,

the south, not, as Mannert asserts, to the north, of the great mountain chain.

Compare by all means, Kinneir* Geograph, 181, 182, for an account of the

commercial importance of Herat.
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The mountainous districts just mentioned, Parthia and
Hyrcania, (the modern Corcan,) formed under the Persians

a single satrapy, which they also continued to do under
Alexander.*^ Parthia, a rude and confined district, was
one of the poorest provinces of all the empire. The Per-
sian monarchs, with their countless suite, were in the habit of
traversing it with all possible speed, it being too poor to

subsist their followers if they made any halt, little suspecting
that this rude race of horsemen would eventually descend
from their mountains to seize (as their own forefathers had
done) the empire of all Asia.

The more fertile Hyrcania (the valleys of which were
distinguished by luxuriant vegetation) does not appear to

have been much better cultivated. The sides of the hills

were clothed with impenetrable forests, seemingly intended

by Providence to supply wood for the navigation of the

Caspian, though the inhabitants of the country appear never
to have converted them to such a purpose. The capital of

the country was called Zadracarta, which also was once a

royal residence
;

and according to Arrian’s account must
have been situated on the great highway at the foot of the

mountains.

To the north of these districts, in the sandy wastes of

Khievan, to the east of the Caspian, wandered a mixed
multitude of nomad tribes, many of which are often men-
tioned as forming part of the Persian armies, but who still

retained their character of independent nations, only paying

a tribute when compelled by circumstances. Of the number
of these were the Dahse, (whose appellation survives in the

modern Dahestan,) the Paricanii, and others whom we shall

have occasion to mention in the sequel of this work.

Adjacent to Aria was Bactriana,^^ one of the richest and

" Strabo, 782. Compare Arrian, iii. 22.

BaatXda. Arrian, loc. cit. I consider Zadracarta to have been situated

in the neighbourhood of Naisabour.
^ Between Aria and Bactriana the more recent Greek geographers place

the province of Margiana, deriving its name from the desert-stream of the
Margus (Morg). Under the Persians, however, Margiana did not form a
distinct satrapy, but belonged partly to Ana, and partly to Bactriana. It

first acquired the name of Margiana when Antiochus Soter founded here a
city, which he called after himsdf, when he surrounded with a wall (fifteen

hundred stades in circuit) the fertile district by ^hich it was environed,
where the vines are said to have attained a thickness in the stem equal to

that of ordinary trees. Strabo, p. 785.
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most considerable satrapies of the empire, at present known
under the name of Balkh. Bactriana was situated to the

north of India, along the course of the Oxus or Gihoon, one
of the principal rivers of Asia, which bounded it to the

north
;
dividing it from Sogdiana. This advantageous po-

sition soon caused it to become one of the best cultivated

parts of all the continent, and its capital was, according to

the traditions of the East, the seat of powerful and inde-

pendent princes long before the dynasty of the Persians

;

and the satraps by whom it was governed under the latter

frequently sought occasions of attempting to make them-
selves independent.^’ Nay, even after the overthrow of

that empire, Bessus assumed there the title of monarch of

all Asia.^^ The principal city, of the same name with the

territory, was situated on a little river which empties itself

into the Oxus. It has been often identified with Zariaspa,

but the followers of Alexander speak of Bactra and Zariaspa

as two distinct cities.^^ In consequence of the fertility of

its soil and its fortunate position, Bactriana was at all times

one of the most wealthy regions of Asia. It was destined

by nature herself to be the first place of exchange for the

productions of India, which it purchased with those of its

own climate. The great highways of communication from
east to west ran, as we shall have occasion to show, at the
foot of the surrounding mountains, and were directed

towards its capital. The vicinity of the gold districts of
India rendered it, at the same period, the centre of the com-
merce of the continent, and as early as the remotest period
of history it was illumined by a degree of mild civilization,

of which the last reflection may be traced amid the ruins of
Persepolis. It is greatly to be regretted that these general
facts are all which we can affirm with certainty respecting

the earlier history of Bactra. Even the followers of Alex-
ander have scarcely preserved for us any other information
than that the conqueror visited this country, and left a con-
siderable detachment of his army, (fourteen thousand men,)

Bactnana is frequently mentioned as a distinct satrapy. See Arrian,
iii. 21, and elsewhere.

Ctesias, Fers. cap. 8, etc. Ctesias always speaks of Bactriana as a
principal province of the Persian empire

; concerning which the remarks
already made on the ruins of Persepolis afford some light.
“ Arrian, iii. 25. See the places in Cellarius, li. p. 711.
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to keep possession of it : a sufficient proof of the import-

ance he attached to its conquest.

No modern traveller has penetrated as far as Balkh, and
we are indebted to Mr. Elphinstone for a few particulars

respecting it, collected in Cabul.“

Balkh, at present subject to the Usbeck Tartars, is

situated to the north of the Hindoo-koh, which sinks with

a rapid declivity towards the Oxus, thus rendering the cli-

mate more temperate. The city of Balkh enjoys among the

Asiatics the reputation of being the most ancient in the

world, and the cradle of their kings ; for which reason it is

styled the mother of cities. At the present day it is of in-

considerable extent;^® a part only being inhabited, while

its ruins extend in every direction, and attest the ancient

grandeur of the place. The country about it is fertile, being

watered by eighteen canals, which derive their water from

a great reservoir among the mountains.

On the further side of the Oxus lay the northernmost of

all the provinces of Persia, Sogdiana.^ It was bounded to

the south by the river just mentioned, and to the north by

another, flowing in a parallel direction into the Caspian Sea,

at present called the Sirr-Daria, anciently the Jaxartes.

Of the latter river, we know that its principal branch for-

merly was the now nearly dry channel of the Jan-Daria,

towards the south, whereas at present it is the northernmost

of the two branches, which, though eight hundred feet wide,

steals slowly along through forests of reeds.^ Neither of

these rivers at present flow into the Caspian, but lose them-

selves in the sea of Aral, a lake not named by the ancients.

The sandy desert, however, between the Aral and the Cas-

pian, still shows traces of their ancient course, though their

arms are at present choked with mud. The northern por-

tion of Great Bucharia now represents the ancient Sogdiana,

but the old appellation is still preserved in that of the ter-

ritory adjacent to the capital, Samarcand, or Maracanda,

which is called Al-Sogd.

This district is one of high importance in history, not

’* Arrian, iv. 22. “ Elphinstone, Account of^ (khul, p. 462, etc.

® Kinneir, in his Geography, speaks of it as containing at present from

six to seven thousand inhabitants.

Sogdiana is mentioned as a distinct satrapy by Arrian, iv. 15, etc.

® According to ttie accounts of Bussian travellers referred to below.
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only on account of its natural productions, but also for its

commerce. It formed, as it were, by its very position, the

line of demarcation between the agricultural and pastoral

refisipns, and consequently has at all times been inhabited by

tribes belonging to both classes : by the wandering hordes

which have probably broken in from the north of Asia, and

have often made themselves absolute masters of the coun-

try
;
and by those who may be more properly termed its

inhabitants, occupying established seats, and devoting them-

selves to agriculture and commerce. In the same manner

as the |Bucharians are now distinguished in their character

,and habits from the Usbeck Tartars, so in the days of

Alexander the Sogdiani were distinct from the wandefing

hordes of Scythians, whose immense bands of horsemen

traversed the country with their herds and tents, eager to

avail themselves of every occasion for surprising a booty, and
' prepared, on the approach of superior forces, to fly back to

their steppes and deserts, where no one could follow theni.^'^

It IS only within the last few years that the commercial

enterprises of the Russians have supplied us with some more
accurate data respecting the present condition of this coun-

try.^^ The caravans of that nation travel from Orenburg to

Khieva and Bokhara, and have contributed to throw light

on the steppes of Central Asia, as well as of Bucharia, at

least towards the west. It has, in this manner, become
evident that the face of this country has in part undergone
important changes

;
and the fact of the perpetual recession

of the sea of Aral, with the circumstance of a level bed of

sand lying between it and the Caspian, containing smaller

“ miller’s Samynliing Rms, Geschichten, wo\. iv. p. 205. The Usbeck
Tartars, and their khans, are the lords of the country, and form, as it 'were,

the noblesse

;

while the great mass of the population (perhaps three-fourths)
consist of the Taidshees, or old stationary inhabitants, who having no share
in the government, devote themselves to commerce and agriculture.
^ The best account of Sogdiana is to be found in Arrian, vol. iv. p, 2, etc.

He makes a broad distinction betwreen the Sogdiani, living in cities, and the
nomad Scythians, of w'hom a host, to the number of thirty thousand men,
were then scattered over the country.

Particularly on occasion of the great caravan to Bokhara of the year
1820, which Dr Eversmann accompanied a^ phy-sician, and rnv rc-^pected
friend the Col. Baron von Meyendorf, as one of the escort. The’ former
published his Journeyfiom Orenburg to Bokhara^ Berlin. 1823, Licht<^ n-rein
To the latter I am indebted for many MS. note -

;
to w hich I shall aWj ha\e

occasion to refer when I come to si>eakof the Scvthian rnly-.
Eversmann’s Reise. p. 65.
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salt lakes, leave no reasonable ground for doubting that

anciently the sea of Aral was united with the Caspian
;
a

sufficient reason why the former should not have been men-
tioned by ancient geographers.*® The former channel of

the Oxus also may still be traced to the Caspian,** and the

tradition of the inhabitants of the adjacent plains is, that it

was first deserted in the sixteenth centuiy, in consequence

of an earthquake ; and it is even thought not impossible to

restore the river to its ancient course. The country has

also suffered the greatest changes from the perpetual en-

croachment of sand from the north and west, which no art

or power of man has proved able to restrain, and which has

converted into deserts what were once fertile districts. In

consc'cpu'ncc of the thinness of the soil, it is dependent for

its fertility on artificial irrigation, ert'ected by means of in-

numerable watercourses of various sizes ; owing to which

not only the country round Bokliara, but the whole terri-

tory as far as Sainarcand, has been brought into a state of

cultivation resembling that of a garden.*® The same is the

case with the territory of Khieva on the Oxus.*** On the

other hand, the northern part of this country, as far as the

ncio-hbourhood of Bokhara, is a w'aste, and m many places

a complete desert of sand, extending, under the appellation

of the Red Desert, to the distance of five days’ journey.*'

Sainarcand, the birth-place in after times of the renowned

Timour, was in the time of the Persians a flourishing city.

Anciently it was called Maracanda, and ranked as the royal

city of the Sogdiani, having at one time, though ‘afterwards

reduced to the government of a Persian satrap, been ruled,

(it IS probable,) like many other Asiatic nations, by mon-

archs of its own. The surrounding district was so cele-

brated throughout the East for its fertility, that it ranked

among the paradises of Asia, and the commerce of barter

Eversmann's Boise, pp. fil, 8G.

This IS also affiimed the testimony of another eye’witness, Muravief,

{roimo en Turcomame et a Chiu a, 1819, 1820. Pans, 1823,) who travelled

fiom Bacon across the Caspian Sea to Khieva.

Evfrsmann, p. 80.

SU?e Muravief, loc. cit. I can scarcely doubt that the district about

Khieva is the same with that which Herodotus (iii. 11?) describes as arti-

ficially iriigatcd by watei courses from the Aces (Oxus) ;
and which paid an

annual tiibute to the king of Persia.

Eversmaxn, p. 52.
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between the productions of India and those of thjs country

formed at all times one of the most considerable branches of

trade.^® Maracanda was in fact what Bokhara now is, one

of the chief marts for the commerce of all the continent.'*^

It is a pity that the route of the Russian caravans did not

pass through this city
;

at the same time it appears, from

information collected at Bokhara, that Samarcand still pos^

sesses a population of about fifty thousand inhabitants, but

without retaining its ancient importance as a commercial

city, which must be ascribed in part to the residence of the

khan at Balkh, and partly to the more difficult nature of its

communication with that city, lying as it does across a moun-
tainous country; while the road from the latter place to

Bokhara runs along a plain. On the other hand, m pro-

portion as the traveller proceeds from Bokhara to the sea of

Aral and the Caspian, he discovers a country more and
more desolate, the haunt of wandering tribes of the Turco-
man race. In the days of the Persians these were much
more formidable than at present, both for strength and num-
bers

;
a fact which we can affirm with certainty on the au-

thority of our faithful guide Herodotus, who is no where
more copious in information than here. He appears, as it

were, to be peculiarly at home in describing and distinguish-

ing the different races of these remote nomad nations, to the

admiration of all succeeding historians. I shall, however,
defer for a later portion of my undertaking an examination

of the evidence he has thus afforded us respecting the tribes

of Central Asia, when I shall have occasion to revert to these

regions.

To protect themselves against the incursions of these na-

tions, and to fence, as it were, the boundaries of their em-
pire, the Persians adopted the plan of forming a line of cities

in the neighbourhood, or along the very banks, of the Jax-

artes. Seven fortified places of this description were erect-

ed, the strongest of which appears to have been founded
by Cyrus himself, whose name it bore.^^ This was protected

IJist. Ge^ieral. des Tait p. 27Sj cf. Strabo, p. 785.
Eversmann, p. 76, etc. The caravans from Oabul, Cashmir, Cashgar,

Urgentz, and Orenburg all meet at Bokhara
;
which is also the principal mart

for precious stones and indigo.
^ Arrian, iv. 2.

” It was called by the Greeks Cyreschata, or the most remote city of Cy-
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Next to Persis came the province of Carmania (the

modern Kerman®*)
;

divided from the former by a river

which empties itself into the sea, opposite to the island of

Catsea or Kais,*® and extending not only along the shores

of the Persian Gulf, but, beyond these, as far as Gedrosia

or Makran.

Under the Persians, Carmania formed a satrapy by itself,

the inhabitants of which in speech, manners, and arms re-

sembled the Persians.®^ The flat shore of th6 Persian Gulf

was only in parts sandy, and sprinkled with the huts of a

race of fishermen, while in other parts fruitful fields ex-

tended to the very margin of the sea, among which the

beautiful plain of Ormus, over against an island of the same

name, deserves to be specified.*® At a certain distance from

the sea, the country swelled into eminences, and abounded

in a variety of natural productions. Fruits of every kind,

particularly olives and grapes, were found there in the great-

est perfection. The beds of the rivers also, which are

numerous, are said to have afforded traces of the more pre-

cious metals, and the followers of Alexander have made
mention of two mountains, one of which produced arsenic,

and the other salt.*® Further to the north, the country be-

came less productive, and ended in a spacious salt desert,

extending as far as Parsetacene,*’® with which the travels and
researches of Pottinger have made us better acquainted.

It takes in by far the greater part of Carmania,®’ stretching

from the 30® to the 34® of N. lat., and from the 52° to the

56° of long.
;
and according to the limits laid down by

Strabo, loses itself in the steppes of Ariana. In consequence,

however, of the saline quality of the soil, it is peculiarly

well adapted for the feeding of sheep, and it is well known
that the modern Kerman produces the finest wool, which

was anciently supposed to be obtained, not by the process

of shearing, but by that of combing, and by gathering what

“We must be careful not to confound this with the present Caramania,
the southern part of Asia Minor.
“ Arrian, Indica Op, p. 194, ed. Steph.

Arrian, loc. cit.
;
and in his Exped, Alex. vi. 27.

“ Nearchus in Arrian,

/

iid p. 191. llarmoM. For a more complete
account see the chapter on the trade of the Babylonians, containing a descrip-
tion of the Persian &ulf, vol. lu p. 220, sq.
“ STR4BO, p 1057 ^ Ibid loc cit. Pottinger’s p. 229.
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fell off of itself;®* an error which the latest travellers have
corrected.®’ Kerman, the metropolis, anciently Carmania,
is celebrated throughout all Asia for its manufacture of
shawls, which are as fine, but not as soft, as those of Cash-
mir.®'* In the time of the Persians Carmania was far better
cultivated than at present, and it is therefore to be supposed,
that its ancient inhabitants improved the facilities for dis-

posing of their wool, afforded them by the manufactures of
Persia and Babylonia.

The coast from Kerman to the confines of India, at the
present day rarely visited and little known, was anciently
comprehended under the name of Gedrosia, which is no
longer to be traced in the modern appellation of Makran.
This was the most desolate and sterile of all the countries

subject to Persia. The coast of the Indian Ocean, and
great part of the interior, forms a sandy desert, traversed

indeed by many watercourses, in their general state without

water, but after rain has fallen on the mountains to the

north, swelling into floods, which overspread the whole sur-

rounding district, and carry away every thing within their

reach.®® The districts bordering onTndiawefe, in the time

of Alexander, fruitful in aromatic trees and shrubs, par-

ticularly the myrrh and nardus, which here flourished in

great abundance and perfection ;
and the Phoenicians who

accompanied the army of that conqueror, being well ac-

quainted with the value of these commodities, loaded their

beasts of burden with what they collected.®® These signs

of vegetation,^however, quickly disappeared, and as the

country stretched further and further to the west, it was

founds increase in sterility, till it ended in an utter desert.

ThAtraces of a road were often effaced by the sand drifted

- by the wind, and even the guides were compelled to trace

their course by the stars.

The interior of the country contains, however, a capital

named Puhra, which Alexander reached after many diffi-

culties and dangers, by a march of sixty days, from the

^ Tavernier, i. p. 87. Beckmann’s Waarenkxmde, i. p. 476.
® PoTTiNGER, p. 225, has given us some accurate infoimation respecting

the race of sheep found there, which immediately degenerates in other coun-

tries.

PoTTiNGER, p. 226. Arrian, vL 25.

Arrian, vi. 22, from whom also the following particulars aie taken.
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borders of the Oritse.®^ He was, however, compelled once
more to commit himself and his army to the desert, which
terminated only on the confines of Carraania. Wliile the
king was traversing the interior, his fleet, under the com-
mand of Nearchus, followed the sea-coast to the Persian
Gulf; and that officer has bequeathed us a description of
those shores, so accurate, that a mariner might, even in the

present day, safely steer by it.®® The inhabitants of this

sea-coast were savages, living almost entuely on fish, and
consequently distinguished by the general appellation of
Ichthyophagi. “ Few of these people," says Nearchus,®^
“ obtain the fish by fishing, for few ot them possess the pro-
per boats, or understand the art : most of the fish being
caught on the retreat of the tide. Some, however, have
nets fit for this purpose, frequently two stades in length.
These nets are woven out ,of the bark of the date tree, which
IS twisted after the manner of flax. When the sea has re-

treated, and the land appears, the dry parts of the shore are

of course destitute of fish, but wherever the tide remains in

hollows of the they are iound in great numbers, some
small, others iai'gft, which are taken with nets. Of these,

the more tender kind? they devour raw, as they take- them
out of the water

; the largejycnd tougher they bake in the
sun, and when dry, grind into ^ sort of meal, of which they
form loaves, while others convert the same into a sort of
pudding. Even their cattle feed in like manner on dried
fish, for their country is destitute of meadows and bare of
grass. They also take, in many places, crabt', pysters, and
shellfish

; and salt is naturally formed in their counny, from

® I can scaicely doubt but this is the modern Puhra, which Pottin^er dt'
senbes as a very small but well-built city of four hundred houses, m th^
midst of a wood of date trees, which atford its inhabitants a considerable
revenue, /ottmger visited the spot, and has laid it down in his map at 28^*
of lat, and 6(r 15^ long. It is clear from the account of Arrian, that Alex-
ander penetrated far into the country, for the purpose of procuring supplies
ofcom and dates, which were not to be obtained in the desert.

Since the appearanee of the first edition of the present work, great lighth^ been thrown on the of Gedrosia and dirmania, by the Feriplus
of NRARrnns, by London, 1798. The learned authorlas
availed himself of the charts and pkns of two ofHcers of the East India
Company, appointed to survey toe shores. This comparison of the ac-
counts of the British captmns with tlmse of Alexanders admiral, has proved
highly to the advantage of the reputation of the latter. We are enabled, in
fact, to verify almost all his statements.

Arrian, xxix.
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which they concoct a sort of oil (?). Some of these people

inhabit desolate situations, destitute of wood, and producing

no cultivated crops, and these depend entirely on fish for

their subsistence. A few, however, cultivate some small

portion of land, and make the bread they obtain a sort of

side-dish ;
fish being their main support. The better sort

among them construct houses by collecting the bones of

cetaceous fishes cast on shore by the ocean, which serve for

the frame-work of their habitations ,* the broadest bones be-

ing converted into doors, while the pooicr construct their

huts of the bones of the fish they catch.”

The habits of this miserable race continue to be the same

as they were two thousand years ago, the fodder of their

cattle not excepted.’” They turned their fish to every pos-

sible account, and the rich and poor were distinguished, as

we have seen, by the size ofthe bones they collected from this

grand source of their subsistence. The people at large are

those now denominated Ballooches, and have been rescued

from obscurity principally by the obsciwations of Pottinger

and Christie. They extend far into the interior, and the

description of them, which the followers of Alexander have

handed down to us, in consequence of their march through

their territory, is far from attractive. The prisoners, we are

told, had hairy bodies, and nails resembling the talons of

wild beasts, and were habited in the hides of animals taken

in the chase, and the skins of fish. The Ballooches continue

to be a race of banditti, practising systematic robbery.

They are distinguished into two races, differing in speech,

origin, and figure
;
the Ballooches, properly so called, and

the Brahoos
;
which, nevertheless, in consequence of long-

continued intercourse, have come to regard themselves as

one nation. Neither race possesses any history, but in

point of language, as well as figure, the Ballooches appear

to belong to the Persian, and the Brahoos to the Indian

stock. Their pastoral lives preclude them from occupying

fixed abodes
;
and they are subdivided into a multitude of

See Niebtjhr^s Account of Arabia^ p. 310; and compare Marco Polo,

in Mamusio, ii. p. 60; who gives the same account of this race. The most

recent information we possess, afforded by Morier, voL i. p. 50, who visited

this coast, confirms this statement.
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clans, subject to chieftains, who pay little regard to the au-

thority of the monarchs of eastern or western Persia.''^

The desolation which marked the coast ceased to prevail

in the interior, and a more fertile district commenced with

the range of mountains, where the province of Arachosia

(or Arokhage) bordered on Gedrosia, and was marked by

superior cultivation and a numerous population.'" The
latter province was united in the same satrapy with Gedro-

sia, and continued to be so under Alexander,^’ though the

Persians appear to have given themselves little concern

about that desolate coast and its savage inhabitants
; at all

events the Gedrosians are not enumerated either among the

nations of which their armies were composed, or among
those which paid them tribute. They were protected by
their poverty, the only effectual protection against the am-
bition of their conquerors.

The territory of the Zarangaei was, however, distinct from

this satrapy, and formed a part of the modern Sehestan

;

the ancient appellation being still partly preserved m the

name of the capital, Zarang.'’^ It is an extensive district,

for the most part level
;
bounded to the south by Gedrosia,

to the north by Bactriana, to the east by Arachosia, and to

the west by Ana. From the latter region it is separated by
the mighty lake of the desert, the sea of Arius or Zurra, the

receptacle of all the inferior streams which water this and
the neighbouring countries. It formed under the Persians

a distinct satrapy,’® and its inhabitants are enumerated not

71 Pottinger, p, 53, etc.
;
p. 270, etc.

Rennell has inserted in his map the name of Arokhage, which is not
given in those of Kiuneir and Pottinger. I consider it to be the Saiavan of

Pottinger; a province of the modem Balloochi&tan, the capital being Kelat

;

for an account of which we are indebted to Pottinger, Tntieh, p. 264. It

continues to be the principal province of Balloochistan. When Pottinger
attempts to prove that Arachosia lay fuitlier to the north, in Kandahar, he is

undoubtedly in an error. The march of Craterus, to which he refers, cannot
have extended so far northward. Arachosia must necessarily have boidered
upon Gedrosia (Makran) to the south, being united with it in the same
satrapy.
^ Arrian, vi. 27.

In Kinneii’s map it is set down as Dooshak or Zullaba, wuth the addition,

however, of the name of Zaranga. It was situated thirty-six miles fioin He-
rat, on the Il-mend, in 32® N. lat. which agrees with what might be expected
to be Its position. Mannert, v. p 71. We can scarcely err, therefore^ in
supposing this to be the city in question. Arrian, in. 25.
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only in the catalogue of the tributaries of Darius, but in

that of the army of Xerxes. They appear to have been one
of the more civilized nations, and were distinguished in the

army of Xerxes by the beauty of their coloured vestments,*^^

either having manufactures of their own, or obtaining them
by the course of commerce from India and Persia. At the

present day also the gTeat caravan road from Ispahan to

Kandahar passes by their capital.'^^

The country of the Zarangeei was bordered to the east

by the mountains of Kandahar, which, under the name of

Hindu-koh represent the Indian Caucasus of the Greeks
;

surrounded by several inferior tribes, such as the Drangae

and Dragogi, through whose territory it was necessary to

pass on the way to Arachotus. It is the more necessary to

specify these nations, because they have been frequently

confounded with the Zarangsei, from whom, nevertheless,

they were perfectly distinct.'^^ It is not certain whether

they were subject to the Persian dominion, or lived as a

free race of mountaineers
;
their poverty, and the inclemency

of their native country, in which Alexander suffered no less

from cold and snow than from hunger, appear to have been

their protection. Their name has so completely perished,

that, even with the assistance of the best modern maps, it

would be a hopeless task to attempt to identify in detail

their places of abode. We must not, however, omit to no-

tice another inconsiderable tribe in their vicinity, styled by
the Greeks Evergetse, or Benefactors, but anciently called

Agriaspae. These enjoyed the privilege of paying no tribute,

but on the contrary were permitted in a manner to retain their

own free constitution.®^ It is said that this immunity was
granted in recompence for a service performed to the army
of Cyrus, when that conqueror, during an expedition against

the nomads, fell into great straits for want of provisions, and
this people voluntarily contributed thirty thousand waggon-
loads of corn^ for which they were honoured by the appel-

lation of the king’s benefactors. Strange as this story may

Herod, vii. (>7.

” Tavi‘ RM i.R, 1 . p. 62G. In Kinneir’s map it inclines somewhat more to

the north,
” Arrmn, 111 . 2^ Even the maps of Danville are not exempt from this

error.

Arri \N, loc cir. Ibid. lii. p. 27 ;
cf. Diodorus, h. 222

VOL I N
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appear, it is perfectly in unison with Persian manners, among

whom whosoever had the good fortune to perform a per'^onal

service to the monarch obtained the title of the kingV bene-

factor. His name was immediately enrolled by the court

secretaries in the list of those thus distinguished, together

with the service which he had rendered. As such he pos-

sessed the highest claim to the monarcii's gratitude, whose

honour demanded that he should requite the benefit received

by some distinguished favour.®^ Accordingly, it was con-

sistent with the dignity and honour of Cyrus that he should

accord to the entire nation the appellation of his benefac-

tors; and the reward which accompanied this distinction

was, in the opinion of the Persians, a necessary consequence

of such a title.

III. PERSIAN INDIA.

1 HAVE now conducted my reader as far as the most eastern

provinces of the Persian empire, and the confines of India
;

of which country also a portion was subject to the great

king, and composed a separate satrapy. Tlie limits, how-

ever, of this satrapy are lost in uncertainty, and it is impos-

sible to throw any light on the subject without extending

the present researches to the whole of Hindustan then

known, or which, at the fall of the Persian empire, emerged

from obscurity. By Persian India, therefore, we must be

understood to mean, not only the portion which was sub-

ject to Persia, but all with which tlie Persians were ac-

quainted
;
standing as it did in a certain relation to that

empire, and being naturally connected with its geographical

and statistical survey. We shall reserve for a separate por-

tion of this work our general obser\^ations on ancient India.

Two observations must, however, be premised, without

which the following remarks cannot l3e properly understood.

When we speak of ancient India we must not be under-

stood to mean the whole of Hindustan, but chiefly the

northern parts of it, or the countries between the Indus and
Ganges ; though we are far from asserting that the rest of

** Brisson, p. 194. The custom is not even yet extinct, and he 'who brings
good tidings to the king is entitled to a rewari Morieb, ii. 103.
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that peninsula, particularly its western coast, was then ut-

terly unknown. It was from this quarter that the Persians

and the Greeks (to whom we are indebted for the earliest

accounts of India) invaded the country
; and this was con-

sequently the region which must first have become generally

known. The countries bordering on the Ganges continued

to be involved in obscurity
;
the great kingdom of the Pra-

sians excepted, which, situated" nearly above the modern
Bengal, was dimly discernible. The nearer we approach

the Indus, the more clear becomes our knowledge of the

ancient geography of the country
; and it follows, that the

districts of which, at the present day, we know the least,

were anciently best known.

2ndly. The western and northern boundaries of India

were not then the same as at present. To the west, it was
not then bounded by the river Indus, but by a chain of

mountains which, under the name of Koh, (whence the

Grecian appellation of the Indian Caucasus,) extended from

Bactriana to Makran, or Gedrosia, enclosing the kingdoms

of Kandahar and Cabul, the modern kingdom of Eastern

Persia, or Afghanistan. These districts anciently formed a

part of India, as well as (further to the south) the less per-

fectly known country of the Arabi and Haurs, bordering on
Gedrosia, and which bore of old the same appellations.^

Concerning the latter districts we have recently obtained

more accurate information from the narrative of Pottinger

;

as the work of Elphinstone has made us better acquainted

with the former. This western boundary continued at all

times the same, and was removed to the Indus only in con-

sequence of the conquests of Nadir-Shah.^ Nor was ancient

India less widely extended towards the north. The whole

of the mountainous region above Cashmir, Badakshan, Be-
loor-Land, the western boundary mountains of Little Bucha-

ria, or Little Thibet, and even the desert of Cobi, so far as

it was then known, were all considered to belong to India.

With the latter countries our present inquiries must com-
mence, but it is greatly to be regretted that the subject con-

tinues to be involved m an obscurity, which the labours of

modern geographers and travellers have not been able to

* The ArabitcB and Ortt^ of Arrian, \ i. 21, etc.
® Rennell’s Memoir^ etc., p. 19.

N 2
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disperse. The discovery of a passage by sea to the coasts

of India has contributed to withdraw from the above regions

the regard of Europeans, and left them in undisturbed ob-
scurity. Even Alexander did not visit them

;
his road from

Bactra to Taxila, or Attock, carrying him further to the

south, and it is in vain therefore to look to his historians for

information respecting these countries. Two only of the

most ancient writers of antiquity were more accurately

acquainted with them, Herodotus and Ctesias
;
of whose

guidance we shall avail ourselves.

The former, after having given us some information re-

specting the Indians south of the Indus, as far as Guzerat,

whom I shall have occasion to mention hereafter, adds as

follows:^ “There are other Indians living near the city

Caspatyrus and the country of Pactyica, (the city and ter-

ritory of Cabul,) situated to the north of the rest of the

Indian nation, and resembling the Bactrians, their neigh-

bours, in their manner of life. These are the most warlike

of all the Indians, and the people who go to procure the

gold. For in the neighbourhood of this nation is a sandy
desert, in which are ants, less in size than dogs, but larger

than foxes, specimens of which are to be seen at the resi-

dence of the king of Persia, having been brought from that

country. These creatures make themselves habitations un-
der ground, throwing up the sand like the ants in Greece,
which they nearly resemble in appearance. The sand, how-
ever, consists of gold-dust. To procure this the Indians
make incursions into the desert, taking with them three
camels, a male one on each side, and a female in the centre,

on which the rider sits, taking care to choose one which has
recently foaled. When, in this manner, they come to the
place where the ants are, the Indians fill their sacks with the
sand, and ride back as fast as they can, the ants pursuing
them, as the Persians say, by the scent

;
the female camel,

eager to rejoin her young one, surpassing the others in
speed and perseverance. It is thus, according to the Per-
sians, that the Indians obtain the greater part of their gold

;

at the same time that the metal is also found, though in less

quantities, in mines.”

’ Herod, iii. 102, 106.
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Herodotus has so accurately marked the situation of these

auriferous deserts, that it is impossible to be mistaken.

The nation in whose neighbourhood they are situated “ live

near to Bactra and Pactyica, to the north of the other In-

dians,” and consequently among the mountains of Little

Thibet, or Little Bucharia
;
and the desert in their vicinity

can be no other than that of Gobi, which is bounded by the

mountains of the above countries.

There is no doubt that the account of the historian is ap-

plicable to this region. We have already remarked that the

lofty chain of mountains which limit the desert is rich in

veins of gold
;

* and not only the rivers which flow from it

westward, through Great Bucharia, but the desert-streams

which run to the east and lose themselves in the sand, or in

inland seas, all carry down a quantity of gold-sand. Be-

sides, who knows not that the adjacent country of Thibet

abounds in gold ? Nor can we be surprised if, at the present

day, the rivers in question should be less abundant than for-

merly in that metal, as must always be the case when it is

not obtained by the process of mining, but washed down by

a stream. As late, however, as the last century, gold-sand

was imported from this country by the caravans travelling

to Siberia
;
and under Peter the Great this gave occasion

to abortive attempts to discover those supposed El Dorados,

which were not without some beneficial results for the sci-

ence of geography, though utterly unprofitable for the pur-

poses of finance.®

•Even the story of Herodotus about the ants, will not ap-

pear out of character to any one well acquainted with the

East. Possibly there may have been some historical found-

ation for this fable, which may have taken its rise in the

existence of some species of animal, which, like the Ham-
ster-rat, burrows in the earth :® possibly the whole may be

* See above, pp. 27—35.
,

® See an excellent and learned statement of these attempts in Muller s

Sam7nl. Mms. Gesch. iv. p. 183, etc.
;
and compare Bkuce, Memoir^ etc. p.

17b, etc.
® That these were not ants, but a larger species of animal, having a skin,

is apparent not only from the account of Herodotus, but fiom that of Megas-

thenes in Arrian, Indie. Op. p. 179, who saw their skins, which he describes

as being larger than those of foxes. The Count von Veltheim, in his

Sammlutig emiger Aufsatze, vol. ii. p. 268, etc., has started the ingenious idea

that the skins of the foxes, ( Cams Corsakf Linn.,) found in great abundance
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pure fiction. Considering our limited acquaintance with

the natural history of this region, ^who shall be hardy

enough to decide between the above suppositions ? It may
be added that Herodotus does not conceal his authorities,

but repeatedly says that he had his information from “ the

Persians
;

” and by asserting that the animal in question was
to be seen at the residence of the Persian monarch, he affords

an additional reason for adopting the former hypothesis.

Supposing, however, that this was not the case, it must

be remembered that we are now come to the fable-land of

the East
;
the country of all the fabulous animals which we

have had occasion to consider. A caravan legend, such as

are told of almost every desert, and have in much more re-

cent times been recorded of the very desert in question,^

cannot (in the regions we are contemplating) be regarded

as extraordinary.

The accounts of India preserved by Ctesias, refer in like

manner principally to this mountainous region towards the

north, as far as Thibet, or in other words, to the land of

Indian fable, comprehending the above. This is the point

of view in which we ought to regard his relations, if we
would appreciate them truly. Thus considered, they con-
tain data of importance to the naturalist and historian, par-

ticularly the historian of ancient commerce
;
and it cannot

be doubted that much of what now appears full of obscurity

and exaggeration, will eventually be cleared up when a
Humboldt or a Pallas shall have visited these regions.^ I

in this country, were employed in the washing of gold, and which, as they
burrow in the earth, may have given nse to the fable. Bold as this conjec-
ture may appear, it deserves to be remarked, as it is in perfect agreement with
what we know of the natural history of the country. The actual observation
of fresh travellers can alone afford us a complete solution.

’ See the accounts of Marco Bono, who travelled over it, preserved by
Ramusio, ii. 12.

• It is a delicate task to strip off the mask of exaggeration, and arrive at
the truth below ; but sometimes the latter is sufficiently discernible. An in-
stance of this may be found in Wilford^s remarks, Asiatic Hes. ix. 65, sqq., re-
specting some of (apparently) the most silly stories of the East. One example
may suffice : who can fail to recoraise in the account of Ctesias in JEl. Hist.
Anim, iv. 41, respecting the artificial means of procuring sleep, presented to
the Persian Hng from Inffia, the earliest notice of the qualities of opium?
Several traditions of this kind have been preserved, according to Wilford,
in the Puranas, and consequently must be ascribed to an Indian source. For
the Indo-Persic names recorded by Ctesias, consult the Bemarhs of Tychsen,
Appendix to vol. ii.
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shall find another opportunity for recurring to the notices

Ctesias has given us of the productions of this country, and
shall at present confine myself to some remarks on its geo-

graphy and the way of life of its inhabitants.

That Ctesias is speaking of the countries in question is

apparent from the geographical notices which he has added.

The Indians he refers to are neighbours of the Bactrians

they all are inhabitants of elevated mountainous tracts

;

either in the immediate neighbourhood of the sources of the

Indus, or above them.^^ There can, therefore, be no ques-

tion that he refers to Great and Little Thibet, and the re-

gion of Himmalaya. I would not, however, by any means
be understood to affirm that he refers exclusively to them,

or that all his expressions point to the inhabitants of these

countries alone
;
we merely possess some scanty fragments

of his Indian history, compiled by the patriarch Photius,

without method or arrangement. It is possible, therefore,

that some of these ill-assorted remnants may relate to

southern Hindustan, at the same time that the generality

refer to the countries above indicated.

These were inhabited by various nations, differing in

aspect and speech
;
some of them whites, or nearly ap-

proaching the colour of whites, of whom Ctesias himself saw

some at the Persian court, five men and two females p**

others again are of a more dusky complexion, according to

the account of a modern traveller.

With respect to the figure, also, of these Indians, we find

.

in Ctesias a multitude of marvellous stories, as, for instance,

respecting pigmies with dogs’ heads, tails, etc.
;
no doubt

these are mere legends, but it is to be remarked that they

are genuine Indian legends, and recur two thousand years

after, in the narrative of Marco Polo, who visited these

countries.

® Ctesias, in ^El. Hist Anm. iv. 2/.

Ctesias, Ind. cap, 12, 20. " Ibid, cap, 21.

Ibid. cap. 24 ** Ibid. cap. 9.

‘‘Forster, Travels, etc. p. 227.

Compare Ctesias, Ind. cap. 11, 22, etc., and Marco Polo in Ramus,
vol. 11

. p 52, 53. Marco Polo tells us that the Indians send monsters of the
kind referred to, stuffed, into foreign countries, to give countenance to the

stones respecting them. Supposing that this fraud was practised at a more
ancient pcnod, uic monstrous figures which the Greek authors assert thej

beheld in the collection of the Persian kings, aie readily accounted for. Re
BlKicting the dogs’ heads, sec Wiliouu, loc. cit.
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The Indians of Ctesias were occupied exclusively with

the feeding of cattle, particularly of sheep
;

their sheep and

goats being larger than those of Europe ; of the former a

species exists among them with large tails, common to all

the East.^^ With these countless flocks of sheep the whole

western side of Paropamisus, over which Alexander marched,

was covered
;
and in this neighbourhood was found the sil-

phium, so often mentioned in the writings of the ancients,

and which caused the sheep that fed on it to attain such an

extraordinary growth/^ Respecting this plant we are in-

debted to recent travellers for much information^^ When
we reflect that the finest wool comes, in the present day,

from Thibet and the mountains bordering on Cashmir,

perceive that these accounts possess a twofold degree of in-

terest and importance.

The value of this wool was enhanced by the colours with

which it was dyed. Several natural dyes, particularly the

cochineal, were indigenous in the country; and r()l){‘N <>f

such extreme beauty and splendour were exported from it,

that they were worn by the kings of Persia themselves.'*'

In these countries are some considerable lakes, on the

surface of one of which floats a species of oil, which being

skimmed off is used with victuals.'^

Next to the feeding of sheep, these nations were depend-
ent on hunting for their subsistence, in which they employed
not dogs, but falcons, vultures, and eagles

;
a custom which

has since extended over a great part of Asia.^^

Notwithstanding the marvellous and monstrous account
which Ctesias has given us of the figures of these Indians,

it is to be observed that they are not described as savages,

but as the most upright, that is, the most civilized, of man-
kind.*^^ They pursued commerce, partly for tlie purpose of

disposing of their robes and the produce of their flocks

;

partly to exchange their amber for bread, meal, and gar-

Ctesias, Ind. cap. 13, 22, 24
Arrian, iii. 28. See above, p* 1 ^9.
Besides the notices respecting the assafa?tida, contained in Pottinoer,

(see above, p. 159,) compare by all means those of Elphinstove, (Acemnt of
Calmly p. 3^,) where is found an accurate description of the plant, and a
statement of its importance as an article of Indian commerce.

Ctesias, Ind* cap. 21 ; cf. Mi * Aram iv. 46.
Ctesias, Ind* cap. 11. Ibid cap 22

j
cf. Jhu loc. cit iv. 26.

^ Ctesias, Ind* cap. 8.
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ments made from the rmd of trees. The amber is described

as a resinous subtance, which they collected from the trees

on winch the insect from winch cochineal is prepared is

found.'*- Tli(>y also obtained by exchange the swords they
used in tlie cluise, as well as bows and arrows. They were
adnnriibly skilled in the use of the bow, and their lofty and
inaeci'.ssihle mountains secured them from the attempts of
any coiuiueror.-*

Interi'sting and insivuetive as these early records are, it

must still be a matt(*r of surprise that, notwithstanding the

accurate information the ancients appear to have possessed

respecting this part of India, we do not meet with any dis-

tinct mention of the vale of Caslimir, so celebrated through-

out all the East. All that ne can do is to detect some
doubtful notices of it m tlu' remains of Ctesias, for neither

Ale\<inder nor any of his followers \isited this spot, and
Herodotus appears not to have <‘ven heard of it. It is pos-

sible that uhat Cti'sias relates of Indians of a complexion

nearly white, may apply to the inhabitants of the vale of

(hisliimr, as well as the fabulous account of horses of the

si/.e of sheep : these animals being used m that country,

as wi'll as goats, for the jmrpose of bearing burden.s
; and

the same may be the case with regard to the lake in which
oil IS f()und to float, the only lake.s which occur in these

parts lying within that valley. But what is still more in

jioint, IS the circumstance of the beautiful robes imported

from these parts, of such splendid colours and brilliancy

that th«y were worn even by the kings of Persia. To what
can tins account be so aptly referred as those precious shawls

of ('ashinir, the most highly prized decoration not only of

the ladies of the West, but much more so of the other sex

111 the East ? The remote antiquity, also, claimed for their

race' by the people of Cashmir, appeal’s to be confimed by

this account.'®

I am noi sure that it ih the same with the cochineal of the West Indies

;

cf WiLPORD, Asiatic Hes. loc. cit.

Ctesias, loc. cit, 22. For tlie cochineal and the other articles of trade

alluded to, see the chapter on the Commerce of the Babylonians.

CxEhiAs, Ind. cap. II. For the fair complexion of the people of Cash-
mir, see Tiepenthaler, i. p. 28; and Bernier, ii, p. 282.

Accoiding to the Ai/in AcbarL they trace their line of kings for a period

of four thousand years.
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The Persian dominion, however, did not extend so far,

and the position of the Happy Valley, as this fairy land is

denominated throughout the East, sheltered, for centuries,

its peaceful inhabitants from the revolutions which devas-

tated the rest of Asia.*^ It is environed on all sides by a

chain of inaccessible mountains, covered with perpetual

snow
;
and can be approached only by two defiles on the

banks of the Behud, which flows through it. The soil of

the valley appears to have been deposited by this stream,

which at some distant period was arrested here, and con-

verted the whole valley into a lake, till it found at last an
exit towards the south, in which direction its waters de-

scend to join those of the Indus. The mud thus deposited,

like that of the Nile, has become a soil which abundantly

recompenses the labours of the husbandman. The height

of the surrounding mountains defends the vale of Cashmir
from the periodical rains which deluge the rest of India

;

and their lofty peaks are only surmounted by the lighter

and more feathery clouds, which float in the upper regions

of the atmosphere, and when thus arrested, descend in gen-
tle showers, forming innumerable cascades, which precipi-

tate themselves on all sides from the lofty and romantic
walls of rock which encompass the valley, and contribute

to swell the stream by which it is divided. Protected by
its peculiar position, this fortunate valley neither sufters

from the heat which prevails in the flats of Hindustan, nor
feels the cold of the surrounding mountains. Its fertile soil

produces all the fruits known in temperate climes, and en-
joys a perpetual spring, of which the nations of the north
know nothing, except in the dreams of poets.

Although not unknown to the Persians, Cashmir was not
subject to their dominion

;
but it lay at no great distance

from the limits of the latter. It is certain that the Indians,

who paid their tribute of gold-dust, were near neighbours
of Cashmir, and the greatness of this tribute (three hundred
and sixty talents) enables us to comprehend what is told us
by Herodotus and Ctesias, of the numerous caravans of In-

For the following account we are indebted to Bernier, vol. li. p. 292,
(the first author who gave an accurate description of this valley,) and to
Forster, Travek, p. 225, etc., as well as Rennell, Ifemoir, etc., p. 142,
thud edit.

» » 1 »
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dians who penetrated with their camels into the desert,®® at

that time probably more abundant in gold-sand than at pre-

sent. What we have already advanced, together with what
we shall hereafter have occasion to remark, may suffice to

prove that these regions are no less interesting to the his-

torian of commerce than to the philosophical observer of the

progress of civilization.

A considerable portion of these northern regions of India

were unquestionably subject to the dominion of Persia, and
as early as the time of Herodotus, we find the north of In-

dia described as a separate satrapy though in after times
this province was more usually denominated from the range
of Paropamisus, the boundary mountains of India, which
continued to be distinguished hj the same name in the days

of Alexander.^^^ We must not, however, expect an accurate

line of demarcation, as the authority of the Persian king,

indifferently respected in all the mountainous parts of his

nominal empire, could not have possessed much weight in

this remote corner of it.

The countries to the west of the Indus also, and stretch-

ing downwards from the modern territories of Cabul and
Kandahar, as far as the mouth of that river, and former-

ly thought to belong to India, are no less deserving our

attention. They became first known in the time of Darius

Hystaspis, who, meditating an expedition against these parts,

first caused them to be explored by a Grecian named Scylax,

who was instructed to descend the stream of the Indus.^^

They were afterwards subjected by the enterprise of Darius,

and either formed into a separate satrapy, or attached to

that of Northern India or Paropamisus.^® The want of his-

torical records leaves the further relations of Persia with

the’se regions in obscurity
;
we must observe, however, that

it is inherent in the nature of extensive empires, that their

^ Ctesias, in ^lian, Hist. Amm. iv. 26, speaks of them as consisting of
several thousands. For a further investigation of the extension of this com-
merce, as far as the easternmost parts of Asia, see the chapter on the trade of
the Babylonians.

Herod, hi. 94. Arrian, vi. 15, and elsewhere. Herod, iv. 44.
^ Herod, li. cc. Alexander laid down as the southern limits of the sa-

trapy of Paropamisus, the river Oophenes, which empties itself into the Indus,

below Attock. Arrian, iv. 22. These may probably have been the bound-
aries under the Persians

j though this is a point which cannot be asserted

with confidence.
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extreme provinces should become more or less independent,

and the constant direction of the arms of PersiaJ:o the west,

in consequence of continual wars with the Greeks, the

Egyptians, and the Scythians, can scarcely fail to have

withdrawn the attention of that power from its eastern

boundaries.

A light begins to dawn on the subject only at the down-
fal of the empire, when Alexander pushed his victories in

this direction.^^ The northern half, as far as the Guraeus,

® Notwithstanding the assistance which may he derived from the import-

ant work and excellent maps of Elphinstone, several difficulties remain
when we come to compare the geography of these countries in detail with the

account of Arrian, whose notices of the positions of ancient cities are not
sufficiently precise and definite. The keys of the whole geographical system
of these paits are the rivers, which flowjng from the west, empty themselves
into the Indus. Of these the principal is the Cabul, which (as laid down in

Elphinstone’s map) flows from west to east, and falls into the Tnaus in lat.

34" 10". It receives m its way the Punshecr, the Togow, and the still more
considerable Kameh. The streams which flow into the Indus, south of the
Cabul, are of no importance. On comparing the account of Arrian, book
IV

,
with the map of Elphinstone, the following conclusions appear to me to

be established. In ten days’ march, Alexander advanced fiom Bactra to

Alexandiid, under Paropamisus, across the Indian Caucasus (Koh). Man-
NERT, vol. V. p 23, has already shown that Alexandria cannot be the modern
Kandahar, which is at about double the distance. It is certain, however,
that the Alexandi ia in question lay on the southern side of the mountain
range; and, according to Diodorus, lib. xvii

, on the gieat commercial high-
way from Media

;
consequently I should expect to find it in the modern Ca-

bul or its vicinity, situated at a distance of about two hundred miles from
Bactra, and therefore consider it to be the Caspatyrns of Herodotus, Alex-
andra being obviously only a more recent appellation, by no means neces-
sarily betokening a city of lecent erection. Alexander next marched as far

as, but not across, the Cophenes, and there summoned the princes whose do-

minions lay south of this river, and among them Taxilas. The Cophenes I

consider to be the Cabul. A part of his army he despatched under Hephses-
tion, across this stream, through the territory of Taxilas, with directions to

march to the Indus, and prepare a passage at Taxila (Attock). At the same
time he appointed a satrap of Alexandria, and annexed to his government
all the country fiom Paropamisus to the Cophenes, while he pursued his, own
march eastward to the mountains, for the purpose of subduing the tribes and
cities there. In this march he fiist fell in with the river Choes, which ap-

pears to be the Punsheer of Elphinstone, passing through a wild country

;

and having crossed this iiver, leached the Euaspla, (Togow,) and then ad-

vanced to the great river Guraeus, which was not passed without difficulty,

and which appears to be the modern Kameh. Passing this and the Cabul
at their point of confluence, he reached the principal city, Massaga, in the
territory of the modern Paishawur, (where Elphinstone found* the court,) and
thence marched by Peucela, (Pakholy,) to the Indus

;
on arriving at which,

he found that the necessary preparations for passing the river had been made
by Hephaestion at Taxila. When the materials are so scanty, it must neces-
sarily be the case that opinions should differ

;
I have merely stated what ap-

pears to me the most probable conclusion, after comparing the narrative of
the historian with the charts of Elphinstone, which are the best we possess.
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(Kameh,) and from the latter stream to the Cophenes,
(Cabul,) was at that time very populous, inhabited by vari-

ous Indian tribes, which lived under the sway of their na-

tive rajahs, either altogether independent of the Persians, or

allied to them only for purposes of natural defence and pro-

tection. Herodotus himself mentions the province of Pac-

tyica, and the city of Caspatyrus,*^^ where Scylax commenced
his navigation of the Indus,^^ and which I consider to be
the same with Cabul. Of these tribes the Astaceni and the

Assaceni were the most powerful.^^^ They were not, how-
ever, as tall in their persons, nor as courageous in their dis-

position, nor as dark-complexioned, as those on the further

side of the Indus. Anciently they were subject to the As-

syrians, (Medes ?) but when the Medes became subject to

the Persians, they also paid tribute to Cyrus.’' These na-

tions possessed several strong cities, for instance, the capital

of the Assaceni, Massaca, a very populous place
;
and an-

other great city, near the Indus, named Peucela (Pakholy).

In the territory of the other nation lay Bazira (Bijore)

;

Arigseus (Irjab)
;
and the fortified rock of Aornus. In this

same region dwelt also another tribe of a different race, the

The course of the rivers of this country is not exactly the same in Rexnell,
(see Memoir to a 3Iap of Hmdustan^ etc. p. 65, sqq.,) who makes the Guieeus
fall at once into the Indus at Attock. This necessarily occasions certain

minor discrepancies, which, however, are of no consequence, except as re-

lates to the details of Alexander’s progress. Rennell also places Alexandiia
under Paropamisus in the district of Cabul

;
Morier alone removes it further

to the west, near Bamian.
Herod, iv. 44.

It is indeed said that Caspatyrus lay on the Indus, but the streams which
empty themselves into the Indus on the noith, and, in fact, compose that
river, may easily have been confounded with it. The opinion of Herodotus
also, (founded on the accounts of Scylax,) that the Indus flowed from east to

west, (Herod, iv. 44,) may be thought to confirm this interpretation, which
supposes that Herodotus took the Guraeus foi the Indus, and that Caspatyrus
was situated on the former river. Even the name of Pactyica, in which ter-

ritory the city of Caspatyrus lay, appears to be preserved in that of Pokua,
near Cabul

;
consequently I am not disposed (wuth Rennell) to find Pacty-

ica in Pakholy (the Peuceliotis of the Greeks)
;
nor, as Gatterer does, in

Badakshan
,
though I would not deny that the limits of the ancient Pactyica,

like those of the modern Cabul, may very w^ell have extended northwards as

far as Badakshan, and southwards as iPar as Pakholy. We have not the
means of determining these questions with perfect accuracy ; but it is suffi-

cient that we have obtained information which may secure us from any con-
siderable error.
^ Arrian, iv. 25, etc., from whom the following facts are taken. Cf. Ren

NELL, 3Iemoir to a 3£ap of Hindustan, p. 171, etc., and the map to p. 201.
Arrian, Ind. Op, p. 169.
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Nissei, of whom we shall have occasion to speak hereafter

:

these were not subject to a rajah, but lived under a free

government. It is to be remarked, that all these nations,

besides tilling their land, occupied themselves with the feed-

ing of cattle, of which Alexander carried away two hundred
thousand head of oxen, of so excellent a breed, that he
caused a number of them to be sent into Macedonia to im-

prove the cattle of that country.^^

I abstain from burdening the memory of my reader with

the names of several smaller tribes of Indians, the Aspians,

Thurseans, Gurseans, and others in these parts. They ap-

pear all to have possessed the same character, and to have

marked the approach to India
;

their manners and customs,

no less than the difference of their complexion, distinguish-

ing them from the natives of Western Asia. Their armies

are composed principally of infantry
;
differing in this re-

spect from the armed hordes of the nomad tribes
;
and we

even discover among them the use of elephants for purposes

of state and war, though in less numbers than in Southern
India the rajahs of this region being little distinguished

for power or opulence compared with their mightier bre-

thren of the interior.

The districts in question form at the present day the chief

part of the territory of the Afghans, or Eastern Persia, called

also the kingdom of Cabul, from the name of the principal

city, and winch the mission of Elphinstone has rescued from
obscurity. A comparison of his account with that of Arrian,

proves the accuracy of the latter
;
some particulars excepted,

which may be considered undetermined
;
and the nation at

large (making allowances for the influence of Moham-
medanism) appears to be in pretty nearly the same stage of

civilization as at the time of Alexander s conquest. Some
of them occupy fixed abodes in cities and villages, others

lead a pastoral life under the shade of tents
;
but even in

the case of the former their wealth principally consists in

their cattle : their constitution nearly resembling that of the

clans of Scotland. The whole race is divided into different

® Arrian, iv. 25.

Arrian tells us, (iv. 30,) that Alexander himself caused elephants to be
taken by men that used to hunt them, and to be tamed for militaiy service •

a practice i\hic‘h was continued aftei w^ards.
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clans or tribes, and though professing a general allegiance

to a common prince, they pay a much more implicit obe-

dience to their several chieftains, though the influence of

the latter is always greater or less in proportion to the

wetglit of tlwir personal character. The British traveller

found tliem a people of simple manners, whose pastoral

habits presented a pleasing picture
;
while at the same time

tlay were courageous and independent: such also they

were found to be by Alexander; and we cannot peruse

without indignation the recital of their severe treatment at

his hands, for having attempted to defend their cities and
possessions.*^^

The cultivation and the dense population which mark
the northern side of the Cophcnes disappeared on its south-

ern bank. Towards tlie mouths of the Indus the land de-

generated to a sandy desert, inhabited by the Arabitap, who
are expressly declared to be an Indian race.^^ To the west

of tliese were the Oritm, descended from tlie Gedrosians, or

wild Ballooclies or Balluges. The names of both nations

have been preserved in tlicir modern appellations. The
Arabita^ were so called from the river Arabms, or Al-Mend,
at the mouth of winch is still found a city named Araba,

near Dioul, close to Porto dos Ilheos,^* the same river di-

viding them from the Ontm, whose name is still preserved

in the city of Haur, on the western side of the Mend.
They were an independent race, who preserved their free-

dom by sacrificing, at the approach of Alexanders army,

all tlieir possessions, and retiring into the desert, where the

Macedonian victor could not follow them.*^^

Let me be permitted now to carry my reader from these

boundary nations across the river, which gives name to the

country, into the interior, and to speculate on its condition

during the existence of tli(‘ Persian monarchy, and at its

downfal, -when Alexander, by his Indian expedition, opened

for Europeans the road to the extreme East.

Tvchsex, Comment. Soc. GotL vol. xxi., has dispro\ecl the absurd hy-
pothesis which would trace the descent of the Afghans fiom the Armenians
01 fiom the Je\\s. They aie unquestionably an original stock,

“ Arrian, LuJw. 184.

^
Barros, Decadas da A.sta. Dec. iv p 290. The maps of Pottinger and

Kinncir confirm this.

ArRI4N, VI 21.
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Previously to this event, however, Herodotus had de-

scribed a part of Hindustan, properly so called, and his ac-

count (imperfect as it is) demands our regard.

He tells us^'^ that, The Indians are the most easterly of

all the nations of Asia of which we have any certain know-
ledge : the country to the east of these being a sandy desert.

There are, however, various nations of Indians, speaking
different languages. Some of them lead a nomad life;

others not. Others, again, live amid the marshes of the

river, (the Indus,) and live on fish, which they eat raw, and
take by means of canoes made of canes : a single joint of the

cane in question being sufficient to form a canoe.^^ These
Indians wear dresses made of river plants, which they cut

and beat, and having woven matwise, put on like a corslet.”

The remark that the Indians consist of a variety of differ-

ent tribes must at once prepossess us m favour of his ac-

count, when we reflect on the multitude of errors which
have resulted from a contrary opinion. In the next place,

he draws a distinction between the nomad Indians and those

who occupy fixed abodes
;
and adds to these a third class,

who subsisted by fishing, and whose situation he points out

;

telling us that they inhabited the marshes of the Indus.

We must suppose them, therefore, to have been placed near
the mouths of that river, and near to the Arabitse, with
whom they are perhaps to be identified. The soil in these

parts is altogether alluvial, and consequently must at a
former period have been a marsh. At present, the insup-

portable heat and continual drought which prevail there

render this district so unhealthy that Europeans abstain

from visiting it at all, or continue there only for the shortest

possible time
;
which accounts for the little knowledge we

possess respecting it.'*^ The investigations, however, of some
recent English travellers have tended to disperse the ob-

Herod, lii. 98.

The cane of which Herodotus speaks, I consider to be the Bamboo,
which abounds in these parts. Thevenot, h. p. 158. Other authors as \\ell

as Herodotus have greatly exaggerated its thickness. Ctesias (Lid. cap. G)

gives some other marks which perhaps might assist a botanist in identifying

the plant : “ The Indian canes are of different degrees of thickness • the
thickest being so large that two men cannot encompass it^ and as high as an
ordinary mast. The plants are male and female, the male, which is very
strong, having no pith, which the female has.

Till lately the best account we possessed was that of Rennell {3f€moir,
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scurity which hung over it, and the statements of Pottinger,

who accompanied Ellis in his mission to the Ilmeers, the
modern masters of Sinde, confirms the accuracy of Ai-rian’s

account. Under the name of Sinde is comprehended not
only the Delta of the Indus, but all the country above, as

far as the influx of the Acesincs or Chunaub
;
a territory

which may be compared with the valley of the Nile : the

climate, the character of the soil, the inundations of the In-

dus, and the irrigation of the soil, justifying the comparison.

The mouths of the river at all events appear to have been
subject to as many changes as those of the Nile, and conse-

quently we must not expect to find every spot tally exactly

with the descriptions of ancient writers. If, however, we
suppose with Pottinger, that the territory of Musicanus,

with whom Alexander waged war, was Chanduki above the

Delta, and that Kurachi, the principal harbour near the

mouth of the Indus, is the Crocala of Arrian, we shall look

for the ancient capital of Pattala, not in the site of the

modern Tatta, but at the very commencement or apex of

the Delta, in the territory of the modern Hydrabad,*'

Herodotus'*® continues to tell us, that “ other Indians,

situated to the east of the former, are nomad tribes, living

on raw flesh, and called Padasans. They are said to observe

the following customs. When any is sick among them,

whether man or woman, if a man, the men who are his

principal associates put him to death, alleging that by
allowing him to linger on his flesh would be spoiled. He
denies with all his might that he is sick, but the others, not

listening to him, kill him, and make a feast of him. In like-

manner, if a woman be sick, the women that are her princi-

pal associates do the like by her. Those who happen to

attain to old age are all killed and eaten, but this is the case

with few
;
as the generality fall beforehand into some dis-

ease, which causes them to be put to death. Again, there

are other Indians who live as follows . They neither kill any

etc. p. 180) and Vincent, Penplus of Nearchus, etc. Since their time we
possess the accurate description of Pottinger, {Travels, 342—382,) accom-
panied by an excellent map of the mouths of the Indus.

Arrian expressly tells us (vi. 17) that Pattala was situated at the apex
of the Delta. 1 must leave it to geographers to examine this point more par-
ticularly, and determine its details

Herod, iii. 99—101.

VOL. I, O
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thing having life, nor sow seed, nor possess houses, but live

on a kind of grain nearly as large as millet, enclosed in a

husk, and springing up spontaneously, which they cook and

eat in the husk. If any one among these Mi into a malady,

he retires into the desert and is there laid up
; nor does any

one show the least concern about him during his sickness,

or at his death.” Herodotus also tells us that these people

live to the south of the Persian empire, and pay not the

smallest respect to the authority of the monarch of that

country, which sufficiently; defines their general position.

They are evidently Southern Indians, living on the further

side of the Indus, which was the boundary of the dominion

of Darius. Consequently we cannot apply the description

to any other countries but those which flank the Indus to

the east near the sea; the province, namely, of Sinde,

already mentioned, or the country between Multan and
Guzerat; and notwithstanding the imperfect state of our

information respecting these territories, we possess sufficient

to enable us to illustrate the traditional accounts followed

by the father of history.

Herodotus has marked the situation of the first of these

tribes, the Padsei, by adding, that they live to the east of

the Indians who subsist by fishing.” If the latter lived near

the mouth of the Indus, it follows that the former must be

sought to the east of them, and consequently above the dis-

trict of Guzerat. Their situation again leads to a very pro-

bable conjecture respecting the origin of their name, which

appears to have been derived from the river Paddar, on the

banks of which they fed their flocks. In their immediate

neighbourhood are extensive deserts of sand, extending to

Multan, at all times haunted by lawless Indian tribes, with

whom a large part of the peninsula is filled, almost in a state

of savage nature.^^ In two other places Herodotus calls

them Calantise, or Calatim a name which seems to have

been immediately derived from their Indian appellation of

Callar, Cooher, or Cooleries.^®

Presently after follows the author’s account of the Northern Indians
already refen’ed to.

Sprengel, Geschichte der Marattm, p. 17—30.

Herod, hi. 38, 97, from whose account it is clear that this was a general
appellation for the Indians of these parts.
“ Barros, JDecadas du Ada^ p. 298; cf. Sprengel, Geseh, der Maratten,
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Their dii^osition to robbery has at Sill times made them

formidable to the merchants of Guzerat, and the imputation

attached to them by Herodotus, of eating human flesh, has

at all times adhered to their race, as even Thevenot assures

us that a little before the time of his visit food of this de-

scription was exposed for sale in the bazaar of Debca.®^ In

another place Herodotus tells us that their custom is to eat

their parents and, without vouching for the truth of these

accounts, it is clear that the tradition is of genuine Indian

growth, being repeated almost word for word nearly two

thousand.years after the time of Herodotus, by Marco Polo,“

the earliest Indian traveller to' whom the nations of modern

Europe are indebted for more accurate information respect-

ing these countries, as the ancients were to Herodotus.

Nor can we fail to recognise the race of Indians who
live on a vegetable diet, and abstain from all things having

life. The distaste for animal food is indeed extremely

general among the Hindus, but it may also be traced among
their neighbours whom we at present know under the

name of Malirattas,*® whose ancestors (as I shall have oc-

casion to show) have always occupied the same districts.

Even the species of grain on which he tells us they subsist

cannot remain a question, notwithstanding he has afforded

us no complete description of it
;

rice, as we all know, being

the principal diet of these tribes, and (so to speak) in-

digenous in their country. What he adds respecting the

wild and savage character of these tribes is strictly conform-

able with what we know of their warlike and cruel habits,

as well as his remark respecting their complexion, which,

especially in the southern parts of Hindustan, becomes al-

most black.®"

These preliminary remarks enable us to reduce the in-

formation afforded by Herodotus to certain general heads.

I. The India of Herodotus embraces also, in part, the

countries to the north, known likewise to Ctesias, namely,

Little Thibet and Cabul, as well as the southern districts

Thevenot, ii. p. 18. The same is confirmed by the most recent ac-

counts. Elphinstone tells us (p. 28) that the tribe of the Vizores, living

here, are savages and cannibals.
** Hebod. iii. 38. “ Marco Polo in Ramus, ii. p. 53.
^ Sprengel, Gesch. der Maratten. passim.
ST Pottinger, Ti'avels, p. 378.

o 2
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near the mouths of the Indus, and, beyond that river, as far

as the Paddar and the confines of Guzerat. Of these coun-

tries he had learned all that a stranger was sure to hear first,

(as may be seen by comparing the narrative of Marco Polo,)

namely, the wonderful and the marvellous. Nevertheless,

there is in the most part a fund of truth at the bottom of all

his statements', and the historian errs only in cases where it

was impossible for him to attain exact information.

II. The assertion of Herodotus that India terminated in

the east in a sandy desert, admits of an easy and satisfactory

explanation. This notion must appear at first sight the

more erroneous, from the fact that, even in the time of the

Persians, it is certain, from other authorities, that the great

kingdoms of Central Hindustan were not unknown to the

rest of the world. Nevertheless, it is certain that both

Southern and Northern India, as known to Herodotus, ac-

tually terminated m such deserts
;
the former in the desert

of Gobi, the latter in the sandy waste which stretches from

Guzerat to Multan, and it was, therefore, very natural that

the historian should fall into the error, that the whole of

India terminated towards the east in a desert of this de-

scription.^

These ideas were of course corrected by the daring ex-

pedition of Alexander, which threw a new light on the

countries into which he penetrated.

The countries explored by that conqueror, are those at

present denominated the provinces of Lahore and Multan,

comprehended under the general appellation of the Panjab,

or the Land of the Five Streams, because, besides the Indus,

which bounds it to the west, it is watered by five rivers,

which rise in the boundary-mountains to the north, and
pursue a south-westerly direction towards the principal cur-

rent, to which they unite themselves. The ancient names
of these rivers, as recorded by the followers of Alexander,

appear to be all of Persian origin, and hence we miss the

resemblance which we generally find between the local

names of ancient and modern Hindustan. The nearest to

the Indus is the Hydaspes or Behut, which falls into the

second, the Acesines or Chunaub, and both descend into

“In Rennell’s great map of Hindustan, these deserts are indicated in all

their extent.
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the third, the Hydraotes or Rauvee. The confluence of

these rivers takes place in Lahore, and they traverse in a

single current Multan, situated more to the south, and pour

their waters into the Indus, near a city of the same name
with the province, in lat. 30^ 50". Lastly, the fourth of

these minor streams, the Hyphasis or Beyah, as far as which

Alexander advanced, and which receives the Setledge, pur-

sues a course nearly parallel with the preceding, forming

the eastern boundary of Lahore and Multan, and emptying

itself into the Indus, without encountering the others, in

lat. 29° 12".

This fruitful territory was the scene of Alexander s victo-

ries,^^ who penetrated as far as the banks of the Hyphasis,

but was compelled to stop, just in the middle of his triumph-

ant march from the Indus to the Ganges, (which would

otherwise have been the proper termination of his con-

quests,) by the mutinous dispositions of his troops. He
marched homewards by a different direction from that by

which he had advanced, pursuing a southerly direction to

the mouth of the Indus, through the territory of Multan.^®

Thence he despatched his fleet along the coast to the Per-

sian Gulf, and the mouths of the Euphrates, while he him-

self led his triumphant forces to Susa and Babylon, directly

across the deserts of Gedrosia and Carmania, by a route

never attempted by any other regular army of Europeans.

In this manner, at the downfal of the Persian empire, a

large portion of ancient Hindustan emerged from obscurity,

and we are entitled to consider that the state in which this

region was found by Alexander, was the same in which

it had subsisted during the empire of the Persians, for it

The march of Alexander has been traced with critical accuracy, by Ren-

nell, in his excellent map illustrative of the countries situated between the

sources of the Ganges and the Caspian Sea, as well as m his Memoir appended

to the same, p. 200. Elphinstone also, who returned from Cabul through

the Panjab, has thrown new light upon the subject. Account, p, 501, etc.

Notwithstanding the present lamentable condition of the Panjab, it appears

by the account of the latter, to be still a fruitful country, though not equal

in that respect to Bengal and the district of the Ganges, which have at all

times been the richest parts of Hindustan.

It is remarkable how many even of the less considerable details afforded

by Aman, have been confirmed by modern travellers. Pottinger (Travels,

p. 9) has remarked the extraordinary noise and turbulence of the waves of

the ocean, where they meet the waters of the Indus, which so astonished and

alaimed the Macedonian soldiers.
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was found by that conqueror in the repose of a profound
peace, no traces existing of violent revolutions, nor any
thing at the most but slight matters of dispute between the

princes of the interior. Consequently, the picture which
the followers of Alexander have transmitted to us of the

country, is applicable to its former condition, and would on
this account deserve our attention, even if it did not con-

tain so many interesting points of detail.

The whole of the Panjab appears at that period to have
been densely inhabited, and generally cultivated; filled

with a multitude of flourishing states, and various tribes,

living under different and independent forms ofgovernment.
All, however, were equally warlike, and by the testimony of

the soldiers of Alexander, the most courageous race of Asia,

and their obstinate resistance, and the dread of the still more
powerful nations on the Ganges, had no small share in

driving the unconquered army of the Macedonian to the

mutinous conduct which put an end to his fiirther progress.

The complexion of all these nations is described as being
swarthy, but not black like that of the Ethiopians : they

were not enervated by habits of effeminacy
;

their stature

was tall and slender, and they had a proportionable alert-

ness in their motions.®^

The Panjab, like the rest of India, consisted of a number
of states of different sizes, mutually independent of each
other. On the further side of the Indus, as far as the Hy-
daspes or Behut, reigned the king or rajah of Taxila or

Attock, an ally of Alexander, who had purchased the favour

of that conqueror, by an offering of two hundred talents,

three thousand oxen, ten thousand sheep, and thirty ele-

phants. His kingdom was the most considerable of all be-
tween the above-named rivers, and though only accounted
one of the petty kings of India, the extent of his present

proves the abundance of cattle within his territory, which
was bounded on the north by that of another rajah, Alsisarus,

who also submitted to the conqueror.®®

A much more powerful monarch ruled on the fiirther

side of the Hydaspes, and opposed a stout resistance to the

invader. The Grecian historian calls him Poms, which,

“ Arei^n, V. 4 Arrian, v. 8.
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however, may have been only a title ;
as we find it belonged

also to another rajah.®* This king headed an army of thirty

thousand foot, four thousand horse, and two hundred ele-

phants, with three hundred and fifty war-chariots, and

ranked among the most powerful monarchs of India. He
had at all times been the enemy of Taxilas a proof that

the mutual rivalry of the Indian princes was no less ser-

viceable to the cause of Alexander, than that of their suc-

cessors to the English. The habits of life and the court

establishment of these princes, appear to have been much
the same then as at present

;
the rajah appearing in public

on a state elephant, and his power being generally estimated

by the number of these animals in his service. The general

dress of the great men was then, as now, garments of fine

cotton
;
either wrapped round the shoulders, or enveloping

the head. Their beards are dyed of various colours, w'hite,

scarlet, or blue, or some dark colour. They are adorned
with costly earrings of ivory, and the more wealthy are dis-

tinguished by an umbrella, and an umbrella-bearer. A
difference of rank is also marked by the fashion of their

shoes, which are high and decorated, in proportion to tltfe

rank of the wearer.®®

These, and the like circumstances, demonstrate that the

manners, as well as the constitutions of the nations of Hin-
dustan were the same then as at present

;
but in these same

districts we are called upon to remark another fact highly
deserving of our attention. When Alexander had crossed
the Acesines or Chunaub, and penetrated further into the
country, he fell in with other nations not living under the
rule of princes, but possessing a republican constitution.
These Indian republics, of which Nysa, already mentioned,
was one, occurred in the country between the Acesines and
Hyphasis, (Chunaub and Beyah,) or in the eastern half of
the province of Lahore, as well as in the southern district

of Multan, as far as the Indus. Along the banks of the
latter, after its junction with the Hyphasis, we again meet
with nations living under the authority of rajahs, like those
to the north. In the province of Lahore, the Cathsei, the

Arrian, v. 9, 21.
if this be not fictitious.

Arrian, v. la

In the annals of Hindustan he is denominated Pur jDow, Hist of Hindustan, i. p. 24.
Arrian, Indie. Op. p. 179, ISO.
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Adraista3, and some others, were of this description; in

that of Multan, the Malli and Oxydracae
;
and it is said that

still more powerful nations, living under the same form of

government, were to be found on the other side of the Hy»
phasis, in the direction of the Ganges.^

Republican governments are of much too rare occurrence

in Asia, to be passed over unobserved, especially when dis-

covered m such remote regions, and at so great a distance of

time. It shall be our endeavour first of all, carefully to

collect the scattered notices respecting them preserved in

ancient history
;
and next, to inquire whether any traces of

them may still be discovered in modern Hindustan, which
may lead to a better understanding of them.

The constitution of all these republics was uniformly

aristocratic; all, without exception, being described as

under the government of their optimates. They usually

were governed by a senate, which in the instance of the city

of Nysa, already mentioned, consisted of three hundred
members, in whom the supreme authority resided.^^ The
numbers of the same body in other cities has not been given,

but they appear to have been considerable. The Oxydracm
(inhabiting Outch, below Multan) sent one hundred and
fifty of their aristocracy as deputies to Alexander;^ and
the same conqueror demanded as hostages from the Malli,

(in Moultan,) the most powerful of the mall, no les sthan a

thousand of their principal citizens The
authorities ofthese states are denominated either nomarchae,^^

or autocrats, (av70Kpdrop€9
^) or, genemlly, magistrates

;

nor is it possible accurately to define the difierences of their

respective ranks
;
only it is to be observed, that the nom-

archae and autocrats are expressly distinguished from one
another.^^

Arrian, v. 22; vi. 6, 14. ^
Ibid. v. i, 2.

® Ibid. vi. 14. » Ibid. loc. cit.

The Greeks were in the habit of giving the title of nomarchse to the
governors of districts or provinces : consequently they were inferior magis-
trates, and, as such, opposed to the avroKpdroptg, or the supreme magistrates.
Diodorus mentions only one of these cities, (named by him Hyala.) which
appears in its constitution to have resembled Sparta, possessing two races of
hereditary chiefs or kings, whose office it was to command the troops of the
nation in war. The supreme authority appears to have resided in their
senate. Diodorus, ii. p. 241.

Arrian, loc. cit.
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In the next place, all these nations are described as very-

warlike, and many of them as very populous and powerful
;

opposing to Alexander an impetuous and courageous resist-

ance, such as he had scarcely encountered any where else.

His victories over them were uniformly purchased at a vast

price of blood ;
and the Macedonians had to overcome, not

only the usual obstacles of walls and ramparts encircling

their cities, but also the resistance of citadels within. Their

encampments were often protected by a triple line of mili-

tary waggons and cars
;

the numbers of which are as re-

markable as were those of the various descriptions of boats

and vessels, which the conqueror got together in their

country. The size and populousness of their cities may be
gathered from the example of Sangola, the capital of the

Catheei
;
on the capture of which seventeen thousand of its

inhabitants perished
;
seven thousand were made prisoners ;

as were also five hundred horsemen and three hundred

chariots.’® Many tribes, however, deserted their cities, and

withdrew into the deserts which border Multan to the east

;

preferring exile to subjugation.

In the midst of these warlike tribes we meet with a race

of Brachmans, or Bramins, who are expressly distinguished

from them by the historian. Mention is made of certain

cities exclusively belonging to the Brahmani,’® at the same

time that we also hear of the Brahmans as residing in other

places, and as having been the authors of a veiy formidable

insurrection against the conqueror.’^

Lastly, it is to be observed that all these tribes, according

to the Greeks, esteemed their free constitutions as an inhe-

ritance which had descended to them from Bacchus or Di-

onysus. This tradition is first mentioned in the case of

Nysa, a city on this side of the Indus, in which instance it

appears to have received considerable embellishments from

the fancy of the Greeks but we also find the same story

repeated with reference to the republics of the Malli and

Oxydracse, the most powerful of all, and seems to have been

common to the rest also.’®

These few particulars are all that history has preserved

for us respecting these states, and these naturally lead, in

Arrian, t. 23, 24. Ibid. vi. 7- ” Ibid. vi. 16.

Ibid, V. 1. Ibid. vi. 14.
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the first place, to the question, What, in general, were these

Indian tribes ? Do any remains of them still subsist ? or

have they altogether perished in the lapse of centuries ?

This question the histor}'^ of India enables us to answer

with certainty. The countries possessed by the nations

already described, have in all ages been the abode of the

warrior-caste of Hindustan, the Rasboots, or Rajpoots, of

whom the renowned Mahrattas, and the Seikhs, are branches.

It was natural that the most warlike tribe of a mighty nation

should be placed on its most exposed frontier, (as was the

case with those of the Egyptians in Lower Egypt,) and it

was from this quarter alone that Hindustan was accessible to

an enemy. It is also clear from Indian history, that these

tribes have never been completely eradicated from their

seats, but at the most have been only reduced to the tem-

porary payment of a tribute.”' Their country is full of nar-

row valleys and defiles, and even the plains which occur

are encompassed by hills, and the approach of a conqueror

was moreover impeded by a multitude of strong holds and
castles. Even under the Moguls, their subjugation appears

to have been merely nominal : their fastnesses, indeed, were
occasionally taken, but the spirit of freedom and independ-

ence, which does not reside in fortresses, nor is cooped up
by walls, was not so to be overcome, and the Rajpoots

preferred a retreat into their deserts to subjugation and
slavery.^®

If we adopt the idea that the military castes of Hindus-
tan occupied these districts, we may easily understand how
Alexander came to experience a resistance so determined

;

and the fact is confirmed by their very names. One of the

most common appellations of the caste, in addition to that

of Rasboots, is Kuttry, or Catry, and is often applied to the

whole caste,” though it originally appears to have been

only the appellation of a particular tribe, situated in the

" Rennell, Memoir, etc, p. 230. Sprengel, Geschichte der Maratten, p,
16. The name of the Mahrattas is of modern origin; and (according to

Sprengel, p. 40) first occurs about the middle of the last ce^turJ^ An-
ciently they were denominated Rajpoots.

f* According to Elphinstove, p. 61, the upper class of the inhabitants of
the Panjab still consists of Rajpoots ; the inferior, of Jauts, The latter are

of low stature, dark complexion, and unsightly : the Rajpoots, on the con-
tiar}’, are beautifully formed, vtith aquiline noses.

Forster, Travels, etc. p. 188. Re.nn'ell, Jlemoit, etc. pp. 123, 130.
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eastern part of Multan.®® Exactly in the same situation we
find, as early as the clays of Alexander, the republic of the

Catheri,®^ which was subdued by the Macedonian prince.

Any one who, by comparing modern history with ancient,

has been led to remai’k the unchangeableness of Indian

names, will not consider this proof a slight one.

If we consider it as established that the modem Seikhs

and Mahrattas are the genuine descendants of the ancient

enemies of Alexander, and occupy the same districts, how-

ever widely they may have extended their conquests south

and north, we may fairly conclude, that in proportion as

we become acquainted with the modern races, we advance

in information respecting their ancestors. The most recent

accounts which we possess respecting these tribes, tend in

a striking manner to confirm this expectation.

A love of independence continues to characterize this

race, and the republican form of government still subsists,

as was found to be the case by the Portuguese, when they

first became acquainted with the Rajpoots, and the countries

in their possession. The nation was then under a repub-

lican government of an aristocratical or oligarchical cha-

racter.®®

In like manner, it is certain that the constitution of the

Seikhs, for a knowledge of which we are indebted to con-

temporary writers,®’ is altogether republican. The nation

Thevenot, ii. 184. This is confirmed hy the statement of Elphin-

STONE, p. 15, who travelled through Multan^and visited its principal city,

which has still a circumference of four miles. It is, at present, governed by
a deputy of the king of Cabul.

Dion. ii. p. 231, Arrian, v, 22. By the latter they are called Catheei

;

which reading Wesseling has injudiciously, as it appears to me, adopted into

the text of Diodorus.
^ Barros, Asia, JDecas iv. p. 545. Estes Rasbutos erao da mais nobre

gente, que senhoreavao aquella terra da Guzerate, e sao homens grandes, e

nao tern a religiao de Baneanas, (the merchant-caste,) armados, e em bons ca-

vallos descem das montanhas. Governao-se os JRasbutos em Repvhlica, per os

mais velhos, lepartidos em Senhorias.

See Forster’s Travels^ p. 211, sqq. The Seikhs appear, ho’wever, not

to have been, in their first origin, a distinct race, so mucn as a religious sect,

which formed itself among the Hindus in the sixteenth century, the founder

of which was a prophet named Nanok, A. D. 1539. They continued for a
considerable space of time a mere sect, under nine successive spintual heads,

till they w’-ere compelled by the external violence to assume the character of a
political party. They became victorious over their enemies, the Afghans and
Moguls ; and, in the last century, extended their dominion over the greater

part of the Panjab, and even furtner towards the Ganges.
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consists of a multitude of military republics, compelled, on
occasion of aggression from without, to combine for their

mutual defence
;
just as their ancestors the Malli, Oxydra-

C0e, and others, became united on the approach of the Ma-
cedonian conqueror, as they had done before on the invasion

of the rajahs to the north, who were, it is probable, as little

well affected to republics as Alexander himself?* “ Their
constitution,” says the British traveller,^ “ has, at first sight,

the appearance of beii'ig aristocratical, but on a nearer in-

spection, it appears to deserve rather the name of a de-

mocracy. No member of the state enjoys any title or

honorary distinction, the chiefs are only military. In com-
mon society, an equality of rank prevails, which no class,

however rich and powerful, durst venture to abolish. The
assemblies of the people' are altogether military

; each mem-
ber has a vote, and the majority decide.”

Pure as this democracy appears to have been, it is appa-

rent from the very account of the narrative, that these as-

semblies of the nation at large were convoked only when the

Seikhs were menaced by foreign enemies, and have ceased

since their wars with the Afghans. On the contrary, it

would seem that an aristocracy was the established form of

government, modified to a more popular constitution, when
the necessity for a general resistance to a powerful oppressor

called for such a change.

However this may be, it is clear, (and I shall not press

this conclusion further,) that a taste for republican institu-

tions has at all times characterized these Indian nations, of

which the Mahrattas, a race allied to the Seikhs, afford still

stronger proofs. The latter have indeed their chiefs or ra-

jahs, yet it is no uncommon circumstance for a number of

their principal men, especially of the Brahmanical caste, to

assume the supreme authority, and reduce their monarchical

to an oligarchical or aristocratical form of government.®®

These countries are, indeed, the proper seats of the warrior-

castes, but nevertheless contain, like all the rest of Hindus-

tan, a large number of Brahmans, and the warlike spirit of

the country has taken and seized this caste, no less than

those of the agriculturists and traders.

“ Arrian, v. 22. “ Forster, loc. cit.

Sprengel, Geschiclite der Maratteti, pp, 102, 105.
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“ The character of Northern India is very different from
that of the South. In the Panjab the peasant is also a sol-

dier from necessity, and the Brahman himself scruples not
to handle tlie sword ; no one goes out of his house unarmed,
the merchant as well as the labourer, even when he has to

go but a few miles from home, is fully accoutred
; and in

some districts it. is not unusual to see the peasant armed
with a spear while engaged m tilling the ground.” ^

Precisely the same phenomena occurred in the time of
Alexander, when, as at the present, the Brahmans were not
only disseminated over the country, but (as we have had oc-

casion to observe) had cities of their own, which they de-
fended %vith no less obstinacy than the rest of their country-
men against the Macedonians.®® It even appears to me
highly probable, that the rulers of the states alluded to (as

is at present the case among the Mahrattas) were all, or the
greater part of them. Brahmans. First, because this hypo-
thesis would tend to explain the extraordinary tradition that

these republican governments were an inheritance derived
from Dionysus, or Bacchus, since not only the character-

istics of the Indian Bacchus, as recorded by the Greeks, but
many particulars of his mythological history, appear to prove
that his story has been ingrafted on that of Brahma

;
and

we cannot be surprised that the Brahmanical caste, which,
besides the privilege of ministering to the worship of their

deity, claimed the distinction of being the civilizers of their

country, should have assumed the merit also of being their

political legislators. Secondly, this conjecture is rendered
still more probable by the circumstance, that the Brahmans
are expressly mentioned as the authors of the revolts against

Alexander,®^ since what cause (no encroachment being
made in their national religion) could so readily lead them
to such attempts as the desire of regaining their lost au-

thority? If this supposition bo well founded, we see an-

other proof of the immutability of Indian constitutions, as

well as manners, notwithstanding the number of centuries
that have elapsed, and the multitude of political revolutions
to which they have been exposed. I reserve for the por-
tion of my work relative to India, the observations which

’ Forster’s Travels. Preface. *" Arrian, vi. 7- « Ibid. vi. 16.
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I have to make on the origin and character of Repubhcan-

isni there.

With the above nations terminates the degree of light

which the expedition of Alexander disseminated over Hin-

dustan. It was reserved for his successor, Seleucus Nicator,

to penetrate to the banks of the Ganges, in all ages the

genuine abodes of Indian religion and civilization. It was
only by hearsay that Alexander could gather any thing re-

specting the mighty kingdom of the Prasii. the modern
Bengal and Oude, and its capital Pahbothra, near the mo-
dern Patna, which has since been often regarded as the

metropolis of all India.-'“ The reports they heard of the in-

numerable elephants and mighty armies of this nation, so

terrified the hitherto uncunquered Macedonians, that, in

opposition to the will of their commander, they commenced
their retreat homewards; and although Alexander himself

at first treated these runiours as exaggerations, succeeding

ages have proved them to be any thing but ill-founded.

Arriav, Ind Op, p. 175. Concerning the site of Pahbothra, (Patelpu-

ther,) see my essay De Grceconun mhtm lndi</e^ in the Comment, i>'oc, Ooett
vol X. p. 139.



PERSIANS.

CHAPTER If.

ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE PERSIAN

EMPIRE.

I. GENERAL AND HISTORICAL ACCOUNT.

Previous to an examination into the state and constitution

of the Persian empire in later ages, it is indispensable that

we should take a survey of the early history of the race,

their origin and connexion with their neighbours,—circum-

stances which influenced most of their more recent institu-

tions, though modified, indeed, by many accidents of time

and circumstances.

The Persians are descended from that widely-disseminated

people, who occupied the countries between the Tigris and

Indus on one side, and between the Oxus and the Indip

Ocean on the other. Their very aspect and complexion dis-

tinguish them from the Mongols, their neighbours to the

north, as well as from the Hindus to the south, in a manner

too decided to admit of our supposing any consanguinity

between them
;
while their language proves them to be

equally independent of the Semitic or Arabian tribes to the

west
;
since the fact of a totally different speech prevailing

on the western bank of the Tigris from that spoken on the

eastern,^ entitles us to consider the races by whom it was

used as equally distinct. In like manner, as we are enabled,

not only by the fragments we possess of the language of the

race in question, but by the express testimony of antiquity,

to assert that its different dialects were essentially off-shoots

‘ See above, p. 45.
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of the same stock,^ we may fairly conclude^ that the nations

who employed them were the descendants of a single race.^

This proposition must not be interpreted to mean that all

the inhabitants of those regions belonged to this stock. Even
previous to the time when the Arabs, with the sword in one

hand and the Koran in the other, overran and subdued

Persia, they were the more open to settlers from the north

and east, from the circumstance that Persia was situated on

the great highway of nations by which the human race spread

itself from east to west. All that is meant to be asserted is,

that the various races who successively had dominion in

these parts, all belonged to the same original stock.

The most .ancient of these ruling nations are recorded to

have been the Medes, Bactrians, and Persians, but we ai'e

expressly told that the term Medes was applied not only to

the inhabitants of Media Proper, but that the Ani also be-

longed to the same race.'^ In like manner we are assured

by Herodotus that the Am meant, not only the inhabitants

of Arii in the more restricted sense of the term, but rather,

all who occupied the extensive regions comprised, according

to Strabo, under the term Ariana, and at present termed

Iran.® To this belonged Bactriana ;
and the evidence we

possess of the ancient civilization and prosperity of this

country, would of itself incline us to the belief that the Bac-
trians belonged to the same race, even if their own tra-

ditions, as we shall presently have occasion to see, did not

confirm the fact. It is true that Herodotus in his catalogue

® I assume as proved by the essays in the Appendix to the Zendacesta^ ii. 1,

that the Zend, Pehlvi, and Parsee, are all dialects of the same language.
* Strabo, p. 1054. ’E7r«>cr€tj/«rat dk r ovvofia rijQ 'Aptavije pspovg twoq

Kai UepaSjv, Kal Kai in rwv Trpoadpicriujv Batcrpicov, Kal 2oy5tai/<Si/. Etcri yap
7r(t}Q Kal 6p6y\(s}rTot Ttapd pnKpov^ Arianae nomen usque ad partem quandam
Persarum et Medorum, et septentnonahum Bactrianorum et Sogdianoruni
extenditur. Sunt emm fere ejusdem linguee.

This important passage contains not only a specification of the countries
comprehended by Strabo under the name of Ariana, (Iran,) i. e. Persia, Media,
Bactriana, and Sogdiana (see p. 88) j but also his express testimony that
the languages of those countries differed only as dialects, ^he testimony of
Strabo is the more valuable from the circumstance that he was himself born
not far from Persia

; and in his great historical work, which has not come
down to us, The Continuation of Polybius^ containing a particular account of
Parthian history, (cf. Cormnenb. iv. de Fontibus Vitarum Plutarchi,) must
have been necessarily led to touch on these points. Respecting the eastern
provinces, compare Elphinstone, p. 31 i

j who considers the languages
spoken there also to be of Persian ongin.

* Herod, vii. 62. » Strabo, loc. cit.
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antiquity, ascending beyond the times within wliicli the

known empires of the East flourished
;
in which we catch as

it were the last faint echo of the history of a former world,

anterior to that great catastrophe of our planet, which is

attested in the vicinity of the parent country of these legends,

by the remains of the elephant, the rhinoceros, and the mam-
moth, and other animals properly belonging to the countries

of the south. It would be a fruitless labour to attempt to

assign dates to these remains, but if the compiler of the

Vendidat himself, who was long anterior to the Persian, and,

as we shall have occasion to show, probably also to the Me-
dian dynasty, as known to us, received them as the primeval

traditions of his race, our opinion of their importance may
be fully justified.

These legends describe as the original seat of the race a

delicious country named Erkne- Veedjo, which enjoyed a

climate singularly mild, having seven months summer, and

five of winter. Such was its state at first as created by the

power of Ormuzd
;
but the author of evil, the deatli-deahng

Ahriman, smote it with the plague of cold, so that it came
to have ten months of winter and only two of summer.

Thus the nation began to desert the Paradise they at first

occupied, and Ormuzd successively created for their recep-

tion sixteen other places of benediction and abundance,

which are faithfully recorded in the legend.

What, then, was the site of the Eriene referred to ? The
editors and commentators on the Zendavesta are inclined to

discover it in Georgia, or the Caucasian district,*" but the

opinion must necessarily appear unsatisfactory to any one

who will take into account the whole of the record, and the

succession of places there mentioned as the abodes of the

race. On the contrary, we there trace a gradual migration

of the nation from east to west; not, as this hypothesis

would tend to prove, from west to east. The first abode

which Ormuzd created for the exiled people was Soghdi,

whose identity with Sogdiana is sufficiently apparent
;
next

Moore, or Maroo, in Khorasan
;

then Bakhdi, or Balkh
(Bactriana)

;
and so on to Ears itself, and the boundaries of

Media and India. The original country of Eriene must,

I am unconscious on what grounds Rhode (p, 63) has asciibed to me
this opinion, which in fact I have never entertained*
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therefore, lie to the east of Sogd, and thus we are led by the

course of tradition to those regions which we have already

referred to, as the scene of the traditions and fables of the

nation, viz. the mountainous tracts on the borders of Bu-
charia, the chain of Mus-tag and Beloor-Land, as far as the

Paropamisan range on the confines of Hindustan, and ex-

tending northwards to the neighbourhood of the Altaic

chain. This savage and ungenial rcjgion enjoys at present

only a short summer, at the same time that it contains the

reliques of an ancient world, which confirm, by positive

proof, the legend of the Vendidat, that anciently the climate

was of a totally different character. When the altered na-

ture of their original seats compelled the race to quit them,

Ormuzd prepared for them other places of repose and

abundance, within the precincts of that territory, which has

preserved, to the present day, the appellation of Iran
;
the

nation carrying with them the name of Eriene, which is

obviously the same with Iran. How does it come to pass,

however, that instead of a single spot, sixteen are named as

the abodes of blessing and abundance ?

The answer is contained, if I mistake not, in the observ-

ations of the preceding part. Iran, or Persia, in the more

extensive sense of the word, is by no means generally fertile

;

its fertility dependmg, as we have seen, altogether on its

irrigation, which is very partial. Though some fruitful

situations are scattered over its surfece, it contains immense

deserts incapable of cultivation, and this is the account con-

veyed to us by the legend. The abodes which Ormuzd

created for his people, are described as single and separate:

the intervening or surrounding country being passed over

without notice. I leave it to the commentators on the

Zendavesta to identify all the sixteen places there recorded

;

and the more willingly, as I would abstain from any thing

like mere conjecture. Even if a few names should remain

unexplained, it is apparent that this chain ofsuccessive abodes

followed the course of the great highway of nations wfych

afterwards became that of commerce, and led fi"om Sogdiana

across the Oxus to the west, into Media and Persia, and

southward by Herat, Cabiil, and Kandahar, to Arachotus,

and the confines of India. To identify all the places men-

tioned in our authority, would demand a more accurate

p 2
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knowledge than we possess of the language of Zend, the

ancient speech of the original race
;
but our present ac-

quaintance with the subject folly warrants the above con-

clusions.

When this people quitted their original abodes, it appears

from their records that they were a race of herdsmen and

shepherds, acquainted with no other species of property

than their herds of pamels, horses, oxen, and sheep. A
change of residence was, however, necessarily accompanied

by a change of habits. The earliest of their kings or chiefs,

Jemshid, is celebrated in the legend as the first who, at the

command of Ormuzd, introduced into the countries he

visited, or the land of Iran, a knowledge of agriculture, till-

age, and cattle-breeding. He was also the legislator of his

race, having been appointed to that office by Ormuzd.
When Jemshid and his people occupied Iran, it was, ac-

cording to the legend, uninhabited by any but wild animals.

The nature of the country, however, did not admit of all the

new settlers devoting themselves to the same occupations.

A comparatively small number gave themselves to agricul-

ture, and occupied settled habitations ;
by far the greater

part of the nation continuing of necessity to pursue their

old pursuits as shepherds and herdsmen. In this manner,

by the variety of their occupations, rather than the diversity

of their origin, was the nation necessarily split into a multi-

tude of distinct tribes, of which some, like the Medes and
Bactrians, acquired by agriculture and the improvement of
commerce, (the highways of which crossed their territory,)

riches and power; while others, shut up in steppes and
mountains, continued true to their original habits, which
their situation in a manner prescribed.

To this latter class belonged the Persians
;
the portion of

the race of which we have occasion to speak at present.

One of the first observations which must impress itself on
the mind of the historian must be this, that the constitution
of their country could not have sprung up at once, but must
have been the gradual effect of time and circumstances.
The question, what were their habits and form of govern-
ment when they effected the conquest of Asia, is the first to
be answered, if we would tece the development of their
civilization.
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Their original abode may be fixed with certainty, the

general testimony of all antiquity proving them to have

been a race of mountaineers, inhabiting the wild and hilly

region of Pars, or Persia properly so called: Herodotus
tells us, that The Persians originally occupied a small and
rugged country, and that it was proposed in the time of

Cyrus that they should exchange this for one more fertile

;

a plan which Cyrus discouraged, as likely to extinguish

their hardy and warlike habits! Afrian^^ from more an-

cient authorities assures us of the same fact
;

That the

Persians, when, under Cyrus, they conquered all Asia, were

a poor people, inhabiting a rugged country to whose tes-

timony must be added the still more full and important evi-

dence of Plato, who was contemporary with their monarchy.

The Persians,” he assures us,^^ were originally a nation

of shepherds and herdsmen, occupying a rude country, such

as naturally fosters a hardy race of people, capable of sup-

porting both cold and watching, and, when needful, of en-

during the toils of war.” It will appear, however, from the

names of some of their tribes, that the Persians were not con-

fined to Persis properly so called, but extended over the

steppes of Carmania and to the shores of the Caspian.

It is clear from the above authorities that the i^ersians

were at the commencement a race of shepherds and moun-
taineers. However much, therefore, their own legends

may have disguised or embellished the truth, any one ac-

quainted with the course of Asiatic history in general will

have no difficulty in detecting the true character of the re-

volution of which they were the authors. It was no unusual

occurrence in the East for mighty empires to arise from

similar beginnings.

Agreeably to what was invariably the case among the

great nomad races, the Persians were subdivided into several

hordes or tribes, of which Herodotus has given us an excel-

lent account. The number of these hordes was ten, and

they were no less distinguished from one another by their

differences of rank than by their modes of life.

Herod, ix. 122. ** Arriax, v. 4
Plato de Legg, lii. Op. ii. p. 695. A passage of classical importance as

far as regards the ancient Persian history.

Herod, i. 125.
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Three of them were noble
;
the Pasargadae, the noblest

of them all, the Maraphii, and the Slaspii. Three other

tribes devoted themselves to agriculture, the Panthialaei, the

Derusii, and the Germaniij^® wh’le four others, the Dai,

Mardi,^® Dropici, and Sagartii continued to retain their

wandering and nomad habits, but are occasionally men-

tioned (more especially the last) as contributing hardy bands

of cavalry to the Persian armies.*" The extensive salt

deserts which divide Persia from Media, as well as the

plains of Southern Persia, offered inexhaustible pasture to

the cattle of these hordes, whenever they thought proper to

descend from their mountains.

Two principal observations illustrative of the history of

Persia naturally flow from these tacts, as recorded by Hero-

dotus : 1st. We must discard the idea that the Persian na-

tion, even at the most flourishing epoch of its history, was

universally and equally civilized. A part of the nation

ruled the remainder, and this portion alone had attained a

certain degree of civilization by its acquaintance with the

arts of peace and of luxury. The other tribes continued in

their original barbarism, and partook but little, or not at all,

in the improvement of the race. Persian history, therefore,

as it has come down to us, is not so much the history of the

whole nation as of certain tribes, or possibly even of a sin-

gle tribe, that of the Pasargadae. These composed the court,

and it appears that, almost without exception, all that was

distinguished among the Persians proceeded from them.

When we contemplate in this point of view what Xeno-

phon m the Cyropaedia has told us of the Persians, especially

as relates to their national education, we are struck by the

greater degree of probability which his account acquires

;

Probably the same with the Carmanians, or inhabitants of Kerman, who
continue to give some attention to agricultore.

Of these the Mardi occupied the mountains to the south of the Caspian
;

the Dai, the sandy plains to the east of that sea.

The statement of the historian is corroborated in the most satisfactory

manner by the accounts of latest travellers. The case continues on the whole
to be the same in modem Persia. Morier (i. p. 240) tells us that the Persian
nation is split into tribes having their several chiefs or heads

j and that some
occupy permanent habitations, w^hiie others continue to dwell in tents : the
numbers of the latter class being, it is probable, greater than those of the
agriculturists. The strength of the nation (says Kinneir) consists in the
nomad hordes; and he proves their numbers by his statements at p. 45. The
mode of hfe which nature herself has prescribed must needs be invariable.
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the discipline which would have been impossible in the case

of an entire nation, being very practicable as applied to a

single tribe.

2ndly. The above particulars would at once lead us to

conclude, that in a country so constituted every thing would
depend on descent and the distinctions oftribe. As the tribes

were distinguished by a greater or a less degree of nobility,

so there was a gradation also m the different families of

which each tribe was composed. The noblest family of the

most noble tribe was that of the Achasmenidse, from which

exclusively the kings of Persia were always taken.^® The
same distinction of more or less noble tribes has at all times

existed among most of the nomad nations of Central and

Southern Asia, the Arabs and Mongols, and probably had its

origin in the military pride of the more warlike, to which the

rest were reduced to pay homage. The tribes thus distin-

guished by descent are often rendered still more distinct by

the different modes of life they pursue, and hence arises the

distinction of castes, which has so invariably prevailed among
certain nations of the East. To judge from the examples of

other oriental nations, this gradation of ranks prevailed

among the Persians at a period anterior to their empire,^®

and (though we have no direct evidence of it in history)

may probably have been anciently connected with a degree

of actual authority residing in the superior tribes and fa-

milies. However this may be, the historian who would in-

vestigate the constitution of a nomad people, establishing

itself in permanent abodes and attaining to dominion, ought

to give his close attention to this question, almost to the

exclusion of all others : namely, how a political constitution

came to be gradually formed from the mere association of

so many tribes ?

The revolt of the Persians against the Medes, a very sim-

ple circumstance in itself, and readily accounted for by the

fact that the revolted nation were tributaries to the other,

became by its consequences an event of the highest import-

ance, and the groundwork of numberless exaggerations and

Hekod. loc. cit. He calls it

In this manner we hear of the golden horde among the Calmucs
;
and

we find that among the Mongols this dominion of tubes degenerates, even

in their nomad state, into the most absolute tyranny. Pallas, Mongol Vol~

hevy i. 185.
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fictions. The legends respecting the childhood and youth

of Cyrus, and the causes which led to the revolution

achieved by him, like those of Giiighis-Khan, are involved

in a cloud of fable which it would be in vam to attempt to

dissipate, and which, if removed, would probably ill repay

the labours of the inquirer. Accident has frequently been

at the bottom of such in.surrections : a slight and occasional

cause has often sufficed to set in motion those armed and

warlike hordes, which, accumulating like a mass of snow,

presently forms an avalanche, crushing kingdoms and em-

pires in its resistless descent.

The only circumstance in this part of ancient history

which deserves our attention, is the fact which Herodotus

has recorded, that previous to the revolt, Cynis procured

himself to be appointed generalissimo of all the Persian

tribes. This is described as having been effected by craft,

and the Persian,,conqueror is said to have accomplished his

purpose by a method similar to that adopted by Ginghis-

Khan among the Mongols, before he also began his con-

quering career. The method pursued by both is decidedly

characteristic of a rude state of society, when men were to

be wrought upon only by appeals to their senses.-®

20 ci'W'hen the assembled tribes,” says Herodotus, (i 126,) “in confor-
mity with his subtle design, Tvhich he pietended to confiim by exhibiting a
fictitious written order, as iffrom the Median king, appointinghim commander-
in-chief, immediately recognised him as such, he ordered them to attend on
the following day in a field overgi-own with thistles, each prepared with a
reaping-hook. Accordingly, therefoie, when they were all come together, he
set them to work the whole day in clearing the field

; when they had executed
their task, they were desired to attend the following day to feast and make
merry. For this purpose Cyrus collected and slew all the goats, sheep, and
oxen, which were the property of his father

;
and fui thcr to promote tne en-

tertainment of the Persians, he added iich wines and abundance of delicacies.

The next day, w’^hen they weie met, he desired them to recline on the grass
and enjoy themselves. When they were satisfied, he inquired of them nmich
day’s fare delighted them the most. They replied, the contrast betwixt the
two was strong indeed, as on the first day they had nothing but what was
bad, on the second day every thing that was good On receiving this an-
swer, Cyrus no longer hesitated to explain the purpose which he had in view

:

‘ Men of Persia,’ he exclaimed, < you are the ai biters of your own fortune
; if

you obey me, you will enjoy these and greater advantages, without any ser-
vile toils : if you are hostile to my projects, you must prepare to encounter
worse hardships than those of yesterday. My voice is the voice of freedom

;

Providence appears to have reserved me to be the instrument of your pros-
perity

;
you are, doubtless, equal to the Medes in every thing, and most as-

suredly are as brave ’
’ ” Compare the account of the elevation of Ginghis-

Khan to the rank of general-m-chief of the Mongols in Lacroix, Ezst. de
Ginghis^JOian, p. 77-
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As general of the armies of Persia, Cyrus assumed the

name or title by which he is constantly known and desig-

nated in history, and which betokens the sun his original

name having been Agradates.*^ It has been the invariable

custom of princes of the East to change the names of their

birtli for surnames or titles of honour, as Gmghis-Khan
from the time of his elevation to the throne received the

appellation of Temugm and we have had occasion to re-

mark that this has continued to be the custom of Persia,

down to the most recent time.*"*

We have already analyzed the course of the conquests of

Cyrus, who overcame all the kingdoms of Asia : his course,

like that of all the other great nomad incursions, being from
east to west. His host, as was generally the case in Asia,

consisted principally of cavalry, perpetually accumulating

fresh recruits from the conquered nations, (which also took

place with later Persian armaments,) and thus his wars re-

sembled m some sense the migrations of an entire people,

who, for a time at least, were transplanted from their ori-

ginal seats to other countries. The sieges of cities were the

operation which, as requiring the greatest degree of skill,

was the most formidable to these warlike wanderers
;
and

if art had not come in to succour force, it is possible that

the walls of Babylon might have opposed a continual bar-

rier to their further progress. As yet, they were unac-

quainted with any other method of vanquishing such ob-

stacles than that of tlirowmg up an agger equal to the height

of the wall, and from this assailing the ramparts of the

city.'^

The expeditions of Cyrus, however, are of less import-

ance than his institutions for the administration, and at the

same time for retaining possession of the conquered coun-

tries.

Little as history has recorded of these institutions, that

little IS in close accordance with what we might have been

led to anticipate
;
being exactly of that simple character

which must at all times mark the system of a conquering

Ctesias, apud Plut. in Artaxerxe, Op i. p. 1012: Khor in Parsee

signifies the sun.
“ Strabo, p. 1060, as corrected by Palmerius.
^ Lacroix, Hist, de GhnglnS’Khaft, p. 77-

See above, p. 57* Herod, i. 162.
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nation like the Persians, and being, in fact, precisely similar

to those of the Mongols under Ginghis-Khan. The con-

quered provinces were left in the occupation of armies com-

manded by generals charged with the duty of keeping them

in subjection, and answerable for the security of the con-

quest. Associated with these were the receivers of the

king’s tribute, whose office was to levy, and remit it to the

royal exchequer, while the commanders of the garrisons of

the several cities remailied independent of both
;
the secure

possession of the conquered cities being important m the

same degree as their conquest had been difficult."^ These

were precisely the regulations adopted by the first great

Mongol conqueror, when his conquering hordes overran the

very countries which had been subdued by Cyrus.

The tributes to be collected were never accurately de-

fined by the Persian government. The whole of the con-

quered country, with all its inhabitants, was looked upon as

their absolute property
;

of which they might appropriate

whatever they preferred.”^ The sums levied were denomi-

nated presents but it would be a false inference to con-

clude from the use of this term any thing in favour of the

mildness or forbearance of the administration. The obsti-

nate resistance wdiich most of the Grecian colonies of Asia

Minor had opposed to the generals of Cyrus, and their de-

spair, which drove many of them to plan, and some to ex-

ecute, a complete abandonment of tiieir native country, are

ample proofs of the contrary.^^ In the case, indeed, of

undefined arbitrary imposts, e\ery thing ’must of course

depend on the character of the sovereign for the time being,

and the clemency attributed by Ins subjects to Cyrus is

easily explained by the harshness and oppression of his

successors.^^^

Various methods have been at different times adopted
for the maintenance of dominion acquired by conquest, and

“ See the account of Cyrus’s arrangements m Lydia, w here Mazacus w as
commander-in-chief, Tatalus governor of Saides, and the tiaitoi Pactyas
receiver-general of the treasury, Herod, i. 153—15G; and compare those of
Ginghis-Khan, in Lacroix, ILst de Ginghis-Khan^ p. 27G, sq.
^ Herod, ix. 116. ® Ibid. iii. 89. Ibid i 164.
^ Morier (i. 237) shows that presents m the East are, to this day, of the

most oppressive description
;

in fact,* tribute under another name. Tiie
whole burden, however, ultimately falls on the inferior landholders.
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it cannot be without its use to inquire into the nature of

the plans, (some of them hi^-hly remarkable,) which were

devised by infant despotism for the permanent subjugation

of mankind.

The most natural and simple of these was the plan of

keeping on foot standing armies in the conquered districts,

composed in part of hordes of the conquerors, and in pait

(especially at a later period) of mercenary troops, A mili-

tary government was thus established, and that at the cost

of the vanquished, who, as we shall show, were compelled

to be at the whole expense of maintaining their conquerors.

A second, and no less common method, was the trans-

planting, as it were, of such conquered nations, as, after

having been once overcome, had proved refractory. In-

stances of this occur orevious to the Persian monarchy, and

are familiar to all, from the Jewish records of the Babylonian

captivity. The Persians, however, not only retained but

extended this practice. Examples occur in almost every

reign, and occasionally we meet with the remains of nations

forcibly transported from Europe or Africa, into the very

heart of Asia.^^ In the case of islanders, it was even their

custom to make a sweep of the inhabitants. The army of

the conquerors was formed in a line, extending across the

island, and drove before it every thing which bore the hu-

man form, leaving a desert behind It is the charac-

teristic of despotism,'’ (says Montesquieu,) to cut down the

tree in order to get at the fruit.'’ The most usual situa-

tions appointed for such exiles, were the islands ofthe Persian

Gulf, and the Indian Ocean ; and, as examples had occurred

of entire nations, impelled by longing for their native land,

escaping, in spite of a hundred dangers, from their places

of exile, it was the design of the conquerors to select spots

from which flight was impossible.^^ Such transplanted na-

I have no doubt that the celebrated colony of Egyptians, which Hero-

dotus visited at Colchis, was the effect of some such transplantation of the

race, b}’’ Nebuchadnezzar or some other of the Asiatic monarchs who pene-

trated into Egypt. See Herod, ii. 104, 105. In like manner a colony of six

thousand Egyptians was transported to Susa on the conquest of that country

by Carabyses. Ctes. JPers. cap. 9.

^ The Greeks called this sort of chase very appropriately aaytivemp, to

sweep with a drag-net. Herod, vi. 31 ; cf. Brisson, p. 781, etc-

£iprit dcs \i. 9.

For instance, the Pceonians, in Herod, v. 98.
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tions (styled by Herodotus avaaTraaroL) gradually appeared to

constitute, as it were, a new nation, and are occasionally men-
tioned m connexion with the expeditions of the Persians.^^

A third and perhaps still more extraordinary method
adopted for the same end, was that of compelling by positive

laws, certain powerful and warlike nations to adopt habits

of luxury and effeminacy. In this manner the Lydians were
constrained by Cyrus to deliver up their arms, to clothe

themselves m effeminate apparel, and to train up their youth
in habits of gaming and drinkmg.^^ In this way, from the

most warlike people of Asia, they soon became the most
effeminate : a lot which, within a short time, was shared

by their conquerors also, uncompelled by any legal enforce-

ment of luxury.

Such are some of the features which characterize the

Persian empire on its first establishment; but the rude
victors very soon adopted much of the manners, .the modes
of life, and even the religion of the vanquished

;
as was the

case, also, with other nations resembling them m circum-
stances, and the degree of civilization they had attained. In
the arts of luxury and habits of effeminacy, the Persians
became the pupils of the Medes, the Babylonians, and Ly-
dians

;
just as the Mongols, who overthrew the Chinese em-

pire, adopted the manners of the Chinese. It has been
already remarked, that nomad tribes are peculiarly prone to
adopt such changes, owing to their unsettled mode of life,

and because the desire of sensual gratifications is the only
motive which spurs them to conquest. The Persians, how-
ever, showed such a peculiar aptness in this particular, that

Herodotus himself makes the remark, that no nation in

the world was so ready to adopt foreign customs and even
as early as the time of Cyrus, that conqueror, as we have
already remarked,^ was obliged to bind them to their native

land by national institutions, foreseeing the pernicious con-
sequences wdnch would follow upon their desertion of it.

^ Herod vii. 80; cf. Brisson, p. 58. These islands, however, can only-
have been devoted to the above purpose from the time of Danus Hystaspis, be-
cause the Persians then first became masters of them. See Herod, iv. 44.

It must be remarked, however, that Cyrus adopted this plan at the suo--
gestion of Croesus, who thus saved his people from the doom of transporta-
tion. Herod, i. 135.

Herod, i. 135. See above, p. 213.
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The records both of the Greeks and Jews prove that the
Medes, hitherto the ruling nation, were the principal in-

structors of the Persians, not only in the manners and
habits of domestic life, but as respected their public institu-

tions, the consanguinity of the two races contributing to

produce this effect. The new monarchy is u'ually denomi-
nated the Medo-Persian, the Jewish chroniclers commonly
mention together the laws of the Medes and Persians, and
while the Persians assumed the rank of the sovereign race,

it IS no less certain that the Medes came next to them in

importance.- It must not, however, be forgotten, that the
name of Media embraced other nations besides that properly
so called ;

comprising the more civilized regions of Eastern
Asia, and, in particular, Bactriana. The customs of Media
were, therefore, those also of Eastern Asia in general, and
the remarks above made on the remains of Persepolis, tend
to show how much had been adopted from those of the
Bactrians.

There is no question that the whole system of the court,

and particularly the seraglio, or harem, of the king and the

grandees, as well as the dress and manners of private life,

were borrowed from the Medes
;
but together with these

they adopted the religion of that nation, with all its cere-

monies, political and religious. The caste of the Magi, to

which had been committed by Zoroaster the conservation

of these ordinances, originally of Median descent,^® became
the priest-caste of the Persians, and, as such, possessed

great influence in the government. In the next section I

shall endeavour to analyze the spirit of this religious legisla-

tion, and at the same time to defend the position I have laid

down, (in opposition to the common belief,) that its origin

dates further back than the commencement of the Persian

dynasty. At present I would only enWat my reader to

guard against the erroneous opinion that all the Persians at

once adopted the manners and religion of the conquered.

It is apparent from what has been said, and will be still

more certain from the sequel, that this change took place

only in a part of the nation, namely, m the ruling tribe or

Book of Esther, i. 18, 19 ;
Daniel, vi. 8, etc. " Herod. 1. 101.
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race
;
and even in the case of these, it is self-evident, even

if we were not able to adduce express evidence, that such

an alteration could not have taken place at once in the

opinions, the manners, and the customs of the victors
;
and

that the change could not have been a complete one, but

rather that an admixture must have taken place of the man-
ners of the two nations, which may be still distinctly recog-

nised in its etfects.^^

The disposition of his empire which Cyrus made before

his death is worthy of obseiwation, and completely in cha-

racter with the spirit of the great Asiatic conquerors. He
divided it between his two sons, ordaining, however, that

the younger, to whom he bequeathed Bactriana and the ad-

jacent countries, though not a tributary, should be depend-
ent on the elder.*'

The internal constitution of Persia appears to have re-

ceived little development under the reign of his successor

Cambyses. Like his father, he also was a conqueror, and,

by the concurrent testimony of Ctesias and Herodotus,

achieved the conquest of Egypt. In estimating the charac-

ter of this prince, however, as given by Herodotus, great

allowance must be made for the hatred borne him by the

Egyptian priests, who could never forgive him the humili-

ation and loss of dignity to which he had subjected them,

and were thus led to represent him as brain-sick and epi-

leptical. He is described in a less odious light by Ctesias,*’

except that the murder of his brother, whom he suspected

of a design to supplant him in his authority, leaves him with

a stain, which is of too frequent and almost uniform occur-

rence on a change of reign in the Asiatic monarchies. The
continual wars which, like his father, he waged at a distance

from his own country, and his consequent absence from the

seat of government, were little favourable to the advance-

ment of civilization at home. Nevertheless, the foundation

of the principal cities of Persia, and the adoption in the

The illustrations of the remains of Persepolis must have already afforded
sufficient proofs of this. Compare, however, the observations- of H. D.
Kleuker, in the Appendix to the Zendavesta, li iii. p. 13, etc.

Ctesias {Pers. 8) calls the younger brother Tanyoxances : Herodotus
names him Smerdis.
" Ctesias, cap. 9.
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court at that early period of the Median system of education,

prove that a great alteration had already taken place in the

manners of at least the principal tribe.^*

The events, however, which followed upon the death of

Cambyses, the two revolutions of the pretended Smerdis

and of Darius Hystaspis, deserve our observation in the

highest degree.

The first of these events was a revolution concocted within

the seraglio. It is usual to consider it as an attempt of the

Magians to get possession of the sovereign authority, because

the principal conspirator belonged to that caste
;
but by the

e.xpress evidence of the most credible authorities, the con-

spiracy had a higher object, namely, the re-establishment of

the monarchy of the Medes.^ The Magians, as we have

observed, were a Median race
;
and it was natural for the

Medes, when the true stock of Cyrus had ended in Camby-
ses, to aim at a resumption of their ancient sway. The
commotions which ensued were so vast as to be felt through-

out all Asia but it is well known that the attempt was

rendered abortive by the assassination of the pretended

Smerdis by the seven Persian chiefs, among whom was

Darius Hystaspis, who afterwards succeeded to the throne.*’'

The history of this conspiracy, as detailed by Herodotus,

contains much that is interesting as well as surprising, for

one engaged in the study of the state and constitution of

This remark is admirably developed by Plato. He traces the disorders

which occurred during the reign and after the decease of Cambyses, to the

adoption by the Persian king of the Median custom of committing the edu-

cation of the heir to the throne to the w omen and eunuchs of the seraglio.

Pl iTo, Op, li. p. 695,
“ Cambyses,” says Plato, (loc. cit ,)

“ was for his debauchery and mad-
ness deprived of his empire by the Medes, by means of the eunuchs, but

Haims restored the kingdom to the Persians.” “Shall we that are Persians

endure to be governed by a Mede^” demands Gobryas of the other conspi-

rators. Herod, hi. T'3- See especially the last speech of Cambyses. Ibid,

ill. 65.

Herod, hi. 126. The Magian pretender had remitted the imposts for

three years, w^hich were afterwards to be collected by his successor. Ibid,

lii. 67-

That an undertaking, such as that ascribed to the Magians, is com-

pletely in the spirit of the great empires of the East, is proved by the accurate

and highly instructive account which we possess of a revolution attempted a

few years since in China, where certain Bonzes undertook to overthrow the

ruling dynasty, and establish another in its place ; an exact counterpart to

the narration of Heiodotus’ See Henke Archiv fur die NeuesU Kirchen-

geschiclite, B. ii. p. 3S5, etc.
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Persia. The question which we are told was agitated, after

the assassination of the usurper, whether Persia should

thenceforward be governed by a monarchy, aristocracy, or

democracy, is so singular a phenomenon in Asiatic history,

that, even in the time of Herodotus himself, many of the

Greeks were disposed to disbelieve it.^® The historian, how-
ever, expressly asserts the fact

;
which is sufficient to prove

that it cannot have been a mere fiction of his own.^® It is

much more probable that there existed some foundation for

the narrative of Herodotus, though all acquainted with the

usages of the East will readily be convinced that the fact

has been disguised by a Grecian dress. If the historian had
named his authorities, we might indeed have formed a more
certain opinion

;
m the absence of these we are reduced to

reason upon analogies drawn from the practices of other

nations, possessing the same constitution with that of ancient

Persia. With such nations it is not an unusual occurrence

for the heads of various tribes or families to meet for the

purpose of discussing the claims of a successor to the

throne and all that we know of the seven conspirators

tends to prove, that either they were the heads of the tribes

of Persia, or that theybelonged to the race of the Pasargadse

By the express testimony of historians, they were of the

number of the most illustrious among the Persians : Darius
himself being the son of the governor of the province of
Persia, and belonging to the family of the Achsemenidae.®^

Their dignity was so considerable that, as the narrative

proves, they were allowed to approach directly the person
of the monarch, without being stopped by his guards. All
this appears to put it beyond question that they were the
chiefs of Persian tribes. Supposing this to be the case, we
may readily perceive, that it is no improbable circumstance
that an aristocracy of this sort, consisting of the heads of
tribes, should be proposed and ffiscussed. The proposal of
a democracy would appear, on the same grounds, to be

^ Herod, iii. 80. Ibid. loc. cit. He repeats his assertion, vi. 43.
“ Compare the account of the convention of the heads of tribes of the

Mongols, and their deliberation respecting the choice of IMangu-Khan, the
third in succession from Gmghis-Khan, A. D. 1250, Hist des Tartares. p
3/7, etc.

Herod, hi. 70; cf. vii. 11
; which places prove the family of Darius to

have been a branch of that of the Achiemenidie.
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nothing more than a pre-eminence accorded to the principal

tribe, as is the case with the “ golden horde” among the

Mongols. Such a supposition, though it be impossible to

establish it by positive proof, appears to be the only one m
accordance with the known usages and temper of oriental

nations.

The reign of Darius Hystaspis is unquestionably that

which possesses most interest for the student of the ancient

Persian constitution. It was to this ipionarch that the em-
pire owed the commencement of what might be called its

“ internal organization,” having previously consisted of no-

thing more than an incongruous union of conquered nations.

It was in his time that the crisis occurred, which necessarily

takes place in the history of every nomad nation whichJias

attained a dominion by conquest, when the simple institu-

tions of a constitution of tribes are exchanged for those of a

regular state, although traces of the former are allowed to

remain. Darius himself, as well as Cyrus and Cambyses,

was of the ruling family of the Achaemenidse
;
yet we find

that he esteemed it essential to the confirmation of his title

to take m marriage a daughter of Cyrus.® The nation

looked up for a monarch to this family, and although in

Asiatic kingdoms the rule of primogeniture does not neces-

sarily determine the right of succession, yet the idea is very

general that the monarch must be taken fi"om the reigning

family.

The services whicli Darius rendered his country by im-

proving its internal organization were of more than one de-

scription. In the first place, it is certain that he first estab-

lished the royal residence in certain fixed situations, and

thus led the way to a change in the habits of the ruling

tribe, from a nomad life to one more stationary
;
although,

as we shall have occasion to see hereafter, the domestic

manners of the Persian kings themselves continued to retain

somewhat of their ancient character. Cyrus and .Cambyses

were almost constantly engaged in wars at a distance from

their country
;
but from the time of Darius, who was him-

self a conqueror, Susa appears to have been the customary

residence of the king, though occasionally exchanged for

VOL. I

Herod, vii. 11.

Q
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that of Babylon or Ecbatana
;
and (as we have had occasion

to see) part of the monuments of Persepolis were of his

erection.

The principal step, however, which was made in the reign

of Darius, towards a better internal administration of the

country, was “ the division of the empire into satrapies.”

An accurate division into departments is the first thing ne-

cessary to the organization of an empire of great extent,

whatever may be its form of government
;
and in despotic

states, in particular, is the only method by which the abso-

lute authority of the monarch can be extended through all

the gradations of his subjects, and thereby more effectually

consolidated. Imperfect as was the departmental division

of the empire, being rather ethnical than geographical,®® yet

the beneficial efiects which resulted were considerable. A
regular nomination of governors was a necessary conse-

quence, as well as a regular collection of the tribute, which
was the original object of the plan

;
and the former of

these institutions led to that of an established civil adminis-

tration, which was the more certainly and speedily effected,

because, as we shall show, it was kept distinct from the

military government.

The long reign of Darius sufficed to bring to maturity his

plans, and under his successor, Xerxes, the Persian empire
assumes the appearance of an internally organized country.

It is to be regretted that Herodotus is principally engaged
with the details of the wars of this prince, and the remains
of Ctesias are in no one point so defective as where they bear
upon the history of this reign. Nevertheless, even these

records suffice to prove that, as the internal constitution of
the empire was first established in the reigns of these princes,

so also the seeds were then sown of those abuses, which in

the sequel proved fatal to the existence of the empire.

Even in the time of Darius began those mighty arma-
ments against Europe which led to all the fatal effects sub-
sequently developed. Not only did the prodigious efforts,

and boundless expense, which these expeditions demanded,
drain the empire of men and exhaust its resources, but the
Persians soon perceived, to their cost, that they could effect

See above, p. 63. “ Herod, iii, 89.
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little with those undisciplined hordes, compelled to march
into another quarter of the globe, against a people who, be-

sides their courage and patriotism, were possessed of mili-

tary discipline
;
and who were inspirited by their past suc-

cesses to assume an offensive attitude. These circumstances

brought about a revolution in the military system of the

Persians, who saw themselves compelled to maintain by
arms the dominion they had forcibly ^acquired

;
and who,

\rith the most important results to themselves, lost their own
military character, and fell the faster into an almost incredi-

ble excess of luxury and effeminacy.^ In the armament of

Xerxes, the Persians are still cited as the most valiant na-

tion, but with their defeat they lost this distinction, and it

became the practice to compose the body of their armies of

mercenary soldiers, especially Grecians, though the nomad
tribes of Central Asia are often mentioned as having served

in the pay of Persia. The consequence was, that even in

his time Xenophon confesses that the Persian troops were
scarcely of any use, and his own histoiy proves that the fate

of a battle was usually decided by the Greek auxiliaries.

Historians have not yet fully developed all the evil conse-

quences to the character of both nations which flowed from
this practice, and influenced the history of the world at

large. Bands of men, governed by no motive but their

individual interests, and selling themselves without scruple

to the highest bidder, cannot but degenerate into hordes of

banditti, among whom, as the history of Xenophon alone

may suffice to show, it must have been impossible to main-
tain discipline. The facility with which such armies were
got together contributed in an especial manner to augment
the frequency of wars

;
and in consequence of the general

insecurity which ensued, it frequently happens that the

times subsequent to a war proved more disastrous than the

war itself. The abolition of this practice has been One good
effect of our standing armies

;
and notwithstanding all the

abuses which the lattei* institution may entail, the enlight-

ened philanthropist will not overlook the disastrous conse-

quences which would follow upon an exchange of the

present system for that established of old.

See the comparison, which Xenophon draws, of the Persian customs cf
his time, with those of an earlier period. Cyroptedia, sxA.jin.

Q 2
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Another cause of the internal decomposition of the Per-

sian empire, must be sought in the refractory conduct and

frequent revolts of the satraps. It had been attempted to

guard against this by separating the civil and militaiy

powers
;
but the great extent of the satrapies must neces-

sarily have had the effect of allowing these two distinct

authorities to counteract and reverse their several operations.

As an empire increases in extent, it becomes necessarj' that

it should be subdivicipd into a number of small, and conse-

quently feeble, provinces, m order to prevent the rebellion

and usurpation of more powerful satraps. The princes of

Persia, however, were guilty of the folly, not only of neg-

lecting to dimmish, in any degree, the extent of the pro-

vinces, but even of intrusting several governments to the

same individual, more especially when the satrap in ques-

tion belonged directly to the family of the king, being a

brother or other near kinsman,^® So far was this practice

from preventing rebellion, that it directly encouraged it, as

we learn by the example of the younger Cyrus
;
and the

more so, as it was a frequent custom to nominate the go-

vernor of the province to the command of the army, and

commit the civil and military authorities to the same per-

son. Such revolts of the satraps began in the time of

Artaxerxes I., the successor of Xerxes, and grandson of

Darius,®’ and were promoted by the relations in which Per-

sia stood to Greece and Egypt, the v/estern countries of

Asia—Asia Minor and Syria being the usual theatres where
they were enacted. The inveterate hatred w'hich the Egyp-
tians bore to their conquerors, and the constant dissensions

of Greece, rendered it no difficult matter for a revolted sub-

ject to obtain succour from one or other of those coun-

tries;®® and in this respect those remote provinces acquired

a high degree of importance in the eyes of the government,

“ This was the case with the younger Cyrus, Anah. 1. Op. p. 243. An-
other example is furnished by Xenophon, Hist, Gr, Op. p. 480. The same
is the case at the present day in modem Persia.

Compare Ctesias, Fers, cap. 23. Scarcely any one contributed more to

this effect than Mega^zus, the satrap of Syria, who was one of the first to

set the example, and who, notwithstanding his reverses, left behind him a
party which proved formidable to the royal authority. Ctesias, cap. 22, etc.
“ During the latter half of the period of the Persian dynasty, occurred the

Peloponnesian war, which afforded continual encouragement to both the fac-

tions into which Greece was split.
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and became the principal objects of their policy, while, in

spite of all the precautions that were taken, the evil con-

tinually gained ground, especially after the revolt of the

younger Cyrus. He had been joined by several satraps of

Asia Minor, and this gave occasion to leagues formed among
the satraps themselves, of which frequent instances occur in

the subsequent history of Persia.*® Without the assistance

of a party among them, how could the Spartan king, Age-
silaus, with a handful of his countrymen, have defied the

whole power of Persia, and shake the throne of the great

king in Asia?

Lastly, the monstrous corruption of the court, or rather

of the harem, was another no less powerful cause of the

decay of the empire. Every thing was here subject to the

influence of eunuchs, of the reigning queen, or, still more,

of the queen-mother. It is necessary to have studied, in

the court-history of Ctesias, the character and violent actions

of an Amytis or Amistris, or, still more, a Parysatis, to form

an adequate idea of the nature of such a harem-government.

The gratification of the passions, the thirst for vengeance,

and the impulse of hatred, no less than voluptuousness and

pride, were the springs which moved every thing in this

corrupted circle
;
passions which acquire a force in propor-

tion to the narrowness of the circle in which they are exer-

cised. None of the Persian kings (with the single excep-

tion perhaps of Carabyses) appears to have had an innate

proneness to cruelty
;
but the furious effects of female hatred

and vengeance were not, on that account, a whit the less

formidable
;
and it is impossible to read without shudder-

ing, the descriptions of the horrible and premeditated pun-

ishments which were executed at the command of the

females of the royal family, when the sanction of the mon-

arch had been obtained.^

These causes combined to prepare the downfal of the

Persian monarchy, in the second century of its existence :

resembling, in this respect, other great despotic dynasties,

which, at first, collapse in their internal structure, and on

an impulse from without, are^shaken to pieces. We behold,

“ See Diod. xv. xvL
“ Compare the accounts of Herodotus, ix. 109, 113, with those of

Ctesias, Fers, 42, etc.
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in the present day, a similar empire, which possibly may
not even require the reverses of three defeats, to aflbrd on
the banks of the Hellespont, the same spectacle which fol-

lowed the success of Alexander on the Granicus, at Issus,

and at Arbela.

II. POWER AND PRIVILEGES OF THE MONARCH. LIMITATIONS
IMPOSED BY THE CODE OF ZOROASTER. COURT, HAREM, AND
DOMESTIC LIFE OF THE KING.

In the gi'eat empires of Asia, the person of the monarch is

the central point around which every thing else revolves

:

according to the notions of the East, he is regarded not

merely as the ruler, but rather as the master and proprietor

of the lands and lives of all. On this leading pidnciple were
founded all the institutions of that continent, and these were
frequently stretched to a length, which to civilized Euro-
peans, living in the undisturbed possession of personal free-

dom and the rights of property, appears either incompre-
hensible or ridiculous.*

The monarchs of Persia present themselves to the his-

torian of antiquity precisely in the same attitude, and
invested with the same splendour, which usually character-

izes the despots of the East. At the same time the justice

of this idea has been questioned, and several authors have
even described them as possessing a limited authority.®

The cause, however, of this discrepancy appears to lie not

so much in a real contradiction as in a misapprehension,

which can only be removed by a right understanding of the

nature of despotic governments in general, and in an
especial manner those of the East. An examination into

this question will lead us to discuss another respecting the

legal institutions of the East, and those especially which were
peculiar to the Persians.

Since the time of Locke and Montesquieu^ it has been
constantly the aim of political writers to cany still further

* If a Mongol plucks another by the tuft of hair on his head, he is liable
to punishment, not because he has committed an assault, but because the
tuft is the property of the king ! Pallas, Mongol Volker, i, p. 194.

I
Gatterer, Versuch einer aUgemeinen Weitgeschichte, p. 180.
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the distinctions drawn by them, respecting the different

forms of government ;
but as long as these theorists adhered

to the threefold division handed down from the days of

Aristotle, of the monarchical, aristocratic, and democratic

governments, it was impossible that much progress should

be made in such speculations. It was impossible that any

satisfactory result should be obtained so long as men as-

sumed, as an essential division, a distingtion which respected

merely the number of the rulers, and ciot the nature of the

government. The only solid distinction must arise out of

the relations in which the governing part of the community,

whether consisting of a single, or many members, stands to

the governed. The differences belonging to such relations

can alone afford a principle, according to which the different

forms of civil government may be classed. The essential

character of a republican form of government is, that the

possessor of the executive authority is responsible and sub-

ordinate to the people, as their magistrate : while in mon-

archies the executive, residing in the person of the sove-

reign, is exalted above the rest of the community. In the

former case the supreme power resides with the people
;
in

the latter, with the king.^ The monarchical form, however,

leaves room for three different relations between the rulers

and the ruled
;
according as the mass of the community

may stand in the situation of vassals, subjects, or citizens.

By vassals, I mean such as are not possessed of personal free-

dom, nor the free use of their private will
;
their ruler is a

despot, and these relations are the foundation of what are

called despotic governments. By subjects we must be un-

derstood to mean such as are possessed, indeed, of personal

freedom, but have no share m the public councils, nor any

civil freedom
;
and in such relations originate what are call-

ed autocratic forms of government, or, as they are commonly
termed, unlimited monarchies. Lastly, by citizens, we mean
such as not only possess private freedom, but through the

medium of public assemblies, conventions of the States-

General, or representatives chosen by themselves, participate

in the public councils, and enjoy alike personal and civil

® For a further development of this idea, see my essay Ueher den ^inflms
der politischen Theoriemn Europa und die Erkaltung dee Momrehiechen Prin^
zips^ Hist Werke, i. 434, etc.
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liberty. The ruler of such a nation continues to be a prince

or sovereign so long as the popular assennblies cannot be

holden without his consent, nor establish any ordinance with-

out his concurrence.

This last class presupposes, at least to a certain extent,

the existence of that division of powers which is generally

designated by the executive and legislative authorities, since

it is this participation in the legislative functions, whether

personal and direct, or by means of deputies, which implies

an interest in the public councils. Such constitutions,

however, with all their immense results to the cause of

civilization and human happiness, flourish only under the

climate of Europe : it is only in Europe that, in the proper

sense of the term, there has ever existed a constitutional

monarchy.

If we apply these theoretical principles to the great Asiatic

kingdoms, (with which alone, and not with any isolated

states or small communities, like those in Phoenicia, or India,

we have to do,) it is easy to perceive that they all belong to

the class first described. In none of these was the legislative

power lodged in the hands of the people, nor was the idea of

such a state of things ever even started among them. On the

contrary, not only did both the legislative and executive

powers reside in the hands of the monarch, but to these was
also added the supreme judicial authority

;
and history even

asserts that in some cases the regal office grew out of the ex-

ercise ofthe latter and it must be observed, that next to the

causes which have been enumerated in the Introduction, as

tending to create the despotic governments of the East, there

was none which was calculated to produce that effect so

much as this sort of origin of the sovereign power. From
the want of a civil and criminal code, eveiy thing was left

to the judgment or caprice of the judge, and a way prepared

by which he might readily make himself master of the lives

and properties of those under his jurisdiction. The oppres-

sions which result from an abuse of the judicial authority

are peculiarly galling, and the first attempts at legislation

on the part of the people are generally directed to the re-

formation of abuses in this department
; especially with a

* Herodotus expressly says this of the Medes and their first king Deioces.
Ibid. 1.96,97.
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view to the prevention of corruption. Recent political

writers have even assumed, as the characteristic distinction

between despotic and limited monarchies, that the courts of
justice in the latter are independent of the control of the
government.

This concentration of all the poTvers of the state in the
person of the king, makes it impossible to suppose that our
ideas of a limited monarchy, like those which exist in Eu-
rope, could in any degree apply to ^he kingdoms of the

East : the leading principle of which, whether formally re-

cognised or tacitly admitted, was this, that the sovereign

was not only an irresponsible autocrat, but the master also

of the lives and fortunes of his subjects.. Consequently the

notion of the rights of free citizenship, in the European
sense of the term, was utterly unknown

;
all, from the high-

est to the lowest, being looked upon as the vassals of the
monarch, and the monarch’s right of disposing of any indi-

vidual without any personal and formal semtude on his part,

according to his good pleasure, was never contested on the

part of the nation.^

Unlimited as such a system of despotism must be pro-
nounced to have been, according to European principles of

government, it nevertheless was not without its restraints,

imposed by other circumstances. The very nature of things

made it necessarily less exorbitant in practice than in theory.

The despot can tyrannize only within the narrow circle of
those by whom he is surrounded. Accordingly, the iron
sceptre of oriental despotism fell immediately on the heads
ot the great and the powerful who were in the service of the
king; and the punishment of satraps and pashas, on the

smallest shadow of suspicion, has ever, in the East, been one
of the most ordinary occurrences. The mass of the people,

on the other hand, have at all times been removed by dis-

tance from the observation of the monarch
;
and self-interest

has made it a maxim with the latter to observe rigid justice

towards the great body of the people. The avarice and
partiality of the satraps, however, and of their inferiors, suf-

fice to grind down the commons
;
and it is for this reason

* On this subject, compare Monii'k, 1 p 212, in reference to the modem
l^THiauH. vSee also wliat \se have remarked above, (p. 18, note,) of the pre-
sent Sb.th of lVrsi<L
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that we constantly find, in the case of all the Asiatic king-

doms, that it is not the gentleness and clemency of the sove-

reign, but his severity and inexorable rigour against all in-

justice, which are cited as the proofs and measure of the
goodness of his government. When we reflect that the
power of the king was equally absolute to promote good as

to inflict evil, we cannot be surprised at the picture which
is presented to us m oriental history of the flourishing con-
dition at certain periods of several of those monarchies.®

The evil lies in this, that it was left to chance whether a
furious tyrant like Nadir-Shah, or an Acbar the Great,

should ascend the throne. If it had pleased Providence to

afford to mankind an oracle by which the wisest and best

individual might always be appointed to the supreme power,
even a philosopher need not perhaps have blushed to pro-

claim himself the partisan of unlimited authority.

This limitation to the exercise of the king’s despotic au-
thority, imposed by the very nature of things, was not, how-
ever, the only one. The human mind devised in those

countries another way of attaining to something like the
same end, which has been accomplished m Europe by more
direct means. The idea of legislation was not altogether

unknown to the kingdoms of the East, but it had its origin

in a different source, and was differently modified, from any
thing which has existed among the civilized nations of Eu-
rope. What was here the effect of philosophy and political

science, was there, under the pressure of despotic power,
achieved by religion. On religion were raised their rude
essays at legislation

;
the priests were the conservators and

expositors of such laws
;
and it was religion which furnished

the motives for obedience.

The ideas of legislation and religion are consequently in-

separably connected in the East
;
but it is obvious that a

legal system of this kind must necessarily possess a character
peculiar to itself. Inasmuch as the laws thus enjoined were
not enacted by the nation, nor assured to it any share in the

• See the admirable picture given by Chahbin, iiL p. 368. The cupidity
of the satraps of the East, and their inferiors, causes the effects of a rigid or
indolent administration ofjustice on the part of the monarch to be inconceiv-
ably rapid and striking. A mere change of sovereign, by which an in&nt is
placed on the throne, suffices, in a few years, to convert into deserts the most
fertile provinces. Forster's Tmveh, p.’ISO.
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legislative prerogative, they were incapable of securing the

rights of the people : one description of men alone, the

priestly caste, assumed an attitude more independent of the

monarch, nor has any legislator of the East ever conceived

the idea of a limited monarchy like those of Europe. None
of them ever ventured to attack the persuasion, that the lives

and fortunes of the subject were at the disposal of the mon-
arch, and so to convert the subject into a citizen. We are

thus led to make the following general observations

:

In the first place, the legislative systems of the East were

designed to soften the mdeness of the nation, by placing a

restraint on the prevailing vices, and therefore enforcing the

penalties of crirne. Consequently they can only be said to

oppose limits to the arbitrary exercise of judicial authority

;

and it cannot be pretended that they gave occasion to any

regular constitution, by which the prerogatives of the ruler

and his relations to the governed were defined. Notwith-

standing the degree of good which they may have effected,

by restraining the arbitrary procedures of the inferior judges,

yet the instances of barbarous punishments inflicted by the

Asiatic monarchs are so abundant, as to prove that the

degree of deference paid to such restraints by the function-

ary, must have been always dependent on his personal cha-

racter. Faith is the only principle on which a priesthood

can erect their ordinances, and this sanction must neces-

sarily be extremely indeterminate, inasmuch as every thing

depends on the individual.

Secondly, as religious and political systems, (the legisla-

tive codes of the East have been at all times connected with

a religious ceremonial,) making religion to consist less in

doctrines than in rites, the observance of which (the more
important because it compelled to certain prescribed forms)

was looked upon as a religious obligation, early inculcated,

and which, as the individual could be induced to fulfil them
only by moral motives, gave to the priesthood a great in-

fluence in forming the personal character of the king. Such
religions necessarily partook of the character of a religious

court-ceremonial, and at the same time gave to the priest-

hood a share of authority, by elevating them to the rank of

chief ministers of their worship
;
giving occasion, within

their own order, to the establishment of an hierarchy con-
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sisting of many gradations of ranks. Such an hierarchy in

some degree compensated for the imperfect rights of the

nation at large, and the pretended ministers of the deity

stood in something like the position of the representatives

of the nation.

These general observations are of importance before en-

tering on an account of the constitution and legislative sys-

tem of the Persians. .
The different questions respecting the

degree of limited or absolute authority enjoyed by the

princes of ^Persia become in this manner more capable of

solution, and our way is cleared towards a better perception

of the character of the doctrines and laws of Zoroaster,

which were the established code of the nation. I have al-

ready had occasion in two several places to refer my reader

to the present disquisition, which embraces a topic of great

interest as regarding a religion which, like that of Moham-
med, was disseminated over a large portion of the world,

and retained for centuries its predominance. Nor was it in

the power of persecution, nor of civil or religious revolu-

tions, effectually to eradicate this creed
;
the adherents of

which preferred exile to apostacy, and sought in the deserts

of Kerman and Hindustan places of refuge and toleration

for themselves and their sacred records. It is only in our

own days that the latter have been rescued from obscurity

and presented to Europe
;
a fact which has mainly contri-

buted to improve and extend our acquaintance with ancient

oriental history, and we are enabled to speak with the

greater certainty on this subject, as few remains of antiquity

have undergone such attentive examination as the books of

the Zendavesta. This criticism has, however, turned out to

their advantage : the genuineness of the principal composi-
tions, particularly the Vendidat and Izeshre, as religious

books of the ancient Persians, has been demonstrated
;
and

we may consider as completely ascertained all that regards

the rank of each book of the Zendavesta.'^

^

^ A foreigner had the honour of first presenting the ZendaveMa to the na-
tions of Europe, but the German literati were the first to examine it critically.

The superficial remarks of some Englishmen are as far from satisfactory, as
the disquisitions of Anquetil, who on many points of importance has struck
into an erroneous path. The researches of Kleuker, and still more those of
Rhode, have placed this obscure subject in the proper light. The latter, in
his excellent introduction, shows what we must understand by the authen-
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With respect, however, to another question, which also

demands a previous inquiry, the age in which Zoroaster

first appeared as a religious reformer, and the reign in which
he flourished, opinions continue to be divided. Did he
promulgate his laws in the time of the Persian, or rather of

the Median empire ? or at a period of still more remote an-

tiquity ? Was his religion first addressed to the Persians,

or was it only adopted by them ? It is easy to perceive that

these inquiries are of the highest intei'est, not only for the

antiquarian in general, but in particular for the student of

Persian history.

It is the almost universal opinion, promulgated by Hyde,®
and defended by the editor of the Zendavesta,^ that the pro-

phet was contemporary with Darius Hystaspis, and that

consequently his laws were promulgated under the empire

of the Persians
;
while another hypothesis carries them back

to the dynasty of the Medes, and the reign of Cyaxares the

First
;
about seventy years before Cyrus. Rhode, however,

has laboured to prove that they are considerably more an-

cient even than this date.

Notwithstanding the general adoption of the first hypo-

thesis, it could hardly have been suggested, had not all the

first commentators pursued a wrong course. The chrono-

logical data afforded by the later Grecian authors were com-
pared—^these were thought to tally with the date of Darius

Hystaspis—and it was considered a decided confirmation of

this supposition, that the name Hystaspis tallies with that of

Gustasp, to whom Zoroaster generally addresses his doc-

trines. It would surely have been a more natural mode of

proceeding, without the assumption of any such hypothesis,

to have endeavoured to collect from the writings of Zoroas-

ter himself the place and time of his appearance, and after-

ticity of the Zeniavesta

;

namely, that this collection contains either all or

most of the compositions which existed before the destruction of the Persian

empire by Alexander. He has examined with scrupulous criticism all the

books of the collection ;
bat while we admit the general accuracy of his con-

clusions, we may be allowed to differ on points of detail, as our remarks on
the ruins of Persepoiis have proved.

® Hyde, De Helig. Veter, JPersar, 303, 312—335.
• Zendavesta of Kledker, Appendix i. 1, etc. ; cf. p. 327, etc.

“ This opinion has been fully developed in the treat^e of M. Tychsen, I>e

Heligionum Zoroastricarum apud veteres gentes vestigiis

;

in Comment, Soc,

Goett, vol. xi. p. 112, etc.
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wards to apply the information so obtained towards support-

ing or invalidating the very imperfect data afforded by

Grecian writers, without allowing too much importance to

the name of Gustasp, which was no uncommon appellation

or title m the East, and which consequently of itself proves

nothing. It may be added that the Persepolitan inscrip-

tions show that Darius did not himself assume this as his

proper name.

If this method be adopted, the data of more recent au-

thors neglected, and the Zendavesta studied by itself, the

hypothesis referred to must fall to the ground
;
being indeed

utterly destitute of any foundation, except the resemblance

of the name Gustasp, and contradicted by the most decisive

evidence.^^

The works of Zoroaster abound in details relating to his

own person, as well as the countries and kingdom which

were the first scene of his career as a religious reformer. He
proves, by the clearest geograpliical data, that his native

country was Northern Media, Azerbijan, or the territory be-

tween the rivers Kur, or Cyrus, and tlie Araxes ;
both of

which empty themselves into the Caspian. Here he first

appeared as a legislator and reformer
;
but soon quitting this

district, he passed into the countries east of the Caspian, to

Bactra, the residence of king Gustasp, who became his dis-

ciple and admirer. The original seat, therefore, of his new
religion or doctrine was Bactra, whence (under the protec-

tion of Gustasp) it was disseminated over Iran.

The writings of Zoroaster, we thus perceive, lead us to

conclude that the kingdom in which he first appeared as a

reformer was a Bactrian monarchy. Might ,not, however,
the Persian empire be understood to answer this description,

the above-named countries being important provinces of its

dominion ? and might not Darius Hystaspis have made Bac-
tra, for a time at least, the place of his residedbe ?

Zoroaster has himself so accurately described the extent
and partitions of the kingdom in wMch he lived, that this

hypothesis cannot be maintained. The opening of his Ven-

It is to be observed, that reference is here inade only to the most ancient
parts of the Zradavesta, particularly the Vendidat and Izeshne, not to the
Boondehesh, which is a mere commentary, appertaining to the age of the Sas-
sanian pnnces.
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didat contains a catalogue of the provinces and principal

cities of that kingdom
; and this record, so invaluable to

the historian, is so clear and complete as to leave no room
for doubt.’- The chief provinces and places, sixteen in

number, are registered according to their oriental appella-

tions, and for the most part are easily to be recognised. We
learn hence that, except Azerbijan to the west of the Cas-
pian, all the countries east of the same, as far as Northern
Hindustan, were, together with the latter country, subject

to king Gustasp, at whose court the sage resided. The
whole of Khorasan is here enumerated, with the several

provinces of which it is composed. Bactnana and Sogdi-
ana, Aria oi^ Sehestan, Cabul, Arokhage, the confines of
Hindustan, and finally, Lahore in .the Panjab, are all suc-
cessively mentioned. Nothing, however, is said of the two
chief provinces of the Persian empire, Persis and Susiana,
nor of their capitals, Persepolis and Susa, nor of Babylon

;

which, nevertheless, were the customary residences of the
kings of Persia, and, in particular, of Darius Hystaspis.
Can it, then, be supposed that it was under this king that

Zoroaster lived, and that his laws were digested for his do-
minions? Is it to be imagined that, in a catalogue of all

the principal cities and provinces of his patron’s empire, he
should have omitted to mention the very chiefest of all,

living as he did at the court of the monarch ? To make
Zoroaster contemporary with Darius Hystaspis is not only
to vitiate all historical probability, but to make Zoroaster
contradict himself.

What, however, must we say to the chronological notices
of the Greeks, which place him m this era? Supposing
them to have been much more authentic than they are, they
cannot be admitted as destructive of undeniable data, drawn
from the writings of Zoroaster himself : the genuineness of
the latter having been once established. The contrary,

however, is the fact : it is only in the third, fourth, and fol-

lowing centuries that any authors speak of Zoroaster as
living in the reign of Darius Hystaspis

; while no trace of
any such assertion is to be discovered in the remains of
writers contemporary with that monarch, who alone would

Zendaveeta, ii, 299.
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be competent witnesses of the truth. Neither Herodotus,

Ctesias, nor Xenophon, who make such frequent mention

of the Magi, and the former of whom relates their unsuc-

cessful attempt to regain their power in the person of tlie

pretended Smerdis, as well as the reign of Darius which fol-

lowed, none of these historians say a word of Zoroaster, who
is supposed to have appeared at that time. Even Plato, the

first Grecian writer who mentions Zoroaster, speaks of him
as a sage of remote antiquity

;
and the same is established

by the evidence of Hermippus and Eudoxus, which Pliny

has preserved.^^

We may therefore assume it as proved, that the reform-

ation effected by Zoroaster took place, not in the time of
Darius Hystaspis, but antecedently to the commencement
of the Persian dynasty. What then was the date of its oc-

currence ? a question perfectly distinct from that which we
have been considering, and much more difficult to answer.
From Zoroaster himself we can only learn that it took place
during the Bactro-Median empire, under a king named
Gustasp, of the dynasty of the Keanides.^** By a compari-
son of different authorities it has been thought probable that

this monarch was the same with the Median king Cyaxares
the First, who, according to Herodotus, reigned about a
hundred years before Darius Hystaspis.^^ Of the two hy-
potheses alleged, the latter is undoubtedly the more plausi-

ble, but even this is open to many objections.^® The
kingdom in which Gustasp is described as reigning, and in
which Zoroaster appeared, was not Media, properly so call-

ed, but Bactriana. The very name of Medes and Persians,
as distinct nations, are not even mentioned

;
the nation sub-

ject to the monarch in question, is styled the people of Or-
muzd. It cannot even be shown that Media was among

** Consult a collection and critical statement of the accounts given by dif-
ferent Grecian authors of Zoroaster, Kleuker’s Anhang zum Zendave&ta^ ii.

iii. p. 90: besides the proofs alleged and examined with, great ability by my
friend M. Tychsen, in his treatise already referred to.

** Zendavesta^ ii. p. 142.
** This hypothesis was first proposed by Foucher, who, however, adopted

the idea that there were two Zoroasters. His treatises are translated in the
J.nkang i. ii. p. 51, etc. The second Zoroaster, supposed
Foucher to have flourished under Darius Hystaspis, is the mere figment of
some later Grecian authors of little credit.

See the disquisition of Rhode, MeUige Sage, p. 1.52, etc., who makes Zo-
roaster anterior to the Assjnan monarchy.
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his tributary kingdoms, and it is certain that it was not the

principal kingdom, the seat of the empire. On the whole,

we are compelled to carry back Zoroaster to the period

when- Bactriana was an independent monarchy, a period

anterior to the very commencement of the Median empire,

as related by Herodotus, ascending beyond the eighth cen-

tury before the Christian era. Whether we must refer him
to a still more ancient epoch, prior to the Assyrian mon-
archy, (as is the opinion of Rhode,) must remain a question,

as we have no certain knowledge whether Bactriana formed

a part of the empire of the Assyrians, or whether it con-

stituted a contemporary and independent kingdom. The
chronological notices we have already given are all that can

be afforded, except we be prepared to transport the sage be-

yond the utmost limits of recorded history.

These preliminary observations were indispensable to the

solution ofthe two questions with which, on the present oc-

casion, we are chiefly concerned, namely, what was the

religion of Zoroaster under the Medes, and what under the

Persian dynasty ?

It is not without anxiety that I prepare to answer these

queries, not only on account of the difiiculties with which
they are encumbered, but because I feel how hard it is to

transport my reader to a point of view which may enable

him (and which alone can do so) to view this system of

laws in its true light and proportions. Zoroaster made his

appearance in the heart of Asia, among a people whose con-

stitution, religion, and manners are completely different

from our own. His doctrines, however, like those of every

reformer, were occasioned by present circumstances, and
adapted to the times in which he flourished

;
and conse-

quently, we form a just estimate of his character only by
contemplating him with a reference to his age. We must

forget that we are Europeans, and, together with our more
advanced knowledge, lay aside our prejudices also. It is

no objection to his laws, that they contain much that is

strange, or even absurd, nay, this very circumstance rather

confirms their authenticity, being precisely what was to be

expected in a legislative system belonging to so remote an

age and country.

In several parts of his writings, Zoroaster speaks of him-

VOL. I. R
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self as a subject of one ofthose ^eat despotic governments,

which have always abounded in Asia,^^ and consequently

was more sensible than a European can be, of the advan-

tages and evils which attend such a form of government in

a civilized country. He could not be blind to the beneficial

effects of agriculture, and the other peaceful arts, which

flourish only under the shelter of civil society, and his sense

of these advantages must have been heightened by the con-

trast of the lawless and wandering hordes by which his

country was overfun. The evils, also, which generally at-

tend despotic governments, must have been no less strikingly

presented to his observation : the intolerable oppression of

satraps and their subalterns ;
luxury and debauchery, with

the maladies and physical afflictions of another kind, which
he himself enumerates and bewails,^® had so generally crept

in, as to excite in him the desire to restore by his religious

reform more fortunate and better days.

The picture which an Asiatic forms to himself of such

happier days, is different from that which a European
would conceive. Bowed down from his youth beneath the

yoke of absolute authority, he does not presume to emanci-

pate himself, even in idea
;
but takes another way of com-

pensating his present grievances. He pictures to himself

a despotic government in the hands, not of a tyrant, but a

lather of his people
;
under which every class of men and

every individual might have his appropriate sphere of action,

to which he confined himself, and the duties of which he
fulfilled

;
under whom the peaceful arts of agriculture, tend-

ing of flocks, and commerce, were supposed to flourish, riches

to increase and abound, as if the hands of the monarch,
like those of a divinity, showered blessings on his people.

Such a government and such a sovereign are recorded in

the Cyropsedia itself
;
and their image has survived through

all the periods of Asiatic history, still continuing to form,

as it were, the central point of oriental tradition, and vividly

impressed on the code of Zoroaster. According to that

sage, the era of Jemshid, the ancient sovereign of Iran,'*

See the first Fargards of the Vendidat, ii. 300, etc., and the
books of Yesht-Sades and Izeshne^xm^Vw.

Zendavesta, i. p. 78, 1 18, etc.

Iran, the oriental name for the countries of higher Asia, as far as the
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was the golden age of his country. “ Jemshid the father of
his people, the most glorious of mortals whom the sun ever

beheld. In his days animals perished not : there was no
want either of water, or of fruit-bearing trees, or of animals

fit for the food of mankind. During the light of his reign

there was neither frost nor burning heat, nor death, nor un-
bridled passions, the work of the Deevs. Man appeared to

retain the age of fifteen the children grew up in safety,

as long as Jemshid reigned, the father of his people.

The restoratioa of such a golden age was the end of the

legislation of Zoroaster, who, however, built his code on a
religious foundation, agreeably to the practice of the East

;

and the multifarious ceremonies he prescribed had all refer-

ence to certain doctrines intimately associated with his

political dogmata
;
and it is absolutely necessary to bear in

mind this alliance, if we would not do injustice to one part
or other of his system.

The philosophical system of Zoroaster set out with those

speculations with which philosophy, in the infancy of na-

tions, is apt to commence her career, being impelled thereto

in the most lively and powerful manner, namely, with dis-

cussions i-especting the origin of evil, which in so many
forms oppresses human nature. It is indifferent to us,

whether he was himself the first propounder of the doctrines

he maintained on this subject, or whether he borrowed
them from more ancient traditions of the East. It is suffi-

cient that in this respect he assumed such high ground that

Indus, and also applied to the country in which Zoroaster resided. In the
language of Zend it is called Eriene. See above, p. 88.
“ As the fertility of the soil depended in those countries on a plentiful

supply of water, the latter circumstance is perpetually mentioned by Zoro-
aster as denoting the former.

That is to say, they enjoyed a perpetual youth. In those warm coun-
tries the age of puberty is accelerated.
“ Zendavesta, i. 14. Jemshid is generally described as the founder of civil

society, by introducing the art of agriculture. See the beautiful mythus in

the Yendidat, Zendav. ii. 304. A recent author has made it appear probable

that the above name conceals the Achaemenes of the Greeks, the reputed

head of the loyal family of Cyrus. See Wahl, Allyememe Beschreib. des

Persisclim jReichs, p. 209. I confess that this hypothesis appears to me ex-

tremely probable. Besides the similarity of the names, which will be imme-
diately recognised if we take away the Greek termination enes, and the

Persian shid

;

it is perfectly in harmony with the practice of the Orientals,

that the more recent dynasty of the descendants of Cyrus should seek to in-

graft their genealogy on the ancient Median stock which sprangfrom Jemshid.

a 2
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all obscurity which involved the subject seemed to disappear,

as long as no clouds of metaphysics obscured the horizon.

The doctrine of a good and evil principle, the sources of

all good and ill, is the foundation-stone of the whole struc-

ture, both of his religious and political philosophy.

This loading idea was, however, modified by the cha-

racter which its author assumed of a legislator. He as-

serted the existence of a kingdom of light, and a kingdom

of darkness : in the former reigns Ormuzd, the author and
giver of all good’; in the latter, Ahriman, the source of all

evil, moral as well as physical. The throne of Ormuzd is

surrounded by the seven Amshaspands, the princes of light,

of whom the sage himself was the first. Subordinate to

these are the Izeds, the genii of good, of whatever kind.

The kingdom of darkness subject to Ahriman, contains the

same sort of hierarchy
;

his throne being surrounded by the

seven superior Deevs, the princes of evil, while an infinite

number of inferior Deevs are subordinate to the former, as

the Izeds to the Amshaspands. The kingdoms of Ormuzd
and Ahriman are eternally opposed to each other, but at a

future period Ahriman shall be overthrown, and the powers

of darkness destroyed
;
the dominion of Ormuzd shall be-

come universal, and the kingdom of light alone shall subsist

and embrace the universe.*’

It is apparent that this ideal system was copied from the

constitutions of the oriental monarchies, and conversely, the

forms of the first were applied to the latter : the whole being

obviously adapted to the place and circumstances of time in

which the legislator appeared. He lived in a country

situated on the borders of the nomad tribes,®* where he had
opportunities of comparing the advantages of civil society

with the striking contrast presented by the wandering and
lawless hordes, which incessantly laid waste his native land.

He beheld, as it were, his kingdoms of light and of darkness

realized on the earth : Iran, the Medo-Bactrian kingdom,
subject to Gustasp, being the image of the kingdom of Or-
muzd, and the monarch, of Ormuzd himself

;
while Turan,

the land of the nomad nations to the north, of which Afra-

siab was king, was the picture of the kingdom of darkness

Zendavesta^ i. p. 4, etc. See above, p. 11, 12.
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under the rule of Ahriman. The leading ideas, originally

distinct, have been so intimately mixed up together, that if

not absolutely confounded, at all events many of the subor-

dinate images have been transferred from one to the other.

For instance, as Turan lay to the north of Iran, the king-

dom of Ahriman is made to occupy the same relative posi-

tion
;
thence descend the Deevs, which at all times inflict

infinite mischiefs on Iran. As the inhabitants of Turan led

a lawless, unsettled life, causing continual mischief by their

incursions, so the Deevs wander in all directions from their

abodes in the north, and seek occasions of inflicting mis-

chief every where. Nevertheless, as Ahriman shall even-

tually be overcome, and his kingdom annihilated, so shall

the power of the chiefs of the Turanians be broken; the

laws of Zoroaster prevail, and the golden age of Jemshid
return.^^

Such are the principal ideas on which the system of Zo-
roaster turns. He did not, however, confine himself to ge-

neralities, but applied his principles to the different species

of created beings. All that exists appertains, either to the

kingdom of Ormuzd or to that of Ahriman, whether rational

or irrational, animate or inanimate. There are pure men,
pure animals, pure vegetables

;
(all these the creation of

Ormuzd ;) and again, there are impure men, impure ani-

mals, impure vegetables, subject to the dominion of the

Deevs, and appertaining to the kingdom of Ahriman.

All men are accounted impure, (kharfasters,) who by
thought, word, or deed despise the laws of Zoroaster

;
all

poisonous and pernicious animals or reptiles, (which in the

countries bordering on Media are much more abundant

and formidable than in Europe,) with all plants and vege-

tables possessing the same qualities. On the other hand,

in the country where the law of Zoroaster is revered, every

thing is pure, every thing is holy : so that his precepts ex-

tend their influence not only over the human race, but even

to the brute and inanimate creation. It is the duty of the

servant of Ormuzd (Mazdryesnan) to foster every thing in

nature which is pure and holy, as all such things are the

creations of Ormuzd, at the same time that the enmity he

“ Zeyidavesta^i, p. 116, 160.
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has vowed against Ahriman and his creation, make it in-

cumbent on him to attack and destroy all impure animals.

On these principles Zoroaster built his laws for the improve-

ment of the soil by means of agriculture, by tending of cat-

tle, and gardening, which he perpetually inculcates, as if he

could not sufficiently impress his disciples with a sense of

their importance.*®

In the internal organization of his kingdom, Zoroaster

continued faithfully to copy the character peculiar to the

despotic governihents of the East. The whole system re-

posed on a four-fold division of castes : that of the priests,

the warriors, the agriculturists, and the artificers of what-

ever denomination.®^ This is the order in which they are

enumerated, but the legislator omits no opportunity of ele-

vating and dignifying that of the agriculturists. These

extract plenty from the earth
;
their hands wield the blade

of Jemshid with which he clove the ground, and drew forth

the treasures of abundance.®® It is to be observed, how-
ever, that this division into castes is not described as an in-

stitution of Zoroaster, but as having existed from the era of

Jemshid; an institution which the legislator did not ori-

ginate, but merely maintained.

The gradation of ranks is conformable to the hierarchy

of the kingdom of Ormuzd. We hear of rulers of petty

towns, rulers of streets, (or portions of cities,) rulers of cities,

and rulers of provinces ;
the head of all these potentates be-

ing the king. All, as subjects of Ormuzd, are supposed

good and upright, especially the highest of all, the monarch.
He is the soul of all, on whom all depend, and around whom
the whole system revolves. His commands are absolute and
irrevocable, but the religion of Ormuzd forbids him to or-

dain any thing but what is just and good.®®

These are the principal characteristics of the kingdom
sketched by Zoroaster

;
the picture of a despotic govern-

ment on the principles of the customs of the East. To this

he added precepts calculated to advance the moral improve-
ment of his people

;
nor did it escape his observation, that

on the habits of the nation, and in particular on their do-
mestic virtues, must be founded its public constitution.

“ Zendavesta, i. p. 16, etc. ® Ibid. i. p. 141.
“ Ibid. ii. p. 305. Ibid. i. 72, etc.
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works.^^ They alone were entitled to perform the offices of

religion, they alone possessed the sacred formularies or litur-

gies by which Ormuzd was to be addressed, and were ac-

quainted with the ceremonies by which the offering of

prayers and sacrifice was to be accompanied. Tins was

their peculiar knowledge and their study, and it was only

by them that prayel’s* and sacrifice could be presented to the

deity.^® In this manner they came to be considered the

only interlocutors between God -and man; it was to them
alone that Ormuid revealed his will, they alone contem-

plated the future, and had the power of revealing it to such

as inquired into it through them.

On these foundations was reared, both among the Per-

sians and the Medes, the dignity of the priestly caste. The
general belief m predictions, especially as derived from ob-

servation of the heavenly bodies, and the custom of under-

taking no enterprise of moment without consulting those

who were supposed acquainted with such oracles, as well as

the blind confidence reposed in such pretenders, all con-

spired to give this class of ijien the highest influence, not

only in the relations of private life, but also over public un-

dertakings. In the days of Zoroaster, as at present, it was
esteemed necessary to the dignity as well as the Gxigencies

of an Asiatic court, that the person of the king should bo
surrounded by a multitude of soothsayers, wise men, and
priests, who formed a part of his council. The origin of

this persuasion, which has so universally and invariably pre-

vailed in the East, may be left for others to discuss
;
but the

extraordinary influence which it has exercised over the

manners of private life and the constitution of the state at

large, deserves the closest attention of every one who inter-

ests himself in the history of nations and their manners.
If we take these things into the account, and assume it

as proved that Zoroaster flourished under the Mcflian dy-
nasty, we cannot be surprised by the fact, that on the down-
fal of that monarchy its hereditary religion was adopted by
the conquerors. Supposing (what I am not pr('pared either

to assert or deny) that up to that period these doctrines

were unknown to the Persians, yet from the nature of

ZendaveUa^ ii. 2'")!. ^ Herod, i. 132.
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things, their reception was an almost necessary consequence
of a fact which is indisputable, the adoption by the Persian
monarchs of the court-ceremonial of the Medes. The latter

had been defined and prescribed by the mixed political and
religious code of that nation, and was inseparable from the
authority on which it rested. The Magians and wise men
formed the most dignified portion of the court

;
they sur-

rounded the king’s person, and were indispensable to him
as soothsayers and diviners. They were distinguished also

by their dress
;
their girdle (costi), which was not passed

over the shoulder like the cord of the Brahmans in the

manner of a scarf
;
the sacred clip havan, used for libations ,•

and the barsom, a bundle of twigs held together by a band.®^

Besides, the question was not whether a new religion should

be adopted by the mass of the people, (the doctrines of Zo-
roaster being the exclusive inheritance and science of the

priest-caste,) but only respecting the observance of certain

religious forms and modes ,of worship which were left for

the priests to administer.

The above observations will, I trust, enable us to reply

with somewhat greater accuracy to the second question, re-

specting the time when the doctrines of Zoroaster were
adopted by the Persians, the extent to which they were re-

ceived, and the influence tliey had on the national consti-

tution.

It is certain from history that the Median priest-caste be-

came established among the Persians as early as the founda-

tion of their monarchy by Cyrus. Not only do Herodotus

and Ctesias describe them as an order of priests under the

first Persian princes,^ but the express testimony of Xeno-
phon in the Cyropaedia leaves no fiirther question, possess-

ing as it does an historical value from an observation ap-

pended by the author. Having described the etiquette of

the l%rsian court as copied from that of the Medes, he

adds :
“ Cyrus also first appointed the Magi to chaunt

^
I should be disposed to consider the fan, already mentioned, p. 114, and

borne, together with an umbrella, by an attendant on the person of the king,

as the sacred instrument called Imrsom, if it were carried by the monarch
himself, and not (as is the case) by an inferior. If, after all, it be the harsomj

it must be understood as denoting the priestly authority, as the umbrella does

the secular. For the sacred utensils of the Magi, see Zendavestaf iii. 204.
® In his account of the usurpation of the pretended Smerdis.
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sacred hymns at the rising of the sun, (the Ha’s,) and to

offer daily sacrifices to the deities, to whom it was enjoined

by their law. This state of things continues to be main-

tained by each successive monarch; and the rest of the

Persian nation followed the example of their prince, con-

ceiving that they should m the same way be more likely to

prosper, if they worshipped the gods as their monarch did.” ^

Thus the first consequence of their appointment was the

introduction of a certain religious ceremonial in the court

of Persia. It by iio means, however, follows from this that

the Persians at once laid aside the manners and customs of

their forefathers, and, as it were, suddenly became converted

into Medes
;
but rather, that a mixture and union of their

ancient and newly-adopted opinions and customs took place.

The laws of the Persians, in consequence, came to be cited

in connexion with those of the Medes
;
their national deities

were still reverenced as before ; and in his time Herodo-
tus remarks certain diversities observable in the ceremonies
of the Persians as compared with those of the Magians.*'

We must not therefore be surprised at not finding a com-
plete correspondence between the precepts of the Zenda-
vesta and the customs of the Persians

;
on the contrary, this

very diversity is one mark of the genuineness of that com-
position.

Nor are we authorized to conclude from the expressions

of Xenophon that the whole Persian nation at once adoptc'd

the Magian religion. This appears to be sufficiently con-
tradicted by the totally different way of life of the various

Persian tribes
;
besides, as we have already had occasion to

remark,*'^ and shall presently see confirmed, by the Persians

Xenophon means the nobler tribes, and possibly only that

of the Pasargadae. Far less are we entitled to suppose that'

the creed of Zoroaster was at once introduced in the con-
quered countries as the universal religion of the state

;
for

although strongly marked by the character of intolerance,

this religion appears never, like that of Mohammed, to have

” Xenoph. Cyrop. viii. Op. p. 204.
* He frequently names the Siol irarfifoi: see the places collected by Bris-

30N, de Meg. Persar. impeyio^ p. 34f.
For instance, in their treatment of the dead, which the Magi, previous to

interment, suffered to be torn by a dog or bird of prey. Herod, i. 140,
" See above, p. 214.
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bep propagated by fire and sword : its author was himself
neither a conqueror nor a warrior, nor did the princes who
embraced it esteem it a duty to provide for its dissemination
by the power of the sword.

It is mucli nearer to the truth to suppose that the recep-

tion of this religion was at first confined to the court, of

which the caste of Magi, as priests, as soothsayers, and as

councillors of the king, formed an important part, and next
to the wives and eunuchs of the monarch, had nearest ac-

cess to his person. It was a principal part of the education

of the monarch to be instructed in the lore of the Magi," a

privilege communicated to very few personages besides, and
those highly favoured." This doctrine of the Magi, mixed
up with the hereditary opinions of the Persians," was desig-

nated as the law of the Medes and Persians, and embraced
a knowledge of all the sacred customs, precepts, and usages

which concerned, not only the worship of the deity, but the

whole private life of every worshipper of Ormuzd, respect-

ing the duties which he was bound to perform, and the pe-

nalties which he would incur by transgressing them. In

proportion as the ritual prescribed was extensive and multi-

farious, so was it open to cases of doubtful interpretation,

when the counsel of the Magi was needed, and consequently

was not neglected. From a comparison of several passages,

it appears probable that they composed the council of the

king’s judges, of which mention is made as early as the time

of Cambyses." The very notion of a religious legislation,

such as we have described, implies that the priests should

be also judges, and the individual cases which have been re-

corded as brought before this tribunal appear to fortify such

a conjecture. This court of judicature consisted of men
distinguished for their wisdom no less than their justice,

possessing their places for life, unless proved guilty of some

act of injustice. When this happened, they were punished

not only with strictness, but with a cruelty such as despot-

ism alone can either devise or execute.^ Examples, how-

“ Cic. de Divin. i. 23, and other passages in Brisson, p. 384.

" As, for instance, to Themistocles dunng his residence at the Persian court.

Plutarch, in Themist Op. i. p. 126.

" Compare Esther, i. ^3, with Herod, iii. 31 ;
vii. 194. The other places

which bear on this point are to be found in Brisson, p. 189.

In this manner Darius caused one of them to be crucified, but on dis-
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ever, are not wanting to prove that although it was esteemed

a duty by the monarch to take the opinion of this council,

yet he was by no means necessarily bound to abide by their

sentence. Cambyses demanded whether it was lawful for

him to marry his sister, and the council, knowing that it

was his purpose to do so, replied that there was no law which

permitted it, but that there did exist a law which made it

allowable for the king of the Persians to do what seemed

him good.^’’ Notwithstanding, therefore, the apparent limit-

ation set to the ro;fal authority by the separation of the ju-

dicial power from the administrative,^ the answer of this

high tribunal makes it plain that the authority of the kings

of Persia was as unlimited as that of any other oriental des-

pot at any period.

In like manner, the idea which has been adopted by
several eminent modern authors, that the Persian constitu-

tion was modelled after the hierarchy of the kingdom of

Ormuzd, appears, at all events, to require strong limitations.

Appeal is continually made to the seven princes who stood

about the throne of the king, in like manner as the Amshas-
pands surrounded the throne of Ormuzd

;
as well as to

other less striking analogies.^ But, at the most, this ana-

logy applied only to the economy of the court, and did not

extend to the kingdom at large : of the former the Magi
composed an important part, and it is very possible that

this may have influenced the character of the whole. When,
however, we come to compare the picture which Zoroaster

has sketched of the constitution of the kingdom in which he

covering that he had benefited more than he had injured the royal house, he
commanded him to be taken down from the cross. Cambyses commanded
another to be flayed alive; and his skin spread over the judgment-seat on
which his son and successor was to sit. Herod, vii. 194. For a similar ex-

ample of modern Persian justice, see Morier, ii. 103.

Herod, iii. 31.
" The want of such a separation has been often felt in the East. In the

Turkish empire, as in the Persian, the cadi, or judge, is not subject to the
pasha; but as all criminal jurisdiction, as well as that of the police, is never-
theless in the hands of the ruler and his officers, little good is effected by a
nominal separation.
" The number seven is continually found in all the public institutions of

the Persians, where a plurality of persons were required, and accordingly
would appear to have been long esteemed by them a sacred number. Some-
thing similar is to be remarked in the cases of some other Asiatic races, for
instance, the Mongols, who esteem the number nine to be holy. Pallas,
i. 198.
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lived with that of Persia, we remark similarities which exist

in all great despotic governments : a prince, whose man-
dates are irrevocable, a division of the empire into provinces,

and a departmental administration by satraps
; while we dis-

cover at the same time some striking dissimilitudes. The'i

general distinction of castes, on which the legislative system

of Zoroaster is founded, was never completely established

among the Persians, although the foundation of such a sys-

tem was laid in the diversity of occupations and modes of

life pursued by the different tribes. Ws find among them
the tribes of nobles or warriors, and of agriculturists, but

none of artisans, which indeed could hardly exist among a
race of conquerors

;
nor is it certain that in the cases of the

former their occupations were necessarily restricted to in-

dividuals of that tribe.

If we take into account these and some minor differences,

which have been already touched upon by others, between

the law of Zoroaster and the institutions of the' Persians, we
shall see in them a confirmation of the remark that Zoroas-

ter was not contemporary with the Persian monarchy, but

that his doctrines were received at the same time with the

order of priests, to whom they were committed, without

being adopted by the nation at large or literally complied

•with by all.

The further information which has been preserved to us

respecting the court and household of the Persian monarch,

I would fain compress in some general remarks relative to

the information afforded by Xenophon m the eighth book of

the Cyropaedia, which has all the weight of historical testi-

mony, in consequence of the repeated a"fesertion of the au-

thor, that the same state of things subsisted in his own time.*®

First. Agreeably to the customs of all the great despotic

princes of the East, the court consisted not only of the king’s

servants, but also of a numerous army, principally cavalry,

which surrounded the person of the king, and formed part

of his retinue. This body of cavalry was divided into corps

of ten-thousands
;
according to the nations of which it was

composed.®^ The most distinguished were the Persians

;

^ Xenoph. Cyrop. Op. p. 202—216.
“ Xenoph. loc cit. p. 215. Next to the Persians came the Medes, then

the Armenians, the Hyrcanians, the Cadusians, and the Sacse.
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the rest succeeded in a fixed gradation. To these were at-

tached the numerous body-guards posted at the gates of the

palace, of whom we have already had occasion to speak in

the description of Persepolis. If we compare with these the

descriptions of the household troops of the kings of modem
Persia, or thfe Mongol princes in Hindustan and China, we
shall perceive that the court establishment of the monarchs
of the East is precisely what it was in the days of Cyrus.^^

Secondly. It was a natural consequence of the increasing

luxury of the Persians, that the number of courtiers should

be augmented, when the rule had once been established,

that for all, even the most trivial duties, special officers were
necessary.^

As all these officers were supported free of expense, there

were daily fed at the king’s table, according to Ctesias, fif-

teen thousand persons,®^ and Xenophon assures us that a
considerable body of men was required only to make the

king’s bed.“ These inferior attendants on the court were
marshalled in the same manner as the army, and divided

into tens and hundreds.®® Courtiers, however, of a superior

rank were also very numerous, distinguished by the general
appellations of the friends, the kinsmen, or the servants of
the king, titles which under every despotic government are
understood to confer a high degree of importance. It is

unnecessary to enter largely on particulars respecting them
in the present place, as the remarks already made on the
remains of Persepolis must have conveyed a distinct idea of
their characters.®^

Lastly. Not only from the analogy which prevails in
other courts of the East, but from a comparison of different

passages in ancient writers, it appears probable that the
household of the Persian monarch was originally composed
of the mling tribe or horde, namely, that of the Pasargadse,
and especially of the family of the Achaemenidte.®® For this

® Chardin, iv. p. .370, etc. Bernier, Voyage aux Jndes, ii. p. 218, etc.
“ Xenoph. loc. cit. p. 209.
“ Ctesias, in Athen. iv. p. 146. Where are also collected many other

details respecting the luxury of the Persian court.
“ Xenoph. p. 24L «« Ibid. p. 203.
A number of passages bearing on this point have been collected by Bris-

soN, p. 279, etc.

“ This view of the matter receives considerable confirmation from a similar
economy prevalent at the present day in the court of Eastern Persia. The
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reason the courtiers of superior rank bore the appellation of
the king’s kinsmen,®® and almost every page of Persian his-

tory proves that every trust of importance was confided, if

not to this family, at all events to this tribe. The great body
of the inferior 'attendants of the court was, as Xenophon ex-
pressly informs us, gradually filled up with the warlike fol-

lowers of the king.®*

The very name Pasargadae, as we have had occasion to

remark, betokens that the household of the court was made
up of this race,®^ and though it cannot be ascertained to what
extent in the end the other noble tribes were gradually ad-
mitted to the same privileges, it is certain that the majority
of the court at all times was taken from this. The student
of Persian antiquity will, accordingly, find reason to adopt
the conjecture, that the Grecian authors in general meant
by “ the Persians,” not the entire nation, but only, or prin-

cipally, the tribe of the Pasargadse ; and this hypothesis

applies (as has been already remarked) with especial pro-

priety to the Cyropaedia of Xenophon. The details which
he affords us, in the commencement of his work, respecting

the education and institutions of the Persians, cannot be
referred to the whole nation, but only to the ruling tribe,

or the king’s household, as is proved by the notices of place

which he adjoins. If we adopt this principle of interpreta-

tion, the whole picture presents itself under a totally differ-

ent aspect, and it is no longer necessary to consider it as a

romance. It is a description of the education and habits

of life which, in compliance with custom, the noblesse of

the nation, or the portion of it which composed the house-

hold of the king, were obliged to observe
; and the very

strictness of the discipline prescribed is perfectly in harmony
with the customs of oriental courts, where every thing is

regulated by an exact ceremonial. Accordingly, it must
not be looked upon as an account of the national system of

tribe of the Boraums there stands in exactly the same relation to the kinv,
that the Pasargadse did to the monarchs of ancient Persia. This tribe is dis-

tinguished above all the rest, and furnishes satraps or governors for the pro-
vinces. Elphinstone, p. 522, 532. In Western Persia also, the body-guard
is described as twelve thousand men strong, taken principally from the tribes

allied to the reigning shah. Morieb, i. p. 242.

" They were distinguished by peculiar marks of honour, a purple garment,
and an ornament of gold. Jos. Ant. Jud. xiii. 5, 4.

“ Xenoph. Op. p. 242. “ See above, p. 214.
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education, nor of the manners of the people at !<.r^’e, but

the court-education, and court-ceremonial ; and in propor-

tion as these are strict under all despotic and c‘-ptcmlly

under all oriental governments, it becomes necessary to

afccustom to them from their very youth such as are destined

tp observe them.®“

The economy of the harem of the Persian monarchs ap-

pears to have been precisely the same with the present

customs, in that respect, of the Asiatic nations. It was

peopled from the different pi-ovinces of the empire, and the

surveillance of the whole committed to eunuchs, of whom
we find traces, long before the Persian monarchy, m the

courts of the Median kings, a consequence of the practice

of polygamy. His eunuchs and his wives encircled the

person of the monarch, and thus easily attained an influence,

which, under a weak monarch who felt himself unable to

shake off the yoke, often became a species of protectorship,

by which they were enabled to sway the helm of state, and,

in the end, to exercise dominion over the throne itself.

The interior of these gynsecea is best described in the

narrative of the book of Esther, while the account of a court

intrigue in the reign of Xerxes, recorded in the last book
of Herodotus, throws great additional light on their history.®*

The harem was divided into two sets of apartments, and the

new comers were transferred from the first to the second on
having been admitted to the king’s chamber.®'* Unbounded
luxury, which in the end degenerates into wearisome eti-

quette, imposes of itself a restraint on the passions of ar-

bitrary despots. It is far from being the case that, at the

present day, the sultan of Constantinople can select the ob-

ject of his desire according to his own pleasure ; and Per-

sian etiquette demanded that a whole year should be spent

in purification by means of aromatics and costly perfumes,

before the noviciate beauty was thought worthy of approach-

“ That this hypothesis is correct will be apparent to any one who will

compare the beginning of the Cyropaedia with the eighth book of the same
work. Xenophon here expressly declares that the education of the Persian

court continued to his own time, but had been much loosened by the luxury

which had crept in. Op. p. 240. In another place, when the same author

puts the whole number of tlie Persians at one hundred and twenty thousand,

(Op. p. 7,) it is evident that he can only be speaking of the ruling tribe.

“ Heeod. IX. 110, etc.
'* Esther, ii. 12—14.
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ing the presence of the despot. The number of concu-

bines must therefore have been sufficiently great to present

a new victim for every day.^^ The passions of hatred and
jealousy, which are apt to become intense in proportion as

their sphere is limited, attained in the harem of Persia a

degiee of rancour which our imaginations can hardly picture.

When Amestris, the wife of Xerxes, succeeded at last in

getting into her power her sister-in-law, whom she sus-

pected as her rival, she caused her to be mutilated in a

manner so horrible that I dare not even lay the recital of it

before my reader.^^

The legitimate wives of the king stood, however, on a

totally different footing from his concubines
;
a distinction

which prevailed also in the inferior conditions of life.^® As
every thing m the constitution of the country depended on

the distinctions of tribe, the consort was chosen from the

family of Cyrus, or that of the Achaememdse though the

exaniple of Esther appears to prove, that occasionally con-

cubines were elevated to the same rank. In that case they

were invested with the insignia of royalty, the diadem and

the other regalia.'® The mode of life, however, ofthe queen-

consort, was no less rigidly prescribed and limited than that

of the concubines
;
and it is mentioned as a remarkable

instance, that Statira so far overstepped that burdensome

system of etiquette as to appear in public without a veil.^^

Uncertainty of succession is an inseparable consequence

of a harem administration. It is true that illegitimate chil-

dren were altogether excluded from inheriting by the cus-

toms of Persia but the intrigmes of their mothers, and

the treachery of eunuchs, with the help of poison, often pre-

pared the way for them to the throne.^^ Of legitimate sons

the rule was, that the eldest should inherit, especially if he

Esther, and elsewhere. Each was brought only once into the king’s

piesence, except he should expressly command them to be presented again.

Dai ms Hystaspis had three hundred and sixty concubines : a number
proportioned to that of the days of the year, according to the computation of

the Persians. Diod. h. p. 220. Many other details relative to the economy

of the Persian haiem may be found in Brisson, p. 163, etc.

Herod, loc. cit.
^ Ibid. i. 135.

Ibid, iii, 88. Ctesias, Pets. cap. 20.

See the passages collected by Brisson, p. 158, etc.

Plutarch, m Artaxerxe, Oj) i. p. 1013. ” Herod, ni. 2.

As m the cases of Darius Nothus. and Darius Codomannus. Cf.

Ctesias, 44 ;
Arrian, ii. 14.

VOL. !• S
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was born when his father was king.''* The selection was,

however, left to the monarch, and as his decisions were

commonly influenced by his queen, the power of the queen-

mother became still more considerable among the Persians

than among the Turks. As the education of the heir to

the crown was mainly intrusted to his mother, she did not

fail early to instil a spirit of dependence on her wishes, from

which the future king was rarely able to emancipate him-

self. The narratives of Herodotus and Ctesias respecting

the tyrannical inftuence exercised by Parysatis, Amestris,

and others, bear ample testimony to the fact.

Another necessary consequence of such a system is the

insignificance of any thing which could be properly called

a council of state. Affairs of public importance are dis-

cussed in the interior of the seraglio, under the influence of

the queen-mother, the favourite wife, and the eunuchs.'®

It was only on occasions of some great expeditions being

meditated, or the like, that councils were held for any length

of time, to which the satraps, the tributary princes, and the

commanders of the forces were invited.''® The principal

question was, however, for the most part already settled,

and the debate respected only the means of carrying it into

execution. Even in this point, however, the despotic cha-

racter of the government manifested itself; since he who
gave any advice, was obliged to answer for its issue

;
and

in case of ill success, the penalty fell on his own head.

All the other circumstances of the king’s private life bore

traces of the original condition of the race, and presented

the picture of a nomad state of existence carried to the high-

est excess of luxury. Even after these monarchs had occu-

pied permanent residences, the signs of this did not alto-

gether disappear, especially in their annual migrations from

Herod, vii. 2. In Persia, as in all other despotic countiies, every

change of reign was generally stained with blood. Such as were suspected

of aspiring to the crown w'ere cither put to death or had their eyes put out,

(Herod vii. IS,) i\hich latter custom has descended to later periods of Per-

sian history. Chardiv, ii 89, 90 ;
iii. 297* The same uncertainty respect-

ing the succession to the throne prevails also among the Mongols
;
see Hisf.

Geneal, cJes Tar fares, p. 342, 381 ;
and compare La Croix, Ktsf. de Genghis-

lhan, 350, etc.

” Ctesias, Pers, 8, 10, 39, etc. The same system prevails in modetn
Persia, see Chardin, iii. p. 296.

Herod, vil 8; vhi. 67; of. Brisson, p 49.
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one abode to another, at fixed seasons of the year. Like
the chiefs of nomad hordes, the kings of Persia removed
with their household at certain seasons, from one chief city

of their empire to another. The three capitals, of Susa,

Babylon, and Ecbatana, each enjoyed every year the privi-

lege of being for a certain period the residence' of the mon-
arch.^’' The spring was spent at Ecbatana, the three sum-
mer months at Susa, the autumn and winter in Babylon.

The great diversity of climate in so extensive an empire,

(a diversity which for several reasons is slill more percep-

tible in Asia than in Europe,) was the source of enjoyments,

which, in our quarter of the globe, we can scarcely appre-

ciate. These removals took place with such a multitude of

followers, that the suite of the court resembled an army,^®

and for this reason the poorer provinces were spared a visit-

ation, which would have exposed them to the horrors of

famine.^^ A numerous attendance of armed followers con-

stitutes at the present day a permanent part of the house-

hold of the great men of the East
;
and in the cases of their

kings these amounted to the numbers of a regular army.

The same system is retained unaltered by the rulers of mo-
dern Asia, and the accounts of travellers respecting this par-

ticular can hardly be read without astonishment.^^

The traces of the same nomad mode of life may also be

detected in the arrangement of the king s palaces and plea-

sure-houses. These were universally surrounded with spa-

cious parks, or, as the Persians denominated them, paradises;

forming domains sufficiently extensive to allow armies to be

reviewed in them, or to assemble for the pursuit of game,

of which great numbers and in every variety were collected.

Such establishments existed, not only in the three capitals

already named, but in several other countries of Asia, in

" Xenoph. Cyrop. viii. Op, p. 233. A number of other passages have
been collected by Brisson, p. 88, etc.

^ We are indebted for an accurate picture of the internal arrangement of

the royal household on these occasions to Xenoph. Cyrop, viii. Op. p. 225,

Strabo makes this observation with respect to Parthia, p, 7S3, and Mo-
RiER observes the same of modern Persia, ii. 274. The king and his suite

are the guests of the country through which they make their progress ;
and

the provinces and towns are compelled to supply every necessary.

See especially Bernier for an account of the progresses of the Great
Mongol, Voyage^ ii. 318, etc.

;
and Chardin, for those of the shahs of modern

Persia, lii. p. 393.

s 2
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which the king was accustomed to spend a part of his time,

or m which his satraps rcsided.*^^

The king s palace was styled among the ancient Persians

also, as m modern Constantinople, the Porte.®^ Agreeably

to the customs of other despots of the East, the kings of

Persia resided in the interior of their palaces, seldom ap-

pearing in public, and guarding all means of access to their

persons. The crowd of ministers and courtiers were con-

sequently obliged to take their stations, according to their

degrees of rank, in the court without, or before the gate or

porte of the palace ;
and respect for the monarch prescribed,

especially in his actual presence, a rigid system of etiquette,

the discipline of which commenced with the early youth of

those who were compelled to observe it.®^ The number of

courtiers, masters of ceremonies, guards, and others, was
endless. It was through them alone that access could be

gained to the monarch; and they were consequently in-

vested with titles which betokened their relation to him, be-

ing styled the king’s cars, the king’s eyes, etc., because no
one without permission, or without their intervention, could

approach his presence.^*

The king s table also was regulated by a system of eti-

quette no less absolute, which, while it aimed at securing

the highest enjoyment, necessarily became in the end more
burdensome to the despot himself than to his guests.

As lord and owner of the whole empire, it was thought

unworthy of him to taste any but the best and most costly

productions of his dominions no water was fit to be
drank by him but that of the Choaspes, which accordingly

was conveyed m silver vessels on a multitude of waggons
wherever he might journey.®*^ His very salt was brought

See Xenoph. CEconom. Op. p. 8. 29; Plutarch, in Artaxerxe, Op. ii. p.

1024; and several other passages collected by Brissox, p. 107, etc. On
adopting stationary abodes instead of a nomad life, it is common for the chiefs

of such hordes to establish their residences in spots which had been the
places of encampment of their tribes, and which are thus gradually converted
into great cities. See the volume on the Babylonians.

The expression at TtvXat frequently occurs in the Cyropcsclia^ see p. 201,
and elsewhere.

See above, p. 256 ; and compare Daniel, i. 3, etc.

Xenoph. Cyrop. loc. cit. Many other places have been collected by
Brisson, p. 264. The same appellations were current also among the Medes,
Herod, i. 114.

Athen. p. 652, ex Dinone. Herod, i. 188.
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from the neighbourhood of the temple of Jupiter Ammon in

the centre of the African desert his wine from Chalyboh
in Syria;®® the wheat, of which his bread was made, from

A^olia,®^ and so forth. Hence arose the custom, that on his

progresses the best of the fruits of each country should be

presented to the monarch
;
and on the testimony of Xeno-

phon, there were bodies of men destined to the sole purpose

of searching through his spacious dominions fo^" whatever

might add to the luxury of the royal table.^®

Lastly. Among the pleasures of the coilrt was accounted

the chase, which was not only esteemed the highest of all

amusements, but a suitable preparation for the toils of war.^^

In the end whole armies were devoted to the pursuit, and

such expeditions resembled those occasionally adopted by
the monarchs of continental Europe. The Persians were
originally a race of hunters as well as shepherds, and one

entire tribe among them, the Sagartians, who adhered to

their pastoral habits in the time of Herodotus, practised in

war the arts of hunting, casting a lasso round the neck of a

flying enemy, as of an animal of the chase.^^ In their more
advanced stage of civilization, the Persians are still charac-

terized by their fondness for the same pursuits, and the

manner in which of old they prosecuted this amusement
precisely resembled that adopted by the Mongol princes.^”^

A distinction was made between the chase as carried on m
the park, and which constituted the favourite recreation of

the monarchs and grandees of Persia, and in the open coun-

try, which was a nobler species of amusement, and usually

pursued in the districts abounding with game of Northern

Media and Hyrcania.

III. ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROVINCES. FINANCIAL SYSTEM.
SATRAPS.

As our preceding observations have been confined to the

court and person of the king, it is now time to extend our

regard to the conquered countries and the provinces of the

Athen. ii. p. 67. Ibid. L p. 28. Strabo, xv. p. 1061.

Xevoph. in A(jesiL Op, p. 671- Xenoph. Cyrop. Op. p. 5.

Herod, vii. 85! Compare Bernier, loc. cit, Xenoph 0/;. p. 5, 6
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empire. The division of these, as established in the latter half

of the Persian monarchy, has been already discussed in the

first chapter : but the question still remains, What was their

internal condition, and the nature of their administration ?

It may be hoped, however, that the reader has already re-

ceived some information on these heads from the foregoing

pages. If we reflect upon the original circumstances of the

Persians, we must acknowledge that their ideas on the sub-

jects of administration and finance could not have been very

refined
;
and the* primitive condition of the race continued

to give a tinge to their institutions, notwithstanding their

gradual refinement and the development of their first con-

stitution. The forms of European government and finance

could have no place in an empire founded by a nomad peo-

ple ;
notwithstanding the difficulty which many authors, of

great pretensions to an intimate knowledge of the East, have

shown in liberating themselves firom their European pre-

conceptions.

The Persians,” says Herodotus, “ look upon all Asia as

theirs, and as the property ofeach successive king of Persia.” ‘

These few words contain the leading idea, on which all the

following discussion must be grounded.

A rude people of conquerors naturally look upon the con-

quered countries, with all they contain, as their own
;
and

Asiatic history presents several instances of such nations, in

order to their own peaceable occupation, entirely depopu-
lating their conquered possessions. The Persians did not

fail to adopt the same plan, when no other appeared likely

to answer the purpose of repressing their vassals but

when their conquests became very extensive this was im-
practicable, and they were compelled to devise other means
of securing their dominion.

We have already explained how and when these institu-

tions were first adopted.® The conquered nations were
compelled to pay a tribute, at first arbitrarily imposed, but
under Darius reduced to an annual and regular tax, of

which Herodotus has given us a full statement.^

' Herod, ix. 1 16.
“ Compare the conduct of the Persians on the conquest of Ionia. Herod.

vi. 32.
® See above, p. 218, 219. * Herod, iii. 20, etc.
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Important as this document is, it has nevertheless given

occasion to many misapprehensions. The tribute in money
has been treated as the only, or, at all events, the principal

revenue which the monarch derived from his empire ; and

(with the customs of Europe before their eyes) authors have

imagined the existence of a public exchequer, out of which
the expenses of the state were paid, the armies maintained,

and the public officers remunerated, etc.® Such a mode of

proceeding was, however, utterly unknown in the East.

The Persian public officers received no appointments in the

European sense of the word
;
the tribute in question furn-

ished nothing more than the private revenue of the king,

and, besides his own expenses, was applied to no public

purposes whatever, unless, perhaps, to that of conferring

presents.

As the end of a financial system adopted by a nation of

conquerors must be different from that of all others, so also

must the internal regulations belonging to such a system.

The end in question is no other than that of obliging the

conquered nations (whose land is esteemed the property of

the conquerors) to pay for every thing, and provide for the

maintenance of the king, the court, and, in some sense, of

all the nation.

Herodotus tells us that, independently of the tribute, the

whole Persian empire was divided into portions for the sup-

port of the king and his army, or his suite
;
each district

being obliged to provide for a certain period.® In conse-

quence of this arrangement the payments from the provinces

were principally made in the fruits and natural productions

of the earth
;
exacted with a reference to the fertility of each

soil, and its natural advantages. The best of every cowntry

was considered as the property of tlie king, and was delivered

to him by the rulers of the provinces ;
^ and as by these

® Even a recent author who designs to give an account of the statistics of

Persia adheres to this opinion. How else could he argue against the veracity

of Herodotus from the fact that the treasury of Xerxes would be inadequate

to maintain his forces ? Wahl, Geschichte Pers. Mnleit. p. 12.

® Herod, i. 192.

Xenoph. Op. p. 202; compare Strabo, p. 1086. The payments in money
appear to have been usually collected fiom the maritime states, while those

in kind were made from the provinces of the interior. In this way Media
alone contributed annually one hundred thousand sheep, four thousand horses,

etc.
;
and the same is related of Cilicia, Armenia, and other countries. Cf.

Strabo, p. 797 j
Herod, iii. 90 ;

Xexoph. Anah, Op, p. 333.
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means provisions of all sorts w^ere accumulated at tlic royal

residence from every quarter of the empire, there necessarily

reigned there an abundance and luxury wliich corrupted the

morals of the court, and introduced those habits of waste

and sensuality for which the Persians were so notorious.

Not only, however, was the king’s court to be maintained,

but also those of the satraps of each province, which were

modelled on that of their master : their suite was otbm no

less numerous, and they kept up a state whicli oftim (‘\-

ceeded their income
;
and as the wants of the monarch were

supplied from all parts of his empire, so were theirs from

every part of each department. Particular spots were ap-

pointed to provide particular necessaries or luxuries, and

Herodotus tells us that Masistius, satrap of Baliyloii, re-

served no less than four considerable villages of Babylonia,

for the support of his Indian hounds.^

To these burdens was added the maintenance of the king's

troops, which were quartered in large corps throiigli all th(‘

provinces, and which (as will be shown in the next sc'ction)

were paid, not out of the kings private chest, or from the

provincial tribute, but by the provinces tli('y occupuMl.

With these contributions in kind were reckoned tlui pay-

ments in specie, or rather the tributes in uncoined gold and

silver, of which Herodotus has afforded us his well-known

statement.^*^ Whether these were collected by u^ay of a poll-

tax, or an income-tax, or in whatever other uay, tlu' histo-

rian does not inform us, but he assures us that they amountixl

annually to fourteen thousand five hundred talents. Thc^

gold and silver thus collected (the Indians alom^ paying

their tribute m gold) was stored up in ingots, of which the

king^made use as he found occasion.^^

We may, however, readily suppose that the sums set

down by Herodotus did not always continue the same. The

* Hcrod. 1. c. " Hfrod 111 20, etc*.

Ibid. 111 . 96 Befoic tlie time of D.iiiiis llystaspis the Persians had no
coinage of theii own, and the dancus tiibt stiiiok by him wa*^ pioperK a
medal (Herod, iv. 166) of the finest gold. Much also llu* oiigin of llie

gold coinage of the Soils of the later PeiNian empne. Cii vum\, ii. p 127
When the daiic^ became canent, especailly aftei the inei(‘(‘naiy tioops weu'
paid in them, their numbeis must ha\e been gieatb, augmented. Yet Su.i )o

assures us that com i\as by no mcMiis abundant among the Persians, and tluMi

gold was rathei employed m decoiation tliaii as a ciiculating niediiun.
Strabo, p. 106S.
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mighty armaments undertaken by the Persian government,

especially under Xerxes, called for extraordinary expenses,

and necessitated an augmentation of the imposts, as is ex-

pressly mentioned.^^ When mercenary troops came to be a
part of the Persian establishment, an augmentation of the

tribute was a necessary consequence.

Nor were the sums of which the satraps drained the pro-

vinces comprehended in those already enumerated. The
satrap of Babylon alone received every day more than an
Attic medimnus full of silver,^- which on a moderate com-
putation made up a revenue of more than £100,000 sterling,

and the sum paid to the king from the same province

amounted to about twice as much.
The conclusion deducible from all this is, that the sums

enumerated by Herodotus by no means comprehended all

that the provinces had to furnish, but only what the satraps

paid over to the king’s exchequer.

These imposts were extended over the whole empire,

Persis alone excepted : immunity from tribute being a

natural privilege of the victorious nation.

To these principal sources of public revenue were added
others, founded partly in the peculiar character of the coun-

try, partly in the nature of its constitution.

To the first class belongs the revenue derived from the

rights of irrigation. Persia is a very arid country, and, with

the finest climate, its fertility depends in consequence on
the supply of water. In ancient, as well as modern times,

this has furnished its rulers with a pretext for exacting con-
tributions from their subjects, of which Herodotus records
a remarkable example. One of the most fertile portions of

the country was divided by the river Aces into five distinct

branches or arms, which extended up into the mountains

;

among these mountains the kings of Persia caused to be
erected mighty embankments, m order to keep in their own
power the water of the river, and employed this power to

extract from their subjects an additional tribute.^^

Another source of revenue to the royal treasury was the

" Hkrod. vii. 7, Strvijo, loc. cit Herod, i. 192.
” ll)ul 111 . 97 . See the account "iven by Chardin, ii. 346.
‘Mil ROD. 111 . 117 We have already remarked that this appears to be the

iiKxb rii Khie\a
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right of fishing in the canal which connects the lake Moeris

with the Nile. During the six months that the water flowed

into the lake, the revenue amounted to a talent each day,

during the remaining six, to twenty minm.^®

In addition to these, the confiscations of the property of

satraps and other grandees was a considerable source of

revenue ;
in Persia, as in all despotic states, the loss of life

being accompanied by the forfeiture of property.

The free-will oftermgs, however, as they were styled,

which were presented to the king, were probably still more
considerable. It was the universal custom of the East for

none to present himself before a superior, more especially

the king, without a present. The grandees of the court

(the satraps for instance) sought in this manner to purchase

or retain the king's favour, but on certain solemnities, (par-

ticularly on the king's birthday,) such offerings flowed m
from all parts of the empire.^^ These consisted not so much
in money, as in rarities and valuables of every description,

such as are delineated on the ruins of Persepolis. Wliat

treasures must on such an occasion have been accumulated

out of the immense empire of Persia ’

Such an arrangement with respect to the public revenue
shows at the outset that the expenditure also must have
been no less peculiar.

We have already remarked, that we must dismiss the idea

of any thing like a public treasury, out of which the serv-

ants of the state were regularly paid, an arrangement equal!}'

unknown in ancient as in modern Persia.

All the expenses which could be characterized as public,

such as the maintenance of armies, etc., are not met l)y the

resources of the kings exchequer, but previously provided
for in the provinces. The kings treasure remains a pri\ate

chest for his personal use, from which he takes what he
wants for the purpose of making presents, not in coin, but
in ingots, or in vessels of gold even the expenses of the

court and household not being provided for out of it, but
defrayed in the two following ways.

” Herod, ii. 149.

An example occurs in the punishment of Oicetes, Herod, iii. 12s.
** Plato, Op. ii. p. 121. Comiare what haa been already offered respect-

ing the relievos at Persepolis.

Herod, iii. 130.
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All the inferior attendants in the court, including the

body-guard, which in Europe would receive pay, were not

paid in specie at the court of Persia, but in produce and

to this purpose were devoted the provisions of which such

abundance was transmitted from the different provinces, and

which more than sufficed for the consumption of the court.

On the other hand, all of a more elevated rank, the great

officers of the court, the friends or kinsmen of the king, who
on account of their birth or offices might aspire to favours

or pensions, did not receive any thing m money, but were

rather in assignments of towns or cities, which the king dis-

posed of at his pleasure, in virtue of his title as sole pro-

prietor of the chattels and lives of his subjects
; as the auto-

crat of all the Russias was in the habit of making a pre-

sent of some thousands of serfs.~^ The individual to whom

The principal passage on this subject is in Athen^us, iv. 146, taken

from an ancient author, Heraclides of Cumge. The reader may not be dis-

pleased to find it here entire, though only the last words have reference to

the pi’esent chapter.
“ Those who wait on the king at tabic, being always freshly washed and

handsomely drevssed, pass nearly half the day in preparing his repast. As
for the king’s gueste, some of them dine without, in a place where all may
see them, others in the interior of the palace in his presence. Even these,

however, do not properly dine with him, for there are two apartments over

against one another, in one of which dines the king, and in the other iiis

guests. The king sees them through the cm tain at the door, but they cannot

see the king. On solemn occasions, they sometimes dme all together in the

great hall. When the king gives a banquet (which happens frequently) only

twelve guests are invited. When the king and his guests provide severally

their own dinners, the latter are called in by a eunuch, and when they are

ail assembled they drink wine with him, but not the same wine
;
they are

seated on the floor, the king on a chair with golden feet, but it is usual for

them to quit his presence intoxicated. Generally, “ however, the
^

king dines

alone, his consort” (as in the history of Esther) or one of his sons is occasion-

ally admitted to his table, and damsels from the harem are accustomed to

sing before him. The banquet of the king hvis the appearance of being very

splendid, though in fact there reigns a great economy, as in the meals of the

grandees also of Persia. A thousand victims are slaughtered every day for

the service of the palace, consisting of horses, camels, oxen, asses, but espe-

cially sheep ;
together with a great abundance of fowls. A separate mess is

set before every one of the king’s guests, and he takes away what he does

not eat. By far the greater portion however of these victuals, as well as the

bread, is destined to support the household of the court, the guards, etc., and
is carried out to them in the courts, both bread and meat, where they receive

it in rations. For as the mercenary tioops among the Greeks are paid in

money, so are the king’s soldiers in food. The same is the case in the house-

holds of the grandees of Persia, and those of the governors of cities and pro-

vinces.”

For what follows I must refer to the excellent account of Chardin, vol.

in. 352, etc. It is astonishing how completely the same customs appear on
comparison to have prevailed in the court of Xerxes, and that of the Softs.
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such an assignment was made received the revenue of the

place in question, and the king possessed accurate accounts

of their value, so as to regulate the distribution of his

favours.'® Nevertheless the person thus favoured appears

to have been obliged to make over a part of his income to

the king in the way of tribute.®® With individuals of the

highest rank, the mother or consort of the monarch, luxury

had attained such an excess, that a variety of places were

assigned them to provide severally for even the most in-

significant of their wants. In this manner a fruitful dis-

trict, a day’s journey in length, was allotted to furnish the

queens zone and thus Themistocles received the city of

Magnesia, poducing a revenue of fifty talents, to supply

him with bread, Lampsacus to furnish wine, and Myus the

side dishes of his table.®®

Besides these allotments of villages and cities, it was
usual also to assign, in like manner, houses and lands in the

provinces ;
and donations of this kind were usually coupled

with offices at the court, an institution ascribed to Cyrus
himself, and which descended to after ages.®®

Those possessed of such assignments enjoyed them for

their lives
;

on their decease their places and possessions

reverted to the king, to dispose of according to his pleasure.

Without such an arrangement it would have been impossi-

ble for the boundless empire of Persia itself to have suf-

ficed to supply the liberality of the monarch, exercised as

it was towards so large a number, and compelled also to

provide for many expenses. Nevertheless the possessions

attached to places at court became, according to Xenophon,
hereditary, and constituted the patrimony of those whose
ancestors had been first appointed to the same by Cyrus.®^

Among a people whose constitution, like that of the Per-
sians, was entirely dependent on descent and distinctions

of tribe, it was natural that offices should become heredi-

The same thing is true also of Eastern Persia. See Elphinstone, 524. In
almost every case remuneration is made there also in the way of payments in
kind, or assignments on the part of the court, denominated Tohufs,
“ A variety of examples confirmatory of this custom have been collected

by Brisson, p. 209, etc.

This appears from the example of Tissaphernes, Xenoph. Ojp, p. 244.
Plat. Op. ii. p. 123; cf. Cicero, in Verrem. hi. c. 83.

^ Thuctd. i. 138; cf. Strabo, xiv. p. 943; and Diop. i. p. 447,
“ Xenoph. Ci/rop. viii. Op. p. 230. ' ^ Ibid. loc. cit.
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tary,® and an immediate consequence that the revenues at-

tached to them should follow the same rule.

These preliminary observations will help us to compre-

hend the internal administration of the provinces. As the

veiy division into provinces was for the purpose of collect-

ing with greater accuracy the tribute, the political admin-

istration of the satrapies connected therewith was not

matured at once, but gradually developed. As the age of

Xenophon may be considered on the whole the most flour-

ishing period of Persian history, we slia^l be less likely to

err if we confine ourselves to the evidence which he has

afforded.

The government by satraps, which was then complete,

was common to Persia with other despotic empires
;
but as

it entailed a multitude of abuses, attempts were made as

much as possible to mitigate them.

The advantage which, in this particular, the Persian sys-

tem of administration possessed over all others of the same

kind, was the carefiil separation made between the civil and

military powei’s ;
the exceptions which occurred in the lat-

ter ages of the empire having grown out of abuses. Ac-

cording to Persian ideas the king had a twofold duty to

perform, of providing for the security, and also for the good

government and cultivation, of his empire : to secure the

former object, garrisons were established throughout its

whole extent ;
and the civil authorities®® were appointed to

provide for the latter.

The foundation of this beneficial arrangement was laid

at the very commencement of the empire, by the appoint-

ment of receivers of the royal treasuiy, together with that

of commanders of the forces, and the same continued after

the provinces came to be more accurately divided, and sa-

traps to be created. Xenophon gives us the most satisfac-

tory proof of this, when he records the first nomination and

appointment of satraps, which, as he tells us, were first made

by Cyrus.“

“You know,” he is introduced saying to his friends,

“ that I have left garrisons and their commandants in the

^ The same is the case with the modem Persians, Chardin, iii. 325.

“ See for what follows, Xenoph. (Econ, Op, p. 829.

Xenoph. Cyrop. Op, p. 230.
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conquered countries and cities, to whom I have given in

charge to attend to nothing else but their security. Toge-

ther with these I shall also appoint satraps who may govern

the inhabitants, receive the tribute, pay the garrisons, and
attend to all other necessary points of business.” This in-

stitution continued uninterrupted for a long period, and the

satraps are repeatedly mentioned in history together with

the commandants of troops.®* However, m the later ages

of the Persian monarchy, it became the custom to appoint

the satraps to the command also of the king’s troops, more
especially when they happened to be individuals of the royal

family. In this manner the younger Cyrus was satrap of

Mysia,^ Phrygia, and Lydia, and at the same time general-

issimo of all the forces assembled in the plain of Castolus.®^

The same we find to have been the case with Pharnabaziis

and others, so much so, that even in the time of Xenophon
it had become customary for the satrap of a province to be
also commander of the forces there more especially in the

frontier provinces, where such a union of powers was more
especially necessary.®* The pernicious effects of this prac-

tice, and its tendency to promote revolt among the satraps,

and to prepare the way for the internal dissolution of the
empire, are sufficiently proved by the single example of the
younger Cyrus. Notwithstanding, however, this abuse, it is

not true that a military government was introduced in the
provinces, for the other civil officers continued to be inde-
pendent of the commanders of the forces, and the latter were
not allowed to take any part in the civil administration.

Xenophon tells us that the satraps were intrusted with the
surveillance of the commanders of the troops as well as over
the civil magistrates

; the king of Persia appointing persons
of both descriptions commanders of the forces, and also ma-

See Herod, v. 25 ? Arrian, ii. 2.

Xenoph. Op. p. 267. “ Ibid. p. 829.
In modern Persia, also, the military commanders (sardars) are distinct

from the civil authorities. They hold their offices as military men, and con-
sequently pay no tribute; but in time of war they are obliged to levy troops
and defend the frontier. This is the case with the governor, or rather prince,
of Erivan, who has also assumed some of the insignia of royalty (Porter
i. 2(72.) This throws a light also on ancient Persian history. In like maul
ner Cyrus bequeathed at his death B.actriana, or the eastern provinces, to his
younger son free from tnbute. Ctesias, Pcrs. 8. The same, undoubtedly,
was also often the case in Asia Minor, as in the instance of the \ounffer
Cyrus. ^
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gistrates to govern the country, the one class being bound
to pay deference to the other.

The first duty of the satraps and their deputies
(
virapxoi^

undoubtedly was the collection of the revenue, whether in

kind or in money
;
their office, however, was not limited to

this, but they were at the same time commissioned to pro-

mote agriculture and the improvement of the soil;^^ and
the remarkable attention which was devoted to these objects

constitutes the chief merit of the Persian administration.

The code of Zoroaster, as has been already remarked,^ in-

sisted upon the duty of cultivating the soil, by gardening,'

rearing of cattle, and tillage, as one of the most sacred du-

ties of his disciples, every thing impure being banished from

the land where his law was received, and nothing allowed

there but pure men, pure animals, and pure vegetables.

This idea of the legislator, when applied to a whole empire,

presents, doubtless, a magnificent picture, which, though it

must needs remain for the most part an ideal picture^ was
nevertheless, to a great extent, realized under the Persian

monarchy. Those parks or paradises, which surrounded

not only the palaces of the monarch, but those of his satr^s,

were so many lively images of the pure kingdom of Or-

muzd, realized as far as was possible by the most illustrious

of his servants. When the younger Cyrus led the admiring

Lysander through his pleasure-grounds, and displayed their

regularity and beauty, “ All these,” he informed him,^®

have myself planned, and even planted many of the trees

with my own hands and when the Spartan general replied

by an incredulous glance at his splendid robes, and chains,

and armlets of gold, he sware to him by Mithras, as a good
servant of Ormuzd, that he never tasted food till he had

fatigued himself by labour.

These precepts, therefore, of their religion made it the

sacred duty of the rulers of the provinces to further the cul-

tivation of their several districts
;
and as the military estab-

lishment underwent a review every year, so also did the civil

“ Xexoph. loc. cit
The Grecian name vrrapxoi denotes sometimes the satraps themselves

;

sometimes the intendants under them, otherwise termed olKov^pou Jos. Ant
XI, t).

S(c* Xfnoim! Op, p. 829. ^ See above, p. 242, sqq.

Xi Noi’ii. Op, p 8^50.
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department. Xenophon tells ns, that The king visited

every year some part of his empire, and wheresoever he was

not able to proceed himself he sent a delegate for the same
purpose. Those magistrates in whose territory the ground
was found to be well cultivated, and covered with trees or

crops, had an augmentation of territory allotted to them by
the king, and are rewarded with presents

; and those whose
provinces were found to be ill cultivated and depopulated,

whether through neglect or in consequence of oppression,

were rebuked and deprived of their command, and others

appointed in their place.’'

If these institutions had not been broken down by the

abuses which hastened the fall of the Persian monarchy,

they would have formed a considerable set-off against all the

inevitable evils which accompany despotic governments.

However considerable might be the expense occasioned by
the maintenance of the king, his satraps, and forces, it can-

not have been oppressive m countries blessed with such sin-

gular fertility, where the imposts were clnefly paid m kind,

so long as wise enactments for the cultivation of the soil

tended to lighten these burdens
;
but the extravagance and

luxury of the great, and their frequent revolts and intestine

wars, caused these sage law^s to fall into disuse, and frustrated

the benevolent intentions of the Median legislator.

The disposal of the government of provinces rested with

the king, who usually appointed kinsmen of his own, his

brothers, or his sons-m-law.'^^ The court of the satrap was

formed on that of the monarch, and all its ceremonial the

same, only less magnificent. The satraps also had their ha-

rems, intrusted, like that of the monarch, to eunuchs, and a nu-

merousattendanceofhouseholdtroops, distinct from the king’s

soldiers, and consisting in part or altogether of Persians;^

their residences, like those of the monarch, were surrounded

by parks
;
and occasionally, in the finer months of the year,

they (like the monarch) migrated from one place to another,

attended by their courts, and spent the summer under tents.'*®

" Xenoph. Op, p. 828. Ibid. p. 664.
• ^ Oroetes, the satrap of Mysia and Phrygia, had a thousand Persian guards
about him. Herod, iii. 128. Tritantaechmns, the satrap ofBabylon, had no
less than eight hundred stallions and sixteen thousand mares, without count-
ing his war-horses. Herod, i. 192.
" See the example of Astabazus, in Xenoph. Op, p. 509, 510.
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History has afforded us a remarkable instance of the man-
ner in which the imposts were collected by these otEcers.

When the Persians had subdued Ionia the second time, the

whole territory was measured out by parasangs, and the

tribute apportioned accordingly." In this case it was evi-

dently a land-tax, which, however, was paid, it is probable,

for the most part in produce. The satrap received these

imposts, whether in kind or in money, and after providing

for his own expenditure, the support of the king’s troops,

and the maintenance of the civil magistrates, the remainder

was handed over to the king. The personal interest of the

satrap, if he wished to retain the king’s favour, prompted
him to make this return as considerable as possible, even if

no precise amount was fixed.

To take care of the king’s interests there were also at-

tached to the court of each satrap royal scribes," to whom
were issued the king’s commands, and by whom they were

communicated to the satrap. The commands thus con-

veyed required the most prompt obedience, and the smallest

resistance was accounted rebellion. Even the suspicion of

any thing of the kind was sufficient to cause their ruin, and,

as in the Turkish empire, their punishment was unaccom-

panied by any formality whatever. The sovereign de-

spatched an emissary, who delivered the order for the execu-

tion of a satrap to his guards, who put it in execution by
hewing him down upon the spot with their sabres."

To further the speedy communication with the provinces,

a s3'^stem was adopted which has been compared, but very

improperly, with the European institution of posts. Mes-
sengers were appointed at different stations, distant from

each other a day’s journey, for the purpose of conveying

the king’s mandates to the satraps, and the despatches of

the latter to the court."

** Herod, vi. 42. ^ Ibid. lii. 128.

^ See the interesting account of the punishment of Oroetes under Parius

Hystaspis, as given by

.

Herodotus, iii. i26, etc. Another example is that of

Tissaiihernes, who, after the overthrow of the younger Cyrus, was restored to

his lands. Notwithstanding this favour,^ Artaxerxes sent a plenipotentiary

(Tithraustes) with orders to bring back his head. Xenoph. Up. p. 501.

Herod, viii. 98 ; cf. Xenoph. Op. p. 232. The institution was termed

by the Persians dyyap^tov. It cannot be compared with our posts, as it w;as

exclusively intended for the use of the court alone, A similar arrangement

still remains in modern Persia. Morier, i. 269.

VOL. I. T
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Institutions of this kind are peculiarly essential to des-

potic governments, in which it is excessively difficult to

maintain the dependence of the prefects or governors, and

occur in almost every one which possesses any thing like

an internal organization. The same existed under the

Roman monarchy, and was established, at still greater ex-

pense, in the empire of the Mongols, by the successors of

Ginghis-khan.'*®

Another plan was also adopted by the Persian monarchs

for securing the allegiance of their satraps. A commissioner

at the head of an army was sent every year, with authority,

according to circumstances, to uphold or chastise those offi-

cers
;
and Xenophon assures us that this custom, which

dated from the commencement of the empire, subsisted in

his time,**^ The design at first undoubtedly was, as in other

kingdoms similarly governed, to collect the outstanding tri-

bute, but when we consider the power and arrogance of the

satraps during the latter half of the Persian monarchy, we
may well believe that the custom may have died away.

We have already described in general the causes of the

presumption of the satraps and the revolts to which it led.^

Besides the union m their persons of the civil and military

powers, one main cause was the greatness of the command
intrusted to some by joining together two or more satrapies.

An example of this, and of the arrogance to which it gave

rise, occurs as early as the reign of Darius Hystaspis in the

person of Oroetes, who was at the same time satrap of

Phrygia and Lydia and in succeeding- reigns this prac-

tice became still more frequent, especially in the case of the

satrapies of Asia Minor. Cyrus the younger was governor

of the greater part of that peninsula, and, after his death,

Tissaphernes was allowed to hold the governments possessed

by him in addition to those which had been all along his

own.^^

From this period Persian history continues to present a

constant picture of the perpetually increasing arrogance of

these viceroys, who sometimes openly revolted, and some-

“ See a highly interesting account of Marco Polo, in the collection of
Ramusio, vol. ii. p. 30.
• Xenoph. Op, p. 232. “ See above, p. 228.

Herod, iii. 127. Xenoph, Op, p. 480.
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times, with the title of satrap, set themselves up as independ-

ent sovereigns.^^ Several of them were, in fact, the found-

ers of monarchies, which, like those of Cappadocia, Pontus,

and others, ^adually became more or less independent.

The combinations and dissensions of these governors among
themselves contributed to keep alive a spirit of insubordina-

tion, which was promoted by the effeminacy and corruption

of the court. They began to treat their provinces, not as

districts committed to their care, but as territories, the reve-

nues of which they were to enjoy
; and as early as the time

of Xenophon, we find a satrap of Mysia arbitrarily nomin-
ating a vice-satrap, to whom, on ’payment of a tribute, he
committed the management of his province, and after his

death, continued the same to his widow, on security being

given of the payment of his revenues.^ Such arbitrary

measures must have gradually destroyed the internal struc-

ture of the empire, and the slightness of the adherence of its

several parts is effectually proved by the history of its fall.

IV. MILITARY AFFAIRS OF PERSIA.

In the case of a conquering nation, the institutions of

war are so intimately mixed up with its constitution that,

even in a work principally devoted to the arts of peace, the

former cannot be entirely passed over. This is still more
indispensable from the circumstance that the peculiar cha-

racter of oriental warfare has given occasion to many erro-

neous ideas.

The military expeditions undertaken by a nomad nation,

such as the Persians once were, are, in their origin, migra-

tions, for the purpose of occupying better and more fruitful

spots. Hence the custom of removing at the same time

their wives and children and all their movable possessions,

which invariably encumbered the march of such armaments.
Xenophon expressly tells us that this was the practice of

^ Tissaphernes and the younger Cyrus were at war with one another pre-

vious to the expedition of the latter, and their enmity was viewed with satis-

faction by the court. Xenoph. Op. p. 480
^ Xenoph. Hist Gr. iii. p. 482.
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most Asiatic nations, ‘ and that it was an old Persian custom

would appear from the sequel of their history.®

In like manner the habits of nomad nations necessarily

causes such armaments to consist altogether or principally

of cavalry. The first was the case with the Mongols
;
the

last with the Persians. As the first-mentioned practice re-

tards, so does this greatly accelerate the march of their

armies. The limited nature of their wants enable them,

when occasion requires, to dispense with any baggage, and

the history of thd Mongols affords examples of the incon-

ceivable speed with which such armies have accomplished

lengthened marches which would have driven a European
army to despair.®

These are the fundamental points to be observed with

regard to the military system of nomad nations in general

and the Persians in particular ; but as their civil constitu-

tion became gradually developed, so did their military insti-

tutions undergo at all events considerable modifications,

although they never attained the perfection which marks
those of Europe. The example of the Turkish empire con-

tinues to show with what difficulty an Asiatic, who is al-

ways half a nomad, can be inured to discipline. As this is

the offspring of a sense of honour and love of country, so, on

the other hand, despotism is the parent of licence and bru-

tality, which may indeed display their energies in furious on-

sets, but not in deeds of cool daring like those of Europeans.

A dominion acquired by conquest can only be main-

tained by standing armies, and we cannot, therefore, be sur-

prised to find the provinces of Persia constantly occupied

by great masses of men, destined to keep them in subjec-

tion, as well as to defend them against a foreign invader.

Immediately upon the completion of their conquests such

forces were suffered to remain in the provinces, supported

not by the king but by the conquered. Examples espe-

cially occuif in the frontier states, in Asia Minor, Egypt,

and others, which were especially exposed to assaults from

without, or where an insurrection was most to be appre-

' Xenoph. Op. p. 91.
^ Herod, viii. 186, 187. Not only the king, but all the chief Persians,

continued to take their femihes with them. Arrian, ii. 11.
“ See a highly interesting account of the Mongol expeditions by Marco

Polo, Eamusio, ii. p. 151.
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hended.^^ Asia Minor, however, from the commencement
of the wars with Greece, became the principal depot for the

forces of Persia : it was filled with considerable bodies of

men which could be readily drawn together when occasion

required, and thus Alexander, on invading it, found there

troops drawn together to oppose him on the banks of the

Granicus.^

In the most flourishing epoch of their history the mili-

tary system of the Persians was as follows.^ In every pro-

vince were kept up two descriptions of forces, those which
occupied the open country, and those which kept possession

of the cities, as garrisons. These were distinct, and com-
manded by different generals.

Of the first description of forces it was clearly defined

how many, and of what class, were to be maintained in

each province. The principal strength consisted in cavalry,

but there were also bowmen, slingers, and heavy-armed in-

fantry. The care of keeping up the full numbers of these

forces was committed to their successive commanders, and

they were supported, both as respected food and money, by
the revenues of the provinces, and as these were paid into

the treasury of the satrap, the latter had to provide for the

pay of the soldiery. The commanders, however, of the

forces, were not subject to the governors,^ unless by special

appointment. On the other hand, they appear to have been

immediately dependent on the king, having been appointed

by him, and deposed at his pleasure,® and a catalogue of

such officers remaining in his hands. The annual review of

the forces also, which was extended to all the empire, were

not usually held by the satraps, but in the neighbourhood of

the capitals, by the king himself, and in remote provinces,

by persons deputed by him to hold them in his name. Great

exactness was exercised on these occasions, and according

to the good or bad condition of the forces, their commanders

^ See Herod, i, 162. For insUnce, in Thrace, under Darius, iv. 143, and

vii58; and Egypt, iv. 167.
* The Persian army was then forty thousand men strong, half infantry and

half cavalry
;
the latter being Persians.

® The proofs of what follows are to be found in Xenoph. CEcon, Op* p. 828.

’ If the satrap desired the services of the king’s troops, he was obliged first

to ask the king\ permission.
® Herod. vL 43.
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were applauded, and rewarded with presents, or deprived

of their rank, or visited with arbitrary punishments.^

To these arrangements was added another, the subdivision

of the empire into certain military cantons, independent of

the civil administetion ;
formed with a reference to the

muster-places of the troops.^'^ In this manner the forces

stationed in a particular province were always collected at

one point, from which the canton derived its appellation.

Mention occurs of those in Asia Minor, and as the above

institutions extended to the whole of the empire, and reviews

were held in every province, it is to be supposed that this

custom also was universal Herodotus expressly mentions

the cantons on this side the Halys, and consequently we
must conclude the same to have prevailed on the other side.

Of the cantons in Asia Minor, Xenophon particularizes that

of which the muster-place was the plain of Castolus
;

as

that of Thymbra was for the army of Syria
;
Herodotus

also mentions the Aleius Campus in Cilicia.^^

These troops were distributed through the provinces by
thousands, and their commanders consequently denominated

Chiliarchs
;

and not only were they generally dispersed

over the country, but bodies of them were posted on the

boundaries, where, if the nature of the gTound permitted it,

the passage from one province to another was strongly for-

tified.^^

It certainly remains a question what was the strength of

these forces in the provinces, but the great facility with
which armies were got together, proves them to have been
very considerable. In Asia Minor alone Cyrus assembled
above one hundred thousand men

; Abrocomas, who was
opposed to him on his march, had three hundred thou-
sand

; and the Persian army on the Granicus was forty

thousand strong.^®

From these troops the garrisons in the cities were kept

* Xenoph. loc. cit. They are termed by Herodotus
vo/ioi, V. 182.

" Xenoph. Op. p. 243, 267-
» Herod, vi. 95. Xenoph. Qp. p. 828.
“ Eor instance, at the defiles of Cilicia, the Persian and Cilician forces were

posted* over against one another. Xenoph. Op. p. 253.
Xenoph. Op. p. 261. Ibid. n. 262.

“ Arrian, i. 14
^
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entirely distinct, and the importance attached by the Per-

sians to places of strength was in pi^oportion to the difficulty

which (like all other nomad nations, who know nothing

about the conduct of sieges) they had experienced in sub-

duing them. They were looked upon as the keys of the

provinces in which they were situated, and accordingly pro-

vided with ample garrisons. The troops in question were
completely different from those mentioned above, not being

comprehended in the military divisions alluded to, but being

under commanders of their own, and not bound to appear

at the general muster.-^

Both descriptions of forces were, however, comprehended
under the title of the king’s army, and were distinct from

the household troops of the satraps' and grandees, which
often amounted to several thousands.^^ By the customs of

the East, every great man is attended by an armed retinue,

proportioned to his rank and wealth, and as the vice-regal

courts were formed upon the model of the king’s, this be-

came necessarily a part of their establishments, and the more
readily, as corps of troops were a no less customary present

from the monarch to his favourites than were cities.^**^

Originally, it is probable that all these troops may have

been Persians, but as these gradually v/ithdrew themselves

from martial duties, their places were supplied by merce-

naries, Greeks or Asiatics. As cavalry, the nomad nations

to the south and east of the Caspian were preferred, the

Hyrcanians, Parthians, and Sacae. The first especially had
a high character with the Persians for courage, and on this

account the latter kept up a good understanding with the

wandering hordes of Great Bucharia, though no longer

their tributaries.^^ The Greeks, however, were preferred

to all the rest, and as early as the time of the younger Cy-

rus, not only did the flower of the army always consist of

them, but, towards the end of the Persian monarchy, they

Xenoi h. O7/. p. 828.
^ Their duty was not so much to guard the cities themselves as the cita-

dels and castles, which existed in every place of any sort of consequence.

Their commanders were styled tppovgapxiih and were perfectly distinct from
the civil magistrates. Xenoph. loc, cit.

See Heiiod. in. 127; ix. 113.
® IIi Roi) IX. 109. Xenoph. Op, 1). 91.
^ Aiuuav, in. 19. These nations, thus receiving pay from the Persian

government, were comprehended under the general term of allies, (rippaxoi
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constituted the garrisons of all the cities of Asia Minor.

Before the time of the younger Cyrus, their pay amounted

to a daric’^ per month, (about 1/. 0<y. 4d, sterling,-') which

was augmented by Cyrus to a daric and a half. We have

already remarked the fatal consequences which this custom

had on the warlike temper of the Persians.

In a nation of conquerors every individual is expected to

be a soldier, and among the Persians all, especially those in

possession of lands, were required to be able to serve on
horseback,-® This necessitated an internal constitution of

the whole empire, having for its object the military equip-

ment of the population
;
• and the arrangement adopted has

usually been the same in all Asiatic nations, and is the sim-

plest that could have been devised. A decimal system runs

through the whole empire, and serves at the same time to

mark the rank of the commander. The common people

are divided into bodies of ten, having a captain of that num-
ber, after whom come the commanders of hundreds, thou-

sands, and tens of thousands. Officers of a higher rank are

not apportioned to particular bodies of men, but form the

general staff. This has been equally the case among the

Mongols and the Persians,-^ and this simple arrangement

made it possible for both races to assemble large armies with

incredible rapidity. All that was required was a mandate
from the commander of ten thousand, which was transmitted

to the commanders of thousands, and hundreds, and tens,

till the forces, already organized, assembled in martial array.

In this manner the Mongol princes often got together, in a

few days, armies of cavalry to the number of several hun-

dreds of thousands, and we cannot, therefore, be astonished

to see the same thing take place among the Persians.

The great multitude of nomad tribes which wandered on

“ Arrian, i. 19. Xenoph. Op. p. 252.

[” Heeren says, “ one ducat,” but a ducat is only about 9s. 6d. or at most
10s. of our money. Trans.]
^ Xenoph. Cyrop. viii. Op. p. 241.
^ See the places cited by Brisson, p. 725 j

and for the Mongols compare
Marco Polo, Hammioy ii. p. 15. The nomination of the officers depends
imon the king only inasmuch as he appoints the generals, rove arparrjyovQ.

The latter nominate the commanders of tens of thousands and thousands *,

and the former of these, the captains of hundreds and tens. Herod, vii. 81.

A similar institution (differing in some particulars) existed in the army of
Timour. Institutes de Tamerlain, p. 47.
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the borders of the Persian empire greatly facilitated the as-

sembling of mighty armaments. These tribes readily en-

gaged in such enterprises, either for pay, or allured by the

hope of plunder. As the Baskirs and Calmucks follow the

Russian armies, so did the Mardi, Pericanii, and others,

those of C3rrus and the more widely the dominion of the

Persians was extended, the greater became the number of

such auxiliaries. The Persians stood the more in need of

their aid, as their own cavalry was always heavy-armed.

With them, as with the Parthians, both man and horse were
armed in mail,^^ though, strictly speaking, this appears to

have been a distinction confined to a certain number,^**^ and
the greater part seem to have had no. defensive armour, and
thus served to swell the carnage which the Greeks wrought
among them after the victory of Platsese.^^

The foregoing sections must have served to explain the

way in which these forces subsisted in the provinces. Each
province was obliged to furnish to the governor what was
necessary to their maintenance,^ in kind, and the governor

caused what was so collected to be distributed among the

soldiers. Payment in money was made only to the Gre-

cian auxiliaries, who could not otherwise have been kept

together, having been accustomed to the same in their own
country : the Persians were bound to serve without pay,

and the nomad races of Central Asia, many of whom had

never even seen coined money, were as little disposed to

require remuneration in that shape as are at the present day
many of the auxiliaries of the Russian armies.

In a warlike nation, a military command always confers

great distinction, being often regarded as more honourable

than the civil magistracies
;
and this was the case among

the Persians. The Myriarchs (commanders of tens of thou-

sands), and Chiliarchs (commanders of thousands), enjoyed

The Mardi are mentioned as making part of the army of Cyras by He-
rodotus, i. 84.
” The introduction of this custom is ascribed by Xenophon to Cyrus.

Xenoph, Op, p. 2^. .

Herod, vni. 113. “ Ibid. ix. 70. See above, p. 2^4.
* This would appear from the expressions of Xenophon

^

Among the mo-
dern Pe;j‘8ians the governor does not receive the payments in kind at all, but

the soldiers are allowed billets upon particular villages, which are compelled

to furnish them with all they want. It may be conjectured, therefore, that

the same was the case among their ancestors. (Chardin, iii. 312, etc.)
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a distingxiislied rank, and the officers above them, the gene-

rals, were among the most illustrious of the nation. Of the

generality of these we are expressly told that they belonged
to the family of the Achsemenidm, or at all events to the

tribe of the Pasargadse,*^*^ or were connected by marriage

with the royal house, and consequently the officers of rank

consisted principally of the king’s kinsmen. Among these

generals themselves, however, (of whom there were usually

several in an army,^) there existed gradations of rank

;

and if a king’s son was appointed generalissimo, this was
understood as equivalent to his nomination as successor.'*^^

Hitherto we have confined our remarks to the troops

which were regularly maintained by the Persians to defend

the conquered provinces. With the exception of those

raised among the Persians themselves, these appear, from
what has been stated, to have consisted of mercenary troops,

to the exclusion of the natives of the provinces themselves
;

nevertheless the latter were by no means free from all mili-

tary service, but were summoned on occasions of extraordi-

nary expeditions undertaken for the extension of the empire.

On such emergencies general mandates were issued through-

out all the vast dominion of Persia, the nations of the East
and West were gathered together in herds, and one of the

most extraordinary spectacles ensued which the history of

the world has recorded, and the more deserving of our re-

gard for the accuracy with which Herodotus has described

the armament of Darius, and still more that of Xerxes.

When the Persians began their career as conquerors they

adopted and always maintained the custom, that the con-
quered nations should swell the numbers of their host, and
accompany them in their more remote expeditions.^^ When,
however, their empire had become consolidated and organ-

See Herod, iv. 167; v. 32; and especially vii. 82, 88, 97. I am aware
of only one instance of such a command being delegated to one of another
tribe, the Maraphii (which, however, was one of the noble tnbes). See He-
rod. iv. 167.

Herod, v. 116, “ Ibid. loc. cit.

^ Herod, v. 123, where Otanes is denominated the third in command. It

IS to be remarked that exactly the same system, both as regards the constitu-

tion and maintenance of the army, were adopted also by the Mongol conquer-
ors. See Instituts JPohtiqms et Militaires de Tnnwr^ p. 47, etc., and (for the
modem Persians) Chardin, loc. cit.

Herod, vii. 2. See Herod, i. 1*71
; iv. 87.
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ized, and stretched from the Indus to the Mediterranean,

the drawing together of forces so widely dissen)inated must
have become burdened with endless difficulties, and would
consequently, on occasions of miner importance, (such as

slight internal disturbances, or trifling wars,) have been as

futile as impossible. On extraordinary occasions, however,

whether of great national undertakings for the aggrandize-

ment of the empire, or of formidable invasions from without,

the custom was revived of mustering the whole force of the

empire, as is proved by the mighty expSditions of Darius

Hystaspis, of Xerxes, and the last Darius.

Even the preliminary steps to* such armaments were of

vast magnitude. The king’s mandate was addressed to all

nations, and specified the number of men, horses, and ships,

or the amount of provisions to be furnished by each.^^ The
commotion which was excited in all Asia by the prepar-

ations made for the expedition of Xerxes, lasted for four

years. Time was necessary to enable remote nations to

send in their contingent.

A general rendezvous was then appointed, which, in the

case of the armament just mentioned, was Cappadocia in

Asia Minor.^^ Hither all the contingents of the different

provinces resorted, conducted by leaders of their own race.'^*'

These, however, were allowed no authority in actual war,

the officers being taken exclusively from among the Per-

sians.^ This was a privilege reserved for the conquering

nation, as was the case, also, among the Mongols and Tar-

tars. The subject nations, on the other hand, were treated

as bondsmen, and termed slaves, in contradiction to the

Persians, who were denominated freemen. These terms,

however, only marked the comparative freedom of the na-

tions to whom they were applied, for with reference to the

king, the Persians were as little free as the other subject

nations.'^^

The order of the march, as long as the army continued

to traverse the dominions of the empire, was remarkable
;

Herod, iv. 83; vii. 20. Ibid. vii. 26.
** Herodotus tells us that each nation had as many commanders as they

possessed cities
;
probably the cities were the first places of rendezvous.

Herod, loc. cit. Ibid. vii. 9.
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or rather, it might almost be called an absence of all order.

The men were not arranged according to the nations to

which they belonged, but formed one vast chaotic mass.

In the centre was the king, among his Persians
;
and the

baggage was sent on before.^’^ As the troops advanced on

their march, the inhabitants of the country were driven on

before them, and augmented the numbers of the host,^

which thus perpetually accumulated, and as most nations

took their wives and children with them to war, the bag-

gage must have been immense.^^ Undoubtedly the most

inexplicable part of this account, is the way in which the

army was supplied with provisions. In the countries through

which they had to pass, magazines of com were necessarily

prepared, long before, and further supplies of the same
followed the army by sea.^® The rest of their food the

forces were left to find for themselves. For the king and

his suite banquets were provided long before, and with

such an unbounded expense, that this alone sufficed to min
the cities which furnished them. This also was a conse-

quence of the idea that the monarch was the sole proprietor

of all that his provinces contained, and the Persians under-

stood this so literally as to carry away with them the costly

utensils of plate which were displayed on these occasions.

It is needless to say that the idea of a regular encampment
could not be entertained in the case of such enormous hosts

;

the king and his great men had indeed their tents, but the

army at large bivouached under the open heavens, the

necessary consequence being a multitude of diseases.^^

It was only on their approaching the enemy’s borders

that the army was classed according to the nations of which
it was composed

;
and at the same time the host was re-

viewed at the king’s command.^^ To this custom we are in-

debted for that precious document, the catalogue of the host

Herod, vii. 40. " e. g. the Thracians.
The multitude of the women, slaves, beasts of burden, and dogs, (says

Herodotus,) was without number, (vii. 187.)
The Phoenicians and Egyptians nad been previously commissioned to

store up magazines in Thrace and Macedonia. Herod, vii. 25. The want,
however, of adequate supplies compelled the king to divide his immense
army into three portions. Herod, vii. 121.

“ Herod, vii. 118.
“ Ibid. vii. 118, 119.
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completely novel to them
;

it was to no purpose that their

countless hordes were driven by the scourge against a

handful of Spartans ;
and although treachery at last con-

ducted them over the lifeless bodies of those heroes, the

names of Salamis and Plataese remained behind everlasting

monuments of Grecian valour

!

Herod, vii. 223.
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The reflection, that the origin and intend government of

the great Asiatic empires were nearly all alike, in a great

measure consoles the historian fcft* the scantiness of the in-

formation which has been preserved respecting the Assyrian,

the Median, and other powerfol monarchies. Even if our

accounts of these were ever so perfect, they would scarcely

afford us a picture of higher interest than the history of the

Mongol states ;—an endless series of warlike expeditions

;

of intestine wars, and the rebellion of powerful satrapies
;

of despotism, wholly unrelaxed, or only ceasing to reappear

under some new form. How strikingly different from this

is the history of the nation to whom the present chapter is

devoted. The severest loss which ’ ancient history has to

mourn, a loss irreparable, is that of the destruction of the

records that should inform us of the affairs, the government,

and the enterprises of the Phoenicians. In proportion to

the vast influence which this nation had in the civilization

of mankind by its own great inventions and discoveries

;

(and the invention of alphabetical writing is alone sufficient

to show their importance ;) by its numerous colonies estab-

lished in every quarter, and by its commerce extending

even beyond these
;
the more sensibly we feel the gaps

which the loss of these records leaves in the history of the

human race. It is the conviction of the extent of this loss

that gives the few fi^agments which have been preserved out

of the great mass, a peculiar attraction to the historian

;

and though it may be impossible to compile from them a

history of the Phoenicians, yet they will probably enable

him to draw a tolerably faithful picture of the general cha-

racter and genius of this nation in its various circumstances,

and in the prosecution of its various undertakings. This

object I think will be best attained by dividing the following

VOL. I. U
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researches into four chapters : the first of these will relate

to the peculiar nature of the country, and the condition and
government of the people ; the second will contain a geo-

graphical sketch of their extensive colonies
; and the third

and fourth, a view, founded on the foregoing, of their com-
merce both by sea and land.

The Hebrew and Greek writers are here again the sources

from which our materials must be dre>vn. Had some kind

chance preserved us, among the latter, the works of Dius,

and Menander pf Ephesus,^ who wrote, in Tyre itself, a

history ofthat city compiled from her own annals, how much
more complete might our information have been ! Of the

native writers of Phoenicia, we have indeed some fragments

of the celebrated work of Sanconiathon, preserved in a Greek
translation among the remains of Philo of Byblus ; but were
these even freer from interpolations than they appear to be,

they would still remain of little value to the historian, be-

cause they are the least important part of the entire works

of Sanconiathon
;
namely, the cosmogony and theogony with

which he commenced his treatise.

A writer, lately deceased, has attempted to open a

new source of information respecting the geography and
commerce of the Phoenicians,^ by maintaining that the

geography of Ptolemy, and the old maps of Agathodmmon,
which are joined to it in the manuscripts, derive their ori-

gin from an ancient Phoenician atlas, and consequently give

the most complete picture of the geography and com-
mercial routes of that people. The principles of criticism,

however, which I have prescribed to myself in the present

work, have not allowed me to make an unreserved use of

these, as yet unproved, discoveries. I have therefore con-

' Joseph. Op. p. 1042. ed. Colon. 1691. cf. Fabric. B. Gr, i. p. 166. The
fragments of Tyrian annals, preserved in Josephus, prove that these records

were purely histone, and written according to the succession of kings, in a
carefully determined chronological order

; and that they must not, therefore,

be classed with the fabulous relations of the EgyptiaCkis and Hindoos. Be-
sides, as upon Alexander's conquest of Tyre, the city was not destroyed, and
the great temple of Hercules, in which probably they were deposited, was
anxiously saved from violence, the preservation of these documents cannot be
considered strange.

* Entdeckungen im Alterthum^ versucht von N. H. Brehmer, M. D. Wei-
mar, 1822. (Studies in Antiquity, by N. H. Brehmer, etc.) The first part

comprises Asia, and the second, Europe : these are all that have appeared
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tented myself with referring the reader to them where it ap-

peared nec(\ssary. I have adopted this course the more

readily, because, as far as they relate to Asia, the commercial

routes which they lay down, although much more numerous,

are, with some exceptions, on the farther side of India, the

same m their general direction as those which will be found

described upon my early maps of Asia, and proved from

other authorities. With regard to the conjectures of the

author, I have thought it most convenient to give my opinion

upon them in an appendix at the end of the volume.
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CHAPTER I.

Llienial Condiiion and Government of the Phoenicians,

WHO HATH TAKbN THIS COUNSEL XOAlNST TYRF, THE DISTRIBUTER OF CROWNS,

WHOSE MERCHANTS ARE PRINCF-J^ ISAIAH XXlli. 8.

The Phoenicians were a branch of the great Semetic or

Aramean family of nations, which, at an epoch beyond the

reach of history, occupied the extensive plains between

the Mediterranean Sea and the Tigris, the most southern

point of Arabia and the Caucasian mountains, and whose

common descent is fully established by the use of one prin-

cipal language, divided into various dialects. Much, too, in

the government of the Phoenicians will appear in a clearer

light by our considering them, not as a distinct people, but

as composed of Syrian tribes which had settled on the coasts;

and in no ancient writer are they ever found distinguished

by name from them. It appears likely that they came
originally from Arabia probably the native country of the

Semetic tribes in general, although in other regions, ac-

cording to local circumstances, they adopted a dilferent

mode of life from the one they had been accustomed to in

the sandy deserts of their parent country. The migrations

of rude hordes at this early period is, however, a matter of

very little consequence.

Phoenicia proper, even in its most flourishing state, was
one of the smallest countries of antiquity. It comprised

that part of the Syrian coast extending from Tyre to Ara-
dus, a narrow strip of land about a hundred and twenty

miles in length, from north to south; and probably no where
more than eighteen or twenty miles in width. This short

* See the inquuy in Michaeus SpicUeg, Geograph, JECehr, exter, VoL I.

p. 166
,
etc.
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line of coast, rich in bays and harbours, was covered with

lofty mountains, many of which ran out into the sea and

formed promontories, and whose heights, covered with for-

ests, supplied the most valuable material in the construction

of the fleets and habitations of the Phoenicians. The larger

range of these mountains bore the name of Libanus, from

which another branch, the Antilibanus, stretched easterly

towards Syria.^ The sea, which broke with great fury upon
this rocky shore, had probably separated some of these pro-

montories from the main land, and whi(;li, forming little

islands at a small distance from the shore, are not less worthy

of note than the main land itself,*being every where covered

with extensive colonies and flourishing cities. Thus Ara-

dus, the most northern frontier city of Phoenicia, was built

on one of these islands
;
^ and opposite to it on the main

land was Antaradus, which derived its name from it. About
eighteen miles to the south of this stood, and stills stands,

Tripolis
;
and at a like distance, Byblus, with the temple of

Adonis
;
and again, further south, Berytus. Keeping along

the coast, we come to Sidon at nearly the same distance

;

and finally, fourteen or fifteen miles further, at the extreme

southern boundary of the country, was erected, upon an-

other island, the stately Tyre, the queen of Phoenician cities.

The space between these places was covered with a number

of towns of less import, but equally the abode of industry,

and widely celebrated for their arts and manufactures.

Among these were Sarephta, Botrys, Orthosia, and others

;

forming, as it were, one unbroken city, extending along the

whole line of coast and over the islands
;
and which, with

the harbours and sea-ports, and the numerous fleets lying

within them, must have afforded altogether a spectacle

scarcely to be equalled in the world, and must have excited

in the stranger who visited them, the highest idea of the

opulence, the power, and the enterprising spirit of the in-

habitants.

Although these cities existed altogether in the flourishing

period of Phoenicia, history has given us some account of

the manner and time of their successive foundations. They

* Strabo, p. 1095.
* The Arvath of the Hebrews. The authorities for this anl tl e next re-

mark, will be found in Cellar. Geogr, Ant, ii. p. 350, 374, etc.
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were colonies of one another
;
and, like all other colonies of

the ancient world, were founded either for purposes of trade,

or by bodies of citizens who left their native abode in con-
sequence of civil dissensions. The oldest of them, “ the
first-born son of Canaan,” according to the Mosaic record,*

was Sidon, the foundress of the trade and navigation of the
Phoenicians. Sidon was the parent of Tyre. In the first

place, merely as a staple for her own wares
;
but the daugh-

ter soon waxed greater than the mother, and successfully

rivalled her. In the blooming period of Phoenicia, Sidon
was only the second Phoenician city in point of extent,

though still rich and mighfey, and secured in a great measure
by her excellent harbours from ruin and decline, so long
as the maritime commerce of the Phoenicians should en-
dure.® Arvath was founded by another colony from Sidon,
and owed its origin to a civil broil in this city, which drove
the discontented party to seek a new abode.® Tripolis, as

its name imports, was a common colony of the three cities

of T3n’e, Sidon, and Aradus.^

The eldest Tyre, founded by Sidon, and situated on the
main land, continued a powerful, rich, and flourishing com-
mercial city till the time of Nebuchadnezzar, the Babylo-
nian-Chaldean conqueror

; against whom it had to defend
itself during a siege or blockade of thirteen years ;® but that
he in reality ever took or destroyed it, as is commonly as-

serted, there is no historical proof.® During this blockade,
the greater part of the inhabitants took refuge upon a neigh-
bouring island, already furnished with numerous establish-

ments and buildings, and thus founded the island city of

*
Gen*. X. 15. cf. BocHARxet Michaelis ad. h. I.

* Strab. p. 1097. « Ibid. p. 1093. ’ Ibid. p. 1094.
* About the year B. C. 600.
® See Gesenius, Commeniar zian Jesams, 1 . 710. The capture of Tyre

by Nebuchadnezzar is confirmed by no Phoenician or Greek writer; it rests
upon the prophecy of Ezekiel alone, c. xxvi. ; but a later oracle of the same
prophet, xxix. 18, shows that the attempt to subdue it failed. The total
silence of histonans upon this subiect is expressly referred to by Hierony-
mus, ad BzecTi. xxvi. 7, who rests the capture entirely upon the authority of
the oracle

; as do all later writers.

It is a false assumption to say, that the island city of Tyre had its first
rise about this time. The island afforded more security than the continent,
and it will be presently shown, that it was a usual custom of the Phoenicians
to settle upon islands. That the island city was much older is clear from
Josephus, Opem^ p. 325, for Psalmanasser had already besieged it about
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Tyre, which, favoured by its strong position, soon equalled

the parent city, and not only outlived the Babylonian and

Persian empires, but continued to increase as the ancient

Tyre declined. It was finally captured by Alexander, after

an obstinate resistance
;
but he robbed it less of its ancient

opulence and splendour by his arms, than by the foundation

of Alexandria, which henceforth became the great seat of

the commerce of the world, though Tyre did not altogether

decline. In the midst of this city stood the temple of the

principal deity of the Tyrians, the protecting god of the

city, as its name, Melcarth,^^ signifies. This deity was

called by the Greeks the Tyrian •Hercules, though entirely

different^® from their god bearing the same name; hence

the mythi of the two are often confounded. The worship

of the Tyrian deity was introduced into the most distant

parts of the world to which that people penetrated and

founded settlements
;
he was honoured as the national god

by the independent colonies of Tyre, who were wont to ac-

knowledge his supremacy by solemn embassies.^^ The city

B. C. 730, at which time the Ancient Tyre, with the other cities, shook off

her yoke : it must therefore at that time have been the chief city.

“ Melcarth, the city hiny. For further information, see the learned work
ofCREUZER, 8ymholik, li. 211, etc., second edition.

Herodotus, ii. 44. Although this author very properly notices this

diflerence, yet the passage here quoted seems to imply, that this deity was
called Hercules by the Tyrians themselves. But it was doubtless out of com-
plaisance to the Greeks, that the Phoenician priests in addressing them thus

named him
;
for his native appellation was, in all likelihood, very different.

According to the accounts given by the Phoenician priests to Herodotus, 2300
years had already elapsed since the foundation of the city of Tyre, and that

of the temple, which took place at the same time (about the year 2740 B. C.).

This ancient temple, however, had long before been destroyed to give place

to the new one constructed by Hiram, the contemporary of Solomon. (Joseph.
contra Apion.y Op, p. 1043.) It was this new temple, which stood upon the

island Tyie, that Herodotus saw, about 550 years later • now, as we learn

from the passage of Josephus, quoted from Menander, that Hiram took down
the ancient temples of Melcarth and Astarte and built new ones

;
that he en-

comp^assed the great square of the city, (xwo-a^ rhv cwpvxwpov,) and compelled

the Tyrians to pay him the disputed tribute ; we cannot well be mistaken in

regarding him as the original founder of the island city of Tyre, and as hav-
ing, in opposition to the wishes of the inhabitants of the ancient Tyre, made
it the capital. This is expressly confirmed by another passage in Josephus,
Ant. viu. 3, 5, p. 259, 267, where it is said of Hiram, that he dwelt on an
island. However this may have been, there is here a clear proof, that it was
altogether in the spirit of antiquity to connect the foundation of cities -with

that of temples and sanctuaries
;
an observation more fully developed in my

Hesearches on Egypt.
An example of this is given by the Carthaginians, who sent an embassy

at the moment that Tyre was besieged by Alexander. Arrian, li. 24. Tern-
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was protected by high walls of cut stone
; and had two

harbours, one on the north towards Sidon, the other on the

south towards Egypt. The mouth of the latter could be
closed by immense chains.*^

Let us now inquire what was the internal government of

these cities ? What their relation with each other ? Whether
they formed one general confederation ? or whether they

remained entirely separate states, without any common tie ?

These questions demand our serious attention.

The remarks above made upon the nature of the country
readily explain why the Phoenicians could never become a
conquering nation, and the founders of a great monarchy,
such as that of the Chaldeans, the Persians, and others.

They must have been well satisfied, if they could protect

their little territory from the invasions of such powerfiil

Asiatic conquerors
; and being, from the earliest times

downwards, a people dwelling in cities," they could have
had no idea of taking the long marauding expeditions

common to nomad nations.

In order to obtain a correct idea of the political state of
Phoenicia, it is necessary to have a general notion of the
rise and progress of civil government among the Syrian
tribes. As far as the light of history carries us back, we
every where find a number of single cities, with the territory

around them, under a monarchical form of government

;

the sovereign power being placed in the hands of kings or
princes. Examples certainly are to be met with, where
some of these cities and their monarchs obtained a decided
preponderance, (Damascus is at once an instance,) and as-

sumed to themselves a degree of authority. This, how-
ever, was a kind of forced alliance, which extended no fur-

ther than the exaction of tribute and subsidies in times of
war, without depriving the subjected cities of their govern-
ment and rulers.^® Syria, while independent and left to itself,

never became oiganized into one state, or one monarchy.

pies of the Tyrian Hercules were found in Grades, and upon the island of
Thasos. Herod. 1. c.

Arrian, ii. 24.
“ They appear as such in the early times of Moses and Joshua, upon the

invasion of the Israelites.

Proofs of it may be found in the Jewish accounts of the kings of Damas-
cus, and their wars: Compare 1 Kings, xx. 1, etc.
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Here then we trace the ground-work of the Phoenician

government. This country, like Syria, never became one
state

;
but, from the earliest period down to the Persian

monarchy, was always divided into a number of separate

cities, each with its little territory around it. Some writers

have stated positively the precise extent of the dominions

of each city. Thus Antaradus, and the territory about it,

formed part of the domain of Aradus, to which it lay op-

posite thus Sarephta came within the dominion of Si-

don;^® etc.

Allied cities, however, were certainly frequent in Phoe-

nicia; indeed it seems very probable, that at certain times,

all the cities of Phcenicia formed one confederation, at the

head of which stood originally Sidon, and afterwards Tyre.

Even as early as the Mosaic period, alliances among these

cities were common the necessity of their common de-

fence from foreign attack, which separately they were too

weak to withstand, must naturally have led to this system.

Neither were these confederations confined to Phoenicia

alone
;
they prevailed also in the countries colonized by the

Phoenicians
;
and Carthage in Africa, as well as Gades in

Spain, stood at the head of the settlements in these districts,

without, however, obtaining acomplete authority over them.^*^

A common religion, the worship of the Tyrian Hercules,

the national and colonial deity, formed likewise a bond of

union for all these cities, both of the mother country and

the colonies, and strengthened and preserved the connexion

between them.

It is the nature, however, of all such confederations, to

be liable to frequent changes
;
they vary indeed according

to the political interests, and even the power and views of

the separate states. Many changes of this kind must have

arisen in this quarter, by the foundation and growing pros-

perity of the inland colonies
;
and many modifications must

have taken place as these acquired sufficient strength to as-

sume a kind of independence of the parent states. In the

present case, in which we shall confine our observations to

the flourishing period of Tyre,—^that is, the period from

Solomon to Cyrus, or at least Nebuchadnezzar,—it will be

Strabo, p. 1093. Arrian, ii. 13. 1 Kings, xvii. 9, 10.

Joshua, li. 1—5. See Researches o» the Carthaginians,
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sufficient to show that Tyre, in the sense just stated, was

always the dominant city of Phoenicia.

This may be inferred, in the first place, from the descrip-

tion given of Tyre by the prophet Ezekiel. Sidon and
Arvath were at this time her allies, and supplied their con-

tingents of soldiers and sailors.*'* This being proved of the

largest and most distant city of Phoenicia, no doubt can be
well entertained respecting the smaller and nearer.

Besides, the subjects and allies of Tyre, and their revolts

against the capital, are more than once expressly spoken of

in history. The most striking proof of this is preserved in

Josephus, from the works of Menander. For when king

Salmanasser undertook his expedition into Western Asia

and against Phoenicia, the allied cities, Sidon, Old Tyre,

Acre, and many others, revolted against the Tyrians, and
submitted to the king of Assyria. They went so far indeed

as to fit out a fleet against them, which was defeated by the

Tyrians, who thus secured themselves fi’om further danger.®^

By comparing these fragments of Phoenician history and
its government with the accounts that are left us respecting

the state of Carthage, we obtain something more than bare
historical conjecture, as we find a striking similarity be-

tween the government of the mother country and the colo-

nies. What Tyre was towards Sidon, Arvath, Tripolis, etc.,

Carthage was towards Utica, Leptis, Adrumetum, and other

cities. It not only seems quite natural, that in cities inha-

bited by one people, and so frequently called upon to strug-

gle against their common and powerful enemies, alliances

should be formed, and by alliances a kind of authority be
conceded to the mightiest ; but it is also consonant with the

whole tenor of ancient history, that colonies should adopt
the government of the mother state.

It may be concluded then from these facts, that the

Phoenician cities formed together one confederation : at the

head of which, in the period of their greatest splendour and
perfect independence, stood Tyre. At the time of their

subjection to Assyria and Persia, the bond that connected

Ezekiel, xxvii. 8, 11.
^ Joseph. Jud ix. 14. Qp. p. 306. This also explains the resistance

which Tjrre always made against the most famous conquerors, even Alex-
ander himself, when the other Phoenician cities voluntarily submitted. The
latter were oppressed while Tyre ruled.
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them necessarily became loosened, the other cities paid their

tribute and furnished their contingents to Persia instead of

to Tyre
;
the latter^ however, still preserved its rank, and

was always considered the chief city of the land.

The second question, namely, What was the internal

vernment of the Phoenician cities? is equally difficult and
obscure.

However desirable it may be to trace out accurately the

gradual rise and progress of civic government in these, the

earliest commercial cities, want of information limits us to a

few general observations.

Firsts then, there can be no doubt but that each Phoe-

nician city had its own proper government, and that in this

respect they were perfectly independent of each other.

They always appear so, as the following pages will evince,

upon every occasion, and in every period of their history

;

being never spoken of but as separate states.

Secondly, It seems equally certain, that the chief author-

ity was placed in the hands of kings, and certainly of here-

ditary kings, although political parties many times fomented

revolutions by which new families were raised to the throne.

This is especially shown by the history of Tyre
;
a catalogue

of whose kings is extant in Josephus, from the time of Hi-

ram, the contemporary of David, till the siege of the city

by Nebuchadnezzar.”® Even under the dominion of the

Persians, the royal dignity was preserved ;
though the mon-

archs were now only tributary princes, obliged to furnish

money and ships to the Persians, and to attend them, when
required, in their military expeditions. The kings of Tyre
appear in this state in the expedition of the Persians against

Athens, and even as late as the overthrow of Persia and

the capture of Tyre by Alexander.®^ As Tyre had its pro-

per kings, so also had the other Phoenician cities, Sidon,

Aradus, and Byblus.^^ These are mentioned in various

periods, and even as late as the Macedonian conquest.

Thirdly, Notwithstanding the existence of the royal

“ Josephus contra Apion. i. Op, p, 1043.
** Herodotus, viii. 67* The kings of Sidon and Tyre formed part of

Xerxes* council of war; the former taking precedence of the latter, at the

command of Xerxes. Was this merely personal? or according to the rank
of the citit‘s, among whom Sidon, as the parent city, stood at the head P

* Arwiav, ii. 24. Ibid. ii. 20.
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dignity, the government was certainly not despotic; nay,

the monarchical power was so strictly limited as to render

it almost republican. It was indeed well-nigh impossible

that despotism could have endured for so many centuries in

commercial states, which can only thrive in the atmosphere

of political liberty. A large maritime commerce requires a

spirit of enterprise and resolute activity altogether incom-

patible with despotic government. Even the repeated po-

litical changes which took place in all these cities, and more
particularly in Tyre

; as well as the continual departure of

colonies and their settlement in distant parts of the world

;

are circumstances which mot only could not have been

brought forth by despotism, but are the legitimate offspring

of free nations. Many particulars which warrant this con-

clusion may still be found in Phceuician history, notwith-

standing the general scantiness of its information.

Next to the kings stood the Phoenician magistrates.^

These conjointly sent ambassadors.^® Indeed, at certain

periods, a general congress of the great Phcenician cities

was wont to be held, when the kings in council with the

synedrims, deliberated upon the common affairs of the con-

federacy.®^ Tripolis was the place destined for the common
assembly of the three principal cities.

Besides this, there is no question but the authority of the

monarchs was very essentially limited by religion. The
priests in these states formed a numerous and powerfol

class, and seem to have stood next in rank to the kings.

Sicharbas, or Sichseus, the chief priest of the principal tem-

ple, was the husband of Dido, and brother-in-law to king

Pygmalion. His persecution and death by the latter, gave

I’ise to those serious commotions which ended in the emi-

gration of that numerous colony which founded the city of

Carthage. The political influence of the Phoenician priests

of Baal among the Jews, which caused a revolution in the

^ Arrian, ii. 24, who calls them Iv ® AteiAN, ij. 15.
® Diod- ii. p. 1 13. As when a council was held respecting the revolt from

the Persians, Even the very circumstance that some of the Tyrian kings, as
for example Pymalion, were named tyrants, seems to prove tliat they should
not all be considered such. There is mention, too, of a time when the kingly
dignity was entirely banished from Tyre, and its place supplied by that of
suffetes. This was after the ineffectual siege of Kebuchadnezzar. Joseph.
Ojh 1046.
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state, is sufficiently well known.* Among a people like the

Phoenicians, where every thing so much depended on sanc-

tuaries and religion, the priesthood could scarcely fail to

have a large share in the government, though we are not in

a situation to determine precisely its extent.

The prophet Ezekiel, in his prophecy against the king of

Tyre, gives us a somewhat deep insight into the power of

the prince of that city. He pictures him as a powerful

prince, living in great splendour
;
but still as the prince of

a commercial city, which by its trade filled his treasury.

As a prince encouraging and protecting commerce by his

wisdom and policy ; but which, in the end, degenerating to

craft and injustice, he is threatened with the punishment of

his misdeeds. “ With thy wisdom and with thy understand-

ing,” he cries out, “ hast thou gotten thee riches
;
with gold

and silver hast thou filled thy treasury by means of the

greatness of thy commerce. Full- of wisdom sealedst thou

great sums
;
thou dwelt in a garden of God, ornamented

from thine infancy with precious stones, clothed with fine

garments. But traffic has enriched thee with ill-gotten

wealth, and thou hast sinned.”®* From this remarkable

passage it may at least be gathered, that the revenue of the

Tyrian kings, and without doubt that of the princes of the

other cities also, was derived from commerce
;
but whether

from the customs, or, which seems more probable, from a

monopoly of some of the branches of trade, or from both,

cannot be decided.

These few observations contain the sum of what inform-

ation is left us concerning the internal government of these

mighty cities ; and even of these few, some are only con-

jectures. We are rather better instructed respecting their

foreign relations and colonies, and these we shall now pro-

ceed to investigate.

" How numerous they were appears from 1 Kings, xviii. 22.

” Ezekiep, xxviii. 4, 5, 12, 13, 16. Conf. Michaelis’s Translatim and
Remarks. Among the precious stones (verse 13) nine sorts are mentioned
by name, as the onyx, carbuncle, topaz, diamond, emerald, etc. ; a proof of

the high pitch to which the luxury of the great of Tyre was carried in this

particular.
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CHAPTER IL

Colonies and Foreign Possessions of the Phoenicians.

ARISE, O THOU DAUGHTER OF SIDON, TAKE THY FLIGHT TO THE ISLES OP

CHITTJM. ISAIAH XXlli. 12 .

One of the most interesting spectacles which history alFordj

us, is the spread of nations by peaceable colonization. Des-

potic empires, which are only enlarged by conquest, exhi-

bit to us no picture of this kind : the forcible transplanting

of nations, a custom common to them, could never become

the foundation of flourishing colonies, attended, as they at

all times are, by oppression, and often by the dispersion of

the captives carried away. If we look into these colonies,

they will generally be found of a military cast, and intended

rather, as in the Macedonian, Roman, and Russian mon-
archies, to guard the provinces of the empire, than for the

cultivation of the land. Commercial nations, on the con-

trary, especially when under the auspices of civil liberfy,

extend their navigation to distant regions;—Phoenicians

and Greeks, not less than the British and Dutch, soon dis-

cover the necessity for foreign settlements
;
and notwith-

standing all the abuses to which they are liable, abuses

which the historian cannot mistake, it is still undeniable,

that not only their own civilization, but, in a great measure,

the civilization of the whole human race, depend very much
upon these peaceful means of advancement. The continual

intercourse with their colonies enlivens and extends the

knowledge of the mother states ;
and besides this, it infalli-

bly promotes the development of political ideas, and what
is founded upon it, the perfecting of civil government.

The portion of the people separated from the parent country

undergo some change in every new settlement, as the differ-
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ence in the nature of the countiy, and favourable or unfa-

vourable circumstances necessarily give a new direction to

the mind. In such cases, where society m a manner sets

out anew, many improvements are easily and necessarily

made, which could scarcely be adopted where every thing is

become fixed and settled
; and though it generally happens

that colonies copy, in the first place, the government of the
mother state, yet the difference of their foreign relations,

and the enlarged sphere of action which their necessities

open to them, soon lead them to different vjjews. It is from
the bosom of colonies that civil liberty nearly in all ages has

set forth : Greece had no Solon* till the colonies of Asia
Minor had attained their highest degree of splendour

;
and

while the parent country could only boast of a single legis-

lator, whose object was to form citizens, and not merely war-
riors, nearly every colony of Greece and Sicily possessed its

Zaleucus or Charondas. In this way, indeed, every com-
mercial state may be said to live again in the colonies it has

founded. And thus, amid the rise and fall of empires, the

advances of man in civilization, in all its multitudinous

forms, is perpetuated and secured. Tyre and Sidon yielded

to their fate, but they had the happiness before their fall, to

see flourishing around them, in their hundreds of colonies,

a numerous progeny. And though Europe should again

experience the dreadful misfortune to sink under the yoke

of despotism or anarchy, into the gloomy horrors of barbar-

ism, Providence has provided for its re-birth, by scattering

the seeds of its civilization over every part of the globe
;
ex-

hibiting in our days the astonishing spectacle, never before

displayed, of ripened civilization in one part, while in others

it is yet in blossom, or only pushing forth its earliest buds.

To counterbalance these great benefits, the system of

colonization has in every age been attended with disadvan-

tages equally striking. It leads to thirst of conquest and

commercial jealousy ;
and, unfortunately, has it not too often

been the fate of nations founding colonies, to sicken of this

double malady, and perish under its influence.

Thirst of conquest seems above all to be opposed to the

interests of commercial states. Friendship and peace with

the nations with whom they have dealings, would appear the

most likely means of keeping their ports open, and of ob-
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taming commodities with which to freight their vessels.

But unfortunately it has never been thus
; in ancient as in

modern times, subjection has been the cry of the strongest,

and with this upon their lips, the Carthaginians subjugated

Spain ; the Spaniards, America
;
and the British, India.

It cannot be denied, but that, in numerous instances, the

blind desire of aggrandizement, or even plunder, has been
the object of these conquests ;

but quite as often, perhaps
oftener, this desire of conquest sprung out of the peaceable

system of spreading the human race by colonies. In trading

with distant countries, and especially with rude, uncivilized

nations, these kind of settlements are indispensable to the

carrying on a secure and regular commerce
;
but even these

are almost sure to give rise to disputes, by the aggressions

of one party or the other
;

little bickerings grow into violent

disputes
;
these lead to open war, which only ends with the

subjugation of the natives, or the destruction of the colonies.

The extent to which commercial jealousy was carried at

a very early period, is shown in my Researches upon the

Commerce of the Carthaginians; the Carthaginians inherited

it from their ancestors, who, even in the time of Herodotus,
threw all the mystery they could over their distant naviga-

tion. This rivalry led to wars whenever powerful competi-

tors started up, such as the Carthaginians found in the

Greeks. The Phoenicians, on the contrary, had the good
fortune to enjoy the sea trade of the Mediterranean for cen-
turies, without any powerful competitor. As the Greeks of
Asia Minor began to acquire importance, these ancient
merchants seemed rather inclined to shun, than contend with
them ;

and they came less frequendy in contact, as their

principal maritime commerce lay in different regions.

So far therefore as we may judge from the information
before us, the Phoenicians appear to have been less en-
tangled in commercial wars than their descendants the Car-
thaginians, or the British and Dutch of modern times. Yet,
that they did not keep entirely clear of war and conquest,
though their circumscribed territory, fortunately for them,
rendered it impossible for them to think of making large
conquests ;—that they had the will, though not the means,
maybe gleaned from numerous particulars scattered in their
history. For though the extent of their population did not
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allow of their raising large armies from among themselves^

they very early adopted the system of carrying on their wars
by means of hired troops : a system to which all commer-
cial states have had, and always must have, recourse in their

continental wars,—and one which their colonists, the Car-
thaginians, carried on to a much wider extent. It is not

merely the relatively small number of idle and useless men,
nor the facility of procuring the means of subsistence, which
prevents the formation of powerful armies in such states

;

we must also take into account the little consideration in

which soldiers are held in countries where the merchant is

every thing, and especially in republics, where the hired

soldier is regarded as the paid servant of the citizens.

In much the same manner, therefore, that Carthage hired

troops from almost every part of Africa and Europe, did

Tyre hire them from the countries of Minor and Upper
Asia. The other Phoenician states also furnished their con-

tingents, both of land and marine forces. From these states

were taken the garrison of Tyre itself, to which was con-

fided the care and security of the city. They of Persia,

of Lydia, and of Lycia were thy warriors
;
they hanged their

shields and helmet in thee
;
they of Arvad were in thine

army about thy walls, and kept watch before thy gates

;

they hanged their shields upon thy towers, and have thus

made thee illustrious.”^ It is probable, however, that

foreign mercenaries were only employed upon extraordi-

nary occasions, when these states were engaged in foreign

wars.

It has already been remarked, that the situation of Phoe-
nicia rendered it impossible for its inhabitants to extend

their territory in Asia by conquest
;
but a wide range was

open to them in the neighbouring isles of the Mediterra-

nean
;
and of all these none seems to have had greater at-

tractions for them than the nearest and largest—the isle of

Cyprus/ It is not only certain that the Tyrians established

themselves in this island, but also that they made it one of

their provinces
;

for the Cyprians rebelled against Tyre with
its other subjects, when Salrnanasser invaded Syria. The
city of Cittium was the principal settlement of the Tyri^s

* Ezekiex.} xxvii. 10, 1 1.

* Joseph. AnL Jud, ix. 14; cf. Michael. Sjftkik i. p, 106.

VOL. I. X
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upon this island, which they named after this city,^ as they

did also the smaller islands of the Archipelago and the

coasts ;
they still however had colonies in the other cities of

the island.^ Even afterwards, when Tyre had lost all do-

minion over her, Cyprus and Tyre stood in the closest al-

liance ;
and this is particularly visible in the time of Alex-

ander, who regarded the subjugation of Cyprus, with its

nine cities and their nine monarchs or chiefs, as a natural

and inevitable consequence of the capture of Tyre.^

It is even more difficult to point out the exact relations

which the Phoenicians maintained with their other colonies

than it is with Cyprus. Nevertheless the fragments oftheir

history, considered together, afford us several particulars,

strikingly characteristic of the genius and policy of that

people.

First. The system of extending themselves by coloniza-

tion was very clearly a natural consequence of their trade,

which absolutely required such settlements. But besides

this, their history proves that they considered it as the surest

and most convenient method of preventing disturbances and
revolutions at home, which would naturally result from the

disproportionate increase of population in so small, and yet

so commercial a country.^ An overgrown population is

commonly the curse of large trading cities
;
and it is this

evil in particular which renders violent revolutions so dread-

ful
;
hence its increase is necessarily dangerous, and should

be guarded against. The republican states of the ancient

world soon became acquainted with this evil
;
and the most

natural remedy which presented itself to them, was to lessen

® There can be no doubt that a^PtS (Kittim) is identical with Cittium

;

and that it signified not only the whole island, but also the neighboaring
islands and coasts, is clear from Josephus, Arch, i. 7- Op, p. 13. We learn

farther from Cicero, De Fin, iv. 20, that Cittium w^as a Phcenician, and not
a Greek colony. See Gesenics, Commentarzum Jesaias, i. p. 721, etc.

^ The authorities will be found collected in Bochart, p. 370, etc. cf.

Strabo, p. 1003. Vestiges of the Phoenician settlements upon this island

still es^t ; one, for example, in the Phoenician epitaph discovered by M. V.
Hammer, Topograph. AnsicMm in der Levante, p. 154.

* Arrian, ii. 17.
® It will be seen in tbe part of this work relating to the Carthamnians,

that this was likewise a prevailing maxim among that people
j ana w'hen

the great resemblance of the cokmial system of the two nations is consi-

dered, no doubt can be entertained of the Carthaginians having inherited it

from the Phoenicians. But this lemmm eaqpressly stated as the cause of
foundation of Utica. Justin, xviii. 4.
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tlie number of the people by colonization. The following

up of this system, and the want of foreign settlements for

the purposes of trade, would at once satisfactorily account
for the astonishing spread of this nation by colonies, even if

their history did not show that internal commotions, not-

withstanding this precaution, were the occasion of new emi-
grations, by forcing the weaker and discontented party to

leave their country and seek a foreign abode
;
an example

of which occurs in the history of the foundation of Carthage.

Secondly. The direction of Phoenician colonization, was
from east to west along the shores of the Mediterranean.

Their sea trade, from the situation of their country, could

proceed in no other
;
and we are led by the remains of early

traditions, which have been preserved from the ancient his-

tory of this people, to conclude, that this was the route pur-

sued. For what else was that Tyrian Hercules, of whose
rxpedition to Iberia, to make war upon the son of Chr}rsaor,

the rich-in-gold, we have an account, if not the tutelary god,

first of the mother city, then of the colonies also
;
and thus

generally the symbol of the Phoenician race ? And the his-

tory of his expeditions along the coasts of the Mediterranean,

what is it, if not an allegorical relation of the outspread of

the people by trade and navigation, and of the general civil-

ization which resulted therefrom ?

All these traditions are handed down to us through Greek

poets and mythologists, and have been changed by them in

various ways, and even confounded with others, in order to

fit in and form part of their epic poems and narrations.

But notwithstanding this, the pure mythos seems to have

been preserved to us almost in its original shape by Di-

odorus.’^

^ The passage of Diodorus will be found in his works, i. p. 262, etc. The
expedition of Hercules into 8pam is there given as the* tenth of his Libonrs j

the whole narrative of Diodorus, however, if not immediately taken from

Timeeus, is evidently boirowed from a Greek epic poet, who has tiansfened

the Phoenician tradition of the Tyrian Hercules to the Greek deity of the

same name, with only such alterations as were necessary to the plot of his

poem. This opinion obtains no small confirmation from what Dioborus,

Op, i. p. 344, relates of the inhabitants of the Balearic islands, among whom
a tradition prevailed, that Hercules had conquered the country of Geryon on
account of its treasures in silver and gold

;
they therefore forbade the intro-

duction of these metals into their islands, that they might not excite the cu-

pidity of conquerors. They therefore explained the mythos in this way, being

themselves of Phoenician origin.

X 2
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The attempt to clear up and explain every particular of

this fable would be doing violence to the manes of remote

antiquity. Some of the principal features of this allegory I

shall, nevertheless, venture to expose, fearless of incurring

this reproach.

Hercules is said to have undertaken his expedition with

a numerous fleet, which assembled at Crete
;

an island

forming, as will presently be seen, one of the principal links

of the Phoenician chain of colonies. Its object was Spain,

the country abounding in gold, and where Chiysaor, the

father of Geryon, reigned. Hercules passed through Africa,

where he introduced agriculture, and built the great city of

Hecatompylos.® He thus came to the strait, which he

crossed over to Gades. Spain submitted to him, and he

carried away the oxen of Geryon as booty
;
taking his way

back through Gaul, Italy, and the islands of Sicily and

Sardinia.

The principal features of this allegory seem scarcely to

require an explanation. It is only among a maritime people

that this mythos could have been formed, as a fleet is fitted

out for the undertaking. That this took place at Crete, the

most convenient island, shows that the party did not extend

their views toward the western Mediterranean, until they

had well established their dominion over the eastern islands.

Neither did they undertake these expeditions for the mere
purpose of destruction and conquest. They carried civiliza-

tion with them
;
they instimcted the barbarians in the art

of agriculture, and accustomed them to fixed dwellings.

And where did this take place ?—Precisely in those countries

which were colonized by the Phoenicians
;
that is, in Africa,

Sicily, and Sardinia. But the express object of this expe-

dition was, that very land which was the main source of Phoe-

nician wealth, and the principal seat of its trade
;
namely,

the southern and western parts of Spain. Thus the tradi-

tions, as they have been handed down to us by the poets, are

in accordance with the historical facts. The Phoenicians

gradually spread themselves round the coasts of the Medi-
terranean. They came at last to the pillars of Hercules,

and even went beyond them. But in every part their

® Hecatompylos was a large city in the interior of the Carthaginian do-
minions, which was afterwaras conquered by them* Diodor. i. p. 265.
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colonies were confined to the sea coast, and hence it may
fairly be concluded, that they owed their foundation to

commerce.
Thirdly. These colonial cities were spread in a v5ry

unequal manner along the coasts of the Mediterranean,

being in some districts crowded and numerous, while in

other parts there were but few or none. Like the English

and Dutch, the Phoenicians had their colonial dominions,

which of course were precisely those which they made the

principal seats of their trade. To these more especially be-

longed the territory of Carthage, on the northern coast of

Africa, and the southern and western parts of Spain. Their

settlements were more rare on the great islands of the west-

ern Mediterranean, Sicily and Sardinia, which they seem to

have regarded only as stations for their more distant naviga-

tion, and which therefore were the same to them in their voy-

ages to Gades and the pillars of Hercules, as is the Cape of

Good Hope to our modern navigators in their way to India.

Fourthly. Commercial jealousy, though they avoided

as much as possible all collision, arose out of the colonial

system of the Phoenicians. The Greeks were the first na-

tion with whom they came in contact
;
and this must have

happened as soon as that people became powerful on the

Mediterranean. Yet a comparison of the situation of the

Greek and Phoenician colonies would almost lead one to con-

clude, that a tacit agreement had existed between the two
nations, to keep as much as possible out of each other’s way.

They ceded voluntarily, as it were, to the Greeks many
countries which in high antiquity they seem to have colo-

nized. They left to them the coasts of Asia Minor and the

Black Sea ; they abandoned to them Southern Italy and
the greatest part of the Sicilian coast

;
and they scarcely

interfered with them on the shores of Gaul. But it must

be remembered, on the other hand, that they would suffer

no Greek settlement in their colonial dominions, where in

general they would not endure foreigners. The stories re-

specting their sacrificing strangers to their gods, seem, sup-

posing them fables, to have been imagined and spread

abroad, for the purpose of keeping foreigners from their

settlements.

Fifthly, It seems natural to suppose that a close con-
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nexion must always have been kept up between colonies,

indebted to commerce for their origin with the parent state;

indeed a kind of dependence upon the latter. But the

great and difficult art of keeping their colonies in subjec-

tion, so well understood by their descendants, the Cartha-

ginians, seems never to have been known in an equal degree

by the Phcenicians. Their colonies, favoured by their for-

tunate situation, grew beyond their management, and soon

became independent, if they were not so from the first. It

requires but little reflection to account for this. The Phoe-

nicians, like many of the commercial nations who have come
after them, extended their dominion beyond what their

power would suffice to maintain in authority. To this it

may be added, that Tyre was not situated like Carthage in

the centre of her colonies
;
consequently, though she might

have been able to raise armies equally numerous, yet she

could not so easily make them effective. Carthage, almost

without eflPort, could transport her armies to bicily and
Sardinia

;
Britain in the present day can send out forces to

India; but if Tyre had made the attempt to carry an Asiatic

army to Spain, it is probable she would have failed. If we
except therefore the neighbouring island of Cyprus and
others, and a few of the most important at a greater dis-

tance, especially the settlements containing mines worked
by the natives, it will be found, that the relations of Tyre
with her colonies were limited to the ties of commerce, and
the obligations imposed by their mutual piety : the latter

were never neglected
;
the former were most carefully pre-

served
;
and religion furnished a strong band, which knit

the whole together. This band was the common worship
of the national gods by common feasts and sacrifices, at

which ambassadors, sent expressly by the different cities,

joined and assisted. Was not this policy, though generated,

as perhaps it was, by circumstances, the wisest, best, and
most rational, which the Phoenicians, in their situation,

could follow? Thfiy gave up nothing by so doing, but
what after a great expense of blood and treasure they would
have been compelled to relinquish. The ports of their

colonies were open to them
;
and they enjoyed for centuries

all the valuable blessings which a peaceable and undisturbed
commerce is wont to bestow.
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SiMhly. The period at which the Phoenician colonies

were founded can only be determined in a general manner.

That of the building of Carthage is still uncertain. There

can, however, be no doubt, that the establishment of some of

the settlements, beyond the sea, took place in the deepest

antiquity. Should even the early foundation of Tartessus

and Gades be doubted, there can be no question respecting

the migration of Cadmus to Boeotia, and the building of

Thebes
;

facts which prove, that 1500 years before the

Christian era, Phoenician colonies had crossed the seas.

The foundation of most of them, however, certainly took

place in the flourishing period "of Phoenicia, during which

the trade and navigation of Tyre made such wonderfiil ad-

vances ;
that is, from the reign of David to that of Cyrus,

1000—550, B. C. During this time, according to the

best evidence of antiquity, Utica, Carthage, Leptis,® etc.,

were founded ; a statement which is further confirmed by
the fact, that the greater part of the Phoenician colonies are

expressly called colonies of Tyre. Now this city did not

acquire much celebrity till about this time, nor till after the

period of Homer, who seems not to have been acquainted

with it, though he often speaks of Sidon.

I shall now leave these general preliminary observations,

and entering rather more into particulars, take a closer view

of the Phoenician colonies.^ It is only by this that an ade-

quate idea of the importance of this nation in the history of

the world can be obtained
;

it will also pave the way to the

inquiry respecting their commerce. I shall not here follow

the example of Bochart, who has founded his opinions

chiefly upon etymologies
;
but shall take for my guide only

the positive evidence which history furnishes.

The islands of the Mediterranean nearest to Phoenicia, as

well Cyprus and Crete, as the smaller ones of the Archipela-

go, the Sporides and the Cyclades
;
and again, those towards

the north, as far as the Hellespont, almost without excep-

tion were colonized by Phoenicians. The cities in the isle

of Cyprus, according to the testimony of one of the most

® See the proofs in Bochart, p. 373, etc.
^ In order that he may understand properly the following survey, I must

beg of the reader to have continually before him a map of the Mediterranean
and tlie surrounding countries ;

D’AnvilJe’s, if possible.
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credible writers, were neai’Iy all of Phoenician origin it

has already been remarked, that the whole island seems to

have been reduced to a Phoenician province
;
and it must

have been of the highest importance to that nation, from its

supplying them in abundance with all the materials for ship-

building. Traces of the Phoenicians in Crete are preserved

in the mythology of the island
;

here also the worship of

Hercules was naturalized
;

and the fable of Europa, of

which it was the scene, was certainly of Phoenician origin.^'

The cities of the isle of Rhodes, Jalyssus, Camirus, and Lin-

dus,^® (Rhodes iiself was not built till a later period,) fol-

lowed the Phoenician worship ;
and the vestiges of it in the

lesser islands of the Archipelago will be found carefully col-

lected in Bochart.** This nation also had a considerable

establishment in the island of Thasos, on the Thracian coast.

They found out in one of their voyages of discovery, that

the mountains of this island abounded in gold ; this magnet
soon attracted them, and they here founded mines—works
of which Herodotus saw the shafts and galleries.^®

Traces also of the Phoenicians are found on the west, and
even on the northern coast of Asia Minor. They are said

to have founded the cities of Pronectus and Bithynium on
the Black Sea and the Propontis and in the mountains
of Pisidia and Caria still dwelt a nation, or rather the rem-
nant of a nation, the Solymes, whose language betrays their

Phoenician descent.*^

The Phoenicians, however, were driven out of all these

countries and islands, as the Carian race, and still more so,

the Hellenic, spreading out of Greece, filled with their co-

lonies not only the islands, but also the coast ofAsia Minor.
There is no account of the Phoenicians engaging in any
hostilities with the Greeks for the possession of these coun-
tries, probably because the principal direction of their sea

” Diod. ii. p. 114.

Apollod. ni. 1. If, as Hoeck has rendered probable, { Creta, p. 83, etc.,)

Europa, in the most ancient Phoenician mythos, is to be understood, not as
si^ifying a part of the world, but the Phoenician deity Astarte, whose v or-

ship was spread with the Phoenician colonies, this will evidently confirm the
interoretation given above of the mythos of the expedition of Hercules.
“ Diod. i. p. 377. Bochart, p. 406, etc.
” Herod, li, 44, et vi. 47. ** Steph. de nrb. h. v.

rXi?(7ffav iitv (poivitTffap utto ffrofiaruiv d^iivreg. JOSEPH, in Apion, i. ex
Choerilo TragicOy p. 1047-
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trade lay in other regions, which they considered more pro-

ductive and more important. Perhaps, indeed, it was their

expulsion from these islands which turned their attention to

those in the western Mediterranean.

They could have no colonies on the Egyptian coast, be-

cause it was a fundamental maxim of the Egyptians to suf-

fer no vessels, either of their own or of foreigners, to enter

the mouths of the Nile. To make up for this, however,

they had a large settlement in the capital of Egypt itself

;

one entire quarter of Memphis being inhabited by Phoe-

nicians a very evident proof that they carried on, by the

inhabitants of that quarter of the^ world, a part in the primi-

tive caravan trade of Eastern Africa.

Perhaps the same cause which led them to retire from

Asia Minor kept them out of Italy for however extraor-

dinary it may appear, not the least trace is here to be found

of any Phoenician settlement. Probably it was the Etrus-

cans, rather than the Greeks, who prevented their establishing

themselves in this country. On the other hand, they en-

deavoured with all their might to keep their footing m Sicily,

the only place in which they came in direct contact with

the Greeks, as declared rivals.

There is one difficulty which attends all modern re-

searches respecting the colonies of the Phoenicians in Sicily,

and other parts of the western Mediterranean
;
and that is,

to distinguish between the proper Phoenicians and the Car-

thaginians, as the Greek writers very frequently designate

the latter by the same name. But notwithstanding the mis-

trust to which this must always give rise, there are decisive

proofs that the proper Phoenicians had established settle-

ments in Sicily long before the rise of the Carthaginian

power. Long before the Greeks emigrated into Sicily,”

says Thucydides, ^^the Phoenicians had occupied the coasts

of that island, and the smaller ones in its neighbourhood

;

but when the Greeks began to frequent it, they retired to

Motya, Soloes, and Panormus.” Diodorus’s account of the

Herod, ii. 1 12.

How much the Carthaginians desired to establish themselves on the

Italian coasts, and what efforts were made to prevent it, is shown m the old

commercial treaties between Carthage and Rome, which are given in the ap-

pendix to the African nations.

Thucyd. vi. 2.
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colonies which the proper PhcEnicians successively founded,

in proportion as their navigation and commerce increased,

in Sicily, Sardinia, and the neighbouring islands, is still more
conclusive.

When the Carthaginians began to wax great, and to ap-

propriate to themselves the navigation of the western Medi-
teiranean, they usually trod in the footsteps of the parent

state, and inherited, as it were, their possessions and estab-

lishments, by sending new colonists into the old places which
had fallen into decay. It may, therefore, very safely be af-

firmed, that just those very cities which became the most
celebrated of Sicily, (as for example, Motya, Soloes, and
Panormus, together w'ith the mountain city of Eryx, where
the worship of Astarte, or Venus Erycina, continued a last-

ing monument of the Phcenicians,“) were also among the

most ancient Phoenician settlements.

Equally certain, but just as vague, are the accounts re-

specting their colonies in Sardinia. It was principally for

the sake of their intercourse with Spain, that they were so

desirous of securing here, as well as in Sicily, stations for

their ships to touch at in their long voyages.^’’ To the do-

minion of Sardinia, however, which their successors the

Carthaginians obtained, they never, so far as we know, made
the least pretension. It was enough for them to maintain
themselves in the island

;
and they could not, like the Car-

thaginians, transport over numerous armies to subdue the
inhabitants.

The Balearic islands lay just in their way, and could not
remain unknown. Indeed, according to a direct statement
of Diodorus, they were first occupied by the Phoenicians,

one hundred and fifty years after the building of Carthage.**

We know not upon what data this chronological statement

is grounded
;
and it is impossible to determine from the

words of this author, whether he is speaking of the proper
Phoenicians or of the Carthaginians; but the first seems
certainly the lore probable, as well fi’om the connexion in

which the passage stands, as from the respective situations

of Tyre and Carthage at the time mentioned
; Tyre being

then by far the greater and more powerful trading city of

” Diod. i. p. 358. “ PoLYB. i. 55. Diod. i. p. 326.

“ Diod. L p. 358. « Ibid. i. p. 343.
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the two, and was still in full possession of a maritime com-
merce with Spain.

We thus reach this most important peninsula; one of the

chief colonial countries of the Phoenicians
; the great object

of their navip;ation
;
the principal seat of their commerce

;

and not a whit less important to them than Peru has-been
to modern Spain. The description of their trade witR this

rich province I shall reser\e for the next section, and limit

myself here to merely such geographical and historical ob-

servations as I think may be fairly deduced from the various

accounts which have been handed down to us from antiquity.

First, There is, upon the whole, scarcely the least doubt
respecting the part of Spain occupied by the pnncjipal set-

tlements of the Phoenicians. All, or certainly the most

part, were situated in the southern part of the present An-
dalusia, on both sides of the strait, from the mouths of the

Anas, (Guadiana,) at both sides of the Guadalqiuver, to the

frontiers of (Jranada, and even Murcia. The aborigines

dwelling m this district wore the Turdetani ; but this native

tribe had so much intermingled with the Phoenicians, as to

give rise along the coast to a mixed race, who were called

the Bastuli.^^

Secondly. It seems certain then that it is in this district

that must be sought the celebrated Tartessus, Carteia,

Gades, as well as the pillars of Hercules
;
and here there is

but little difficulty till we come to fix the particular situation

of each. The embellishments of the poets, who made this

distant region the scene of many of their fables, have so

confused and distorted historical facts, that at last even the

very historians themselves knew not upon what to rely.

Respecting even the pillars of Hercules, the greatest diver-

sity of opinions has been held ; some have sought for them

in the Atlantic Ocean near Gades
;
others at Gibraltar

;
and

others elsewhere scarcely a doubt, however, can now be

entertained, but that the rocks of Calpe and Abyla, upon
which Gibraltar and Ceuta now stand, gave rise to this ap-

pellation, and to the long string of fables which refer to

them. The inquiry respecting Tartessus is beset with much
greater difficulties : a river Tartessus, an island Tartessus, a

“ See Cellarius, i. p. 65 Mannert, i. §. 275
Cellar, l p. 7^- Maxxert, i. §. 290.
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place Tartessus, are spoken of, and have been sought for

sometimes in one place and sometimes in another; and,

lastly, we hear of a district Tartessus. This great diversity

seems alone sufficient to instruct us respecting the idea we
should attach to this name. As in ancient geography, all

names applied to the furthermost countries of the earth are

vague and uncertain ; such is the case with this, and it

would therefore be useless to endeavour to determine the

exact spot where Tartessus formerly stood. Among the

oriental nations, who had heard nothing more from the

mysterious Phoenicians than the name of this distant coun-

try, it was considered, in a,general manner, as the further-

most place towards the west, without any one being able to

give more .accurate information respecting it
;
but in the

commercial geography of the Phoenicians, by Tartessus was

evidently understood, the whole of southern Spain, which

had been subjected to their authority. It was consequently

a very indefinite term, probably much the same as that of

the West Indies among the moderns
;
and thus perhaps we

have a river, an island, and a territoiy of this name, because

that country comprised all these.^’^ Now when the river

Tartessus is spoken of, we understand it to be the Bsetis, or

Guadalquiver, which, by flowing into the sea in two streams,

forms an island, where, from the usual commercial policy

of the Phoenicians, it is highly probable that their first set-

tlement was made
;
and it is for this reason that Strabo has

placed here the city of Tartessus.^ But as they extended

their dominion, the name extended also
;
and thus arose a

district of Tartessus, which increased to a considerable size.

The name Tartessus was also applied to nearly all the colo-

nial cities in the neighbourhood.®® It seems therefore a fruit-

less hypothesis of Bochart’s to adopt three Tartessuses
;
and

still less can I adopt the opinion of a modern writer, who
places Tartessus where Seville, the ancient Hispalis, now
stands

;
though I will not undertake to deny that Hispalis

never bore the name of Tartessus. If there ever was a city

Tartessus, it was certainly 07ie of the most ancient, probably

Steph. de urb. s. v. Tapnjaffbg, et ibi interpret.
^ Strab. p. 221, He remarks soon after, that some had confounded it

with Carteia.
^ Cellar, i. p. 69. ^ Mannert, i. §. 295.
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the most ancient of the Phoenician colonies
;
and it is

scarcely conceivable that they should have founded this so

deep in the country, and so far from the coast.

Next to Tartessus, the island city of Gades, or Gadeix, is

most deserving attention. It was a ruling maxim of the

Phoenicians, as well as of the Carthaginians, to choose islands

at a short distance from the continent for their settlements

;

these proving the most secure staples for their wares. This

custom they observed in Spain. At a very small distance

from the coast, and beyond the pillars of Hercules, were
situated two small islands in the Atlantic Ocean.^^ The
largest of these was about nine miles in circumference, and
from its situation and state left them nothing to wish for.

Here, on the most remote point of the known world, beyond

which all was viewless, except the immeasurable waste of

ocean, did they fix their abode, and built upon the two
islands one city, which became one of the most remarkable

of the world
;
and which, favoured by its happy situation,

has continued such, notwithstanding all the political and

commercial revolutions that have taken place, up to the

present day. This enterprise, so justly celebrated in their

annals, was also sung by the poets
;
who make the islands of

Gades and Erythea, where reigned the triple-bodied Geryon,

the furthest point of the expedition of the Tyrian Her-

cules. To him indeed was dedicated the renowned temple,

built at the northern extremity of the largest island, and

which, even in the time of the Romans, was regarded as one

of the most venerable monuments of antiquity.^^

A third city, equally remarkable, and whose name alone

betrays its Phoenician origin, was Carteia. It would be

difficult to determine accurately its site
;

it may be regarded

however as certain, that it stood in the neighbourhood of

the present Gibraltar, probably near to Algiziras.^^ Its situ-

ation, too, led it to be called Calpe
;

at least there seems

many reasons for believing, that the city so frequently men-
tioned under this name was no other than Carteia.

Of the remaining cities, Malaca and Hispalis, the present

Malaga and Seville, best deserve notice. The first derives

Strab. p. 257- The smaller island usually bore the name of Erythea.
Pliny assures us that the ancient Gades was built upon this small island.
“ Diod. i. p. 345. Strab. 1. c. ** Mannert. i. §. 287.
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its name from the excellent salt fish which it exported in

large quantities the other was built on the Guadalquiver,

at the point to which the tide ran up, and where it was
navigable for ships of considerable burthen.

These were the principal places
;
but besides these, the

country was every where strewed over with Phoenician vil-

lages, and altogether, as it were, Phoenicianiscd. Accord-

ing to‘ Strabo, there were here above two hundred places

said to be of Phoenician origin and though even many
may have been Carthaginian, yet they could only be few

compared to the whole.

Thirdly

>

-When it is remembered, that, even in the time

of Homer, tin and amber were well-known articles of Phoe-

nician commerce, there can be no doubt that the settle-

ments of the Phoenicians reach up beyond this period. It

is impossible to fix accurately the time of its foundation.

The name Tarshish, or Tartessus, mentioned in the Mosaic

records, among the tribes descended from Noah and dis-

persed after the flood, cannot with any direct certainty be

referred to Spain; there is, however, a very remarkable

historical fact preserved respecting the foundation of Gades,

which any one acquainted with the usual manner of pro-

ceeding among the Phmnicians must consider, from its situ-

ation, to have been one of their first settlements. Gades,

it is said, w:as founded at the same time with Utica; the

foundation of Utica took place 270 years before that of Car-

thage.” According to this statement, the foundation of

Gades must be placed at about 1100 years before the Chris-

tian era, or 100 years after the Trojan war. Exactly the

same account is found in Pomponius Mela
;
and although

these statements only bring us to some where about the date,

they must be regarded as of great advantage
;
because they

very clearly prove, that the most livety intercourse with

Spain existed in the most flourishing period of Tyre, and of

Phoenicia in general.

** Strab. p. 236; cf. Bochart, p. 683.
^ Strab. p. 209. ^ Ibid. p. 207.

Velleius Paterculus (i. 2) exprcssl}' says, that Gades was founded

nearly at the same time as Utica; and adds, that it was about the time of the

reign of Codrus, viz. about 1100 B. C. Aristotle has recorded the date of the

foundation of Utica in his work, De 3ImihiL c. 140 ,
and also adds, that it

was thus stated in the Phoenician annals : Iv ratg ^otvitciKalg wropiatg. The
statement will be found in Diodorus, i. p. 358.
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Fourthly, The relation in which the parent country and
the colonies stood towards each other, is here also unfortu-

nately buried in such deep obscurity, that very little can be
said positively upon this highly interesting object. Only
a few dark traces are left

;
but these, when careftilly investi-

gated, seem to give us the clue to several important facts.

Thus it appears that the Phcenicians at first came merely as

merchants,^ and made no attempt to plant settlements, till,

after a closer acquaintance with the natives, they found it

necessary for the enlargement and better security of their

trade. Whether these colonies from the"*Beginning were

dependent upon Tyre is uncertain ; rtheir nature, so far as

their object was the working of the feines, seems to decide

in the affirmative. How, unless thS had been the case,

would the Tyrians have been able to turn them to such good
account, that they should be represented as the principal

source of their opulence ;—how have kept strangers away ?

The numerous emigrations that were constantly taking

place, (much the same as in the last centuries poured from

Spain into the new world,) as well as the intermixture

with the natives, seem to lead to the same conclusion. A
passage, too, in the prophet Isaiah, tends to show that

their dominion, like that of all other mining colonies, was
not very mild. However this may have been, it is quite

certain that the Phoenician colonies in Spain, if not inde-

pendent from the first, became so at a very early period

:

for when the Phocsean Greeks first voyaged to Phcenician

Spain, which happened in the period of Cyrus, about 556,

they found Tartessus existing as a free state, with its own
king, who bore himself so civilly towards the Greeks as

Diodor. i. p. 358.

See chap, xxiii. 10. This obscuie passage is thus translated by Ge-
senius

:

“ Pass like the Nile through thy land, 0 daughter of Tarshish;

No girdle longer obstructs thee,”

Thus the prophet, while he is foretelling the downfal of Tyre, cries out to

the Tartessians, Move now at liberty in your emancipated country, for your
chains are broken ! The exegelical commentator may decide, v^hether, in

this comparison with the Nile, the expression dcmghter of Tarslmh alludes to

the Tartessian people, or may not also be referred to the river Tartessus,

the Guadalquiver, which it is said shall as freely flow through the free-be-

come country of Tartessus, as the Nile through Egypt. The sense is the

same, the metaphor alone being changed. Gesenius, Comment i. 732, refers

the words to the people.
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plainly to show, that he was not unaccustomed to the visits

of strangers.^^^ This prince, whose reign is said to have ex-

tended to eighty years, was named Arganthonius
;
and this

account of him, given by Herodotus, has been repeated by
numerous other writers. There can therefore be no doubt,

but that the territory of the Phoenicians upon the main land

of the Spanish peninsula, fell under the dominion of a
monarch perfectly independent. But the case was other-

wise with regard to Gades. This state appears to have had
a republican government, and to have been the chief of the

neighbouring small colonies on the coast, much the same as

Carthage was in Africa with this city it soon entered into

a friendly alliance, which continued to the time of the Ro-
man wars, when its willing submission to the Romans pur-

chased it the rights of municipality.

The columns of Hercules formed the boundaries of the

world, as known to the ancients. The countries without

these, and beyond Gades, were enveloped in the thickest

obscurity, which the Phoenicians endeavoured to increase

by a mysterious secrecy. Only very doubtful information,

therefore, can be expected respecting their farther settle-

ments upon the shores of the ocean. We hear nothing be-

yond this point of great and flourishing colonies, such as

Gades
;
though the very extensive range of their navigation

must have rendered more distant settlements necessary.

Strabo speaks of no less than three hundred cities, said to

have been founded by Tyre on the western coast of Africa,

but which afterwards fell a prey to the rude Gmtuli and

Libyans.^" However exaggerated this number may be, it

would not render the fact itself improbable, if it did not

seem to be opposed by the circumstance of Hanno’s having

described the coast m his Voyage, as a land m which no

earlier settlements had been made.'^"^ The date of Hanno s

voyage, however, is itself uncertain ;
and it may very well

have happened, that these earlier settled colonies were de-

stroyed before it took place. Who, a hundred years hence,

would be able to find any traces of the present colonies of

Herod, i. 163. See Carthaginians^ chap, i.

Strab. p. 1182.
“ A translation of Haxno’s Voyage will be found in the Appendix to the

African nations, vol. i. 492, of the English edition.
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Great Britain on the coasts of Australia, if it should be their

lot to be subjugated and destroyed by its savage natives ?

Anotlier tradition was spread abroad by numerous writers

of antiquity respecting a large island beyond the pillars of

Hercules, which was taken possession of by the Phceni-

cians.*** Although this tradition probably refers to Madeira,

as is shown in my Researches upon Carthage, yet it still

seems doubtful, whether the proper Phoenicians ever reach-

ed that island
;
and whether this fact must not rather be

understood of their successors the Carthagipians, who, it is

well known, founded a colony there. The statements of

Diodorus, however, are too precise to allow of our depriv-

ing the Phoenicians of this glory. The whole body of tradi-

tions respecting the fortunate isles beyond the pillars of

Hercules, which the poets and philosophers have so meta-

morphosed and adorned, would have become of themselves

fluctuating and uncertain, even though the Phoenicians had

not designedly cast over them a veil of mystery ; a practice

which they also followed with regard to their settlements

on the European coasts, of which they would let nothing

transpire, although the wares they brought from them pre-

vented the fact of their visiting them from remaining alto-

gether a secret.'*^ It would indeed be entirely at variance

with their general custom, and with their whole system of

commercial policy, if they had not in various places of the

northern coasts of Spain, and especially in the Casiterides,

(Scilly islands,) established settlements; although no definite

account of them had been preserved. Let no warm imagina-

tion, however, refer any of these traditions to a discovery of

America. The Phoenicians might very well circumnavigate

Africa and penetrate to the Eastern Sea ;
but to sail across

the Atlantic to America was beyond them ;
for their navi-

gation, even in its most flourishing state, like that of all

other nations of antiquity and the middle ages, was confined

to the coasts. Had indeed any accident driven a single

ship to that distant shore, it would have been impossible to

have turned the discovery to any advantage.

Let us now return through the pillars of Hercules into

the Mediterranean Sea, and here we shall find another wide

Diod. i. p. 344.

VOL. I. Y
" Herod, iii. 115.
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range of Phoenician colonies on the northern coast of Africa,

in after times the territory of Carthage. As a more exten-

sive inquiry respecting the government and state of this

country is detailed in another portion of this work, I shall

confine myself here to a few general observations, which

seem necessary to give the reader a general idea of the great

extent of the Phoenician colonial system.

The colonies of this nation were not spread over the

whole northern coast of Africa
;

but were settled mostly

about the central part, which attracted them by its situation

and great fertility, and afterwards formed the proper terri-

tory of Carthage, or the > present Tunis. The settlements

they formed here were so many staples, as well for their

more distant trade to the west, as for their traffic with the

interior of Africa and the great prosperity to which these

places attained, is the clearest proof of the wise foresight

with which they were chosen. Ail this strip of coast was
covered with a chain of colonial cities, of which Utica,

whose foundation, as has already been observed, was con-

temporary with that of Gades, was, according to all exist-

ing accounts, the most ancient. Next to Utica came
Carthage ;

and then, in a southern direction, Adrumetum,
Tysdrus, Great and Little Leptis, and some others less con-

siderable, which, in the end, became not exactly subject,

but rather allies of Carthage, and so formed together a

federative state, which took the same form as that of the

parent country. * The relation in which these cities stood

towards the latter, before the predominance of the Cartha-

ginians, could scarcely have been the same in all, and pro-

bably differed fi'om the beginning; as some, Utica and
others, were evidently founded as staples for trade, while

others owed their origin to political troubles, by the emi-

gration of the dissatisfied party. From their later relations

with Carthage, it is very clear, that within a short period

each had formed a little independent state, with its own
proper government within itself, and its own little territory

around it, without any further connexion with the mother
state than a mere friendly alliance.

It has already been remarked, that the principal direction

Dioh. i. 358.
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and the bay named after it, with the land of the Sabeans,^

This navigation, too, was certainly ancient, even in his times.

Who then could have carried it on except the Phoenicians ?

Thus, then, this remarkable people spread themselves, not

by fire and sword, and sanguinary conquests, but by peace-

able and slower efforts, yet equally certain. No overthrown

cities and desolated countries, such as marked the military

expeditions of the Medes and Assyrians, denoted their pro-

gress
;
but a long series of flourishing colonies, agriculture

and the arts of peace among the previously rude barbarians,

pointed out the victorious career of the Tyrian Hercules.^

^ Theophrast. Hist. Plant, ix. 4. “ Biod. L p. 264.
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CHAPTER III.

Navigation and Sea Trade of the Phoenicians,

WHO ARE THOSE THAT FLY LIKE A CLOUD,
AND LIKE DOVES TO THEIR HOLES?
THEY ARE VESSELS FROM SPAIN, WHO BRING THY SONS FROM AFAR;
THEIR GOLD AND THEIR SILVER WITH THEM.

ISAIAH, lx. 8, 9.

It requires no great sagacity to develope the causes by which

the Phoenicians became a commercial and sea-faring people.

They were in a manner constrained to it by their situation

;

for the commodities of interior Asia becoming accumulated

in vast quantities upon their coasts, seemed to demand a

further transport.^ It would, neverthelfess, be an error to

assume this as the first and only impulse to their naviga-

tion, which most likely had the same origin here that it

generally had among commercial nations : it sprung from

piracy. The seeming advantages which this affords are too

near and too striking to be overlooked by uncivilized na-

tions
;
while the benefits to be derived from a peaceable

and regular commerce, are too distant to come at first with-

in the scope of their ideas. It was thus, that the piratical

excursions of the Normans gave the first impulse to the na-

vigation of the western countries of Europe. But among
nations who are not, like the African nest of pirates, held

back by despotism and other unfavourable circumstances,

good gradually grows out from this original evil." A trifling

advance too in civilization soon teaches mankind how great-

ly the benefits of trade surpass those of plunder
;
and as

the latter diminishes, the former increases.

This is exactly the state in which the navigation of the

* See above, p. 25.
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Phoenicians is first presented to our notice, in the time of

Homer
;
the earliest period at which we catch an authentic

glance at it from any definite accounts.

The Phoenicians at this period visited the Greek islands

and the coasts of the continents, as robbers, or merchants,

according as circumstances offered. They came with trin-

kets, beads, and baubles, which they sold at a high price to

the inexperienced and unwaiy Greeks ; and they thus gained

opportunities of kidnapping their boys and girls, whom they

turned to good siccount in the Asiatic slave markets, or who
were redeemed at heavy ransoms by their parents and coun-
trymen. A most faithful and lively picture of the state of

society in these respects is drawn by the Greek bard him-
self, in the narrative which he makes Eumseus relate of his

birth and early adventures.®

This kind of intercourse, however, could not last beyond
the infancy of Grecian civilization. As this advanced, and
that people grew formidable upon the seas, and Athenian
and Ionian squadrons covered the Mediterranean, it must of
itself have assumed another shape, as piracy would no longer
be tolerated. But notwithstanding this, the connexion be-
tween Phoenicia and Greece, in the flourishing period of
the latter, seems not to have continued so strong as might
naturally have been expected. There is no trace of an
active intercourse between Tyre and Athens, or Corinth

;

there is no vestige of commercial treaties, such as frequently

were closed between Carthage and Rome.® Commercial
jealousy, common to both nations, in some measure accounts
for this phenomenon.—How much less has the intercourse

between England and France always been, than it might
have been, considering the situation and magnitude of the
two kingdoms!— I trust, however, that the following ob-
servations will be deemed satisfactory upon this subject.

Mrsi. The principal source of trade among all great sea-

faring nations must ever be directed towards their colonies.

It is only there that mutual exchange of commodities can
be effected upon an extensive scale

;
all other sales are by

retail, or in small quantities. The truth, which the experi-

® See Odyss. xv. 402, etc. Herodotus also gives the same account at the
beginning of his history.

® Aristot. Polit. hi, 9.
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ence of the greatest maritime states of modern times con-
firms beyond a doubt, was felt both by Phoenicians and
Greeks ; hence the chief commerce of both nations was
confined to their colonies.

Secondly, The Greeks could the more easily abstain

from purchasing of the Phoenicians, as they could import
nearly all the wares they required from their own colonies

in Asia Minor, which maintained the same intercourse with
the countries of inner Asia, as Tyre and Sidon

;
and ob-

tained and exported in a great degree the same Asiatic

merchandise.

Thwdly, During the time of their greatest splendour,

that is, from the commencement of the Persian wars, the

Greeks were not only the rivals of the Phoenicians^ but their

declared political enemies. The hatred of the Phoenicians

towards the Greeks is shown in nothing clearer, than m
their ready willingness to lend their fleets to the Persians

;

and in the active share they took in the Persian expeditions

against the whole of Greece, or against the separate states.

How then can it be expected, that under such circum-

stances a very lively or regular commerce could have ex-

isted between them ?

The Phoenicians, however, still possessed the advantage

of furnishing the Greeks with certain articles of the most

costly description, in great demand, which they could not

obtain from their own colonies, and the Phoenicians alone

could supply. To these belong especially, perfumes and

spices, wdiich they imported from Arabia, and which were

absolutely necessary to the Greeks in their sacrifices to the

gods. They also supplied them with the manufactures of

Tyre
;

its purple garments, its rich apparel, its jewels, trin-

kets, and other ornaments, which could be obtained no where

else of such fine workmanship, or so decidedly in accord-

ance with the prevailing fashion.

The same causes which limited the commerce of the Phoe-

nicians with Greece, tended also to diminish it with its co-

lonies on the coast of Asia Minor and in Sicily. Histoiy

has preserved us no express information upon this parti-

cular ;
but to the causes already cited, there remains to be

added the fact, that in proportion as the trade of the Phoe-

nicians decreased m the Western Mediterranean, that ofthe
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Carthaginians increased, till at length they possessed it al-

most exclusively.

It is therefore the commerce of the Phoenicians with their

own colonial countries, and more particularly with Spain,

that especially demands our attention. Even their estab-

lishments upon the great islands of the Mediterranean were
only regarded, as I have already observed, as stations for

these distant voy^es. We will return to these Capes of

Good Hope, when we have made ourselves acquainted with

that country which formed the great object of their navi-

gation. “ Spanish ships were the great work of thy trade

;

thou wast a perfect city, atid honoured upon the seas.”^

A general view of Phoenician navigation leads us at once
to remark, that their commercial policy proceeded upon the

same principle, which obtains in all commercial states in

their infancy
;
namely, to regard the representative of the

value of things as more important than the things them-
selves

;
and consequently to prefer the possession of coun-

tries producing gold and silver to all others. The working
of mines therefore was the business to which they most se-

dulously applied
; and no fear, no labour, seems too great

for them to overcome, if gold or silver mines were the ob-
ject that called forth their enterprising spirit. Here that

profit seemed to be made at once, which in other cases they
could only hope to make by repeated barter of their wares.

Here seemed to be opened at once the sources of wealth

!

Animated by these expectations, they penetrated the Arabian
Desert, and braved the dangers of the Red Sea, till they
reached Happy Arabia and the .Ethiopian coasts. The same
object led them through the pillars of Hercules and to the
western limits of the world.

Spain, who in modern days has been compelled to fetch

her treasures from the other side the Atlantic, was herself

the Peru of antiquity. She was the richest country in the
world for silver

;
she abounded in gold* and the less pre-

cious metals.® The most productive mines of silver were
found in the districts which have been described above, and

‘ Ezekiel, xsvii. 25. Compare this with the very interesting passage in
Isaiah, lx. 8, 9 ;

in which the prophet gives a fine picture of the future hap-
piness of Jerusalem by comparing it with Tyre, to whose commerce he pro-
mises that city shall succeed.

‘ Strab. p. 216. “ Especially tin. Strab. p. 219.
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which were comprised by the Phoenicians under the general
name of Tartessus or Tarshish. The prodigious quantity
of the precious metals which they found here upon their
first arrival so excited their astonishment, and the repre-
sentation they made was so strongly impressed upon the
mind of the nation, that the traditions preserved respecting
them seem very remarkably to suit the pictures given by
the Spanish discoverers of Peru. When the first Phoeni-
cians visited Spain, it is said they found silver there in such
abundance, that they not only freighted their ships with it

to the water’s edge, but made their common utensils, an-
chors not excepted, of this metal. Thus laden, they re-

turned back to their native country, which lost no time in

taking possession of this ancient Peru, and founding colonies

there, whose name and situation we have already described.'^

When the Phoenicians first settled here, artificial mine
works were quite unnecessary. The silver ore lay exposed
to view, and they had only to make a slight incision to ob-
tain it in abundance.® The inhabitants themselves were so

little acquainted with its value, that their commonest imple-

ments were composed of this metal. The demands of the

Phoenicians, and their avidity to possess it, first taught

them its worth
;
and it is probable that the arrival and

settlement among them of these strangers, who could supply

them with so many useful articles, in exchange for that upon
which they set such little store, was to them a source of

gratification. But when the stock they had in hand was
exhausted, and the insatiable foreigners saw it necessary to

open mines, the lot of the poor Iberians became truly

pitiable. That the Spanish mines were worked by slaves is

clear from Diodorus, who describes their wretched fate

;

and even though his statement may refer to the time of the

Romans, there can be but little doubt that the same practice

had long previously existed. Whether the natives were

compelled to this labour we know not positively
;
but they

scarcely could have escaped it altogether, though the ex-

tensive traffic of the Phoenicians in slaves would have

rendered, it easy for them to introduce sufficient hands

See Aristot. de MirahiL cxlvii. et ibi Beckm.
® Strabo, 1. c., and compare the chief passages with Diod. i. p. 358, etc.,

my authority for the following remarks.
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from abroad. Even if only employed as free labourers,

their lot was sufficiently hard. That however the mines in

Spain were not worked merely by digging, is clear from
Diodorus, whose relation of itself proves that shafts were
opened, and the subterraneous water forced out by ma-
chines

;
even if the interesting allusion to mine works in

the book of Job should not be admitted as referring to the

Phoenicians.^'

The mine works of the genuine Plioenicians seem to

have been confined to the present Andalusia. According

to Strabo, the oldest were situated upon the mountain in

which the Beetis or Guadffiquiver takes its rise, upon the

south part of the Sierra Morena, which, on the borders of

Andalusia and Murcia, bore the name of Sierra Segura.^^

They did not extend beyond this previous to the time of the

Carthaginians, who entered upon the conquest of Spain
with much more energy and power.

For the rest, silver was certainly the principal, but could

scarcely be the only object obtained. Gold, lead, and iron

were discovered
;
and besides these, tin mines were opened

by the Phoenicians on the northern coast of Spain, beyond
Lusitania. All these metals are spoken of by the prophet
Ezekiel as the produce of the Spanish mines. Spain
(Tarshish) traded with thee, because of the multitude of thy

goods
;

silver, iron, tin, and lead, it gave thee in exchange
for thy wares.’'

That, in addition to the mines, the Phoenicians were at-

tracted to Spain by the great fertility of the southern part

of the country, is proved by the direct testimony of ancient

writers.^^ Spam was regarded as the only country that

was at once rich in metals, in corn, in wine, m oil, wax,

fine wooV^ and fruits, which, under its mild and benign

sky, attain to the highest perfection. Their superabundance

naturally suggested the invention of pickles and preserves.

® Job, xxviii. 1—13, with the remarks of Michaelis.
Near Castillont the mountain \\ as called the silver mountain, Strab.

p. 221. Consequently the metals might be transported down the Buitis to

the coast and seaports.
^

“ Ezekiel, xxvii. 12 j and for what relates to the tin, Strab. p. 219,
** Strab. and Diodor. ii. cc., who are my authorities for the following

statements.

So excellent, according to Strab. p. 213, even thus early was the Span-
ish fleece, that a talent was given for a ram of this breed.
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The tede in salt fish has already been mentioned as a branch

of the earliest commerce of Spain.

The commerce of the Phoenicians in their Spanish settle-

ments was carried on in the same manner as they usually

carried it on elsewhere
;
the only method indeed by which

it can be carried on among uncivilized nations—namely, by
barter. It is not only so described in the passage above

quoted from the prophet Ezekiel, but the same is confirmed

by Diodorus. They brought, on their side, Tyrian wares

—

probably linen, the usual clothing of Spam
;
perhaps, also,

trinkets and toys, and such articles of finery as are .eagerly

coveted by barbarians. In exchange for these they obtain-

ed the above-mentioned natural productions
;
and silver,

not as money, but as merchandise, and upon which their

profit must have been doubled, if the conjecture, not des-

titute of probability, be true, that they bartered it in the

southern countries for gold.^^

But besides these direct advantages which the Phoeni-

cians drew from their Spanish colonies, they were likewise

of important service in the extension of their commerce upon
the Atlantic Ocean. Gades was not merely the secure sta-

ple for the treasures and produce of Spam
;
but was like-

wise the starting point for that more distant navigation and

commerce, over which the Phoenicians have cast a veil of

secrecy, that all our endeavours cannot completely remove.

It is known that from this port their vessels were fitted out

for the tin islands, and the amber coasts
;
but where these

are to be sought can only be conjectured, because it was
evidently so much their advantage to keep away all rivals,

especially from the amber trade, whose high price, equal

to that of gold, must have been greatly reduced by compe-

tition. All that can be said upon this subject with any de-

gree of certainty, will be found in the chapter upon the

navigation of the Carthaginians, whose ships also visited

these regions. It is there fully proved that the British and

Strab. p. 213.

According to Agatharchides ;
cf, Bochart, p. 139. Silver in Arabia

Felix was tenfold the price of gold, which was there in gi eat abundance.
Should the correctness of this statement be disputed, it will nevertheless be
certain, that the relative value of the precious metals must have been veiy

different and in favour of silver there, to what it was m other pans of the

world.
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Cassiterideati isles were the seat of the tin trade
;
but that

nothing is known beyond probable conjecture respecting

the native country of amber. It is still however probable,

that the ships of the Phoenicians stretched as far as the Bal-

tic Sea and the coast of Prussia. Nothing can be argued

against it from the difficulties of the navigation. The
Phoenicians held no voyage to be impossible, which the

state of the maritime art at that time would allow, and that

was only coasting ;
and it lay in the very spirit of that peo-

ple to penetrate along this coast by repeated attempts, as

fsT as it was possible for man to reach.^^

Respecting the navigation of the Phoenicians in the At-

lantic Sea there is still more uncertainty. The dark tradi-

tions of islands which they there visited certainly render it

probable that they stretched out from Gades to Madeira and
the Canary Islands

;
but of regular voyages to the gold

coast beyond the Senegal, such as performed by their colo-

nists the Carthaginians, there is not a shadow of proof. Of
their great voyage of discovery round Africa I shall speak

presently ;
in the mean time, let us return by the Pillars of

Hercules into the Mediterranean, and take a glance at their

commerce with Sicily and Carthage.

It would appear from Diodorus as if their settlements in

both these countries were founded with no other object, than

for the convenience of their intercourse with Spain
;
and so

far as Sicily alone is concerned he seems to be right.^^ In
the long voyage from their native shores to that distant

country, a harbour, to which they might run in, in case of

storms or other accidents, was indispensably necessary.

And although they established here a trade by barter with

the natives, and thus managed to obtain the rich produce
of the island for themselves

;
it is probable that the Greeks,

who were always extending their possessions, soon deprived

them of all, except the original object of their settlement.

** Several well-informed men have objected to me, that the nav^tion
through the Bay of Biscay must have presented an insnrraonntable di^nilty,
in consequence of the currents which prevail there. The same obstacles,
however, are found on the north-west coast of AMca, and were overcome.
Although the navigation of the Phoenicians was a coasting navigation, yet
it must not he understood to have confined them always to the shore, a:^ to
have prevented them at all times from daring the open sea. If tins had been
the case, how could they have performed their voyages acroea the Mediter-
ranean ? Diod. i. p. 358.
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The case was different, however, with regard to Africa.

If we merely look at the long line of commercial establish-

ments formed upon this coast, it will be difficult to believe

them all intended solely for the preservation of a com-
munion with Spain. It is not denied but that such may
have been the origin of the earliest settlements, as for ex-

ample that of Utica
;
but when these cities began to flour-

ish/® and drew to themselves the trade of inner Africa,

there can be no doubt but the Phoenicians took a part in it,

and obtained the commodities of this quarter of the globe,

though in the first instance only at second hand. Unfor-

tunately we have not the least positive information respect-

ing the commerce with these African colonies
;
yet if the

nature of things alone should not establish its existence, it

is sufficiently done by the strict friendly alliance which Car-

thage always maintained with Tyre. Mindful of their Phoe-

nician origin, the Carthaginians sent sacred embassies upon
certain occasions to the temple of the Tyrian Hercules.

Such were found in that city when it was captured by
Alexander and during its siege the Tyrians sent part of

their treasures, together with their wives and little ones, to

Carthage, where they found a secure place of refuge.*^® So
close and constant a connexion as this between two trading

nations necessarily presupposes a long previous intercourse,

which can therefore require no further proof.

Having thus shown the direction and extent of the trade

and navigation of the Phoenicians towards the vjest, let us

now bend our course •eastwards, and trace their progress

upon the two greats^th-western gulfs of Asia, the Arabian

and Persian. In'fh^; it has already been stated, they had

partly settled, and thus gained secure harbours from which

to set forth on their still more distant enterprises.

It must, however, be at once perceived, that their navi-

gation here could not have a like undisturbed continuance

with that of the Mediterranean. As the proper dominions

of the Phoenicians never stretched so far as to either of

these gulfs, it depended upon their political relations how
far they could make use of the harbours they possessed

there. For even though the way might be open to their

Diod. 1. c. Areian, ii. 24.
^ Diod. ii. p. 190.
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caravans, the dominant nations of inner Asia might not be

always willing to allow foreign colonies on their coasts.

Their navigation upon the Arabian Gulf arose out of their

connexion with the Jews, and the extension of the domi-

nions of the latter under David. Upon no portion of the

ancient history of navigation and commerce has there been

so much written, as upon the trade to Ophir
;
and, as is

usually the case, where we have much that is probable and

but little certain, upon nothing has less been concluded.

Respecting the date of this navigation and its starting

point, history leaves us in no doubt. It certainly took place

under Solomon, from the ports of Eloth, and Ezion-geber.^^

These places were situated on the two points where the

iElanitic gulf of the Arabian Sea ends. They had previously

belonged to the Idumeans, or Edomites, a people who had
probably carried on this same navigation from time imme-
morial;"^ and fell into the hands of the Jewish conqueror,

with that nation itself. The Phoenicians did not let this

opportunity pass by, but founded, in connexion with their

allies, the Jews, a maritime commerce of advantage to both
parties, as the Jews were scarcely in a situation to carry it

on alone. Uncertainty, however, prevails when we inquire

the situation of the place to which their voyages were di-

rected : the celebrated Ophir, which some would find in

Ceylon, others m Happy Arabia, and a celebrated traveller,

with an extraordinary show of learning, on the eastern

coast of Africa.^^ Like, however, the name of all other very

distant,places, and regions of antiquity—like Thule, Tartes-

See 1 Kings, ix. 26 ;
2 Chron. viii. 10, 21.

“ Many historians and commentators have laid it down as certain, that the
Idumeans were a maritime people, on the sole ground of their possessing
these two seaports

;
hut though such a possession may give rise to conjecture,

it can never become a positive proof. In the oracles pronounced so many
times against the Idumeans by the prophets, (Isaiah, xxxiv. andlxiii., and
Ezekiel, xxv, 20, etc.,) no allusion is made to their maritime commerce

j

though no doubt is left as to their having taken a share in the land trade

;

since Petra, its pnncipal mart, (of which more anon,) was in their territory

;

and Bozrah, their capital, is represented as a splendid city doomed to be laid
waste : Isaiah, xxxiv. 6—13. Their relations with the Hebrews, almost in-
variably hostile, have been historically developed by Gesenius, Comment ad
Isaiamt xxxiv.
® See Bochart, p. 769; Michaelis, Spicil. ii. p. 184; and Bruce’s Tra-

vels, i. p. 143. What most confirms the truth of the explanation given in
the text is, that Bochart and others who wish to fix the name of Ophir to one
particular spot, have been obliged to admit several places of the same name.
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sus, and others, we may safely infer that Ophir denotes no

particular spot, but only a certain region or part of the

world, such as the East and West Indies in modern geogra-

phy. Ophir was the general name for the rich countries of

the south, lying on the African, Arabian, and Indian coasts,

as fer as at that time known. From these the Phoenicians

had already obtained vast treasures by j^aravans
;
but they

now opened a maritime communication with them, in order

to lighten the expense of transport, and to procure their

merchandise at the best hand. The name of Ophir was

common even in the time of Moses, and was then applied

to. those southern countries only known by common report.

It was therefore now spoken of as a well-known name and

country ;
and it may be fairly presumed, that when the

Phoenicians entered upon this new line of trade, they only

took possession of a previously well-established system;

since it was a regular, settled navigation, and not a voyage

of discovery. From its taking three years to perform, it

would appear to have been directed to a distant region;

but if we consider the half-yearly monsoons, and that the

vessels visited the coasts of Arabia, Ethiopia, and the Mala-

bar coast of India
;
and also that the expression, in the third

year,^^ may admit of an interpretation that would much
abridge the total duration, the distance will not appear so

great" The commodities which they imported were ivory,

precious stones, ebony, and gold, to which may be added

apes and peacocks
;

all satisfactorily proving that they vi-

sited the countries just mentioned
;
especially Ethiopia, and

probably India.^^

2 Chron. ix. 21. According to Michaelis’s translation. As the period-

ical winds of the Arabian Gulf vary from those of the Indian Sea, and the

same southerly wind only continues to blow for three months, viz. from Janu-

ary to April, a vessel coasting along the shore of India, of Ethiopia, and
Arabia, and which would naturally touch and trade at several places, could

not return the same year it set out. If, for example, it left (Elana in the

month of October one year, it would be unable to return with the south wind
into the Gulf before the spring of the third year from its departure. Thus
the year of its return would be the third in number, although its absence in

reahty would be but eighteen months. Salt, {Travels to Abyssinia^ p. 103,)

in contradicting the statements of Bruce, says, that the Arabians perform
this voyage in one year

;
but he does not mark the date of their departure

from (Elana, nor reckon the time spent at the intermediate stations, which
seems to be the essential point.

Compare Herodot. hi. 1 14, where these very Ethiopian wares will be
found mentioned.
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We learn fi’om the Jewish annals that the advantages of

this navigation were immense. But admitting that their

representations are not over-coloured, it will still be highly

incorrect to suppose that it was to this trade alone, or even

in an eminent degree, that Tyre was indebted for her power

and opulence. From what is said in the sacred writings, it

would seem that this trade was very limited. It certainly

formed only a lesser branch of the great Phoenician com-

merce, whose merchants procured the same merchandise by

another, perhaps more profitable way
;
besides, no diminu-

tion is observable in the splendour of Tyre upon the inter-

ruption of this navigation,*when the Jews were driven from

these two seaports, which probably took place during the

civil wars which arose upon the death of Solomon, when
the Edomites revolted.^®

The case was different with their navigation in the Per-

sian Gulf. For though the exact point to which they traded

from the Arabian Sea is uncertain, there can be no doubt

but from this point they had a communication with the In-

dian coasts. As the investigation of this matter, however,

demands a previous description of the Persian Gulf, and as

the Phoenicians only shared this trade with the Babylonians

and Chaldaeans, the inquiry will be more in place in the

following section, devoted to the Babylonians, where it will

be set forth in as clear a light as possible.

The voyages of the Phoenicians thus far had a fixed and
regular course ; but besides these, they were in the habit of

fitting out expeditions for the purpose of discovery, which
often led the way to an enlargement of their commerce

;

though they sometimes had no result beyond the extension

of their geographical knowledge. Chance has preserved us

some particulars respecting a few of these enterprises,

through their having been fortunately quoted by Herodotus

;

but how much more may have been undertaken, and suc-

cessfully performed, by a people who, no doubt, like Great
Britain and Portugal, had its Cooke and its Vasco de Gama

!

In one of these voyages towards the Hellespont, which
they undertook at a very early period, to explore Europe,
they discovered the isle of Thasos, opposite the Thracian

” See Gesenias and others. The attempt made to re-establish mari-
time intercourse under Jehoshaphat was tmsuccessful.
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coast, and were amply repaid for their pains by its produc-

tive gold mines, which they worked with wonderful labour

and skill, as we learn from Herodotus, who saw them, till

they were driven from the island by the Greeks.-’

The same writer has given us an account of a still more
wonderful voyage which this people undertook and success-

fully performed
;

this was nothing less than the circumnavi-

gation of Africa. I shall here place before the reader the

remarkable narrative, as given by the historian himself.^
“ That Africa is cleariy surrounded by the sea, except

where it borders on Asia, Neco, king of the Egyptians, was
the first we know of to demonstrate. That prince, having

finished his excavations for the canal, leading out of the Nile

into the Arabian Gulf, despatched certain natives of Phoenicia

on shipboard, with orders to sail back through the Pillars of

Hercules into the north (Mediterranean) sea, and so to re-

turn into Egypt. The Phoenicians, consequently, having

departed out of the Erythraean sea, proceeded on their voy-

age in the southern sea : when it was autumn they would
push ashore, and sowing the land, whatever might be the

part of Libya they had reached, await there till the harvest

time : having reaped their corn, they continued their voy-

age
; thus, after the lapse of two years, and passing through

the Pillars of Hercules in the third, they came back into

Egypt, and stated, what is not credible to me, but may be
so, perhaps, to others, namely, that in their circumnavigation

of Libya, they had the sun on the right hand (that is, on
the north).”

Such is the account of this bold and successful voyage, as

given by the father of history. We see here that the Phoe-

nicians undertook the circumnavigation of Africa from the

side opposite to that from which the Portuguese set forth

;

that is, they started from the Arabian Gulf and returned

through the Straits of Gibraltar into the Mediterranean.

They landed several times in order to sow and to reap
; a

procedure by no means surprising, if it be borne in mind
how soon, in the warm climates of Africa, the harvest follows

the seed time,—in three months at most ;
and as their vessels

would need repair, the crew rest, and the sick attention and

” Herod. iL 44 j cf. vi. 47. “ Herod, iv. 42.

VOL. I. Z
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fresh provisions, they would sometimes be absolutely obliged

to lay to and land for several weeks
;
hence there will be

nothing strange m their sowing and reaping. The most

interesting part of the narration, however, is the observation

at the end, by which the writer, against his will, as it were,

confirms the truth of the statement, by the recital of what
appeared to him a fable

;
namely, that the mariners reported

upon their return, that in the course of their voyage they

had seen the sun in the north. Such we know must have

been the case if they passed the equator
;
and who does not

feel how impossible it was for them to have imagined this fact?

Notwithstanding this, Inodern writers of high character

have formally denied the whole narrative of Herodotus, and

brought forward various objections against it.®^ Herodo-

tus’s account, they say, is founded upon a mere tradition ;

—

it is unexplained why a king of Egypt should have formed

such a plan as this ;—the time occupied by the voyage is

too short ;—the difficulties of the navigation along a dan-

gerous coast too great ;—and, finally, it is inconceivable that

the discovery should not have led to more important results.

Now it seems, in my opinion, always unreasonable to con-

tradict positive historical testimony, on account of mere pre-

tended improbabilities
;
and more especially when it is so

strongly supported by internal evidence, as in the present

instance. The objections, however, here brought forward

are easily removed. For, in the first place, it is a mere as-

sumption to say, that Herodotus’s narrative is founded merely
upon tradition. He does not, it is true, name his authority,

but he speaks of the fact so positively as to imply a certainty,

that in his qyes it had sufficient weight. Still less will it

seem strange, that Neco, king of Egypt, should have planned
this enterprise, when the character of that prince is taken

into consideration. He had already built fleets on the Me-
diterranean and Red Seas, and had endeavoured to unite

them by means of a canal, which would make Africa an
island.^ He had penetrated into Asia as a conqueror, to

“ Mannert, Geographic der Griechen und Romer, i. 20, etc., and Gos«-eljv,
R^herches sur la Giographie des Anciensy i. 149. Herodotus’s statement, on
the other hand, has found a most able defender m Reknel, Oeoaraphv of

* Ja[BROD. ii. 158, 159.
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the banks of the Euphrates.^^ Can it then excite surprise

that he should conceive the idea of discovering the form and
size of Africa ?

The last objection, that this discovery must have led to

greater consequences, falls at once to the ground, if we con-

sider the history of Phoenicia immediately after it took place.

The desolating expeditions of the Babylonian conquerors

—

indeed the protracted siege of Tyre itself by Nebuchadnez-
zar, followed closely after. A period in which the Phoe-

nicians were constrained by the loss of their independence,

to forego the idea of new voyages of discovery, even if they

had had the power and inclination* to undertake them.

The greatest objection, perhaps, is that presented by the

difficulties of the navigation, and the shortness of the time

in which the voyage is said to have been performed. It

amounts, however, as I think, to nothing
;

for are we in a

situation to judge, even with any tolerable degree of accu-

racy, of the perfection to which Phoenician navigation had

been carried, or of its various resources? The following

observations, however, I trust, will completely clear away
this objection.

First, It has already been remarked in the introduction,

that those nations which are accustomed to coasting naviga-

tion are generally much better acquainted with its peculiar

dangers than even the great seafaring nations, whose vessels

keep to the high seas. How well exercised in it then must

the Phoenicians have been, who navigated from Tyre round

Europe to Britain, and probably into the midst of the Bal-

tic Sea

!

Secondly. It is incorrect to assume that they had to na-

vigate a coast wholly unknown. The eastern coast of Africa

they had visited from the time of Solomon
;

their voyages

to Ophir prove that they had a regular maritime communi-
cation with this quarter

;
and who can determine to what

extent it was carried on, or how far they had penetrated

along this coast ? Indeed, even the above-mentioned seed-

times and harvests presuppose an acquaintance with the

climate of those hot regions, without which they never could

have conceived such an idea
;

it affords therefore, instead of

He lost the great battle at Circesium, or Carchemis, which established

the Babylonian empire. See Jerem. xlvi. 2, etc.

z 2
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an objection, rather a proof of the truth of Herodotus’s nar-

rative.^^

Finally, It has been clearly ascertained by recent in-

vestigations, that the difficulties of the circumnavigation of

Africa are not nearly so great m starting from the Arabian

Sea as from the Mediterranean. All here combined to faci-

litate the progress of the expedition ;
not only the regular

winds which prevail in those regions, but also the currents,

which are perhaps in this case of stih more importance. It

is principally upon these that coasting navigation depends

;

and both these, and the winds, were favourable to the Phoe-

nicians from the time they^clearcd the Arabian Gulf, till they

reached the coast of Guinea, the longest and most difficult

part of their voyage.^^

But leaving these distant voyages of discovery out of the

question, the extent to which this enterprising people car-

ried their regular navigation is truly wonderful. Though
voyages across the open seas have been the consequence of

our acquaintance with the new world beyond the Atlantic

;

yet their hardy and adventurous spirit led tliem to find a

substitute for it in stretching from coast to coast into the

most distant regions. The long series of centuries during

which they were exclusively the masters of the seas, gave
them sufficient time to make this gradual progress, which
perhaps was the more regular and certain in proportion to

tlie time it occupied. The Phoenicians carried the nautical

.art to the highest point of perfection at that time required,

or of which it was then capable
;
and gave a much wider

scope to their enterprises and discoveries than either the

Venetians Genoese during ^he middle ages. Their nu-
merous fleets were scattered over the Indian and Atlantic

Ocean, and the Tyrian pennant waved at the same time on
the coasts of Britain and on the shores of Ceylon.

However great my belief in Herodotus’b narrative, I cannot agree with
Michaelis m supposing that this discovery gave rise to the establishment of
a regular navigation to Gades and Tarshish, round Africa, of w’hich there is

not the least proof. See Miciuelis, SpmL i. p. i)8, etc.

These particulars arc fully detailed, for the hrst time, in Rennel’s OVo-
graphj of lleKuhtus, In this likewise will be found an important map of
Africa, in which the winds and cm rents are noted dowm.
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CHAPTER IV.

Mamifactures and Land Trade of the Thoeniciam,

A MULTITUDE OF CAMELS SHALL COVER THEE,
DROMEDARIES FROM MIDIAN AND EPIIAH ’

FROM SHEBA WILL THEY COME,
AND BRING THEE GOLD AND FRANKINCENSE.

ISAIAH, lx. 6.

The merchandise exported by the Phoenicians consisted

partly of the produce of their own industry and skill
;
but

in a much greater extent of the wares which they received,

or imported themselves, from the countries of Asia with

which they maintained an intercourse. The raw materials,

which their art and labour feshioned, must have been drawn
from abroad, as their own little territory could have sup-

plied but a very small portion of what was necessary to

satisfy the demands of their numerous and large customers

scattered all over the world. It is very evident, therefore,

from these facts, that the Phoenicians must have enjoyed an

extensive commerce by land, although no express informa-

tion respecting it has been handed down to us. This trade,

however, as well as that of the Carthaginians, .has been but

very little noticed, and would, perhaps, have escaped in-

vestigation altogether, if it had not in a manner been forced

upon the attention of the expositors of the Old Testament,

who could not, without comment, well pass by the constant

allusions made to this traffic in the prophecies of Ezekiel.

The whole of the twenty-seventh chapter of that prophet

refers to this subject. This portion of the sacred writings,

so valuable for the histoiy of national intercourse, contains,

for example, a geographical view of commerce, so precise,

that one might almost imagine the prophet had a map of

the world before him. It relates in a particular manner to
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the land trade of Tyre, now threatened with min by the

militarj^ expeditions of Nebuchadnezzar. The difficulties

which occur with regard to the geographical names have

been satisfactorily removed, or at least as far as possible, by
Bochart and Michaelis. Without these contemporary docu-

ments the extent of Tyrian commerce might have been con-

ceived, but it could not have been proved
;

for the state-

ments of the Greek writers upon this subject are extremely

short and meagre. The sketch, however, of the Hebrew
poet affords usjan interesting picture of the great inter-

national commerce of inner Asia, which enlarges our narrow
ideas of ancient trade, by showing us that it connected
nearly all the countries of the known world.

Previous to the investigation of this branch of foreign

commerce of the Phoenicians, let us take a glance at the

productions of their own skill and industry, which were,

even in the remotest antiquity, so generally celebrated, that

the remembrance of them has been preserved to the present

day.

Among the inventions of the Phoenicians, their dyes in-

disputably hold the highest rank. The beautifully coloured
garments of Sidon were celebrated in the Homeric period
and no one can be ignorant that the Tyrian purple formed
one of the most general and principal articles of luxury in
antiquity. All that I have been able to collect upon this

important subject is comprised in the following general ob-
servations.®

In the first place, it is altogether incorrect to consider this

purple as one particular colour. The expression seemed
rather to have signified among the ancients, the whole class

of dyes manufactured from an animal substance^ namely,
the juice of shell-fish. It thus formed a distinct species of
dye, differing from the second, the vegetable dye, which
was composed of various vegetables (colores herbacei ^).

‘ See Iliad vi. 291, Od, xv. 424,

m! works upon this material have been written by the Italians.
The chief work is Amati de Restitutime purpumrum, third edition, Cesena,
1 784. To this is appended a Treatise by Capelli, de antiqua et nupera Rut-
^/•a,^th notes. An excellent addition to these two works is contained in

*^1^768
Bmertazione deUeporpcrre e delle materie vestiariepresso

* Amati, p. 1,
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Now the first species comprised not merely one, but a great

number and variety of colours
;
not only purple, but also

light and dark purple, and almost every shade between.^

Secondly. There were two species of testaceous animals

made use of for this dye
;

one, huccinumj found in cliff's

and rocks ;
the other, purpura or pelagia^ (the proper pur-

ple-shelly) was taken by fishing in the sea. The shells of

both were spiral
;
but that of one was round

;
and that of

the other, pointed
; both being said to be as many years old

as they had circles round.^ . They were both found in such

great quantities, that, according to Pliny’s expression, they

covered, as it were, the shore
; md not merely on the Phoe-

nician coast, but the whole of the Mediterranean, and even
the Atlantic. In the Mediterranean, the countries most ce-

lebrated for them were the shores of the Peloponnesus and
Sicily

;
and in the Atlantic, the coast of Britain. There

is an essential difference, however, in the quality of the

colour, which of course must proceed from physical causes.

Thus the shells of the Atlantic are said to have the darkest

juice
;

those on the Italian and Sicilian coasts, a violet,

or purple
;
and those on the Phcenician, and in general on

the southern coast, > a scarlet, or crimson.^ The juice of

the whole animal was not made use of
;
but a substance,

called the flower, was pressed fi'om.a white vein or vessel in

the neck, and the remaining part thrown away as useless.’'

Thirdly. It is evident that this dye was only by slow de-

grees brought to perfection, and acquired its great celebrity.

Still the Phoenicians are expressly indicated as the first who
brought it into use

;
for the Tyrian Hercules is mentioned

as the inventor; and the circumstance of their dwelling

where these shells were found m such vast quantities na-

turally led them to make the discovery. Purple dyes, how-
ever, were by no means exclusively confined to the Phoe-

nicians;® but by their great industry and skill, and from

the excellent quality of the shells on their shore, they were

enabled to bring it to a higher degree of perfection, and to

^ Amati, 1. c., enumerates nine simple purple colours from white to black,

and five mixed. The first are black, grey, (Iwidusy) violet, red, dark blue,

light blue, yellow, reddish, and white.
* See Amati, p. xxvii. ® Amati, p. xxvi.
^ The principal authority is Plin. ix. 36 ;

cf. Amati, p. xxx.
® Amati, p, xxxv.
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maintain the superiority. Scarlet and violet purples, in

particular, were no where dyed so well as in Tyre
;
garments

of this colour, therefore, were in the greatest request among
the great, and the prevailing fashion in the higher ranks of
society. This furnishes us at once with a reason for the

unbounded extent to which this branch of industry was car-

ried by the Phoenicians.

Finally. Although all kinds of stuffs among the ancients,

both cotton and linen, and in later times silk, were dyed
purple, yet was this colour made use of in a more especial
manner for woollens. The neighbouring nomads, as I shall

presently'show, supplied these of an excellent quality and
fineness to the Phoenicians, who were thereby enabled to
produce garments of a higher value, both in the superiority

of the material and the colour.^

The dyeing was performed at all times in the wool, and
was usually repeated (purpurez dibaphce). By this was
sometimes obtained the bright scarlet, and sometimes the
violet tint

; indeed, various sorts of purple were produced,
and various processes followed.^" Beauty, delicacy, and du-
rability, were the great excellencies for which purple raiment
was generally esteemed

;
but besides this, the Phoenicians

also understood the art of throwing a peculiar lustre into
this colour, by making other tints play over it, and pro-
ducing what we call a shot colour, which seems to have
made it wonderfully attractive.^ Gaudy and glaring co-
lours have in all ages most excited the attention of the
vulgar and uncivilized

;
it is not therefore surprising that

they had most admirers in the time of the Phoenicians.
Dyeing cannot exist without weaving. And it follows,

that as the dyeing among the Phoenicians was done in the
wool, the stuffs which they exported must have been the
product of their own industry. The principal manufac-

® Amati, p. xlvi.
“ It be easily perceived, that neither the superior beauty nor the

variety of the colours depended merely upon the natural properties of the
matpal; but pnncipally upon the skiU displayed m the preparation and
mixing. Thus to obtain a dark red, the wool was first dipped in the juice of
the and then, after being combed, in that of the buccinum. To ob-
tain a violet this process was reversed. Peculiar dexterity and care, how-
ever,^ were required in the preparations, in order to obtain the exact tint
required. See Amati, p. xxxv. etc,

" Amati, p. xlii.
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tories of this sort were, in earlier times, at Sidon : Homer
repeatedly praises its raiment. At a later period, however,
they were common in the other Phoenician cities, and espe-

cially in Tyre. It is much to be regretted, that history,

which so celebrates the garments and woollens of this city,

has preserved us no direct information respecting them.

Another product of Phoenician skill was glass
;
of this

they were the inventors, and long enjoyed the exclusive

manufactory.^® The sand, or vitrum^ used for this purpose,

was found in the southern districts of this country, near the

little river Belus, which rose at the foot of 'Mount Carmel,

out oflhe lake Cendeva (probably Megiddo^^). The glass

manufactories continued, according to Plmy, during a long

succession of centuries
;
their principal seats were at Sidon

and the neighbouring Sarephta.^^ From the small number
of glass houses, the use of glass would seem to have been
much less general in antiquity than among us. While the

mildness of the climate in all southern countries, as well as

all over the East, rendered any other stoppage of the win-

dows unnecessaiy, except that of curtains or blinds, goblets

of the precious metals or stones were preferred as drinking

vessels. This, however, seems in some measure to have

been made up for by the early introduction of a singular

kind of luxury in the stately edifices of these countries

;

that of covering the ceilings and walls of the apartments

with glass.^® The various significations, however, in which

the Greek expression vaXo? is made use of, and which pro-

perly means any transparent material, as crystal, various

kinds of stones, and the like, render it impossible to deter-

mine with certainty whether glass itself or some other

transparent substance is spoken of.

Under this head of Phoenician industry, too, may be

ranged ornaments of dress, implements, utensils, baubles,

II. vi. 29. Od. XV. 424.

Upon this subject we have two treatises : Hamberger, Vitri Histona

ex antiquitafe eruta

;

and Michaelis, Histona vitri apud Hebrms, both in

the Commentanis Soc. Goett. t. iv. p. 1754 A.

See Michaelis, 1. c. p. 310.

The chief authority is Plin. xxxvi. 26 ;
cf. Hamberger, 1. c. p. 488.

Michaelis, 1. c. That this taste still prevails m Asia will be seen in

Morier, i. 218. So long as glass was only manufactured by the Phoenicians,

it was accounted a precious commodity, and consequently might very well be

esteemed an article of Ipxury.
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and gewgaws, which they produced. The nature of their

trade, which for a long time was confined to a traffic by
barter with rude, uncultivated nations, among whom such

commodities have always a quick and certain sale, must at

a very early period have turned their attention to this branch

of industry. A skilfully wrought chain of amber and gold

was brought by Phoenician ships into Greece, according to

Homer artificial works in ivory, supplied by their trade

with India and Ethiopia, are mentioned by Ezekiel;^® and
how many other branches of their skill and industry may
the lack of info^mation have consigned to forgetfulness?^®

Chance has preserved us but little, yet this little is suflficient

to prove that much must have existed among a rich, proud,

and luxurious people.

Let us now turn to the foreign commerce which the Phoe-
nicians carried on with the nations of the interior of Asia.

We shall have a better view of this land trade of the
Phoenicians, if we divide it into three branches, according
to its three principal directions. The first of these com-
prises the southern trade, or the Arabian-East-Indian, and
the Egyptian

;
the second, the eastern, or the Assyrian-

Babylonian
; and the third, that of the north, or the Ar-

menian-Caucasian. The statements of the prophets supply
the groundwork of this investigation; the scattered accounts,
however, to be found m other writers, and especially the
Greek, will frequently throw an additional light upon the
subject.

It is evident, from the various particulars mentioned by
the Hebrew poets, as well as by profane writers, that the
first of these three branches of commerce was the most im-
portant. We call it the Arabian-East-Indian, not because

^
Odyss. XV. 459. *8 Ezek. xxvii. 6.

.

assume that the ornaments worn by Jewish ladies w^ere of
Phoenician manufdcture, which can scarcely be doubted, then the passagem Isaiah, lii. 18—23, will give us a more accurate view of them. “ In that
day will the Lord take away the ornaments of feet-buckles, and the cauls,
and the little moons

; the ean-ings, and the little chains
;
(quer}^ bracelets P)

and the veils; the frontlets, and the feet-chains, and the girdles, and the
smelling bottles, and the amulets; the rings for the fingers, and the nose-nn^

;
the holiday clothes, and the petticoats, and the mantles, and the

pockets
; the mirrors, and the shifts, and the turbans, and the flowers.”

(Otesenius s Transkttion,) In the following verse are mentioned the arti-
ficial hair arrangements, “ the well-curled locks,”
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we here assume it as proved that the Phoenicians themselves

journeyed over Arabia to India; but because they procured
in Arabia the merchandise of the East Indies, for which it

was at that time the great market. With regard to Arabia
itself, however, they kept up an intercourse with every part

of it, as well its eastern coast as that bordering on the

Arabian Sea. It is necessary, therefore, to make a few pre-

liminary remarks upon the state and peculiarities of this

extensive country, without which the reader would scarcely

be able to form a correct estimate of the extent and import-

ance of Phoenician commerce.
Arabia is one of the largest |i(countries of the world, its

superficial extent being more than three times as much as

that of Germany. Its physical peculiarities distinguish it

in a striking manner from the rest of Asia
;
and seem in a

manner to point it out as a continuation of Africa, from

which it is only divided by a gulf. Its natural features are

not only generally the same, but change under the same
parallels of latitude. The regions between 30° and 28°

N. L., over which in Africa the great sandy desert spreads

itself, find their exact counterpart in Arabia
;
and were it

not for the existence of the Nile and the Arabian Gulf, the

whole of this immense portion of the globe, from the shores

of the Atlantic Ocean to the Persian Gulf, would be one un-

interrupted desert of sand, in which not the least difference

would be visible in the African and Asiatic or Arabian por-

tions. In Africa, again, the region of fertility recommences
under the twentieth parallel in the countries about the

Niger
;
the same also takes place in Arabia. This change

is expressed in the very name of the southern part of this

peninsula, which is called the Happy Arabia. From this

similarity of country, the trade ofArabia necessarily assumed

the same form as that of Africa. Those, for example, who
were desirous of opening a communication with this rich

country, had first to cross the desert
;
and as this could only

be done by large companies or caravans, it follows that the

land trade with Arabia in ancient times, as well as since,

could only be carried on by caravans.

Now although the desert itself was not without its pro-

duce, it is the southern fertile districts that more particularly

merit the attention of the historian. It bore the name of
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Yemen (the country to the right, in opposition to Syria)
;

a name which, like that of Arabia Felix, given to it by the

Greeks, but unknown in the country itself, sometimes signi-

fied the whole of the southern part of this peninsula between

the Persian and Arabian Gulfs
;
and at others, only the dis-

trict on the south-west, washed by the Indian Sea. Even
in the latter acceptation of the word, Yemen is about equal

in size to France
;
and well deserves its name of Happy,

contrasted with the desert. It derives it, indeed, not so

much from a positive uniform fertility, as from its compara-

tive, occasioned by the many little mountain-streams which

it contains, and which, m this hilly region, eveiy where
spring forth, without increasing to large rivers.

In a commercial point of view, Yemen was important in

two respects : first, on account of its own productions
;
and,

secondly, as the great staple of Indian and Ethiopian mer-

chandise. It has always been, as well as the opposite coast

of Ethiopia, from the earliest times, the principal country

for spices and perfumes, and especially frankincense
;
whose

great importance in ancient commerce has been spoken of

upon several occasions. The various kinds of perfumes im-

ported from this country by the Phoenicians in the time of

Herodotus, are accurately described by that writer.*^ ‘‘ To
the south,” he observes, is Arabia, the most distant of in-

habited countries. In this land grow frankincense, myrrh,

cinnamon, cassia, and ledanon. The frankincense is col-

lected from trees, in which are found a number of small

winged serpents, which they are obliged to drive away by
burning gum-styrax. Cassia grows in a shallow lake, in-

fested by numerous winged insects, like bats
;
from these

the inhabitant protect themselves by covering the whole
body and eyes with skins. Finally, the ledanon is found
like filth sticking to the beards of he-goats : this perfume,

however, is used in several ointments, and is that which in

general the Ambians burn.” How these legends are to

be interpreted, and how far they are founded upon historical

“ Herod, iii. 107--112.

Distrusting my own experience, I have given the decisions of natural
historians respecting these plants, as furnished me by a scholar well skilled
in the botany of the ancients. S/ivpvj; is myrrh, cf. Dioscor. i. 77- The-
OPHR. ix. 45. Kaffta is lanrus casia L. cf. Diosc. i. 12. Theoph. ix. 45.
But Xd^avov is eistus creticus L, Diosc. L 128. cf. Toveneport, i. p. 29.
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truth, I shall not venture to determine. It may perhaps be
doubtful, whether the small flying serpents were any thing

more than musquitoes; or the winged insects, similar to

bats, any tiling more than the winged lizards so common in

that country The statement respecting the ledanon ex-

plains itself, in assuming that it exudes from a shrub upon
which the goats are fond of browsing. The frankincense

is less a native of Arabia itself than the opposite coast of

Zuila in Africa, as our investigations respecting that country

will prove.

Besides these spices, gold and precious stones are ex-

pressly enumerated among the ng^tural productions of Happy
Arabia. Gold mines, it is true, are no longer to be found

there, but the assurances of antiquity respecting them are so

general and explicit, that it is impossible reasonably to doubt

that Yemen once abounded in gold."^ Why indeed should

not the mountains of Arabia yield this metal, which was so

plentiful in those just opposite, m Ethiopia ? The minute

acquaintance which Job (supposed to have been an Arabian)

displays of mining affairs, renders this highly probable."^

Golden ore was also washed down by the mountain streams,

and cleared from the sand by washing.^® With regard to

precious stones, they were found in the mountains of the

province of Hadramaut such at least as were considered

precious by the ancients; namely, onyxes, rubies, agates, etc.

But in addition to these native productions of Happy Ara-

bia, other wares are mentioned as Arabian, certainly not the

proper produce of this country, but either Ethiopian or In-

dian. To the former belongs cinnamon, or cannella
;
and

to the latter, ivory and ebony. Cinnamon is certainly enu-

“ Draco volans L. See GESETSuvs^ConDnentar zu Jesaias, i. 496.

^ [The ledanon is a production of the ledum, a species of cistus ; it is a sort

of gummy exudation, collected now-a-days in the Levant, by rubbing the

branches vnth a piece of leather, to which the viscous matter sticks : it is

afterwards scraped off, rolled into balls, and dried. I have seen goats brows-

ing on the leaves, in the interior parts of the island of Ceos, and have no
doubt that what Herodotus states respecting the ancient mode of collecting

this drug may be true. The ledum is cultivated in our gardens, under the

name of the gum cistus (cistus ladaniferus, Linn.)
; the viscidity of the foli-

age is not so great as in the plants that grow on the coast of Asia Minor, al-

though it is sufficient to produce a very disagreeable clamminess on the fingers

of those that handle it. 2^ote to theixtssage in Laurent^s Herodotus, Tr.]
“ Michaelis, Spicileg, ii. p. 190. BocHART,p. 139, 140.
“ Job, xxviii. 1—12. Strab. p. 777*

^ The Chatrmmtife of the Greeks.
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merated by Herodotus among the productions of Arabia

;

but the fabulous account which he repeats upon the author-

ity of the Phoenicians, shows very plainly, that they made a

mystery of its real native country.^ Where cinnamon
grows, or what country produces it, they cannot say

;
except-

ing that some, not improbably, affirm, that it grows in those

regions where Bacchus was brought up.^^ A large kind of

fowl is said to bear these plants, which we, after the Phoeni-

cians, call cinnamon, to their nests, from which it is pro-

cured by a stratagem, which he goes on to describe. Theo-
phrastus,^^ also, who distinguishes the various kinds of

cinnamon according to its equality, has a story about serpents,

that rendered its collection dangerous, which shows how
widely these tales of the Phoenicians were spread. Later

historians, as Diodorus and Strabo, mention cinnamon, it

is true, among the other productions of Arabia; but it may
be easily seen that they confounded the merchandise im-

ported with the produce of the country. Besides these,

cardamomum, nard, and other spices, used in odoriferous

waters and unguents, are expressly enumerated by Theo-

phrastus as coming fi*om India.^^

Having settled the principal articles of trade, the very im-

portant question arises, what districts and places of Arabia

Felix were the chief seats of this commerce ? It is a great

advantage to history, that the prophet has left us so many
accurate particulars upon this subject. The places mention-

ed by him render it quite certain that the Phoenicians made
choice, in an especial manner, of the two districts of Hadra-
maut and Sedscar, the richest and most fruitful of Yemen.
Wadan and Javan brought thee from Sanaa sword-blades,

cassia, and cinnamon, m exchange for thy wares. The mer-

chants of Saba and of Raema traded with thee
;
the best

spices, precious stones, and gold, brought they to thee for

thy wares. Haran, Canna, Aden, Saba, traded with thee.”^'*

Some of these places, as Aden, Canna, Haran, all celebrated

® Herod. 1. c. That is, in India.

I shall show in the next section, on the trade of the Babylonians, that this

IS an ancient tradition of Ceylon.

Theoph. Hist. Plant, ix. 5. Diod. i. p. 161. Strab. p. 1124.
^ Theoph. ix. 7-

Ezekiel, xxvii. 19—24, according to Michaelis’s translation, whose re-

marks I must beg the reader to compare with what follows.
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seaports on the Indian Sea, as well as Sanaa and Saba, or
Mariaba, still the capital of Yemen, have retained then-

names unchanged to the present day : the site of others, as

Waden, on the straits of Babelmandel, rest only on pro-

bable conjecture. These accurate statements of the prophet
at all events prove what a special knowledge the inhabitants

of Palestine had of Happy Arabia, and how great and active

the intercourse with that country must have been.

Similar statements are found in Theophrastus
;
and like-

wise some remarkable particulars respecting the frankin-

cense and spices there cultivated. “ Frankincense, myrrh,
and cassia,” he observes, “ grow in the Arabian districts of
Saba and Adramotitis (Hadramaut)

; frankincense and
myrrh on the sides or at the foot of mountains, and in the

neighbouring islands. The trees which produce them grow
sometimes wild, though occasionally cultivated

; that of the

frankincense being somewhat taller than the myrrh. The
land belongs to the Sabeans, who regard the property as sa-

cred, so that no one watches his trees. The harvested frank-

incense and myrrh was carried to a temple of the sun, the

most holy among this nation, (always given to the idolatry

of star-worship,) and guarded by armed Arabians. Each
proprietor here set out his heap, placing upon it a ticket, on
which was inscribed the quantity and price. Then came
the merchant and deposited near each lot the price marked

;

after him followed the priest, who took one-third of this price

for the deity, and left the remainder for the proprietor. The
frankincense from the young trees is whitest, but least odo-
riferous; that of the more aged, yellow, but of stronger

scent.” “

The frankincense trade then was carried on under the

protection of a sanctuary; it was also a kind of dumb trade,

as is at this time the coffee trade in the same regions. “The
frankincense grown on the mam land was the most agree-

able, but that of the neighbouring isles emitted the most
powerful odour.” Among these islands without doubt must
be comprised the opposite Ethiopian peninsula of Zuila,

now inhabited by the Samilis, who still, as I have shown
in another place, possess the frankincense trade.

Theophrast. Hist. Plant, ix. 4,
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The commerce of the Phoenicians, however, was not con-

fined merely to southern Arabia, but stretched along the

eastern coast on the Persian Gulf :
—“ The sons of Daden

carry on thy trade, and to large countries went thy mer-
chandise

;
with horn, ivory, and ebony, did they requite

thee for thy wares.”*® Daden is one of the Baharein islands

on the Persian Gulf, as will be fully shown in the chapter

on the commerce of the Babylonians; and on this island

Phoenician settlements it is said have been discovered in the

vicinity of the trading city, Gerra. But if these words of

the prophet pro’fe an intercourse between Phoenicia and the

Persian Gulf, they also pi^ve not less indisputably the con-

nexion in which the Phoenicians stood with India. The
large countries to which the Phoenician trade extended be-

yond Daden could be no other than India
;

if this is not

sufficiently proved by the situation, it is beyond a doubt by

the commodities mentioned. Ivory and ebony could only

have been procured in Daden from India, as there were no

elephants in Arabia
;

and by the horn is probably meant

the tusk of the narval, (or sea unicorn,) which is a native of

the Indian sea.*’^

Having settled the principal directions which the Phoe-

nician-Arabian commerce took, it is now important that we
should discover who were the intermediate agents by whom
it was transacted, and the way and manner by which it was

carried on.

It has already been shown, that from the nature of the

country this could only have been done by caravans. Let

us now investigate by whom these were formed, from what

point they started, and what route they travelled.

I have in another place observed, that the greater part of

the caravans were usually formed by nomad tribes of herds-

men, who, firom their mode of life, were much better adapted

to it than the inhabitants of towns.*® These remarks apply

here, and are at once confirmed by the picture drawn by
the prophet of the Tyrian land traSe, in which we always

see represented the nations coming and bringing their wares

to the Tyrians ; but never the latter going forth to fetch

them. Tyre was, in this respect, much in the same situa-

** Ezekiel, xxvii. 15. Michaelis, 1. c.

See General Introduction^ (p. xcL,) African Nations^ voL i.
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tion as Carthage. She had in her neighbourhood numerous
nomad nations, which she employed to transact her business.
The Syrian and Arabian deserts\vere occupied by tribes of
this description, who wandered about with their flocks and
herds, and, living in their tents, acknowledged no authority
but that of their sheiks and emirs. These formed the cara-
vans, by letting or selling their numerous camels, with their

guides and drivers, to the merchants. “ Arabians, and all

the emirs of the Kedarians, traded with thee and brought
thee dromedaries.”’® It seems, too, very naturally to follow,

that from mere carriers these men would soon become deal-

ers
;
and hence it is no way extraordinary to find among

these nations certain tribes very opulent. Among the Ara-
bian tribes, none appear to have cultivated the caravan trade

earlier, or with more advantage, than the Midianites, who
wandered on the northern boundaries of that country, and
consequently in the neighbourhood of Phcenicia. It was to

a caravan of Midianite merchants, which, laden with spicery,

and balm, and myrrh, was journeying from Arabia into

Egypt, that Joseph was sold.'** The spoil which the Israel-

ites took from this nation in gold was so prodigious as tp

excite our wonder
;

it was indeed so common among them,

that not only their own ornaments, but even the collars of

their camels were made of this precious metal.*'

But besides the Midianites there was another nation of

northern Arabia, not less remarkable in the history of com-
merce, and which is also mentioned by the prophet, as one

of the chief nations from whom the Phoenicians obtained

the merchandise of the south : these were the Idumeans, or

Edomites. “ Edom also managed thy trade and thy great

affairs; emeralds, purple, broidered work, cotton, bezoar,

and precious stones, she gave thee for the wares, which thou

deliveredst to her.”** The Edomites, however, wei-e cer-

tainly not nomads. They had, as we have already noticed,

cities, as, for example, the seaports of Eloth and Ezion-

geber, (now Acaba,) and others deeper in the land, as Bussra

and Petra. The wares enumerated by the prophet seem to

^ Ezekiel, xxvii. 21. Kedar, a tribe in the neighbourhood of Happy
Arabia, always appears rich in cattle, and as trading with them. Isaiah, xx.

16, with the commentary of Gesenius.
^ Genesis, xxxvii. 28. Judges, viii. 21, 26; Genesis, xxxi. 47—53.
Ezek. XXVI. 16.

VOL. I. 2 A
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be mostly Indian and Arabian
;
to these belono* the precious

stones, pearls, and purple, by which we must here under-

stand that of India.'^^ These, therefore, the Edomites boiio-ht

of the caravans, and brought .them to Tyre and the other

Phoenician cities. The cotton and broidered work might

probably have come from Egypt.

All these nomad tribes roving about northern Arabia were

comprised by the Greeks under the name of Nabathian

Arabs, which, though then apjilu'd to the inliabitants of

the north of J\.rabia in general, prop(u*ly lielongs only to

those of the important district of Hedjas. Diodorus, who
describes very elegantly their manner of hie, does not for-

get their caravan trade to Yemen. No small number of

them,” he says,^^ “ follow the business of carrying to the

Mediterranean frankincense, myrrh, and other cosily spices,

which they purchase of persons who bring them trom l lappy

Arabia.” According to this account, it appears that they

did not travel to Yemen themselves, but obtained their goods

of the caravans which came from that country, in order to

carry them still further. Both systems, however, might

very well have existed together
;

for the merchant changes

the conductor of his wares upon the route, accordingly as

he may find opportunity or have occasion. It is neverthe-

less plain, from the description of the prophet, that caravans

were formed m Arabia itself to journey into Phcenicia
; for

he expressly asserts, that merchants from Javan and Wadan
had brought the wares of Yemen to Tyre.'*^

We find the same things to have happened m Arabia that

obtained in the Carthaginian dominions and Egypt : the great

markets for the merchandise which the caravans exported

were on the borders of the desert. Thus, in the territory of

Edom, in a situation fixed by nature herself, Petra grew into

opulence, and gave its name to the whole of North-west Ara-

bia.^ Here became accumulated, in great abundance and

" See Michaelis, 1. c.
** Diod. ii. p. 390.

" Ezekiel, xxvii. 19. Wadan and Javan, both cities of Yemen. See

Michaelis, 1. c.

Now Karak; in Josephus, iv. 4, Beham

;

the present Selah, 30° 20' N.
L., 36° east longitude. According to the recent maps of Syria by Paultre, it

IS, at the present time, a place where many camvan roads meet : care must

be taken not to confound it with Moba-Carrak, to the east of the Dead Sea,

to which the name of Carrak has been given improperly. In the neighbour-
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in security, a great variety of wares brought from the south-

ern regions
;
such, for example, as were the property of these

nomad races themselves, and which they exchanged with the

Phoenicians and others for articles of clothing and the ne-

cessaries of life. This place also has been visited by Burck-
hardt,^^ Banks, and Legh.^ According to Diodorus, it was
three hundred stadia from the southern extremity of the

Red Sea
;
^ and it seems therefore scarcely doubtful that it

must be sought some where near Wadi Muta^ (the valley of
Moses,) so celebrated for its ruins. The description given
of it by Burckhardt confirms the statement of Diodorus. By
cutting through the solid rocks, way has been made into

a narrow valley, through which flows little streams, while

the overhanging rocks often intercept the sight of the hea-

vens. A handful of resolute men might heie maintain

themselves against an .army. Where this valley begins to

open lay the ancient city of Petra, The ruins of buildings

found here are no earlier than the time of the Romans
;
but

temples, and numerous sepulchres hewn out of the rock, are

probably of a more remote origin.^^ Even as early as the

times of Alexander, Petra was the staple of the Arabians for

their spice and frankincense trade. At that time a great

fair was held m its neighbourhood/^ which there is no reason

to doubt had been established at a much earlier period.

Demetrius Poliorcetes attempted, at the command of his

father Antigonus, to fall upon the merchants here in a

treacherous manner, and to plunder them of their wealth,

but the attempt failed.^"

If the foregoing remarks have shown, in a general man-
ner, the extent and activity of Arabian commerce, they

must naturally have excited a desire in the reader to know
the routes by which it was carried on. Had we in this case

the description of a caravan road, such as Herodotus has left

us of the one through the interior of Africa, our curiosity

hood is Mount Hor, a place resorted to by pilgrims, and where is shown the

grave of Aaron.
Burckhardt’s Travels m Syria and the Holy Land, p. 422, etc.

^ Their narratives will be found appended to Mac MiCHiEL^s Journeyfrom
Moscow to Constantinople,

^ Diod. 1. c.

^ Mac MicHiEL, p. 228. Prudence unfortunately prevented Burckhardt

from accurately examining these ruins.

Diod. 1. c.
^ Ibid.

•i A 2
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might be easily gratified
;

this however fails us, and the few

obscure traces of one, which may be found in Strabo, only

afford us data for the settlement of some individual places.

This writer mentions at least one of the intervening stations,

which the caravans from Arabia Felix usually passed through,

and determines the time which the journey occupied. They

consumed seventy days in going from Yemen to Petra, and

passed in their route a place named A/6us Pagus, Kwntj

of the Greeks, and the Htivra or Avara of the Arabians."

This place is situated on the Arabian Gulf, under 25® N.

Lat., on the boundaries of the fertile country of Nejed, be-

longing to central Arabia. Hence it is evident that the

caravan road extended along the Arabian Gulf, most pro-

bably touched upon Mecca, the ancient Macoraba, and so

arrived at the frontiers of Arabia Felix. By this route the

caravans would enjoy the ad\antage of passing through fer-

tile regions in the midst of their journey ;
while, deeper in

the interior, they would have had to traverse long and
dreary sandy deserts. The number of days’ journey agrees

very well with the distance. From Mariaba to Petra is

reckoned at about 12G0 geographical miles, which, divided

by sixteen, the ordinary distance which caravans travel in a

day, amounts to seventy.

This same writer has left us also some few particulars re-

specting the trading routes of eastern Arabia. It was the

inhabitants of the city of Gerra on the Persian Gulf, who
more especially carried on the caravan trade. They kept
up a commercial intercourse with the marts of Hadramaut,
the journey to which occupied forty days, the road stretch-

ing right across the great sandy desert in the south-east of
the peninsula, and not along the coast. The distance in a
direct line from Hadramaut to Gerra is not less than from
SIX hundred and fifty to seven hundred miles, and would
consequently require a forty days' journey.

Besides this, there existed, as we learn from the words of
the prophet, a direct intercourae between the eastern coast
of the peninsula and Gerra and Phoenicia. For, he says,

the merchants of Daden brought the merchandise of the
Persian Gull to Tyre," whose route, consequently, must have

« Strab. p. 1113. “ E/ek. xxvu. 1.').
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run through the north-eastern part of the land. This fact is

still further proved by a passage from Isaiah, who, when he

threatens Arabia with a foreign invasion, forgets not to

mention the interruption which it would cause to its com-

merce. In the wilderness of Arabia ye will be benighted,

O ye caravans of Daden ! To the thirsty bring out water,

inhabitants of Tema
;
bring forth bread for the fugitives !

For they fly before the sword and before the fury of war.’'^^

The trading caravans of Daden, which had hithertojourneyed

undisturbed, were to be driven from their i»sual route by the

approach of the enemy, and compelled to pass their nights

in the wilderness, where the hospitable tribe of Tema, out

of compassion, would bring them water and bread. Tema
was situated on the western border of the fertile province

of Nejed,^^ by which therefore the road passed. From this

road the caravans were to be compelled to turn, in order to

hide themselves in the desert.

Thus we learn the usual caravan road which led from

Gerra to Tyre
;
that it was the only one is not here asserted.

There must have been a time when the interior of Arabia,

of which we are now so ignorant, was well known
;
and this

is proved by the number of places mentioned by Ptolemy

Whether or not this knowledge had descended from the

Phoenicians, it is impossible to determine
:
perhaps it will

not be thought improbable. In the investigation of the

commerce of Babylon, it will however be more clearly

proved, that the eastern coast of Arabia did not less abound

in staples for Arabian, as well as Indian merchandise, than

the southern. It requires therefore scarcely any further

proof, that it also contained trading routes upon which this

merchandise might be transported to the shores of the Me-
diterranean, or at least to the marts of Arabia Petrma.

Should it appear from what has been advanced that this

“ Isaiah, xxi. 13— 15, with Gesenius’s Commentary. These passages of

the prophets are of the greater importance from the seldomness with which
caravans are mentioned by historical writers. It is from them, and not from
the historians, that may be gathered the extent of the commerce of the an-

cient world.
^ 27® N. Lat. : see Gesenius’s Commentary on Isaiah, i. 657.

Many caravan roads in the interior of Arabia are marked upon the map
to D. Brehmer’s JBntdecIcunyen, etc. I shall notice them in the appendix

upon the ancient commercial routes. The starting points are the same as

laid dovTi above.
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Arabia Pei'reea—^the boundary country between the desert

and the fertile regions—was the district in which the Ara-

bian caravans were formed, and where the great staples for

their wares were found, let it be allowed me, further, to add

a single conjecture upon the way in which it was forwarded

from this place to the great seaports of the Phoenicians
;

as

it seems probable, that by this may be cleared up, what
hitherto has been a very obscure passage in Herodotus. I

mean that in which he describes the sea-coast of Phoenicia,

as far as the frontiers of Egypt.® “ From Phoenicia to the

boundaries of the city Cadj1;is, stretch the country of the

Syrians of Palestine (the Jews). From Cadytis, a city

which does not seem to me to be much smaller than Sardis,

as far as Jenysus, lie, on the sea-coast, the Arabian staples.

The country from Jenysus to lake Sirbonis and to the Ca-
sian mountains, where Egypt begins, belong again to the

S3
nrians. This is no small district, but three days’ journey

long
;

it is in other respects a waterless desert.”

These Arabian staples on the Mediterranean are men-
tioned by no other writer but Herodotus

;
and the passage

is more remarkable from his so determinately distinguishing

between the Arabians, and Syrians, and Jews. But does it

not seem highly probable, that the principal and particular

business of these seaports, among which I include Gaza and
Ascalon, was to ship the merchandise brought by the Ara-
bian and Egyptian caravans, and to transport it along the

coast to Tyre and the other large Phcenician cities ? This
,

though only a conjecture with regard to these early times,

is a certainty as regards the period of the Ptolemies
;

for

the city of Rfenocolura, which, if it did not form one of
these very cities, lay in the same neighbourhood, is ex-
pressly- mentioned as a seaport, to which a great portion of
the wares of Arabia were brought from Petra, in order to

be shipped off for their further destination.®®

Modern travellers, first Seetzen,* then Burckhardt,®^ and,

“ Herod, iii. 5. Cadytis I take to be Jerusalem. The expression ifnrSpta
rov 'Apapiovi according to the connexion, can have no other sense than that
given above.

Strab. p. 1128.
“ In extracts from his letters

;
Monatlkhe Correspo7idenZi 1808, B. 17, 18.

Travels tn Syria and the JSoly Land, by J. L. Burckhardt. Lond. 1822,
with maps.
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finally, Bankes and Buckingham/^ have brought to light

the remains of the cities east of the lake Tiberias and the

Dead Sea, (the ancient Decapolis and Havra,) comprised

between 32°—33° N. Lat.
;

the magnificent ruins of Ge-
rasa, (Dsieres,) Gadara, and Philadelphia, (Amman,) some
of which are little inferior to those of Palmyra. Decayed
temples, colonnades, and amphitheatres, show the former

grandeur and opulence of these cities, when they were the

seats of the Indian-Arabian commerce. So far, however, as

these ruins have been made known to us, they belong alto-

gether to a later period, that of the Antonines
;
while in

those of Palmyra, among the vestiges of this, are discovered

some of an earlier period : on this account the former do
not come within the scope of this inquiry.

From the foregoing observations the following results

may be deduced.

First. It is clear that Arabia was the great seat of the

Phoenician land trade, and that with this was interwoven a

connexion with the rich countries of the south, Ethiopia and
India. Notwithstanding the vast deserts of sand, which pro-

tected Arabia from the attacks of foreign conquerors, the

merchant's desire of gain was not damped, but surmounted

every difficulty. Caravans, composed of various tribes, pe-

netrated through its wastes in every direction, even to its

southern and eastern coasts/^ here they traded, either di-

rectly or indirectly, with the Phoenicians, whose seaports

became at last the great staples of their valuable merchan-

dise, whence it was shipped off, and spread over the West at

an immense profit to these merchants.

Secondly. This commerce must have been tie more lucra-

tive, as it was, according to the very clear statement of Ezekiel,

altogether carried on by barter. It is every where spoken

of as an exchange of merchandise against merchandise, and

even the precious metals are only considered as such. What
an immense profit the Phoenician merchant must have made

of his Spanish silver mines, by exchanging their produce

for gold m Yemen, where this metal was so abundant ! What
o

^vcKmGVLkyCs Travels in Palestine,
^ Sv.c the sublime description of Isaiah, lx. 6—9, in which the prophet re-

present-^ the caravans as whole tribes, which should come to Jerusalem in-

stead of going to Tyre.
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a profit he must have had on other wares, which the Ara-

bians in a manner were obhg’ed to take of him, and in which

he had no competitor ! While, however, the Phoenician

had no rival to compete with, he established, as it wore, one

among the Arabians, by procuring the commodities they

sold from every country in which they were to be obtained,

by which means he prevented the Arab merchants from fix-

ing an arbitrary price upon their goods. If driven to it, he

could do without the merchants of Saba or Aden, since he

could obtain the same wares from Gerra
;
and had the mer-

chants of Gerra attempted to overcharge him, they would
as soon have been supplanted by those of Yemen.

Thirdly. The intercourse with Arabia must have been
greatly facilitated by the similarity of the languages of the

two nations. These were only dialects of one same lan-

guage and though differences might occur, yet there

scarcely could have been any difficulty in making each other

understood. What an advantage to the Phoenician mer-
chant, to be able, in the mutual intercourse with these dis-

tant regions, to make use of his native tongue, instead of

being at the mercy of treacherous interpreters ! This ad-

vantage alone would have sufficed to secure him the exclu-

sive commerce of Arabia, even if the situation of the country

had not made it almost impossible for any foreign nation to

compete with him.

The commerce of the Phoenicians with Egypt must be
considered as a second branch of their southern land trade.

Their intercourse with this nation was one of the earliest they
formed, as Herodotus expresslyassures us that the exportation

of Assyrian and Egyptian w^ares was the first business they
carried on.^^ Their early acquaintance with Egypt, too, comes
before us even m the patriarchal age

;
as every one knows

from the Mosaic records. And when it is remembered that

Egypt at all times enjoyed the principal land trade of Africa,

as I have shown in the portion of my work relating to that

country, it would indeed seem surprising if no intercourse

had subsisted between two such great neighbouring com-
mercial nations. Still more positive information, however,
respecting its existence is given by Ezekiel, who, in his pic-

** See above, p. 45, 46. ^ Herod, i, 1.
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established a colony of Phoenicians ;
as an entire quarter of

the city was inhabited by their merchants.^ These facts

are surely sufficient to prove how extensive their transac-

tions must have been with this nation.

One of the principal articles exported by the Phoenicians

to Egypt was wine, which this country did not at that time

produce. Twice a year large cargoes of this were shipped

from Phoenicia and Greece. The earthen vessels, in which,

according to the custom of the ancient world, it was con-
tained, were applied to an extraordinary purpose by the

Persians, when they ruled in this country. They were
placed as cisterns m the Aree days’ desei% which divided

Syria from Egypt, in order to make the communication
easier for strangers.''^

The second great branch of the Phoenician land trade

spread towards the east. It includes their commerce with
Syria and Palestine, with ‘Babylon and Assyria, and with
the countries of eastern Asia.

Palestine was the granary of the Phoenicians. Their
own mountainous territory was but little adapted for agri-

culture, while Palestine produced corn in such abundance,
as to be able to supply them plentifully with this first ne-
cessary of life. '' Judah and the land of Israel traded with
thee

;
corn of Minnith, honey of rai^ins oil, and balm, gave

they to thee for thy wares. Tlie corn of Judea was the

best known. It excelled even that of Egypt. It was not
therefore merely the proximity of the country wdiich led the

Egyptians to prefer this market. The other productions,

also mentioned by the prophet, are among those which the

Holy Land was famous for producing of a superior quality.

The strong vine, which has been native in this country from
time immeinorial, aflbrrled them an abundance of delicious

grapes. The oil of Palestine, as wc are informed by a mo-
dern traveller, even still excels that of Provence, notwith-

standing the sunken state ofculture under Turkish (Ic'spotism.

The balm was collected in the lands aliout lake Genezareth;
and is of the same sort as that still in high repute, under
the name of balsam of

Herod, li. 112. See IIfrod. in. 5, 6.
” Ezekiel, xxvii. I7. For \\hat lollows, see the K^marks of Michdclis.
” Thfophuast. Kitsf. Plant, ix G
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The fact, that Palestine was the granary ofthe PhoBnickns,

explains, too, in the clearest manner, the good understand-

ing and lasting peace that prevailed between these twonaa-

tions. It is a striking feature in the Jewish history, that,

with all other nations around them they lived in a state of

almost continual warfare
; and that under David and Solo-

mon they even became conquerors, and subdued consider-

able countries
;
and yet with their nearest neiglibours, the

Phoenicians, they never engaged in hostilities. But if a

sense of their weakness prevented them from attacking these

mighty cities, the natural policy of the Phoenicians no less,

on the other hand, restrained then from any hostile attempt

on a country from which they drew their subsistence : to

which it may be added, that it seems to have been a maxim
among them to avoid all wars and forcible extension of their

dominions upon the continent of Asia.

Syria proper, also, supplied Its various productions, ac-

cording to the nature of the different parts of the country,

—

accordingly as it was adapted for agriculture, the cultivation

of the vine, or merely to the nomad life and .the breeding of

cattle. ‘^Damascus traded with thee on account of thy

great riches, and the multitude of thy wares
;
and brought

thee wine from Chalybon, and wool from the wilderness.”

The wine of Chalybon, probably the modem Aleppo, was

the best that Asia afforded, or at least was esteemed as such.

It was the only sort which was served at the table of the

Persian kings, whose custom it was, only to admit to their

board the greatest delicacies that each province of their em-
pire brought forth,'^^ If it be considered that the vine at

this period was naturalized neither in Africa^ nor in the west

of Europe, the conjecture will appear more probable, that

wine in general was one of the most important commodities

of Phoenician sea trade, as it could only be transported on

land by waggons, and not upon beasts of burden.

The wool of the wilderness was one of the wares supplied

by the pastoral tribes, who wandered with their flocks as

well over the Syrian as over the Arabian deserts.*^^ The
fleece of these sheep is the finest known ;

it is improved by

^ Ezekiel, xxvii. 18.
” See the chapter on the Internal Government of the Persians.
” Ezekiel, xxvii. 18, 21.
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the heat of the climate, the continual exposure to the open

air, and the care that these people bestow upon their flocks,

which constitute their only business, all of which help to

render it more precious.^^ The Arabian sheep, distinguished

from the European by their immense tails, were known to

Herodotus, who has left us a description of them.’^’' “ Ara-

bia likewise possesses two extraordinary breeds of sheep,

neither of which is found elsewhere. One of these has long

tails, not less than three cubits
;
and were they suffered to

drag them behind them, they would become sore by rubbing

against the ground. The shepherds therefore make small

carriages, and fasten them under the tails, to each animal

one. The other kind of sheep have broad tails, each full an

ell in width.”

Herodotus only errs in taking a mere variety for a dis-

tinct species
;

all the other circumstances he here mentions

are known to modern naturalists and travellers. A moment’s

reflection upon Tyrian manufacture of woven goods and

their dyes, will enable the reader at once to perceive the

great importance of this branch of commerce. It converted

the very wilderness, so far as they were concerned, into an

opulent country, which afforded them the finest and most

precious raw materials for their most important manufac-

tures. This circumstance, too, was a means of cementing

and preserving a good understanding between them and

these nomad tribes
;
a matter of no inconsiderable conse-

quence to the Phoenicians, as it was through them that the

rich produce of the southern regions came into their hands.

The great point, however, to which the trade of the Phoe-

nicians was directed in the east, was Babylon. That a very

active commerce was carried on ^^ith this flourishing city,

even before it forcibly obtained the dominion of Asia and

subjected Phoenicia itself, no one can doubt, who is ac-

quainted with the situation and manners of the two nations;

and yet, however astonishing it may seem, we have less in-

formation respecting this very important branch of trade

than upon almost every other. Still we have the positive

testimony of Herodotus, that it was one of the most ancient.

” See Michaelis, on the Wandering Shepherds, in his VerrrmcMen Sehrtf-
ten, B. L s. 6.

” Herod, lii. 113.
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At the beginning, they exported Egyptian and Assyrian

wares (the latter comprising the Babylonian) to the Medi-
terranean.” The prophet also mentions this commerce,
but, like Herodotus, only in a general manner, and without

at all setting forth its nature and objects.^^ . It probably
happened, that it was frequently interrupted by the great

revolutions of interior Asia, in which Babylon itself often

necessarily participated
;

it must however soon have revived,

when the trade of Babylon itself again began to flourish.

In proportion, however, as the silence of history upon
this interesting subject is remarkable, the conjecture is

strengthened, that the trading route between Babylon and
Tyre lay through a long uninterrupted desert

;
the natural

consequence of which would be, that, even supposing it not

purposely concealed, this commerce would have become
but little known. But even in this desert itself are found

vestiges which seem to denote its course and magnitude

:

the ruins of Palmyra and Balbeck
;
probably links of the

commercial chain which connected Tyre and Babylon.®^

The magnificent remains of these two cities have only

been made known within the last century, by the publica-

tion of two celebrated works, in which they are represented

by engravings. Of Palmyra, indeed, it may in some mea-
sure be asserted, that it was not discovered till within this

period.®^ The form of the buildings which are left, show at

the first glance that they have no claim to the antiquity of

Thebes and Persepolis, but belong rather to the Greek-

Macedonian, and a considerable part of them even to the

Roman period; it is not however less certain, that the

foundation of both cities must be carried much farther back

than the origin of their existing remains.

The Jewish annals ascribe the building of both cities to

Herod, i. 1.

” Ezekiel, xxvii. 23. “ Assur and Chilmad were also thy merchants.”

The first of these lay in the fruitful valley between Libanu% and Antili-

banus, consequently not within Phoenicia proper. Palmyra, on the contrary,

was situated in the midst of the Synan desert, three days’ journey from the

Euphrates, upon one of those gems of the desert, or oases, which I have de-

scribed with more detail in the volumes upon Africa, 33y“ N. Lat. Its abund-
ance of palms gave it its name, though this tree of the wilderness is no longer

to be found there.

See the two well-known works, Ruins of Palmyra, and the Ruins ofBal-

hech, in the preface to which vuU be found collected the principal historical

data for the history of both cities.
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Solomon :
“ He built Baalath and Tadmor in the desert.”®*

Baalath, the temple of the sun, is the same with Balbeck,

the valley of the sun
;
which name has been given it be-

cause the city was built in a valley. The first name is also

expressed by the Greek appellation, Heliopolis. Tadmor, or

Thadamora, is one of the common Syrian names of Palmyra.

If it be believed, from the high antiquity of this city, that

it was built just at the time when the land trade of the

Phoenicians, and especially of the new island city of Tyre,

was so rapidly spreading, it must be admitted that a share

in this trade entered exactly into the views of Solomon their

builder, as is shown fronr the navigation to Ophir. Their

lying, too, exactly in the direction of Babylon; and the

great highway of eastern commerce running, certainly at a

later period, through them, and thus became the cause of

their magnitude and splendour, render it at least highly

probable, that they had falfilled the same destination in ear-

lier times. Even now, according to Seetzeu, all the com-
mercial roads firom Damascus to the Euphrates run by
Palmyra, where they first divide.®’ This indeed is the path

prescribed by nature herself. Taking this for granted, Bal-

beck may be considered as the point of departure
;

it being

the general custom of the East for caravans to assemble at

some distance from the chief city. In three days they

reached Emesa, (Hems,) another celebrated city of Syria,

on the borders of the desert. The distance through this sea

of sand then required from four to fiye days to bring the

traveller in sight of Palmyra. From this oasis to the Eu-
phrates again required a journey of from three to four days

to bring the caravan to Thapsacus, where it usually crossed

over this stream. On the opposite side, the travellers had
the choice of either following the course of the river, or of

passing through the steppes of Mesopotamia.®'*

Whether, however, this is now the usual route or not, the

commercial intercourse between Tyre and Babylon will not

be the less certain ; but this is not the case with regard to

the more distant countries of Asia. I shall reserve the in-

vestigation of this matter to the next book, on the trade of

“ I Kings, ix. IS. ” Monatlicke Correspondenz, ISOS, S. 508.
This route is also marked upon Paultre^s Map (if Syria, w^liich describes

both the ancient and modern caravan roads.
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Babylon. I trust, I shall in that be able to make it appear

that the Phoenicians, either directly or indirectly, procured

the productions of the much more remote regions of the

world.

We have now only to consider the third, and least branch
of Phoenician land trade, which would have remained en-

tirely unknown had it not been casually mentioned by the

prophet. No Greek writer, that I am acquainted with, has

left the least information respecting it. Tubal and Me-
shech traded with thee, and gave thee slaves and vessels of

brass for thy wares. Togarmah gave theb horses of com-
mon and noble breeds, and muies, for thy wares.” The
geographical difficulties to which these names give rise have

been cleared away by Bochart and Michaelis.®° There can

be no doubt, that Tubal and Meshech denoted the regions

lying between the Black and Caspian Seas; the abode of

the Tibarenians and Mosches, and probably also the Cap-

padocians, With regard to Togarmah, conjecture runs

very strong in favour of its being Armenia. The proba-

bility of the truth of these conjectures is much augmented

by the fact, that the wares enumerated are exactly such as

these regions produce. Cappadocia, together with the Cau-
casian districts, fi'om the very earliest times, was the chief

seat ofthe slave trade, and always continued so in the ancient

world. The finest race of men have always been preferred
;

and it is very generally known, that at the present time the

harems of the Turkish and Persian nobility are peopled with

the most beautiful of the Georgians and Circassians, The
speculating spirit ofthe Phoenicians soon found a way to these

countries, and knew very well how to take advantage of the

prevailing taste in this merchandise. Their commerce in

this detestable branch of trade was very extensive. The
prophets bitterly reproach them with dealing in boys and

girls, even in those of their neighbours the Jews, and for

selling them to the Greeks ;
and predict that th^y should be

punished for this offence, and their own children sold to the

Sabeans.®'^

“ Ezekjel, xxvii. 13, 14.

Bochart, p. 200, 207. Michael. Spicileg. i. 44, 67.
^ The principal authorities are the prophet Joel, iii. 1—8, with the re-

marks of Michaelis, and Gesenius in Isaiah^ xxiii. I. 703. See also Amos,
i. 9, where the slave trade is enumerated among the transgressions of Tyre.
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The mines of these regions, however, were probably a

still greater attraction ;
and one which their whole history

shows they could not withstand. The prophet mentions
numerous vessels of copper : and perhaps the reader may
call to mind the evidence of a later witness, Xenophon,
who, in his expedition through the country of the Cardu-
chians, was astonished at the great quantity of metal house-

hold utensils which these people possessed
; and which,

therefore, for many previous centuries, had been an object

of Phoenician commerce. These countries abound in cop-

per as much novV as they did in antiquity. It forms the

principal article of their: trade with Bagdad and Basra;

household utensils are commonly made of it, and scarcely

any other profession is so common in those countries as that

of coppersmiths.

Armenia, finally, is also recognised by its wares. It is

described as a land abouirding in horses
; and in this re-

spect, as well as in the distinction which the prophet makes
between those of an inferior and a more esteemed breed, no
country of Asia agrees so well as Armenia. In the nobler

race we at once identify the Nyssean horses, the stately

coursers of antiquity, no less celebrated for their colour and
the splendour of their hides than for their beautiful sym-
metry

;
they were alone deemed worthy to draw the cars of

the Persian monarchs.

To conclude, it is evident that this northern trade also

was not carried on with money, but by barter. It was not
necessary liere, however, to have recourse to caravans. The
way lay through inhabited and civilized countries, which
might m part be traversed upon the royal highways running
from Upper Asia to Sardis and the Mediterranean, which
in the following pages will be accurately described.
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BABYLONIANS.

CHAPTER I.

General View of the Coimiry and its inhabitants.

AND THEY SAID, COME, LET US BUILD A CITY AND A TOWER, WHOSE TOP MAY-
REACH UNTO HEAVEN. AND THE LORD CAME DOWN TO SEE THE CITY AND
THE TOWER WHICH THE CHILDREN OF MEN BUILDED. GENESIS, XI. 4, 5.

Few countries of anuqmty have so just a claim to the at-

tention of the historian as Babylonia. However the writers

of the eastern and western empires may have exaggerated

the wonders of the capital, the country itself is distinguished

by striking peculiarities from all others in this quarter of

the globe. In no other did the cultivation of the earth by
the industry and exertions of its inhabitants make such rapid

progress
;
and in no other was industry more richly reward-

ed.' Notwithstanding the numerous revolutions it under-

went, and the devastations of the barbarous conquerors who
invaded it, Babylonia, unlike every other country of the

earth, presented an astonishing succession of flourishing

cities, which, like the Phoenix, seemed to arise from the

ashes and ruins of their own destruction. In the earliest

records of the human race, the name of Babylon appears as

the primeval seat of political society, and the cradle of civil-

ization.'' And this name endured great and renowned for a

long succession of ages. At last, when Babylon declined

—

just at the time when, according to the projects of the Ma-

cedonian conqueror, it was destined to form the capital of

all Asia, and the central point of his new monarchy—Se-
lucia sprung up and flourished near it on the Tigris : ere

this city fell, it was eclipsed by Ctesiphon, the capital of the

Parthian empire : when both these were destroyed by the

* IIlrod i 193, * Genesi&j X 8—10.

2 B 2
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conquering Arabs, the royal cities of Bagdad and Ormus

arose in their place
5
and the last glimmer, as it were, of the

ancient splendour of Babylon seems still to hover over the

half ruined Bassora.

Under these different points of view, Babylonia appears

as one of the principal countries of Asia, and the most im-

portant on the globe. But its internal condition and phy-

sical peculiarities are so striking and remarkable, that we

arc compelled to take a survey of them before we turn our

attention to its inhabitants.

Babylonia, or Chaldea,® was situated between the Eu-

phrates and the Tigris, the former bounding it on the west,

and the latter on the east. A description of these two

rivers must precede our account of this country, because it

is from their peculiar properties that it derives its own.

Both these streams rise in Armenia, and, after pursuing

their course from north to south, fall into the Persian Gulf.'*

But as the plain between these rivers has a considerable fall

towards the east, the ivestem river, the Euphrates, has a

much higher bed than the Tigris. Its level banks are

generally filled to the brink with the mighty mass of waters

which roll between them, so that the least increase causes an

overflow. The Tigris, on the contrary, has a much deeper

channel, with bolder shores, over which it seldom or never

passes, although its current is much more rapid than that of

the Euphrates. At a certain period of the year, however,

from the snow melting in the mountains of Armenia, this

latter river, like the Nile, constantly inundates the surround-

ing country. To set bounds to the frequent inundations of

so large a strqam in a completely level country, was cer-

tainly not an easy, though an indispensable undertaking.

Like the people dwelling on the banks of the Egyptian river,

the Babylonians had to wrest their country from the inva-

sions of the flood. And the eftorts this required seem to

have developed their genius, and to have given an impulse

to the progress of civilization and the arts among them, for

* A distinction, it must be observed, is sometimes made between Babylonia
and Chaldea ; the latter comprising the south, and the former the northern
division. Usually, however, and certainly more correctly, they were con-
sidered as synonymous, the Chaldeans having taken possession of the whole
country.

* See Arrian, vii. 7> for the following particulars.
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which they were scarcely less celebrated than the Egyp-
tians.

In the warm and dry climate of Babylon, it was not suffi-

cient merely to restrain the floods, there was likewise the

proper irrigation of the soil to be cared for.

It is in this twofold point of view that we must consider

the arrangements made by the inhabitants to subjugate this

river ; a labour certainly lightened by the dikes, canals,

lakes, and marshes, which nature itself had formed, though

all these required the assistance and improvement of art.

The whole of Babylonia was intersected by a variety 4^f

large and small canals
;

some running right across the

country from one river to the other, and answering the

double purpose of a communication between them, and the

irrigation of the soil
;
while others were formed solely for

the latter object.^ These canals began above Babylonia

proper, m Mesopotamia
;
four of the largest, running from

the Tigris to the Euphrates, being found north of the

Median wall, about two miles and a half apart, and suffi-

ciently broad and deep to be navigable for ships of burden.

One of them was made use of by Artaxerxes as a line of

defence when his brother Cyrus marched against him.

There seems but little doubt, that these canals were de-

signed, like the Median wall, to prevent the inroads of the

nomad hordes. Supposing that the Medes had effected a

passage over this wall, and penetrated into Babylonia

proper, they would still have found themselves arrested

by two great canals, extending from the Tigris to the

Euphrates, and from which a multitude of smaller ones

branched off, for the purpose of irrigation* These latter,

which seem, however, not to have reached to the Euphrates,

were nevertheless so deep and broad, that Xenophon, at the

head of the ten thousand, could only pass them by means
of bridges

;
and even then had just cause to fear, lest he

should be surrounded. Still nearer Babylon was situated

the grand or royal canal, running from the Euphrates to

the Tigris, and of sufficient breadth and depth to be navi-

gable for merchant vessels.^ It is impossible to determine

‘ Hkroi>. i. 193, may be consulted for what follows, and more especially

Xknofh. Anah. 1.

^ liliROD. 1. c.
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tLe number cf these canals
;

for, according to the testimony

of Herodotus, the whole land was intersected by them, from

their being every where indispensable for the watering of the

soil He relates as a curious fact, that the Euphrates, which
had formerly flowed to the sea in almost a direct line, had
been rendered so serpentine in its windings by the number
of canals dug above Babylon, that in its passage to the city

it passed three times the Assyrian village of Ardericca, and
certainly on three difierent days."^

It .is evident from this passage of Herodotus, that Ar-

dericca lay above Babylon
;
and that the great aim of this

laborious undertaking was to defend the country from the

incursions of the Medes, and to facilitate the navigation of

the vessels in their descent from the higher countries.

Hence it seems highly probable that these alterations were

made in the districts where the bed of the Euphrates is full

of rocks and sandbanks and that they formed an immense
series of sluices and floodgates, making the river navigable,

but at the same time so lengthening it, both by the time

occupied in going through the numerous locks, and by the

numerous windings of the canal, as to make it a three days’

voyage to pass the village of Ardericca. But all that seems

extraordinary in passing by the same place three times

vanishes, if it be considered that the canal was cut in this

zigzag manner, to diminish the fall occasioned by the steep-

ness of the land. Thus the two outer branches of the canal,

in passing to and fro, touched the two extreme points of the

village, while the centre also passed by it, which fully ex-

plains the length of the voyage
;
while the time it occupied

may be accounted for, by the delay occasioned in passing

the great number of locks. This, to be sure, is no more
than a conjecture, but it seems a more probable one, than

that which makes the length of the canal alone require a

navigation of three days’ duration.^

Herod, i. 185. ® Buschixg’s Asia, 239.
® See a treatise by Breiger, Descriptio Asia Herodoti, an essay which

gained the pnze in the university of Gottingen in 1793- The name of
Ardericca has led to the conjecture, that it is the present Akkerkuf, above
Bagdad, where yet is found a large ruin of bricks, in the Babylonian style of

building, which Ker Porter has minutely described. Porter’s Travels, ii.

277- Al^kerkuf however lies on the Tigris, not the Euphrates, as Ardericca

did
;
a difficulty which would not be got over, though it should l>e granted,

that a triple canal here ran from the Euphrates to the Tigns.
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Besides canals, the Babylonians had recourse to dams,

for the regulating the power of the current. Some of these

were so ancient, that their first erection is ascribed to Se-

miramis, to whom it has been customary to attribute most
of the great works of Asia, whose authors are unknown.^®

But according to Herodotus, queen Nitocris raised on both

sides of the river new embankments of an extraordinary

height and thickness, for which purpose the earth was made
use of that had been dug up in the formation of an artificial

lake
;
while in the interior of the city were built quays or

banks of stone, such as are found in most^-of the capitals of

Europe, situated upon large rivers or the sea-shore.

Though the construction ofthese dams and canals seems to

have required almost incredible labour, yet what is told us

of the lakes of Babylon is still more extraordinary, and, on

account of the discrepancies in the information, still more
difficult to explain. It would be nothing uncommon for

the overflowings of such mighty rivers as the Euphrates and

Tigris to have formed lakes in various districts ; and, unless

we take for granted there were a great number of such lakes

in Babylon, a conjecture which a cursory examination of

the ancient writers tends to confirm, it will be impossible to

reconcile their various statements. The enterprising spirit

of the inhabitants, however, combined with their industry

and skill, soon discovered the means of rendering these lakes

useful, as they did also, in part, the canals, by turning into

them the overplus waters of the Euphrates
;
and to effect

this, they had only to perfect the work began by nature,

by the mak ing of deep excavations, and the formation of

sluices. The first of these lakes, which is described by He-
rodotus, and attributed to Nitocris, was at a considerable

distance fi-om the capital in the northern part of Babylonia.

It was at least fifty miles in circumference, and lay at a

small distance from the river. The earth dug out of this

lake served for the embankments of the river, but the lake

itself was faced by a stone and mortar enclosure. An un-

dertaking such as this would appear colossal, even though

it were but an extension of the work of nature, and con-

fined to the enlarging the lake, already formed by the over-

Hrrod. L 184.
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flowings of the river, and giving it a solid boundary
;
and

this appears from Herodotus to be precisely what took place.

They dug down, he says, till they came to stagnant water.

Into this lake, which usually resembled a morass, they could

introduce the waters cf the Euphrates by means of a canal

;

and it was by doing tins that Cyrus conquered Babylon,

when he -forced his way into the city by the bed of this

river.

This lake must not be confounded with the lakes or

swamps formed by the Euphr^tps near ancient Babylon.

The western quarter of the capital 'vas entirely surrounded

by these, which formed a natural barrier, and serving instead

of wall and ramparts, rendered Babylon on this side inac-

cessible.^"^ Alexander, who, in order to nullify a disastrous

prophecy, was desirous of making his entiy into his fiiture

capital on this side, was obliged to renouhce his wish, in

spite of all his exertions, and to take the common way.^®

The necessity to which the Babylonians were driven of
building large quays in the interior of the city, is a proof
that these lakes had been formed by the natural operation

of the river, before its current had been restrained. It was
probably these that led Alexander to conceive the design of

forming a harbour near Babylon, which should be worthy
the capital of his empire, and capable of containing a thou-

sand laige ships.“

There was another third great v/ork of the same kind,

wholly different from the lakes above mentioned, about
fo^-five miles below Babylon, and about one hundred and
thirty from the mouth of the Euphrates. In this district

the lands on tlje west of the river were low and marshy,
covered with water, and stretching so far into the deserts of
Arabia, that they were said to communicate with the sea.“

'^ese marshes were considerably lower than the bed of the
river, and seem to have been destined by nature as a reser-

voir for its drainings. The water of the main stream was

*' 17. An excellent map of ancient Babylonia will be found
in Kennel’s Geographu io Serodolm, in which, with some slight variations,
are noted the canals, laxes, etc. of the country.

According to Ker Porter, who himself saw them, {Travels, ii. p. .389,)
these numerous lakes and swamps still exist. He also confirms the remark,
that they rendered access to the city on this side impossible.
“ Arrun, vii. 19. For what follows, see Arrian, vii. 21.
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conducted into this morass, by means of a large canal of the

breadth of a considerable river. It was called Pallacopas.

Lest, however, the river should lose itself altogether in this

morass, recourse was had to dams and sluices. One of the

Babylonian satraps had effected this work at the cost of im-
mense labour; ten thousand men having been employed
upon it three months. It was nevertheless but of short

duration, owing to the insurmountable difficulties which the

nature of the soil presented
;

for as the lands about here

afforded nothing but a fat, muddy soil, the embankments
soon yielded to the action of the waters, imd were washed
away. In consequence of this, Alexander stopped up the

ancient opening, and built at about five miles distance, in a

strong soil, a new canal reaching to the Pallacopas. These
works were the more interesting to him, because his design

was to render these lakes navigable, and to penetrate with

his ships into Arabia
;

that country being the only one of

which it may be said he required the conquest, in order to

complete the interior communication of his empire, without

which it could not be perfectly consolidated, nor acquire the

consistence which this great prince wished to give it, by the

promotion of commerce and navigation, and the various arts

of peace.

By these contrivances to subdue the Euphrates, that ob-

ject was not only effected, but another consequence ensued,

perhaps neither foreseen nor desired: the Euphrates was

drained of the greatest portion of its waters before it reached

the sea.^^ Instead of increasing in its descent, it diminished

;

several of its channels lost themselves in the sand
;
and its

proper mouth became so shallow that it seengs never to have

been navigable. It is nevertheless proved, that it always

retained its own mouth in the time of the Persians, and did

not lose itself altogether in the Tigris, as it now does, sixty

miles above the sea.^^ The great mass of its waters, how-

ever, threw itself into that river, which, increasing in pro-

portion as the Euphrates diminished, could no longer find

room for its waters within its accustomed channel, but, as it

** Arrian, viii. 18.

This junction now takes place at Coma. The superior impetuosity of the

Tigris is here evident ; for the dde in the Euphrates runs up above twenty
miles beyond Coma, while it is stopped by the Tigris, whose current it can-

not overpower. Transactiom oft^^ Bombay Society, i. 135.
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approached the sea, flowed over its banks and formed large

lakes, equal to those formed by the Euphrates in the higher

regions.

The country enclosed by these two rivers was one vast,

uninterrupted level, indebted to them for its fertility. This

level was every where intersected by canals, which gradually

decreased in size till they became mere ditches. On their

banks were innumerable machines for raising the water and

spreading it over the soil.^’^ The heat and almost constant

dryness of the climate rendered this continual irrigation

necessary ;
but ^he labour of man was here, as in Egypt,

rewarded by such a luxuriant crop, that historians, fearful

of being suspected of exaggeration, have been afraid to state

the full truth. “ Of all the countries that I am acquainted

with,” says Herodotus,^® Babylonia is by far the most
fruitful in corn. The soil is so particularly adapted for it,

that it never produces less than two hundred-fold, and in

seasons remarkably favourable, it sometimes amounts to

three hundred. The ear of the wheat, as well as the bar-

ley, is four digits broad. But the immense height to which
the cenchrus and sesasum stalks^® grow, although I have
witnessed it myself, I dare not mention, lest those who have
not visited this country should disbelieve my report.” This
fertility with regard to corn, however, was counterbalanced

by a dearth of wood. The fig tree, olive, and vine, were
not found there at all;”^ and their place was but poorly
supplied by an abundance of date or palm trees, with which
Babylonia was completely covered. These even still grow
in large quantities on the banks of the Euphrates, but nei-
ther in the plains nor on the Tigris. The fruit of the palm
was not only used as food, but converted into wine and
honey.^^ The process observed in the culture of this fruit

Herod, i. 185. Ibid. i. 193.
Cenchrus is Panicum Miliaceum ; cf. Theoph. viii. 3. Sesamum is gener-

ally considered to be the Sesamiim Orientale, L., but is most likely the Sesa-
mum Indicum

;

cf. Pun xviii. 10. “ Sesamum ab Indis venit, ex eo et oleum
faciant.” Biosc. ii. 124, describes the oil manufactured from it by the Egyp-
tians

; cf. Alpin de Plantis JEgyptica^ c. 32, and Forskal. in Flora ArMcaj
p. 113.
^ Herod. 1. c. Compare with what he says, Xenoph. Anah. ii.
2' This is also the case at present: see Otter, Voyage li. p. 63, where will

be found some information upon the artificial culture of dates. The honey
must be considered as nothing more than palm sugar made of the fresh sap
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is described by Herodotus
;
they bind the fruit of the male

tree on the female, by which means the insect that is pro-

duced in the former, entering the fruit, brings it to ma-
turity.*^ Of all other lofty trees, Babylonia was entirely

destitute. Thus, even when its agriculture had attained its

highest perfection, the country never entirely lost its pri-

mitive character of a land of steppes. The cypress, though

some, was but a poor substitute for all other kinds of wood,^^

the want of which must have been severely felt, and had a

vast influence upon the navigation and architecture of the

Babylonians,

Like the generality of steppe regions, Babylonia was as

destitute of stone as of wood. The free-stone made use of

by the inhabitants in their buildings must therefore have

been brought down the Euphrates,' from the northern coun-

tries, whose quarries supplied them with millstones.^^ Na-
ture, however, made up for the want of these important

building materials in a remarkable manner. The vicinity

of Babylon furnished an inexhaustible supply of superior

clay, which, dried in the sun or burnt in kilns, became so

firm and durable, that the remains of ancient walls which

have been thrown down for centuries, have withstood the

efiect of the atmosphere to the present day,*^ and still retain

the inscriptions with which they were impressed—a species

of that arrow-headed character, which has lately so much ex-

cited the attention of the learned. Nature also even pro-

vided for the mortar. Eight days' journey above Babylon

was the small river Is, and near to it a place of the same

name, where was found a plentiful supply of naphtha, or bi-

tumen, which well supplied the place of lime. No doubt

seems to prevail respecting this being the modern Hit, where

the pits or wells whence this material was obtained, still smoke

and boil up, as though a river would break forth and

of the palm, and still in common use among the Arabians. Tvcinsctctiotis of

Hie Literary Society of Bombay

,

1819, vol. 1
. p. 138.

“ Herod. 1. c. He and Aristotle both call this insect
;
see Hist Anxm,

V. 32. It belongs to the Cynips Bsenes, Pliny, xv. 19, very indefinitely calls

it Culex.
** Xenoph. 1. c.
** Near a place called Corsote, beyond the Median wall. Xenophon. Op.

p. 25G.
“ Herod. 1 . 179 ; cf. Niebuhr’s Voyage^ li. 288.
** Tith’s Tr tilth to OrmuSj in Jltirnsh Collection of Voyages, p. 20/.
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where, according to Herbelot, a tradition stili exists, that it

was of this bitumen that Babylon was formerly biiilt.*^ It

was used instead of cement
; and layers of rushes or reeds

were likewise placed between every thirtieth row of bricks

as a binding material. This process, described by Herodo-
tus, is verified by the ruins of Babylon, and according to the

statements of a modern traveller, the layers of rushes and
palm leaves are still so fresh, that one would suppose, from

their appearance, that scarcely a year had elapsed since they

were first placed together.^®

Such was the character of this remarkable country. If

nature on one side had done much towards assisting the la-

bours of the inhabitants, she had on the other thrown incre-

dible obstacles in their way. The perception of the first

urged them to overcome the latter. It was precisely this

struggle which developed the power of human genius among
them, in a manner in which it has taken place no where else.

Yet all this, perhaps, would have been in vain, without the

still greater advantage derived from the favourable position of

the country. In consequence of this, Babylon became the

principal state of Western Asia; nature herself seeming to

have formed it for the great seat of the international com-
merce of Asia.^ Situated between the Indus and the Medi-
terranean, it was the natural staple of such precious wares of

the East as were esteemed in the West. Its proximity to the

Persian Gulf, the great highway of trade, which nature seems

to have prepared for the admission of the seafaring nations

of the Indian Seas into the midst of Asiei, must be reckoned

as another advantage, especially when taken in connexion

with its vicinitv to the two great rivers, the continuation, as

it were, of this great highway, and opening a communication
with the nations dwelling on the Euxine and the Caspian.

Thus favoured by nature, this country necessarily became
the central point, where the merchants of nearly all the na-

^ Herbelot, Biblioth, Orient «. t?. Mxb. It must not however be supposed

that these were the only sources whence naphtha might ^ procured. It is

found rather plentiful near the Tigris; so ranch so, that it is an arausement

of the sailors upon that river to set fire to the bitumen which floats on its

surface.
® Herpo. and Niebuhr, 11. cc. Traces of th^ are visible on a Baby-

lonian bnck in the museum of Gottiiigen.

See above, PersianSf p. 24.
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tions of the civilized world assembled
;
and such we are in-

formed by history it remained, so long as the international

commerce of Asia flourished. Neither the devastating

sword of conquering nations, nor the heavy yoke of Asiatic

despotism, could tarnish, though for a time they might dim
its splendour. It was only when tlie Europeans found a

new path to India across the ocean, and converted the great

commerce of the world from a land trade to a sea trade,

that the royal city on the banks of tlie Tigris and Euphrates

began to decline. Then, deprived of its commerce, it fell

a victim to the two-fold oppression of anarchy and despot-

ism, and sunk to its original state —a stinking morass, and

a barren steppe.

The investigation of the commerce of Babylon will form

the subject of the following chapter ; but previously to en-

tering upon it, let us take a glance at the people who took

up their abode on this spot : who, in short, were the Baby-

lonians

In order to answer tliis question, we must, in the first

place, distinguish the ancient inhabitants, who dwelt here

before tlie invasion of the Chaldeans, from the latter race,

who, about the year 630 before Christ, became the domi-

nant people of Babylon.

We know enough of the ancient Babylonians to con-

clude, that they belonged to the Semetic family of nations

;

their language, which is very incorrectly called Chaldean,

(as the rude Chaldeans only changed their barbarous speech

for that ofthe cultivated Babylonians,) being an Aramean dia-

lect, differing but slightly from the proper Syriac. Whether

the inhabitants of Babylon came from India, or were tribes

from the peninsula of Arabia, as their language renders pro-

bable, is of the less consequence to the historian, as in a coun-

try which became a principal seat ofcommerce, a very in.xed

race of people must necessarily have arisen. It is, on the

other hand, of importance to know, that the Babylonians

had, in the most remote antiquity, advanced not only to

fixed habitations, but also to a certain degree of civilization.

The most ancient tradition that refers to Babylon, repre-

sents them as a nation possessing fixed abodes and political

institutions.'^® Every one is familiar with the accounts

“ Genes, xi. 1—7.
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which the Mosaic records give us of ikefirst empire founded

by Nimrod, and of the celebrated building of which Jehovah

prevented the completion. There is, perhaps, no where else

to be found a narrative so venerable for its antiquity, or so im-

portant in the history of civilization
;
in which we have at

once preserved the first traces of primeval international com-

merce, the first political associations, and the first erection

of secure and permanent dwellings !

For a long time after this early appearance, Babylon

vanishes, as it were, from the scene of history. The Jewish

annalists had no opportunity to mention her, as the Baby-

lonians had no connexion with them ; and with regard to

what the later Greek writers, Herodotus and Ctesias, tell

us, their statements are so mixed up ^ith fabulous reports,

which they picked up in the country itselfj that they are in-

capable of being reduced to any chronological arrangement.

The historical mythology •of the Babylonians seems to rest

almost exclusively upon the names of Semiramis, Ninus,

and Belus, which, however embellished and interwoven with

astronomical ideas, still render it in the highest degree pro-

bable, that great conquerors had arisen in this part of Asia

long before the origin of the Babylonian-Chaldean empire,

and had founded two empires, of which nothing more has

been preserved than the remembrance, in the general name
of Assyrian monarchy.

I will leave to others the collection and arrangement of

these fragments of the primitive history of Babylon,®^ and

confine myself to that epoch in which this city played so

great and mighty a part m the drama of the world.

This brilliant epoch begins in the latter part of the seventh

century before our era, about 630 years before Christ, or

nearly seventy years before the rise of the Persian monarchy.

A revolution then took place in Asia, similar to that

which Cyrus afterwards eflfected. A nomad people, under

See Gatterer^s Weltgeschichte, p. 1 51, etc. It is evident from a pas-

sage in the Armenian version of Eusebius’s Chronicle, quoted and illustrated

by Gesenms, the learned commentator upon Isaiah, tliat Babylonia, even in

the time of Hezekiah, 728—700, B. C., was dependent upon the Assyrian em-
pire, notwithstanding that Merodach-baladan is mentioned, (Isaiah, xxxix. 1,)

as at that time king of Babylon. It appears that the monarch here spoken of
had only rebelled, and now implored the assistance of Hezekiah. He was
slain six months after this by Ehbus, another usurper, w^ho was taken prisoner

by Sanhenb the Assyrian ruler.
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the name of Chaldean,^^ descending from the mountains of

Taurus and Caucasus, overwhelmed southern Asia, and
made themselves masters of the Syrian and Babylonian

plains. Babylonia, which they captured, became the chief

seat of their empire, and their king Nebuchadnezzar, by
subduing Asia to the shores of the Mediterranean, earned

his title to be ranked among the most famous of Asiatic

conquerors. The great victory which he gained at Cer-

cesium, on the banks of the Euphrates, over Pharaoh Necho,

king of Egypt, established his power. He destroyed Jeru-

salem, besieged Tyre and the other cities of Phoenicia, and
probably overran Egypt itself. Thus was founded the

Babylonian-Chaldean empire, which, about half a century

later, was in its turn overthrown by Cyrus.

This was not then the period of the foundation and growth

of Babylon, but it was that of its grandeur and power. It

may seem extraordinary that Herodotus does not mention

Nebuchadnezzar
;
but if he omits the name, he agrees in

chronology with the statements of the Hebrew writers
;

for

his queen Nitocris,^^ to whom he ascribes the great works

in and about Babylon, must have been contemporary with

Nebuchadnezzar, and was probably his wife.^^

By admitting these data, already sufficiently proved by
^ The question what the Chaldeans really were, and whether they ever

properly existed as a nation, is one of the most difficult that history presents.

From eastern analogy, it seems mostprobable that the of the Hebrews,
which is translated Chaldeans, was a general name among the Semetic na-

tions for the northern barbarians, as Turani was among the inhabitants of

Iran. At all events, it is certain, that the conquering Chaldeans forced their

way from the north, since their separate hordes had already wandered in the

steppes of Mesopotamia for a hundred years, and had in part settled there.

The reader, however, is particularly referred to Gesenius on Isaiah, xxiii. 13,

where the fragments of the earlier history of this peopld will be found col-

lected. This learned commentator seeks the oiiginal seat of the Chaldeans
in the mountains of Curdistan, now inhabited by the Curds, probably their

successors
;
and conjectures that they were brought from their native re-

gions by the Assyrians as mercenaries, after which they settled in the plains

till they started forth as conqueiors. Every one acquainted with Asiatic

history will at once see, that there is nothing in the opinion that their name
was a general appellation, but what may very well agree with this notion.

The hypothesis of Michaelis, that would make them Scythians, refutes itself.

Sptcileg. Geogr. Heh\ sic. ii. 77} etc.

liEROD. 1. 183.

Herodotus, i. 188, calls the king Labynetus, against whom Cyrus
waged war, her son. It is extraordinary how the name of Nebuchadnezzar
coiild remain unknown to this historian, when, according to Josephus, Op.

p. 350, it was well known to Megasthenes and other Greek wnters. I shall

hereafter find an opportunity of saying a few words upon this subject.
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the critical researches of early writers, we begin to see a

little more clearly through the obscurity which still en-

velops the foundation and aggrandisement of Babylon
;
and

the statements of Herodotus, which were long considered

unworthy of credit, become intelligible. The same wonders
which he relates of Babylon are related by other writers,

who, like him, speak as eye-witnesses of other great cities of

Asia. We ought not to doubt of what appears extraordi-

nary, because it does not, judging from our own experience,

seem probable ;
for this does not enable us to decide what

may be possibld# under another climate and other circum-

stances. Do not the pyramids of Egypt, the great wall of

China, and the rock-temples of Elephantis, stand as it were

in mockery of that criticism which would arrogate to itself

the privilege of fixing boundaries to the capabilities of the

united strength of congregated nations

!

It is one of the peculiarities of the great despotic empires

which Asia has always contained, that they can with amaz-

ing facility concentrate their power upon one single point

;

and thus, in consequence of the immense assembl^e of

various tribes from distant countries, and the almost incre-

dible population which the ease of procuring subsistence

accumulates in certain friiitful regions, many vast underfe^-

ings are practicable there, which could not be executed in

Europe.

It must also be borne in mind, that the great cities of Asia

were constitute! in a manner wholly ditferent to those of

Europe. They generally grew out of the settlements of

nomad conquerors, who fixed their abode in a subjugated

country, and changed their old mode of life for one more
settled and peacefiil.

The encampment of a chieftain, near the walls of some
already existing capital, was speedily converted into a new
city, which eclips^ the splendour of the old one. The
vanquished people were emploj’^ed in its erection ;

the plan

of the camp, which it followed in every particular, insured

its symmetry, and enables us to account for its square form,

and the straight lines in which its streets extended, and in-

tersected each other at right angles.

Such was the general origin of these vast capital cities,

and the process of their foundation. Where a plentiful
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supply of building materials could be found at a eonvenic ot

distiince
;
a clay that the sun could dry, or tlie fire burn

into bricks ; and sources of bitumen that reiulered mortar

unnec(\«sary ; our surprise must be lessened at the erection

of ecbrices and monuments such as Europe cannot equal

1 he.se favourite residences of victorious monarchs, where
liixuiy and delight took up their a1)odc\ insensibly became
the central points of the commerce of their states. Long
trains of caravans 'were directed towards them, ?md the pro-

duce of the provinces here became accumulated. That this

was the case with Babylon will be shown iii the following

chapter.

Th(* extent of these cities forms but little guide to the

European in estimating their population. The compact
close stre(^ts of Europe form a striking contrast to the scat-

tered mansions of the East, suiTounded with their extensive

courts ami gardens, occupying more than an even portion

of the whole area. An equal space therefore was far from

containing an equal number of men, as in the cities of Eu-
rope, How w(?]l these remarks apply to Babylon will be

seen from the express testimony of the ancients. “The
buildings of this city/' says Quintus Curtius,^'"' “do not

reach to the w^alls, but are at the distance of an acre (ju-

genan ) from them. Neither is the whole city covered with

housf\s, but only ninety furlongs (stadia); nor do ‘the

houses stand in rows by each other, but the intervals which

separate them are sown and cultivated, that they may furn-

ish subsistence in case of siege.”

Such was the origin and state of the mighty Babylon,

whose majesty and splendour was so celebrated in antiquity.

Much of its glory was due to the Chaldeans, whose mon-
archs, having achieved by their swords the sovereignty of

Asia, made it their habitation. “ Is not this great Babylon

that I have built !

” was the proud exclamation of its king

Nebuchadnezzar.^^-—Still more expressive is the testimony

of the prophet :
“ Behold the land of the Chaldeans

;
that

CuRTius, V. 12. Without doubt from the accounts of one who accom-

E
anied Alexander. Should not therefore Herodotus^s account of the high
ouses and straight streets be limited to one part of the city ?

Per nonagtnta stadia habitatur. He estimates the whole extent at three

hundred and sixty-eight stadia.
^ Dan. iv. 2?.

VOL. I. 2 c
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nation which a little time since was not. The Assyrian sub-

dued it, and gave it to the inhabitants of the desert ! they

transformed the wandering hordes of nations into settled

abodes
;
and built up the pakces of the land.’’^

Ancient Babylon, from the character and arrangement of

its buildings, was prevented from leaving monuments to

posterity worthy of comparison with those of Persepolis

;

but its heaps, or rather mountains oi rubbish still interest

the attention of the philosopher and historian. The most

ancient of ancient ruins, the very traditions of whose origin

reach back to he earliest dawn of history ! A living wit-

ness, as it were, of the truth of the first records of our sacred

books. However changed during the lapse of thousands of

years, that first building began by the nations has not alto-

gether vanished from the earth

!

It was again, in this case, reserved for the present age to

throw a clearer light upon this great object, by exploring

the site of ancient Babylon, the only means by which it

could be effected.

Notwithstanding the labours of so many early travellers,

and among others of Niebuhr, who first led the way, various

obstacles prevented any one of them from making an ac-

curate examination of the monuments of Babylon
;
and the

most important, or at least the largest, were precisely those

which still remained enveloped in almost total obscurity.

Recent English travellers, among whom Sir Ker Porter

holds the first rank, raised at length the veil which had so

long covered these venerable remains ofthe primeval world.^

According to Herodotus, the only ancient writer who, as

an eye-witness, has left a description of ancient Babylon/®

® Isaiah, xxiii. 13. Michaelis's translation.
^ Rich, the British resident at Bagdad, in 1811 repeatedly visited Babylon,

accompanied by his friend Behno, a German. The fruits of their researches

were a first and second Memoir on the Ruins of Babylon, Lond. 1818, Seven
years later, Porter, likewise accompanied by Behno, visited and explored the

site of the ancient city ; and his exact, and detailed, and very interesting de-

scriptions are given in his Travels in Georgia, Persia, Babylonia, etc. vol. li.

p. 293—390, with views and plans. I would, once for all, remark, that they

are to be regarded as the authority for the following statements where no
other IS quoted. The accompanying plan, by the assistance of my friend,

Professor Otfr. Muller, has been reduced from plates 73, 74, of Porter.

There is also an Essay on ancient Babylon, by Captain Fredenck, in the
Transactions of the Literary Society of Bombay, Lond. 1823 j those who have
seen Porter may dispense with this.

Herod. 178—181. The particulars mentioned by Diod, i. p. 121, etc
,
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the city formed a perfect square., of which each side was one
hundred and twenty stadia (twelve geographical miles) long.

It was built on both banks of the Euphrates, which divided

it into two parts connected by a stone bridge, with wooden
planks laid over for the pathway, which might be removed
at pleasure. The banks of the river were lined with bricks.

In the midst of one quarter of the city stood the royal palace

;

in the other, the temple of Bel, in a quadrangular enclosure

two stadia in circumference. In the midst of the same rises

a tower composed of eight stories ; the lowermost being one
stadia in length and breadth

;
around which runs up a flight

of steps with resting places, Up®n the uppermost tower
stands the sanctuary, in which is placed a table and couch
of solid gold, but no statue. The city was surrounded by
a deep and wide moat full of water, and faced with bricks

;

behind which was an embankment, or wall, two hundred
royal cubits high, built of the earth, dug out of the moat,

burnt into bricks, with doors at the top. A second wall, of

almost equal strength, formed a further defence between the

other and the city : the royal palace also was fortified. The
streets were built in straight lines running in two directions,

and cutting each other at right angles
;
those towards the

river had gates of brass. The houses were built three and
four stories high

;
and Babylon was the most richly adorned

city that the historian had ever seen.

Setting aside for the present the two questions relative to

evidently borrowed from Ctesias, who undoubtedly visited Babylon, contain

numerous events not to be found in Herodotus ; such, for exan^le, as those

relating to the hanging gardens, the double royal palace, etc. Ctesias, how-
ever, not only recounts what he saw himself, but also what,he heard. Such,
too, IS in some measure the case with Herodotus, who ceitainly saw the ex-

terior of the temple of Belus, which was still in good preservation, though he
could not obtain a sight of the interior, which had been previously pillaged

by Xerxes. He must likewise have seen the royal palace of Babylon, since

the kings of Persia were accustomed to pass a part of the winter in that capi-

tal
; but Darius had already, at its capture, thrown down the w^alls, or at least

a part of them, (Herod, hi. 159,) and the particulars of their prodigious

height and thickness rest upon a relation made to Herodotus, w Inch he re-

peats as he heard it, and which the reader must modify according to his be-

lief. We must not however judge of them from what we see around us. The
Chinese wall which now exists, could not have been built in Europe

;
this,

and the Median wall, built also of bnck, which once bounded Babylonia on
the north, and extended from the Tigris to the Euphrates, though perhaps

not so high, were certainly longer than those of Babylon. At all events it is

sufficiently clear from the history of the siege of Babylon, by Dan us, that the

walls of this city were of an extraordinary height and solidity.

2 c 2
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the position of the principal monuments, and the extent of

ancient Babylon, let us take a survey of the ruins as they at

present exist, according to the latest information. This will

be much facilitated by the plan annexed to this volume, I

hope, after this preparation, I shall be able to investigate the

above two, otherwise difficult, questions, with less labour

both to myself and reader.

Rich and Porter both sought the ruins of Babylon on the

banks of the Euphrates, near the little modern town of Hilla,

32^ 31 ' N. lat. Starting from Bagdad, about fifty miles

further north oh the Tigris, the first place Porter arrived at

was Akkefkuf on the Tigris, where the Median wall for-

merly reached this river ; thence taking a south-west direc-

tion, he crossed the plain to the Euphrates. The direct

journey thence to Babylon is forty-four miles, the interven-

ing space being a completely level, but now uncultivated

plain
;
though the numerous canals, now dry, by which it

is every where intersected, as well as the fragments of bricks

and tiles with which it is every where strewed, are proofs of

its former different state. Here and there an isolated cara-

vanserai points out the usual resting place, and offers the

traveller its scanty accommodation. At the last of these,

near the village of Mahowill, ten miles from Hilla, begin,

properly speaking, the ruins of Babylon
;
the rest of the

way being every where covered with unburnt bricks, evi-

dently the remains of a great, wade-spread city.

The great ruins which first strike the eye of the traveller

in coming from Bagdad by the way of Mahowill, lie on the

east side of the river northward of Hilla. Their first ap-

pearance is tJjiat of natural hills, but a closer examination

soon clearly stiows, that they are composed of bricks, and
are evidently the remains of large buildings. Three of these

immense mounds are found in succession from north to south,

on the eastern side of the Euphrates,

In the language of the Arabians, one now bears the name
of Miikallibe^^^ (the overturned,) the second, Ml Kasr^ (the

palace,) and the third, the Amram hill (the grave of a saint

of that name).

The first mound, a, Mukallibe, is the most northern, and

Pronounced by the Arabians Mofalibe*
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the largest of the three.^" It is formed of bricks dried in

the sun. The whole forming an oblong square, the top of

which presents an uneven surface, having the appearance

of a platform, upon which some great buildings had formerly

been erected. The interior is foil of ravines and holes, now
the resort of wild beasts, which renders the entrance danger-

ous. In an opened apartment Mr. Rich found a wooden

sarcophagus, containing a skeleton, covered with nitre, whose

great antiquity admitted of no doubt. This building has

been erroneously taken for the ancient temple of Belus, its

structure being quite opposed to the pyr^imidical form in

which this was built. It was probably the fortress winch

defended this quarter of the town, in which the royal palace

was situated. Nothing more can be said of it with any de-

gree of certainty.

At two thousand two hundred and fifty feet south of this

hill, is the second hill, Z>, named by the Arabs Ei Kasr, or

the palace. When \dsited by Rich, it was nearly a square

of seven hundred yards in length and breadth. But even

in the seven years which intervened between this visit and

that of Porter, the everlasting digging and carrying away

of the bricks had been sufficient to change its shape. What

then must have been its size twenty centuries before ! Every

vestige discoverable in it declares it to have been composed

of buildings far superior to all the rest which have left traces

in the eastern quarter of the city. The bricks are of the

finest description, hardened not in the sun but in the fire,

perfectly moulded and ornamented with inscriptions. And
notwithstanding they have been taken away from this place,

as from a great storehouse for centuries, they appear still to

be abundant. But these continued robberies have disfigured

the appearance of the hill. Deep pits and ravines have been

dug out, and in some places they have bored into the solid

mass, forming winding caverns and subterranean passages.

Besides these bricks, fragments of alabaster vessels, fine

eartlien ware, marble, and great quantities of polished tiles,

the glazing and colouring of which are surprisingly fresh,

Its present height, which, acconrng to Porter, is the same it always was,

IS 140 ft ft ; liie northern, which is thu longest side, is 542; and the south and

cast Sides 230 feet. The four points are placed according to the opposite

l»ouils of the compass.
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are still found. The walls are eight feet m thickness, in

some places ornamented with niches, and in others strength-

ened by pilasters. The face of every brick on which the

inscription is stamped was universally turned downwards.

The upper side of each row was covered with a layer of

cement
;
and on this, carefully prepared, the face of the suc-

ceeding row was bedded. The firmness of these masses is

so great, that in spite of the bricks being the hardest of any

that Porter had met with, he found they would not bear de-

taching. It was only after considerable labour, that he

succeeded in chipping off a few pieces, although the layers

of cement are not more than the twentieth part of an inch

in thickness. Along the western and northern face of this

great mound, are detached portions of a wall, which proba-

bly composed the piers or buttresses of the terraces, attached

to the celebrated hanging gardens described by Diodorus,

and which, according to Curtius, had the appearance of a

forest. In the ruins which now remain, lines of long pas-

sives and square chambers may be easily traced, which com-
manded a view of the city. Amongst these ruins stands a

solitaiy tree, of a species altogether strange to this country.

It bears every mark of high antiquity, its originally enorm-

ous trunk being worn away, and shattered by time, while

its spreading and evergreen branches are particularly beau-

tifiil, and adorned with long tress-like tendrils
;
probably

the last descendant of those hanging gardens, which were

numbered among the wonders of the world.

About two thousand four hundred feet fi-om Kasr, is

Amram hill, c. This great mass spreads over a vaster ex-

panse every way than that of Kasr, and is now of a trian-

gular form. Its longest side, on the south-west, is no less

than four thousand two hundred feet ; the shortest, on the

north, is two thousand five hundred. The whole of this

stupendous heap is broken, like that of the Kasr, into deep

cavemed ravines, and long winding fiirrows, fi'om the

number of bricks that have been taken away ;
so that it now

has the appearance of an ordinary heap of irregular form.

It is a shapeless assemblage of bricks, mortar, and cement,

where the foot of the traveller plunges at every step into

dust and rubbish. Its former state or designation it is now
impossible to determine.
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Several lofty corresponding ridges or mounds of ramparts

surround the space occupied by these different heaps
;
and

notwithstanding their ruinous state, it is easy to discover

their ancient designation
;

which, without doubt, was the

defence of this lai^e space, and all the establishments it

contained. The outermost line of defence begins on the

north-west of Mukallibe, at the point d, surrounds this

fort, and stretches in a straight line to point e, in a south-

east direction. Here there is an opening, f, where, without

doubt, once stood a stately entrance
;

it then returns in a

south-west direction, g, beyond the hill of Amram, which
it encloses towards the river

; sa that it forms with this a

great triangle, of which the curved line h—

i

(the river)

forms the base, and the two lines e and g the two sides.

Within this triangle run two wall lines of defence, of which

one forms an angle to the other
;
the first near k

;

and, two

hundred paces behind this, parallel to it, a second, near /,

which, however, in the midst has a large opening.

.

"'©gMM'thcse -triple hnes 'rise the..thiee great mounds
above described, together with some smaller ones. But all

that part of the river which forms the base of the triangle is

defended by a wall enclosure, composed of bricks dried in

the sun, and rising in some places sixty feet above the bed

of the river
;

in this most likely were fixed the splendid

gates of brass that defended the city towards the river. In

Porter s plan, the length of the base of the great triangle,

formed by the Euphrates, is three English miles and three

quarters ; the len^h of the northern shank, two miles and

three quarters ;
and that of the southern, two miles and a

half, reckoning from the opening near f, to the river.

All that has thus far been described lies on the eastern

bank of the river. Let us now take a view of the western,

which Porter had an opportunity of minutely exploring.

The earlier opinion, which even Rennel adopted, and which,

owing to the very defective information that had then been

obtained, placed the temple of Bel and the royal palace on

the eastern side of the river, is now completely refuted

" However valuable, therefore, may be the chart of the country of Baby-
lonia by this great geographer, the ground plan of the city contained in the

same sheet can be of no practical use. Rich, in his second Memoir, has

examined and confuted EenneFs opinion.
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and tla’ luea! of this nninense city obtains, by more rH«*eut

investigations, an extent corresponding to wliut wc are told

of it by the aneiouts; though it cannot be supposed ihat

modern research, often directed to the mere trucing of

ruins, rather than to rums themselves, should produce

measurements and definitions as exact as if th'* whole an-

cient city, not only with its walls, its palaces, and temples,

but likewise its houses and their offices, remained in its full

extent, unchanged.

The western bank ofthe Euphrates certainly contains no

such mounds of ruins as those lying opposite on the eastern;

for scarcely any eye could discover the largest of them, (the

ruins of Nimrod’s fort, of which we shall presently speak,)

at a greater distance than twelve miles. Bui notwith.stand-

ing this, the researches of Porter lead to some highly in-

teresting results. I shall here quote that traveller s own
words “ We left the town of flillah on the western bank

of the by the ^te nearest the river, which gave

our march a northerly direction. In this route, having

crossed four dry canals, and found for two milos beyond
them the ground perfectly level, we approached the village

of Anana. It is situated on the western bank of the Eu-
phrates, almost immediatelyopposite the ruins of the Amram
and Kasr hills, and is distant nearly three miles from Hilluh.

About fifty yards to the north-west of the village of Anana
rises a rather considerable ridge of mounded earth, fi.'irleen

feet high, running due north for three hundred yanb then

forming a right angle due east, takes that direcnoi till n
meets the river. All around was very low and mar.«liy and

the mounds in question were nearly all 1 could .see tlir a

good way up along this bank of the stream. On the face

,of the ridge, germinating at the water-side, the cuunses of

the sun-dried brick are distinctly visible ; but the level of

the land is now so equal with that of the river, ihat any

more abundant traces of a corresponding embankment to

that on the opposite shore must be confessed to be no longer

discernible
;
yet the discovery of one link is sufficient for

concluding that others have formerly been there lu complete

the chain. But why this western dike has lieen so niucli

Travels, ii. 379*
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more nearly totally demolished lltaii its eastern neip,iihi)nr,

we '-annot conjecture: the lad only h vorla'm; and the

consequence probablj has been, tleat the uiiul of any pro-

tection from the superliux of the rivcf has reuden'd its

"besom of destruction’ raoie eonripletelj sweepinjj over this

level tract. Some trifling inoiindt' l lallocks however are

perceivable a little to the south of the vdlage.
“ Having traversed the plain !.orth-\ve=t fo»’ some time,

in search of further mounds in that direetiors I tunied. dis-

appointed, and bent my way south-v\es», keeping the Birs

Nimrod in my eye. After riding oi'niuil ubuut a mile, I

found the little vegetation which ch-erc(! ihc waste gradually

disappear, and the ground become perfectly sterile. All

over this surface evident marks are vi<ibl<> of its having been

formerly covered with buildings
;
these indications increased

at every step, till, after such groining jirools tor more than

a mile, we came to a numerous and very conspicuous as-

semblage of mounds; the most considerable of which nas

about thirty-five feet in height ; and from its ehn ated sum-

mit I observed that the face of the country, botli to the-

north and the south, for upwards of a mile eillier %ia\, bore

the same hillocky appearance ;
besides being thickly scat-

tered with those fragments of past liabitatiuns, which, in all

Babylonian ruins, have so particularly marked their charac-

ter. Here, doubtless, is the trace of a building of consider-

able consequence, o. The extent of its mounds and ruins-

tracked ground seemed more than two miles ; and having

traversed that extent to the south -w'est, I found the hilly

vestiges did not cease for a mile beyond.- Here, I think it is

possible, I may have found the site of the old or lesser palace.

“ On quitting this first extensive heap of mounds, which,

for perspicuity at least, I shall designate by the name of

lesser palace, and keeping on in the same direction (south-

west) we crossed a space of high grass and rank weeds for

nearly a mile
;
we then found tlie plain arid again, and un-

dulated with a multitude of mounds, but of interior elevation

to those last described ; these two were attended by the

usual exterior fragments of ruins, spreading in a circular

form rather more tlian half a mile in breadth. Having duly

explored this second specimen of consulcrable remains, we
came out upon a great deal of cultivated ground, over which
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we took our course for more than a mile, when we arrived

at the banks of a canal, the bed of which we crossed, and
half a mile more brought us to an extensive wood of date

trees, in the bosom of which stands the village of Thamasia.

We did not halt there, but passed on over two miles of cul-

tivation and high grass, at which extremity a vast tract

opened before us, covered with every minor vestige of

former buildings
;
and which appearances continued the

whole way to the eastern verge of the boundary around the

Birs Nimrod:, a distance of nearly a mile and three quarters.”

Thus then we come to the most distant but largest monu-
ment which yet remains* of ancient Babylonia. The Arab
name of the Birs Nimrod is I think translated as exactly as

possible by that of Nimrod’s tower. Although Niebuhr saw
it at a distance, and mentioned it in his Travels, neither he
nor his predecessors had the satisfaction of exploring it.'**

This pleasure was reserved for Rich, an English resident at

Bagdad, who was followed a short time after by Sir Ker
Porter, to whom we are indebted for the most exact re-

searches and details, as well as the best drawings on the

subject. This huge mass of building lies about six miles

south-west of Hillah. It has the appearance of an oblong
hill, the base of which, according to Porter, is two thousand

and eighty-two feet in circumference. Rich reckons it at

two thousand two hundred and eighty-six.^ It may easily

be conceived that it is scarcely possible to fix in a positive

manner the circumference of such a ruin. Its present

height, reckoning to the bottom of the tower, standing on
its summit, is two hundred feet ;

the tower itself is thirty-

five. Looking at it from the west, the entire mass rises at

once from the plain in one stupendous, though irregular,

pyramidal hill. It is composed of fine bricks, kiln-baked.

From the western side two of its stories may be distinctly

seen
; the first is about sixty feet high, cloven in the middle

by deep ravines. The tower-like looking ruin on the sum-
mit is a solid mass twenty-eight feet wide, of the most beau-

tifiil masoniy ; to all appearance it formed an angle of some
square building, the ruins of which are yet to be seen on the

" Niebuhr mentions {Sme ii. §. 290) with regret his having been prevented
by apprehension of the wild tribes in the desert from closely examining it.

“ Rich’s Memoir, p. 36.
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eastern side. The cement which connects the hricks is so

hard, that it was impossible to chip otf the smallest piece

;

and for this reason none of the inscriptions can be copied,

as they are always on the lower surface of the bricks. It is

rent from the top nearly half way to the bottom
;
and at its

foot lay several unshapen masses of fine brick-work, still

bearing traces of a violent fire, which has given them a-

vitrified appearance, whence it has been conjectured that it

has been struck by lightning. The appearance of the hill

on the eastern side evidently shows that this enormous mass

has been reduced more than half. Only three stories out of

the eight which it formerly contained can now be discerned.

The earth about the bottom of the hill is now clear, but is

again surrounded by walls, which form an oblong square,

enclosing numerous heaps of rubbish, probably once the

dwellings of the inferior deities, or of the priests and officers

of the temple. The appearance.of the tower of Nimrod is

sublime even in its ruins. Clouds play around its summit

;

its recesses are inhabited by lions, three being quietly bask-

ing on its heights when Porter approached it,^’ and, scarcely

intimidated by the cries of the Arabs, gradually and slowly

descended into the plain. Thus the words of the prophet

have been fulfilled :
“ wild beasts of the desert shall lie

there
;
owls shall fill their houses, ostriches shall dwell there,

and satyrs shall dance there. Jackals shall howl in their

palaces, and wild hounds in their pleasant places.” ^

Previously to giving my opinion upon these monuments

separately, it will be necessary to determine from history,

the epochs of the rise, the aggrandisement, and embellish-

ment of ancient Babylon. Its foundation must be carried

back to the time of Nimrod, the first chieftain in those re-

gions ;
when a tower, that is a sanctuary, a temple, and a

city were built here by the nations.^ M^ether this temple

was consecrated to some idol, Bel, or any other, we are not

informed ;
but supposing this to have been the case, it ac-

counts for the wrath of Jehovah, who descended to interrupt

the progress of the building. Near this temple was built a

city. The ^e, not merely of the tower, but of the oldest

city of the earth, of which any vestiges yet exist, cannot be

^ Travels^ ii. p. 387. ^ Isaiah, xiii. 20, 21. Genes, xi. 4.
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cornpnu'J to a year; but, according to general chronology,

it daii.^lrora some ^vliere about the second century after the

Hood.

The second epoch is that of Semiramis. Diodorus re-

lates in detad all that is attributed to this queen. She made
Babylon the seat of lier gwernment. She built the outer

walls
;
erected two ro\ al castles or palaces upon the two

banks of the Euphrates, of which tliat upon the western side,

within a triple enclosure, was by far the most magnificent.

She not only built a bridge over the river, but erected

quays on each bank, and dug a subterraneous tunnel under

it, which connected the two royal residences. Lastly, to

her is attributed tlie foundation of the temple of Belus.^*^

It i^ of little consequence whetlier we consider Semiramis

as bclongaig to mvtiiok^gy or history. The great works

attribiitfid to her must in either case be carried back to a

period previous to thi? Gthuldean (conquest ; whether s!ie

founded them herself, or whether she merely obtained tin*

credit for doing wdiat had betm accomplished by a series of

the most ancient sovereigns of Babylon. According to

Herodotus, w!io calls her !ui‘-band Ninus, her reign must be

placed about 1200 years before Chnst.*^^

The third epoch, perfectly historical, that of the aggrand-

isement and embellishment of Babylon, falls in the reign of

Nebm*hadnezzar, after the Clialflean conquest, from C04 to

oCi indbre Christ. Tins is placed beyond a doubt, by the

c’.ontemporary accounts of the Hebrew writers. Besides

this, Josephus has left us m the fragments which he has

preserved of the books of Berosus, positive accounts of the

works began and executed by Kebucha^lnezzar.^'" ''* He
built a three-fold wall or entrenchment round about the

inner eilv, and another in like manner about that wdnch

^ Diodor. i 121, who inforri'^ us expressly, that the palace on the wysferri

side Has far the most spleodidj and at the same time describes not onlylts
dimensions, but likewise its ornaments, composed of grmt pictorial represent-

ations of hunting scenes, etc. The tradition of a way under the river, wdiich

Ctesiasjfrom whom Diodo’'iis evidently copied, certainly did not see, probably
arose from subterranean caverns near the palaces, which were indispensable

in this climate. What wonderful stories have not been told of subterranean
passages and vaults m our cloisters and castles®

** Reckoning the AoS\fian empire, accoiding to his account, i, 05, to have
continued 520 years.

JosEPH0s,Tt#r/^ X 349, etc.
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The foregoing elucidations, I conceive, justify me in

making the following conclusions.

First. The accounts given by the ancients, and especially

by Herodotus, respecting the extent and situation of aitcient

Babylon, seem to be confirmed by the investigations of the

moderns quite as much as could be expected, considering

the nature of its ruins. Herodotus states its length and
breadth to have been «ae hundred and twenty stadia, or

twelve geographical miles. From the most southern mound
of ruins, to the northernmost one, that is to say, from the

Birs Nimrod to Mukallibe, is upwards of eight miles in a

straight line. Vestiges ofancient buildings, however, which
are still found for upwards of three miles beyond Mohavil,

prove very plainly, that the city extended towards the north

beyond Mukallibe. Whether also it extended towards the

south, beyond the Birs Nimrod, has not yet been deter-

mined
;
but if I succeed, ps I hope soon to do, in showing

that the Birs Nimrod is the ancient temple of Bel, this con-

jecture will be confirmed
;
since this temple was not situ-

ated at the end of the city, but in its interior. Thus the

length of ancient Babylon, from north to south, may be es-

timated at twelve miles
;

as regards its width from west to

east, we have no such positive data, because, at the extremi-

ties of the ruins in this direction, there are no great monu-
ments. Nevertheless, from the most western heap of ruins,

to the eastern point, where the opening of the great triangle,

of which I have above spoken, (fromfio o,) may be reckon-

ed at five or six miles
;
and that the city extended beyond

both these points vrill, in the sequel, be made very clearly

to appear.

&condly. It is not only proved from the most recent in-

vestigations, that ancient Babylon was situated on the banks

of the Euphrates, and that the course of this river has un-

dergone no important change but it also becomes highly

probable, that the western part of this city, whose existence

has been doubted, was the largest. The distance from Nim-
rod’s tower to the most northern hill, m, beyond the vilk^e

of Anana, is very nearly six geographical miles
;
and that

“ Only that in the neighbourhood of the hanging gardens, the river on the
eastern side has gained upon the land, so that the ancient embankment is

DOW at some distance from the shore, as is pointed out in the plan.
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the width of this part of the city could not have been less,

is sufficiently evident from the statements of Porter given

above.

Thirdly. This traveller I believe to be correct in con-

sidering this western quarter of the city as the most ancient.

It is said by him to be that which included not only the

primeval city and tower of Nimrod, but likewise, at least

the greatest portion, of the mighty works attributed to Se-

miramis. This explains why, with the exception of the

tower of Nimrod, which thousands of years have not been

able to destroy, so few great ruins are to be found in this

western quarter ; for not only tin^, but the neglect occa-

sioned by the aggrandisement of the eastern quarter, must

have hastened its decay.

Fourthly. The tower of Nimrod is the ancient temple of

Bel, which, therefore, was in the western quarter of the

city, and not in the eastern, as was formerly generally be-

lieved. This must be at once admitted, if it can be estab-

lished, that the western quarter of the city was the most

ancient
;
a fact which will receive additional support from

what we shall have to say upon the eastern. It has been

very clearly proved by Porter, that neither the situation nor

form of a single eastern ruin, (nor Mukallibe, as Rennel

believed,) will ^ree with the ancient temple of Bel.

The Birs Nimrod, however, corresponds with it, first in

lorm
;

for of the eight stories, which it had originally, three

can still be made out. It corresponds with it, secondly, in

dimensions, for its length and breadth agree with what is

stated by Herodotus, so far as they can be determined from

a mountain-heap of ruins. It corresponds, finally, with the

statement of the same historian, that this pyramid-formed

sanctuary stood within a square enclosure ; for the remains

of such a one are still very clearly to be traced. It is im^

possible to carry the comparison further than this respecting

a building now reduced to a heap of rubbish. Even when
seen by Herodotus it had been destroyed by Xerxes, and,

at least in part, lay in ruins. So immense, however, were
they, that Alexander, who entertained the idea of restoring

it, was obliged to abandon even the clearing away of the

rubbish, upon which he employed his army, after having in
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vam inc<l the Biioyloiiiaiis upon it.®® Besides, it ’s iu>

wliere stated, that the temple of Bel was erected in the

eastern qiiartei' <>t' t!ie city
;
but only that it stood in the

midst ')f one quaner. Whether this is to be taken m »

.strict smise, or n i ether it means no more than that it was

situated within tiie eity, it will be impossible to determine,

nnh's-i some other traveller be able to inform us, whetiier to

the .south of Nimrod's tower, as well as on the other sales,

traces of the ancicul city are still to be found for any con-

siderable distance.

Fifthly. If Nimrod’s tower be the ancient temple of Bel,

then it must be admitted that it belongs to the oldest mins

of Babylon
;
or rather tliat it is the oldest. There seems

nothing to oppose this fact
; while all seems to speak in

favour of its being the remains of that primeval building

erected by the assembly of nations, whose top should reach

to heaven, but whose completion was prevented by Jehovah.

It may be assumed that its site was westward of the stream,

because it was built by the descendants of Noah, when they

were journeying from west to east. “ As they now to-

wards the east journeyed,” it is said, “ they found a plain

in the land of Sinear, and dwelt therein.”®® It was built of

the same material as that of which the min consists. “ And
spake they to one another : Let us make and burn bricks.

And take bricks as stone and clay for hme.”” There is no
reason why so mighty a building should have been entirely

swept from the earth, in so dry and favourable a climate,

where so many smaller have been preserved. Its preserv-

ation seems in some measure accounted for, from its having

been, after the adoption of the worship of the stars, the tem-
ple of the national deity

;
(whether, as I believe, the sun,

or, as some others think, the planet Jupiter ;®®) and likewise

the astrological sanctuary. It is almost needless to add, that

this supposition in no way militates against the gradual ad-

ditions, aggrandisement, and embellishments, which it after-

wards received, and which were again, in the course of cen-
turies, reduced to mins. Neither can any thing be aigued

“ Arrian, vu. 17.
“ Gen. xi. 2. [The English translation has it/row the East. 2V«.]
" Gen. xi. 3, 4. * Gesenuis in Imuth, ii. p. 395.
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against its high antiquity, from bricks with inscriptions hav-
ing been found amongst its ruins. The only question here
is respecting the original foundation—^the first and mightiest

that the hand of man erected
;
and what higher confirma-

tion can there be of the most ancient record we possess, than
the existence of the most ancient monument, mentioned by
its inspired author ?

Sixthly.

'

Modem investigations confirm also the particu-

lars respecting the two royal palaces in Babylon. These
ancient residences of the kings before the Chaldean dynasty,

were among the great works of Semiramis, and were still

existing in the time of Alexander. Here he was taken ill,

and causing himself to be transported across the river, died

in the Chaldean palace, on the eastern side, of which we
shall presently have occasion to speak. It is true, there are

no such remains of the western palace, as we have of the

eastern
;
but the vestiges of a laige edifice, near o, which

led Porter to conjecture,® that the western edifice must have

been here situated, are sufficient to confirm the testimony

of Diodorus and others respecting the two royal palaces on
the opposite sides of the river. It is to this author we are

indebted for the description, borrowed from Ctesias, of the

western palace. It is represented as having a triple enclo-

sure
;
the first, sixty stadia

;
the second, forty st^ia

; and
the innermost, the palace itself, twenty stadia. The walls

were adorned with large pictorial representations of the

hunting of wild beasts, similar to those which are still found

of a later period, that of the Sassanides, upon the walls of

the rock grottoes at Kermanshah. Though these buildings

have been swept away by time, yet the conjecture of Porter,

who, in the great and extensive elevations, would see the

remains of these enclosures, seem in the highest degree pro-

bable.

Seventhly. The eastern quarter of the city was the later,

but probably the most magnificent. It was the city of the

Chaldeans, where Nabopolasser and his son Nebuchadnezzar

reigned,- and erected their royal dwellings. Here, on the

eastern bank of the river, was situated the new eastern

palace. “ When Nebuchadnezzar,” says Josephus,® quoting

Porter, ii. p. 308.
" See above, p. 396. I repeat the passage here at length.

VOL. I. 2d
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from Berosus, “ after the death of his father, had taken

upon himself the administration of the government of the

empire of his father, and directed that when the captives

came they should be distributed as colonies, in the most
convenient places of Babylonia. Then adorned he the tem-

ple of Bel and the rest of the temples in a magnificent

manner, with the spoils he had taken in war. He also em-
bellished the ancient city, and so guided the stream, that it

might not again be turned by such that came against the

city to besiege it. He surrounded it about with a triple

enclosure without, and with a triple one within, which were
built of burnt brick. And after he had fortified the city,

and splendidly adorned the gates, he built a new palace

near that of his father, of the magnitude and splendour of

which it would be superfluous to speak. He added to it

elevated stone terraces, which had the appearance of moun-
tains

;
and then planted them with various kinds of trees

;

and prepared the celebrated suspended paradise
;
to please

his consort, who, having been brought up in Media, was
desirous of having scenery here like that of her native

country.”

This account agrees in general with what is said by the

prophets of the improvements and beautifying of Babylon
by Nebuchadnezzar

;
although the latter enter into no par-

ticular detail. But the statements of Josephus are in a

striking manner confirmed (with the exception of what re-

gards the outward wall, of which nothing remains) by the

existing ruins, if a proper idea, corresponding with the cir-

cumstances, be first formed of the extent of this palace. It

is not a mere palace that is to be understood, but a division

of the eastern city ;
comprising not only the palace itself, as

well as the suspended gardens, and many other great build-

ings, but also a triple line of fortification for its defence.

And traces of all these may even now be pointed out with

all the precision that could be expected. This new palace,

as I call it, to distinguish it from the more ancient one in

the western quarter, comprised the whole above-mentioned
triangle, of which the Euphrates, A

—

i, forms the somewhat
irregular base, and the lines, d e, and g h, the sides. These
lines also were the outermost of the three interior entrench-

ments. One of these sides ended in the north,^ near the
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fort, now called Mukallibe, which, whether merely a citadel,

or destined for some other use, defended the palace on its

northern side. The opening between the two sides, f,
formed the grand entrance, or principal gateway, to the

palace. The line k marks the second entrenchment ;
the

line I, the third; between which, other openings occur. It

was only through these three entrenchments that visitors

could approach the interior part of the residence, in which

was situated the royal palace, (El Kasr,) b, and near to it,

along the river, the hanging gardens.

So far as we can gather from the words of Josephus, the

palace was built by Nabopolasser, the father of Nebuchad-

nezzar
;

for he says, near to the palace of his father, built

he a new one, which is understood to be the vast construc-

tion called the hanging gardens, p. This I believe to be

the correct interpretation; for Josephus expressly says,

Nebuchadnezzar’s palace touched that of his father’s. If

we had not however this authority, either the northern for-

tress, or even the great southern mound Amram, near c,

might be taken for it; for as they are merely great heaps of

rubbish, nothing can be determined respecting their former

designation. That the hanging gardens were founded by

Nebuchadnezzar, and not by Semiramis, is confirmed by

Diodorus, where he says, that a Syrian (Assyrian) king

built them to please his consort. If this consort be regarded

as Herodotus’s Nitocris, and according to his chronology,

and his calling her the mother of the last king, Labynedus,

such would appear to be the case, then becomes cleared up

how Nitocris came to be mentioned as having embellished

Babylon by the great works she caused to be executed.

At all events, however, these hanging gardens, or para-

dises, must not be considered as merely gardens. They

formed together a vast construction of terraces, of which

Diodorus has left us the dimensions and description. They

rested upon immense buttresses ;
were supplied with water

from the neighbouring river, by hydraulic machines ;
and

contained, as is expressly stated by this historian,® royal

® I do not believe that these particulars, so accurately given, could have

been taken from Ctesias. Perhaps they were borrowed from Mepsthenes,

who, according to Josephus, 1. c., had desenbed the works of Nebuchadneztar.

® Hmtus BaaiXtudt, Diod. i. p. 125.

2 D 2
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habitations, as well as gardens. That the Persian expres-

sion paradisus comprises all these, may be seen in the

inquiry upon the Persian court. With much propriety,

therefore, might these spacious works be called a new resi-

dence
;

a summer residence, in our phraseology, (though

rather a winter one, as that is the only season in which man
can here live in the open air,) which stood contiguous to

the palace El Kasr, built by the father. That this building

could be no other than the proper palace, is evident from

its situation in the centre of the inhabited quarter, as well

as from the nature of its materials, which entirely consist of

kiln-burnt bricks, and also from tile numerous fragments of

costly vessels and marble which are found here.

Should, however, after all this, any doubt remain re-

specting the correctness of my views, it will, I should hope,

vanish, upon comparing them with the account Arrian has

left us respecting the latter days of Alexander.^ Accord-
ing to this, Alexander fell sick after the banquet with Me-
dius on the west side of the river ; for from his residence

there he caused himself to be removed in a palanquin to

the river, and then in a boat over the river to the -paradise,

or hanging gardens. Here he bathed and rested in his

chamber,^ and gave orders to his officers. The next day
he caused himself to be removed to the house near the pond,

where he offered the prescribed sacrifices.^ This pond,
therefore, was a reservoir, or fountain in the paradise, near

which was a place of sacrifice. On the following day, as

he continued to grow worse, he caused himself to be re-

moved from the paradise into the palace.^ This, therefore,

could be no other than the neighbouring palace, El Kasr,
in which he died. It is an interesting labour to ti*ace out
accurately the scenes of great events ; but it rarely happens
that it is rewarded with so much success and certainty as in

ancient Babylon. It was from the battlements of this for-

tress, that Nebuchadnezzar was gazing upon that royal Babel,

® Arrian, vii. 25. From the Royal Journal, ^amkucaL
’Eic£t0«v KaraKOfUffOijvat ivri icXtvtic utQ lirt tov Tfora^ov, cat ^Xowv iirt/Sayra

diarrXsvcrat -Trspav rov mrorafiov tig rbv wapaBturov* jc^rct avOtg Xovffafttyop, kvwxixh-
soOai, thtXQovra tig rijv KOfidpav*
^ TrjSk vffTspaig. fitraKOfitaOiivai tig tyjv oUiav rijv vphg rj KoXvp^^p^, gai dvaat

plv TCL Ttraypha.
® hacnniuByjvat U tov irapaltiaov ttg rd fBamXtia.
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which he had built as a witness of his power, when he was
struck with the punishment of his haughty pride ! Through
those gates Cyrus and Alexander once triumphantly entered

into Babylon ! In those halls they dwelt
;
and here the Ma-

cedonian hero breathed his last

!

Eighthly. Our observations upon the architecture of the

Babylonians must be much more limited than upon that of

the Persians. Of the latter, Persepolis still affords the re-

mains of real buildings; of Babylon nothing is left but

heaps of rubbish. Yet from these it is evident, that the

character of the Babylonian style was totally different from

that of the Persians. It here took its form from the nature

ofthe materials, and the peculiarities of the climate.

The latter is dry and arid, and it scarcely ever rains.

The summer half-year is insupportably hot, but during the

winter season a most £^eeable temperature prevails; so

that in the latter, the inhabitants dwell in the open air,

while in summer, coolness and shade being most in request,

they pass the day in grottoes, or subterraneous vaults, and

the nights upon the flat roofe of their dwellings. Building

materials here, putting cement out of the question, are con-

fined to one single substance, bricks, either dried in the sun,

or burnt in kilns. It might consequently be naturally ex-

pected, that the greatest pains would here be taken in the

manufacture and improvement of this article
;
and its dura-

bility alone is a sufficient test of the high degree of perfec-

tion to which the Babylonians carried it. No where, says

Rich, is such masonry to be seen as is found here, espe-

cially in the royal palace El Kasr. Besides this, the Baby-

lonians excelled all other nations in the preparation and use

of their cement. It was of two kinds, lime and bitumen.

The latter, according to Porter, was only used in the lower

parts of their buildings, as a protection against the damp

and wet lime was used for the upper parts. They were

both spread in layers as thin as possible, and yet were won-

derfiilly firm. With such materials, and in such a climate,

the largest buildings might be erected with a durability in

proportion to their size. And had not these monuments

be'en destroyed by the dicing up and carrying away of

^ Travels, iL p. 315.
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these bricks for the erection of other cities^ their great

masses would still have remained, though the exterior might

perhaps have crumbled to dust. Time has not done so

much to destroy them as the hand of man.
The investigations respecting the use of this building

material have proved, that the two kinds, the bricks dried in

the sun, and those burnt in kilns, were not used indifferently.

The sun-dried were mostly employed in the formation of the

interior of the masses of large foundations
;
while the exte-

rior of the buildings was faced with the more beautiful fab-

ric, manufactured in the furnace.^ The dimensions of these

bricks, according to the report of all the English travellers,

vary considerably, both in their largest sur&ce, and their

thickness, a fact which proves that the use of this material

did not require the same mechanical force as the building

with large blocks of stone. As these, however, might have
been brought down the Euphrates, they may have been
employed for the paving and facings of the terraces

;
but it

would be rash to venture an opinion upon this circumstance.

The most essential peculiarity of this architecture, how-
ever, must have arisen from the exclusion of columns, which
the material made use of would not allow. Neither shafts

nor capitals, with their ornaments, could here be adopted.
Pillars and pilasters stepped into their place. But while
columns among other nations principally determine the cha-
racter of their architecture, the case here must have been
altogether different. What degree of taste and elegance
might be displayed in the formation of these brick pillars, it

is certainly impossible to determine, except that it seems
evident, that nothing could be executed where roundness
was required,*^ This naturally leads us to consider, whe-
ther the Babylonians were acquainted with the use of the
arch. That the material they used would very well allow
of this, is evident from our own buildings ;

and the account
Diodorus gives of the vast substructures of tlie hanging gar-
dens, seems certainly to point to this useful part oflirchitec-
ture

;
yet neither Rich^® nor Porter'^ discovered m any por-

Porter's Traveh^ ii. 330.
^ [Round columns of brick covered with cement, are, however, now com*

mon in London buildings. 2V*s.]
™ 3Iemoirj p, 59. Travels, i. p. 122.
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tion cf the existing ruins the least trace of one, not even in

the subterraneous foundations of El Kasr. The case there-

fore seems decided as far as it possibly can be at present.

In what relation the plastic arts, sculpture and painting,

here stood with architecture, we have no means of ascertain-

ing. The first could scarcely flounsh in a land destitute of

marble and stone. It is true that wc read in Diodorus, in

the above-quoted descriptions, of hunting and other expedi-

tions, which were represented on the walls of Semiramis’s

palace.*^® That these were a mixture of sculpture and paint-

ing, or coloured reliefs, similar to those in the Egyptian

temples, is certainly evident from the manner in which
Diodorus describes them

;
but there seems some difficulty

in conceiving how these could be executed upon walls of

brick. Perhaps they were cut out and filled up with colours.

Finally. One of the most remarkable circumstances con-

nected with this subject, is, that t]^ese bricks are frequently

covered with inscriptions. These are found chiefly in the

walls ofthe royal palace El Kasr, yet not here alone; theyhave

been met with even beyond the city, in the ruins of al Himar^
and in other places. They are composed of a very fine clay,

highly burnt, and arc half a foot square, and about a full inch

thick. We learn from Porter, that the side with the writing-

on is always turned downwards
; a proof of the care taken

for its preservation. Hence it may be inferred, that the

Babylonians made use of these bricks as a material for writ-

ing upon, as the Egyptians did papyrus, and the Indians

pdin-leaves. The writing was probably impressed upon
the bricks by moulds before they were burnt ; an approach

therefore was made towards the discovery of printing, as

near as their materials would admit. The characters in

which the inscriptions were made, and indeed al) the Baby-

lonian wedge-shaped writing, as we learn from the investi-

gations of Grotefend, were of one kind, derived from the

second Persepolitan, but with a much greater variety of

characters, though alphabetical. The language seems Ba-

bylonian, or the ancient Chaldean. Although these in-

scriptions have not been deciphered, and their contents con-

sequently remain unknown
;

yet an important step has

” Diodor. i. p. 122.
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already been made towards it, as their designation seems no
longer doubtful. The investigations of Bellino and Grote-
fend show that they are frequently found impressed with
seals on the narrow side, representing beasts or other ob-
jects. In one of these, Bellmo recognised a lion (the arms
of Babylon)

;

and thought that in another he could discern

the unicorn. Above these stand two lines of inscription
;

in the upper the same fr)rm is always repeated, but in the

lower one the words vary. This circumstance led them to

conclude, that they were the signature of witnesses
;
the first

line being an equivalent to I witness, the under one the
name of the witness, accompanied with that of his father.

This naturally led to the notion, that these bricks were
documents, either of public or private transactions; and
that the places in which they are found should be regarded
as archives.'^^ It must not however be concluded from this,

that all the bricks of this kind with inscriptions upon them
are documents

;
and it would be equally precipitate, if not

unreasonable, to assert, that the buildings in which they are

found are public or royal, or even belonging to the Chal-
dean dynasty. Grotefend, by comparing these inscriptions

with those of Persepolis, found upon one of the bricks the
name of Darius

;
and who can help wishing this scholar

courage and opportunity to persevere in his investigations

of the monuments of Babylon and Persepolis, till he shall

have developed them in their full extent
; especially as it is

found that the correctness of his interpretation of the latter

has even received an additional proof from the attempts
made to refiite them.’'*

I think I can scarcely offer a better confirmation of the
accounts the a:ncients have given of Babylon, whose ruins I

am now quitting, than by contrasting them with a similar

description, given by a writer of the middle ages, who may
be called the Herodotus of his times, and whose credibility

has never been questioned.
“ Near Cambalu,” (that is, Pekin in China,) says Marco

Polo, “Kublai-Khan, the successor of Ginghis-Khan, caused

” See Grotefend’s Dissertation in the Fundgniben des Orimts, B. vi., and
the Memoir presented to the Society of this place (Gottingen). Gott qelehrte
Anzeigeny 1819, §. 1950, etc.

” See the postscript to Appendix, ii.
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a new city to be erected, called Taidn. This city was
twenty-four miles in circumference. No side is longer than
another, but each six miles. This city is encompassed with

a wall ten paces wide at the bottom, but narrower above.

All the streets are built in exact lines; so that a person

standing at one gate of the wall can see the opposite. The
sections also for the dwellings are square. In every part

are large palaces surrounded with spacious courts and gar-

dens
;
so that the whole city is divided into squares similar

to a draft-board. The wall has twelve gates, three on each

side
;
and at each gate is a large and spleridid palace, with

wide roomy halls, in which are the arms of the guards.

About the city are spacious suburbs, or open places, ex-

tending for three or four miles, and joining one another.

In these are great caravanserais, where the merchants abide,

who arrive from different countries
;
each nation having its

own separate one. In these suburbs too dwell the public

women, to the number of 25,000, who give themselves up
for money. In this great city, Cambalu, the grand Khan
was wont to reside the three winter months of every year.”

Will not the reader almost imagine this to be another

description of ancient Babylon, with its old and new city,

with its walls, its gates, its straight and regular streets, and

its splendid palaces ? Nor can the extent of this city be

much less. Herodotus’s Babylon was 408 stadia (48 miles)

in circumference
;

twice that of the city built by Kublai

Khan. But in the dimensions of the latter there is neither

reckoned the ancient city, near to which it was founded

;

nor the royal residence, which, according to Marco Polo,

was of still greater extent
;
nor the extensive suburbs and

caravanserais : so that what this traveller saw could not be

less altogether than ancient Babylon ;
and the father of his-

tory requires no further confirmation.

Respecting the government of the Babyionian-Chaldcaii

empire, some few particulars have been preserved, princi-

pally by the prophet Daniel. It appears, on the whole, to

have been much the same as that of the Persian empire,

which has already been investigated. A ruler with despotic

power
;
a court, in which eunuchs held the highest offices

;

Herod, i. 178.
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an empire, divided into satrapies, governed by rulers, among
whom a regular gradation of rank and title w-as found, and
where the civil and military were often, though not always,

separated ;
collectors of tribute in the provinces

;
higher

and inferior judges.’^® We find also a priest-caste, or priest-

hood, comprised under the names of Magians and Chal-

deans
;
and which, principally by astrology and soothsaying,

had a considerable influence upon the government. In

what relation to society did this class stand? And how
came the term Chaldeans, which originally belonged to a

people, to become the name of the priesthood ? These are

questions which nave been often agitated, but from want of

sufficient information can never be satisfactorily answered.

Although Babylon did not become a mighty empire till

after the Chaldean conquest
;
yet every thing leads us to

suppose, that it had long before been the seat of science and
civilization, though principally confined to the order of
priests. Unless this had been the case, how could those

grea,t works, more especially the mighty canals and lakes,

ascribed to their earlier rulers, without which the city could
not have existed, or the land have been cultivated, have
been executed? There is no doubt that astronomy, or

rather astrology, formed a great branch of their learning
;

and whatever opinion may be formed of the degree of per-

fection to which they had carried these sciences, it seems an
indisputable fact, that at the time of Alexander’s conquest,

astronomical observations existed, and were imparted to him,
which are affirmed to reach back for nineteen centuries.'^^

This, combined with various other proofs, seems to ren-
der It evident, that the Magians had been established in

Babylon long before its conquest by the Chaldeans. As
the primitive Magian religion had its origin in the worship
of the heavenly bodies, and spread itself over so large a por-
tion of Asia, It is the less to be wondered at that it should
have made its way into Babylon, where the continual clear-

Berthold has attempted to enumerate these various officers, and to de-
termine the business of each, in an excursus to his Translation of Daniel, to
which I more particularly refer the reader.
” Very honourable for the Chaldeans is the opinion which the latest writer

has given of their^progress m astronomy. Ideler, ueder tier Sternkujide der
ChaUmr

;

among the treatises of the Berhn academy of sciences for the
years 1814 and 1815, Berlin, 1818.
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ness of the sky, and the peculiar brightness of the stars,

greatly facilitated astronomical observations.'^® Astrology,

however, was the chief support of the Magians and the

priesthood, and it was principally by its practice that they

maintained their authority and influence in the state. Whe-
ther, however, these earliest Magians of Babylon were dis-

ciples and followers of Zoroaster, I cannot venture to deter-

mine. The Magian doctrine, indeed, was much older than

that of the Zend, as Zoroaster only appeared m the charac-

ter of its reformer. How can this question be settled, when
the Babylonian cylinders and gems referring to the religion

of Ormuzd may very probably belong to the Persian period?

If we admit, indeed, that the Chaldeans, and it seems very

likely, were descended from the Curds, then would they

also belong to the Persian race, and could not have been

strangers to the Magian doctrine, though they might have

ingrafted other particular points of belief upon it. And if

they also had their priests, as indeed the Magian worship

prescribes, there is nothing very strange in their becoming

united with the Babylonian Magians. They are indeed

usually mentioned witli them, and are only distinguished as

a separate class when spoken of definitely though the

two names are often confounded.®*^

In this manner, therefore, the Magians and Chaldeans

formed the priest-caste in Babylon. It is certainly possible,

that, according to i*ule, tlie son succeeded the father ;
but,

tliat the priest-caste was not strictly hereditary, that even

foreigners might be admitted to this office, if their early

education had fitted them for it, is shown by the example

of Daniel and his companions.®^ At their head was the

high Magian, whose influence was so great, that, upon the

death of the father of Nebuchadnezzar, he administered the

affairs of the empire until the arrival of that prince.®*^ They

were divided into several classes, as expounders of the sa-

cred writings, interpreters of dreams, astronomers, and

soothsayers; and again distingTiished from these are the

SiMPLic. irx Ari.stot. de cnr'lo^p. 123 j cf. Pun. Hist AW. vii. 56.

See JosKPHUS, Op. 346, 347- j i

Thus in Heroo. i. I3S. Ctesias also confounds the Magians and tnal-

deans, 7Vn. i 15
Dan. 1.4 Josephus, Opera, 349.
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Chaldeans.®^ They dwelt not only in the capital, but also

in other places
;
and among others, probably in establish-

ments of which the mounds of bricks spoken of above are

the remains.®* Their connexion with the kings is clearly

shown from the history of Nebuchadnezzar. Their influence

was founded upon their knowledge
;
but their power seems

never to have been so great as in the Persian court, if we
may judge from the manner in which they were treated by
Nebuchadnezzar

;
unless, indeed, we may attribute this to

the personal character of that formidable conqueror.

The boundaHcs of the Chaldean-Babylonian empire ex-

tended as far under Nebuchadnezzar as they ever were
carried, comprising Western Asia, as far as the Mediterra-

nean. immediately, however, upon the death of its founder,

its greatness declined. Several feeble successors followed

rapidly, one rising upon the overthrow of the other, till the

founder of the Persian monarchy threw the last upon the

heap, and made Babylon one of the capitals of his new em-
pire. There was no city in Asia of whose possession the

Persians were more jealous
;
and the repeated attempts of

the Babylonians to shake off the foreign yoke show that

they could not cloud the remembrance of their former might
and greatness, nor stifle their repugnance to dependence
and slavery.

“ The authorities are collected by Berthold, etc.

As at Akkerkuf, A1 Himar, and above all, at Borsippa, where, according
to Strabo, xvi. p. 1074, there was one of their principi schools.
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CHAPTER IL

Commerce of the Bahylonianp^

A LAND OF TEAFFIC—A CIT» OF MERCHANTS.
EZEKIEL, XVli, 4 .

As the European steps into a new world as soon as he has

crossed the Alps, so is
.
the contrast equally striking to the

Asiatic traveller upon descending from the mountainous
countiy of Persia and Media, or Ii*ak Ajemi, into the plain

of ancient Babylon and modern Bagdad, the capital of Irak

Arabi. The connexion, frequently so mysterious and inex-

plicable, which exists between climates and countries, and
even between climates and inhabitants, is here most remark-

ably exemplified. The manners of the people, their habita-

tions, their dress, are all different. While in Persia and
Media, the garments, though long, were closely fitted to the

person ; they are here, on the contrary, loose and flowing.

The black sheepskin cap which covered the head, gives way
to the lofty and proud folds of the turban

;
and the girdle,

with its single knife, is replaced with the costly shawl and

rich poignard. “ On my entrance into the city of the Ca-

liphs,” says a modem traveller,^ “ I found the streets crowded

with men in every variety of dress, and of every shade of

complexion. Instead of the low dwellings peculiar to Per-

sia, the houses were several stories high, with lattice win-

dows closely shut. The great Bazaar was full of people,

and I saw on all sides innumerable shops and coffee-houses.

The sound of voices, and the rustling of silks, reminded one

of the buzzing of a swarm of bees. For even now, though

but the shadow of its former splendour, Bagdad is still the

Porter, ii. 243, etc.
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grand caravanserai of Asia.” But what a change has taken

place in manners and modes of life ! The rigid etiquette of

the Persian court has disappeared ;
the tone of society, the

relation of the sexes is under less constraint; and every

thing betokens pleasure and voluptuousness. Though in

the hot season the glowing sky forces tbe inhabitants during

the day into their under-ground vaults
;
yet they enjoy the

balmy coolness of night in the open air on their housetops.

The delightfiil temperature of the winter months, from the

middle of November to that of February, compensates for

the inconveniences of summer, though at the same time it

offers irresistible incentives to all manner of sensual enjoy-

ments.

It must surely have been the same in former times. Can
it be supposed that those who came down the Euphrates

from the royal cities of Persia and Media to the great city

of traffic, had not the same spectacle before their eyes ? But
what is modern Bagdad compared with the ancient capital

of the East ? What crowds must have once thronged the

streets and squares of that city, when the caravans of the

East and West with the crews of ships trading to the South
were there collected together

;
when the Chaldee and Per-

sian sovereigns, with their numberless attendants, made it

their residence
;
when it was the emporium of the world,

and the great centre of attraction to all nations ! How bus-

tling and animated must not these desolate places have been
formerly, where all now is still, save the call of the Bedouin,

or the roaring of the lion !

The accounts of ancient Babylon given by Jewish and
Grecian writers, set before us a picture of wealth, magni-
ficence, and pomp

;
though at the same time, a less pleasing

representation of luxury and licentiousness. Their ban-

quets were carried to a disgusting excess, and the pleasures

of the table degenerated into debauchery
;
nay, at the very

time when the victorious Persians rushed into the city, the

princes of Babylon were engaged in festivities
;
® .and Bel-

shazzar was given up to intoxication in company with thou-

* The reader may compare the terrible description of Isaiah, xxi 5, where
it is said, that the cry of battle should frighten them from the table, with the
information of Xenophon, Cyro]^. vii. 5, Op. p. 192, that the very guards
were intoxicated.
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sands of his lords, when the hand which wrote on the wall

of the royal banqueting house, and predicted his approach-

ing fate, aroused him to the dreadful reality of his condition.

But this total degeneracy of manners was above all con-

spicuous in the other sex, amongst whom were no traces of

that reserve which usually prevails in an eastern harem.

The prophet, therefore, when he denounces^ the fall of

Babylon, describes it under the image of a luxurious and
lascivious woman, who is cast headlong into slavery from

the seat where she sits so effeminately. Moreover, at these

orgies the women appeared, where they proceeded so far as

to lay aside their garments, and with them every feeling of

shame nay, there was even a reiigious enactment, as we
are informed by Herodotus,^ according to which every

woman was obliged to prostitute herself to strangers in the

temple of Mylitta, once in her life, and was not allowed to

reject any person who presented himself

The principal cause of this profligacy of manners was

the riches and luxury consequent upon extended commerce,

which Babylon owed to its geographical position. Climate

and religion effected the rest.

I have already had occasion to notice this advantageous

situation of Babylonia, in which respect it was probably

superior to every other country in Asia. While this af-

forded admirable facilities for traffic by land, it was equally

convenient for maritime and river navigation. The two

large rivers which flowed on each side of it seemed the

natural channels of commercial intercourse with the interior

of Asia ;
and the Persian Gulf by no means presented the

same difficulties and dangers to the navigator as that of

Arabia.

® Isaiah, xiii.
* CuRTius, V. 1, Nihil urbis ejus corruptiiis moribus; nec ad irritandas

inliciendasque immodxcas voluptates instructius. Liberos conjugesque cunii

hospitibus stupro coire, modo pretium flagitii detur, parentes mantique pati~

untur. Convivales ludi tota Pei side regibus purpuratisque cordi sunt;

Babylonii maxime in vinum et quai ebnetatem sequuntur, perfusi sunt. Femi-
narum convivia ineuntmm principle modestus est habitus

;
dein suinmaqu2e-

que amicula exuunt
;
paulatimque pudoiem profanant; ad ultimum (horror

auribus sit) ima corporum velamenla projiciunt. Necmeretricum hoc dede-

cus est, sed matronarum virginumque, apud quas comitas habetur vulgati

corporis vilitas. It is plain, Curtius is not here speaking of the Bayaderes,

as might perhaps be supposed.
^ Herod, i. 199.
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If we add to this, the accounts which ancient authors

have given us of the industry, manners, and civil institu-

tions of Babylon, it will be evident, that it owed its splen-

dour and wealth to the same causes which in latter times

have been the occasion of an extensive commerce to the

cities of Bagdad and Bassora. They unanimously describe

the Babylonians as a people fond of magnificence, and ac-

customed to a multitude of artificial wants, which they could

not have supplied, except by commercial relations with

many countries, some of them very remote. In their pri-

vate life, especially in their dress, costliness appears to have

been more their ‘object, than either convenience or utility.

Their public festivals and sacrifices were attended with im-

mense expense, particularly in precious perfumes, with

which they could not have been provided but from foreign

countries. The raw materials too, required for their cele-

brated manufactures, flax, cotton, and wool, and perhaps

silk, were either not the produce of their soil, or certainly

not in sufficient quantities for their consumption. Lastly,

many of their civil institutions were of such a nature as only

to be calculated for a city, into which there was a continual

influx of strangers. On this principle alone can be ex-

plained, not only their custom of exposing sick persons in

the market-place, that they might meet with some one
competent to prescribe for them

;
but also, and more par-

ticularly, the above-mentioned law, which obliged their

women to prostitute themselves in the temple of Mylitta,

and the public auction of marriageable virgins.^ It has

been already observed, that the relations of the sexes are

formed in a peculiar manner in large commercial cities

;

and this will se?rve to explain many remarkable institutions

of several nations in Asia.

However' certain may be the evidence drawn from these

® Heyne, in his treatise, de Bahyloniorum imtituto religioso, etc,, ( Commen-
tat Soc. GoU. vol. xvi.,) has shown with great learning the relation w'hich

this custom bears to the social condition of women throughout the East.

Yet I cannot conceive how it could have been considered as a consecration
to marriage. For from the relation of Herodotus, it appears quite plain to

me, that not virgins, but women were obliged to submit to it. He uses the
words yvvaiKic, native women, not TtapQtvoi, virgins, under which
latter term he describes the young maidens, who were submitted to the
auction.

^ See above, p. 229.
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principles, and the accounts of antiquity in general, viz.

that Babylon was the great centre where all nations assem-

bled, and whence they departed to their several destina-

tions, yet it is difficult to enter in detail on the commerce
of the Babylonians, and to settle with any degree of accuracy

its nature and its course. The obscure traces of it which
yet remain must be laboriously sought for in the works of

Greek and Hebrew writers alone; the labour, however, will

not be without its recompence, and the general result of

this investigation will be a picture, which, though not com-
plete m its subordinate details, will yet present a generally

faithful outline.

As a preliminary step, however, let us take a glance at

the products of Babylonian skill and industry; amongst
which, weaving of various kinds deserves our first notice.

The peculiar dress of the Babylonians consisted partly of

woollen, and partly of linen, or probably cotton stuffs.

‘^They wear,” says Herodotus, ^^a gown of linen, (or cot-

ton,“) flowing down to the feet, over this, an upper woollen

garment, and a white (woollen) tunic covering the whole.”

This garb, which must have been too much for so warm a

climate, seems to have been assumed rather for ostentation,

than to meet their actual wants, and probably some alter-

ation was made in it as the weather became warmer. Their

woven stuffs, however, were not confined to domestic use,

but were exported into foreign countries. Carpets, one of

the principal objects of luxury in the East, the floors of the

rich being generally covered with them, were no where so

finely woven, and in such splendid colours, as at Babylon.

Particular representations were seen on them, of those won-
derful Indian animals, the grifiin and others, with which
we have become acquainted by the rums of Persepolis,

whence the knowledge of them was brought to the West.^

Foreign nations made use of these carpets in the decoration

of their harems and royal saloons ;
indeed this species of

luxury appears no where to have been carried further than

® Aiviop is the term Herodotas uses, which with him signifies either linen

or cotton.
® Athen. V. p. 197. The reader should above all compare the remarks of

Bdttiger on this subject, containing a fund of mythological instruction, in his

interpretation der Griechischen Vasengemalde, (figuies on Greek vases,) i.

ili,p. 106.

VOL. I. 2 E
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among the Persians. With them, not only the floors, but

even beds and sofas in the houses of the nobles were cover-

ed with two or three of these carpets ;
nay, the oldest of

their sacred edifices, the tomb of Cyrus at Pasargada, was

ornamented with a purple one of Babylonian workmanship.^®

Babylonian garments were not less esteemed
;
those in

particular called sindones were in very high repute. It ap-

pears that they were usually of cotton, and the most costly

were so highly valued for their brilliancy of colour and

fineness of texture, as to be compared to those of Media,

and set apart for royal use they were even to be found

at the tomb of Cyrus, which was profusely decorated with

every description of flirnlture in use amongst the Persian

kings during their lives. The superiority of Babylonian

robes and carpets will not be a matter of surprise, when we
consider how near Babylon was to Carmania on the one

side, and to Arabia and Syria on the other, and that in these

countries the finest cotton was produced.

Large weaving establishments were not confined to the

capital, but existed likewise in other cities and inferior towns

of Babylonia, which Semiramis is said to have built ou the

banks of the Euphrates and Tigris, and which she appointed

as marts for those who imported Median and Persian goods.*'®

These manufacturing towns also were, as will soon be

shown in respect to Opis, staples for land traflfic. The most

famous of them was Borsippa, situated on the Euphrates,

fifteen miles below Babylon, and mentioned in history be-

fore the time of Cyrus.*^ These were the principal linen

and cotton manufactories, and they still existed in the age

of Strabo.*®

Besides these, the Babylonians appear to have made all

kinds of apparel, and every article of luxury
;
such as sweet

waters, which were in common use, and probably necessaiy,

from the heat of the climate
;

walking sticks delicately

chased with figures of animals and other objects, and also

elegantly engraven stones, w'ere in general use amongst the

Babylonians.

Xenoph. and Arrian, vi. 29. Theoph, Hist. Plant, iv, 9.

Arrian, 1. c. Dion. i. p. 125.

Jos. in Apion. Op, p. 1045, relates that the king of Babylon, conquered
by Cyrus, was impnsoned in this town.

Strab. XVI. p. 1074.
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These stones begin to form a particular class, since the
curiosities called Babylonian cylinders have become less

rare. Many of them have undoubtedly served for seal

rings
;

for, in the East, the seal supplies the place of a sig-

nature, or at any rate makes it valid, as we still see on spe-

cimens of Babylonian documents. The same may be said-

of the cylinders. We have a striking illustration of the per-

fection to which the Babyloniancs had brought the art of
cutting precious stones in the collection of M. Dorow,
which contains a cylinder, formed from a jasper, bearing a
cuneiform inscription, and an image of a tvinged Ized, or

Genius, in a flowing Babylonian dress, represented in the

act of crushing with each hand an ostrich, the bird of

Ahriman.^^

These various manufactures and works of art presuppose

an extensive commerce, because the necessary materials

must have been imported from foreign countries.

We shall now trace this vast commerce of Babylon
through all its branches, beginning with its land trade

;
and

after that, proceed to investigate its navigation and maritime

trade. The first will be divided according to its principal

directions into eastern or Persico-Bactrian, northern or Ar-
menian, western or Phoenician, that of Asia Minor, and the

southern or Arabian. Our inquiries into the maritime trade

of the Babylonians will comprehend in general their naviga-

tion and traffic in the Persian Gulf.

From what has been already adduced, no doubt can be
entertained that Babylon enjoyed a lively commerce with

the principal countries of the Persian empire. Not only

did the Persian and Median lords decorate their houses with

the productions of Babylonian skill, but the kings of Persia

spent a great part of the year in that city with all their nu-

merous attendants ; added to whicli, the satraps exhibited in

the same capital a pomp but little inferior to royal magnifi-

cence.*^ Owing to this intimate connexion between the

chief provinces of Persia and Babylonia, the country lying

between this and Susa became the most populous and culti-

Morgenldndische Altcrthumer^ (Onental Antiquities,) published by B.
l)orow, first number 1818, with the draughts and mterpi etation of Grotefend
and others. My description is taken from a cast in sulphur, for which I am
indebted to the kindness of the owner.

See above, p. 272.

2 E 2
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vated m Asia
;
and a highway was made from Babylon to

Susa, which was twenty days journey distant, sufficiently

commodious for the baggage of an army to be conveyed on

it without difficulty.^®

The investigation, however, is involved in greater difficul-

ties as w^e proceed towards the east beyond Persia
; thoiigli

a principal country to which they traded, that is to say,

Persian India, or the present Belur-land, and with the parts

adjacent, whence the Babylonians imported many of their

most highly prized commodities, afford a clear proof of the

direction and extent of this commerce. We have already

given a geographical account of these countries, so import-

ant in ancient commerce
;
our present business will be

therefore to describe more particularly their produce, and

the relation in which they stood towards Babylon.

The first article which we may confidently assert the Ba-

bylonians to have obtained, at least in part, from these

countries, were precious stones
;
the use of which for seal

rings was very general amongst them. Ctesias says ex-

pressly, that these stones came from India
;
and that onyxes,

sardines, and the other stones used for seals, were obtained

in the mountains bordering on the sandy desert.^^ The
testimonies of modern travellers have proved that the ac-

count of this author is entitled to full credit and that even

at the present time the lapis lazuli is found there in its great-

est perfection
;
and if it be added to this, that what Ctesias

relates of India undoubtedly refers for the most part to these

northern countries,*^ we must consider it probable, that the

stones in question were found in the mountains of which we
are speaking

;
while with regard to the sapphire of the an-

cients, that is to say, our lapis lazuli, I have no doubt that

it is a native of this country. A decisive proof is furnished

by Theophrastus, a more recent author, but worthy of credit.

“ Emeralds and jaspers,” says he,"" “ which are used as ob-

jects of decoration, come from the desert of Bactna (of

Gobi). They are sought for by persons who go thither on
horseback at the time of the north wind, which blows away
the sand, and so discovers them.” The largest of the

Arrian, iii. IG. Ctesias, Ind. cap. 5, compared with Herod, i. 195.
See above, p. 353 See above, p. 345.

® Theophrast. de lapid. Op. p. 396.
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emeralds called Bactrian,” says he, in another place,®^ is

at Tyre, in the temple of Hercules. It forms a tolerably

large pillar.” The passage, however, of Ctesias, to which
we have referred, as a modern author has justly remarked,^'*

contains some indications, which, relatively to onyxes, ap-

pear to refer to the Ghat mountains
;
since he speaks of a

hot country, not far from the sea.

The circumstance of large quantities of onyxes coming out

of these mountains at the present day, viz. the mountains

near Cambaya and Beroach, the ancient Barygaza, must ren-

der this opinion so much the more probable, as it was this

very part of the Indian coast with which the aricients'were

most acquainted
;
and their navigation from the Persian Gulf

to these regions, as will be shown hereafter, admits of no
doubt. This opinion, however, must not lead us to con-

clude, that the commerce of Babylon was confined to those

countries
;
for that they were acquainted with the above-

mentioned northern districts is equally certain.

Hence also the Babylonians imported Indian dogs. This
breed is asserted to be the largest and strongest that exist

;

and, on that account, the best suited for hunting wild beasts,

even lions, which they will very readily attack. The great

fondness felt by the Persians for the pleasures of the chase,

by whom it was regarded as a chivalrous exercise, must have

increased the value and use of these animals, which soon be-

came even an object of luxury. The Persian nobles were
obliged to keep a great number of them, as they formed a
necessary part of their domestic economy, and their train

;

and they were also accustomed to take them with them on
their journeys and military expeditions. -Thus Xerxes, as

we are assured by Herodotus, was followed by an innumer-
able quantity of dogs, when he marched against Greece;^
and an example taken from the same writer, shows to what
a pitch the Persian lords and satraps had carried their luxury

Theophrast. Op. p. 394. This is certainly the same pillar which Hero-
dotus mentions, ii. 44. “In the temple of the Tynan Hercules I saw two pil-

lars, one of pure gold, and the other of emerald, which gave light in the darlk.”

Might not this have been of lapis lazuli, like the pillars in the church of the
Jesmts at Rome ?
“ Ueher die Omjxyehirge des Ctesias in der Sammlung d&r Aufsctize, des Urn

Grafen ton Veltheim, (on the onyx mountains of Ctesias in the collection of
the treatises of the Count von Veitheim,) ii. p. 236.
“ IIlrod. vii. 1S7.
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in this particular. Tritantsechmus, satrap of Babylon, de-

voted to the maintenance of these Indian dogs no less than

four towns of his government, which were exempted from

all other taxes.®® It is easy to settle the extent of this branch
of commerce, admitting, as is reasonable, that the supply of

the animals in question was not continually renewed by
fresh importations, but that they were propagated in the

country. ^

The native country ofthese animals, according to Ctesias,®^

was that whence precious stones were obtained. And this

account of the ancient author has been confirmed by a mo-
dern traveller

;
for Marco Polo, in his account of these re-

gions, has not forgotten to mention large dogs, which were
even able to overcome lions.®®

A third, and no less certain class of productions, which
the Persians and Babylonians obtained from this part of the

world, were dyes, and amongst them the cochineal, or rather,

Indian lacca. The most ancient, though not quite accurate

description of this insect, and of the tree upon which it set-

tles, IS also found in Ctesias.®^ According to him, it is a
native of the country near the sources of the Indus, and pro-

duces a red, resembling cinnabar. The Indians themselves

use it for the purpose of dyeing their garments, to which it

gives a colour even surpassing in beauty the dyes of the

Persians. It is evident from this passage, that these beau-
tifully coloured Indian robes were an article of commerce
with Western Asia ;

and here I cannot forbear reminding the

reader of an observation already made : namely, that these

mountainous countries of Candahar and Cashmire were iden-

tical with those in which sheep-breeding formed the princi-

pal occupation of the inhabitants, who reared these animals

with wonderful success, on account of the abundance of sil-

phium growing here, with which they were fed.®® Hence
we can have no doubt, that the same parts of Asia which
at this day produce the finest woollen cloths, and whose

Herod, i. 192. ^ Ctes. Ind, 5.
® Marco Polo, in JRammio, ii. p. 53.
® Ctes. Ind. c. 21. Beckmavv. Beitrdfje, etc. Ill, supposes it to be the co-

chineal. WiLFORD, AsiaL JRes. ix. 65, more correctly considers it the Indian
lacca, an insect which, when bruised, produces a b^utiful red ; as the cli-

mate is too severe for the cochineal.

Sect, on Persian India,
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shawls (a word which having passed from the Sanscrit into

the Persian language, most be very ancient) are now so

highly valued by ladies, both for convenience and for orna-

ment, enjoyed the same advantages in the time of the ancient

Persians, and that the harems of Susa and Babylon were
decorated with these productions of the loom.

I intentionally omit to mention other objects ofcommerce
probably obtained from India, and among them, gold and
gold-dust, which we are assured the natives of these regions

sent into Persia, as tribute. But a second, and no less in-

teresting question demands our notice concerning this trade :

viz. what was its route, and who were the people who car-

ried it on ?

Strabo has preserved to us from Eratosthenes, a know-
ledge of the roads by which the commodities of the Indian

districts, bordering on the Persian empire, were conveyed
to its principal cities, and especially to Babylon. The usual

high road, through populous and cultivated regions, first

ran in a northerly direction, in order to avoid the preda-

tory tribes which infested the desert between Persia and
Media. It continued along the southern part of this desert,

as far as one of the most celebrated defiles in Asia, called

the Caspian gates, through which it proceeded to Hyrcania
and Aria. In this latter country, taking its course along

the foot of the high and woody Hyrcanian and Parthian

mountains, the road thence turned northward toward Bac-

tra. This is the same which Alexander followed in his ex-

pedition against the Bactrians
;
and though he left it oc-

casionally to attack the inhabitants of the neighbouring
mountains, he always returned to it. In Arrian,^- it bears

the name of the great military road.

The great commercial route to India was the same as this

as far as Aria. Here, however, it took a different, that is

to say, an easterly direction, while the other proceeded

northward towards Bactra. Thence it ran to Prophthasia,

Arachotus, and Ortospana, where it divided itself into three

branches. One of these went due east to the borders of

Strabo, p. That this is an ancient road, anterior to the times of

Alexander, the names of the places, which are all ancient, are sufficient to

prove. Alexandria m Ana, is the same as Artakoana. See the Appendix.
“ Arrian, iii. 21. Acw^opoc o5<5c.
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India
;
pei'haps the second had a similar direction, with a

little inclination to the south
;
and the third turned north-

ward towards Bactria, and formed the great road, through

which India had communication with this countrj’- and its

capital, Bactra.

This city must then be regarded as the commercial sta-

ple of Eastern Asia. Its name belongs to a people who
never cease to afford matter for historical details from tlie

time they are first mentioned. Not only does Bactra con-

stantly appear as a city of wealth and importance in the

of the Persian empire
;
but it is continually interwoven, in

the traditions of the East, with the accounts of Semirainis

and other conquerors.^^ It is situated on the borders of the

gold country, in the road of the confluence of nations/'

according to an expression in the Zendavesta
;
and the con-

jecture, that in this part of the world the human race made
its first advance in civilization, becomes highly probable

from the facts which have been mentioned in the course of

the present investigation.

We cannot entertain any doubt as to the persons through

whose hands the commodities of India came to Bactra. It

is evident, from what has been said before, that the natives

of the countries bordering on Little Thibet and others, or the

northern Indians of Herodotus and Ctesias, formed the ca-

ravans which travelled into the gold desert, and that it was

the same people from whom Western Asia obtained ingredi-

ents for dyeing, and also the finest wool. But it maj^ be

asked how^ far this commerce extended ? whether it com-
prised the countries beyond the desert ? and this question

is involved in vgry great difiiculties.

The name of Serica is not mentioned by the writers of

this period, nor for some time afterwards
;
when it does ap-

pear, it is only an indefinite appellation for the countries

beyond the desert of Gobi, whence silk was imported
;
aud

therefore does not exclusively denote the present Tangut,
but also Coshotei, and as much of China as they were ac-

quainted with. There can be no question of coniinoditj^s,

indisputably Chinese, so long as the age of the sdk trade

continues unsettled. One of the most celebrated of modern

“ BioD.i.p. 117,
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writers has brought down the commerce with China to the

third centuiy before the Christian era ; but has overlooked

a passage in an author contemporary with the Persian

monarchy, from whic\, although the higher antiquity of

commercial relations with the extreme ,east of Asia is not

certainly established, at any rate it becomes extremely
probable.

The country where gold is foynd, and which the griffins

infest," says Ctesias, is exceedingly desolate. The Bac-
trians, who dwell in the neighbourhood of the Indians, as-

sert, that the griffins watch over the gokl
;

though the

Indians themselves deny that they do any thing of the kind,

as they have no need of the nletal, but (say they) the

griffins are only apprehensive on account of their young,

and these are the objects of their protection. The Indians

go armed into the desert, in troops of a thousand or two
thousand men. But we are assured that they do not return

from these expeditions till the third or fourth year.”^’^

Il is clear, from the foregoing statement, that the Indians

here mentioned were no other than the natives of Northern

India
;
and by the desert where they found gold, must be

understood the sandy desert of Cobi, bounding Tangut on

the west, and China on the north. With regard, how^ever,

to the account of Ctesias, that caravans of a thousand or two

thousand men travelled into this desert, and returned after

three or four years laden with gold—wdiat other direction

could this journey have had, than to the rich countries m
the most remote and eastern part of Asia ? I willingly

leave it to the reader to judge what degree of probability

there is to support this conjecture. The distant obscurity

indeed prevents our having a clear view, yet this very ob-

scurity possesses a certain charm.

We are indebted to Strabo for an account of the road

Be Guignes, in the de V Acadhnle des Inscrijj., t. xlvi.

“ Ctfs. ajh JEl. IlisL An ,
iv% 27- Compaie witli this passage the time

which Ptolemy assigns for the ionrney to Serica (i. II). Reckoning from

the eastern limit of Little Bnchana near Sortem, seven months were necessary

to reach the capital of Senca
;
and from Bactra to Sertem five more, a year

altogether. If we allow the same time for returning, it will be evident that

the caravans could only be at home in the third year. In my inquiries con-

cerning the Indians, I shall return to this subject, when I hope to place it

in a clearer light.

Strab. p. 1084.
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by which the wares of Babylon were conveyed to the shores

of the Mediterranean. It ran in a due northern direction

through the midst of Mesopotamia, and reached the Eu-
phrates near Anthemusia, five and twenty days’ journey

distant, where it turned off towards the west, to the Medi-
terranean. This could have been only a caravan road, be-

cause a numerous company of merchants would be necessary

for mutual defence against the predatory nomad tribes, the

Scenites, who infested the desert
;
or indeed for procuring

a safe passage by the payment of a ransom. I cannot ad-

vance it as certain, that this road was generally used under

the Persian dynasty
;
yet it appears in the highest degree

probable from the circumstance, that roads were seldom or

never altered by the ancients.

Another great military road, described by Herodotus,

from station to station, and leading to Sardis, and other

Greek commercial towns in Asia Minor, was made by the

Persian kings at a vast expense. It is not, indeed, to be
doubted, that political reasons were a principal inducement
to the formation of this road, because the Persians, when
they were engaged in war with the Greeks, scarcely set so

high a value upon any of their provinces, as they did upon
Asia Minor, with which they were very desirous to further

and maintain an uninterrupted communication. But we
moreover learn from the description of Herodotus, that it

was a commercial road, upon which caravans travelled from
the chief cities of Persia into Asia Minor. According to

him the road began from Susa, and not from Babylon
;
yet

the vicinity of these two cities, and their intimate connexion,
which has been remarked above, renders this a circumstance
of no importance. The passage of the Greek historian

deserves to be communicated entire to the reader.^^

The following,” says he, is an account of the militar}’^

road from Sardis and Ephesus to Susa. Royal stations and
magnificent caravanserais^ continually succeed each other
in all parts of it

;
and it passes through an inhabited and

safe region all the way. First, (from Sardis,) there are

Herod, v. 52.

KuraUtTHCi lodging-places. There are no inns in the East answering to
those of Europe, but caravanserais, as I have translated the term emnloved
by Herodotus.

^ ^
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twenty stations through Lydia and Phrygia, or ninety-four

parasangs^^ and a half. Leaving Phrygia, we come to the

river Halys, near which there is a guarded passage, neces-

sary to be passed in our way over the river. On the other

side of the river we come to Cappadocia, and through this

country to the Cilician"^ mountains ; comprehending twen-
ty-eight stations, or a hundred and four parasangs. We
penetrate into these mountains by a double defile, which is

intrusted to a double frontier guard, and then traverse

through Cilicia, a space of three stations, or fifteen parasangs

and a half. The river Euphrates, which can only be passed

by a ferry, separates Cilicia from Armenia,**^ in which there

are fifteen stations, or fifty-six parasangs and a half There -

is here also a frontier guard, and four rivers, which are

crossed in boats. The first is the Tigris
;
the second and

third bear the same appellation, without being either the

same rivers, or flowing from the same country, as the first

of them comes out of Armenia, and the other out of the

land of the Matienians
;
the fourth is the Gyndes, which

Gyrus divided into three hundred and sixty branches.

From Armenia into the land of the Matienians there are

four stations; and eleven stations, or forty-two parasangs

and a half, from this country into that of the Cissians,^^ as

far as the river Choaspes, which must like\^ise be passed in

boats
;
and on the banks of this river stands the city of

Susa. Thus in the journey from Susa to Sardis there are

one hundred and eleven^ stations, with the same number of

caravanserais.”

This principal road of Asia, once so famous, having un-

dergone no other alteration than that occasioned by its dif-

ferent limits, is now commonly used by caravans from

The parasang, according to Herodotus, was equivalent to thirty stades,

about three English miles.

^ Cilicia, according to the same author, extended as far as Cappadocia,

along the Upper Euphrates, and comprehended the region afterwards named
Little Armenia. Compare v. 49. And therefore by the term Cilician moun-
tains, we are to understand all that chain which reaches to Mount Caucasus.
" In Herodotus, Armenia comprehends ail northern Mesopotamia,
** Without doubt, the greater and lesser Zabus, of which the first springs

from the mountains which bound Media, or those of Matiene
;
the other from

the mountains of Armenia.
“ That 18 to say, Susiana, or Chusistan, the inhabitants of which Herodotus

calls Cisshins.
** See the Appendix, on the incorrectness of this number.
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Ispahan to Smyrna ;
Tavernier has given us a full de-

scription of it. Its present course is from Smyrna to Tokat,

and thence to Erivan. Only the last half has varied
; for,

in order to be in the direction of Ispahan, the traveller now
proceeds north-east, beyond the lake of Ormia

; whereas

the ancients, on the contrary, without going so far east, in-

clined more to the south, and followed the course of the

Tigris.

On the whole, however, the ancient and modern roads

agree in one particular, the reason of which we are told by
Herodotus

;
that is to say, they chose the longer in prefer-

ence to the shorter way, that they might travel through in-

habited countries, and ill security. The direct road would

have led them through the midst of the steppes of Mesopo-
tamia

;
where security would have been quite out of the

question, on account of the roving predatory hordes.

Therefore in ancient times, as well as the present, they

chose the northern route along the foot of the Armenian
mountains, where the traveller enjoyed security from mo-
lestation and an abundant supply of all necessaries.

As to the rest, the division into stations was evidently

adopted for the advantage of the caravans. According to

Herodotus, the distance between each statidn was five para-

sangs, a journey of seven or eight hours
;
and this we learn

from Tavernier, is exactly the space which caravans con-

sisting of loaded camels are accustomed to traverse in the

course of a day but those of horses travel much faster.

As this road, however, was perfectly safe, there can be no
doubt, that single merchants and travellers performed the

journey alone.

A third branch of Babylonian commerce in the interior

of Asia had a northern direction
;
particularly to Armenia.

The Armenians had the advantage of the Euphrates to con-

vey their wares to Babylon
;
and amongst these, wine, which

the soil of Babylonia did not produce, was tlie principal.

Herodotus has described this navigation
;
and we learn from

him that the ships or floats of the Armenians were con-
structed similarly to those which are at present seen on the
Tigris, under the appellation of Kilets.^^ The skeleton only

“ Tavernier, t. L p. 68. Ibid. i. p. 99.
Herod, i. 194, Tavernier, i. p. 184. Potter, li. p. 2^9, gives an
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was of wood
;

this had a covering of skins overlaid with
reeds

;
and an oval form was given to the whole, so that

there was no difference between the stern and prow. They
were filled with goods, especially large casks of wine, and
then guided down the stream by two oars. The size of

these barks varied considerably
;
Herodotus observed some

which were rated at more than five thousand talents’ burthen.

On their arrival at Babylon, the conductors sold not only

the cargo, but also the skeleton
;
the skins, however, were

carried back by land on asses, which they brought with

them for the purpose
;

since, as the historian has remarked,

the force of the sti-eam rendered it impossible for them to

return up the river : thus in Germany, the market boats

which go down the Danube to Vienna never return, but are

sold with the commodities which they convey.

We shall be led to conclude, that the navigation of the

Euphrates must have been very important, if we recollect

the great works which were performed in order to secure it.

Herodotus speaks of it as extraordinary
;
and, traly, if we

believe, as there is great probability for doing, that this

trade was confined to the consumption of Babylon, it must

necessarily have been very considerable, from the immense

population of the city, and from the peculiarity of its soil,

which, as it yielded a superfluity of some things, was neces-

sarily quite deficient in others. Hence the Babylonians

were obliged to import from the northern regions those

necessaries of life which their own soil failed to produce

;

and we shall have more distinct notions respecting this

trade, if we recollect that Herodotus includes under the

name of Armenia, in addition to the mountainous district

which may be termed Armenia Proper, also the whole of

that rich and fruitful country, Northern Mesopotamia.

Further, with whatever difficulties the navigation of the

Euphrates, when against the stream, may have been attend-

ed, even supposing them to have been insurmountable by

barks of the above-mentioned construction
;
yet Herodotus

is mistaken when he declares it absolutely impossible. At

all events it was practised, and considered as a continuation

of the trade on the Persian Gulf, as the precious commodities

exact description of them. According to him, bladders filled with air were

fastened to them to prevent their sinking.
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of the southern regions were hence conveyed up the stream

to Thapsacus, and from that place into the other parts of

Asia by caravans. This investigation is most intimately

connected with the question concerning the maritime trade

and navigation of the Babylonians, one of the most difficult

which antiquity presents to us, and involved in almost total

obscurity ;
the only way by which any light can be throwm

on the subject, is to obtain, in the first place, a more exact

knowledge of the state of the Persian Gulf at that time, as

being the principal theatre of this commerce.
A single glance at the map will be sufficient to show,

that the situation and nature of the Persian Gulf rendered

it eminently qualified to be the common emporium for the

whole southern Asiatic trade, or that with Arabia and India.

Its very configuration afforded it great advantages over the

Arabian Gulf. While the latter resembles a long and nar-

row canal, studded every where with rocks and islands
;
the

Persian Gulf, on the other hand, presents to our view a large

and spacious basin, of almost equal extent with, the Gulf of

Bothnia, and by the extreme smallness of its mouth, breaks

the waves of the Indian Ocean
;

it presents, too, fewer dan-
gers to navigation from hidden rocks, as its shores are almost

free from them. Beside this, the streams which it receives

appear like so many roads of trade for transporting com-
modities into the interior of Asia. Hence few countries can
be found where nature has done so much for man

;
and the

history of the middle ages, in which the names of Ormus,
Bassora, and other cities frequently occur, proves that her

labours were not in vain
;
and it required nothing less than

the different direction wdiich the discovery of the Cape of

Good Hope gave to Indian commerce, to deprive the Per-

sian Gulf of this pre-eminence.

The ancients considered as the beginning of this Gulf,

the narrow strait formed by the cape of Makae or Dsiulfar

on the Arabian shore, and that of Ormus or Harmozia on
the Persian

;
the broad embouchure between Oman and

Carmania not being reckoned as part of it. The above-
mentioned strait is so small, that tiie promontories on both
sides may be distinctly seen from the middle. But as soon
as we pass beyond this entrance, the shores fall off on both
sides, and give to the Gulf that oval shape with which it is
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represented in our maps. We shall now conduct the reader

along these two shores to the mouth of the Euphrates
;
and

take for our guide, together with Strabo, the relation of

Arrian, drawn from Nearchus, who sailed along and de-

scribed the whole eastern coast.'^

After Nearchus had passed the mouth of the Indus with

Alexander’s fleet, and had sailed through the entrance of the

Gulf, he kept on the right hand according to his plan, and
followed the line of the eastern coast. However, he saw in

the distance the high promontory of Makae or Hsiulfar.

After sailing sixteen miles, he landed in the fruitful and
populous country of Harmozia, which produced every thing

but olive trees
;
and here the wearied mariners first reposed

from their fatigues and dangers. This is no other than the

valley of Ormus, which extends two days’ jcmrney along

the sea-coast.*^^ Opposite to this, on a small island, the com-
mercial city of Ormus was afterwards erected under the

Caliphs
;
but the account of Nearchus shows that the name

is much older. According to Marco Polo, a number of

large rivers, of which Nearchus mentions the Aramis, water

this valley, which abounds with dates, parrots, fruits, and

animals of various kinds, very different from ours. While

the ships were repairing in this place, Nearchus hastened

by land to the army of Alexander, in order to announce the

happy arrival of his fleet, and took the same road which has

been so well described by Marco Polo, at that time infested

with bands of robbers, who took refuge in the mountains

behind the valley, and therefore extremely dangerous. On
his return, he continued his voyage, and landed twice on

the large island of Oaracta, (now Broet,)^*^^ which produced

vines, palms, and corn, and w^as under the government of a

Persian named Macenes, who was his attendant to Susa.

They were shown in this island the tombs of the ancient

^ For what follows, the rcadei may compare Arri^v’s Mtea, Op. p. 19,

etc. A full investigation, of which I can here give only the result, will be

found in my treatise, De pi isca sinus Persict faciei in Conwientat. Soc, Goetting,

t. xiii. p. 138.

For what follows, compare Marco Polo in Hammw., ii. p. 8, 9.

“ For what follows, I have made use of the map of Belisle, as well as

that of Niebuhr, to determine the modern names of the islands. From a

companson of these geographers with Nearchus, it appears that the greater

part of them have been disfigured by Greek terminations, or by transcribers.
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kings ;
a circumstance which proves, that it was once inde-

pendent, and inhabited from a considerable time back. He
passed by another small and uninhabited island, named Or-

gana, (now Aragan,) on his left hand. Of the remaining

small islands which are in the vicinity, Nearchus mentions

the name of one more. Pylorus, (now Malora,) and alludes

to another without a name, probably Talengo, which is said

to have been dedicated to Neptune. He now approached

the coast of Carmania, which here seemed to him uninha-

bited
;
and after that, reached the island Cataea, probably

Keiche, where was the boundary between Persia and Car-

mania. On the Persian coast, he landed at a place called

Ila, (now Cailo,) opposite the small island Caicandros, (now
Androvari,) and on the following morning reached another

island, which is not named, where thei'e was a pearl fishery.

From a comparison of situations, this appears to have been

the same as the island Lara. Along the coast he saw many
villages thickly inhabited, and ships in the roadstead ; there

was also no want of palms and fruit trees like those of

Greece. From hence he proceeded to Gogorna, (Congon,)

at the mouth of a small river, and after having observed

several other small rivers which are to be found in the map,

he came to Hieratis, (probably Corsiara,) situated on a river

of the same name, where he saw many gardens and fruit

trees. Pursuing his voyage, and, as before, incurring dan-

ger from rocks and shallows, he arrived at the mouth of the

lai^e river Aresas, (now Rasain,) which separated Persis

and Susiana, as it now divides Fars from Chusistan. Next
followed the coast of Susiana, which was so dangerous from

shallows, that the inhabitants were accustomed to direct the

course of ships by setting up long poles. He then crossed

over the Choaspes, called m Arrian the Pasitigris
;
passed

by the inland sea into which the Tigris empties itself
j
and

at length reached the mouth of the Euphrates, where was
situated the commercial town of Tenedoii, otherwise called

Diridotis.

I wish it were in my power to impart to the reader an
equally exact and authentic description of the western coast

of the Persian Gulf
;
but here, alas ! we have no Nearchus,

whose testimony we might use as that of an eye-witness
;
for
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on account of the many dangerous rocks and shallows,

navigators have always preferred the opposite side of the

Gulf.^‘

All this part of Arabia, from the Euphrates to Cape
Dsiulfar, is included by the Arabs under the name of Hacl-

jer, or Bahrein
;
and it is one of the parts of our globe with

which we are the least acquainted. It is moreover neither

sterile nor without water
;
but, on the contrary, abounds in

dates and other productions
;
nevertheless, the sand w'hich

is blown hither from the neighbouring desert not only turns

this line of coast into a waste, but obstructs the passage
through it, and chokes up the road.^® It is at this day in-

habited by the Wahhabites.

In the accounts of antiquity, only one city appears

throughout this coast, Gerrha, situated near a bay, which
takes its name from it

; but for this very reason, it is so

much the more remarkable to the historical inquirer into

the commerce of the ancients. It occupied the very same
position which Lachsa does now, under the twenty-eighth

degree of north latitude, or perhaps a few miles further north,

near the present El Katif. Here there are, according to

the account of a modern traveller, monuments of stone with

inscriptions ;
though inconsiderable, it is at this day a city

provided with all the necessaries of life
;
and date trees are

found in its vicinity.
“ “When” says Strabo,^ who here

speaks from the accounts of the followers of Alexander,
“ we have travelled along the coast 2400 stades, we arrive

at Gerrha, built by a colony' of Chaldeans from Babylon.

It is situate in a country abounding in salt, of which the

houses of the inhabitants are constructed
;
and theise it is

necessary to moisten frequently, that they may not split,

through the heat of the sun. The city is 200 stades from

the sea. Its inhabitants transport the goods of the Arabians

and spices by land
;

though Aristobulus says, they fre-

quently went in ships to Babylon, and sailed as far up as

Thapsacus, from whence their wares were carried into all

Thevenot, ii. j). 298, etc.
** Busching’s Asia, p. 559. Otter, Voyage ii, p. 74,
“ History of Seyd Said, Sultan of Muscatayhy Sheik Mansur, (an assumed

name,) a native of Rome. London, 1819. North of El Katif, a desert begins,

twenty days’ journey in length.
^ Strab. p. 1110.

VOL. I. 2 F
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parts.” I shall soon find occasion to say more of this colony

from Babylon, and of its commerce.

The continuation of the coast as far as the Cape Makae
or Dsiulfar, otfers nothing remarkable

;
along it, however,

there are sand banks, which, time out of mind, have been
celebrated for pearl fishery. The Cape Dsiulfar, according

to Nearchus, was situated in a desert country ; but the ad-

joining district towards tjie south, by name Oman, is one of

the richest and most fruitfiil in Arabia, and in former times

rendered the Cape itself an emporium of commerce, as I

shall presently show.

First, however, there remains an investigation as obscure

as it is important, concerning some islands situated near

this coast, which, as they are said to have been eminent trad-

ing places, must not be passed over in silence. In the

Greek geographers, for instance, we read of two islands,

named Tyrus or Tylos, and Aradus, which boasted that they

were the mother countiy of the Phoenicians, and exhibited

relics of Phoenician temines. The Hebrew poets, on the

other hand, mention anotiu-.,, by the name of Daden, whose
caravans travelled with valuable merchandise into the north

of Arabia.

The Greek geographers do not agree as to the position

of Tylus and Aradus; wherever, therefore, we fix their

situation, it will still be liable to objections. For my own
part, however, I am convinced that these two islands were
the same as those at this day called Bahrein. I shall first

communicate to the reader my reasons for this opinion,

which may be taken both from the situation, and from the

names given them by the ancients
;
yet without concealing

the objections to which it is liable.

Pliny and Strabo are the principal authorities, yet they

are both indebted to more ancient authors. “ On sailing

farther (south) from Gerrha,” says Strabo,^ “we come to

two islands, where there are to be seen Phcenician temples,

and the inhabitants assure us, that the cities of Phoenicia

bearing the same name are colonies from them. These

islands are ten days’ sail fi-om Tenedon, (Diridotis, at the

mouth of the Euphrates,) and one from Cape Makae.”

“ Sthab. p. 1110. Pun. vi. 28. The latter names Arad, Little Tylosi

which he reports to be ten miles from Great Tylos.
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this point.) “ That the second island was at the distance

of a day and night’s navigation, supposing a favourable wind,
from the Euphrates : that it was named Tylos, was of con-
siderable magnitude, produced a quantity of excellent fruits,

and was neither mountainous nor woody.” Here we have
another Tylos, evidently of a different situation from that of
Strabo and Pliny. It is probably the Cathema*' of our
maps, situate in 29“ N. Lat., 48“ 30“ Long. All this, how-
ever, proves nothing more than that the name of Tylos, or

Tyrus, has been improperly given to this island
;
and the

voucher of it is one Archias, whom Alexander sent to ex-

plore Arabia and Tylos; but he had not courage to sail

farther than the island in question, and therefore was willing

to find Tylos here. This confusion of names has been al-

ready noticed by an old grammarian, who informs us that

Arrian mistook Anata for Tylos.“

From what has been said, two things occur to us : first,

that the name of Tylos has been taken for that of several

islands in the Persian Gulf
;
and, secondly, that the islands

Tylos and Aradus, where relics of the Phoenicians were
found, were those named Bahrein, according to the definite

accounts of ancient writers; and the critic will have no
hesitation in preferring these to vague and indeterminate
notions.

To these geographical proofs another may be added,
which arises out of the name. The smallest of the Bahrein
islands has preserved the ancient appellation of Aradus, for

it is still called Arad this will carry conviction to those
who are aware how little Asiatic appellations are subject to

change.

The question respecting the island Daden of the He-
brews remains to be considered. This question, which is

extremely important in considering the commerce of the

ancients, is answered by the help of the oriental geogra
phers, so far with certainty, as the island is either one of the

Bahrein, or the rather more northerly one of Cathema.®®

This island is to be seen in the map of Delisle, but not in that of Niebuhr.
Steph. de Urh. Tvpog- The island Anata is no longer known. Might

it not have been a corruption for Cathema?
® See Niebuhr’s IlajK
® The proofs, which to detail here would be out of place, may be found

in Assemani, MbL Orient tom. Ill, pars p. 160, 564, 604, 744. Diffi-
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It IS not necessary to settle this point with greater exact-

nesSj considering that thes{* islands are at no great distance

from each other, and in gcmeral, what the Greek and He-
brew writers liave said of the islands Tyrus, Aradus, and
Daden, will apply to those m the bay of Gerrha, especially

to the Balirem islands.

According to the report of a modern traveller, there

exist several places on the coast of the Persian Gulf, whose
names seem to indicate a Phoenician origin

; such are, Sido-

dona on the eastern side, and a city named Szur, (Tur, Ty-
rus,) which Niebuhr culls Sur, and deserves as having a

good harbour in Oman, on the western sine
; these appear

to prove that the Phoenicians had Colonics on the continent,

as well as in the islands. Niebuhr was acquainted with,

and has described, another harbour called Tur, at the en-

trance of the Gulf of Suez.^'*

It was necessary to give these geographical notices with

regard to the Persian Gulf previously to investigating its

ancient navigation. I would, however, request the reader

to refer to the times anterior to the Persian dominion, or

the period^'^ of the Chaldaico-Babylonian empire, since this

navigation suffered great changes under the Persians, as

will presently be shown.

That the Babylonians possessed a maritime navigation,

when their power was at its height, may be gathered, in

general, from the predictions of the contemporary Jewish

prophet Isaiah.^ Thus saith the Lord your deliverer
;

culties arise here not merely from want of maps, but also from the variation

and confusion of names. Badein or Baden is also frequently called Birin

;

and it may be conjectured, that from hence arose the name of Behroon, which
is given to one of the Bahrein islands in the map of Belisle. If that were the
case, then Baden would not be Cathema, as Assemani asserts, but the island

mentioned above
;
and this is rendered probable by the resemblance of names,

which IS a certain guide m comparing the modern and ancient geography of
Asia.

Br. Seetzev, in ZaeVs Monatl. Correspond, for Sept. 1813. See the
Appendix.
“Niebuhr’s Description of Arabia^ p. 307. 25® N. L. He has also a place

named Sur, south of Muscat, 221® N. L.
“ Niebuhr’s Travels^ i. 259. From 630 to 550, B. C.

Isaiah, xliii, 14, according to the translation of Michaelis. Gesenius
has It dillerently ; For your sakes sent I to Babel, and drive all its fugitives,

and the Chaldees, to their ships which are their delight.” To which ne has
the following note : “The fugitives are the people collected together in the
commercial city of Babel, (consequently different from the Chaldees,) who, on
the invasion of the enemy, take refuge in the ships of their delight, their joy.
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for your sakes have I sent to Babel, and thrown to the

ground all obstacles, and the Chaldeans, who exult in their

ships.” This is a graphic description of a people no less

proud of their ships than of their gates and ramparts. But
more definite information is preserved to us in the Greek
writers, who deserve the utmost attention of the historical

inquirer. jEschylus, in his play of the Persians, enumer-
ating the nations who conjiposed the army of the great king,

speaks as follows : Babylon, too, that abounds in gold,

sends forth a promiscuous multitude, who both embark in

ships, and boasf pf their skill in archery.”

The accounts of these writers, dispersed as they are

through a multitude of different works, and sometimes at

variance with each other, nevertheless concur in represent-

ing Babylon as a city, which received the merchandise of

the South, Arabian and Indian productions, by means of the

Persian Gulf
;
and they put it in our power sometimes to

point out clearly the course and limit of this trade, and
sometimes to give an obscure glimpse of it.

Amongst these, Strabo’s information concerning Gerrha
and Tylos merits a closer examination.^^ Gerrha, accord-

ing to him, was a Chaldean colony
;
that is, from Babylon.

Although, when he adds that it was founded by Chaldean
emigrants, it does indeed appear to have been the conse-

quence of some political revolution, with which we are un-
acquainted

;
or at any rate, to have owed its rise to a colony

of priests, and not to any purpose of extending commerce

;

this is a consideration of very little importance, so long as

we are satisfied that it had a flourishing trade, and constant

intercourse with Babylon. We have no certain account
with respect to the period of its foundation

;
yet since the

contemporaries of Alexander described it as a rich com-
mercial town, it is evident that the brilliant period of this

colony must be referred to the era of the Macedonian con-
queror.

We are assured by Agatharchides^^ that the inhabitants

of Gerrha were one of the richest people in the world
; and

or tumultuous pleasure
; for these vessels, instruments of the magnificence

of Babel, were commonly filled with crowds of rejoicing people.”
“ Strab. 1110.

Agatharchides de Buhro Mari ; in Geogr, min, Hudson, i. p. 60.
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that for this they were indebted to their traffic with Arabian

and Indian commodities, which they transported into the

"VVest by means of caravans, and to Babylon by their ships

;

for although they inhabited a barren district themselves, yet

were they in the vicinity of Arabia Felix, the native coun-

try of frankincense and other perfumes, which the Babylo-

nians consumed in great quantities.®*

These precious goods were carried to Babylon in such

abundance, that a vast overplus which remained, after the

capital was supplied, was conveyed up the Euphrates to

Thapsacus, and then, by land, over the whole of Western
Asia.*® As, therefore, Babylon was the emporium on the

river Euphrates, in like manner the Tigris had the city Opis,

which was a few miles above Bagdad, and not far from the

Median wall, so called, the limit of Babylonia. Thither the

inhabitants of Gerrha had directed their navigation from

very ancient times, although, for reasons which I shall pre-

sently explain, the Persians interrupted it and undoubt-

edly Opis was their emporium, from whence merchandise

was conveyed by the caravan trade into the interior of Asia.^^

Gei'rha had, as appears from Strabo, another advantage

from its situation
;
that of being in a country which con-

tained an abundance of salt. We shall show, in speaking of

Africa, how great an advantage this is for regions where, as

in Arabia and Africa, salt is scarce. Though we are not

acquainted how far Gerrha profited by this gift of nature,

in a commercial point of view, we may reasonably suppose

she would not overlook the advantages which might be de-

rived from it.

The formidable desert, which separated this city from the

fruitful countries of Asia, served to protect her from the

victorious nations, who ravaged the interior of this quarter

of the globe ;
and hence its revolutions in general operated

but slightly on Arabia. While, however, the peculiarity

of its situation opposed to the conqueror a boundary, which

he never passed, it could not repel the advances of mer-

chants stimulated by the hope of gain ; and with them

^ According to Herodotus, a thousand talents of frankincense were an-
nually consumed in the temple of Bel or Belus alone by the Chaldeans.
^ Strab. 1. c. from Aristobulus.

Strab. p. 1074 j
cf. Arrian, vii. 7.

Strab. p. 1075. He names Opis expressly as the emporium of the cir-

cumjacent region.
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Gerrha was obliged to share its rich commerce. The Phce-

nicians had found out the way to this coast tlirough the

sandy desert of Arabia, and, as usual, were attracted by the

neighbouring islands. They chose the above-mentioned

one of Tylos or Daden, and Aradus, for the purpose of

forming commercial establishments; and were induced

hereunto not only by the productions of these islands, but

by the hope of participating in the^ East Indian trade.

Amongst the former, the pearl fishery first claims our notice.

It is generally known that the finest pearls are found in the

Persian Gulf, and near the island of Ceylon. The shell-fish

which produce them are found in almost all the islands of

this Gulf; but the most considerable bank is that which ex-

tends along the western coast from the Bahrein islands

nearly as far as Cape Dsiulfar.^® Nearchus, in his journal,

mentions this ancient pearl fishery."'' It is true that he

only speaks of the island Catsea on the eastern coast, for he

did not see the Arabian coast or its islands
;
but he must

of necessity suppose, that if those small and often uninha-

bited islands were frequented by pearl fishers, the ever ac-

tive mind of the Phoenician in point of commerce, could

not have overlooked the treasures which the larger islands

presented to them. One of the latest British travellers who
have explored these regions, informs us how extremely pro-

ductive this fishery is, or might be made. “ There is no
place in the world,” says Morier, “ where more pearls are

found
;
the bottom of the sea being quite covered vt ith the

shell-fish. The island Bahrein, with Karek, is considered

the richest bed of pearls; the fishery, however, has been
followed with less eagerness since the removal of the Eng-
lish market to Ceylon. At present, the principal market is

at Muscat, from whence the greatest number of them are

carried to Surat. Those in the Persian Gulf are yellow or

white
;
the latter of which are taken to Asia Minor and Con-

stantinople, chiefly for the supply of the seraglio. While
the pearl of Ceylon shivers in pieces, that of the Persian

Gulf is as hard as a rock. The largest are at the bottom of
the sea, and divers go down ten or fifteen fathoms under
water.” But we need say no more to show the great im-
portance of this branch of commerce to the ancients.

^ See Niebuhr’s Map. ” Arria«j, Ind. Op. p. 194.
” Morier, Voyage^ p, 53, etc.
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Another production of these islands, or at least of the

larp;est of them, that is to say, cotton, must have been a

great attraction to the Babylonians. Theophrastus informs

us, that there were at Tylos such large plantations of cotton

trees, that a considerable part of the island was, as it were,

quite covered with them
;

and modern accounts give us

to understand that cotton is produced at this day on the

eastern coast of Arabia."^® It is highly probable, that these

plantations were the fruit of a commercial intercourse with

India, the native country of cotton. Tylos might not indeed

have produced enough to supply the^ manutactories of Ba-

bylon
;
but whatever this island furnished would be doubly

valuable, because it was close at Jiand, and the conveyance

without difficulty.

A comparison of Herodotus with Theophrastus renders it

very probable that the Babylonians imported a third com-

modity from this island, which, although it may app^r in-

significant, I cannot entirely paW over m silence. Herod-

otus, in describing the magnificence of the Babylonians,

adds, that it was a general custom amongst them to carry a

walking-stick or cane, elegantly chased with the representa-

tion of some emblcm.'^^ It appears from Theophrastus, that

this came from Tylos. “ There grows in this island, says

he,^^‘ a tree from which the most handsome sticks are cuL

Tht^y are streaked and spotted like the skin of a tiger, and

very heavy ;
but fly in two when struck against any hard

subkance.” This brief description is not sufficient for us to

determine botanically the species of the tree, though slew-

ing veiy plainly that it has nothing to do with the bamboo,

which has neither this heaviness nor hardness.
, . . ,

But there was another production peculiar to this island,

which contributed much more to its value than these which

have been mentioned. It has been already remarked m
another place, that Babylon was totally deficient m ^™ber,

with the exception of the date and cypress tree, both which,

however, are little suited for ship-building. This applies

also to the coasts of the Persian Gulf, and would therefore,

have put an insurmountable obstacle in the way of that navi-

Theoph. Hkt> PL iv. 9 j
cf. Plin. xii.

Tylos or Aradus was still more productive

Otter, Voyage, ii. p. 7‘i.

^ Theophrast. RisL PL v. 6.

10, 11. According to him, Little

in cotton than the large island.

” Herod. 1 . 195.
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gatioii, if the deficiency had not been supplied by the island

of Tylos. There is in this island,” says Theophrastus/^

a species of timber for ship-building, which under water

resists ail tendency to putrefaction, lasting for upwards of

two hundred years
;
but out of water it decays much sooner.”

To/his Pliny adds, that the followers of Alexander brought

the knowledge of it to Greece. The want of a fuller de-

scription will not permit us to define this timber scientifi-

cally, which is, possibly, the celebrated Indian teak-wood
;

but the passage quoted affords an important disclosure, not

only because it proves, in general, the navigation of the

Persian Gulf, but also, as it brings within our comprehen-

sion the long voyages undertaken by vessels from Tylos, of

which we shall soon have occasion to speak.

Gerrha and Tylos were, therefore, certainly principal

marts of Babylonico-Phoenician commerce
;
yet there was

another no less remarkable emporium for the commodities

of the South, just m the entrance of the Persian Gulf. Or-
mus, which was afterwards so celebrated, did not yet exist,

and its place was occupied by Cape Makae or Dsiulfar.

Nearchus, who had only a passing view of this Cape, as he
sailed by, gives an interesting account of it.®® His com-
panions, who were acquainted with the country, told him
that there was here a mart for cinnamon and similar mer-
chandise, which w^as conveyed to the Assyrians, that is, to

Babylon. They added, that the district around the Cape
was sterile and uninhabited. Here it is worthy of remark,
that the above-mentioned city of Tur,®^ in Oman, was very
near Cape Makae. Without building much upon the evi-

dence of names, we may, however, believe, as we have
historical accounts to confirm the idea, that this Tur was a
Phoenician colony, and the staple for the spice trade men-
tioned by Nearchus.

An emporium like this, at the entrance of the Gulf, natur-

ally leads us to suppose a more distant navigation, and
strengthens our idea of an ancient Indian trade fi*om the

Persian Gulf.

Amongst the commodities which Tyre received by the
Persian Gulf may be enumerated ivory, ebony, and cinna-
mon.®^ It is true, that the two first are no less natural to

” Theophrast. 1. c. Pun. xvi. 41. Arrian, l7id. Op, p. 190.
See above, p. 437. “ Ezek. xxxvii. 15.
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Ethiopia than India but it is contrary to all probability,

that the natives of the eastern coast of Arabia should have
imported them from Ethiopia, when India was so much
nearer and more convenient for trade.

A more important and difficult question is that concern-
ing the native country of cinnamon, (cinnamomum,) which
was so much sought after, and so highly valued by the

ancients.^

The researches of modern naturalists have sufficiently

proved, that at the present day cinnamon is found in the

East Indies alone. Its principal country is Ceylon, from
whence we obtain the best

;
yet it is not confined to Cey-

lon, but is also found on the coasts of the Deccan and in

the East Indian islands
;
no where, however, in Africa or

Arabia.’^ Some of the later Greek geographers, indeed,

amongst whom Strabo may be reckoned, speak of cinnamon
as a production of Arabia but as no one of them speaks

as an eye-witness, it is more than probable that they were
deceived by the circumstance of cinnamon being obtained

through the medium of Arabia. We may add to the in-

vestigations of other writers®^ on this point, that the two
oldest authors who have mentioned cinnamon, Jeremiah

and Herodotus, express themselves in a manner tending to

confirm our notion of its Indian origin. “ To what pur-

pose,'’ it is said in Jeremiah,^ cometh there to me incense

from Sheba, and the sweet cane from a far country.” If

the prophet, with the later geographers, had considered

Arabia Felix to be its native country, he would not have

made this distinction. The same is clear from Herodotus,

He had been told by the Phoenicians that cinnamon was
brought through Arabia

;
but they would hot, or could not,

inform him where it was found, or what country produced

it. All he could discover was, that it came from the

country in which Bacchus was educated.^^ The mystery

thus thrown over this commerce, proves sufficiently that

Herod, iii. 114.
** Cinnamon is the bark of the Launis Cinnamomum, a tree of moderate

height and magnitude, and the Laurus Cassia (probably a variety of the
other, producing however a coarser sort). See, concerning this spice,

ThunBERG, A7imerl>un{}en uher den Zimmet, auf Ceylon gemackt, in den Neuen
AhJmndhmgcn der Schwed, Akad.^ (Observations on the cinnamon grown at

Ceylon, in the new treatises of the Swedish academy,) vol. i. p. 53.
*** Thunberg, 1. c. “ Strab. p. 1124.

Beckmann, ad Aniig, p. 86 .
^ Jerem, vi. 20. Herod, hi. 111.
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its former possessors were no less anxious to conceal it from

the rest of the world, than the Dutch have been in more

modern times.

It was not however possible to keep it entirely secret
;
and

the father of history has the glory of having first discovered

traces of it, leading to the Indian peninsula and Ceylon.

Herodotus, in speaking ofthe native country of cinnamon,

adds to his account a fabulous tradition. He had been told

that a species of large birds brought the cinnamon, and

carried it to their nests, from whence it was taken by a stra-

tagem which he describes. This tradition of cinnamon

birds prevailed throughout antiquity, and is found under a

variety of modifications in several even of the most credible

ancient writers;®® for we cannot be surprised that they had

every one their own version of the story. Nay, this very

tradition which Herodotus related after the Phoenicians,

more than two thousand years ago, was heard in Ceylon®^

itself, by a modern writer of the greatest fidelity, to whom
we are indebted for our best information as to the manner
of obtaining cinnamon. “The inhabitants of this island

maintain,” says Thunberg, “ that good cinnamon must al-

ways grow wild. The propagation of the trees, however,

takes place in the following manner. Magpies eat the

berries when ripe, but do not digest the stones, which they

sow here and there in the woods. On which account these

birds are preserved, no one being allowed to shoot them.”

The same has been related of pigeons.®^ Similar to this is

the fact of the English having shot a pigeon at Tanna with
a nutmeg in its beak.

Another valuable commodity was obtained from Ceylon
in these distant ages, that is to say, pearls. Of this we can
have no doubt, because we read of Indian pearl fisheries as

well as those of the Persian Gulf. Nearchus, when he
mentions the latter of these, adds the following observ-

ation :®^ “ Pearls are fished up here as well as in the Indian
Sea.” Noiv it is generally known, that the most consider-

able pearl fishery is on the south-eastern coast of the penin-
sula, this side of the Ganges, between Ceylon and Cape

Beckmann, ad Antig. de MiraUl Thunberg, 1. c.^ Forster, Voyage Aound the Worlds ii. p. 332.
Arrian, Ind. Op. p. 194. It is even said in another place, that accord-

ing to the traditions of the Indians, Hercules had established this fishery.
Would not this seem to imply the participation of the Phoenicians ?
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Comorin. Hence a connexion between these countries and

Babylon is sufficiently proved.

Lastly : the ancient name also of Ceylon, Taprobane, was
knowm very early, and was even brought to Greece as a

very remarkable one by the followers of Alexander
;
and

the oklest traditions concerning it have exactly that ob-

scurity which usually involves the most distant countries on

the extremities of the known world.^^ Accordingly it was

long undetermined, whether Taprobane was an island or a

large continent, upon which the antipodes were to be

sought. And even the discoveries made by the followers

of Alexander appear to have afforded but little more light,

as is manifest from Strabo, wffio drew his information from

them. This is however very different m Ptolemy.'^^ He
has, it must be confessed, made false representations (pro-

bably borrowed from his predecessors) concerning the mag-

nitude of the island
;
since he makes it extend from 12^^ 30'

N. L. to 3"' S. L. I3ut he is acquainted with its real figure

and th(i direction in which it lies
;

its coasts, cities, rivers,

and harbours
;
and even its ancient capital Maagrammum,

in the situation of the present Candi. There was certainly

a time in antiquity wdien Ceylon was quite as well known

as it w^as under the dominion of the Dutch
;
and we may

here repeat a question which has been started before, in re-

gard to the interior of Arabia:'*^'" viz. whether this was not

the age of the Phoenicians, and wdiether Ptolemy did not

obtain his information from Tyrian sources. If we could

assume this, how vast a commerce must there not have ex-

isted between the Phoenicians and Indians *

But without such a supposition, it is sufficiently made

out, that the principal direction of the maritime Indian

trade was to Ceylon and the neighbouring coast of Hindu-

stan. We now^iaturally ask, who they were by whom this

commerce was carried on
;
whether the Indians sailed to

the Persian Gulf, or whether the inhabitants of the latter

brought away the Indian commodities themselves. In my
own opinion, the previous statements have sufficiently estab-

lished the fact of the last of these having been the case, con-

sidering that the Chaldeans and Phoenicians had a joint

participation in this trade. The men of Dedan were thy

See Plin. vi. 22. Ptolem. vii. 4. See above, p. 360.
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merchants, and went to extensive countries, who gave them

in exchange for thy wares, horn, ivory, and ebony.” The
identity of these countries with those of India would be ren-

dered probable by their geography
;
but the Indian com-

modities which are mentioned turn this probability into

certainty. This remarkable passage, however, informs us

of the nature of this trade, as well as of its course. The
men of Daden, viz. the inhabitants of the islands in the bay

of Gerrha, sail to India with Phoenician wares, which they

exchange for Indian
;
after this they bring the fruits of their

traffic to their own country, and then form, on the neighbour-

ing Arabian shores, near Gerrha, those caravans from Daden
mentioned by Isaiah,®® wbich travelled through the Arabian

desert to Babylon, or to the maritime cities of Phoenicia.

Putting together what has been said thus far, we shall

have the following general results

:

First. We can entertain no doubt of a considerable na-

vigation on the Persian Gulf, not, however, limited to that

sea, but extending to large and distant countries, before the

age of the Persian empire.

Secondly. The principal places to which this navigation

was directed were Ceylon and the western coasts of the In-

dian peninsula, on this side the Ganges. Here was situated,

not far from the mouth of the Indus, the port Crocola,

where Nearchus embarked. It is undoubtedly the modern
Kurachi, which now carries on a considerable commerce,
adjoining a city of thirteen thousand inhabitants and it is

extremely probable that Barygaza likewise, (now Beroach,)

though coming under our notice somewhat later, was in

these early tunes a port of some consequence. The proxi-

mity of these countries would favour the voyage, which was
still more facilitated by the periodical winds, which at regu-
lar intervals of half a year conducted ships thither, and
brought them back.

Thirdly. This navigation was perhaps much less applied

to by the Babylonians that by the Phoenicians, who had
settlements on the eastern coast of Arabia, and in the neigh-
bouring Bahrein islands, where they were supplied with
timber for ship-building

; it was also carried on by the
Arabians, who became very early a navigating people, and

” Ezekiel, xxvii. 15. " Isaiah, xxi. 13.
* PoTTiNGER, Travels, p. 333, 342.
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conveyed the commodities which they had imported from
India, to Babylon and the Phoenician commercial cities, from
whence they were communicated to all parts of the world.

Lastly. The objects of this trade were Arabian frank-

incense, Indian spices, especially cinnamon from Ceylon,

ivory, ebony, precious stones, and Pei ..'an and Indian

pearls. These are, at least, the wares mentioned by histo-

rians
;
yet we cannot doubt, from our want of a complete

catalogue, that there are many articles omitted, which used

to be offered to strangers who came to the several countries,

and upon which they set a considerable value.

Under the Persian empire, however, the navigation of

the Persian Gulf had many difficulties to contend with.

The Persians, who were not themselves a navigating people,

had great apprehension of their provinces being suddenly

attacked and laid waste by some foreign fleet or other.*“

When we consider the situation of their principal cities,

this will appear any tiling but a groundless fear. Not only

Babylon, but ISusa, the metropolis of their empire, and the

depot for tribute collected from many nations, were both

situated on lai'ge and navigable rivers, which afforded foreign

fleets an easy access into the heart of their dominion
;
Ba-

bylon on the Euphrates, and Susa on the Choaspes, which

is connected with the Tigris by a canal.^ No great naval

power, in the modern sense of the term, would be requisite

for such an attempt, but only some squadrons of daring

pirates, resembling the Normans of the middle ages, a de-

scription of people which has never been wanting in the

Persian Gulf. What could the Persians on the moment
have opposed to such a fleet ? Their principal cities would

inevitably have been plundered and destroyed
;
nay, it is not

going too far to suppose the utter abolition of their empire.

In order to prevent such a misfortune, they determined

to make the entrance of the principal stream, viz. the Tigris,

through which ships passed to the Choaspes, entirely inac-

cessible for navigation ;
and the expense and trouble which

they bestowed upon accomplishing this design, clearly shows

how much the danger of a foreign invasion had alarmed

•heir fears. At certain distances one after the other they

interrupted the course of the stream by masses of stone,

*“ Strab. p. 1075. Arkian, vii. 7*
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which, as the waves passed over them, formed cascades more

or less elevated. Alexander, who considered notiiin" t>l‘

greater importance than the furtherance of trade and navi-

gation, caused these obstructions to be removed, on his re-

turn from India.“ But his premature death prevented the

completion of this design, and one of these has probably

remained to our time. “ One day’s journey below Mosul,*’

says Tavernier,^ “ our bark stuck against a dam, across the

Tigris from one side to the other. It is two hundred feet

broad, and forms a cascade twenty feet high
;
being con-

structed of large stones, which by the lapse of time are b(‘-

come as hard as a rock. The Arabians assert that Alexan-

der the Great ordered it tc be made, to conduct the stream

;

others maintain, that Darius endeavoured by this means to

prevent Alexander from penetrating by the river into his

dominions.” The monument certainly deserves a more
accurate investigation, wore it only on account of ancient

Persian architecture; for it is not at all probable that a dam
should have been made so far up the river.

‘

Here, then, we may seek for the reason of the great de-

cline of the Persian Gulf navigation in the time of Alex-
ander. It was a result of the Persian policy

;
and hence it

would be very hasty to decide, in conformity with this, as

to the antecedent period, when the Babylonico-Chaldean

power was at its height. A people w'ho, like the Persians,

are not themselves navigators, would be inclined to attach

but little value to maritime trade in general. Moreover,

the dams of which we have been speaking were no detri-

ment to the navigation of the Euphrates
;
and although the

maritime commerce of Babylon may have been much re-

duced under the Persian dominion, it certainly was not put
a stop to altogether.

^ Strab. 1. c. If I dared to oppose evidence so definite as that of StrabOj

I should conjecture, 'with great probability, that these dams were made to

restrain' the river, and to prevent an inundation.
® Tavernier, i. p. 185.
* They extended, however, as far as Opis, which, as an important com-

mercial town, it was of great consequence to defend from any attack.
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